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Preface
This report presents a brief history leading to the involvement of the Langley
Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
in space-radiation physics and protection. Indeed, a relatively complete summary
of technical capability as of the summer of 1990 is given. The Boltzmann equations
for coupled ionic and neutronic fields are presented and inversion techniques for
the Boltzmann operator are discussed. Errors generated by the straight ahead
approximation are derived and are shown to be negligible for most problems
of space-radiation protection. A decoupling of projectile propagation from the
target fields greatly simplifies the Boltzmann equations and allows an analytic
solution of the target fragment transport. Analytic and numerical methods of
solving the projectile transport equations are discussed. The study shows that
explicit numerical techniques can develop unstable roots that require some care
in applying discrete numerical methods. A second class of numerical methods is
derived by first inverting the Boltzmann operator to form a Volterra equation from
which an unconditionally stable numerical marching procedure is derived. Error
propagation in the marching procedure is studied. Local relative errors must be
on the order of h 2 for adequate control of propagated errors, where h is the step
size.
The nuclear physics underlying the coefficients in the Boltzmann equation is
discusse_ A coupled-channel optical model is found as a consequence of the loose
binding (_Snuclear matter and closure of the nuclear states in high-energy reactions.
An abrasion optical model is derived that agrees well with experiment if the two-
body interaction matrix is properly symmetrized. The optical model is found to
be a good approximation to the elastic channel in the coherent approximation.
Noncoherent effects are explicitly evaluated in a bordered matrix approximation.
A complete elastic channel data base is presented. Inelastic and nonelastic
processes are treated in the bordered matrix approximation with encouraging
comparisons with experiment. The theory of electromagnetic dissociation is
reviewed, and a model for single-nucleon and two-nucleon knockouts is presented
and compared with experimental data. A semiempirical nuclear-fragmentation
model is presented for the generation of a nuclear reaction data base and compared
with experimental data. A relatively complete nuclear reaction data base is
presented.
Transport solutions with the developed data base are used with laboratory
experiments to validate both the transport code and the data base. Numerical
benchmarks and comparison with Monte Carlo calculations are also used for code
validation.
xi
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The analytic methods and data base are used to study coupling of the local
radiation fields to electronic devices, dosimeters, and biological systems. Energy
deposition fluctuations in thin silicon detectors caused by target fragmentation in
the silicon device are shown and compared with experiment. Energy fluctuation in
microscopic volumes is studied and the relation to tissue equivalent microdosime-
ters is described. The bone-tissue interface is examined for possible damage en-
hancement effects in the transition region near the interface. Target fragmentation
corrections to damage coefficients of biological experimental data are discussed.
Comparisons are made with results obtained by others using different nuclear data
bases.
Approximate solutions to the Boltzmann equation in arbitrary convex geome-
try are found in preparation for application to space radiations. A buildup factor
formalism is derived for space use, and example calculations for the human geom-
etry in a space vehicle or on the surface of the Moon and Mars are given. The
heavy ion transport code is used to study the shielding requirements for lunar
or martian missions. Future needs of the NASA radiation physics program are
discussed.
xii
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1. Pre-NASA History
The panel meeting (Armstrong, 1949) on "Aero Medical Problems of Space
Travel," sponsored by the School of Aviation Medicine, Wright Field, Ohio, was
held in 1949, the year following the first published account of the existence
of heavy ions in the galactic cosmic rays (GCR) observed at high altitude in
the Earth's atmosphere (Freier et al., 1948). It was C. F. Gell, a member of
the panel, who suggested that space radiation may be life threatening despite
stratospheric radiation studies indicating the contrary. He gave two reasons for
this possibility: (1) The cosmic radiation that is unable to penetrate to the
stratosphere may be important and (2) the geomagnetic field deflects many of
the particles away from the Earth; therefore, they are not observed in current
stratospheric flight experiments. He proposed the need to further investigate
space-radiation protection and the subject plunged into immediate controversy.
In the following year, H. J. Schaefer (1950), of the Naval School of Aviation
Medicine, provided a review of atmospheric radiations. He reported that cosmic
rays are greatly diminished at the Earth's surface (0.1 mR/day (1 R corresponds to
the exposure unit of formation of 1 esu/cm 3 of dry air at standard conditions)),
increase to a maximum of 15 mR/day at 70000 ft, and decrease beyond the
transition maximum formed by the well-known transition effect (fig. 1.1). The
transition effect results from interactions of the most penetrating radiations
producing secondary particles in sufficient numbers to increase the dose. A belief
that the ionization rates would decline to the free space values, where only the
primary particles were present, had been generally accepted. However, as Schaefer
notes, the discovery of "heavy nuclei rays" with their low penetrating power leads
one to expect the decline beyond 70 000 ft to reach a minimum followed by a rise
in ionization at higher altitudes. He credits C. F. Gell for first suggesting this
possibility. Schaefer further suggests that the unusually high specific ionization of
these energetic heavy nuclei indicates they may pose a significant health hazard
and stresses the importance of further study.
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Figure I.I. Altitude dependence of ionization in tissue from cosmic radiation (from Schaefer,
_95o).
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(a) Z .-_ 20 projectile, low-energy transfer event.
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tivistic charged prongs.
(c) Z _ 17 projectile, high-
energy transfer event.
Figure 1.2. Nuclear-star events observed in nuclear emulsion (from Krebs, 1950).
m
After the publication of the findings of the panel, Krebs (1950) at the Field Re-
search Laboratory of the Army Medical Service, Fort Knox, Kentucky, described
his work on biological experiments with cosmic air showers by emphasizing the
importance of nuclear-star contributions. Krebs suggests in particular that the
"explosive (or 'nuclear') stars," assumed to be created by "heavy nuclei com-
ing from outside of the atmosphere," are a novel physical process (fig. 1.2) with
potential for biological effects that "cannot be overemphasized." Clearly, Krebs'
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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emphasis on the nuclear-star contribution is to be distinguished from Schaefer's
concern over the direct ionization of cosmic heavy nuclei. Although nuclear-star
effects in tissue remains an important biological issue (see chapter 11), it was the
insight of Schaefer on the nature of high energy and charge (HZE) ions 40 years
ago that is having a lasting impact on radiation physics and biology.
The Symposium on Space Medicine at the 23rd Annual Meeting of the Aero
Medical Association, held in March of 1952, was a watershed for space-radiation
biology and protection. Schaefer (1952) argued eloquently that delayed effects are
the likely consequence of cosmic heavy nuclei exposure and that we cannot ex-
trapolate from well-established dose response curves for common radiations. The
nature of atmospheric ionization exposure was discussed as was the problem of
extrapolation to free space (fig. 1.3) with the limiting effects of geomagnetic cutoff,
solar modulation, and the uncertainty in the radiobiology. Schaefer then looked at
the issue of track structure (fig. 1.4) and described a model of injury near the end
of the heavy nuclei tracks (microbeams), which was a small linear lesion somewhat
2o
_1o
[
o
lO0 100oo
Altitude, miles
Figure 1.3.
Earth at higher latitudes (from Schaefer, 1952).
Ionization dosage from cosmic radiation for distances from 1 to 10000 miles from
105
 ,o3I I1o I
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Z = 20, E = 4000 MeV
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Figure 1.4. Radial spread of ionization about heavy nucleus and alpha tracks to be compared
with size of human cell at top (from Schaefer, 1952).
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Figure 1.5. Ionization, counting rate, and average rate of energy loss (proportional to specific
ionization) (from Tobias, 1952).
similar to Todd's microlesion but without the carcinogenic interpretation Todd
(1983) suggests. It was Schaefer (1952) who first suggested that linear energy
transfer (LET) may not be a good predictor of biological response because the
track width also controls the biochemistry.
Also presented at the Symposium on Space Medicine was a particularly lucid
paper by C. A. Tobias (1952), of the Donner Laboratory, on the radiation hazards
in high-altitude aviation. Like Schaefer, Tobias argued that a rapid change in GCR
composition is expected in the upper atmosphere where particles of high specific
ionization are absorbed (fig. 1.5) and are converted partly to particles of lesser
charge. He estimated the neutron-biological exposure to be 10 mrem/day (1 rem
( = 0.01 Sv) is an older unit of dose equivalent) at 45 000 ft from the measurements
of Yuan (1951), with the assumption of a Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE)
of 10, and stressed the need to look for low-energy, cosmic nuclei near the North
Pole where geomagnetic effects are minimal. Because primary iron nuclei will
undergo nuclear fragmentation in a few grams per centimeter 2, he suggested that
less ionizing secondaries produced by fragmentation of heavy ions may pose a re-
duced hazard. One can observe the rapid decline of the high-energy pulse events in
gas-filled proportional counters (fig. 1.6) used by McClure and Pomerantz (1950).
Tobias argued that the RBE for cosmic-ray nuclei may be as high as 100 but
that the values are unknown because no such ground-based facilities are able to
accelerate iron nuclei to high energy (Tobias and Segr_, 1946) and biological flight
experiments are impractical because of the low flux and limited exposure time.
He estimated the exposure to be 26 rem per year at the top of the atmosphere
or about 50 rem per year in free space. He then surveyed the biological data
available and proposed a radiobiological program that would be the mold for the
Chapter 1
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Figure 1.6. Bursts produced by protons, neutrons, a-particles, and heavy ions (from McClure
and Pomerantz, 1950).
next 40 years of heavy ion, space-radiation biology. He predicted the possible
direct observations of light flashes from heavy ion exposure in dark-adapted eyes,
which were observed by Apollo astronauts nearly 20 years later.
New emphasis was given to space radiation after the occurrence of an enormous
solar flare on February 23, 1956, which was summarized by Schaefer (1957)
and further detailed in 1958 (Schaefer, 1958). After the successful launch of
an unmanned satellite by the USSR, NASA was formed out of the older civil
aeronautical agency (National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA))
and elements of the military space effort in 1958. In this same year, Van Allen
discovered the trapped radiation belts. In July 1959, Schaefer (1959) began to
explore the possibilities of space travel despite the presence of the Van Allen
belts.
1.2. History of Langley Program
In June 1960, a conference on radiation problems in manned space flight, orga-
nized by the Office of Life Science Programs, NASA (Jacobs, 1960), was convened
to address the problem of potential acute and chronic radiation damage. A back-
ground paper on space radiation was presented by J. A. Winckler of the University
of Minnesota in which the 1956 solar flare and subsequent events through 1959
were discussed. We now know that an even bigger solar flare event occurred
on November 12-13, 1960, 5 months after the June 1960 conference. Nearly all
factors important to solar flare events were identified at the NASA conference:
important locations on the Sun for active regions to affect the Earth, propaga-
tion and storage effects, geomagnetic effects including magnetic disturbances, the
significance of type-IV radio noise as a signature of particle events, importance
of riometer and ground-level neutron monitors, and an estimate of the required
shielding thickness. Winckler suggested that GCR exposures were probably unim-
portant for short-duration missions. Winckler's review noted that the inner Van
Allen zone was reasonably stable with dose rates of 30 R/hr compared with the
dynamic outer zone with peak rates near 10 R/hr. (Shielding of the ion cham-
bers was not specified.) An attempt was made to establish a rationale to define
5
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acceptable risk. J. E. Pickering, of the Air Force School of Aviation Medicine,
Wright Field, Ohio, suggested radiation risk should be in line with other mission
risks; this then became a dominant theme in NASA's exposure-limits assessments.
The main conclusions to be drawn were that the Mercury program, which flew at
100 n.mi. at low inclination, was not expected to have a radiation problem, but
a vigorous radiation program would be required for future NASA missions. This
is the historical context of the beginning of space-radiation protection at NASA
Langley Research Center which continues at present and is the main focus of the
rest of this report.
The Langley effort began in 1958 with Trutz Foelsche (1959) evaluating specific
ionization caused by cosmic-ray primaries in water or tissue. Aware of the
high altitudes projected by the U.S. Supersonic Transport (SST) Program, the
potential impact on commercial operations was brought to the forefront (Foelsche,
1961). A major concern in Foelsche's estimates was uncertainty in neutron and
target-recoil contributions (Foelsche, 1962a and 1962b) which would be a dominant
issue at Langley for the next decade. His estimates of space-radiation doses were a
prime contribution to the Conference on Environmental Problems of Space Flight
Structures, convened under the Advisory Committee on Missile and Space Vehicle
Structures (Vosteen, 1962).
The first Symposium on the Protection Against Radiation Hazards in Space,
held in Gatlinburg, Tennessee (first Gatlinburg Conference, Anon., 1962), was
a coming together of the diverse elements working on various aspects of the
space-radiation problem. At the conference, plans for the Space Radiation
Effects Laboratory (SREL) at Langley were unveiled with its central 600-MeV
synchrocyclotron and various other low-energy machines. (The site is the current
location of the Continuous Electron Beam Acceleration Facility (CEBAF).) The
main experimental thrust of the radiation-protection group was secondary particle
production from collisions of energetic protons and a-particles (Orr, 1972; Beck
and Powell, 1976). Also presented at the conference by Kinney, Coveyou, and
Zerby (1962) were the beginnings of the High-Energy Transport Code (HETC).
The most surprising feature of the conference in retrospect was the lack of papers
on energetic heavy ions, except for the biological experiments of H. J. Curtis, who
used deuteron microbeams to simulate the high-energy, heavy ion microlesions
suggested by Schaefer (1952) as a potential biological hazard a decade before.
The second Gatlinburg conference, held in Gatlinburg, Tennessee, 2 years later
(Reetz, 1965), showed considerable maturation. Foelsche identified major un-
certainties in neutron-exposure rates that justified an atmospheric-measurements
program starting in 1965, which ran out of funds just 7 months before the now-
famous solar event of August 1972 (Korff et al., 1979). Unlike the earlier con-
ference, there were three papers in reference to high-energy heavy ions. One was
written by P. Todd (1965) presenting a host of cell survival data for heavy ion
beams measured at the Donner Laboratory of the Lawrence Radiation Labora-
tory at Berkeley (LRLB) and the other was written by S. B. Curtis (Curtis, Dye,
and Sheldon, 1965), who later joined the staff at the Donner Laboratory. Sev-
eral fundamental papers appeared using HETC, including one by R. G. Alsmiller,
Jr., et al. (1965), showing the validity of the straight ahead approximation for
high-energy nucleon transport as applied to space radiations. This paper had
an important impact on transport theory development at Langley. Probably the
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most surprising paper in retrospect was the four-part paper written by J. Billing-
ham, D. E. Robbins, J. L. Modisette, and P. W. Higgins (1965). This paper
described the dose limits for design purposes in the Apollo mission as 200 rem
(blood-forming organ, ocular lens), 700 rein (skin), and 980 rem (hands and feet),
which were adequate to return the astronauts to Earth for proper medical atten-
tion (Reetz, 1965). A clear balance was established between radiation risk and
other mission risks for this exploratory high-risk mission.
In December 1964, the FAA requested that NASA resolve the issue of radia-
tion exposure for the commercial supersonic transport as had been so elegantly
discussed by Foelsche at the second Gatlinburg conference. A detailed measure-
ments program began the following year by combining efforts at Langley with the
work of the Korff group at New York University (NYU). The flight experiment
package included tissue-equivalent ion chambers, a fast neutron spectrometer (1-
10 MeV), and nuclear emulsion. Over the next several years, there were hundreds
of high-altitude balloon and airplane flights, a world latitude survey on a Boe-
ing 707 airplane, and high-altitude studies, especially for solar flare events, in U2
and RB-57F flights. (See fig. 1.7.) The n_ain limitation of the Langley experimen-
tal effort was the lack of neutron spectrum measurements outside the fast region.
The year after the Langley measurements program began, the International Com-
mission for Radiological Protection (ICRP) Task Group (1966) for SST exposure
published their conclusion that the biological exposure from atmospheric neutrons
was nearly negligible.
The Langley effort was to extend the measured neutron spectrum to both
lower and especially to higher energies by using the Monte Carlo work at the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), namely, the HETC. The importance of
300.*_
Ge°magneticlatitude'50° _"_:k_-.'_ _ A_ _ qL/'_
*Number of flights
Figure 1.7. High-altitude radiation measurements from 1965 to 1971.
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the development of the Bertini (1967) nuclear reaction code and the associated
shielding code (HETC) cannot be overemphasized. An outstanding feature of the
code is the inclusion of the intranuclear cascade code (Bertini, 1967) as part of
the internuclear cascade calculation (HETC) reducing the reliance on external
nuclear data bases. At the same time, this feature made the complete code
computationally inefficient in the midst of demands and requests for results for
various disciplines. The Langley atmospheric program found itself standing in
line with accelerator, biomedical, dosimetry, and space programs waiting to be
serviced by the HETC code. The decision was made at Langley to develop an
in-house capability.
Code development was undertaken by physicists within the computational
division at Langley with great vigor; for after all, when the supply of nuclear
data is exhausted, a real opportunity to develop nuclear theory exists. The code
(PROPER-C) chosen for Langley development was written by Leimdorfer and
Crawford (1968) for applications at energies below pion-production threshold.
This code was extended to high energies (PROPER-3C) by incorporating the
recently published Bertini (1967) data (Wilson, 1972b) and making a high-
energy extrapolation (Lambiotte, Wilson, and Filippas, 1971). There were critical
meetings concerning the SST in early 1969, and results from the Langley code
were the only available results to fill the gap (Foelsche et al., 1969; Foelsche
and Wilson, 1969; Wilson, Lambiotte, and Foelsche, 1969). The Langley code
was extremely fast because the intranuclear nucleon cascade was represented
by a numerical data set and yet required over $80,000 of computer time (1968
dollars) to make the extension of the fast neutron spectrum to high energies.
The results predicted the transition curve (fig. 1.8) measured for fast neutrons
(Foelsche et al., 1969; Foelsche and Wilson, 1969), the importance of high-energy
neutrons (Foelsche and Wilson, 1969; Wilson, 1969) in contributing to biological
dose (fig. 1.9), and an interesting structure in the atmospheric neutron spectrum
(Wilson, Lambiotte, and Foelsche, 1969). These results were confirmed by later
calculations at NYU (Korff et al., 1979) and ORNL (Foelsche et al., 1974). A
summary of the atmospheric radiation program is given by Foelsche et al. (1974)
and Korff et. al. (1979). From these studies, the background radiation levels
were still uncertain, since the transition curves of the other heavier primary ions
were not known, and these heavier ions may make important contributions to
the dose equivalent for some solar flare events. Therefore, preliminary studies
for heavy ion reactions were begun (Foelsche et al., 1974; Skoski, Merker, and
Shen, 1973) at the Princeton Particle Accelerator (PPA). As further justification
for heavy ion experiments, a simple model of visual impairment by heavy ion
exposure revealed required shield uncertainties for a 3-year Mars mission of 4.5 to
29 g/cm 2 of aluminum (fig. 1.10) and further emphasized the value of a vigorous
heavy ion physics and radiobiology program (memorandum to the Langley director
concerning continuation and modification of the Princeton Particle Accelerator by
NASA in 1970). Experiments began at a meager level and were later moved to
the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (Schimmerling, Kast, and Ortendahl, 1979),
where they continue to this day at a very modest funding level (Schimmerling,
Curtis, and Vosburgh, 1977; Schimmerling et al., 1987 and 1989).
Two accomplishments resulted from the PROPER-3C code (Lambiotte, Wil-
son, and Filippas, 1971): The available nuclear data were exhausted, laying the
8
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groundwork for a theoretical nuclear program, and an appreciation of the tedious
details of the Monte Carlo method, not to mention the intense computer require-
ments. Consequently, the first fruits of a nuclear theory program produced new
skills in multiple scattering theory (Wilson, 1972a, 1973, and 1974b), a fundamen-
tal theory of heavy ion reactions (Wilson, 1974a), and the first Langley-developed
data base for heavy ion cross sections (Wilson and Costner, 1975). These theories
provided the framework for nuclear model development for the next 15 years and
continue to provide the core of the Langley nuclear program. The greater appre-
ciation of the limitations of the Monte Carlo methods in radiation shielding led to
the development of a series of deterministic codes beginning with nucleon trans-
port (Wilson and Lamkin, 1975; Lamkin, 1974; Wilson and Khandelwal, 1976b)
and moving onward toward the development of heavy ion transport theory (Wil-
son, 1977a, 1977b, and 1978). The deterministic approach at Langley was seen
as the necessary means of obtaining codes useful for an engineering design envi-
ronment. A more detailed overview of the Langley program was given by Wilson
(1978) at the workshop on the satellite power system, held at Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory (Sehimmerling and Curtis, 1978).
The third Gatlinburg conference was held in Las Vegas in March 1971 (War-
man, 1972). Reported at this conference were the light flashes in the Apollo
missions that Tobias (1952) had predicted 20 years earlier. A great deal of the
symposium was concerned with space nuclear power. Two important papers by
Wilkinson and Curtis (1972) and Curtis and Wilkinson (1972) showed that there
were major uncertainties in shield requirements caused by current uncertainty in
heavy ion fragmentation parameters. The importance of galactic cosmic-ray expo-
sure was a concern for long-duration missions in view of unknown but potentially
large biological effects. The emphasis in the conference was still the proton shield-
ing aspects of the Apollo mission and the successful conclusion of the Man on the
Moon Program. Although this conference provided important documentation of
the previous decade of work, it also marked the rapid decline in radiation research
funding within NASA. In spite of the total lack of funding from 1973 to 1980,
Langley maintained its files on radiation interaction and managed to perform ra-
diation related tasks on a time-available basis. Fundamental work on dosimetry
(Khandelwal, Costner, and Wilson, 1974; Khandelwal and Wilson, 1974; Wilson,
10
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1975b), new methods in radiation transport (Wilson and Khandelwal, 1976a and
1976b; Wilson, 1975a; Wilson and Denn, 1977b and 1977c), and analysis of space-
radiation-protection issues (Wilson and Denn, 1976 and 1977a; Wilson, 1981) were
completed.
It was natural in these intermediate years to work in closely related disciplines.
The first such area was nuclear-induced plasmas and nuclear pumped lasers
(Wilson and De Young, 1978a and 1978b; ttarries and Wilson, 1979; De Young and
Wilson, 1979; Wilson, De Young, and Harries, 1979; Wilson and Shapiro, 1980;
Wilson, 1980). The nuclear flash-lamp-pumped laser work (Wilson, 1980) was a
natural lead into direc_ solar-pumpe(t laser systems (Wilson and Lee, 1980; Harries
and Wilson, 1981; Wilson, Raju, and Shiu, 1983; Wilson et al., 1984). With
new skills in nuclear-induced plasma chemistry, nuclear interactions in materials
became a natural work area more closely akin to space radiations. A small
amount of funds was available allowing work on structural materials (Wilson and
Kamaratos, 1981; Wilson and Xu, 1982; Wilson et al., 1982; Kamaratos et al.,
1982; Xu, Khandelwal, and Wilson, 1984a and 1984b; Rustgi et al., 1988) and
electronic materials (Wilson, Stith, and Stock, 1983; Wilson and Stock, 1984).
The space-radiation-protection research was restored under a proposal to the
Life Sciences Division entitled "Space Radiation Protection Methods," submitted
July 31, 1979, by John Wilson. The proposal contained a local theoretical
effort at Langley and experiments at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory as an
augmentation of experiments funded by the National Cancer Institute conducted
by Walter Schimmerling.
The present report gives an account of the methods and underlying data bases
currently in use at the Langley Research Center. It is the goal of the Langley
program to go beyond progress in fundamental methods to provide analysis tools
that can be easily used by the nonexpert in engineering and experimental design
applications. Such tools are not only to be convenient to use but are also to have
been validated by laboratory experiments so that their domain of applicability is
clearly delineated. Although such a goal was barely conceivable 20 years ago when
we embarked on this course, this report demonstrates great progress toward this
goal. We look forward to its successful completion in the coming decades.
1.3. Overview of Space-Radiation Interactions
An overview of the space environment and its interaction with materials was
given by Wilson (1978). A number of details could be added but very little change
in the basic protection requirements would result, and considerable uncertainty in
radiation-protection practice remains even today. Here, we present a pedestrian
view of space-radiation interaction and refer to the earlier review (Wilson, 1978)
for somewhat expanded detail. The present document contains the interaction
description in greater detail and our aim in this section is to give an overview to
the processes described herein.
The energetic particles in space consist mainly of atomic constituents covering
a very broad energy spectrum and flux values as shown in figure 1.11 (Wilson,
1978). The particles themselves are small (_ 10 -13 cm) but are electrically charged
11
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Figure 1.11. Space-radiation environment.
resulting in a long-range force component. A casual look at condensed matter
reveals mostly the structure of the electron clouds which contain only 0.05 percent
of the mass but occupy virtually all the space within the material. Embedded
within these electron clouds are the atomic nuclei whose dimensions are 10 -5
times smaller than the complete atom but contain 99.95 percent of the mass of
the atom. Clearly, an energetic particle passing through such a material will
mainly interact with the electrons in the cloud and seldom strike a nucleus.
We now discuss some of the physical parameters related to shielding calcula-
tions using elementary concepts. The dominant term in a shielding calculation is
energy loss through ionization, that is, a collision between the incoming charged
particle (whether it is a proton, electron, or heavy ion) and the orbital electrons of
the shielding material (fig. 1.12). They interact through coulomb scattering, and
the energy transferred from an ion of energy E and charge Zp to a target particle
of charge ZT is labeled Q. The cross section a has an inverse Q2 dependence, and
therefore the energy transfer is usually quite small. In the figure, # is reduced
mass for the projectile target system of masses Mp and M T.
When the target is an electron bound in an atomic orbital, there are two
options of either producing excitation when specific energy transfers (ei - ej,
where Ei and ej denote atomic energy levels) are made or ionization where the
energy transferred must be greater than the ionization potential (fig. 1.13). The
cross section is related to this energy transfer and goes like the inverse of Q2.
Another process that is extremely important, especially for incident electrons, is
coulomb interaction with the atomic nucleus which results in multiple-scattering
effects. These multiple-scattering effects are important for electron shielding or
for laboratory ion experiments.
The cross sections for secondary electrons produced from impacts of ions
with atoms as described in figures 1.12 and 1.i3 are shown in figure 1.14. This
12
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Figure 1.13. Schematic of coulomb interactions with atomic electrons and atomic nucleus.
figure shows curve fits to the experimental data (Manson et al., 1975) at 1 and
5-MeV proton impacts, and the inverse Q2 dependence above about 20 eV for the
secondary electron energy is again evident. The corrections below 20 eV are due
to binding effects which can only be treated quantum mechanically. The electron
is actually bound in an atom, and these binding effects become important when
the energy transfer is on the order of the binding energy. These types of data are
important in giving the lateral spread of the energy from the track as the particle
passes through a material.
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There are a number of other degrees of freedom that one contends with when
looking at molecular systems. Shown in figure 1.15 is a collection of data for N2
molecules, which we chose as a typical molecule mainly because we could find the
most data for it. Vibrational excitation is important for electron energies below
about 10 eV. Once the electronic excitation or ionization threshold is exceeded,
everything becomes heavily dominated by those two processes alone. In about
one half the cases, ionization results in dissociation; and according to the data we
have been able to collect, most molecules undergoing electronic excitation result in
dissociation. There are, however, considerable differences in the dissociation cross
section for the two processes as seen in figure 1.15. Those differences are probably
due to the small number of molecular states observed in the experiments. The
dissociative excitation cross section will probably change as future experiments
are performed, and total dissociative cross section will probably show the same
energy dependence as the ionization cross section at high energy. The data are
taken from Schulz (1976), Cartwright et al. (1977), KSllmann (1975), and Wight,
Van der Wiel, and Brion (1976). The problem of molecular binding effects is
difficult to treat using quantum theory but local plasma models have shown some
success in treating both the molecular binding problem (Wilson and Kamaratos,
1981; Kamaratos, 1982; Xu, Khandelwal, and Wilson, 1984a and 1984b) and
condensed phase effects (Wilson et M., 1984; Xu, Khandelwal, and Wilson, 1985).
Although most collisions in the material are with orbital electrons, the rare
nuclear collisions are of importance because of the large energy transferred in the
collision and the generation of new energetic particles. This process of transfer-
ring kinetic energy into new secondary radiations occurs through several different
processes, such as direct knockout of nuclear constituents, resonant excitation fol-
lowed by particle emission, pair production, and possible coherent effects within
the nucleus. Through these processes, a single-particle incident on the shield
14
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may attenuate through energy transfer to electrons of the media or generate
a multitude of secondaries causing an increase in exposure (transition effect).
The process that dominates depends on energy, particle type, and material
composition. This development of cascading particles is depicted in figure 1.16 as
a relative comparison between high-energy proton and a-particle cascades in the
Earth's atmosphere. Note the similarities displayed in figure 1.16 for individual
reaction events and the nuclear-star events shown in figure 1.2 for nuclear emulsion.
The relevant transport equations are derived on the basis of conservation
principles. Consider a region of space filled by matter described by appropriate
atomic and nuclear cross sections. In figure 1.17, we show a small portion of the
region enclosed by a sphere of radius 5. The number of particles of type j leaving
a surface element 52 d_ is given as Cj(:_q-5_, _, E)5 2 d_, where Cj(_, f_, E) is the
particle flux density, £ is a vector to the center of the sphere, _ is normal to the
surface element, and E is the particle energy. The projection of the surface element
through the sphere center to the opposite side of the sphere defines a flux tube
through which pass a number of particles of type j given as Cj (_, -- 5_, _, E)5 2 d_,
which would equal the number leaving the opposite face if the tube defined by
the projection were a vacuum. The two numbers of particles, in fact, differ by the
gains and the losses created by atomic and nuclear collisions as follows:
Cj (_" A- 5_, _, E)5 2 d_
= Cj(2- <$f_,_, E)<$ 2 d_
+<$2 f E, +
_ <52dfiF_dl aj(E) Cj(Z. + l_,_,E) (1.1)
J-b
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Figure 1.17. Transport of.particles through spherical region.
where aj(E) and ajk(f , fl, E, E r) are the media macroscopic cross sections. The
cross section ajk(f, fr, E,E r) represents all those processes by which type k
particles moving in direction fr with energy E r produce a type j particle in
direction f with energy E. Note, there may be several reactions which may
accomplish this result and the appropriate cross sections of equation (1.1) are the
inclusive ones. Note that the second term on the right-hand side of equation (1.1)
is the source of secondary particles integrated over the total volume 263 df and the
third term is the loss through nuclear reaction integrated over the same volume.
We expand the terms of each side and retain terms to order 63 explicitly as
disdf [¢j(:2,f +dif.vCj(:2,f E)]
= 62dr [¢j (:2, f, E) - diff. VCj (:2, f, E)
2di E f aJ k(f' fir E, Er)¢k(:2, fr, E 1) dfr dE 1+
k
-- 25aj(E) Cj(2, f,E)[ + 0(54) (1.2)
q
J
which may be divided by the cylindrical volume 26(di 2 dr) and written as
f" vCj(:2, f, E) = y] f ajk(f , fir, E, E') ¢k(:2, 51, El) dfrdEt
k
-- aj(E) Cj(x,a, E) + 0(5) (1.3)
for which the last term O(di) approaches zero in the limit as di _ 0. Equation (1.3)
is recognized as a time independent form of the Boltzmann equation for a tenuous
16
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gas. Atomic collisions (i.e., collisions with atomic electrons) preserve the identity
of the particle and two terms of the right-hand side of equation (1.3) contribute.
The differential cross sections have the approximate form for atomic processes
at
ajk(_2 , _', E, E') = y_ ajn(E)at 6(ft. fi' - 1) 6jk 6(E + sn - E') (i.4)
where n labels the electronic excitation levels and _n are the corresponding
excitation energies which are small (1-100 eV in most cases) compared with the
particle energy E. The atomic terms may then be written as
El -at:a_,jk_o,fit, E,E') Ck(_,fi', E') dfi' dE' - _r_t(E) Cj(_, fi, E)
k
E at
- _,2t(E)Cj(e, fi, E)
0= 0-_ E)¢_(x, (1.5)
since the stopping power is
12
(1.6)
and the total atomic cross section is
at
_;t(E) = _ _j,(E) (1.7)
n
Equations (1.5) to (1.7) allow us to rewrite equation (1.3) in the usual continuous
slowing down approximation as
a + fi, E)] _ fi, E)fi" V¢¢(_,fi, E) - b--/[Sj(E) ¢_.(_, + _j(E) CAx,
= / _ ajk(fi, (_', E, E') Ck(_, 6', E') d(_' dE'
k
(1.8)
where the cross sections of equation (1.8) now contain only the nuclear
contributions.
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Chapter 1
The rest of this report concerns finding values for the atomic and nuclear cross
sections, evaluating solutions to equation (1.8) for various boundary conditions,
and making application to various radiation-protection issues.
The response of materials to ionizing radiation is related to the amount of
local energy deposited and the manner in which that energy is deposited. The
energy given up to nuclear emulsion (McDonald, 1965) is shown for several ions
in figure 1.18. The figure registers developable crystals caused by the passage
of the particle directly by ionization or indirectly by the ionization of secondary
electrons (_-rays). These 5-rays appear as hairs emanating from the particle track.
Note that the scale of the _f-ray track is on the order of biological cell dimensions
(2-10 #m). Many of the modern large integrated circuits are even of the 0.5-#m
scale. For this scale, track structure effects become important as interruptive
events as a particle passes through active elements of such circuits.
From the radiation-protefition perspective, the issues of shielding are somewhat
clearly drawn. Given the complex external environment, the shield properties alter
the internal environment within the spacecraft structure as shown in figure 1.19.
The internal environment interacts with onboard personnel or equipment. If suf-
ficient knowledge is known about specific devices and biological responses, then
the shield properties can be altered to minimize adverse effects. Since the shield is
intimately connected to the overall engineering systems and often impacts launch
cost, the minimization of radiation risk is not independent of other risk factors
and mission costs. Even mission objectives are at times impacted by radiation-
protection requirements (e.g., Viking soIar cell design to ensure sufficient solar
External
environment
Internal
environment
Dosimeter
/
Figure 1.19. Schematic of space-radiation-protection problem.
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power in the event of decreased performance caused by a large solar flare during
the mission affected the weight allowed the experiments package). Clearly, the
uncertainty in shield specification is an important factor when such critical issues
are being addressed. There is uncertainty in subsystem response which can be
easily (more or less) obtained for electronic or structural devices. The uncertainty
in response of biological systems is complicated by the long delay times (up
to 30 years) before system response occurs and the unusually small signal-to-
noise ratio in biological response. Clearly, a difficult task remains before risk
assignments can be made for long-duration deep space missions.
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Coulomb Interactions in Atoms and Molecules
2.1. Introduction
In deriving the Boltzmann equation in chapter 1, we included atomic/molecular
and nuclear collision processes. The total cross section aj(E) with the medium
for each particle type of energy E may be expanded as
(2.1)
where the first term refers to collision with atomic electrons, the second term is
for elastic nuclear scattering, and the Shird term describes nuclear reactions. The
microscopic cross sections are ordered as follows:
aft(E) ,,, 10 -16 cm 2
a;l(E) ,-_ 10-19 cm 2
_;(E) ~ 10-24 cm2
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
to allow flexibility in expanding solutions to the Boltzmann equation as a sequence
of perturbative approximations, for example_ the continuous slowing down approx-
imation is one such approach. It is clear that many atomic collisions (_ 106) occur
in a cm of ordinary matter, whereas _ 103 nuclear elastic collisions occur per cm.
In distinction, nuclear reactions are separated by many cm. We shall further elab-
orate this point of view and indicate important atomic and molecular quantities
required for transport theory development. In particular, we will examine a more
general formulation than that presented in equation (1.5).
The Boltzmann equation, ignoring terms associated with equations (2.3) and
(2.4), can be written with the aid of equation (1.4) as
• as (_, _, E _, E) (2.5)vCj(e,5,E) = _on (E + _) ¢_ +_) -oil(E) ¢_(e,
n
where en is the atomic/molecular excitation energy. Equation (2.5) is equivalent to
one-dimensional transport along the ray directed by _. For simplicity of notation
we use a one-dimensional equation as
°¢_(z, E) = _ o_(E + _) ¢_(z,E + _.) - o_(E) ¢_(z,E)
_2
(2.6)
where we drop the superscript at and subscript j in the rest of this section. The
boundary condition is taken as
¢(0, E) = _(E-Eo) (2.7)
The solution can be written with perturbation theory as
¢(0)(z,E) = exp(-.z)*(E-Eo) (2.S)
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¢(1)(z, E) = azexp(-az) )-_gn 5(E+en -Eo)
n
(2.9)
¢(2)(z, E) = (az)2 exp (-oz) _gmgn 5(E+en+em-Eo) (2.10)
2!
and similarly for higher order terms, where 5() is the Dirac delta function, and
E0 >> (n has been assumed so that a and gn = an/a are evaluated at E0. The
average energy after penetration to a distance z is given by
(E) = Eo - -gaz (2.11)
where the average excitation energy is
(2.12)
and the sum over n contains both discrete and continuous terms. The standard
deviation about the average energy is similarly found to be
(2.13)
where
(2.14)
Similar results can be derived for the higher moments of the energy distribution,
which depend on atomic quantities through the gn terms. Considering the
nonlinear dependence of the transported spectrum on the atomic cross sections
On, it is somewhat surprising that the transported spectral parameters depend
linearly on gn. Equations (2.11) and (2.13) apply when _az <_ E 0 so that the
energy variations in the cross sections can be ignored. The expressions are easily
generalized to deep penetrations as
f0 Z
= E0 - (2.15)
and
E____(z)= E---2(0) + --]0z S: [E(y)] dy
where the stopping power is given by
(2.16)
S(E) = )-_ an(E) en (2.17)
and the straggling is related to
n
(2.18)
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The degrading particle energy E(y) is found through the usual range-energy
relations
_o E dE1R(E) = S--(_) (2.19)
TheIt is clear that R(E) is the average stopping path length for the ions.
corresponding spectrum is taken as
¢(z, E) -- 1 --(E: _)2]
v/-_-_s exp 2s 2 j
(2.20)
where the standard deviation s is given by equation (2.13). The usual continuous
slowing down approximation is found in the limit as s --* 0. The evaluation
requires knowledge of the appropriate atomic cross sections an.
The atomic collisions occur quite frequently in ordinary matter (106-107 per
cm). Less frequent are the elastic nuclear collisions, the largest contribution of
which is coulomb scattering. The elastic cross section for scattering from the
nucleus is represented as as (9) with expansion in terms of Legendre polynomiMs
Pn(x) as
as(O) = Z an Pn(cosO) (2.21)
where the coefficients are given as
2n+lf _an -- 2 1 as(O) Pn(cosO) dcos0 (2.22)
and the corresponding equation for transport through a slab
cos00zz ¢(z,O) + a¢(z,O) = as('_) ¢(z, 0') dcosO'd_o'
= 27rE an Pn(cos O) / Pn (cos 0') ¢(z, 0') d cos 0' (2.23)
where
cos 7 = cos 0 cos 01 + sin 0 sin 01 cos(qo - _t)
and we have used the addition theorem
P.(cos _) = P.(cos 0) p.(cos 0') + 2_ P_(cos0) P._(cos0')cost(_ - _')
l
(2.24)
(2.25)
The differential operator can be inverted in equation (2.23) to obtain
¢(z,O) = eXP ( co_O ) ¢(O,O)
, [+ 21r exp _osO an f Pn(cosO') ¢(T,0') dcos0' d_ (2.26)
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The scattering is strongly peaked in the forward direction and the integral kernel
varies slowly for forward propagation along off-axis rays (Breitenberger, 1959).
The attenuation kernel exp[-a(z- T)/COS0] is shown in figure 2.1. We simplify
the propagation equation as
¢(z, O) = exp (-az) ¢(0,9)
+2r exp[-a(z- r)]an Pn(cosO) Pn(COS0*) ¢(%9') dcosO'd7 (2.27)
The approximate multiple-scattering equation may be solved by expanding the
flux as
¢(z, 0) = _ An(z) Pn(cosO) (2.28)
where
An(z) -
The coefficients then satisfy
2n+l/2 ¢(z,0) Pn(cosO) dcos0 (2.29)
47r fz
An(z) = exp (-az)An(O) + --an2n+ 1 J0 exp[-a(z T)]An(T) dT (2.30)
Let the boundary condition be
1 5(cos0 - 1) (2.31)¢(0, o) =
where 5( ) is the Dirac delta function. Then An(O) = (2n + 1)/4r. The iterated
solution of equation (2.30) may be written as
2n+l [ ( 4Zr_an) z] (2.32)An(z)- 4r exp[-ka 2n+
l
} .5
1.5
t
0 30 60 90
0, deg
Figure 2.1. Transport kernel as a function of angle of propagation.
In the absence of absorptive processes, the forward isotropic term (n = 0) shows
no spatial dependence. In distinction, the higher order (n > 0) terms display
3O
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spatial attenuation at greater depths of penetration. The angular distribution is
now characterized in terms of the mean cosine of the zenith angle as
( cos0) = f cosO¢(z,O)
= exp [- (o - z]
and is related to the average angular deflection as
(02} ,_ 211 - ( cos O)]
(2.33)
=2{1--exp[-- (or-- _Tral) z]} (2.34)
Initially the root-mean-square angle is zero as expected for the unidirectional
boundary condition (eq. (2.31)) and increases to a value approaching 90 ° at very
large depths. In cases of interest to us, we find that the asymptotic value is never
reached since energy loss due to atomic collision or nuclear reaction processes
limits the beam propagation before this occurs (e.g., see Janni, 1982a and 1982b).
2.2. Extremely Rarefied Gas Interactions
In passing through matter, an ion loses a large fraction of its energy to
atomic/molecular excitation of the material. Although a satisfactory theory
of high-energy interaction exists in the form of Bethe's theory (Bethe, 1950)
using the Born approximation or more exact calculations using transitions from
specific atomic shells (Merzbacher and Lewis, 1958; Khandelwal, 1968), an equally
satisfactory theory for low-energy collisions is not available. In the rest of this
chapter, we give a brief overview of the theory of stopping power and the formalism
used in our transport calculations. Future directions of research to allow more
accurate evaluation of these transport parameters are discussed.
In an extremely rarefied gas, we may assume that the passing ion interacts
singly with the media molecules. This is an extreme simplification but is an
idealization which still leaves many challenges to theoretical treatment. Even so,
our aim is to treat the noble gases in fair detail, but even the interaction for
the extremely rarefied noble gases canno._ as yet be fully calculated with great
confidence.
The gas atom can, for practical purposes, be taken as in the ground state before
interacting with the passing particle. At the lowest energies, the gas molecule
or atom interacts through adiabatic processes for which the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation is appropriate. The electronic portion of the total Hamiltonian
appears as part of the potential through which the massive nuclei move. The
exchange of electrons between the moving particle and target molecule or atom
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can change the charge state of the projectile as it passes through the media. The
exchange of electrons leads to potential curve crossing which is usually treated
in the Landau-Zener model (Landau and Lifshitz, 1958; Zener, 1932) or by a
molecular orbital approximation (Suzuki, Nakamura, and Ishiguro, 1984; Xu,
Khandelwal, and Wilson, 1989). In the media, the projectile state is not well-
defined and changes randomly in charge state and excitation level. The charge
state is usually described by some equilibrium distribution with some mean charge
that depends on both the kinetic energy of the projectile and the character of
the media. These charge changing cross sections are quite large, and equilibrium
values are achieved over relatively short distances (less than 1 mg/cm 2 of material).
2.2.1. Stopping at low energies. At the lowest energies, the projectile is
hardly able to penetrate the atomic orbitals of the media, and the media atoms or
molecules recoil in tack. The stopping cross section has been calculated by Firsov
with the Thomas-Fermi model (Martynenko, 1970) to be
where
Sn(E)= (2a______C)In (1+ v_ E) (2.35)
_2 ZpZTC__20.8853a_______2 ( Mp _ 1/2
% J
C=
_0.8853ao
A = 4MpMT
(M e + MT)2 (2.38)
where Zp and Z T are projectile and target atomic numbers and Mp and M T are
their atomic weights, ao is the Bohr radius, e is the electron charge, and N is the
number of target atoms per unit volume.
(2.36)
(2.37)
At somewhat higher kinetic energy, the outer electron cloud is penetrated and
the nuclear electric repulsion becomes more effective giving rise to Rutherford
scattering described by
C I
Sn( E) -_ -_ In E (2.39)
where C' is a constant and the raising of electrons to higher orbitals is possible.
2.2.2. Bethe stopping theory. At sufficiently high energies, the Born
approximation is applicable, which may be used for both molecules and atoms.
In practice, the molecular electronic wave functions are not known, and such
calculations are limited to interaction with atoms (noble gases in practice).
The differential cross section for the nonrelativistic case in lowest order (Born)
approximation is given by the formula
dan 2nZ2pe 4 IFn( )l 2 (2.40)
dQ- -_2v2 ZT Q2
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and the mean energy loss (see eq. (2.17))
dE 2zrZ2e4NZT [ 2my2 2 dQ
- dx = my 2 y'(En - Eo) j_ JG(q) Q2
l't 2mvz
(2.41)
In equations (2.40) and (2.41), _ is the momentum transferred to the electron,
and Q = q2/2m, the energy absorbed by a free electron of mass m at rest (Xu,
Khandelwal, and Wilson, 1986), ZT is the target atomic number, and N is the
number of target atoms per unit volume. The quantity (En - Eo) is the excitation
energy, and the form factor Fn (_') is defined as
ZTIkO n exp "''' _o)
j=l
(2.42)
in which Yj denotes the position of the jth atomic electron relative to the nucleus,
and _n and _o are the final- and the initial-state wave functions of the target.
The Bethe method (Fano, 1963; Bethe, 1933; Livingston and Bethe, 1937;
Bethe and Ashkin, 1953) depends on rewriting equation (2.41) by dividing the
integration over Q into two parts: low Q and high Q in which the intermediate
value is Qo. Thus consider the following term of equation (2.41):
fQmax dQ
it
rQo dQ
"W J_
+ y_. (En- Eo)"I 2m_2IG(,_)I2dQ (2.43)
n JQo
Consider the first term in equation (2.43). Expanding IFn(q)[ 2 for low q in
equation (2.42) and retaining only the first nonvanishing term give:
_-_ gin xj _o (2.44)
Notice that the other higher order terms are neglected in this approximation.
Thus, the first term in equation (2.43) becomes
(2.45)
where
lnIT = Efnln(En -Eo) (2.46)
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and
fn = -'_f(En- Eo) E. <nlxj [0) (2.47)
In equations (2.46) and (2.47), I T is known as mean excitation energy of the
medium and .In is the optical oscillator strength.
The second term in equation (2.43) can be written as
2mY2 dQ ,_12mv_ (2.48)
E(En - Eo) /Oo IFn(_12 _ _ In '41Qo
n
where the Bethe sum rule
E(En - Eo)lFn(_)l 2 = Q (2.49)
n
has been used. Equation (2.41) with equations (2.43), (2.45), and (2.48) becomes
_ __ 2mv2dE 4rtZ2pe4NZT ln-- (2.50)
dz = mv 2 IT
which is the celebrated Bethe stopping power equation.
The derivation of equation (2.50) from equation (2.41) depends on the sum
rule (eq. (2.49)), the upper limit 2my 2 in equation (2.41), and the intermediate
value Qo. The main thrust of these assumptions is to treat all the electrons as
essentially free electrons. This assumption fails for innershell electrons which are
tightly bound to the atom. To incorporate the correct treatment of these innershell
electrons, one introduces a "shell correction" term C in equation (2.50). Basically,
the treatment of the correction involves the exact evaluation of the form factor
IFnl 2 of equation (2.42). The equation for energy loss per unit path length then
reads as
dE _ 4_rZ_e4NZT in
dx mv 2 IT Z-T (2.51)
The evaluation of mean excitation energy I T from equations (2.46) and (2.47) has
been studied intcntly for the last several decades. Extensive calculations for many
atoms using the Hartree-Slater potential model have been performed recently by
many authors (Dehmer, Inokuti, and Saxon, 1975; Inokuti, Baer, and Dehmer,
1978; Inokuti and Turner, 1978; Inokuti et al., 1981). These are later compared
with the values obtained with the local plasma model.
Similarly, shell corrections have been studied by various authors (Bethe, 1933;
Livingston and Bethe, 1937; Bethe, Brown, and Walske, 1950; Brown, 1950;
Walske, 1952 and 1956; Khandelwal, 1968 and 1982; Janni, 1966; Merzbacher
and Lewis, 1958; Bichsel, 19661) for the last 60 years. Basically, one employs
1 Research on the L-shell correction in stopping power done by Hans Bichsel at the Nuclear Physics
Laboratory, University of Southern California, and supported by the National Cancer Institute and
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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the screened hydrogenic approximation (only one parameter for screened nuclear
charge Zi for both the initial- and final-state electron is used) and calculations
are made for a particular shell. The total shell correction C, in principle, can be
obtained by summing the contributions shell by shell.
As noted in section 2.1, the fluctuation in energy loss is also related to the
atomic cross sections as (see eq. (2.18))
sl (E) - m,2 - Eo)2JQ..,° tFn(q)J2
rt
(2.52)
where the limits on Q are those discussed in connection with equation (2.41). By
arguments similar to those leading to equation (2.50), one finds
where A is given as
47r Z2pe4 N ZT 2mv 2
S1 (E) _ In _ (2.53)
" rnv 2 A
lnA = E.fn(En - Eo) ln(En - Eo) (2.54)
These quantities are important in calculating the energy spectra of slowing ions
within a medium. (See eq. (2.20).)
As is evident from equation (2.51), the determination of the energy loss per
unit path length depends upon the accurate knowledge of the mean excitation
energy I and the shell corrections C. In practice one invokes some sort of
parameter fitting involving the experimental data on stopping power and the
quantities I and C. Quite often (Bichsel, 1963; Janni, 1966) the theoretical values
are used in conjunction with the experimental values for parameter fitting. It
would thus be desirable to obtain stopping power without the need to have access
to the parameters I and C.
We have initiated such an attempt which is described as follows. The main
thrust of the approach is to calculate exactly the one-electron form factor within
a screened hydrogenic model. As is known for an atom with more than one
electron, the form factor given by equation (2.41) within the one-electron model
can be approximated as
(2.55)
where Cn and _bn, are wave functions with a single electron (henceforth, we use
natural units in which h and c are unity). Historically, equation (2.55) has been
justified on the basis of Hartree-Fock approximation. The knowledge of the form
factor of equation (2.55) thus depends on knowing the r_dial integrals for the
process of excitation as well as ionization when a projectile passes through matter.
We have recently calculated the radial integral for the optically allowed transitions
in He atoms and helium-like ions under the screened hydrogenic model. The model
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describes the atom by single-particle hydrogenic wave functions and treats the
initial state and the final state by two different effective charge parameters Z i and
Z], respectively. The generalized radial integral (corresponding to the expansion
of eq. (2.55) in a power series in q) is presented in the following section and the
dipole term is discussed.
2.2.3. Optical oscillator strengths within screened hydrogenic model.
The generalized radial integral Rfl(nrl r - kI) of concern is the following:
L_Rfi(n'l' - kl) = [R(n', l'; r)]rZ+lR(k, l; r)r 2 dr (2.56)
whcre R(nr, l_;r) and R(k,l;r) are the bound and the free-state radial wave
functions, respectively. These wave functions in terms of Zi and Zf are
( l_n1+lP+12 n n+l/2
R(n', /'; r) = "- " Zi
[(n# + 1)!]1/2[(n , -- It -- 1) !] l/2nzn'+l
X n'_-_fl 1 [ rill j j
j=O _" -2Zi] i=ol-I(n' +l'-i)(n'-l'- l-i)
(2.57)
R(k,l;r) =
X --
r-q+l)
27_
(2.58)
When equations (2.57) and (2.58) are substituted into equation (2.56), one obtains
(Khandelwal et al., 1989)
Rz(n'l'-kI) = FI v_exp {-2(Zi/k) tan-l[k(n'/Zi)]} [ ( k 2 s2
(1-exp(-2TeZf/k))l/2 [k2(r_#)2/Z2-t-1} (j+n'+2) krIs=l kZ_ s -I-
(2.59)
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F1
Zfli+l+5/2ifl+n'-l+l[(n ! -p/#)!]l/2[(n! -- l' _ 1)!11/'2
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(2.60)
with
nt-l_-I {,:o (il2)S(_lZ')'-'-'-z+' [1+ _.lk_(_')_]s(p_l),.
;-' ) {(xH(n'*l'-i)(n'-l'-l-i) _ i*-_i ) i- Zi )
i=0 m=l
( / -c /)× "-'l--[ -i- iA - _,N_ [(p- _)! (m- 1)!1-_H i -iA _ ,_k
,_:, zs zs
,";_ 1
p= l_+ nl-l-j + 2
(2.61)
(2.62)
The square of the radial matrix element is given by
k exp[(-4Zs/k) tan-_(k_'/Zd]
R_(n'l'-kl) dk = IFll2 [1-exp(-2_rZilk)][(k2n'21Z2 ) + 1] 2(_+n'+2)
x =[I(_82 + 1)imll 2dk (2.63)
The radial integral for bound-bound transitions can be obtained by substi-
tuting the bound wave functions into equation (2.56). However, it is easy to
accomplish the same task if one recognizes the fact that a continuous spectrum
of positive eigenvalues adjoins the discrete levels of negative energy (Bethe and
Salpeter, 1957). This implies the calculations of the residue of the bound-free
matrix element at
k = i Z_.f (2.64)
n
Furthermore, [1 -exp (-2rrZf/k)] ---* 1. Such a prescription has been tested by
various authors (Khandelwal et al., 1989). Thus from equation (2.63), one obtains
R2_(n'l ' - nl) dn
Z_IFll 2
/ 2 2" _2(_+n'+2)
n 3 {1 - [(n')2/n 2] _Z//Z i )
×\-_7,¥_,zl) [s=l!Ii(1 - _)] la_12 dn (2.65)
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where the quantity G2 stands for the following:
_2=n'_-l{(_)J(i)j+p-1 (1)J-n'-l-fl+l [ Z_ (nl}2] 'j=0 1 z? n2J --
,1 }× 1-I(n' + I' - i)(_' - l' - 1 - i)
i=0
x m__l{ [1 + (Zf/Zi)(nt/n)]P-m [1-(Zf/Zi)(nt/n)] m-1(p-m)! (m- 1)!
(p- 1)!
j!
m-1 PI=I=_ (_)}x II (-1 ' -Tn) 1 l (2.66)
7__1 n ?2
with p = fl + n _- l- j + 2.
The discrete dipole oscillator strength fn and the differential oscillator strength
dr/de for ejected energy e are important in various physical applications (Khan-
delwal, Khan, and Wilson, 1989; Khan, Khandelwal, and Wilson, 1988a, 1988b,
and 1990). These can be obtained from equations (2.66) and (2.63) for ls -np or
k transitions for fl = 0 as:
-- Zf) 2n-6
(2.67)
and
where
and
df=(e+2Z2-Z2) (ZZ--I-1)21R2(ls-k)de3k (2.68)
k2 _ Zye (2.69)(z - 1)2
n2 (2.70)
2skZ3Zf (Z] + k 2) (2Zi - Zf)2exp [-4(Zf/k)tan-l(k/Zi)]
R2(Is- k) dk = dk
(Z 2 + k2) 6 [1 -exp(2rrZl/k)]
(2.71)
Recently, we have applied equations (2.67) and (2.68) to helium atoms and
to helium-like ions (Khandelwal, Khan, and Wilson, 1989; Khan, Khandelwal,
and Wilson, I988a, 1988b, and 1990). We find that the screened hydrogenic
model reasonably reproduces the existing dipole oscillator-strength values with
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little effort, and nonrelativistic numerical values for bound-bound and for bound-
continuum transitions are available for many target He-like ions. The model has
also been successful in reproducing the known dipole polarizability values and
in predicting the other unknown values. Moments of dipole oscillator-strength
distribution (Khan, Khandelwal, and Wilson, 1990) for the helium sequence have
also recently been calculated under the screened hydrogenic model. This approach
has resulted in values which are in reasonable agreement with the various moment
values of other authors (including the mean excitation energy parameter IT).
In order to obtain the stopping power, one has to include all momentum
transfers in the form factor. KhandelwaI and coworkers at Old Dominion
University, Norfolk, Virginia, under sponsorship of the NASA Langley Research
Center, have recently calculated the related radial integral (generalized oscillator
strength) for the ls to nl transitions. Thus, it would be an easy matter to obtain
stopping power of a helium atom for a projectile such as a proton or a heavy
ion. This work is currently dnderway. This is an ambitious undertaking but is
more satisfying in that the calculations are done directly for each atom from first
principles, thereby avoiding the inherent approximations such as the underlying
Bethe energy loss formula (involving I T and C).
2.3. Stopping in Molecular Gases
In an extremely rarefied atomic gas, charge particle interactions can occur
singly with individual gas constituents leading to great simplification in theoretical
treatment. Two physical effects occur as the gas density increases: (1) The
projectile no longer reaches asymptotic states in subsequent reactions and (2) the
interaction is modified by the presence of the surrounding medium. In addition,
for low-energy collisions, the charge state of the projectile is likewise altered by
these same physical effects and new states of the partially charged projectile states
become important since radiative and Auger transition times become on the order
of or greater than the mean free time between collisions. Although Bethe's theory
for ordinary matter has questionable applicability it has been shown to be useful
in estimating stopping powers provided empirical mean excitation energies are
used. This is further discussed in section 2.6.
2.3.1. Historical perspective. Early in the classical treatment of charged
particle slowing down it was recognized that the free-electron, long-range coulomb
interaction leads to divergencies in the energy-loss rate. These divergencies
indicate that there is a need for a long-range saturation effect. The saturation
in gases was discussed by Bohr (1915) in terms of Ehrenfest's principle. Bohr
proposed that the saturation in gases is caused by the bonding of the electrons.
To effect energy transfer, the interaction time v = b/v (where b is the impact
parameter and v is the ion velocity) must be short compared with the oscillating
period of the bonded electron. Hence, the adiabatic long-range collisions provide
the necessary saturation, and an upper limit is established for the effective impact
parameters. Most of our modern understanding stems from Bethe's detailed
quantum theory (1930) based on the Born approximation. Stopping power for
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gaseous media with this approximation is given by
S = 4rNZ2pZTe4 {ln [rnv2 (1 _-_I T2mv2_ _2 - -_TC} (2.72)
where Zp is the projectile charge, N is the number of targets per unit volume, Z T
is the number of electrons per target, m is the electron mass, v is the projectile
velocity, _ = v/c, e is the velocity of light, C is the velocity-dependent shell-
correction term (Walske and Bethe, 1951), and I T is the mean excitation energy
given by solving
ZT In IT = In (2.73)
Tt
where fn is the electric dipole oscillator strength of the target and En is the
corresponding excitation energy. The sum in equation (2.73) includes discrete
and continuum levels. Empirically, it was observed that molecular stopping power
is reasonably approximated by the sum of the corresponding empirically derived
"atomic" stopping powers (Bragg and Kleeman, 1905). Equations (2.72) and
(2.73) imply
Z T In I T = EnjZj In [j (2.74)
j
where Z T and I T pertain to the molecule, Zj and Ij are the corresponding atomic
values, and nj represents the stoichiometric coefficients. This additivity rule, given
by equation (2.74), is called Bragg's rule.
Sources of deviations from Bragg's additivity rule for molecules and the
condensed phase are discussed by Platzman (1952a and 1952b). Aside from shifts
in excitation energies and adjustments in line strengths as a result of molecular
bonding, new terms in the stopping power are caused by the coupling of vibrational
and rotational modes. Additionally, in the condensed phase, some discrete
transitions are moved into the continuum, and collective modes among valence
electrons in adjacent atoms produce new terms to be dealt with in the absorption
spectrum. PIatzman proposed that the experimentally observed additivity rule
may not show that molecular stopping power is the sum of atomic processes but
rather it demonstrates that molecular bond shifts for covalent-bonded molecules
are relatively independent of the molecular combination. On the basis of such
arguments, Platzman suggested that ionic-bonded substances should be studied
as a rigid test of the additivity rule because of the radical difference in bonding
type. He further estimated that ionic-bond shifts could change the stopping power
by as much as 50 percent.
Among the early indicators of the violation of the Bragg rule was the calcula-
tion of 15 eV for the mean excitation energy of atomic hydrogen (using eq. (2.72)
with the exactly known oscillator strengths and excitation levels) compared with
a rather firmly established experimental value for molecular hydrogen of about
18 eV. Since accurate values of atomic mean excitation energies have been cal-
culated for numerous elements by Inokuti and coworkers (Dehmer, Inokuti, and
Saxon, 1975; Inokuti, et al., 1981) for the purpose of evaluating chemical bonding
effects in molecules, empirical values have been substantially perturbed by effects
4O
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of the chemical bonds. Although the mean excitation energy for gas molecules
could be evaluated in principle from equation (2.72), the lack of knowledge of the
excitation levels and corresponding oscillator strengths is the main hindrance.
It was suggested by Dalgarno (1960) that the oscillator strength distributions
could be determined empirically from the photoabsorption spectra (aside from
experimental uncertainty). Much of these data are obtained by energy-loss
experiments by electron impact scattering at forward angles. Values of mean
excitation energy for a number of simple molecules have in this way been estimated
and demonstrate the shift in atomic values caused by chemical bonding (Zeiss and
Meath, 1975; Zeiss et al., 1977).
Theoretical calculation of mean excitation energies is hindered by the difficulty
of solving for the complete excitation spectrum of complex quantum systems.
Dalgarno (1963) was able to simplify the calculation by introducing a generalized
function, which is related to the excitation spectrum as follows:
FD X-"@ En +
(2.75)
However, this function can be evaluated without explicitly forming the indicated
sum. Thus, Dalgarno was able to reduce equation (2.75) to
= 5 2, ViVo
i=l
(2.76)
with
ZT
(H -- Eo + w)X + _ Yi¢o = 0
i=i
(2.77)
where ¢o is the ground-state wave function, Eo is the corresponding energy, w is
an energy eigenvalue, and __ is the corresponding eigenvector. Chan and Dalgarno
(1965) calculated I as 42 eV for helium and Kamikawai, Watanabe, and Amemiya
(1969) calculated 18.2 eV for molecular hydrogen by the same method. These
values are in excellent agreement with experiments.
Simultaneous with the development of the microscopic theory of stopping
power was the macroscopic electrodynamic description of energy loss as required
for the description of the long-range part of the interaction in the condensed
phase. This is because the interaction is simultaneous among many constituents.
The slowing down is through the force exerted on the passing particle by the
electric field induced in the medium by the passage (Landau and Lifshitz, 1960).
It is customary to assume that the electric displacement vector is linearly related
to the time-varying electric field as
j_0 tL)(t) = E(t) + 9(r) E(t - r) dT (2.78)
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for which the dielectric constant is
j_0 CX_e(w) = 1 + g(T) exp(iw_-) dT (2.79)
The short-range collisions are still treated by Bethe theory with the result for total
stopping power (see AMen (1980) for details) of
S - 47rNZ2 ZTC4 {ln [(1 2mv2 ]_/32mv 2 --/32)ITJ --_} (2.80)
where 5 is a density-effect correction applicable at high energies (/32 > l/e(0)).
Also,
Z TIn I T = 27r2Ne 2 w Im ln(hw) &o (2.81)
where Im(Z) denotes the imaginary part of Z and h is Planck's constant. A result
of dispersion theory is
m
2rr2Ne2W Im[e(co)] = f(w) (2.82)
where f(w) is the dipole oscillator strength per unit cell of the medium, and
Z T In I T=_O °c f(w)[e(w)] 2 ln(hw) dw (2.83)
which reduces to the usual Bethe expression (eq. (2.73)) in a sparse gas for which
e(w) _ 1.
If the long-range saturation effect is in terms of adiabatic limits for a gas
and in terms of the medium polarization response for condensed dielectrics, the
saturation effect for a free-electron gas is related to the tendency of a neutral
plasma to screen a local charge imbalance at large distances (Kramers, 1947).
The dielectric function of a free-electron gas is derived by Lindhard (1954) and
applied to the stopping power problem for a classical electron gas and for the
interaction-free Sommerfeld electron gas model. For a free-electron gas at rest,
Lindhard arrives at the equation
S= 47rZ2e4p In (2mv2_ (2.84)
my2 \ ]
where p is the electron density and Wp is the classical plasma frequency given by
a)2_ 47re2
- --p (2.85)
m
Strictly speaking, equation (2.84) applies only when the electron gas is at rest, but
it also applies in the limit of high projectile velocity compared with the average
motion of the electrons.
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A discovery which paralleled the Lindhard investigations was made by Bohm
and Pines (Bohm and Pines, 1951 and 1953; Pines and Bohm, 1952), in which
collective long-range interactions in a quantum electron gas were separated from
individual electron motion through a canonical transformation, after which the
normal coordinates of collective oscillation appear. This separation of the Hamil-
tonian into collective and individual electron motions is accomplished because of
the effective screening of the coulomb fields of individual electrons for distances
greater than the screening distance ),c. For collective motion to give a major con-
tribution to the Hamiltonian, the individual electron wavelength must be greater
than Ac. Bohm and Pines (1953) found the average collective plasma frequency
to be
(w)= l+_-_s l+i_ X cop (2.86)
where )_s is the average electron separation and X is the ratio of the average
electron wavelength to the screening distance. Pines (1953) suggests that the
screening parameter X should be chosen to minimize the electron long-range
correlation energy (that is, the electronic coulomb energy), which, for plane-wave
states appropriate to their degenerate electron gas model, is given by
0.866X 3 0.458X 2 0.019X 4
E/r'c°rr - As1"5 )_s + _ (2.87)
Pines (1953) derived the stopping power in this degenerate electron gas and showed
that the usual classical plasma frequency cop is replaced by (w}, which includes
corrections for individual electron motion.
A rather bold suggestion was made by Lindhard and Scharff (1960) that
equation (2.84) could be applied on the atomic scale if the appropriate average over
the atomic electron density was made. They further suggested that the effects of
individual bonding of the electrons in their atomic orbitals could be incorporated
through the added factor 3' _ v_ as
S = 47re4Z2pN { 2mv2 _
my2 / d3r In \ ] (2.ss)
From equation (2.88), the mean excitation energy is given by
Z T In I T = f d3r p(_) ln(_/hwp) (2.89)
Lindhard and Scharff estimated the mean excitation energy for atomic Hg as
768 eV compared with _800 eV from experiment. For He, they got 37 eV
compared with 35 eV from quoted experiments (more modern experiments yield
42 eV). They further approximated molecular hydrogen by taking the effective
charge to be Z = 1.2 and obtained 16 eV.
Following this initial success of treating atoms as localized electron plasmas,
Lindhard and Winther (1964) extended equation (2.88) by using the more general
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velocity-dependent dielectric function derived by Lindhard (1954), and demon-
strated the ability of the Lindhard theory to predict tight bonding corrections of
similar character to those of Walske (1952) in connection with the Bethe theory.
Chu and Powers (1972) made extensive use of the work of Lindhard and Scharff
(1960) to demonstrate Z2 oscillations in the mean excitation energy. This work
gave rise to corresponding Z2 oscillations in stopping power from which periodic
variations are associated with the atomic shell structure (Chu and Powers, 1972).
The more detailed calculations of Rousseau, Chu, and Powers (1971) utilized the
velocity-dependent Lindhard-Winther theory and Bonderup's (1967) simplified
form of the Lindhard theory and showed good agreement with 2-MeV a-particle
stopping power data (Chu and Powers, 1969). Throughout these efforts, the
parameter 7 is taken as the square root of 2, as suggested by Lindhard and Scharff
(1960).
Chu, Moruzzi, and Ziegler (1975), using the theory of Lindhard and Winther in
which individual electron corrections to the local collective excitation were treated
empirically by taking 7 as an adjustable parameter, evaluated the aggregation
effects for condensed noble gases and metals. The condensed-gas calculations de-
termined electron densities az.cording to atomic Hartree-Fock densities, including
overlap from the nearest neighbors in the condensed phase. Metallic wave func-
tions were taken from the muffin-tin model calculations of Moruzzi, Janak, and
Williams (1978). In most cases, the empirically determined 7 was in the range
from 1.2 to 1.3. (See Ziegler, 1980.)
As noted by Dehmer, Inokuti, and Saxon (1975), equation (2.89) may be
rewritten as
ZT lnIT = f dw [f d3r S(_-_wp) p(r)] ln(tuz) (2.90)
from which can be obtained
f(w) =- / d3r 5(w - _tWp) p(r) (2.91)
where 5(x) is the Dirac delta function. It is seen from equation (2.91) that,
in the local plasma approximation, the volume of plasma with cutoff frequency
VWp = w approximates the total oscillator strength of the system at frequency w.
No exact equivalence is implied between the oscillator frequency distribution given
by equation (2.91) and the oscillator frequency distribution of a quantum system.
(This is true because equation (2.91) exhibits a continuous spectrum, although
quantum systems generally exhibit a series of poles associated with the discrete
quantum levels as well as a continuum at higher frequencies.) Some insight may
be gained by comparing dispersion relations for atomic systems with those for
a related plasma. The dispersion relation for a classical plasma is given by the
dielectric constant e(w) as
e(w) = 1 w2p
w2 (2.92)
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where wp is the usual plasma frequency and equation (2.92) results from the plasma
conductivity (Hubbard, 1955). Indeed, the same pole term in e(w) -1 appears in
metals as the result of the conduction electrons that give metals their characteristic
optical properties (Hubbard, 1955; Fr5hlich and Pelzer, 1955). The more general
dispersion relation, derived from equations (2.78) and (2.81), is
fo cc f(x) dx (2.93)e(w) = 1 47rZTe2 P x2 _ °9_
m
where P denotes the principal value at the singularity. In atomic systems, the
oscillator strengths are broadly separated in frequencies according to shells; the
outer shells appear at the lowest frequencies, and the innermost shell appears at
the highest frequencies. The lack of oscillator strength at frequencies between
shells results in large gaps in the spectrum. Let w be a frequency in the broad
gap between two successive shells--the first centered at Wl and the second at w2.
Then the dispersion relation (eq. (2.93)) becomes
2
WP'--! (2.94)
e(w) _ 1 - w2
where
47cZT e2 fOwlw2,1 _ f(x) dx (2.95)m
so that Wp,1 is the plasma frequency associated with the electrons of the outermost
shell. Although equations (2.94) and (2.95) provide motivation (Wilson et al.,
1984b) for using the local plasma approximation (eq. (2.91)), there is plenty of
room for a more complete understanding as to why the model works as well as it
does in practical calculations (Wilson and Kamaratos, 1981; Wilson et al., 1984b).
In previous investigations, we considered the use of the local plasma model to
evaluate molecular bonding effects on the mean excitation energy of molecules
of covalent-bonded hydrogen and carbon (Wilson and Kamaratos, 1981) as
well as ionic crystals and gases (Wilson et al., 1982), in which quite sensible
corrections to the usual Bragg's rule were obtained. The chemical-bond shifts were
unambiguously defined in terms of atomic integrals and molecular parameters. In
the usual implementation of the local plasma model (eq. (2.89)), "_ corrects for a
shift in the local plasma frequency caused by individual electron effects. Lindhard
and Scharff (1960) suggest _, --- v_; however, "_ _ 1.2 yields atomic mean excitation
energies from the local plasma model in better agreement with the accurate atomic
values calculated by Dehmer, Inokuti, and Saxon (1975). The fact that the larger
value (7-- v/_) gives better agreement with empirical data suggests that this
larger value corrects (in addition to individual electron shifts) for the chemical
\ /
shifts as well. Such chemical shifts were estimated separately for covalent and
ionic bonds by Wilson and Kamaratos (1981) and Wilson et al. (1982).
Encouraged by the smallness (<30 percent) of the empirical individual electron
corrections to the collective plasma frequency (Ziegler, 1980; Wilson and Kama-
ratos, 1981; Wilson et al., 1982), a calculation (Wilson and Xu, 1982) in which
individual electron shifts were estimated according to the theory for plane-wave
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states in an extended plasma, as calculated by Pines (1953), yields results that
are in good agreement with Dehmer, Inokuti, and Saxon (1975). Consequently,
the local plasma model is placed on a parameter-free basis (Wilson et al., 1984a
and 1984b) in which chemical shifts are determined from atomic/molecular pa-
rameters alone, and effects of individual electron motion are evaluated in terms of
the Pines correction, the combined effects of which are on the order of the plasma
frequency shift of 3, _ _ suggested by Lindhard and Scharff.
The Pines correction makes a remarkable improvement in the prediction of
the local plasma model, and further adjustments in the theory to account for
the plasma frequency shifts resulting from the atomic shell structure should
bring the model into predictive capability. To further elucidate the relationship
between the local plasma model and the more exact quantum treatment of bonded
systems, related quantities of both theories in the case of one- and two-electron
systems are examined in section 2.3.2. Atomic mean excitation energies and
straggling parameters, based on the local plasma model, are compared with
accurate calculations of Inokuti et al. (Dehmer, Inokuti, and Saxon, 1975; Inokuti,
Baer, and Dehmer, 1978; Inokuti et al., 1981) in section 2.3.3. The use of the
Gordon-Kim electron gas model of molecular bonding (Gordon and Kim, 1972) to
determine theeffects of covalent chemical-bond shifts of mean excitation energy
for elements of the first two rows is presented in section 2.3.4. Calculations of
mean excitation energies of ionic-bonded substances are discussed in section 2.3.5,
and the mean excitation energies of metals are discussed in section 2.3.6.
2.3.2. Excitation spectra of one- and two-electron systems. The
hydrogen atomic excitation spectrum in the dipole approximation is well-known
as
IU(_) = (2.9_)
1/-h--_ h_o k e_p[(-4/k)tan-1k]V _'3- _ 1 - exp(-2,_/k) (h_ > R)
where n is the principal quantum number, R is the Rydberg constant, Wn is given
by
h_ = R(1 - ±) (2.97)
-i
n2
and
Rk 2 = hw - R (2.98)
The corresponding spectrum for the local plasma model (eq. (2.91)) is given as
{ 4wwo2 ln2(w/wo) (W < Wo) }fp(w) = (2.99)0 (_ > ._o)
where Wo = 55.12 eV. The cumulative oscillator strength
F(w) = f(J) dJ (2.100)
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is shown in figure 2.2 for each of the two models. Similarly, the excitation spectrum
of the helium atom has been evaluated for screened wave functions and is shown
in figure 2.2. The fractional excitations of the two models never differ by more
than _15 percent above the excitation thrcshold. As noted by Dehmer, Inokuti,
and Saxon (1975), the main error in the local plasma model is the contribution to
absorption below excitation threshold all the way down to zero. This error is also
evident in the energy moments of the plasma model. The moments of the energy
spectrum for the hydrogen atom are shown in figure 2.3, where
((E/R)m> = fO°c (h_R )rnf(w) dw (2.101)
and m is a continuous parameter. The low-frequency contributions associated
with the local plasma model cause a divergence in equation (2.101) at rn _ -2
which is not present in the quantum system. Atomic polarizability and the low-
frequency refractive index are affected the most. Other atomic properties, such
as the total inelastic cross sedtion, the mean excitation energy, the straggling
parameter, and the mean electronic kinetic energy, are reasonably presented by
the plasma model. Also shown in figure 2.3 are results, including the Pines (1953)
correction to the plasma frequency, which indicate substantial improvement in
the prediction of atomic properties, although low-energy atomic properties are
still beyond the scope of the model.
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Figure 2.2. Cumulative oscillator strength
distribution for atomic hydrogen
and helium.
Figure 2.3. Moments of oscillator strengths
of hydrogen atom.
The plasma model is expected to be more accurate as more electrons are
added to the system. This occurs in two ways, as seen in figure 2.2. First, a
greater contribution comes from the continuum, which is most like the plasma.
Second, the excitation thresholds shift to relatively lower energies and fill in
the low-frequency region, for which the plasma model normally tends to err. A
considerable improvement in the energy moments of helium for the local plasma
approximation is clearly shown in figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4. Moments of oscillator strengths
of helium atom according to quantum
oscillator strengths using screened
wave functions. Zeff = 1.7.
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Figure 2.5. Moments of oscillator
strengths of hydrogen molecule for
several models,
The moments of the excitation spectrum of H2 have been evaluated empirically
by using experimental oscillator strengths (Dalgarno and Williams, 1965) and
theoretically (Kamikawai, Watanabe, and Amemiya, 1969) using the Dalgarno
(1963) sum rules (eqs. (2.75) and (2.76)). These are compared in figure 2.5 with
an "atomic" approximation to H2 taken as a generalization of Bragg's rule (Zeiss
ct al., 1977). Also shown in figure 2.5 axe values for H2 calculated by using the
local plasma model with the Pines correction and with the Gordon-Kim model of
the molecular wave functions given as
= + - h) (2.102)
where pH(_) is the atomic hydrogen electron density and /_ is the displacement
vector of length 1.4ao between the two centers. It is clear from figure 2.5
that, even with the simple Gordon-Kim approximation, the plasma model is
a considerable improvement over the Bragg rule, except for the lowest-energy
molecular properties (i.e., m < -0.5). Figure 2.5 also shows that the Gordon-Kim
approximation introduces minor errors compared with the inherent limitations of
the local plasma model.
The mean excitation energy for stopping power may likewise be evaluated.
Atomic hydrogen and molecular hydrogen are presented in table 2.1 along with a
recent compilation of experimental data (Seltzer and Berger, 1982). Quite reason-
able estimates of atomic and molecular properties of importance to ionizing radi-
ation are obtained by this local plasma model if the Pines correction is included.
Optical and other low-frequency properties, however, are poorly represented. The
plasma model should become more accurate for more complex many-electron sys-
tems, especially those in which the optical properties are more in line with those
predicted by the plasma model.
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Table 2.1. Hydrogen Mean Excitation Energy for Stopping Power
Chemical
species
Hydrogen mean excitation energy, eV, for stopping power for-- _
Quantum
model
Oscillator
strength
distribution
Local plasma
model
(a)
H b14.99 14.69
H2 c18.2 d18.4 18.9
Experiment
e18.5 =t=0.5
aWith Pines correction.
bWith oscillator strengths of equation (2.96).
CKamikawai, Watanabe, and Amemiya, 1969.
dDalgarno and Williams, 1965.
eSeItzer and Berger, 1982.
With the present results, it is now clear what approach should be taken to
improve the plasma model applications. Clearly, a correction factor similar to that
of Pines should be introduced to suppress absorption below excitation threshold
and, correspondingly, to enhance frequencies just above threshold. A number of
possibilities are open to implement such a correction, which would appear as a
first-order quantum correction for the discrete spectrum. Preliminary work by
Walecka (1976) on the study of collective atomic oscillations may be a starting
point for further development.
2.3.3. Stopping and straggling parameters of atoms. In this section,
parameters are considered for atoms associated with the stopping of charged
particles and fluctuations in their energy transfer. The energy moment is
S(m) = ((E/R) m) (2.103)
and the related quantity is
dS(m)
dm
In terms of these quantities, the mean excitation energy is
(2.1o4)
L(O) (2.105)in I = S(O)
and the straggling parameter related to fluctuations in energy loss is
In A- L(1) (2.106)
S(1)
The mean excitation energy (eq. (2.105)) has been evaluated in the context of the
local plasma model and is presented in figure 2.6 along with the values computed
by Inokuti and coworkers for atoms through krypton and the compilation of
experimental data by Seltzer and Berger (1982). Hartree-Fock wave functions
(Clementi and Roetti, 1974) have been used for elements helium through neon
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and sodium through krypton are represented by screened wave functions (Clementi
and Raimondi, 1963).
The values for the straggling parameter were similarly evaluated and are
presented in figure 2.7 with the values obtained by Inokuti and coworkers. Also
shown are values for noble gases compiled by Inokuti et al. (1981) and values
obtained by Zeiss et al. (1977). The present values tend to be about 25 percent
low at Z _ 36, with improvements at lower values of Z, which may be caused by
the lack of shell structure corrections in the plasma frequencies of the K and L
shells.
It is clear from these atomic calculations that the plasma model with the
Pines correction generally provides good results for mean excitation energy and
reasonable estimates for the straggling parameter. Although the Hartree-Fock
wave functions are required for low atomic numbers, reasonable results are
obtained using screened wave functions for atoms heavier than argon. The
low-energy atomic properties mainly require improvements beyond the Pines
correction. These properties emphasize the need for a first-order quantum
correction to the atomic structure.
2.3.4. Covalent-bond effects. Early experimental work with ionization
energy loss was conducted in covalent-bonded gases (also noble gases) from which
Bragg's rule was derived. Although more recent experimental work, beginning
with Thompson (1952), has shown systematic variation from Bragg's rule, such
rules still seem appropriate for fixed molecular structures (Lodhi and Powers, 1974;
Neuwirth, Pietsch, and Kreutz, 1978). As a result of the theoretical efforts of
Inokuti and coworkers, it is clear that chemical-bond shifts in the mean excitation
energy have occurred, and as suggested by Platzman (1952a), all covalent shifts
are of similar magnitude.
In any molecular dynamic calculation, there is a trade-off between model
accuracy and computation efficiency. As pertains to the radiolysis of large
molecular structures, the most useful model is the lowest order possible. It is clear
that the use of self-consistent field methods to determine molecular wave functions
would seriously limit the ability to study systems of practical interest. Considering
the relative success of the Cordon-Kim electron gas model of molecular bonding
(Gordon and Kim, 1972; Tossell, 1979; Waldman and Gordon, 1979), a simple
method for the calculation of chemical-bond effects on the mean excitation energies
is suggested. As suggested by Gordon and Kim, the molecular electron density as
a superposition of the unperturbed atomic states is given by
(2.1o7)
for diatomic molecules. There is an obvious generalization of equation (2.107) for
the polyatomic case. Whereas Gordon and Kim used equation (2.107) to calculate
the molecular potential (see Tossell, 1979; Waldman and Gordon, 1979, for ionic
and covalent applications) from which R12 is theoretically obtained, here R12 is
taken from observed experimental bond distances. Substituting equation (2.107)
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Figure 2.6. Atomic mean excitation energies from quantum calculations of Inokuti et al., 1981,
and local plasma model. Empirical values are from Seltzer and Berger, 1982.
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Figure 2.7. Atomic straggling parameters from quantum calculations of Inokuti et al., 19_1,
and local plasma model along with various experimental results.
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into equations (2.85) and (2.89) and reducing results in
Zln(I) = Z1 ln(Ii) + f pl(?') In [1 +
+ Z2 ln(h) + / p2(?')In [1
pl @'-/_21)
+ p2( )
d3r
1/2
d3r (2.108)
where/1 and I2 are the corresponding atomic values, which are accurately known
(Inokuti, Baer, and Dehmer, 1978; Inokuti et al., 1981). The chemical-bonding
correction is generally
1 / Pi ijln(1 + 5ij) = _// pi(_) In 1 + d3r (2.109)
Equation (2.108) for diatomic molecules is generalized for polyatomic systems as
(2.110)
where the sum over j includes every bond in which Z is attached in the
molecule. Correction factors have been calculated (Wilson and Kamaratos, 1981)
for hydrogen and carbon molecules with the bond parameters in table 2.2. Carbon
sp 3 hybrid orbital wave functions were used in these calculations, although s2p 2
values were only slightly different. The tetrahedral orbitals were spherically
symmetrical in their electron densities. Therefore, spherical symmetry was
assumed throughout subsequent calculations.
Recommended values of mean excitation energies (Seltzer and Berger, 1982)
are presented in table 2.3 along with theoretical values calculated by using atomic
mean excitation energies from Dehmer, Inokuti, and Saxon (1975) with the bond
corrections in table 2.2. Bragg's rule is also used with the atomic values of Dehmer,
Inokuti, and Saxon for comparison. Although the theoretical values are within
4 percent of the experimental and empirical values, Bragg's rule values are from
17 to 21 percent low, indicating a substantial adjustment as the result of chemical
bonding.
Mean excitation energies have been calculated for covalent gases of the first
two rows using the local plasma model and the Pines correction. Results of this
calculation and the empirical values of Seltzer and Berger (1982) are given in
table 2.4. Corresponding values for covalent solids are shown in table 2.5.
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Table 2.2. Hydrogen and Carbon Molecular Parameters
Molecular H-H IH-C C-H C-C C:C C-:C benHzeCnebeCn;_ne benCzeCne_parameter
V .......... 0.261 [0.432 [0.044 [0.062 10.087 [O.105 0.453 [ 0.045 [ 0.079 [ 0.076 I
Table 2.3. Molecular Mean Excitation Energy
Chemical
species
CH4
(CH2)x
C6H6
H2
Graphite
Molecular mean excitation energy, eV, for--
Present
theory
44.7
55.0
60.6
18.9
76.1
Seltzer and
Berger, 1982
42.8
53.4
61.4 ± 1.9
18.5 ± 0.5
78.5 ± 1.5
Bragg's
rule
35.1
43.5
50.6
15.0
62.0
Table 2.4. Molecular Mean Excitation Energies for Covalent Gases
Chemical
species
H2
N2
02
F2
C12
RAB,
bohrs
1.40
2.08
2.34
2.67
3.76
Local plasma
model
18.9
85.0
99.6
114,2
170.8
I, eV
Seltzer and
Berger, 1982
a19.2 ± 0.4
a82 + 1.6
"95 ± 1.9
115 + 10
171 + 14
a These values are strongly influenced by Zeiss et al. (1977).
Table 2.5. Mean Excitation Energies for Covalent-Bonded Crystals
Chemical
species
B (tetragonal)
C (diamond)
C (graphite)
Si (diamond)
P (black)
S (rhombic)
RAB,
bohrs
3.06
2.94
2.68
4.42
4.16
3.85
Local plasma
model
67.3
75.3
76.1
151.0
155.7
162.7
I, eV
Seltzer and
Berger, 1982
76+ 7.6
78 ± 2.3
173 • 4
a181 ± 14
a190 ± 15
aUnspecifled allotropic form.
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Moments for the N2 molecule using the plasma model are presented in figure 2.8
with values calculated from the oscillator strengths compiled by Dalgarno, Degges,
and Williams (1967). As can be seen, good agreement between the present simple
plasma model calculations and the oscillator strength distribution of Dalgarno,
Degges, and Williams is obtained except for the lowest frequency phenomena.
I40
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Dalgamo et al., 1967
-! - - - Local plasma _l
' ]
-2 -I 0 1 2
m
Figure 2.8. Moments of N2 oscillator strengths from empirical _-alues of Dalgarno, Degges, and
Williams (1967) and local plasma model using Gordon-Kim molecular model densities.
2.3.5. Ionic-bond effects. Although covalent-bond shifts were found to
be relatively small corrections to atomic values, such a separation as in equa-
tion (2.108) in terms of neutral atomic values is not possible for ionic bonds. Using
the Gordon-Kim model electron density of the partial ionic (diatomic) system,
(2.111)
where A (+p) and B(-p) refer to partially ionic States of the two constituents, RAB
is their nuclear separation, and p is the partial ionic fraction. The electron density
of a partial ionic atom in equation (2.110) is
pA(±p) (_ ----(1 -- p)pA(F) + ppA ± (_) (2.112)
where pA(Y) is the electron density of the neutral atom and pA + (r_ is the electron
density of the atomic ion. With the aid of equations (2.111) and (2.112), shifts in
the mean excitation energy caused by ionic and covalent effects can be evaluated.
As shown by Wilson et al. (1982),
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ZIn(1)=ZA(+p) ]n[IA(+p)]+ /PA(+p)({)In[I+ pA(+p)(v-_
+ ZB(_p) ln [Is(_p)] + / pB(_p)(r-') ln [l + pA(+p) (g- _AB) q
, PB(-p)(r-3
1/2
d3r (2.113)
with
ZA(+p) ln[IA(+p)] = /pA(+p)(_ln[2hwA(+p)(_)]d3r (2.114)
where 9' is the Pines correction given by equation (2.85) or estimated empirically
as given by Neuwirth, Pietsch, and Kreutz (1978). Mean excitation energies for
various stages of ionization calculated with the Pines correction and the atomic
wave functions of Clementi and Roetti (1974) are shown in figure 2.9. In addition
to the ionic-bond shifts, there are shifts caused by covalent-like character, as given
by
ln[l +6A(+P) B(_p)] = 1/ [ pB(-p)({--R)] 1/2i+ j d3r(2.1x5)
2O0
>_ 100
0
-1
o Dehmer et al., 1975
-- Localplasma
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0 1
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Figure 2.9. Mean excitation energies for partially ionic atoms.
Mean excitation energies for partial ionic-bonded substances are shown in table 2.6
with the corresponding bond parameters used in the model. Also shown are
values for a pure covalent bond and Bragg's values using the neutral atomic mean
excitation energies of Dehmer, Inokuti, and Saxon (1975), as well as Bragg's values
of the corresponding partial ionic states. The ionic-bond fractions are taken from
Pauling (1967) as experimental data for HF and LiH. Bond lengths are for ionic
crystals except for the HF gas. Atomic mean excitation energies are shown for
partial ionic states in figure 2.9 and differ from values of Wilson et al. (1982)
because of the Pines correction.
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Table 2.6. Ionic-Bond Parameters
Chemical
species
HF
LiH
LiF
RAB, bohrs
1.72
3.85
3.85
P
0.50
0.25
0,90
Ic, eV
97.6
27.8
83.4
liB , eV
91.7
25.2
92.6
//3, eV
91.0
25.9
81.6
[, eV
96.4
26.7
93.6
It is clear from table 2.6 that the main contribution to corrections to the Bragg
rule is the adjustment from atomic neutral to atomic ion mean excitation energies
as proposed by Platzman (1952a). Indeed, when there is little difference between
the usual Bragg value and the partially ionic Bragg value, the covalent value is
in near agreement with the predicted value of I for HF and LiH in the table.
For LiF, the relatively large adjustment from the usual Bragg value (81.6) to the
partially ionic Bragg value (92.6) leaves a large difference between the covalent
value (83.4) and the predicted value of I (93.6). The adjustment of the ionic-
bond shift caused by the covalent-like character for LiF is 1 eV compared with
adjustments of the neutral states caused by the pure covalent bond of 1.8 eV.
This comparison shows the greater role of the coulomb attraction in forming the
bond of the ionic molecules relative to the two-electron interaction in forming the
covalent bond.
Calculated mean excitation energies for ionic crystals using the Pines correction
are shown in table 2.7, along with recommended values of Seltzer and Berger
(1982). The crystal parameter and fractional ionic charge have been taken from
Pauling (1967). The LiF value is the only one with an experimental basis (Wilson
et al., 1982).
Table 2.7. Mean Excitation Energies of Ionic Crystals
L
Chemical
species
LiF
LiC1
NaF
NaCl
RAB,
bohrs
3.80
4.86
4.37
5.31
P
0.90
0.73
a0.91
0.75
Local plasma
model
92.8
139.1
131.5
159.1
I eV
Seltzer and
Berger, 1982
94 + 8
144 ± 12
147 ± 12
181 ± 14
aPauling partial ionic character function.
2.3.6. Metallic-bond effects. Our first approach to metals is similar to
that taken by Chu, Moruzzi, and Ziegler (1975), in which they employed the
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muffin-tin wave functions (Moruzzi, Janak, and Williams, 1978) and stopping
power theory according to Lindhard and Winther (1964). Individual electron
corrections to the local plasma frequency are treated empirically through an
adjustable parameter 3'- (See table I of Ziegler (1980) and related discussion.)
Unlike this previous work, the present work includes estimates of shifts in the
plasma frequency according to the Pines correction in equation (2.86) and is in
that sense completely deterministic.
The metallic wave functions for lithium metal approximated by the Wigner-
Seitz model (Wigner and Seitz, 1934) are considered first. In deriving these
wave functions, the lithium ion core potential was taken from the screened wave
functions of Clement± and Raimondi (1963), and the calculated crystal-valence
wave functions (aside from normalization) were found to be a slight perturbation
(mainly due to boundary conditions) of the free hydrogenic (2s) orbital inside the
Wigner-Seitz sphere (Wigner and Seitz, 1934). The final crystal wave functions
used were constructed from unperturbed Hartree-Fock orbitals (Clement± and
Roetti, 1974) in the core region with a small perturbation outside the core. This
perturbation matched the boundary conditions on the surface of the Wigner-Seitz
sphere. This was followed by normalization of the valence-shell wave functions (to
make the valence electron density add up to give the correct number of valence
electrons). These wave functions are quite similar to the muffin-tin model and yield
mean excitation energies in substantial agreement with Ziegler (1980) when 3' is
taken as his empirical value. The mean excitation energies for metals of the second
and third rows using Wigner-Seitz wave functions (treating all valence electrons
as spatially equivalent) and the Pines correction are presented in table 2.8 along
with empirical values from Seltzer and Berger (1982).
Table 2.8, Metallic Parameters for Selected Metal of First Two Rows
Chemical
species
Lithium
Beryllium
Sodium
Magnesium
Aluminum
Iat, eV
Dehmer, Inokuti,
and Saxon, 1975
34.0
38.6
123.6
121.2
124.3
rs, bohrs
3.260
2.375
3.99
3.34
2.991
I eV
Wigner-Seitz
model
45
60
140
144
149
Seltzer and
Berger, 1982
41.5 + 3.7
63.7 ± 3.2
162 ± 8
164 4- 8
166 ± 3
_E
The present results clearly demonstrate that the effects of the metallic bond in
lithium and beryllium are large and are mainly the result of collective oscillations
in the free-electron gas formed by the valence electrons. Although similar good
agreement should be expected for sodium and magnesium, it is emphasized here
only that these empirical values are interpolations without an experimental basis,
and smaller empirical values more in line with the present results should not be
eliminated. The small value predicted for aluminum (149 eV) is in doubt, as the
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empirical value (166 =t=3 eV) is based on one of the most experimentally studied
quantities since aluminum served as a standard in stopping power experiments
for many years. The fault could well lie in the use of the Wigner-Seitz model for
group III metals. It is well-known that the success of the Wigner-Seitz theory
rests mainly on application to alkali metals. Although some hope for application
to group II metals exists, treating the three valence electrons of group III as
spatially equivalent is clearly in error. Correction to metals from an alternate
model, proposed by Pauling (1967) for metallic orbitals and implemented here in
simplified fashion, is considered next.
In X-ray diffraction experiments, even beryllium metal shows a considerable
degree of covalent quality, as suspected from bulk material properties (Brown,
1972). In this view, a model is considered in which the valence-bond effects can
be included explicitly. In the spirit of the Pauling valence-bond theory and the
Gordon-Kim model of valence bonding, the electron density about the ion cores
is assumed to be a superposition of partial ionic core states among nearest core
neighbors. Additional contributions from the next nearest neighbors are assumed
to add to the electron continuum states in a manner analogous to the Pauling
unsynchronized resonances in lithium crystals (Pauling, 1967). The electron
density of the partially ionic core of charge p is
PA(+V)(_) = (_-_-) PA(_) + PPA(+V)(_) (2.116)
where v is the number of valence electrons, PA(_ is the electron density of the
atomic neutral state, and pA(+_)(7) is the electron density of the valence-stripped
ion cores. We have used the observation by Slater that radial wave functions of the
L shell are nearly the same for both values of l as a result of exchange interaction
between the (2s) and (ls) orbitals. The same is true for the M shell. In the present
calculation, each metal ion core has been placed into a Wigner-Seitz cell, and the
electron density from nearest neighbors has been approximated by reflecting the
exterior core density function across the cell boundary. The continuum electron
density is then taken as
= [p + (v - p)S] 4_r_ (2.117)Pe
where 5 is the next nearest neighbor contribution to the continuum. The value of
5 is determined by requiring a full complement of v valence electrons per cell. The
resultant electron density p(r) was used to calculate the local plasma frequency
and mean excitation energy per cell. The Pines correction was used for individual
particle shifts. The radii rs for the Wigner-Seitz cell are given in table 2.8. The
ion-core wave functions were calculated from the Hartree-Fock wave functions
of Clementi and Roetti. A slight dependence on the ion-core charge appears
(Kamaratos et al., 1982) in which there is some increase in mean excitation
to I -- 155 eV for aluminum. However, there are some unresolved questions
concerning periodicity at the cell boundaries, which leave the value of this model
somewhat in doubt.
The mean excitation energy for aluminum requires the reconsideration of the
data on which it is based and the corresponding analysis. In an analysis by
Andersen and Ziegler (1977), 162 eV was assumed as the mean excitation energy
for aluminum. A reduction in I to 150 eV results in a 3-percent increase in
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stopping power at 1 MeV, which leaves it within the stated uncertainty limits
of the Andersen and Ziegler parametric curves. These curves correspond to the
uncertainty in the experimental data used in the analysis. (See fig. 2.10.) Indeed,
a number of authors have reported mean excitation energies for aluminum in
line with the present results (Bakker and Segr_, 1951; Simmons, 1952; Mather
and Segr_, 1951; Sachs and Richardson, 1953; Bogaardt and Koudijs, 1952;
Vasilevskii and Prokoshkin, 1960), although more recent analyses are higher. A
recent study of aluminum optical properties indicates that a value of I several
electron volts lower than 166 is not inconsistent with the empirical dielectric
function (Shiles et al., 1980). The shift of several electron volts is associated
with polarization of the A1 _+ core by the valence electrons in their metallic
orbitals. Such core polarization effects are not calculated in the present model.
Furthermore, quantum corrections to K- and L-shell discrete spectra may cause
further small adjustments. In any case, the apparent discrepancy is due to
the electronic wave functions used in the present calculation, to the inadequate
treatment of corrections to the Bethe formula, from which I is extracted from
the experimental data (see, for example, Andersen et al. (1977) and Khandelwal
(1982)), to quantum corrections, or to a combination of these.
To further clarify the relationship between the mean excitation energy for
aluminum and experimental data, a band is shown in figure 2.10 which brackets
the experimental data of Andersen et al. (1977), Kahn (1953), Neilsen (1961),
Leminen, Fontell, and Bister (1968), Nakata (1971), and Sorensen and Andersen
(1973) for proton energies between 0.5 and 10 MeV. These energies are compared
with the reduced stopping power calculated from the Andersen and Ziegler (1977)
empirical shell corrections. The older data of Kahn (1953), which would have
lowered the band considerably, were excluded from the figure. The mean excitation
energies exhibited in the figure are 167 eV used as input to Shiles et al. (1980),
162 eV determined by Andersen and Ziegler (1977), 155 eV estimated using one
form of valence-bond theory, and 149 eV calculated according to the present
(simplified) Wigner-Seitz model. Although it is not clear that the curve for 167 eV
is superior to the curve for 149 eV, a modest shift in the empirical shell corrections
can bring any of the four curves into an equally good fit to the data. It is
further emphasized that shell corrections are not exactly known, and, in empirical
analysis, shell corrections are not usually differentiated from other corrections to
the Bethe formula (eq. (2.72)).
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Figure 2.10. Reduced stopping power for aluminum for several mean excitation energies and
range of experimental data. Shaded area is band of experimental data.
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2.3.7. Discussion of results. The present results are combined in fig-
ure 2.11 with the evaluated data of Seltzer and Berger (1982). Care is taken
when possible to model the same physical chemical state. (See specific tables for
details.) Results for free atoms (Hartree-Fock wave functions for Z < 10 and
screened wave functions elsewhere) and the accurate atomic values of Dehmer,
Inokuti, and Saxon (1975) are presented in figure 2.11. It is clear that the trends
in the first- and second-period elements are well approximated by the present
application of the local plasma model, especially when the Pines correction is ap-
plied. The present results are generally in fair agreement with the compilation
and recommendations of Seltzer and Berger (1982), although small discrepancies
in the third period remain to be resolved.
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Figure 2.11. Mean excitation energies for atoms, molecules, solids, and metals. Specific data
taken from tables 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, and 2.8.
Perhaps the greatest criticism of the present application of the local plasma
model calculations is the use of the Gordon-Kim approximation to the covalent-
bonded wave functions. When the moments of the energy spectrum are considered,
it is clear that the Gordon-Kim model approximately adjusts the excitation
spectrum in the region of greatest importance to ionizing radiation and appears
no more in error than the basic plasma model in which it is used. (See fig. 2.5.)
Of course, accurate use of the local plasma model implies the necessary use of
the Pines correction, as demonstrated for the hydrogen atom in figure 2.3 and
6O
r
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used throughout the present calculations. Although the Pines correction produces
marked improvements in the predictive capability of the model, further quantum
corrections for the discrete spectrum would produce additional corrections and
would hopefully remove most of the remaining error in the plasma model. Further
improvement in electronic wave functions would be helpful in identifying the
remaining corrections required for the plasma model.
2.4. Molecular Stopping Cross Sections
In section 2.3, departures from Bragg's rule have been noticed in the theoretical
calculations of the mean excitation energies of various molecular systems. Analysis
of the experimental data on energy loss of low-energy a-particles in gases also
indicates deviations from Bragg's rule (Bourland and Powers, 1971; Lodhi and
Powers, 1974). In this section, the stopping power theory of Lindhard and Winther
(1964) and the local plasma theory of Lindhard and Scharff (1960) are used
to perform calculations in the low-energy region. Modifications are introduced
through a simplifying model which incorporates the effects of the shell corrections
and of the screening of the projectile (Xu, Khandelwal, and Wilson, 1984a and
1984b). The model is justified on the basis of fulfilling the more ambitious aim of
obtaining the molecular stopping power. The Gordon-Kim electron density model
of molecular wave functions (Gordon and Kim, 1972) is utilized in the calculations.
As shown, such a model allows a successful method of calculating chemical-bond
effects. Calculations done on N2, O2, and water vapor are found to be in fair
agreement with experiments (Xu, Khandelwal, and Wilson, 1984b). Furthermore,
departures from Bragg's rule are noticed for all these systems.
The celebrated stopping power formula for an energetic charged particle of
charge Zp and velocity v traversing matter of charge number Z T is given by
dE _ 4_Z2pe 4 NZTL (2.118)
dx my 2
where m is the mass of an electron and N the number of atoms per unit volume
of the medium.
The stopping number L of equation (2.118) has been a topic of considerable
study. For instance, Lindhard and Winther (1964) have investigated the function L
for a free-electron gas in the regions of low- and high-energy incident charged
particles. For the high-energy case, these authors give the expression for L to
order 1/v 2 as
L = ZTlnY (T) (2.119)
mY
where Y = 2mv2/hWp, the classical plasma frequency wp = (4rpe2/m) 1/2, p is
the electron density, and (T), the average kinetic electron energy, is given by
where v F is the Fermi velocity.
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For the low-energy case, they give
L =- Y3/2CI(X) (2.120)
where
with
1 1 + 3 (2.1211
CI(X) = 211 - (X2/3)] 2 In X2 1+ _-_)
X 2 _ e2
7rhvF (2.122)
h
h -= -- (2.123)
2_
Equation (2.119) for the L function warrants some discussion. First, one
notes that the L function of equations (2.119) and (2.120) is derived by Lindhard
and Winther for a free-electron system. Transition to an atomic system of the
first term of equation (2.119), as studied widely, is accomplished under the so-
called local plasma model in which density P(r'l is evaluated by using quantum
mechanical wave functions. The local plasma model is equivalent to replacing
the molecular dipole oscillator strengths by the corresponding classical plasma
absorption spectrum. The adequacy of such a replacement was recently shown by
Johnson and Inokuti (1983) to be most accurate for evaluating atomic quantities
associated with stopping power in spite of differences between the plasma spectrum
and the actual oscillator strength distribution. A quantum mechanical analog of
the second term of equation (2.119) would be of interest. In this context, a result
first derived by Brown would prove to be useful. Brown (1950) studied the K-
shell asymptotic stopping power of a hydrogenic system (with two K electrons)
for a fast projectile, taking the maximum momentum transfer equal to 2my as if
the electron was free. (See Xu, Khandelwal, and Wilson, 1986.) The asymptotic
stopping power equation obtained by Brown can be expressed in a form similar to
equation (2.119 / . The first terms of both these equations, since they involve the
mean excitation energy, can be assumed essentially equivalent within the local-
plasma approximation. For the second term in equation (2.119) for a hydrogenic
system, he obtained 1/_s, where _?s 2my /ZsR, Zs is the effective nuclear
charge for the s shell (s = K,L,...), and R is the Rydberg constant. Walske
(19521, on the other hand, taking the upper limit for momentum transfer as
infinity, overestimated the nuclear momentum recoiling and obtained 2/_s instead.
In reality, however, because of the recoiling of the nucleus, the result should be
expected to fall somewhere between 1/77s and 2/_?s. This fact is incorporated into
equation (2.126) as a parameter which we later estimate. At the present, however,
for the sake of simplicity, combining Brown's result for the K shell with Walske's
result for the L shell, but retaining the consistency with the free-electron model,
we write the analogous second term (known as shell correction C / for a hydrogenic
system with ZT electrons as
C = CK,tota 1 + CL = -- + -- (2.124)UK UL
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which can be rewritten for a real atom as
1 (T)
C- 2 ½m.2 ¢(zr) (2.12 )
where
and
¢(zT) = ZT/(ZT)g (2.126)
= -2)IZ2LR1 [Z2KR+(ZT 4 ] (2.127)(T) _TT
In equation (2.126), a coefficient f(ZT) has been introduced to distinguish a
real atom from a hydrogenic atom. The coefficient f(ZT) is known to be less
than unity for L shells for targets with low atomic number. The coefficient g is
introduced to incorporate the effect due to the recoiling of the nucleus.
At this stage, it is appropriate to discuss various features associated with
the low-energy projectiles and the targets with low atomic number. First, in
the low-energy region, the projectile's full charge Zp will not be operational in
the stopping process due to electron capture that is influenced mainly by the
outer shell electrons of the medium. Second, Walske has pointed out that the
coefficient f(ZT) is unreliable for the low atomic number Z T "< 30 due to use of
the hydrogenic wave functions.
It is evident from the above observations that some sort of crude estimate
of the quantity C is in order. This is justified since the usual incorporation of
these effects involves fitting with experimental data. The inclusion of the effect
of the projectile's effective charge should decrease the stopping number of all
elements. The decrease should be the most for Li and the least for Ne. In order
to incorporate this effect and the other problem of the need for an accurate value
of the coefficient f(ZT) , it is reasonable as a first approximation to assume a
semiempirical constant value of the quantity ¢(ZT) equal to one half the total
number of electrons in noble-gas atoms. Such a division should overestimate shell
corrections for lithium and beryllium in decreasing fashion and underestimate
that for helium, neon, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and fluorine also in a decreasing
manner. Such a change in shell corrections is indeed needed to compensate for
the effect of the effective charge of the projectile on the stopping power. In this
paper since we are interested in the atoms with atomic number below 10, this
assumption implies that
¢(ZT) __ { 1 (ZT--< 2) }5 (3__ZT__10)
(2.128)
Implicit in the above partition of ¢ (eq. (2.128)) is the fact that the quantity C
no longer represents the so-called shell corrections only but presumably also some
other effects including those of the projectile's effective charge and the neglect of
the higher order terms in equation (2.119). One can now write equation (2.125)
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as
1 (T) 1
c= 2½mv 
ZT 1 (T) 5 (ZT <_2)](3 _<ZT <_10)
(2.129)
where (T} by virial theorem is just the average kinetic energy of the electron and
should be averaged over all the ZT electrons in the atom.
In order to make a transition to an atomic system, we assume the above results
and accordingly replace equation (2.119) with
L 31.5 1
In Y I OXZT Y
" lnY 31.5 1( 2xZ T Y
(ZT <_2)
(3 _< ZT <_ 10)
(2.130)
The low- and high-energy L functions should now be combined to determine
the appropriate dependence of the stopping power on energy. To do this, we
used equations (2.120) and (2.130) for our desired results after replacing Wp
by 3_Wp, where nonconstant values of 3, were obtained from Wilson and Xu
(1982). Bonderup (1967) had combined equations (2.119) and (2.120) and
assumed a constant value of _/ equal to v_. Unlike Bonderup, we tried to
preserve the continuity between the low-energy stopping number function given
by equation (2.120) and the high-energy function given by equation (2.130). In
this way, stopping number values for a system can be obtained given the velocity
of the projectile and the density p(_').
For a diatomic molecule, the Gordon-Kim model gives the density as
Pmolecule = Pa(_) + Pb (_-- Rab) (2.131)
where Pa(g) is the atomic ground-state density and Rab is the distance between
the two atoms, which is known to be 1.094 /_ for N2 and 1.207 _ for the 02
molecule. Equation (2.131) was generalized for water vapor including its partial
ionic-bond nature and neglecting the overlap between the two H atoms. The
distance between the O and H nuclei was taken as 0.958/_. The molecular stopping
power for protons was obtained by averaging the stopping number over g for
N2, 02, and water vapor molecules. Hartrec-Fock wave functions were employed
in these calculations. Tables 2.9 and 2.10 list the results of the present work,
together with curve-fitted results of Andersen and Ziegler (1977), and two sets
of experimental data for the 02 and N2 molecules, respectively, (Reynolds et al.,
1953; Langley, 1975). In table 2.11, the results for water vapor from the present
work and experimental data for energies ranging from 40 to 500 keV are presented.
Good agreement, within 10 percent, is found between the two sets of data.
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Table 2.9. Proton Stopping Cross Sections for Oxygen Molecule
Chapter 2
E_
keV
40
80
I00
300
500
1037
2591
Proton stopping cross section,
eV-cm 2 I1015 atoms
Theoretical
(_)
15.89
17.48
17.43
11.84
8.92
5.64
2.97
Curve fitted
(b)
Experimental
Reynolds et al., Langley,
1953 1975
15.2 4- 2.6
17.25 4- 2.6
17.17 :i: 2.6
11.99 4- 1.7
8.84 4- 1.7
14.6
17.0
17.0
11.9
8.8
5.25
2.85
aPresent paper.
bAndersen and Ziegler, 1977.
Table 2.10. Proton Stopping Cross Sections for Nitrogen Molecule
E_
keV
40
80
100
300
500
1037
2591
Proton stopping cross section,
eV-cm 2/1015 atoms
Experimental
Theoretical
(_)
17.20
18.41
17.79
10.85
8.10
5.20
2.71
Curve fitted
(b)
Reynolds et al.,
1953
16.0
17.9
17.7
11.2
8.1
17.1 4- 2.6
18.5 4- 2.6
17.9 + 2.6
11.2 4- 1.7
8.08 4- 1.7
Langley,
1975
4.78
2.56
aPresent paper.
bAndersen and Ziegler, 1977.
In order to discuss the departures from Bragg's rule, it would be relevant to
cite a systematic study carried out in a series of experiments at Baylor University
(Bourland and Powers, 1971; Powers et al., 1972; Lodhi and Powers, 1974).
The study revealed that for low-energy projectiles there may exist a deviation
from Bragg's rule depending on the physical state, but most importantly, on the
chemical structure of the compounds. The confusing status of the dependence
on the chemical structure can best be described by citing these studies in
chronological order. First, in 1971 the Baylor group (Bourland and Powers, 1971)
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theorized that the compounds with single and double bonds should obey Bragg's
rule. The compounds containing triple-bond structures were found to deviate from
Bragg's rule by as much as 12.8 percent (a-particles of energy between 0.3 and
2.0 MeV often were the projectiles). In particular, these authors indicated that
the molecular hydrogen (single-bonded molecule) should obey Bragg's rule. Later
in 1972, the Baylor group (Powers et al., 1972) critically looked again at their
previous conclusions. They indicated that perhaps the hydrogen atomic stopping
cross section may be considerably different than one half the molecular stopping
cross section and thus should cause considerable deviations. However, the Baylor
group in 1974 (Lodhi and Powers, 1974) recognized the difficulty of obtaining
atomic cross sections experimentally and based their analysis on the existence of
some modified, but unique, atomic stopping cross sections.
Table 2.11. Proton Stopping Cross Sections for Water Vapor
Source
Present paper
Reynolds et al., 1953
4O
28.81
25.0 _= 2.6
Proton stopping cross section,
eV-cm2/1015 molecules_ at E, keV_ of--
80 100 300
27.8 26.8 17.1
27.6 =t: 2.6 27.3 =t=2.6 17.9 =t=1.7
500
It is therefore imperative that in order to discuss the deviations from Bragg's
rule, one must have access to the atomic and molecular stopping cross sections. We
calculated both the atomic and the molecular stopping cross sections as a function
of projectile energy of the 02, N2, and H2 molecules. These results, together
with the deviations from Bragg's rule, are exhibited in tables 2.12 through 2.14.
One sees that the deviations from Bragg's rule become small as incident energy
increases --in agreement with observations made by many workers including those
at Baylor University. It is to be noted that N2 is a triple-bonded molecule, 02 is
an approximately double-bonded molecule (from the bond energy point of view),
and H2 is a single-bonded molecule. The maximum deviations from Bragg's rule
for energy of 100 keV and above are 6.1, 2.6, and 10 percent, respectively, for
these molecules. Thus, the deviation depends on the chemical structure. When
the Gordon-Kim model is used, the overlap of electron density determines the
deviation or molecular bond effects. For instance, for the hydrogen molecule,
the distance between nucleons is very small, 0.74 /_. It is expected that the
overlap of electron density is large, thus explaining the considerable deviation
from Bragg's rule. The stronger the bond energy, the shorter the distance will be.
It is interesting to note that single-, double-, and triple-bonded carbon molecules
have internuclear distances equal to 2.94, 2.52, and 2.24 bohrs, respectively. We
may thus expect that the triple-bonded carbon will have more deviation from
Bragg's rule than the single-bonded carbon.
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Table 2.12. Deviations _om Bragg's Rule for Oxygen Molecule
Chapter 2
E, keV, of__
Stopping cross section 40 I 100__ __
e (atomic)%eV-cm2/1015 atoms . . . 17_---_1_14.65 1121; ]01 15.72 )0.1492
e (molecule), eV-cm2/1015 atoms . . . 15.89 t17.43 [14.36 11.84 18.92 ]5.64 10.1476
Deviation, percent ......... 8.9 I0.3 ]2 12.6 12 11.4 I1.1
aObtained from equations (2.116) and (2.126).
I
Table 2.13. Deviations Prom Bragg's Rule for Nitrogen Molecule
E, keV, of--
section 40 100 200[300 500 10371100000Stopping cross
e (atomic) a, eV-cm2/1015 atoms . . . 19.33 118.57 114.32 111.46 ]8.53 [5.30 [0.1340
e(molecule),eV-cm2/1015atoms . . . 17.20 17.79 13.75 [10.85 8.10 5.20 0.1319
I
Deviation, percent ......... 11 4.2 4..00 t6.1 5.0 1.9 1.3
aObtained from equations (2.116) and (2.126).
Table 2.14. Deviations From Bragg's Rule for Hydrogen Molecule
Stopping cross section
• (atomic) a, eV-cm2/1015 molecules . .
e (molecule), eV-cm2/1015 molecules
Deviation, percent .........
E, keV, of--
100 200 300 500 800 1037 2591
12.78.136.14.172.8912.361.11
11.43 7.53 5.71 3.93 2.75 2.24 1.07
10 7.46.45.84.8.3.651
aObtained from equations (2.116) and (2.126).
2.5. Stopping Cross Sections of Liquid Water. The stopping cross
section of water is of interest in many fields but especially in radiation protection.
Since the living tissues are basically composed of liquid water, a simple theoretical
model for the calculation of the stopping power of water is of great practical
interest. The importance of such a direct calculation has increased since various
authors (Bourland and Powers, 1971; Powers et al., 1972; Lodhi and Powers,
1974) found that deviations from Bragg's rule may exist in the low-energy regime;
meanwhile, the physical-state effect has also been observed in many experiments.
In previous work (Xu, Khandelwal, and Wilson, 1984a), we have established a
modified local plasma model, based on the works of Lindhard and Winther (1964),
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Brown (1950), and Walske (1952 and 1956). The model, applied to molecules
using the Cordon-Kim molecular wave function (Gordon and Kim, 1972), has
shown reasonable predictive capability for molecular bond effects as well as for
atomic targets and covers a rather wide energy region.
In this section the modified local plasma model is applied to liquid water
by employing a simple model of water molecules (Xu, Khandelwal, and Wilson,
1985). The calculated stopping cross section of liquid water is found to be about
5.5 to 14 percent lower than the calculated gas-state results for energies from 80
to 500 keV and is about 8.5 to 13.4 percent lower than gas-state results in the
same energy range measured by Reynolds et al. (1953). The calculated liquid-
water stopping power is within 2.5 percent of experimental values for ice in the
energy range of 60 to 500 keV. It is proposed that for liquid water, this physical
effect is due to interactions with neighbor molecules which confine each molecule
to an effective close-packed sphere, thus causing the electrons to be more bonded
and confined. Hence, the momentum transfer between projectile and electrons is
reduced; this reduction decreases stopping power.
As is well-known, the structure of liquid water is complicated and far from
completely known. As Pauling (1960) pointed out, "the structure for water that
has received serious consideration for many years is the one proposed by Bernal
and Fowler." Bernal and Fowler (1933) suggested that liquid water retains in
part a hydrogen-bonded structure, similar to that of ice. They pointed out that
as more and more hydrogen bonds are broken with increase in temperature, the
oxygen atoms rearrange themselves into an approximately more and more close-
packed structure. The rigidity of the hydrogen-bonded crystal structure is lost,
allowing the motion between liquid molecules to be more flexible than that in
the ice. A simple model of the close-packed structure of liquids was considered
by Lennard-Jones and Devonshire (1937 and 1938) who derived the potential of
the molecule in the liquid state from the interaction of all neighbors (fig. 2.12).
Figure 2.12 shows clearly the effective volume to which the molecule is confined.
W(r)
/
_J
_ J
r
F
Figure 2.12. Intermolecular potential of molecule in liquid phase (Lennard-Jones and
Devonshire, 1937 and 1938).
The hydrogen bond of the ice structure is rather weak compared with the
molecular O-H bond. When ice melts, these hydrogen bonds of ice are distorted,
and finally many are broken. Therefore, as a first-order approximation in
the stopping power calculation, we can ignore the electronic overlap between
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molecules. As was pointed out by Xu, Khandelwal, and Wilson (1984a), the
overlap of the electronic density in some sense expresses the bond energy or
molecular bonding effect. The simplest model of this picture is to confine each
molecule inside its close-packed sphere. Hence, the electronic density of this water
molecule vanishes at distances exceeding the sphere radius, as shown in figure 2.13.
Figure 2.13. Liquid-water molecule in its close-packed spherical configuration.
In figure 2.13, O is the center of an oxygen atom, b and c are centers of two
hydrogen atoms, c_ is the angle between two O-H bonds, and Ob is the distance
between the center of the oxygen and the center of the hydrogen atom (Ob --
1.01 /_) obtained by neutron diffraction of deuterium oxide ice (Peterson and
Levy, 1957). The radius OD is obtained from the effective volume per molecule
Veff as R = (3Veff/4_r)l/3 = 2.992 bohrs. Inside the sphere, the Gordon-Kim
model is employed; this model assumes that the molecular electronic density to
first-order approximation is simply the algebraic sum of corresponding atomic
electron densities. The molecular density for H20 can be expressed as follows:
Pmol --- PO(_*) + PH( _* --/_)b) + PH( ?*-/_O¢) (2.132)
where/_Ob and/tOc are displacement vectors of the nuclei at b and c, respectively
(fig. 2.13). Since the radius of the hydrogen atom is much smaller than that of
oxygen, the internuclear distance between the hydrogen atoms is large compared
with their radii and the H-H interaction may be neglected within the H20
molecule. Thus,
Pmol = PO(_ + 2pH(r'-/_) (2.133)
The partial ionic-bond effects are considered through
Pmol ----P_ (_ + 2p_ (_-/_) (2.134)
with p+ = (1 -p)p(7) +pp_(r_, where p is the partial ionic fraction with p(_ the
neutral-atom electron density and p+(_ the ionic electron density. In the water
molecule, according to Pauling (1960), p equals 0.33. The wave functions are
obtained from Clementi and Roetti (1974). These wave functions are renormalized
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within the close-packed sphere according to
fVeff Pmol d3_" = 10 (2.135)
The above electronic density is to be used with the formula for stopping power
given by
_ d_._.EE 47rZ_e4 NZTL (2.136)
dx = mv-----_-
where m is the mass of an electron, N is the number of atoms per unit volume
of the medium, Zp is the charge of the projectile, and Z T is the charge number
of target; L is given elsewhere (Xu, Khandelwal, and Wilson, 1984a and 1984b).
For the low projectile energies,
L = y3/2CI(X) (2.137)
where
CI(X) = 2(1 - X 2 1 + -_
where X 2 = e2/TrhvF, ?t = h/27r, wF is the Fermi velocity, Y = 2mv2/"/hwp,
w2p = 47re2p/m is the classical plasma frequency, and p is the electronic density.
For high projectile energies
lnY 3v_ 1 }
IOx Y (ZT < 2)
L=
3v/3 1 (3<Z T<IO)
InY - 2XZT y _ _
(2.139)
The low- and high-energy L functions should be combined by joining them
continuously (Xu, Khandelwal, and Wilson, 1984a and 1984b).
Table 2.15 shows the proton stopping cross section values of water vapor and
liquid water together with the experimental results of water vapor measured by
Reynolds et al. (1953). As can be seen, the agreement between the experiments
and the theory is very good. There is a marked reduction in stopping power in
the liquid phase by a few percent even at the highest energies shown. As noted by
Thwaites (1981), there appears to be little difference between the stopping power
of water in the liquid phase and of ice. (See, in particular, fig. 2 of Thwaites
(1981).) The experimental data of Wenzel and Whaling (1952) for ice are shown
in comparison with the calculated values for liquid water. The results given in
table 2.15 are shown graphically in figure 2.14.
7O
Table 2.15. Proton Stopping Cross Sections for Water
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Proton stopping cross section,
eV-cm2/1015 molecules
Theoretical a Experimental
E, keV Water vapor Liquid water Vapor b D20 ice c
40
60
80
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
I0 000
28.7
28.6
27.8
26.8
21.1
17.1
14.4
12.6
11.2
10.1
9.3
8.6
8.0
1.37
21.6
23.5
23.9
23.7
19.5
16.0
13.6
11.9
10.7
9.7
8.9
8.2
7.6
1.34
25.0 + 2.6
26.9 J: 2.6
27.6 :h 2.6
27.3 i 2.6
22.0 ± 1.7
17.9 ± 1.7
15.0 :I: 1.7
13.0 -4- 1.7
22.6
24.0
24.0
23.7
20.1
16.0
13.3
11.6
apresent theory with partial ionic fraction
bReynolds et al., 1953.
CWenzel and Whaling, 1952.
of p = 0.33.
We see from table 2.15 that the calculated stopping cross section of liquid
water is about 5.6 to 14 percent lower than calculated gas-state resuIts from 80 to
500 keV and is about 8.5 to 13.4 percent lower than measured gas-state results. In
the same energy regime, Matteson, Powers, and Chau (1977) reported that in their
experimental results for 0.3- to 2.0-MeV a-particles, the stopping cross section of
H20 vapor was found to be 4 to 12 percent higher than that of ice. This difference
is less than that found previously for protons (10 to 14 percent) in the same
velocity interval. Thwaites (1981) reported that for a-particles down to 1.8 MeV,
the stopping cross section of H20 vapor was found to be _4 percent higher
than that of liquid water. In the same velocity interval, our calculated results
show that the proton stopping cross section of water vapor is about 5.6 percent
higher than that of liquid water. The work of De Carvalho and Yagoda (1952)
and Ellis, Rossi, and Failla (1955) found that the stopping cross section of 5- to
8-MeV a-particles in H20 was the same in the vapor and condensed states. Wenzel
and Whaling (1952) and Reynolds et al. (1953) found a greater stopping cross
section for protons in the vapor states of H20 than in the solid state, and Palmer
(1966) observed the stopping cross section for s-particles to be less in the liquid
than in the vapor state of H20. This physical-state effect is observed by most
experimental physicists. The results of De Carvalho and Yagoda (1952) and Ellis,
Rossi, and Failla (1955) may be explained since, in the high-energy regime, this
effect becomes less important. This tendency is also exhibited in our calculated
results. Palmer (1966) tried to explain this effect as a low-energy polarization
screen effect. Matteson, Powers, and Chau (1977) explained it as an aggregation
effect.
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Figure 2.14. Proton stopping cross section of water molecules in vapor and condensed phases.
We now consider the effect according to the local plasma model. We will first
explain the molecular effect or deviation from Bragg's rule. It is found that in the
low-energy regime, the molecular stopping power may be lower than the atomic
stopping power calculated by employing Bragg's rule. This is due to the fact that
when an electron in a molecular gas is more bonded than in an atomic gas caused
by the chemical bond, the momentum transfer between projectile and the electron
becomes harder, causing decreased energy loss or stopping power of the projectile.
In the formula
3v_ 1 =ln(2mv2) 1 (T)
L=InY IOXZT Y \_/li_p ] ZTrnv2 (ZT_<2) (2.140)
3 2 2/3
where up ._ v/-fi and the average kinetic energy of electron (T) = 1-OmvFP are
functions of electronic density. The chemical bond causes an increased electron
density in the interatomic space and, hence, increased mean excitation energy and
average kinetic energy. Physically, when an electron is more bonded, it is harder
to excite, resulting in increased mean excitation energy. When an electron is more
bonded, the magnitude of the total energy is increased (in bonded states), since
(T) = [ (E) [, the average kinetic energy is increased. Both effects tend to decrease
the stopping power. In the low-energy regime, this effect becomes more important,
mainly due to the contribution of the (T) term. In the high-energy regime, this
term vanishes. The mean excitation term also becomes less important due to the
influence of the factor 1/v 2. Meanwhile, in liquid water, many of these hydrogen
bonds between molecules are broken; also, compared with the partial ionic bond,
the hydrogen bond is weaker. With this picture of molecular bond effects, how
are we to understand the considerable difference of stopping cross section due to
the physical state?
Matteson, Powers, and Chau (1977) correctly pointed out that the physical-
state effects are due to the effects of aggregation upon the molecules. As mentioned
previously, in liquid water these hydrogen bonds are not the main reason for
this physical effect. Rather, it is a collective effect of the whole liquid-water
molecule, since liquid molecules are more mobile than those in ice. Because of
the interactions with all its neighbors each molecule is confined in an effective
volume. This can be seen from figure 2.12, where we show W(r) as the average
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potential of each molecule due to the interactions of all neighbors, according to
the well-known Lennard-Jones and Devonshire theory (1937 and 1938). Thus, as
a part of the molecule, electrons are more difficult to remove from this volume or
more difficult to be excited. Simply said, the electrons are more bound because
of the neighborhood interactions. This confinement of the electron causes less
momentum transfer between the projectile and the electrons and decreases the
stopping power. Our local plasma model describes this picture because the
electronic density is more concentrated so that both the mean excitation energy
and average kinetic energy terms are increased and cause a decrease in the stopping
power. Moreover, we notice that the structure of ice is more open than that of
liquid water. It is reasonable to expect a slight difference of stopping cross section
between ice and liquid water.
2.6. Semiemp|rical Methods
In passing through an ordinary material, an ion loses the larger fraction of
its energy to electronic excitation of the material. Although a satisfactory theory
of high-energy ion-electron interaction is available in the form of Bethe's theory
utilizing the Born approximation, an equally satisfactory theory for low energies
is not available. Bethe's high-energy approximation to the energy loss per unit
path (that is, stopping power) is given as
2my2c} (2.141)
where Zp is the projectile charge, N is the number of target molecules per unit
volume, ZT is the number of electrons per target molecule, rn is the electron mass,
v is the projectile velocity, /3 = v/c, c is the velocity of light, C is the velocity-
dependent shell correction term (Walske and Bethe, 1951), and [T is the mean
excitation energy given by
ZT ln(IT) = E fn ln(En) (2.142)
T/
where fn represents the electric dipole oscillator strengths of the target and
En represents the corresponding excitation energies. Note that the sum in
equation (2.142) includes discrete and continuum levels. Empirically it has
been observed that molecular stopping power is reasonably approximated by the
sum of the corresponding empirically derived atomic stopping powers for which
equations (2.141) and (2.142) imply that
ZT ln(IT) = E njZj ln(Ij) (2.143)
J
where ZT and I T pertain to the molecule, Zj and Ij are the corresponding atomic
values, and nj is the stoichiometric coefficient. This additive rule (eq. (2.143)),
usually called Bragg's rule (Bragg and Kleeman, 1905), is the basis for providing
stopping cross sections for arbitrary material compositions.
Sources of deviations from Bragg's additive rule for molecules and for the
condensed phase are discussed. Aside from shifts in excitation energies and
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adjustments in line strengths as a result of molecular bonding, new terms in
the stopping power appear due to coupling between vibrational and rotational
modes. Additionally, in the condensed phase, some discrete transitions are
moved into the continuum, and collective modes among valence electrons in
adjacent atoms produce new terms in the absorption spectrum that needs to
be dealt with. Platzman (1952a and 1952b) proposed that the experimentally
observed additive rule may not show that molecular stopping power is the sum of
atomic processes but rather demonstrates that molecular bond shifts for covalent-
bonded molecules are relatively independent of the molecular combination as was
theoretically demonstrated in section 2.3.4. On the basis of such arguments,
Platzman suggested that ionic-bonded substances should be studied as a rigid test
of the additive rule because of the radical difference in bonding type. He further
estimated that ionic-bond shifts could change the stopping power by as much as
50 percent. Recent results on molecular bond shifts and condensed phase effects
on mean excitation energies were discussed in section 2.5 (Wilson and Kamaratos,
1981; Wilson and Xu, 1982; Wilson et al., 1982).
The electron stopping power for protons is adequately described by equa-
tion (2.141) for energies above 500 keV for which the shell or "tight binding" cor-
rection C makes an important contribution below 10 MeV (Andersen and Ziegler,
1977; Janni, 1982a and 1982b). For proton energies below 500 keV, charge ex-
change (electron transfer) reactions alter the proton charge over much of its path;
therefore, equation (2.141) is to be understood in terms of an average over the pro-
ton charge states. Normally an average over the charge states is introduced into
equation (2.141) so that the effective charge is the root-mean-square ion charge and
not the average ion charge. At any ion energy, charge equilibrium is established
very quickly in all materials. Utilizing the effective charge in equation (2.141)
appears to make only modest improvement below 500 keV, presumably an indi-
cation of the failure of this theory based on an empirical basis (Andersen et al.,
1977; Janni, 1966, 1982a, and 1982b). The resultant stopping power for protons
in water is shown along with the evaluated data of Bichsel (1963) in figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.15. Calculated and experimental stopping powers in water for typical cosmic-ray ions
as function of particle kinetic energy.
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The electronic stopping power for a-particles requires terms in equation (2.141)
of higher order in the projectile charge Zp resulting from corrections to the
Born approximation. The alpha and proton stopping powers cannot be related
through their effective charges. Parametric fits to experimental data are given by
Ziegler (1977) for all elements in both the gaseous and condensed phases.
The electronic stopping powers for heavier ions are related to the alpha
stopping power through their corresponding effective charges. The effective charge
suggested by Barkas (1963) is used:
[Z*--Zp 1-exp\ _p/3 )J (2.144)
where Zp is the atomic number of the ion.
At sufficiently low energies, the energy lost by an ion in a nuclear collision
becomes important. The nuclear stopping theory used in this report is a
modification of the theory of Lindhard, Scharff, and Schiott (1963). The reduced
energy is given as
32.53ApATE
c = (2.145)
where E is in units of keV/nucleon and Ap and A T are the atomic masses of the
projectile and target. The nuclear stopping power in reduced units (Ziegler, 1977)
is
1.59e 1/2 (c < 0.01)
1.7el/21n[e + exp(1)] (0.01 < e < 10) // (2.146)Sn = 1 + 6.8e + 3.4e3/2
/
ln(O.47e) (10 < c)J
2e
and the conversion factor to units of eV-cm2/1015 atoms is
f = 8"426ZpATAp (2.147)
+ +
The total stopping power Sj is obtained by summing the electronic and nuclear
contributions. Other processes of energy transfer such as Bremsstrahlung and pair
production are unimportant.
For energies above a few MeV per nucleon, Bethe's equation is adequate
provided that appropriate corrections to Bragg's rule (Wilson et al., 1984a and
1984b), shell corrections (Janni, 1982a and 1982b), and an effective charge are
included. Electronic stopping power for proto_m is calculated from the parametric
formulas of Andersen and Ziegler (1977). The calculated stopping power for
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protons above a few MeV in water is shown in figure 2.15 along with data given
by Bichsel (1963).
Because alpha stopping power is not derivable from the proton stopping power
formula using the effective charge at low energy, the parametric fits to empirical
alpha stopping powers given by Ziegler (1977) are used. Applying his results
for condensed phase, water poorly represented the data of Matteson, Powers,
and Chau (1977) and Palmer and Akhavan-Rezayat (1978). Considering that
the physical-state and molecular binding effects are most important for hydrogen
(Wilson and Kamaratos, 1981), the water stopping power was approximated by
using the condensed phase parameters for hydrogen and the gas phase parameters
for oxygen (which are known experimentally). These results are presented along
with experimental data for condensed phase water in figure 2.15. It appears that
Ziegler overestimated the condensed phase effects for oxygen since the gas phase
oxygen data give satisfactory results as seen in figure 2.15.
Electronic stopping powers for ions with a charge greater than 2 are related to
the alpha stopping power through the effective charge given by equation (2.144).
For water, the condensed phase formula of Ziegler for a-particles probably gives
the best stopping powers for heavier ions. Calculated results for 160 and 56Fe
ions in water, shown in figure 2.15 along with the Northcliffe and Schilling (1970)
results for 56Fe ions, are especially important, since their data seem to agree with
the range measured in General Electric Lexan plastic by J. H. Chan (Fleischer,
Price, and Walker, 1975).
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Chapter 3
High-Energy Interactions
3.1. Introduction
We will not attempt to give any comprehensive review of nuclear physics but
will touch only on the highlights of work directly related to the development
of nuclear models at the Langley Research Center. We will attempt to place the
Langley work into a cohesive framework and relate it to the early work on reaction
model development.
Following the discovery of cosmic rays through air ionization phenomena, the
development of the cloud chamber and nuclear emulsion began to reveal the details
of cosmic-ray interactions. These observations showed the production of fast
particles in the forward direction and isotropic slow particles.
Serber (1947) suggested that the fast particles produced in high-energy proton
and neutron reactions are direct knockout products of scattering with individual
nuclear constituents followed by the emission of slow particles in the evaporation
decay of the residual excited nucleus. This two-step Serber model was imple-
mented through the first step by Goldberger (1948) at the University of Chicago
using semiclassical methods and Monte Carlo techniques whereby the importance
of the Pauli exclusion principle is demonstrated. C. F. Chew (1951) who per-
formed the Monte Carlo calculation as a student for Coldberger introduced a
corresponding quantum mechanical model in the so-called impulse approxima-
tion. Watson (1953) derived a complete quantum description of the first Serber
step as a multiple-scattering series in which the impulse approximation of Chew
is the first term in the series. A great simplification in the quantum theory came
with the introduction of the eikonal by Clauber (1955) for which a successful,
yet simple, scattering theory was derived including the multiple-scattering series
(Franco and Glauber, 1966). Remler (1968) later derived a formal relation be-
tween the Glauber multiple-scattering theory and the Watson multiple-scattering
theory.
The second step of the Serber model assumed that the level density within
a nucleus is large and that the high excitation energy is distributed in thermal
equilibrium among the many states. The excitation energy is then given up to
the most energetic nuclear particles that can escape the nuclear potential region.
Such a model was based on low-energy reaction studies in which reactions proceed
through a compound nuclear state. The formation of the compound nuclear state
at low energies was taken as the absorption of the passing plane wave by the
nucleus which was assumed to act like a "cloudy crystal ball." This crystal ball
is referred to as the optical model (Fernbach, Serber, and Taylor, 1949) in which
the nuclear interior is treated as a medium with a complex index of refraction.
The relationship between multiple scattering and the optical model was given by
Watson (1953).
There was rapid progress in the development of intranuclear cascade models
with compound nuclear de-excitation after the introduction of large-scale scientific
computers (Metropolis, et ah, 1958; Bertini, 1969). These intranuclear cascade
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codes had a large impact on the Apollo mission and continue to be used even
to this day (Santoro et al., 1986). The primary data base for shielding against
high-energy protons and neutrons remains to be that derived from intranuclear
cascade codes. An effort to extend the intranuclear cascade codes to include
complex projectiles has met with some success but is computationally inefficient
(Gabriel, Bishop, and Lillie, 1984).
The Langley program began with computations using the multiple-scattering
formalism (Wilson, 1973a and 1973b) derived from the work of Mandel-
stam (1955). In accordance with Mandelstam, the transition amplitude is re-
lated to the residue at the pole of the propagator of the particles appearing in
the asymptotic states. The propagator is fully symmetrized and can be formed
into a multiple-scattering series by neglecting three-body terms and by project-
ing only the positive energy states. As Gross (1965) noted, the nuclear vertex
can be related to nonrelativistic nuclear wave functions. The two-body scatter-
ing amplitudes were reconstructed from phase shift analysis and extrapolated to
off-shell values by evaluating the one-pion exchange contributions directly and
extrapolating the remaining contributions by assuming a two-pion exchange pole
(Wilson, 1972). The S-state and D-state wave functions were taken from Hum-
berston and Wallace (1970). The final calculation performed by Wilson (1973a,
1973b, and 1974a) was very successful (fig. 3.1) at describing the measured angular
distributions of cross section and polarization measured for 146 MeV protons by
Postma and Wilson (1961). With this success at applying the multiple-scattering
theory to the three-body nuclear problem, we were encouraged to see these new
skills help solve problems closer to NASA's interest.
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Figure 3.1. Comparison of S-wave plus P-wave fits using numerical integration for single
scattering. D-state restricted to 6.93 + 1 percent in search procedures and 5.93 at minimum
E = I46 MeV.
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3.2. Multiple-Scattering Theory
3.2.1. Glauber theory. The content
contained in the profile operator
of the Glauber (1955) theory is
F(b) = 1 - exp[-ix(b)] (3.1)
where b*is the impact parameter vector and the phase shift operator is
1/x(b) = _v V(b+ _) dz
--00
(3.2)
where v is the projectile velocity, V is the interaction potential, and z is the space
variable in the direction of motion. The interaction potential for scattering an
elementary projectile from a composite system (assuming only two-body potentials
between projectile and constituents) is taken as
= (3.3)
Ot
which leads to the usual Glauber result. The usual extension to the scattering for
composite systems is to take (Czyi and Maximon, 1969)
V(¢) = _ Vja(gj - £a) (3.4)
ja
where a constituents are located in the target of atomic weight AT, and j con-
stituents are located in the projectile of atomic weight Ap. The multiple-scattering
form of the profile function is then (assuming that the potentials are commutative)
F(b') = 1 - H 1-I [1 - 7ja(G)] (3.5)
j a
where 3'ja is the profile of the (j, a) colliding pair given as
OO
Via(g) = 1- exp[-i_---_ f Vja(_j-¢a) dz ] (3.6)
Equation (3.5) is expanded as
(j,_)#(k,Z)
= - Z +... (3.7/
jot j>k
The graphical representation of the single-scattering term of equation (3.7) is
shown in figure 3.2. The double-scattering term contains two distinct types of
graphs illustrated in figure 3.3. Note that the series in equation (3.7) ends after
(Ap. AT) terms.
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Figure 3.2. Single-scattering graph.
Figure 3.3. Rescattering graphs.
3.2.2. Multiple-scattering series. The free projectile and target Hamilto-
nians, Hp and HT, respectively, are taken together with the interaction potential
V (assumed to be sums of two-body potentials between constituents) to form the
full Hamiltonian
H = Hp + H T + _ Yaj (3.8)
aJ
The wave function in a remote region of space after the scattering satisfies
H@ = Ek9 (3.9)
and consists of the superposition of the incident plane wave and the asymptotically
scattered wave
q_ = _v + q_sc (3.10)
where
and
(Hp + HT) = (3.11)
vsc = (3.12)
with Green's function given by
lim (E - Hp - HT + iTI)G = 1
_--*0+
(3.13)
and the transition operator by
7- = V + VGT- (3.14)
In future equations we will assume that _/is set to zero in the sense of the limit in
equation (3.13). The usual wave operator _t that transforms plane wave entering
states to final scattered states
= _ (3.15)
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is given as
= 1 + GV_ (3.16)
so that T is formally given as
T = V_ (3.17)
Our purpose is to find a seriesfor 7- that isin terms of simpler functions. The
development closelyfollows the originalwork of Watson (1953). The present
derivationfor heavy ions was made by Wilson (1974b).
To proceed with this purpose, the transition operator is defined for scattering
the a constituent of the target with the j constituent of the projectile as
taj -_ Yaj + YajCtaj (3.18)
The wave operator that transforms the entering free state up to the collision of
the a and j constituents is given by
waj = 1 + _ Gt_kwt3 k (3.19)
(Z,k)#(_,j)
Equation (3.19) is interpreted in the following way. The propagation to the time
just before the a and j constituents scatter is the sum of an operator that brings
the initial free state plus the scattered part from the scattering of all other fl and
k constituents. Clearly, the full wave operator consists of the wave operator that
transforms the system to the a and j collision, plus the additional contribution
caused by the scattering of the a and j constituents; that is,
f_ = waj + Gtajwaj (3.20)
which, written symmetrically using equation (3.19), is
fl = 1 + E Gtajwaj (3.21)
aj
The series given by equations (3.18) through (3.21) constitutes an exact represen-
tation of the scattering process defined by equations (3.8) through (3.17). Consider
the product
VajFI = gajwa j -b VajGtajwaj
= (vaj + v.jGt.j) .j = t.j .j
Summing the a and j constituents gives
=E voja=E
(3.22)
(3.23)
aj aj
which shows equations (3.18), (3.19), and (3.21) as a solution to (3.16).
iteration of equations (3.23) and (3.19), the multiple-scattering series
By
T = __,taj + __, tajGtzk +...
_j (_,k)#(a,j)
(3.24)
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is obtained, which constitutes a formal solution to the exact scattering problem
(Wilson, 1974b). If the usual replacement (Watson, 1953; Wilson, 1974b) is made,
that is,
1
G -_ Go = E_ ETj _ ET a
j a
where Go is the free n-body Green's function given in terms of total energy
and constituent kinetic energy operators, then taj becomes essentially two-body
operators and equation (3.24) becomes a series of sequential two-body operators.
The graphical representations of the terms of the series of equation (3.24) are the
same as those shown in figures 3.2 and 3.3. The series (eq. (3.24)) reduces to
the usual Watson series when the projectile consists of a single particle. When
equation (3.24) is evaluated using the eikonal approximation, the Glauber theory
is obtained, implying cancellation of an infinity of terms of equation (3.24) in the
eikonal context. This type of cancellation was first noted by Remler (1968) and
Harrington (1969).
3.2.3. Optical potential. A potential operator Yopt must be found whose
corresponding Born series for the T-matrix is equivalent to the multiple-scattering
expansion (eq. (3.24)). Such an operator is closely related to the so-called optical
potential (Ulehla, Gomol_ik, and Pluhai, 1964; Foldy and Walecka, 1969), which
will be referred to as Yopt. The transition operator
_opt --- Vopt + Vopt G_ropt (3.25)
will be defined by
from which
yo.t = (326)
_j
7" = Topt + _ tajGtaj +... (3.27)
aj
The optical model is obtained by retaining the first term in equation (3.27), and
the order of approximation is
YoptGVopt
T- Topt _ ATAp (3.28)
because taj _ Vopt/(ATAp) where A T and Ap are the atomic weights of the
target and projectile, respectively. The amplitude in equation (3.25) is a rather
good approximation to the exact amplitude for light as well as heavy nuclei.
In summary, a multiple-scattering series for heavy ion scattering has been
derived that appears as a natural extension to the Watson formalism. The
structure of this series indicates that it reduces to the Glauber result within the
eikonal context. A potential operator is found which shows that an optical model
for heavy ion scattering is a good approximation for even rather light nuclei.
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3.3. Heavy Ion Dynamical Equations
In the previous section, an optical potential equation was derived for use
in the scattering of heavy ions. In this section, the coupled-channel equations
for composite particle scattering are examined. Our method will be similar to
that of Foldy and Walecka (1969) and has been presented elsewhere (Wilson,
1975). Particular attention will be given to the relation between the coherent
elastic-scattered wave, the Born approximation, Chew's (1951) form of impulse
approximation, the distorte_l-wave Born approximation (DWBA), and various
approximation procedures to the coupled equations. Finally, the coupled equations
will be solved by using the eikonal approximation. A simplified expression for
the scattering amplitude is derived from that approximation, which includes the
elastic- and all the inelastic-scattered amplitudes for small scattering angles. A
discussion about the customary use of the optical theorem to estimate total cross
sections from the coherent elastic-scattered wave will shed some light on the
reasons that this estimate of total cross sections is successful.
3.3.1. Coupled-channel equations. The starting point for the present
discussion is the coupled-channel (SchrSdinger) equation relating the entrance
channel to all excited states of the target and projectile. This equation was derived
by Wilson (1974b and 1975) by assuming the kinetic energy to be large compared
with the excitation energy of the target and projectile and closure for the accessible
internal eigenstates. These coupled equations are given as
2mApAT ... _.
N _ Vm"'m'_'(x) Cm'_'(x)
mr p I
(3.29)
where subscripts m and # label the eigenstates of the projectile and target; Ap and
A T are projectile and target mass number, respectively; m is constituent mass;
/_ is projectile momentum relative to the center of mass; and _" is the projectile
position vector relative to the target, with
(3.3o)
The quantities gP, m (gP) and gT,_ (gT) are the projectile and target internal
wave functions, respectively; _p and _T are collections of internal coordinates of
the projectile and target constituents, respectively; and Vopt (_p, gT, Z) is the
effective potential operator derived in the previous section and is given by
Vont _p,_T,X _- tc_j (xa,xj)
_j
(3.31)
Here, taj (_, _j) is the two-body transition operator for the j constituent of the
projectile at position Zj and the a constituent of the target at /.a. The total
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constituent number N is defined as
N = Ap + A T (3.32)
The notation is simplified by introducing the wave vector
_(_) =
¢00(_) 1
¢01(2) ]
¢10(_) /
¢11i(_)]
(3.33)
m_d the potential matrix
rvoo,oo(_) voo,o,(._) voo,lo(._)...]
{Vo_,oo(_) vol,o1(_.) vo,,_o(_.)...
U(_)- 2mATAP /V10,00(2) V10,01(2) V10,10(1) •
N [ Vl1,0.0(:_)Vl1,01(:_)Vl1,10(_).: : :::
(3.34)
The coupled equations are then written in matrix form as
(V2 + f_2) _b(2) = U(£") 1b(2) (3.35)
for which the approximate solution is considered.
The object of the solution of equation (3.35) is the calculation of the scattering
amplitude given by
f(_ = -Wf_/exp (-ik$. _) U(_) ¢(.g)d3_, (3.36)
where kf is the final projectile momentum and _ is the momentum transfer vector
=/_f - f_ (3.37)
Because equation (3.35) cannot be solved in general, the rest of this chapter is
devoted to the study of approximation procedures for the evaluation of equa-
tion (3.36). To gain insight, the simplest approximations are examined first and
provide a basis for more accurate and complex procedures.
3.3.2. Born approximation. The Born approximation is obtained by
approximating ¢(_) by the incident plane wave. The coupled amplitude is then
written as
fB(_) = _ 4--_ exp (-iq- £') U(Z) d3e (3.38)
which is a matrix of approximate scattering amplitudes relating all possible
entrance channels to all possible final channels. For example, diagonal elements
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relate to all possible elastic scatterings of the system where the elastic channel
is defined by the entrance channel. Using the definition of the potential given in
equations (3.30) and (3.31) results in
= _. / PT,u#' (_) taj (Ze,£,j) PP,mm' (£j) d3r'_ daYj (3.39)
c_3
where
and
PT,I_#(_a)=/g*T,l_ ({T) 63 (r'a--_'T,a)gT,iJ(#T)d3#T (3.41)
where an asterisk denotes complex conjugation. The Fourier transform of equa-
tion (3.39) yields
Vm_,m,t_,(_,) exp(-iq- Z) d3Z
a3
=  t.j(k, 3)FT,..,(q') Fp,
aj
(3.42)
where the transition amplitudes taj (£a, £j) used depend only on the relative po-
sition vector of the a and j constituents relative to one another. The form factors
Fp, mrnl(-q_ and FT, aa,(_I ) are the Fourier transforms of their corresponding single-
particle transition densities given in equations (3.40) and (3.41), respectively. Us-
ing equations (3.34) and (3.42) in equation (3.38) results in the following form for
the Born approximation:
4_r FT,t_,tL(_ ) Fp, m,m(-q) t(k, _) (3.43)
where
1
t(k, _) = ApA-------T_ taj (k, q_ (3.44)
ay
is the transition amplitude averaged over nuclear constituents.
Consider now the projectile form factor given by the Fourier transform of the
single-particle densities as
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1"
Fp,m,m(_)= jexp(i_. ¢_) PP, m'm (_) d3_'_
Expanding the exponential factor as a power series results in
1_.4--,
Fp, m,m(_) = 5m, m + i_p,l " _- -_q " a p,2 " _ + . . . (3.46)
where the first term in equation (3.46) corresponds to the normalization condition
of the eigenstates; the second term contains the dipole transition moment given
by
and the third term contains the dyadic quadrupole transition moment
a_-_P,2= <gP, m' (_P) l_P,a_P,a[gP, m (_P) > (3.48)
The higher order multipole transitions are indicated by dots in equation (3.46).
The lowest order nonzero term in equation (3.46) depends on the properties of
the internal wave functions involved. In general, the gth transition moment with
magnitude given by
°..--I<..-,(_-)t(_-.I'I .-(_-)>r_'.'_
is zero unless
F_,-_1_'= =<f_,+ l _..0o_
as a result of the Wigner-Eckart theorem where Jm and Jm' are the projectile
internal angular-momentum quarltum numbers in the entering and final states,
respectively. Because of the orthogonality, equation (3.49) reduces to
ap, 0 = 5m, m (3.51)
for _ = 0. It follows from relations (3.50) and (3.51) and for small momentum
transfer that
Fp, m,m(q-*) _ 5m, m + ap'ePlCil_e'-' (3.52)
ep_
where
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is the angular momentum associated with the lowest order transition moment.
Similarly, for the target one obtains
where
FT,#_(q-" ) _ 5#_ + aT'_r I_ltr
gT_
(3.54)
gT = max { Jt_, - Jt, l,1 } (3.55)
It follows from relations (3.43), (3.52), and (g.54) that the Born amplitude has
proportionality given by
f_n'p',m,(q) _ 5m'm + _p! _T !
where ap,_p and aT,_T are the lowest order nonvanishing transition moments of
the projectile and target corresponding to equations (3.53) and (3.55).
On the basis of the Born approximation, a very strong threshold effect on
the various excitation processes is observed. This effect causes an ordering in the
contribution of specific excitation channels in going from small to large momentum
transfer. At zero momentum transfer, only the elastic channel is open. As the
momentum transfer increases, the single dipole transitions for either the target
or the projectile, but not both, are displayed first. Note that this condition
severely restricts the accessible angular momentum states in the excitation process.
At slightly higher momentum transfer, coincident dipole transitions in projectile
and target and single quadrupole transitions are in competition with and may
eventually dominate the single dipole transitions at sufficiently high momentum
transfer. Similarly, at higher momentum transfer, transitions to higher angular-
momentum states are possible.
3.3.3. Perturbation expansion and distorted-wave Born approxima-
tion. According to the previous discussion, for a restricted range of momentum
transfer, the off-diagonal elements of the "Born" matrix of scattering amplitudes
are small compared with the elastic-scattering amplitudes for the various channels
found along the diagonal. By noting that these amplitudes are proportional to
the potential, a decomposition of the potential into large and small components
(Wilson, 1975) may be made as
= + vo( ) (3.57)
where Ud(_ ) denotes the diagonal parts of U(_) and Uo(2) denotes the corre-
sponding off-diagonai parts. Clearly,
ud(2) (3.5s)
which is in accordance with the preceding discussion. Treating the off-diagonal
contribution as a perturbation and considering the iterated solution will lead to
substantial simplification (Wilson, 1975).
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Rewriting equation (3.35) as
[V2x + ;2 _ Ud(2)] _P(2) = Uo(2) ¢(_) (3.59)
and taking as a first approximation
[v_ + Z2 - u_(_)]¢0(_)= 0 (3.60)
leads to a solvable problem. The only nonzero component of ¢0(Z') is the elastic
coherent scattered wave. If the initial prepared nuclei are in their ground states,
then the solution for the coherent elastic wave is obtained from
(V_x+ _2) _c(_)= u00,00(_)_c(_) (3.61)
and the first approximation to the coupled-channel problem is
¢0(_) = (3.62)
Estimating the perturbation by using equation (3.62) yields the lowest order
correction as
[v_ + ;2 _ u_(_)]_(1)(_): Uo(_)_0(_) (3.63)
The right-hand side is a term describing the source of excitation caused by the
interaction of the coherent amplitude and is of the form
[°1U01,00
[ U10,00 [ ¢c(x) (3.64)
u°(_)¢°(_)=[ul_, oo].
Because the first component of the source of excitation is zero, the equation for
the first component of equation (3.35) is
and reveals that the iteration of the elastic channel yields again the coherent elastic
amplitude
¢_)(_) = ¢c(_) (3.66)
The remaining components of equation (3.63) are
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This process of successive iteration is equivalent to the series approximation
¢(2) = ¢0(2) + ¢1(_) + ¢2(2) +... (3.68)
where
[v_+ Z2- vd(_)]¢0(2)= 0
and
[v_+ ;2 _ u_(_)J¢,(2)=uo(_)¢i-1(_)
The iterated solution and series solution are related as
¢_(_) = ¢(/)(2) - ¢(/-1)(e) _,
f¢(-1)(2) ---0
and the ith iterate ¢(/)(2) is the ith partial sum of the series.
(3.69)
(3.70)
(3.71)
Further insight can be gained by considering the formal solution to the coupled
equations (3.69) and (3.70). Introducing the diagonal coherent propagator
cc = [v_+ ;2 _ u_(2)]-' (3.72)
and the coherent wave operator
ftc = 1 + (V2z + ;2) -1 Ud(2) (3.73)
produces the solution to equation (3.70) as
¢i(_) = Gc Uo(Z) ¢/-1(2) (3.74)
with
¢0 = ftcCv
where Cp is the entering plane-wave state. The series (eq.
written as
(3.75)
(3.68)) may now be
¢ = _cCp + GcUoncCp + GcUoGcUof_.cCp +... =_ f_¢p (3.76)
The first term is the coherent elastic-scattered wave as noted in equation (3.75)
and represents attenuation and propagation of the incident plane wave in matter.
Since _c is diagonal, this propagation is in undisturbed matter. The second
term of equation (3.76) relates to the excitation caused by the presence of the
coherent elastic wave followed by coherent propagation in disturbed matter. Note
that the second term has no contribution in the elastic channel. The third term of
equation (3.76) relates to further excitation caused by the presence of the scattered
waves formed exclusively by coherent excitation and the first correction to the
elastic channel caused by incoherent processes. Hence, the coherent elastic wave
, is correct up to second-order terms in off-diagonal elements of the potential matrix.
These off-diagonal elements show considerable damping or suppression at small
i
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momentum transfer as shown in connection with equation (3.56). This may well.
be the reason that the coherent elastic amplitude has been so successful in nuclear
applications (Wilson, 1975; Wilson and Costner, 1975; Best, 1972).
The structure of the second term in the series (eq. (3.76)) is either the
usual distorted-wave Born approximation (Austern, 1963) or the single inelastic
scattering approximation (Goldberger and Watson, 1964). The entire series could
be aptly referred to as the distorted-wave Born series. However, recalling that
the terms of the series correspond to a successively larger number of changes
in states of excitation (that is, the first term contains no excitation, the second
term transforms the coherent elastic wave to the excited states, the third term
transforms the excited states of the second term to new excitation levels, and so
on), a more appropriate name for the series would be the "multiple-excitation
series."
3.4. Coupled-Channel Amplitudes
The coupled equations (3.35) are now solved within a small-angle approxi-
mation. This solution in effect sums the multiple-excitation series to all orders
and, as a final result, gives expressions for the scattering amplitudes connect-
ing all possible entrance channels to all possible final channels. By making the
forward-scattering assumption, the boundary condition is given by
( 1
zl_moc ¢(Z) ---- \_--_] exp(i/_. Z) _ (3.77)
where -_ is the direction to the beam source and _ is a constant vector with a
unit entry at the entrance channel element but zero elsewhere. Equation (3.77)
simply states that no particles are scattered backward. Physically, this assumption
is justified because the backward-scattered component for most high-energy
scattering is many orders of magnitude less than the forward-scattered component.
The form of the solution to equation (3.35) is taken as
¢(z) = \7) exp [i¢(z)] exp(ir , i) D (3.78)
where the boundary condition (3.77) implies that
z_m ¢(i) = 0 (3.79)
as a boundary condition on ¢(i). By using equation (3.78), one may write an
equation for ¢(i) as
iV 2 ¢(1) - [Vz ¢(i)] 2 - 2ft. Vz¢(e) - U(1) = 0 (3.80)
If U(1) is small compared with the kinetic energy
U(1) << k 2 (3..81)
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and if the change in U(Z) is small over one oscillation of the incident wave, that
is,
vx u(_) << _ u(_) (3.82)
where inequalities refer to magnitudes of elements on each side of equations (3.81)
and (3.82), then equation (3.80) may be approximated by
2k_z ¢(5)=-U(£) (3.83)
which has the solution
lf Z_b(e) = - 2--k U(Z,') d_' (3.84)
where the value of a is fixed by the boundary condition (eq. (3.79)) to be -oo.
The scattered wave (eq. (3.78)) may now be written as
/" 1 ,_3/2 i z d_"] exp(i/_ (3.85)
Note that the wave operator is approximated by
i z d_'] (3.86). _exp [-_/_ u(_')
The eikonal result for the scattering amplitudes is given by
---d/ex.(-4.')U(')+(')3'
-- 4.1rex.(-,,..,.(')ox,f-t "("),,,],a,.(3.,7)
where f_f is the final projectile momentum and q the momentum transfer given by
= kl - _ (3.88)
The eikonal approximation to the coupled-channel amplitude (eq. (3.87)) can be
further simplified by making an additional small-angle approximation as follows.
By using a cylindrical coordinate system with cylinder axis along the beam
direction and writing
= b÷ _ (3.89)
where b is the impact parameter vector, the product of (/and i" may be written as
q. Z = _'. b'+ 0(02) (3.90)
where _ is the scattering angle which is assumed to be small. This small-angle
approximation allows equation (3.87) to be written as
f [ i _ U(b+_')dE']d2bd_ (3.91)f(q_ = -4"--_1 exp(-i_, b) U(b+ _') exp -_-_ oc
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where the integral over g- can be performed exactly. Performing the integral over _,
in equation (3.91) yields the final simplified expression for the scattering amplitude
as
_i_
where
1 U(b'+ _) d_" (3.93)
x(g)= - 2_ _¢
Equation (3.92) gives the matrix of scattering amplitudes of all possible entrance
channels to all possible final channels of the system.
The relation between the eikonal result for the full scattering amplitude
(eq. (3.92)) and the various approximate results discussed earlier in this section
is now derived. First, consider the expansion in powers of X of the integrand of
equation (3.92):
I ( 12 1"X3 )f(q) = _ik exp(-i_, b) ix- _..X - _z +... d2b (3.04)
The first term is the Born approximation at small angles. Higher order terms are
multiple-scattering corrections to the Born result. Recall that the Born approx-
imation for the optical potential is equivalent to Chew's impulse approximation.
A more interesting result is obtained by separating the X matrix into its diagonal
and off-diagonal parts as
x(g) = x_(6)+ Xo(6) (3.95)
which correspond to the diagonal and off-diagonal parts of the matrix potential
U(Z). An expansion in powers of the off-diagonal part of X in equation (3.92)
yields
ik f ex,(<_ _){exp[_xd(6)]- 1}_2_I(q) = -
121iik exp(-i*, b)exp [i Xd(b)] (iXo- _.Xo- 3! X3° +"') d2g (3.96)2_r
The first integral is the elastic coherent amplitude, the first term of the second
integral is the distorted-wave Born approximation, and the remaining terms are
multiple-excitation corrections.
3.5. The Elastic Channel
Section 3.4 showed that within a small-angle approximation, the coupled-
channel equations could be solved. The principal difficulty in calculating the full
coupled-channel amplitude lies in the almost complete lack of knowledge of the
internal wave functions for the colliding nuclei for all orders of excitation. On the
very general principles for near forward scattering, transitions to the excited states
are kinematically suppressed. This was the main motivation for expanding the
solution in terms of off-diagonal matrix elements of the potential. Near forward
scattering, the scattering amplitude is dominated by the diagonal elements. If
elastic scattering is strongly forward, then a reasonable approximation to the
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elastic amplitude is obtained by neglecting the off-diagonal contribution (coherent
approximation), and, in addition, the eikonal small-angle approximation should be
accurate. In this vein, the elastic-channel amplitude is approximated by retaining
only the first term in equation (3.96). Detailed comparisons with experimental
data are made to justify this approximation.
Wilson (1975) showed that the elastic-channel potential (actually the coherent
potential) can be reduced to
2mn2 n2p / d3_ " pT(_) / d3ff pg(_ -F ff -F _.) t(k,_)vc( ) = N (3.97)
where pT(5) and pp(Z) are the target and projectile ground-state single-particle
densities, respectively, and t(k, _) is the energy- and space-dependent two-body
transition amplitudes averaged over the projectile and target constituent types as
1
- ApAT [NpNTtnn + ZpZTtpp + (NpZ T + ZpNT)tnp] (3.98)
with Np and NT being the projectile and target neutron numbers, respectively,
and Zp and ZT being the corresponding proton numbers. The normalization of
the t amplitude is given by
1
- f(e, ff) d3_ (3.99)
with the usual expression for the spin-independent two-nucleon transition ampli-
tudes as
a(e)v/--me [ 1 B(e) _2] (3.100)f(e, q) - 4r [a(e) + i] exp -
where e is the kinetic energy in the two-body center-of-mass frame, # -- m/2 is the
two-body reduced mass, a(e) is the energy-dependent total two-body cross section,
a(e) is the ratio of real to imaginary parts, and B(e) is the slope parameter. The
elastic-channel phase function may now be approximated by
i Fx(b) = -_-_ Uc(b + _) d_ (3.101)
from which the elastic-channel (coherent) amplitude may be calculated by
fc(_)=-ikfo_bdbJo(2kbsin_){exp[ix(b)]-l} (3.102)
where the property that the phase function is cylindrically symmetric about the
_-direction has been used and J0( ) is the zeroth-order Bessel function. Applying
now the optical theorem
fftot = TIm fc(O) (3.103)
yields
(rtot,_47f_oO°bdb{1-exp[-xi(b)lcos[xr(b)]} (3.104)
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where Xr and Xi are the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of X. Since the
scattering is strongly forward, the total elastic cross section may be calculated by
using the eikonal expression by
_s = /If(_)] 2 d_
4r j_o°Cb db {1-exp [-xi(b)] cos [Xr(b)] }
-2rfo°Cbdb{1-exp[-2 xi(b_)]} (3.105)
from which it follows that
aabs=_tot-as"_2r_o°°bdb{1-exp[-2xi(b)]l (3.106)
The use of the coherent wave as an approximation to the elastic channel has, at
least in part, been justified by comparison with experiment (Wilson, 1975; Wilson
and Costner, 1975). The formalism gave good agreement with the experiments of
Schimmerling et al. (1971 and 1973), as shown in figures 3.4 and 3.5, and predicted
oscillations in cross sections for nuclei corresponding to the shell structure of nuclei
(Wilson, 1975) as shown in figures 3.4 to 3.6.
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Figure 3.4. Total nucleon-nucleus cross section
as a function of a nuclear mass number
at 1.064 GeV.
Figure 3.5. Nucleon-nucleus absorption
cross section as a function of nuclear
mass number at about 1 GeV.
3.6. Abrasion Theory
Abrasion theories developed in recent years have relied on Glauber theory as
the basic formalism for the evaluation of probabilistic collision factors. Conse-
quently, the inherent restrictions of Glauber theory are also limitations in these
models. With the more powerful theoretical methods now available (Wilson,
1975), the development of a new abrasion theory is appropriate based on these
more general results from current abrasion theories. The present development
follows closely the work of Townsend (1983 and 1984).
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Figure 3.6. Triton-nucleus absorption cross section as a function of target mass at
100 MeV/nuc]eon.
In the abrasion-ablation collision model, projectile fragmentation is a three-
step process. In the first step (abrasion), m nucleons are knocked out of the
projectile nucleus of mass number Ap, leaving an excited prefragment nucleus of
mass number
A F = Ap - m (3.107)
In the next step, the prefragment is ablated by gamma emission, particle emission
(usually nucleons or a-particles), or a combination of the two. The third and final
phase involves interactions between the particles in the final state. These final-
state interactions, although not unique to this collision formalism, are r/evertheless
significant experimentally and must be included in any complete theory.
3.6.1. Abrasion cross section. From Bleszynski and Sander (1979), the
cross section for abrading rn projectile nucleons is given by
am= (Am/') 27r I [1- p(_.)]m p(b-.)Arbdb (3.108)
/,t \
where (_ff)is the binomial coefficient that reflects the number of possible
% /
combinations of m nucleons taken from an ensemble of Ap identical nucleons.
The total absorption cross section
O'abs=27r/[1-P(b)AP]bdb
is obtained by summing over all values of m according to
Ap
Crabs _ _ O'ra
rrz--1
(3.109)
(3.11o)
In equations (3.108) and (3.109), P(b) is the probability as a function of impact
parameter for not removing a single projectile nucleon in the abrasion process.
Hence, 1 - P(b) is the probability for the removal of a nucleon.
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The probability in Glauber theory is given by (Bleszynski and Sander, 1979)
(3.111)
where A T is the mass number of the target and D(_ denotes the single-particle
densities summed along the beam direction (thickness functions)
FD(_) = p(_ + _) dz (3.112)
The abrasion theory is now extended to a more general collision theory that does
not exhibit the convergence problems inherent with Glauber theory (Wilson, 1975;
Wilson and Costner, 1975; Wilson and Townsend, 1981). An added feature of the
extended abrasion theory, which gives symmetry to the final result, is that the
projectile and target nuclei are treated on an equal basis.
3.6.2. Generalized abrasion theory. From the optical model derived in
a previous section, the absorption cross section is expressed using the eikonal
approximation
aabs=27rfo_C{1-exp[-2Imx(b)]}bdb (3.113)
where the eikonal phase function x(b), with the optical-model potential approxi-
mation from Wilson and Costner (1975) incorporated, is written as
where
x(b) = IApAT cr(e) [a(e) + i] I(b) (3.114)
/× d3_pp(b+ZA-_A-_T) exp _ (3.115)
In equations (3.114) and (3.115), ace ) is the energy-dependent nucleon-nucleon
cross section, a(e) is the energy-dependent ratio of the real part to the imaginary
part of the scattering amplitudes, B(e) is the energy-dependent slope parameter,
and pp and PT are the projectile and target single-particle nuclear densities,
respectively. Townsend (1983) uses equations (3.109) and (3.113) to imply that
p(_)Ap = exp [--2 Im x(b')] (3.116)
Substitution of equation (3.114) into equation (3.116) yields
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Finally, the cross section for abrading any m nucleons (eq. (3.108)) is written as
O" m (AMP) 2zrS {1- exp [-A T a(e),(b)] }m exp [-ATA F o'(e)l(b)}b db
(3.118)
In evaluating equation (3.118), values for a(e) and B(e) were taken from the
compilations of Hellwege (1973) and Benary, Price, and Alexander (1970). The
nuclear single-particle densities in equation (3.115) were extracted from the charge
density data in De Jager, De Vries, and De Vries (1974) using the detailed
procedure of Wilson and Costner (1975).
3.6.3. Isotope production cross section. Up to this point, all nucleons
have been treated as identical objects. To differentiate between protons and
neutrons, equation (3.111) is repla_ed by (Hfifner, Sch_fer, and Schfirmann, 1975)
an.-----(Np) (Zp) 2zrf [I- p(_.)]n+zp(_) Ap_n_z b db (3.119)
where P(b) is again given by equation (3.117). In equation (3.119), anz is the
cross section for abrading n out of Np neutrons and z out of Zp protons from the
projectile nucleus. Implicit in this expression is the assumption that the neutron
and proton distributions in the projectile nucleus are completely uncorrelated.
This oversimplification of the actual complex nature of nucleon correlations in
nuclei provides an analytically simple and convenient starting point for computing
cross sections for specific fragment species.
3.6.4. Results. Figure 3.7 displays results obtained from equation (3.118) for
160 projectile nuclei colliding with various stationary target nuclei. The incident
kinetic energy is 2.1 GeV/nucleon. The shapes of the curves are largely determined
by the 27rb factor and the effect of the spatial variations ofpT and pp on P(b) in the
integrand of equation (3.118). The comparatively large cross sections for abrading
1 or 2 nucleons are indicative of the dominance at large impact parameters of the
27rb factor. Were it not for the large degree of nuclear-matter transparency in this
very low density region, these cross sections would be even larger in magnitude.
Physically, these theoretical results are not unexpected. In peripheral interactions,
the nucleons near the surface are the least tightly bound and are more easily
removed than those in the nuclear interior. Because of the short finite range of
the nuclear force, abrasion is possible even if the projectile and target densities
do not physically overlap.
As the number of abraded nucleons increases, overlap between the projectile
and target must occur. This increases the overlapping densities that do not,
however, offset the initial decrease in the impact parameter. As a result, the
cross sections initially decrease with increasing values of m. Between m -- 5
and m = 11, the cross-section curves flatten as the increasing nuclear densities
tend to balance the decrease in the 2rb factor. For m => 11, the curves display a
marked dependence on the size of the target nucleus. The rapid decrease in V'm
for the 9Be target indicates that abrasion of all, or nearly all, projectile nucleons
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by the smaller target is likely to occur only for very small impact parameters. If
the target is pure hydrogen (curve not shown), the cross section for abrading all
projectile nucleons in one collision, from equation (3.118), is less than 5 nanobarns
(nb)--approximately a million times smaller than for the Be target. As target size
increases, the abrasion cross sections increase as m increases. This results from
the larger geometric area for which the projectile and target volumes completely
overlap.
5  15°
A T = 208 -_ I :
40
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Number of abraded projectile nucleons, m
Figure 3.7. Oxygen-target abrasion cross sec-
tions am as a function of the number of
abraded projectile nucleons m. The lines
are merely to guide the eye. Incident
kinetic energy is 2.1 GeV/nucleon.
3.7. Abrasion-Ablation Model
T T"
X
P" Z
P
Figure 3.8. Equivalent Feynman diagram (low-
est order; no time reversal) of projectile
prefragmentation used in this work.
In previous work (Townsend, 1984; Townsend et al., 1984b; Townsend, 1983),
abrasion-ablation cross sections have been determined by calculating abrasion
cross sections that are then multiplied by an ablation probability obtained
from compound nucleus decay probabilities. This study demonstrates (Norbury,
Townsend, and Deutchman, 1985) that the method of determining abrasion-
ablation cross sections arises solely from particular approximations to the general
formalism developed herein, and it is therefore only a special case of this more
general formalism.
In terms of the transition rate, the total cross section is written as
/2
a = -w (_.120)
where u is the normalization volume and v is the incident velocity of the projectile.
The transition rate is given as
w =  lT al 2 p(ek) (3.121)
where Planck's constant is denoted by h and the transition amplitude is given by
k. a.i (3.122)
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where ,-pabl is the ablation amplitude, Gni is the propagator, and Tna/br is thekn
abrasion amplitude. The total abrasion-ablation cross section for the phase space
associated with figure 3.8 is
2_u v3 d
a(Z) = hv (27rh) 9 deZXRT,
xf / / IT Ac2d3px d3pT, d3pz (3.123)
Using a phase space recurrence relation
P4(eZXRT) = / / / P2(cZXRT)
x P2(_ZXR) P2(eZX) d_zx dezxR (3.124)
demonstrates that d3px can be replaced by d3ppr in equation (3.123) where
d3pp, =_ d3pzx (3.125)
This, together with equation (3.122), allows the cross section in equation (3.123)
to be written as
f f f  zrlhv (2rh) 9 deZXRT, Z..,"kn Gni
n
× d3pp, d3pT , d3pz (3.126)
A major approximation is now introduced as
,-pabl 2 2
l_ n T_ b' Gni T_a/brt2 _ _ _kn IGnil IT'll 2 (3.127)
which will henceforth be referred to as the "classical probability approximation"
because it involves the classical addition of probabilities (right-hand side) rather
than the quantum mechanical addition of amplitudes (left-hand side). In essence,
it involves ignoring the interference terms of the left-hand side of equation (3.127).
We believe that the famous Bohr assumption for compound nucleus decay (Blatt
and Weisskopf, 1959), which justifies the separation of a two-step cross section
(such as compound nucleus formation and decay or abrasion-ablation) into a
product of formation and decay (partial width) cross sections, is based upon
this classical probability approximation. The Bohr assumption is so widely used
because of the reasonableness of the classical argument. Equation (3.127) is
sometimes justified quantum mechanically, -especially when dealing with angular-
momentum matrix elements (Brink and Satchler, 1968) where theorems on
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are available (Norbury, 1983). This is especially
true, for example, for a single (one-level) resonant state involving several different
angular-momentum projections M where the summation over n simply becomes
a summation over M for the single resonance of a particular energy (Brink
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and Satchler, 1968). This was also the case for the pion production work of
Townsend and Deutchman (1981); Deutchman and Townsend (1980 and 1982);
Deutchman et al. (1983); Townsend et al. (1984a); and Norbury, Deutchman,
and Townsend (1984) where there was only the single intermediate isobar A
resonance at a fixed energy but with various spin and isotopic spin projections.
Norbury (1983) has shown that equation (3.127) results from the spin-isospin
Clebsch-Gordan algebra. Another example is the photonuclear excitation of a
compound nucleus where the formation of a resonant state of a single energy, but
with different spin projections (Norbury et aI., 1978), justifies the use of the Bohr
assumption when calculating (% n) cross sections via compound nucleus formation
and decay. In general, however, the preceding simplifications that justify the
classical probability assumption do not hold for the abrasion-ablation process.
For example, a particular final projectile fragment could result from the ablation
of numerous different prefragments, each with a quite different excitation energy.
The partial width, which is simply a transition rate multiplied by Planck's
constant, is
2 u d f 2.-r,abl
Fn= _r_ de.p, J I kn dapz (3.128)
Substituting equations (3.127) and (3.128) into equation (3.126) yields
u u2 d Fn Gni
a(z) =5-:_ _ (2.h)6 ae-zxRr,
n
x d3pp, d3pT , dep, (3.129)
which can be" rewritten as
rt
x d Nips (e-P'RT';PP',PR',PT') de.p, (3.130)
where d Nips is the noninvariant phase space factor. The abrasion cross section is
an(A) he J lTn_br] 2
× d Nips (eP, RT, ;pp,, PR, PT') (3.131)
where P' is approximated by the on-shell value. Equation (3.131) yields
1 2
(3.132)
Inserting Green's function, the abrasion-ablation cross section is
a(Z) = _ (en - el)2 + (r/2) 2 an(A) de-p, (3.133)
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where the total F and partial widths are related by
F = EFn
n
(3.134)
To evaluate the integral in equation (3.133), the zero-width
(Pilkuhn, 1967)
lim r/27r -- 5(_n - ei)
r- 0 - ei)2 + (r/2) 2 -
is introduced. If we write the energies explicitly as
approximation
(3.135)
en : ep, -_-eT, + eR (3.136)
with an initial-state energy given by
ei = ep + cT (3.137)
and the final-state energy as
ek = eX -{- eZ + eT, + eR (3.138)
then conservation of energy
ek = ei (3.139)
yields
en - ei = ep, - (eX + eZ) (3.140)
Inserting equation (3.140) into equation (3.133) indicates a variable, interme-
diate, virtual resonance energy ep, centered about ex + ez, which _ integrated
over. The nature of the delta function in equation (3.135), however, destroys this
quantum mechanical feature of virtual energy in the integral. The zero-width ap-
proximation, then, can be considered as another classical approximation. Inserting
equations (3.135) and (3.140) into equation (3.133) yields
a(Z) = _ _an(A) (3.141)
If the branching ratio is defined as
Fn (3.142)
gn_ F
and is recognized as the usual ablation probability factor (Townsend et al., 1984b;
Townsend, 1983)
a(Z) = ___gn an(A) (3.143)
Tt
which is the standard abrasion-ablation cross-section result (Bleszynski and
Sander, 1979; Hiifner, Sch_fer, and Schfirmann, 1975; Townsend et al., 1984b;
Townsend, 1983; Bowman, Swiatecki, and Tsang, 1973).
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This result (eq. (3.143)) can also be obtained from equation (3.133) by an
alternative method. Since an(A) is obtained by integrating over all impact
parameters, it is independent of ep,. Taking it outside the integral enables
equation (3.133) to be written as
1 j rna(Z) = 2rr Z an(A) (en - _/)2 + (F/2)2 dep,
"n
(3.144)
Inserting
F
- = 1 (3.145)
r
inside the integral in equation (3.144) and substituting equation (3.142) yields
1 / Fa(Z)=__an(A) gn(en_ei)2+(F/2) 2 dep, (3.146)
n
If gn is independent of ep, (which merely requires Fn and F to possess the same
energy dependence), then it can be taken outside the integral to yield
1 / ra(Z) = _ _ gn an(A) (en - ei) 2 + (r/2) 2 dep, (3.147)
In principle, if the dependence of F on ep, is known, then the integral can be
calculated numerically if not analytically. If the zero-width approximation is
inserted from equation (3.135), equation (3.143) is again obtained.
Equation (3.143) is one of the central results of the present work. It represents
a first-principles derivation of the usual abrasion-ablation cross section and results
directly from the following: (1) the time-ordering approximation, (2) the classi-
cal probability approximation, and (3) the zero-width approximation. Clearly,
then, the most obvious improvements to the abrasion-ablation theory would be to
remove these assumptions. (The time-ordering approximation is the least impor-
tant.)
3.8. Electromagnetic Interactions
So far we have discussed specifically nuclear interaction processes that domi-
nate whenever the impact parameter is less than or equal to the sum of the nuclear
radii. At larger impact parameters, the electromagnetic processes dominate be-
cause of the long-range interaction of the coulomb field. The elastic coulomb scat-
tering contributes to the beam divergence with negligible energy loss (Rossi and
Greisen, 1941; Highland, 1975). The inelastic coulomb scattering contributes to
fragmentation of the projectile and target nuclei (Norbury and Townsend, 1990).
by
The ejection of the particles X from a nucleus by coulomb dissociation is given
CrEM(X) Z r_= a_ (E,X) Nr_(E) dE (3.148)
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where rrg indicates the active electromagnetic moment of the transition (rr = E or
M,g = 1, 2, ...), N_re(E) is the virtual photon density distribution generated by
the passing heavy ion, and a_e(E, X) is the usual photonuclear cross section.
The electric dipole (El) contribution is related to the giant dipole resonance
absorption cross section and the Weizs_cker-Williams virtual photon density
function (Norbury and Townsend, 1986 and 1990; Norbury, Townsend, and
Badavi, 1988; Norbury et al., 1988; Norbury, 1989a and 1989b; Cucinotta,
Norbury, and Townsend, 1988). The electric quadrupole (E2) contributions are
considered by Norbury (1990) and Norbury and Townsend (1990).
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Chapter 4
Elastic Channel Data Base
4.1. Introduction
The development of the multiple-scattering theory and the corresponding
optical model described in chapter 3 had a tremendous unifying effect on the
Langley approach to nuclear scattering. The elastic channel amplitude could be
reasonably represented by the free two-body scattering amplitudes and the ground
state nuclear matter densities. From the elastic channel amplitude, one obtains the
values of elastic differential cross sections, total elastic cross sections, and (by the
optical theorem) the total cross sections. Armed with these new methods, a search
for adequate nuclear matter density functions was undertaken (Wilson, 1975).
Matter densities were derived from charge density distributions, and the Woods-
Saxon distributions gave the best overall agreement with the neutron experiments
of Schimmerling et al. (1971, 1973) and Palevsky et al. (1967) as seen in figures 4.1
and 4.2. Energy dependence was introduced through the usual analytic form for
the two-body amplitudes, which is
1 ]fNN(q) = _ a(e)kNN[C_(e) + i] exp -- B(e)_ 2 (4.1)
where _ is the momentum transfer, a(e) is the total cross section at ki-
netic energy e, kNN is the wave number, cz(e) is the ratio of real to imagi-
nary part, and B(e) is the slope parameter. In the first data base derived
by Wilson and Costner (1975), the nuclear matter densities below AT = 17
were taken as Gaussian and densities above A T = 16 as Woods-Saxon. Re-
suits for copper targets are shown in figures 4.3 and 4.4. Calculated absorp-
tion cross sections for various projectiles and targets are shown in figures 4.5
through 4.8 with experimental results (Lindstrom et al., 1975; Cheshire et al.,
1974; Jakobsson and Kullberg, 1976; Antonchik et al., 1981). (See Wil-
son and Townsend (1981) for details.) The matter densities for light nuclei
(3 <_ Z <_ 8) were subsequently replaced by Townsend (1982) with harmonic
well functions, and Pauli correlations were added to modify the free two-body
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Figure 4.1. Total nucleon-nucleus cross
section at _ 1 GeV as function of
nuclear mass number for three model
single-particle densities.
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Figure 4.2. Nucleon-nucleus absorption
cross section at _ 1 GeV function
of nuclear mass number for three
model single-particle densities.
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Figure 4.3. Nucleon-copper total cross
section as function of laboratory
energy. Curves give range of
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Figure 4.4. Nucleon-copper absorption
cross section as function of lab-
oratory energy. Curves give range
of uncertainty.
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Figure 4.5• 4He-nucleus absorption cross
sections at 3.6 GeV/nucleon.
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Figure 4.6. 160-nucleus absorption cross
sections at 2.1 GeV/nucleon.
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Figure 4.8. 12C-nucleus absorption cross
sections at 2.1 GeV/nucleon.
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Figure 4.9. ]2C-]2C elastic differential cross sections as function of center-of-mass scattering
angle.
amplitudes. The low-energy elastic scattering required a partial wave analysis
after which Bidasaria, Townsend, and Wilson (1983) found good agreement with
scattering experiments (Cole et al., 1981) as shown in figure 4.9. The final data
base uses the charge form factor data compiled by De Jager, De Vries, and De Vries
(1974).
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Although model developments for meson (Hong et al., 1989) and antinucleon
(Buck et al., 1986 and 1987) data bases are underway, we will only discuss the
nucleonic and heavy ion data as they now exist for space-radiation shielding.
4.2. Optical Model Cross Sections
The nucleus-nucleus potential (Wilson, 1975; Wilson and Townsend, 1981)
including Pauli correlation effects (Townsend, 1982) is
W(2) ApAT
× t(e, _7)[1 - C(_7)] (4.2)
This potential was derived from an optical model potential approximation to the
exact composite-particle multiple-scattering series.
The collision absorption (incoherent) cross sections are given by
aaUs = 27r (1 - exp{-2 ImD_(b')]})b db (4.3)
where the complex phase function, in terms of the reduced potential U, is
(4.4)
and the reduced (coherent) potential is
U(._) = 2mApAT(A P + AT) -1W(_) (4.5)
where m is the nucleon mass, Ap is the nuclear mass number of the projectile,
and A T is the nuclear mass number of the target.
In equation (4.2), t is the constituent-averaged, energy-dependent, two-body :
transition amplitude
t(e,g) = ,_ a(e)[c_(e) + i][27rB(e)] -a/2 exp 2--B_(e) (4.6)
and the correlation function is taken to be
(4.7)5(_7) = 0.25 exp 10 ]
For the analyses of this work, the Fermi momentum is assumed to be that of
infinite nuclear matter, kg = 1.36 fm -1.
4.2.1. Nuclear density distributions. The correct nuclear density dis-
tributions pj (j = P,T) to use in equation (4.2) are the nuclear ground state,
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single-particle number densities for the collision pair. Since these are not experi-
mentally known, the number densities are obtained from their experimental charge
density distributions by assuming that
/ pp(g')pA(g+ g') d3g ' (4.8)Pc(g)
where Pc is the nuclear charge distribution, pp is the proton charge distribution,
and PA is the desired nuclear single-particle density. All density distributions in
equation (4.8) are normalized to unity. The proton charge distribution is taken
to be the usual Gaussian form and is
pp(g)= exp ) (4.9)
where rp = 0.87 fm is the proton root-mean-square charge radius (Borkowski
et al., 1975).
When the projectile is a nucleon, equation (4.8) yields a delta function for PA:
pA(g+ 7') = 5(7+ _") (4.10)
because Pc and pp are identical.
For nuclei lighter than neon (A < 20), the nuclear charge distribution is the
harmonic well (HW) form given by De Jager, De Vries, and De Vries (1974) as
Pc(_=Po 1+'_ a exp _ (4.11)
where Po is the normalization constant, r is the radial coordinate, and a and
9' are charge parameters. Values for a and _ used herein are given in table 4.1.
Substituting equations (4.9) and (4.11) into equation (4.8) yields (Townsend, 1982)
PA(g) -- 8s 3 2 8s 2 + 16_s 4 ] exp _ (4.12)
where
s 2- a2 r2 (4.13)
4 6
For neon and heavier nuclei (A > 20), the nuclear charge distribution is taken to
be the Woods-Saxon (WS) form
Po (4.14)
Pc(g) = 1 + exp[(r - n)/c]
where R is the radius at half-density, and the surface diffuseness c is related to
the nuclear skin thickness t through
t
c - (4.15)
4.4
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Values for R and t used herein are given in table 4.1. Most values in table 4.1 are
taken from De Jager, De Vries, and De Vries (1974). Inserting equations (4.9)
and (4.14) into equation (4.8) yields, after some simplification (Wilson and
Costner, 1975), a number density PA that is of the WS form (see eq. (4.14)) with
the same R, but different overall normalization factor Po and surface thickness.
The latter is given by
t A = _ In (4.16)
where
{ 4.4rp (4.17)
fl = exp \ tc31/2 ]
with tc noting the charge skin thickness obtained by using equation (4.15) and the
charge distribution surface diffuseness values listed by De Jager, De Vries, and
De Vries (1974).
Table 4.1. Nuclear Charge Distribution Parameters
From Electron Scattering Data
Nucleus
2H
4He
7Li
9Be
11B
12 C
14N
160
20Ne
27A1
40Ar
56Fe
64Cu
S0Br
138Ba
10SAg
2ospb
Distribution
(a)
HW
HW
HW
HW
HW
HW
HW
HW
-y
or
t, fm
(b)
0
0
0.327
0.611
0.811
1.247
1.291
1.544
WS
WS
WS
WS
WS
WS
WS
WS
WS
2.517
2.504
2.693
2.611
2.504
2.306
2.621
2.354
2.416
a, fm
or
R, fm
(b)
1.71
1.33
1.77
1.791
1.69
1.649
1.729
1.833
2.74
3.05
3.47
3.971
4.20
4.604
5.517
5.139
6.624
aThe harmonic well (HW) distribution (eq. (4.11)) is used for A < 20 and the Woods-
Saxon (WS) distribution (eq. (4.14)) for A > 20.
b7 and a are for HW distributions and t and R are for WS distributions.
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4.2.2. Nucleon-nucleon scattering parameters. The nucleon-nucleon
cross sections a(e) used in the energy-dependent, two-body transition amplitude
(eq. (4.6)) are obtained by performing a spline interpolation of values taken from
various compilations (Benary, Price, and Alexander, 1970; Schopper, 1973 and
1980; Binstock, 1974). The results are displayed in figures 4.10 and 4.11 as a
function of incident kinetic energy. No curve for neutron-neutron cross sections
is displayed because only limited quantities of experimental data exist for these
collisions. For computation purposes, we assumed that the proton-proton values
for each energy listed adequately represented the neutron-neutron cross sections.
Details of the constituent averaging for a(e) are given by Wilson and Costner
(1975).
,03f 103 
102 102
i ' , L I J 10 _ 10_110.v. t0 -1 100 101 102 - 100 10 ! 102
Elab, GeV Elab, GeV
Figure 4.10. Neutron-proton total Figure 4.11. Proton-proton total cross
cross section as function of section as function of incident
incident kinetic energy, kinetic energy.
Since scattering at these energies is mainly diffractive, the nucleon-nucleon
slope parameters B(e) are those appropriate to purely diffractive scattering. From
Ringia et ai. (1972) these are given by
B(e) = 10 + 0.5 In (4.18)
where s I is the square of the nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass energy and so =
1 (GeV/c) -2. Typical values from equation (4.18), displayed in figure 4.12_
differ markedly from the nondiffractive compilation values of B _ 5 (GeV/c) -z
used previously by Townsend, Wilson, and Bidasaria (1983a and 1983b). The
improved agreement between theory and experiment obtained with equation (4.18)
is clearly demonstrated by Bidasaria and Townsend (1983). Values of the
parameter _(e) are not required for these analyses, because only the imaginary
part of equation (4.6) is used in equations (4.3) and (4.4).
.48
¢'4
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.40 , J
10-2 102
Y
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Elab, GeV
Figure 4.12. Nucleon-nucleon scattering slope parameter as function of incident kinetic energy.
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4.2.3. Results. With the formalism described in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2,
absorption cross sections for nucleons, deuterons, and selected heavy ions colliding
with various target nuclei have been calculated.
Theoretical predictions for nucleon-nucleus scattering and representative ex-
perimental results of Schimmerling et al. (1973); Renberg et al. (1972); and
Barashenkov, Gudima, and Toneev (1969) are presented in figures 4.13 through
4.18. Also displayed are the predictions using the empirical parameterization of
Letaw, Silberberg, and Tsao (1983). The agreement between theory, empirical
predictions, and experimental data is good.
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Figure 4.13. Nucleon-carbon absorption
cross sections as function of
incident nucleon kinetic energy.
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Figure 4.14. Nucleon-aluminum absorption
cross sections as function of incident
nucleon kinetic energy.
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Figure 4.i5. Neutron-iron absorption
cross sections as function of
incident nucleon kinetic energy.
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Figure 4.16. Nucleon-copper absorption
cross sections as function of incident
nucleon kinetic energy.
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Figure 4.17. Nucleon-silver absorption
cross sections as function of
incident nucleon kinetic energy.
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Figure 4.18. Nucleon-lead absorption
cross sections as function of incident
nucleon kinetic energy.
Figures 4.19 and 4.20 compare the theoretical predictions for deuteron-helium
and deuteron-carbon scattering with experimental results from Jaros et al. (1978).
For the helium target, theory and experiment agree to within 1 percent of
the quoted cross sections, and the theory is well within the uncertainty in
the experiment. For the carbon target, the disagreement between theory and
experiment is less than 3 percent.
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Figure 4.19. Absorption cross sections
for deuteron-helium scattering as
function of incident kinetic energy.
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Figure 4.20. Absorption cross sections
for deuteron-carbon scattering as
function of incident kinetic energy.
Heavy ion absorption cross sections are presented along with experimental data
(Jaxos et al., 1978; Heckman et al., 1978; Cheshire et al., 1974; Skrzypczak, 1980;
Jakobsson and Kullberg, 1976; Cole et al., 1981; Kox et al.1 1984; Buenerd et al.,
1984; Kullberg et al., 1977; Perrin et al., 1982; Antonchik et al., 1981; Westfall
et al., 1979) in figures 4.21 through 4.30. The agreement between theory and
experiment is excellent, even for energies lower than 100 MeV/nucleonl where the
validity of the eikonal formalism is questionable (Vary and Dover, 1974). Further
details are given by Townsend and Wilson (1985).
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Figure 4.21. Absorption cross sections
for helium-carbon scattering as
function of incident kinetic energy.
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Figure 4.23. Absorption cross sections
for carbon projectiles at 83 MeV/nucleon
as function of target mass number.
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Figure 4.25. Absorption cross sections
for carbon projectiles at 3.6 GeV/nucleon
as function of target mass number.
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Figure 4.22, Absorption cross sections
for carbon-carbon scattering as
function of incident kinetic energy.
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Figure 4.24. Absorptiofi cross sections
for carbon projectiles at 2.1 GeV/nucleon
as function of target mass number.
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Figure 4.26. Absorption cross sections
for oxygen projectiles at 2.1 GeV/nucleon
as function of target mass number.
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Figure 4.27. Absorption cross sections
for oxygen-emulsion scattering
as function of energy.
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Figure 4.28. Absorption cross sections
for neon projectiles at 30 MeV/nucleon
as function of target mass number.
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Figure 4.29. Absorption cross sections
for iron projectiles at 1.88 GeV/nucleon
as function of target mass number
with experimental data obtained
with emulsion target.
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Figure 4.30. Absorption cross sections
for iron projectiles at 1.88 GeV/nucleon
as function of target mass number
with experimental data obtained
for removal of one or more nucleons.
4.3. Coupled-Channel Formalism
The optical model is extremely successful in describing the elastic scattering
amplitude for many combinations of interacting systems. Section 4.2 used the
optical model in the coherent amplitude approximation (Wilson, 1975; Wilson
and Costner, 1975). This section represents the work of Cucinotta et al., 1989,
and evaluates noncoherent contributions to the elastic scattering amplitude.
The coupled-channel (CC) SchrSdinger equation for heavy ion scattering can
be solved in the eikonal approximation (Wilson, 1975; Feshbach and Htifner, 1970;
Dadi6, Martinis, and Pisk, 1971) resulting in the following matrix of scattering
amplitudes
f(_) = -i.__k [ exp(-i_, b'){exp[ix(b)] - 1} d2b (4.19)
2rr J
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where the boldface quantities represent matrices, k is the projectile momentum
relative to ihe center of mass, b is the projectile impact-parameter vector, _ is
the momentum transfer, and x(b) is the eikonal phase matrix. For a projectile
transition from quantum states n to n' and target transition from v to J, we write
Ap,A T z
Xn_'n'v'(b'z)= _ ---_-P2k/ dz' <n_]taj]n'v'>
_J -oc
(4.20)
where t_j is the free-particle, two-body amplitude in the overall center-of-mass
frame and # is the projectile-target reduced mass. The matrix elements of X
are given by equation (4.20) with z ---* co. Equation (4.19) holds only if the
commutator (Feshbach and Hiifner, 1970)
[x(g, z), dx(g, z)dz = 0 (4.21)
Assuming this commutation relation will hold effectively eliminates all reflection
terms and reduces the optical potential solution to Watson's form of the nucleus-
nucleus multiple-scattering series (within small-angle and high-energy approxima-
tions) to the Glauber series (Wilson and Townsend, 1981). This can be seen by
considering an element of f and expanding the exponential in equation (4.19):
-ik (iInv]_,n, , Ifnv, n'_'(q') -- 2r /exp(-ic]' b)
which is equivalent to
ik
fnv, n,v,(_) = _ / exp(.-i_- b')<nv][1- exp(i_)][n'u'> d2b (4.23)
Upon introduction of the two-body profile function, we arrive at the Glauber form
for the nucleus-nucleus scattering amplitude (Franco and Ntitt, 1978)
fu_,n,_,(_=_/exp(-zq.b)<nv 1-I_. [1-Faj(b-ga-_'j) ] n'v'>d2b (4.24)
_j
We note that we have not considered the question of noncommutating interactions.
Also, the eikonal CC approach is based on an ansatz for the optical-model
CC equation wave function; therefore, we have not rigorously considered the
connection between Watson's form of the nucleus-nucleus multiple-scattering
series and the Glauber approximation. Such considerations can be found in
Wallace (1975). Having shown the equivalence of the CC approach to the Glauber
approximation, we next consider the second-order solution to equation (4.19) for
the elastic channel, which we will compare with the second-order optical phase
shift approximation to the Glauber amplitude.
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The second-order approximation to the elastic amplitude is obtained by
including all transitions between the ground and excited states and assuming
that transitions between excited states are negligible. Furthermore, the densities
of all excited states are approximated by an average excited-state density. The
phase matrix is then of the bordered form
/ Xel X06,01 XO0,10 XO_), 11 ..._
[ X01,00 X_)xc 0
= ! Xlo,oo X xo o ) (4.25)
+ iXdi f i--_if+-T2- _ j -1 (4.30)
where Xdi f = ½ (Xe!- Xexc). An examination of equation (4.30) reveals, as
expected, that Xexc appears only in third-order and higher order terms in fNN(_.
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where Xel = X00,00. The characteristic equation of this bordered matrix is
(Xexc - )`)N-2[(Xel - )`)(Xexc -- )`) - T 2] -- 0, (4.26)
where N is the rank of X, )` is the eigenvalue, and T 2 is defined by
T2(6)=  oo,n Xn ,00 (4.27)
n or u#O
The eigenvalues are then given by
),1,2 = _(xel + Xexe) + _(X_l - X_×c) + T 2 (4.28)
with all others taking the value Xexc. The form of the eigenvalues allows us to
treat the scattering system as an effective two-channel problem with
X---- (_ 1 XexcT ) (4:29)
Then using Sylvester's theorem (Merzbacher, 1970), we find
(2) -ik { [__i(Xel+Xexc)]COS(X2dif+T2)l/2
fcc(q)- 2r ffexp(-i_'.g) exp 1
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As discussed by Feshbach and Hiifner (1970) a reasonable approximation to Xexc
is to assume the ground-state density for the excited states. If Xexc is set equal to
Xel , we find
fcc(q)(2). _ -ik27r/exp(-i{. b)[exp(iXel ) cos T - 1] d2b (4.31)
The coherent approximation (Wilson, 1975; Wilson and Townsend, 1981) is
recovered in the limit of small T.
Using closure to perform the summations in equation (4.27) and transforming
from the overall center-of-mass (CM) frame to the nucleon-nucleon (NN) CM
frame using nonrelativistic kinematics, T 2 is
T2(b) -- ApAT(27rlNN)2/d2qd2q ' exp(--i_, b') exp(-i_" • b')
x fNN(q)fNN(q') [-ApATF(1)(_)FO)(_')G(1)(-q-')G(1)(-_ ')
+ (Ap - 1)(A T - 1)F(2)(_, q_)G(2)(-(/,-_)
+ (AT - 1)F(1)(_ + _)G(2)(-_,-_)
+ (Ap - 1)F(2)(_, q*t)G(1)(-_- _t)
+ F(1)(_+ _,)G(i)(__ _ _r)] (4.32)
where F (1) and F (2) (G (1) and G(2)) are one- and two-body ground-state form
/
factors, respectively, for the projectile (target). The last term on the right-hand
side of equation (4.32) is a self-correlation term that appears through the use of
closure. The physical meanings of the other terms in equation (4.32) have been
discussed by Franco and Nutt (1978).
The optical phase shift expansion given by Franco and Nutt (1978) to the
Glauber approximation is written
-ik fexp(-i , g)[exp(iXopt ) - 1] d2bfGlauber(q)- 2_r (4.33)
with
Xopt -- X1 q- X2 .... (4.34)
In comparison, we note that X1 = Xel, and dropping the last term in T 2 yields
iX2 = -½ T 2. Approximating the density of all excited states by the ground-state
density yields almost the same results for the coupled-channel and Glauber optical
models:
1 4
Ycctq)=-2-_-_'(2),-,, -ik I exp(-i_*-b) [exp (iXe,)(I _T2-i - _-_T ..
(4.35)
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and
fG(2) I-*_ -ik • [exp (1-1T2 _T4 .. 11
[
lauber (q)
/ (4.36)
if ½T 2 ((: 1. Note that ½T 2 (<: 1 is found to be true for light collision pairs, whereas
for large mass number nuclei, this condition should at least hold at large impact
parameters, where most of the scattering occurs but may give rise to differences
and should be further studied.
We now consider the evaluation of the elastic amplitude for _-c_ scattering.
At high energies, only the central piece of the NN amplitude will be important in
spin-0--spin-0 scattering. Therefore, we use the following parameterization:
fNN(q) = _---_kNNa(a + i)exp (--1Bq 2) (4.37)
The isospin-averaged values for the parameters a, B, and a at the energies
considered in this paper are listed in table 4.2. For the calculation of Xel , we
use the following parameterization for the 4He charge form factor (McCarthy,
Sick, and Whitney, 1977):
Fch( ) = [1- (aq)12]exp(-bq2) (4.38)
with a = 0.316 fm and b = 0.681 fm 2. The charge form factor Fch is related
to the matter form factor F by F ---- Fch/F P with Fp = exp (- _r2q2), where
rp = 0.86 fro. We also include coulomb effects in the usual way, assuming just
the first term in equation (4.38).
Table 4.2. Nucleon-Nucleon Parameters
E, MeV a, mb B, fm -2 a
635 3.93 0.132 -0.39
1050 4.4 0.25 -0.28
The 4He correlations caused by CM recoil are important. It is well-known that
the CM motion can only be treated exactly for shell-model, harmonic-oscillator
wave functions. Therefore, we use the harmonic-oscillator CM correction factor
in our calculations such that the intrinsic one- and two-body form factors that
appear in equation (4.32) are written in terms of model form factors F M such as
F_) (q-") (4.39)
F(1)(_ ') -- FCM( _
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and
F(2) (q', _') - '_FM)(q' q') (4.40)
FCM (_ + _")
with FCM(_ ) = exp [-(R2/4A)q2].j For 4He, we use R 2 : 1.94 fm 2. The
model two-particle density described below will be integrated to obtain these form
factors.
In the Jastrow (1955) method (see Frullani and Mougey, 1984), if three-particle
and higher particle correlations are ignored, we write
p_)(g,F') = Nnps(1)(_)p!l)(_')lg(_, e (4.41)
p!l) single-particle density, Ps oc exp (-r2/R2), andwhere is the uncorrelated
Nn is the normalization constant. The correlation factor can be written in terms
N ]
of the nucleon-nucleon relative momentum distrib(ition as (Frullani and Mougey,
1984)
g(g, g') ----1 - j exp[ip . (7- g')JN(fir) (4.42)
where/3r is the NN relative momentum vector. We parameterize N (fir) according
to Akaishi (1984) as
N(fir)=C[exp(-P2r_ + Sexp(-Pr2_l (4.43)\ al ] \--_-2/J
with a I -- 5.4 fm -2, a2 : 4al, S -- 0.015, and C asthe normalization. The first
term on the right-hand side of equation (4.43) can be attributed to a Hartree-
Fock-type correlation with the value of al, leading to a correlation length of
about 0.8 fm, upon comparison with the usual Gaussian parameterization of the
correlation factor. The higher momentum component in equation (4.43) should
reflect the true dynamical correlations (Akaishi, 1984).
An average excited-state phase can be a complicated quantity to calculate.
4He has many resonance states lying below an excitation of 40 MeV that should
contribute. Some calculations are available (Liu, Zamick, and Jaqaman, 1985),
but states higher in the continuum should be more dominant. Because this phase
element only appears at third order in fNN, a simple model will suffice to show that
significant deviations from the ground-state phase are of negligible importance in
the double scattering region. Since the form factor for this state must approach
unity as _ _ 0, we choose a Gaussian and consider deviations from the ground
state through
Rexc -- R(1 + _iR) (4.44)
In figures 4.31 and 4.32, we show our predictions compared with 635 MeV/nucleon
(Berger et al., 1980) and 1050 MeV/nucleon (Satta et al., 1984) _-c_ scattering
data. As can be seen, the Glauber and CC calculations, with excited-state phase
approximated by the ground-state phase, are virtually indistinguishable at all
momentum transfers. We find no appreciable differences between the results for
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Xexc = Xel and 8R = 0.5 until the second minima at both energies. The effect
of this phase on the double scattering region appears to have been overestimated
by Feshbach and Hiifner (1970). No conclusions can be made at larger angles
because three-body correlations should become important there. As noted by
previous authors (Franco and Nutt, 1978) and as can be seen in figures 4.31
and 4.32, the differences between first- and second-order calculations become
significant for increasing angles in a-a scattering. The second-order effects should
be large enough to distinguish between models for the two-body density, for
example, the Jastrow method used here and the more phenomenological Gaussian
parameterization of the correlation factor that is used by Franco and Nutt (1978).
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Figure 4.31. The a-c_ elastic differential
cross section at 5.05 GeV/c.
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Figure 4.32. The a-a elastic differential
cross section at 7 GeV/c.
In conclusion, the coupled-channels, semiclassical approximation of an optical-
model solution to Watson's form of the nucleus-nucleus multiple-scattering series
has been shown to be equivalent to the Glauber approximation. A second-order
solution to the elastic channel obtained by neglecting all transitions between
nuclear-excited states was found to be almost identical to the second-order optical
phase shift expansion of the Glauber series. An average excited-state phase
was seen to be of minor importance in studying the role of correlations in a-a
scattering. The c_-c_ scattering data studied is expected to be sensitive to how the
two-body density is modeled and should warrant further study.
4.4. Parametric Cross Sections
In sections 4.2 and 4.3, we discussed basic theoretical issues required for an
accurate understanding of the interaction process. This understanding is necessary
to fill in gaps in experimental data and to further develop reactive theories. The
rest of this chapter is a review of parametric representation of results for transport
code input.
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_._. 1. Total nuclear cross sections. After many decades of experimental
activity at various accelerators with ever increasing energies, the cross sections for
two-nucleon interactions are reasonably well-defined. Although recent advances
in the theory of the two-nucleon interaction in terms of phenomenological meson
exchange models (Gross, 1974) show considerable success, a simple parameteriza-
tion of the experimental data is sufficient for our purposes. For E > 25 MeV, the
proton-proton (pp) total cross section (mb) is found to be reasonably approximated
by
app(E) -- (1 + 5) {40 + 109 cos (0.199v/-E)exp [-0.451 (E - 25)°'258] t (4.45)
and for lower energies, by
apP(E) = exP I6"51[exp (\-T_ ]E_°'7]J) (4.46)
These forms are compared with experiments above 50 MeV (Lock and Measday,
1970) shown in figure 4.33. For E > 0.1 MeV, the neutron-proton (np) cross
section is taken as
anp(E) : 38 + 12 500 exp [-1.187(E- 0.1) 0"35] (4.47)
and at lower energies, by
[ E ]0.3
anp(E) = 26 000 exp L- 0.--_J (4.48)
These forms are compared with experiments above 25 MeV (Lock and Measday,
1970) in figure 4.34.
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Figure 4.33. Total proton-proton cross
sections.
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Figure 4.34. Total neutron-proton cross
sections.
The low-energy, neutron-nucleus total cross sections exhibit a complicated fine
resonance structure over a broad, slowly varying background. This background is
marked by very broad Ramsauer resonances that persist even to neutron energies
of 100 MeV. Although a simple fundamental theory for the Ramsauer resonances
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is not available, a semiempirical formalism is given by Angeli and Csikai (1970
and 1971). Their formalism starts with the usual partial wave expansion as
atot = 2rA 2 _--_(2t + 1)[1 - Re(_t)] (4.49)
with
_?t = exp(iS_) (4.50)
where 5_ is the complex phase shift for the gth partial wave and Re(Z) denotes
the real part of Z. In the opaque nucleus model, the fact that nt _ 1 for all values
of g > R/A, where R is the nuclear radius, leads Angeli and Csikal to assume that
O'tot _ 27r(R -{- A)2[1 - Re(_)] (4.51)
where 77= 0 gives the usual opaque nucleus result such that
Re(_) = exp [-Im(5)] cos IRe(5)]
[ A1/3 r) (4.52)
_--pcos _,qAT --
is a reasonable starting point to parameterize the total cross sections, where Im(5)
denotes the imaginary part of 5. Their complete parameterization is
O'tot -- 2_ (roA_r/3 + A) 2 [a - pcos (qA1T/3 - r)] (4.53)
where ro -- 1.4 fm, and the neutron wavelength is
4.55 At + 1
A = (4.54)
V_ At
The parameters of Angeli and Csilmi (1970 and 1971) are adequately approximated
by
a
1+
p = 0.15
q = 2.72
r : rain
[2/(3.8E + 0.1Ev_ + 0.1E3v_)]
- 0.0066v_
- 0.203V_
(4.55)
(4.56)
(4.57)
(4.5S)
Strictly speaking, equations (4.53) to (4.58) apply only to A T >_ 40 and 0.5 < E <
40 MeV. A simple extension to all values of AT and 0.1 _< E < 100 MeV gives
qualitatively similar results to the experimental data and provides a starting point
to representing the total cross section. The cross sections given by equations (4.53)
through (4.58) are shown in figure 4.35. These should be compared with the
experimental data (Hughes and Schwartz, 1958) shown in figure 4.36. Note that
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the data in figure 4.36 have only the broad resonances shown. The very narrow
resonances have been averaged. We now seek some pure empirical modification to
the Angeli-Csikai cross sections to better approximate the total cross sections.
i
_tot 1
MeV 1O0
Plutonium
Lithium
Figure 4.35. Total neutron-nucleus cross section according to Ramsauer resonance formalism.
Our modifications to the Angeli-Csikai formalism are as follows:
1. If AT > 75, then a is taken as 0.18 for values of equation (4.55) less than
0.18
2. The value of p is taken to ba greater than 0.4a unless A T > 76 for which p
can be as small as 0.3a
3. A modifying factor of 1 + D exp(-aE) is used with
0.5 (145 < AT < 235)D = 1.0 (Otherwise)
and
1.0 (205<A T <235)cz = 2. (Otherwise)
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4. An additional modifying factor is applied as
[
where
(A T < 63;E < 0.8)
(Otherwise)
0 (E > 0.5)F2 = -4.95 exp(-18E) (40 < A T < 42)
-1.79 exp(-15E) (32 < AT < 34)
Chapter
5. If AT < 30, then numerical interpolation between experimental values is
used
The final cross sections as modified above are shown in figure 4.37 and should be
compared with figure 4.36
_tot
Lithium
Element
Neutron energy,
MeV 10(
Plutonium
Figure 4.36. Total neutron cross section according to Hughes and Schwartz (1958).
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Figure 4.37. Total neutron-nucleus cross section according to present formalism.
The total cross sections above 100 MeV have been taken from Townsend,
Wilson, and Bidasaria (1983b). The high-energy cross sections of Townsend,
Wilson, and Bidasaria (1983b) have been approximated by
atot(AT, E) = 52.5Agf758 [1+ [0.8
where the phase angle is given by
(4.59)
OE = { 14.41 (E < 40 MeV) }1.29 ln2(E) - _ (E > 40 eV) (4.60)
The expressions (4.59) and (4.60) are Shown along with the theory of Townsend,
Wilson, and Bidasaria (1983b) and a compilation of experiments in figures 4.38
through 4.41. Equations (4.53) through (4.58) are connected smoothly at 70 MeV
to the results of equations (4.59) and (4.60) at 130 MeV with an assumed
exponential dependence on energy. The total cross section is used to calculate
the scattering cross section as
as(E) -- atot(E) - aabs(E) (4.61)
The total (tot) neutron-nucleus cross section is shown with experimental data
(Hughes and Schwartz, 1958) in figures 4.42 through 4.45.
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Figure 4.38. Total nucleon-carbon cross
sections.
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Figure 4.39. Total nucleon-aluminum cross
sections.
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Figure 4.40. Total nucleon-copper cross
sections.
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Figure 4.41. Total nucleon-lead cross
sections.
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Figure 4.42. Total neutron-nucleus cross
sections of 7Li, 9Be, and 12C.
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Figure 4.45. Total neutron-nucleus cross
sections of Pt, Pb, and U.
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4.4.2. Nuclear-absorption cross sections. Qualitatively, the nuclear-
absorption cross sections show an energy dependence similar to that observed for
the total nuclear cross sections. An analytic formula for protons was derived by
Letaw, Silberberg, and Tsao (1983) by first fitting the cross sections of Bobchenko
et al. (1979) with the formula
aab s = 45A_7{1 + 0.016 sin[5.3 - 2.63 ln(AT)]} (4.62)
where AT is the mass number of the target nucleus. Equation (4.62) reproduces
the Bobchenko data to within +2 percent. A somewhat better fit to the Bobchenko
data is given by
aab s = 45A_7(1 - 0.018 sin OA) (4.63)
where the angle OA is
OA ----2.94 ln(AT) + 0.63 sin[3.92 ln(AT) - 2.329] - 0.176 (4.64)
Equation (4.63) fits the Bobchenko data to within the 1.2-percent difference, which
is on the order of the quoted experimental uncertainty. Although the Bobchenko
data represent a consistent set of measurements for many different targets and
probably well define the A-dependence of the high-energy cross sections, they may
nonetheless be in error in absolute value as suggested by many other independent
experiments (Townsend and Wilson, 1985).
Letaw, Silberberg, and Tsao (1983) assume the energy dependence for all nuclei
to be the same and to be approximated by
(-E)I(E) = 1 - 0.62exp 2--_ sin (10.9E -°'28) (4.65)
where the nucleon kinetic energy is in units of MeV. We observe oscillations
according to the quantum mechanical calculations of Townsend, Wilson, and
Bidasaria (1983b) with phase angle
1.44eE = 1.33 ln(E) - 2.84
but with an A-dependent amplitude given by
-E
(E < 25 MeV) "( (4.66)(Otherwise) f
÷ 0.9 exp -_ sin OE (4.67)
The absorption cross section as given by equations (4.64), (4.66), and (4.67), the
fit of Letaw, Silberberg, and Tsao, and various experimental results are given in
figures 4.46 through 4.50. As one can see from the figures, a figure of merit is
difficult to assign to the fit because great scatter in the data obscures the result.
Generally, above 20 MeV the results are on the order of ±10 percent accurate as
estimated from the scatter in the experiments.
Below 20 MeV, the neutron cross sections are represented by numerical data
sets at discrete energies of 1, 3, 5, 10, 14, and 20 MeV as taken from Hughes and
Schwartz (1958), Stehn et al. (1964), and Brodsky (1978). Interpolated values
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Figure 4.46. Neutron-carbon absorption
cross sections.
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Figure 4.48. Neutron-copper absorption
cross sections.
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Figure 4.49. Neutron-silver absorption
cross sections.
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Figure 4.51. Interpolated neutron-nucleus
absorption cross sections at 1 MeV.
between data points at the available target masses are shown in figures 4.51
through 4.56. Intermediate energy values are found according to
a(AT, E) = a(A T, Ei) exp[-a(E - Ei)] (4.68)
where Ei and a are taken according to the appropriate subinterval. The cross
sections are assumed to be zero at energies below 0.5 MeV. The absorption
cross sections for elements from lithium to plutonium for energies between
1 and 100 MeV are displayed in figure 4.57.
The cross sections presented in this section are probably sufficiently accurate
for most applications. Because of their special importance in evaluating radiation
quantities in tissue systems, the low-energy neutron cross sections for carbon,
nitrogen, and oxygen are treated on a special basis. These neutron cross sections
are represented by a data table that was compared with the ENDF/B-V data file
compiled by Brookhaven National Laboratory (1982) in figures 4.58 through 4.60.
In section 4.2, we formulated a fully energy-dependent optical model potential
approximation to the exact composite particle, multiple-scattering series. The
formulation includes the effects of the finite nuclear force, treats Pauli correlations
in an approximate way, and has no arbitrarily adjusted parameters. It is applicable
to any projectile nucleus of mass number Ap colliding with any target nucleus of
mass number AT at any energy above 25 MeV/nucleon. When used within the
context of eikonal scattering theory, which has been shown to be valid (Townsend,
Bidasaria, and Wilson, 1983) even at energies as low as 25 MeV/nucleon, the
absorption cross sections can be calculated from
 abs = f d2g(1 - exp{-2 Im Ix(b)]}) (4.69)
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Figure 4.52. Interpolated neutron-nucleus
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Figure 4.53. Interpolated neutron-nucleus
absorption cross sections at 5 MeV.
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Figure 4.54. Interpolated neutron-nucleus
absorption cross sections at 10 MeV.
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Figure 4.55. Interpolated neutron-nucleus
absorption cross sections at 14 MeV.
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Figure 4.56. Interpolated neutron-nucleus absorption cross sections at 20 MeV.
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Figure 4.58. Nuclear cross sections for neutron projectiles onto carbon targets.
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where the complex phase function as a function of impact parameter b is
x(b) = -mApAT k-1 (Ap + AT)-I / V(b, z) dz (4.70)
and the optical potential is
V(b, z) = ApA T f d3_d3ff pp(b+ _ + _ + ff)pT(?) "t(e, if) (4.71)
In equations (4.69) and (4.70), m is the nucleon mass, k is the momentum wave
number, and Pi (i = P, T) is the respective number density distribution for the
projectile and target nuclei. The constituent-averaged, two-nucleon transition
amplitude t is used to describe high-energy nucleon-nucleon scattering. Details
can be found in Wilson and Townsend (1981) and Townsend and Wilson (1985).
Typical results for carbon projectiles are displayed in figure 4.61 along with recent
experimental data of Kox et al. (1984). Because these calculations are too complex
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to be repeatedly performed within a transport calculation, extensive tables, which
can be easily stored on disk or magnetic tape for a_cess as needed, have been
published (Townsend and Wilson, 1985). Typical agreement between theory and
experiment is within 10 percent for energies as low as 25 MeV/nucleon and within
3 percent for energies above 80 MeV/nucleon.
"_ 5
O
o
¢9
O
O
<.5
0
-- Theory
I Koxetal., 1985
I I I I !
20 40 60 80 100
Target nucleus mass number
Figure 4.61. Absorption cross sections for carbon beams at 83 MeV/nucleon.
As an alternative to these tables, an energy-dependent parameterization of
these tables has been formulated (Townsend and Wilson, 1986)
aabs = 7rr2_(E) (A 1/3 + A_r/3-5) 2 (4.72)
where
(-E)5=0.200+Ap 1+AT 1-0.292 exp 7_ cos(0.229E °453) (4.73)
with
D(E) = 1 + 5E -1 (4.74)
ro = 1.26 fm, and E expressed in units of MeV/nucleon. Note that for large values
of E, t3(E) _ 1 and 5 becomes energy independent, so that a typical form from
Bradt and Peters (1950) is reproduced. Nominal differences between the cross
sections obtained with equations (4.69) and (4.72) are less than 5 percent for A > 4
and E > 50 MeV/nucleon. For E < 50 MeV/nucleon, the differences are less than
10 percent. For helium-helium collisions, differences of approximately 20 percent
exist at all energies. Representative predictions for carbon-carbon scattering as
a function of energy are displayed in figure 4.62 along with experimental results
(Kox et al., 1984; Jaros et al., 1978; Aksinenko et al., 1980; Heckman et al.,
1978; Kox et al., 1985) and estimates obtained from a recently proposed energy-
independent parameterization (Silberberg et al., 1984). The agreement with
experimental data is quite good for the energy-dependent predictions, whereas
the energy-independent parameterization clearly breaks down at low energies.
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4.5. Parametric Differential Cross Sections
After the angular distribution in elastic scattering is sufficiently known, then
the energy transferred to the target nucleus may be found as well as the new
energy spectrum of the projectile. The differential energy and angle distributions
are discussed in this section and simple parametric forms are given.
4.5.1. Nucleon-nucleon spectrum. The forward scattered nucleon differ-
ential cross section (Schopper, 1973) is well represented by
ff(E, El) = B exp [-B(E' - E)] (4.75)
1 - exp(-BE I)
where
2mc2 b
B-- 106 (4.76)
In equation (4.76), mc 2 is the nucleon rest energy (938 MeV), and b is the usual
slope parameter given by (in units of GeV -2)
3+ 14 exp(_0_ ) (Forpp)}
b=
3.5+30 exp(_Eff)(For/m)
(4.77)
where E r (MeV) is the initial nucleon energy in the rest frame of the target. The
backward scattering spectrum is similar in form
B exp(-BE)
fb(E, E') = 1 - exp(-BE') (4.78)
where we assume the backward scatter slope parameter is the same as the forward
value. This is strictly true for pp scattering, but the slope parameter for /m
charge exchange scattering (Bertini, Guthrie, and Culkowski, 1972) would be more
correct. The forward-to-backward ratio for np scattering is well represented by
FB(E I) = 0.12 -- 0.015E I +
0.41
1 + exp[4(E' - 1.2)]
(4.79)
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where E I in equation (4.79) has units of GeV. The full differential spectrum is
then
f(E, E') = B exp[-S(Et - E)] + FB(E')B exp(-BE) (4.80)
[1 - exp(-SEt)][1 + FB(E')]
where FB(E r) = 1 for pp scattering. The differential cross sections are normalized
such that
do" = a(Et)f(E, Et) (4.81)
dE
where a(E _) is the appropriate nucleon-nucleon total cross section. Obviously, we
have neglected the inelastic processes that must yet be included so that a(E _) in
equation (4.81) is currently set equal to total cross section to ensure conservation
of energy, mass, and charge. The distribution of the center-of-mass angle 0cm
is related to the energy change in the laboratory frame of reference (relativistic
kinematics are not yet included) by
do" E I do"
-- (4.82)
df_ 41r dE
where f_ denotes the solid angle element in the center-of-mass frame of reference.
The center-of-mass angular distributions are compared with the compilation of
experimental data (Hess, 1958) in figures 4.63 and 4.64.
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Figure 4.63. Neutron-proton differential
elastic scattering cross section of
present model and experiment.
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Figure 4.64. Proton-proton differential
elastic scattering cross sections.
4.5.2. Nucleon-nucleus spectrum. The nucleon-nucleus differential cross
section in Chew's form of the impulse approximation (note that this is just the
Born term of the optical model) is given by
dal
dq 2
2
-- = c exp(-2bq 2) FA(q 2)
c exp(-2bq 2) exp -- (4.83)
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where b is the slope parameter of equation (4.77) averaged among nuclear
constituents, q is the magnitude of momentum transfer, and a is the nuclear
root-mean-square (rms) radius. The nuclear rms radius (Wilson, 1975) in terms
of the rms charge radius (in fermi) is given as
a:(_/a2c-0.64) 1/2 (4.84)
where the rms charge radius (in fermi) is
0.84 (A T = 1) }
2.17 (AT = 2)
1.78 (AT = 3)
ac = 1.63 (A T = 4)
2.4 (6 < A T <_ 14)
0.82A 1/3 + 0.58 (A T >_ 16)
(4.85)
the nuclear form factor is the Fourier transform of the nuclear-matter distribution.
Note that the above equation assumes that the nuclear-matter distribution is a
Gaussian function. Such an approximation is reasonable for the light-mass nuclei
but is less valid for AT >> 20.
The energy transferred to the nucleus E T is restricted by kinematics to
0 <_ ET <_ (1 - a)E' (4.86)
where
(A T - 1) 2
a -- (A T + 1) 2 (4.87)
The energy-transfer spectrum is given as
4ATmc 2 (B + _-)exp [--4ATmc 2 (B + _-) Et]
fI(ET, E') -- (4.88)
1-exp[-4Atrnc2(1-a)(B+_-)E ']
Similarly, the scattered nucleon energy E is restricted to
aE' <_ E <_ E' (4.89)
The nucleon spectrum is given by
f(E,E') = 4ATmc2 (B + _-)exp [-4ATmc 2 (B + _-) (E'- E)] (4.90)
1-exp [--4ATmc2(1- c_) (B + a__) E']
One should note that both equations (4.88) and (4.90) reduce to the usual isotropic
scattering results at low incident energy. The differential spectrum is normalized
as
da
dE -- as(E') I(E, E') (4.91)
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where as(E') is the total scattering cross section obtained from equation (4.61).
The angular distribution of scattered nucleons is rather well-defined by equa-
tion (4.83) near the forward direction (Wilson eta]., 1989). To approximate the
cross section at large angles, we evaluate the _ = 0 phase shift (Merzbacher, 1970)
and introduce an energy-dependent parameter as follows. The S-wave phase shift
5o is related to the optical potential as
tan 50 _ -k _0 c_ [J0 (kr')] 2 U(r')(r') 2 dr' (4.92)
where
U(2) = 2mA_A2p f
i
(A T + Ap) d3z d3y PT(_)PP(X + _ + if) _(k, y) (4.93)
as given in chapter 3. Because we assume that pT(z'), pp(g), and t(k, ff) are
Gaussian in coordinate space, the integrals are easily evaluated. The S-wave cross
section is given as
aO = _ / mlz' sin 60 (4.94)V-5-
with the corresponding differential contribution
dao (AB + AT) 2 a0
d---E = ABAT E' 4_ (4.95)
where Ap = 1 for neutron scattering.
The S-wave contribution is combined with the impuIse approximation, with
the interference terms neglected, as follows
Ida, 1
d-E = [dE + bs(E') dE J Ns (4.96)
where the renormalization factor Ns is chosen to preserve the relation
f(1-a)E' dE (4.97)das
Jo dE
for which Ns is found to be
Ns = as(E')
as(E') + bs(E')ao(E') (4.98)
The parameter bs(E') is taken as a function of energy
bs(E') -- -2 + E' (4.99)
The results are compared with the work of others (Fernbach, 1958; Goldberg, May,
and Stehn, 1962) in figures 4.65 through 4.68. The scaled S-wave contribution used
to represent the large angle scattering of neutrons shows improvement for most
nuclei and gives satisfactory KERMA values as shown in chapter 10.
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4.6. Summary
A reasonably accurate data base is available to describe the elastic channel of
nucleon and nucleus interactions. Future activity should concentrate on generating
a meson and antinucleon data base.
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Reaction Channel Data Base
5.1. Introduction
After substantial improvements had been made to the description of the elastic
channel (Wilson and Townsend, 1981), Townsend (1981) began the development
of an abrasion reaction model for the absorptive processes observed in the elastic
amplitude, Cucinotta (1988) began a theory for (_-particle breakup and Khan
et al. (1988) investigated heavy ion abrasion dynamics by using the optical model.
It was in this development that the need for inclusion of Pauli correlation and
more accurate density functions for light nuclei became apparent (Townsend,
1982). Development of abrasion theory was greatly encouraged by the work of
Stevenson, Martinis, and Price (1981) (whose experiments measured directly the
abrasion event). The _ breakup model is required to further extend the nucleon
transport code to light fragments. The first semiempirical code was also developed
by Wilson, Townsend, and Badavi (1987a and 19871o) and Badavi et al. (1987) to
provide the data base for heavy ion reactions.
5.2. Nuclear Abrasion Model
We now discuss the work of Townsend (1981) in deriving a nuclear abrasion
model for the optical potential formalism.
5.2.1. Optical potential.
1974a) is
The optical model potential operator (Wilson,
Yopt = _ taj (5.1)
aj
where taj is the transition operator for scattering between the a constituent of the
target and the j constituent of the projectile. The optical potential was derived
as
(5.2)
when couplings to various excited internal states were neglected. The development
of equation (5.2) was made independent of the eikonal approximation (Wilson,
1975) and then subsequently used within that context. Note that Franco and
Varma (1978) use this same expression to represent their single-scattering term.
Differences between Wilson's and Glauber's approximations occur in the higher
order terms. For example, unlike the Glauber theory, the Wilson (1974b)
propagator includes target recoil and terms to order k 2. In equation (5.2), t is the
two-body transition amplitude averaged over the constituent types, and PT and
pp are the target and projectile single-particle matter densities. Equation (5.2)
does not include the correlation effects of the Pauli exclusion principle because only
simple unsymmetrized product wave functions were used by Wilson and Townsend
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(1981). The accuracy of the results of Wilson and Townsend (1981) supports
the idea that exchange correlation effects were unimportant when determining
total and absorption cross sections. This section confirms this idea. For abrasion
predictions, however, correlation effects of Pauli are found to be important when
there is a large overlap between the colliding nuclear volumes (i.e., for small
residual mass fragments of the projectile nucleus).
Because equation (5.1) was derived independent of any assumptions regarding
nuclear wave functions, it is the starting point. When rewriting equation (5.1) in
second quantization notations, we have
Yopt-- Z E(Zkltloj)a a a.aj
flk aj
(5.3)
a_ and ai are the usual creation and annihilation operators for the single-where the
particle state i. After the usual operator manipulations, the optical potential
reduces to
A TAp
W(x) = _ Z [(aJltlaJ) - (_JltlJa)] (5.4)
a j
When assuming a correlation function C, which depends only upon the relative
separation of the a- and j-constituents, Townsend (1982) derives
W(Z) = ApAT i d3_TpT(_T) S daypp(x + _Tq-_t)t(e,_7)[1- C(_7)] (5.5)
Note that equation (5.5) reduces to equation (5.2) if there are no correlation effects
(C = 0).
5.2.2. Abrasion theory. From Bleszynski and Sander (1979), the cross
section for abrading n-projectile nucleons is
(5.6)
where P(b) is the probability for not removing a nucleon in the collision and AF,
the residual fragment mass number, is
A F = Ap - n (5.7)
The total absorption cross section
Gab s ---- f d2b [1- p(g)Ap] (5.8)
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is obtained by summing an over all values of n. In the eikonal approximation, the
absorption cross section is
where Im (X) denotes the imaginary part of X. Comparing equation (5.8) and
equation (5.9) gives { ImE:,l}P(b) ----exp Ap
Substituting for the eikonal phase function gives
P(b) = exp (5.11)
k J
with
I-:]xJd3 pp(b+ + + exp2-B (e)
× [1 - C(_)] (5.12)
Values for a(e) and B(e), the nucleon-nucleon cross section and slope parameter,
were taken from compilations.
The Glauber theory result (Bleszynski and Sander, 1979) is
(5.13)
where D(_, the single-particle densities summed along the beam direction, is
given by
D(s_ -- p(g-t- i) dz (5.14)
DO
The main advantages of equation (5.11) over equation (5.13) are its improved
convergence and the added symmetry feature that the projectile and target are
treated on an equal basis.
Substituting equation (5.11) into equation (5.6) gives
O" n (?) I d2:(1-exp[-ATa(e)I(b-')]}n
xexp - a e
(5.15)
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5.2.3. Collision parameters. From Bohr and Mottelson (1969), the corre-
lation function in the Fermi gas model is
1 3j_(kFy) (5.16)
C(y)- 4 kFy
where k F -- 1.36 fm -1. For analytic simplicity, equation (5.16) is replaced by a
simple Gaussian function. Expanding equation (5.16) in a power series gives
kF2y
3j12(kFY)kFy-- 1 - \--Y6--] + 0(kF4y4) (5.17)
For small values of kFy, where correlations are most important in actual nuclei,
we note that
exp \--W- ]
Thus, for computations in this work, we use
c(y) exp ]-6 ] (5.19)
Determinations of an require the use of nuclear single-particle matter densities p
for the nuclei in the collision. For the 2°Ne projectiles, matter densities are
extracted from Woods-Saxon charge data of Knight et al. (1981) as described
by Wilson and Townsend (1981). For the 96Mo target, the matter density was
found from the three-parameter Gaussian charge density data (De Jager, De Vries,
and De Vries, 1974) by assuming that the charge density is given by the folded
integral of a Gaussian proton charge density pp, with the unknown nuclear matter
density Pm according to
Pc(_) = f Pp(g')Pm(g + g') d 3r' (5.20)
Inserting the Gaussian for pp(g), simplifying the ensuing expression (Wilson and
Costner, 1975), and using a two-point Gauss-Hermite quadrature formula to
evaluate the result yield
rp
1 [pra(r+_/2)+pm(r-3-_/2)] (5.21)pc(r) =
for determining the 96Mo matter density. In equation (5.21), rp _ 0.87 fm is
the proton rms radius (Borkowski et M., 1975). For the 12C target, which has a
harmonic well charge density, a matter density expression can be analytically ex-
tracted. Taking the Fourier transform of equation (5.20) and using the convolution
theorem yield the following well-known result:
Fc(q)=Fp(q)Fm(q) (5.22)
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where for a Gaussian proton charge density,
Fp(q)--exp( -q2rp2)6 (5.23)
The 12C harmonic well charge density (De Jager, De Vries, and De Vries, 1974)
pc(r)--po l+a a exp _- (5.24)
has a form factor (Townsend, 1982)
Fc(q) = po_r3/2a3 (1 +
Values for parameters a and a are also given by De Jager, De Vries, and De Vries
(1974).
Using equations (5.23) and (5.25) in equation (5.22) gives the matter density
form factor Fm(q). Taking the inverse transform of this Fro(q) gives a 12C
harmonic well matter density
pro(r)= \ _ j 1+ 2 882 + j exp (5.26)
with
82 _ a 2 rp 2
4 6
These density results are displayed in figures 5.1 through 5.3.
(5.27)
5.2.4. Results. Abrasion cross sections for 2°Ne-12C collisions at 2.1 GeV/
nucleon obtained from equation (5.15) are given in table 5.i. Also listed are
predicted cross sections when the Pauli correlation effects are ignored. From
these results, the correlation effects have little or no effect on the abrasion cross
sections for n < 12 because peripheral processes are the greatest contributors to
.018
-- Charge
-----_'x", --- Matter
¢? s / _,
""
__-......._
0 1 2 3 4 5
r, fm
Figure 5.1. Harmonic well charge and matter density distributions for 12C.
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r, fm
Figure 5.2. Woods-Saxon charge and matter
density distribution for 2°Ne.
-- Charge
- - - Matter
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
r, fm
Figure 5.3. Three-parameter Gaussian charge
and matter density distributions for 96Mo.
Table 5.1. Optical Model Abrasion Cross Sections
for 2°Ne-12C Collisions at 2.1 GeV/Nueleon
n
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
an, mb
Pauli No Pauli
correlations correlations
248
134
95
76
64
57
52
48
45
43
42
40
38
33
27
18
10
4
1
0.1
248
134
95
75
64
56
51
48
45
43
42
42
42
41
39
33
25
14
6
1
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these abrasions. As n increases, greater overlap between the colliding nuclear
volumes is required, and the importance of correlation effects increases. They
are most important when there is complete overlap between the colliding volumes
(n --- 20). On the other hand, summing the abrasion cross sections to give a total
absorption cross section demonstrates that correlation effects only reduce Gab s by
_6 percent (1076 mb versus 1144 mb) for this collision. These abrasion results
are also displayed in figure 5.4 with the recent experimental results of Stevenson,
Martinis, and Price (1981). Because the experimental results are given in relative
probabilities (RP) rather than cross sections, theoretical relative probabilities were
calculated from
Re - an (5.28)
0.abs -- 0"5°'1
where the denominator correction 0.50"1 accounts for the missing 19Ne fragments
that were discriminated out experimentally as discussed by Stevenson, Martinis,
and Price (1981). Additionally, for n = 1, the relative probabilities were
determined by setting the numerator in equation (5.28) equal to 0.5al to again
account for the missing 19Ne fragments. Finally, the theoretical RP, which
are discrete numbers, were folded with the finite detector resolution (0.
1.5 amu) to yield the displayed curves. As shown, the agreement between
theory and experiment when correlation effects are included is excellent. The
slight disagreement for small residual fragment masses may be caused by the
approximations used in the correlation function.
To test the sensitivity of the abrasion results to the shape of the nuclear density
distributions, relative probabilities were determined for the Ne + C collision by
using a Woods-Saxon density for the neon projectile and two different distributions
for the carbon target: a Woods-Saxon and a harmonic well. Correlation effects
were not included. The superiority of the more exact harmonic well density is
obvious in figure 5.5, where the theoretical predictions and the experimental results
are presented.
Table 5.2 lists abrasion cross sections for 2°Ne-96Mo collisions, at 2.1 GeVI
nucleon, obtained from equation (5.15). Pauli correlation effects are included in
the results. The relative probabilities, obtained from equation (5.28), are plotted
in figure 5.6 with the experimental results of Stevenson, Martinis, and Price (1981).
The agreement between theory and experiment for this collision pair is good but
not as good as was obtained in the Ne-C collision. The discrepancy may be caused
by inaccuracies in the correlation function approximation and/or the 96Mo matter
density distribution approximation because the theoretical RP clearly overshoot
the experimental values for small residual mass fragments (A F < 6).
5.3. Simple Ablation Model
The quantum mechanical abrasion model using the optical model approxi-
mation was so successful that further development (Townsend et al., 1984) seems
warranted. The obvious starting point is to use a simple compound nuclear evapo-
ration decay model. Such calculations require specification of the initial compound
nuclear state defined by the mass, charge, and excitation energy.
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Table 5.2. Optical Model Abrasion Cross Sections
for 2°Ne-_Mo Collisions at 2.1 GeV/Nucleon
n a_, mb
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
380
207
148
119
i01
90
82
77
73
71
70
71
72
75
81
90
105
135
201
294
5.3.1. Prefragment charge distributions. Since the abraded nucleons
consist of protons and neutrons, which are not identical, a prescription for
calculating the charge dispersions of the prefragments is needed to calculate final,
isotope, and/or elemental production cross sections caused by the fragmentation
process. Two such methods are used in the fragmentation theory described in
this work. The method of Oliveira, Donangelo, and Rasmussen (1979) treats the
neutron and proton distributions as completely uncorrelated. The cross section
for forming a particular prefragment of mass Aj and charge Zj is then given in
terms of the
N Z
aabr(Zj, Aj) - (n)(z) (5.29)
where z out of the original Z projectile mJcleus protons is abraded along with n
out of the original N projectile neutrons. Note that
Ap = N + Z (5.30)
and
with
m --- n + z (5.31)
Zj = Z - z (5.32)
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- -- Theory(no Pauli corr.) _8
o Exp. to
10-4 _ ± • _ •
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AF
Figure 5.4. Ne-C abrasion results. Experi-
mental results are from Stevenson,
Martinis, and Price (1981).
10-1
10-2
>
.=_
"_ 10-3
10-4
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AF
Figure 5.5. Theoretical Ne-C abrasion pre-
dictions. Experimental results are from
Stevenson, Martinis, and Price (1981).
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10-2
"7
_ 10 -3
-- Theory
o Exp.
, lJO -L--- .....10_0 5 15 20 25 30
AF
Figure 5.6. Ne-Mo abrasion results. Experimental results are from Stevenson, Martinis, and
Price (1981).
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and
Aj = Ap - m (5.33)
This hypergeometric distribution is based on the assumption that there is no
correlation at all between neutron and proton distributions. Therefore, unphysical
results such as abrading all neutrons or protons from a nucleus while leaving the
remaining fragment intact could occur.
As an alternative to the hypergeometric distribution, Morrissey et al. (1978)
proposed a charge dispersion model based upon the zero-point vibrations of the
giant dipole resonance of the projectile nucleus. In this model, equation (5.29)
becomes
" "_ 2_-1/2 I -[Zj-Aj(Z/AP)]2 } (5.34)aabr(Zj,Aj) = lvj(zTrv_ Z ) exp am2_Z 2
where the variance (dispersion) is
( u "_1/2 Z dm
aZ = 2.619 \--_p] Ap -_ (1 + u) -a/4 (5.35)
with
U --
3J
Q(Ap)U3 (5.36)
In the droplet model of the nucleus, the coefficients J and Q have the nominal
values of 25.76 and 11.9 MeV, respectively. The rate of change of the number
of nucleons removed as a function of impact parameter (dm/db) is calculated
numerically by using the geometric abrasion model of Bowman, Swiatecki, and
Tsang (1973). The normalization factor Nj ensures that a given value of Aj,
the discrete sum over all allowed values of Zj, yields unity for the dispersion
probabilities. This overall normalization is a new feature of this work and is not
included in the original model of Morrissey et al. (1978).
5.3.2. Prefragment excitation energies. The excitation energy of the
projectile prefragment following abrasion of m nucleons is calculated from the
clean-cut abrasion formalism of Bowman, Swiatecki, and Tsang (1973) and Gosset
et al. (1977). For this model, the colliding nuclei are assumed to be uniform spheres
of radii R/ (i = P, T). In collision, the overlapping volumes shear off so that the
resultant projectile prefragment is a sphere with a cylindrical hole gouged out
of it. The excitation energy is then determined by calculating the difference in
surface area between the misshapen sphere and a perfect sphere of equal volume.
This excess surface area A is given by Gosset et al. (1977) as
A = 47rRp 2 [1 + P -(1 - F) 2/a] (5.37)
where the expressions for P and F differ, depending upon the nature of the
collision (peripheral versus central) and the relative sizes of the colliding nuclei.
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For the case where RT > Rp, we have
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(5.38)
(_-_v _) 3 (5.39)
Rp
v -- (5.40)
Rp+ RT
and
b
fl = (5.41)
Rp + R T
1 RT
= - - 1 = -- (5.42)
v Rp
Equations (5.38) and (5.39) are valid when the collision is peripheral (i.e., the two
nuclear volumes do not completely overlap). In this case, the impact parameter b
is restricted such that
RT - Rp < b < RT + Rp (5.43)
If the collision is central, then the projectile nucleus volume completely overlaps
the target nucleus volume (b < R T - Rp), and all the projectile nucleons are
abraded. In this case, equations (5.38) and (5.39) are replaced by
P = -1 (5.44)
and
F = 1 (5.45)
and there is no ablation of the projectile because it was destroyed by the abrasion.
For the case where Rp > RT and the collision is peripheral, equations (5.38)
and (5.39) become (Morrissey et al., 1978)
p__ 0,125(#v)1/2 (1-2) (__fl)2.0,125(0,5 (_)1/2 (1_ 2)
_ [(l/v)(1 - _2)1/2#3_ 1][(2 -/_)#]1/2 } (1 _fl)3
(5.46)
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and
F=-O'75(1-v)l/2(_)2-0"125{ 3(1-_)1/2#
[1- (1- _u2)3/2] [1- (1- #)2] 1/2
where the impact parameter is restricted such that
(5.47)
Rp -- R T < b < Rp -[- R T (5.4s)
For a central collision (b < Rp - RT) with Rp > RT, equations (5.46) and (5.47)
become
[ (_)2] 1/2
and
For the excess surface area obtained from equation (5.37), the excitation energy
is given by
Eexc = A (5.51)
where Es, the nuclear surface energy coefficient (Bowman, Swiatecki, and Tsang,
1973; Cosset et al., 1977) obtained from the liquid drop model of the nucleus, is
0.95 MeV/fm 2.
5.3.3. Ablation factors (EVAP-4). Depending upon the excitation en-
erg); the excited prefragment may decay by emitting one or more nucleons (pro-
tons or neutrons), composites (deuterons, tritons, 3He, or c_-particles), or gamma
rays. The probability aij for formation of a particular final fragment of type i as a
result of the de-excitation of a prefragment of type j is obtained from the EVAP-4
computer code (Guthrie, 1970) by treating the prefragment as a compound nu-
cleus with an excitation energy given by equation (5.51). The final fragmentation
cross section for projectile of the type i isotope is then given by
aF(Zi, Ai) = _ aij aabr(Zj, Aj) (5.52)
J
where aabr(Zj, Aj) is obtained from equation (5.29) or equation (5.34). The
elemental production cross sections are obtained by summing over all isotope
contributions as
aF(Z) = _ aF(Z,A) (5.53)
A
5.3.4. Fragmentation results. As an illustrative application of the theory,
element production cross sections for fragments of calcium (Z --- 20) and heavier
I72
Table 5.3. Elemental Production Cross Sections for
Reaction 56Fe + 12C --_ Z + X
[Incident kinetic energy, 1.88 GeV/nucleon]
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Elemental production cross sections, mb
Element Giant dipole
produced Hypergeometric resonance Westfall et al., 1979
Fe
Mn
Cr
V
Ti
Sc
Ca
161
321
156
126
90
69
77
209
308
142
124
88
69
78
181 + 27
124 ± 13
100 ± 11
87+ 11
54+ 9
78+ 11
Table 5.4. Elemental Production Cross Sections for
Reaction 56Fe + 1°SAg ---* Z + X
[Incident kinetic energy, 1.88 GeV/nucleon]
Elemental production cross sections, mb
Element Giant dipole
produced Hypergeometric resonance Westfall et al., 1979
Fe
Mn
Cr
V
Ti
Sc
Ca
296
381
226
150
126
101
102
262
446
230
149
128
100
112
280 ± 23
218 ± 21
117 + 15
124 ± 15
104 + 13
118 ± 14
elements were calculated for 56Fe projectiles at an incident kinetic energy of
1.88 GeV/nucleon and collided with stationary target nuclei of 12C, l°8Ag, and
2°8pb. These reactions were chosen for analysis because of the availability of
experimental data for comparison purposes (Westfall et al., 1979) and because
relativistic 56Fe nuclei are among the dominant high charge and energy (HZE)
particles of radiobiological significance for manned spaceflight.
Tables 5.3 through 5.5 display the elemental production cross sections obtained
for carbon, silver, and lead targets by using both the hypergeometric (eq. (5.29))
and giant dipole resonance (eq. (5.34)) dispersion expressions. Also displayed are
the experimental results of Westfall et al. (1979). Except for the cross section
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for Mn production (carbon and silver targets) and V production (silver and lead
targets), the agreement between theory and experiment is quite good. When
compared with the predictions obtained with the hypergeometric distribution
assumption of equation (5.29), the use of the giant dipole resonance expression for
charge dispersion (eq. (5.34)) appears to yield slightly improved overall agreement
between theory and experiment.
Figures 5.7 through 5.9 display the elemental production cross sections ob-
tained from equation (5.34), for the giant dipole resonance dispersion (GDR) along
with the experimental data from Westfall et al. (1979). Also displayed, for com-
parison, are the predictions from the semiempirical relations of Silberberg, Tsao,
and Shapiro (1976). For the semiempirical relations, the unmodified predictions
are displayed. Also displayed are the fragmentation cross sections obtained by
renormalizing to ensure mass and charge conservation. Details of the renormal-
ization can be found in Wilson et al. (1984). For the carbon target (Bevington,
1969), X 2 for the giant dipole resonance predictions is 31.6, which is larger than
the 19.4 obtained using the Silberberg-Tsao (ST) methods. For the GDR, most of
the X 2 comes from the Mn overestimate. If that point is excluded, X 2 is reduced
from 31.6 to 9.4. The comparative results for Ca, Sc, Ti, V, and Cr are in better
agreement with the experiment for the silver target; the X 2 for GDR is 57.3 (5.2
if the Mn datum is excluded), whereas the X 2 for ST is 32.4 (9.5 if the Mn datum
is excluded). For the lead target, the X 2 for GDR is 4.4 (1.9 if the V datum is
excluded), compared with the X 2 for ST of 52.4 (2.3 if the Mn underestimate is
excluded). In general, the overall agreement between theory and experiment for
the abrasion-ablation model is satisfactory when considering its simple nature.
To illustrate further the results of the model, cross sections for the production
of sulfur, phosphorous, silicon, and aluminum isotopes caused by the fragmen-
tation of 4°Ar projectiles at 213 MeV/nucleon by carbon targets are shown in
figure 5.10. These theoretical predictions were obtained with the hypergeometric
distribution.
Also shown are the experimental data from Viyogi et al. (1979). In general, the
agreement is surprisingly good, considering the simple nature of the calculations.
Partial production cross sections for these same isotopes were also calculated with
the GDR distribution. In general, those cross sections were less accurate when
compared with the experiment than the ones obtained from the hypergeometric
distribution. Typical results are shown as dashed lines in figure 5.10 for the sulfur
and silicon isotopes.
In previous heavy ion transport work (Wilson, 1983; Wilson et al., 1984), the
improved agreement between theory and experiment for Bragg (depth-dose) curves
was obtained by using ST fragmentation parameters modified to scale by velocity
(rather than total kinetic energy) and renormalized to conserve fragment charge
and mass. As shown in figures 5.7 through 5.9, the modifications (labeled VR) do
improve the ST predictions for the predominant, near-projectile mass fragments
(in this case, Mn) but yield substantial overestimates for the fragmentation cross
sections for the lighter mass fragments. Simple corrections to the ST parameters,
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Table 5.5. Elemental Production Cross Sections for
Reaction 56Fe + 2°8Pb _ Z + X
[Incident kinetic energy, 1.88 GeV/nucleon]
Elemental production cross sections, mb
Element Giant dipole
produced Hypergeometric resonance Westfall et al., 1979
Fe
Mn
Cr
V
Ti
Sc
Ca
345
445
267
175
152
121
116
302
521
268
174
151
119
129
509 ± 40
242 ± 25
142 ± 20
148 ± 22
111 ± 17
144 ± 22
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Figure 5.7. Elemental production cross sec-
tions for iron projectile nuclei fragment-
ing in carbon targets.
Figure 5.8. Elemental production cross sec-
tions for iron projectile nuclei fragment-
ing in silver targets.
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such as renormalization, are apparently adequate for gross total-dose comparisons
(Wilson et al., 1984). However, only certain fragments may be biologically
significant. Therefore, these corrections may be inadequate for the more pertinent
shielding problems such as the accurate predictions of individual fragment species
production. Clearly, the need remains for a comprehensive and accurate HZE
particle fragmentation theory, of which the work just described is a beginning.
Improvements to this simple abrasion-ablation model should center on extend-
ing the GDR charge dispersion method to incorporate the actual quantum me-
chanical abrasion formalism rather than using the geometric model approximation
of Bowman, Swiatecki, and Tsang (1973). Improved methods for estimating the
prefragment excitation energy spectrum should also be developed (Khan, 1989).
Finally, an alternative to the EVAP-4 ablation code should be tried, such as an
intranuclear cascade code (Morrissey et al., 1979); or the development of other
methods to describe the ablation step should be undertaken (Townsend et al.,
1986a and 1986b; Cucinotta et al., 1987).
5.4. Abrasion Dynamics
One possible limitation of the abrasion-ablation model described in sections 5.2
and 5.3 is the use of the geometric model in estimating the prefragment excitation
energies. We now look at an alternative method (Khan, 1989) of estimating the
prefragment system parameters closely related to the work of Fricke (1985).
5.4.1. Method of calculation. The coupled-channel SchrSdinger equation
for composite particle scattering, which relates the entrance channel to all the
excited states of the target and projectile, was derived by assuming large, incident
projectile kinetic energies and closure of the accessible eigenstates (Wilson, 1975
and chapter 3). The equation is written as
(V 2 + k 2) Cn_(_) ----2m ApAT (Ap + AT) -1 E Vntt,n't_' (x)_bn'#'(x)
nl/_ I
(5.54)
where the subscripts n and # (with and without primes) label the projectile and
target eigenstates; m is the nucleon mass; Ap and A T are the mass numbers of
the projectile and target; f¢ is the incident projectile momentum relative to the
center of mass; and Z" is the projectile position vector relative to the target. As
for the nucleon-nucleon scattering t-matrix taj and the internal state vectors of
the projectile gP (_p) and target gT (_T), the potential matrix can be expressed as
yntt,n,#,(_) -_ {gP, gT Yopt (_p, _T, X) gnP , g#T} (5.55)
where
Yopt (gp,_T,:_) = E taj (5.56)
o_j
This same formalism can be used to investigate relativistic heavy ion collision
momentum transfers. Within the context of eikonal scattering, the solution to the
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SchrSdinger equation
at high energies is
¢ (_,_,_) : ox,[ .oo 
x gP(_p) gT(_T)exp(if¢. Z) (5.58)
where v is the velocity. The total momentum of the projectile is then given by
the matrix element involving the sum of the projectile single-nucleon momentum
operators as
/ /Ptot = _b -i E VP, a _b (5.59)
oL--1
where the subscript P on the gradient operator denotes that the gradient is to
be taken with regard to the projectile internal coordinates _p. Equation (5.59)
actually denotes a momentum matrix Pn_,n,_ in analogy with equation (5.55).
Therefore, substituting equation (5.58) into equation (5.59) yields
= p-_ T -_ _ T -*
Pn#,n'l zt gn (_P) gl _ (_T) exp(-iS) -i E VP, a exp(iS) g_(gp) gt_t(_T)
ot= l
(5.60)
where
z
, I_V S Y°Pt(_'_P'_T) dz' (5.61)
-oo
With the chain rule for differentiation, equation (5.60) can be further expressed
as
r'._,n,.,= _o+ ggg_ -EVp,_s a_,9._, (5.62)
where the incident projectile momentum before the collision is
(5.63)
The total momentum transfer to the projectile is then given by
P T __ _p,c_S gnlg_l
_,_,_, = p_.,.,., - Po = g.g. (5.64)
For high-energy collisions, dominant scattering processes occur near the forward
directions, because the momentum transferred is small when compared with the
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incident momentum of the projectile; hence, couplings between excited states are
small and can be neglected (Wilson 1975). The total momentum transfer to the
projectile is then approximated by
(5.65)
In terms of projectile and target number densities and the constituent-averaged
two-nucleon transition amplitude t, equation (5.65) becomes
(5.66)
where the integration limit in the longitudinal direction has been extended to
infinity. The momentum transfer in equation (5.66) is therefore only a function of
the impact parameter of the collision. The projectile and target number densities
(pp and PT) are normalized to unity as
f p(_) d3Z-- 1 (5.67)
The constituent-averaged, two-nucleon transition amplitude is obtained from the
impulsive, first-order t-matrix used in our previous studies (Wilson 1975; Wilson
and Townsend, 1981; Townsend, 1981 and 1982; Townsend et al., 1986a and 1986b)
of nucleus-nucleus collisions as
 e lj2 Ix2]t(e, 3) = \m/ a(e) [a(e) + i] [27rB(e)] -3/2 exp 2--B-_(e) (5.68)
where e is the two-nucleon kinetic energy in its center-of-mass frame, a(e) is
the nucleon-nucleon total cross section, a(e) is the ratio of the real-to-imaginary
part of the forward-scattering amplitude, and B(e) is the nucleon-nucleon slope
parameter. Values for these parameters taken from various compilations are given
in Wilson and Townsend (1981) and Townsend (1982).
The dynamic momentum transfer to the projectile, given by equation (5.66),
results from interactions with the target. Note that it is a complex quantity that
is consistent with the use of a complex optical potential (Rodberg and Thaler,
1967). The real part of the momentum transfer, which comes from the real
part of the complex optical potential, is the contribution arising from elastic
scattering. It is purely transverse. The imaginary component, which comes from
the absorptive part of the complex optical potential, arises mainly from absorption
and inelastic scattering processes. At high energies, the latter are mainly
breakup (fragmentation) reactions because these account for over 95 percent of
the total reaction cross section. Physically, this imaginary component represents
attenuation of the incident wave front in analogy with the usual discussions for
a complex index of refraction in an absorptive medium (Rodberg and Thaler,
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1967). Concomitant with this attenuation of the incident wave by these absorptive
processes, there is a loss of momentum from the wave front in the beam direction.
This longitudinal momentum transfer (loss) is interpreted as arising from the
imaginary component of Q. From equation (5.66), the transverse component is
×v. Re dz'
cx_ V
(5.69)
and the longitudinal component is
× Iv + .z__'}.(5.70)
Calculated momentum transfers obtained with equations (5.69) and (5.70) are
displayed in figure 5.11 for 160 at 2.1 GeV/nucleon colliding with a beryllium
target. These calculations use the harmonic well nuclear densities from our
previous work (Townsend, 1982 and 1983; Townsend et al., 1984). From the figure,
two features are readily apparent. First, the longitudinal momentum transfer
is larger than the transverse; this indicates the primarily absorptive nature of
the nuclear collision at this energy. Second, the predicted momentum transfer
decreases rapidly with increasing impact parameter. This decrease is discussed
further in sections 5.4.3 and 5.4.4, but its occurrence is not surprising because
the nuclear optical potential decreases rapidly with increasing separation of the
colliding nuclei.
5.4.2. Results. The collisional momentum transfers computed with the
model described in section 5.4.1 can be related to experimentally measured, heavy
ion fragment momentum downshifts/widths through considerations of energy and
momentum conservation. As has been formulated by Goldhaber (1974) and Wong
(1981), a momentum transfer in any direction Qj modifies the width hj of the
fragment momentum distribution in that direction by
F 2 2
2 QJ (5.71)(h'j) 2 = hj + A-----y--
and the mean by
-,, F _ (5.72)Pj = Pj + _Qj
From equation (5.72), the longitudinal momentum downshift is given by
, F
APII =/_1- PII = _QII, (5.73)
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Figure 5.11. Momentum transfer to 160 projectile as function of impact parameter for oxygen
colliding with beryllium target at 2.1 GeV/nucleon.
where QII is the magnitude of the longitudinal momentum transfer (obtained from
eq. (5.70)), F is the fragment mass number, and A is the initial mass number of
the fragmenting nucleus. Recalling that QII is a function of impact parameter,
an appropriate method for choosing the impact parameter for each fragmentation
channel is necessary. Recently, a semiempirical abrasion-ablation fragmentation
model (NUCFRAG) was proposed by Wilson, Townsend, and Badavi (198710).
Although it assumes simple uniform density distributions for the colliding ions
and a zero-range (delta function) interaction, it does include frictional spectator
interactions (FSI) and agrees with experimental cross-section data to the extent
that they agree among themselves. Also, and most importantly for this work, it is
easily modified to yield impact parameters for each fragmentation channel. Hence,
the procedure for evaluation of equations (5.71) and (5.73) is to extract impact
parameters from NUCFRAG for each nucleon removal corresponding exactly to
AA = 1, 2, 3,.... These most probable impact parameters are then inserted in
equations (5.69) and (5.70) to obtain the corresponding momentum transfers for
use in evaluating equations (5.71) and (5.73) because NUCFRAG uses uniform
densities; uniform densities are also used in evaluating equations (5.69) and
(5.70). In addition, the zero-range interaction in NUCFRAG is simulated for
numerical integration purposes in equations (5.69) and (5.70) through the use of
a very narrow Gaussian form for the t-matrix given by equation (5.68). This
narrow Gaussian is the same width for all collision pairs and therefore is not
an arbitrarily adjusted parameter. We have checked the validity of using the
"most probable" impact parameter in the calculations by actually computing the
momentum transfers averaged over a range of impact parameters from NUCFRAG
corresponding to AA - 0.5 to AA + 0.5. The differences between the estimates
using averaged and most probable values are negligible (Khan, 1989).
Representative calculations for momentum downshifts as a function of frag-
ment mass number are displayed in figure 5.12 for 160 projectiles colliding with
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targets of Be, C, A1, Cu, Ag, and Pb at 2.1 GeV/nucleon. These momentum
downshifts are target averaged by using simple arithmetic averaging. For com-
parison, the target-averaged experimental data of Greiner et al. (1975) are also
displayed. For display and comparison purposes, the theory is also averaged over
all isotopes contributing to each fragment mass number using
( PH)av = i (5.74)
i
where a i is the experimental production cross section for the ith fragment isotope.
Reasonable agreement is obtained for the heavier fragments when comparing the
theoretical estimates to the experimental data. When considering the simplified
form of the nuclear fragmentation model used in these calculations and the
overall sensitivity of the calculated momentum transfer to the choice of impact
parameter, the agreement is rather good. Improved agreement is expected if
impact parameters from a fragmentation model using realistic nuclear densities
and interactions were used. This is especially true for collisions involving lighter
ions, such as carbon, oxygen, and beryllium, which are poorly represented by
simple uniform nuclear distributions.
Figure 5.13 displays transverse momentum widths as a function of fragment
mass number for 139La fragmenting in carbon targets at 1.2 GeV/nucleon. The
experimental data are taken from Brady et al. (1988). Again, impact parameters
from NUCFRAG are used as inputs into the momentum transfer expressions
(eqs. (5.69) and (5.70)). For consistency with the use of these impact parameters,
a narrow Gaussian t-matrix and uniform nuclear densities were again used in the
momentum transfer calculations. From figure 5.13, the agreement is much better
than in figure 5.12 and probably reflects that a uniform nuclear density distribution
is a more reasonable approximation for a heavy nucleus like lanthanum than for
light nuclei such as oxygen.
5.4.3. Estimating collision impact parameters. So far in this work, we
have used collision impact parameters as inputs into a momentum transfer com-
putational model, which in turn, has yielded estimates of heavy ion fragment
momentum downshifts/widths for comparison with experimental data. However,
this procedure can be reversed and the model used to estimate collision impact
parameters from measured momentum downshifts for relativistic collisions. Let F
be the fragment mass number with measured longitudinal momentum downshift
APii produced in a relativistic collision between a projectile nucleus (mass num-
ber A) and some target. Then, from equation (5.73), the longitudinal momentum
transfer to the projectile from the target is
A
QIl = _AP[I (5.75)
The collision impact parameter can then be estimated from equation (5.70) by
computing Qii as a function of impact parameter (e.g., in fig. 5.11) and using
Qli from equation (5.75) as the entry. To illustrate, consider a collision involving
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Figure 5.13. Transverse momentum widths
as function of projectile fragment mass
number for 139La colliding with a carbon
target at 1.2 GeV/nucleon.
oxygen colliding with a beryllium target at 2.1 GeV/nucleon. The calculated
momentum transfer using realistic nuclear densities is displayed in figure 5.11.
If the measured (hypothetical) momentum downshift for the 14N fragment is
35 + 7 MeV/c, then equation (5.75) yields a longitudinal momentum transfer of
40 + 8 MeV/c. From figure 5.11, the corresponding range of impact parameters is
6.1-6.4 fm. A similar procedure incorporating measured momentum distribution
widths and equations (5.71) and (5.69) or (5.70) could also be used to estimate
collision impact parameters. These proposed methods for estimating collision
impact parameters are similar in concept to the use of heavy fragment yields in
the quantum molecular dynamics approach of Aichelin and collaborators (Aichelin
et al., 1988).
5._._. Remarks. Beginning with composite particle multiple-scattering the-
ory, an optical model description of collision momentum transfer in relativistic
heavy ion collisions was derived. General expressions for transverse and longi-
tudinal momentum transfers, which use a finite-range, two-nucleon interaction
and realistic nuclear densities, were presented. The theory was used as input
into the Goldhaber (1974) formalism to estimate heavy ion fragment momentum
downshifts for relativistic oxygen and transverse momentum widths for relativistic
lanthanum projectiles. The main new feature of this work was the interpretation
of the imaginary component of the momentum transfer as the longitudinal collision
momentum transfer. Finally, the use of the model as a mechanism for estimating
collision impact parameters was described.
The present theory is mainly applicable at intermediate or high energies be-
cause of the use of eikonal wave functions and the impulse approximation. At
lower energies (below several hundred MeV/nucleon), the validity of straight-
line trajectories and the assumption of a constant projectile velocity are ques-
tionable. Therefore, revisions to the model are necessary to compare theory
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with experiment at lower energies. In particular, deceleration corrections to the
constant velocity assumption are being developed. For incident energies greater
than 1 GeV/nucleon, first-order deceleration corrections are small (<1 percent).
As the incident energy decreases, however, the first-order corrections increase
significantly (over 50 percent) at 100 MeV/nucleon; this indicates that higher or-
der terms must be included (Khan, 1989). Work on this is in progress.
In addition to the described work on abrasion-ablation models, Khan et al.
(1988) have examined contributions of direct knockout and excitation decay
contributions in 12C fragmentation (Webb et al., 1987). The t-matrix formulation
of Norbury, Townsend, and Deutchman (1985) has received additional analysis
(Cucinotta et al., 1987) but requires more fundamental development.
5.5. Direct Reaction Processes
Reaction mechanisms discussed in sections 5.2 through 5.4 have dealt with
the outcome for spectator constituents in the reaction. In this section we look
at collision participants and the direct breakup and knockout of particles from
the projectile or target nucleus including transitions to excited nuclear states.
The calculations follow closely the work of Cucinotta (1988) and Cucinotta et al.
(1988).
5.5.1. Exclusive inelastic scattering. The scattering amplitude matrix in
the eikonal approximation is given by Wilson (1975) as
ik lexp (-i_. b){exp[ix(b_]- 1} d2bf(q - (5.76)
where the eikonal phase shift matrix is related to the coupled-channel optical
potential
-ix(b) = _-_ z) dz (5.77)
where U is the optical potential relating all the states of the interacting systems.
The elastic scattering amplitude is found to be (Cucinotta et al., 1988)
-ik iexp(-i_" b*) [exp(iXopt) cos T - 1] d2bfelas(_ -- 27r (5.78)
where the inelastic amplitudes are
k f sin TfOO,n_(q) = exp(-i_, b') exp(iXopt)_Xoo,n _ d2b (5.79)
where
Tz = Xoo,..x..,oo (5.80)
(_,_)#(o,o)
The usual coherent approximation and the DWBA (distorted-wave Born approx-
imation) are found for T --* 0 in equations (5.78) and (5.79), respectively.
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The function T as given in equation (5.80) is directly related to the pair
correlation function. This can be seen as follows (Cucinotta et al., 1988):
T2 : (#r _2 ( _---_)4 / d2qd2q'exp(-i_" _)exp(-i_ " _)\2k'
_, (5.81)Fo (-q)
/_ or n_O
× t(q-3t(()
From Kerman, McManus, and Thaler (1959), we have the following sum rule on
the form factors
OO D
Z F0 (q = - F00(q) F00(()
he0
÷ AF00(_ + _" ÷ (1 - A) C00(q', _) (5.82)
where A is the mass number of the nucleus in question, and C00(_, fit) is the
Fourier transform of the pair correlation function. Analytic models for C00(q', _)
are under investigation. In section 5.5.3, we consider a numerical study of long-
range correlations involving partial summation of the infinite sum that appears in
equation (5.81) for 12C.
Finally, the first- and second-order solutions to the eikonal coupled-channel
scattering amplitudes were found by approximating the form of X. We expect that
higher order solutions, though more difficult, could be found by approximating the
form of higher powers of X.
5.5.2. Physical inputs. As a numerical study, we compare the first- and
second-order eikonal coupled-channel solutions of p for 12C and 4He on 12C
scattering. The 2+ at 4.65 MeV, 0+ at 7.66 MeV, 3- at 9.65 MeV, and 4+
at 14.1 MeV excited states of 12C are considered. An advantage of the bordered
interaction matrix is that the eikonal phase matrix elements may be obtained
through knowledge of form factors measured in electron scattering experiments,
so that no excited-state wave function is needed as inputs. This would not be true
for couplings between the off-diagonal elements. The charge form factors for the
ground and first three excited states have been parameterized by Saudinos and
Wilkin (1974) and Viollier (1975) in the form
Fcharge(q) = Bqm(1 - Cq 2) exp(-dq 2) (5.83)
where the parameters B, C, d, and m are listed in table 5.6. Table 5.6 also lists
the form factor for excitation of the 4+ state at 14.1 MeV of 12C, which we have
parameterized to the data of Nakada, Torizuka, and Horikawa (1971).
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Table 5.6. Form Factors
(a) 12C
E, MeV JP m B C d, fm -2
0
4.43
7.65
9.67
14.1
0 +
2+
0+
3-
4+
1.0
0.24
0.167
0.134
0.00392
0.296
0.13
0
0
0
0.7
0.57
0.99
0.77
0.64
(b) 4He
C1 -- 1.098
(72 = 0.098
dl = 0.72
d2 = 3.6
The matter form factors are obtained from the charge form factors in the
following equation (Uberall, 1971):
FA(q)= Fcharg e(q)
Fp(q)Fcm(q) (5.84)
where Fp(q) is the proton charge form factor given by
Fp(q)=exp(_) (5.85)
where rp = 0.87 fm, and Fcm(q) is a center-of-mass correction of the form
Fc,n(q) = exp -_---] (5.86)
with
(r2)- (5.8z)
a2 = Z-2
--z-
where (r 2) is the root-mean-square radius of the nucleus. For the ground state of
4He, we use the parameterigation of Auger, Gillespie, and Lombard (1976),
F4Ho = C1 exp(-dlq 2) - C2 exp(-d2q 2) (5.88)
where C1,C2, dl, and d2 are listed in table 5.6.
The two-body amplitude is assumed to contain only a central piece of the usual
form
t(?/)=-_a(e)[c_(e)+i] exp (-1B(e)q2) (5.89)
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[Isospin-averaged parameters of Ray (1979)]
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Tlab, MeV B(e), fm 2 a(e), fm 2 a(e)
340 0.62 3.03 0.28
800 0.20 4.3 -0.056
1000 0.21 4.3 -0.26
where the energy-dependent parameters or(e), a(e), and B(e) are taken from Ray
(1979) and given in table 5.7. The Gaussian forms for the form factors and two-
body amplitude assumed in the calculations allow us to obtain analytic solutions
for all eikonal phase matrix elements needed as inputs for our calculations.
5.5.3. Results and discussion. The first- and second-order scattering
solutions and experimental data (Blanpied et al., 1981; Bertini et al., 1973;
Chaumeaux et al., 1976) for elastic and inelastic scattering ofp on 12C at 800 MeV
and 1000 MeV and for _He on 12C at 340 MeV/nucleon are shown in figures 5.14
through 5.24. For p-12C elastic scattering (figs. 5.14 and 5.18), the coherent ap-
proximation (dashed line, first-order) and bordered matrix (solid line, second-
order) results are nearly the same in the region of the forward peak where single
scattering dominates. This was implied by Wilson (1975) on theoretical arguments
104
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Figure 5.14. Theoretical and experimental elastic angular distributions for p-12C scattering at
800 MeV.
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repeated in chapter 3. We include coulomb effects only in an approximate way
assuming a point coulomb interaction. A more exact treatment is needed to
completely fill in the first minimum. (See, for example, Chaumeaux et al.,
1976; Glauber and Matthiae, 1970.) Here, spin effects may also be important as
noted by Saudinos and Wilkin (1974) and Ahmad (1975). The effect of coupling
the elastic channel to low-lying excited states is seen in the second maximum
(figs. 5.14 and 5.18) where the bordered matrix agrees well, whereas the coherent
approximation underestimates the data both at 800 and 1000 MeV. The sensitivity
to the number of channels included in the second-order calculations can be seen
in figure 5.19, where the dashed line includes only the 2+ state; the long-dash-
short-dash line, the 2+ and 0 + states; and the solid line, the 2 +, 0 +, 3-, and 4 +
states. At larger angles, agreement with the data is poor. Here, the validity of the
eikonal approximation is suspect, and the momentum transfers being probed are
beyond the region where the phenomenological fits to the form factors and two-
body amplitudes are made. For the second-order solutions, the effects of channel
truncation, including the neglect of short-range correlations in the T-function,
may be more important at larger angles.
Calculations of the excitation of the 2 +, 0+, and 3- states in 12C by 800 and
1040 MeV protons are shown in figures 5.15 through 5.17 and 5.20 through 5.22,
respectively. The dashed line is the DWBA, and the solid line is the bordered
matrix (second-order) solution. For all excited states, the DWBA and bordered
matrix give similar results in the region of the first and second maxima. Although
the bordered matrix contains all couplings to second order for the elastic channel,
the cascades between excited states, which are neglected, should be considered
a second-order effect for inelastic transitions. These cascades would be more
important in the region of the second maximum. In the region of the third
maximum, we do see better agreement for the bordered matrix solutions as
compared with the DWBA for all transitions considered.
In figures 5.23 and 5.24 we show calculations for elastic scattering and
excitation of the 0 + state of 12C for 4He on 12C collisions at 340 MeV/nucleon.
The experimental results of Chaumeaux et al. (1976) do not report the forward
peak with the data beginning at approximately 5° . No correlation effect is included
for 4He in the calculations. The importance of correlations is expected to increase
for the lightest nuclei (Feshbach, Gal, and Hfifner, 1971).
In table 5.8, total cross sections are given for all channels considered for p-12C
scattering at 340, 800, and 1000 MeV. The total of the cross sections a(tot)
is calculated by the optical theorem, and the reaction cross section a(re) is
taken as the difference between the total and total elastic cross sections a(el).
The first- and second-order results are nearly the same for all channels. This
agreement is expected because our angular distributions show almost complete
agreement between the two solutions in the forward angles where most of the
cross section occurs. In table 5.8, we also sum the excited-state cross sections
a(2+), a(0+), a(3-), a(4 +) for the bound-excited (BE) states calculated, a(be).
We note that a(be) represents only a small fraction (<5 percent) of the total
reaction cross section. This is an indication that the neglect of the bound-excited
states in the abrasion model is a good approximation, although the importance of
the giant dipole resonance state should be estimated.
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Figure 5.15. Theoretical and experimental inelastic angular distributions for excitation of 2+
state in 12C by 800-MeV protons.
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Figure 5.16. Theoretical and experimental inelastic angular distributions for excitation of 0+
state in 12C by 800-MeV protons.
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Figure 5.17. Theoretical and experimental inelastic angular distributions for excitation of 3-
state in 12C by 800-MeV protons.
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Figure 5.18. Theoretical and experimental elastic angular distributions for excitation for p-12C
scattering at 1040 MeV.
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Figure 5.19. Effects of channel truncation in second-order calculations for p-12C elastic
scattering at 1040 MeV.
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Figure 5.20. Theoretical and experimental inelastic angular distributions for excitation of 2+
state in 12C by 1040-MeV protons.
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Figure 5.21. Theoretical and experimental inelastic angular distributions for excitation of 0 +
state in 1_C by 1040-MeV protons.
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Figure 5.22. Theoretical and experimental inelastic angular distributions for excitation of 3-
state in 12C by 1040-MeV protons.
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Figure 5.23. Theoretical and experimental elastic angular distributions for o_-12C scattering at
340 MeV.
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Figure 5.24. Theoretical and experimental inelastic angular distributions for excitation of 0+
state in a-12C scattering at 340 MeV/nucleon.
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Table 5.8. Total Channel Cross Sections for p on 12C
Cross section
ael, mh
a(be), mb
a(2+), mb
a(0+), mb
¢_(3-), mb
a(4+), mb
a(re), mb
a(tot), mb
Tla b = 340 MeV
Coherent Bordered
54.1 53.5
3.5 3.5
2.2 2.2
0.3 0.3
1.0 1.0
0.03 0.03
220.9 220.3
275.0 273.8
Tla b = 800 MeV
Coherent Bordered Coherent
92.5 91.3
7.1 7.1
4.1 4.1
0.4 0.4
2.5 2.5
0.1 0.I
238.3 237.2
330.8 328.5
Tia b = 1000 MeV
Bordered
103.5 102.1
7.5 7.5
4.3 4.3
0.4 0.4
2.6 2.6
0.1 0.1
223.8 223.0
327.3 325.1
5.5.4. Inclusive inelastic scattering. Cucinotta et al. (1990) consider
nucleus-nucleus scattering at high energies for the case where an inclusive mea-
surement of the projectile final state is made,
P + T _ P + X (5.90)
with P and T labeling the projectile and target, respectively, and X being some
final state of the target that is not measured. In equation (5.90), the projectile
scatters without fragmenting, and meson production is not considered. In the
overall center-of-mass (CM) frame, with the projectile and target states denoted
by Imp) and IVTI, respectively, the angular distribution for equation (5.90) is found
by summing the nuclear-scattering operator over all final states of the target,
dr2 ]tot = _ i(VTOpl?ff)lOTOp)12 (5.91)
VT
where j¢ is the scattering operator and _' is the momentum transfer to the projectile
defined by
- f¢- kF (5.92)
In equation (5.92), f¢ and fCF are the initial and final projectile wave vectors,
respectively. In equation (5.91), the phase space is approximated by a two-body
phase space that is expected to be accurate at high energies. Equation (5.91) can
be separated into elastic and inelastic contributions given by
d_) eI = I(0pOTI.f(ff)]0pOT)12 (5.93)
and
dO / in VT#0
[(OpvTlf(q) ]OpOT)12 (5.94)
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The summation in equation (5.94) includes all excited states, bound and contin-
uum, of the target. This infinite summation can be reduced to a single matrix
element through the use of closure on the target states:
(5.95)Ivr)(-rl = 1-I or)(or I
_r¢0
Inserting equation (5.95) into equation (5.94), we find
dR ] in dl2 ] tot
do-P'_ = (OTl(Opl?(_)lOP)(OPl?+(_)lOP)lOT)
dR ] tot
where
(5.96)
(5.97)
The great advantage of equation (5.96) over equation (5.94) is that only the
ground-state wave function of the target is required.
A second reaction that we consider i$ complete inelastic scattering
P + T _ X + Y (5.98)
where the projectile and target are both left in excited states. The angular
distribution for equation (5.98) is given by
_PT] \ = _ _ t(_'T_PI[f(_)IOpOT>I_
-_- / in _1" _t 0 np#O
(5_)
which is written, using closure on both the target and projectile states, as
do"
do"PT_ ---- _--_)tot T _--_a)el-- --
di2 ]in daP) -da--_T) (5.1{}0)dR tot dR tot
where
dd_)tot = (0pOT (I.f(_*)l 2) 0pOT) (5.101)
_tion (5.109) may be written as
_PT) in----d--_) tot _)el d-_-)in dR]in
(5.102)
The distributions given by equations (5.96) through (5.102) are evaluated when
models for the ramlear-scattering operator and ground-state wave functions are
i_troduced.
5.5.5. Correlations and inclusive scattering. The effects of short-range
dynamical correlations and Pauli blocking in the nuclear wave function will be
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most pronounced in the inelastic distribution at small and medium momentum
transfers. In order to include these effects in the inelastic scattering distributions,
we consider the eikonal coupled-channel (ECC) model. Assuming correct or
equivalent kinematics, the ECC can be considered the matrix representation of
the Glauber amplitude. In the ECC, the matrix of scattering amplitudes for all
possible projectile-target transitions is given by Cucinotta et al. (1989) as
f(_) = _ / d2b exp(i_, b){exp [ix(b)]-1/ (5.103)
where bold-faced quantities represent matrices and the elements of X are written
as
(mplzTI2(g) lnpvT) = -- 1 / d2q exp(i_'.27r kNN_ b)
.,(1) , _., G0) ,_,
x rFnpnpk--q) _T_(q) fNN (_ (5.104)
where F and G are projectile and target form factors. Assuming that the off-
diagonal terms in X are small compared with the diagonal terms (see chapter 3
and Wilson, 1975), we separate X into diagonal (XD) and off-diagonal, XO terms
as
x(b) = XD(b) + xo(b) (5.105)
We further assume that the nuclear density in the excited states is approximately
the same as the ground state, such that the elements of the diagonal matrix XD
are all taken as the elastic element,
ApAT
x(b) -- f d2q F(1)(-_) G(1)(_) exp(i_, b)
(2_ kNN) J
(5.106)
To treat off-diagonal scattering, we expand f in powers of XO
-ik
f(_) = -_ / d2b exp [i_. g+ iXD(b)] _ [ixo(b)]mm[ (5.107)
m=l
The inclusive distribution for the projectile then follows as:
daP_do lik 2 id2bd2b ' [if].(b _)] exp{i[x(b) X+(gl)]}
] in ---- 127r exp -- --
VT#0
where the single inelastic scattering terms are
Ts (g,g')= (0p OTI2(g)lOp 'T)( rOPI2+(g)lOpOT) (5.109)
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and the double inelastic scattering terms are
1 ( [)(I )TD(b,b' ) -- -_ _ _ OpOT x(b) IzTnp #Tnp X(g) OpvT
i.zT_O np=O
× _ _ (vTOpIx+(b') #_TnpI(#tTnp X+(b_') OpOTI(5"110)
_,_o ._=0
Each term in the inelastic scattering expansion of equation (5.108) can be reduced
through use of closure to terms involving matrix elements of one-, two-, ..., n-
body operators over the ground state and thus includes the effects of two or more
particle correlations. Details are given by Cucinotta et al. (1990).
5.5.6. Model calculations. We now consider the evaluation of the inelastic
distributions in equation (5.106). Ignoring spin effects, we use an isospin-averaged,
two-body amplitude given by
fNN(q)--_r(c_+i)kNN47r exp (-_) (5.111)
where the energy dependent parameters a, B, and a are listed in table 5.9. For
the projectile, we use a one-body form factor
F(1)(_) = exp q2 (5.112)
where Rp is the matter radius of the projectile. For the target one-body form
factor, we use the harmonic well form of Townsend and Wilson (1985)
G(1)(q -) (1 CTq2) exp(-I_ q2)= - (5.113)
where RT is the target matter radius and
CT = 7TP_ (5.114)
4(1 + 3")'T)
where values of _/T are given by Townsend and Wilson (1985)
Correlation effects are included in the two-particle density through the approx-
imate form given by Moniz and Nixon (1971) as
p(2)(_.,ff)=p(l)(_)p(1)(ff){1-exp t[s-( :ff)2}2t?c2 (5.115)
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Table 5.9. Parameters For Nucleon-Nucleon Scattering Amplitude
Reaction a, fm 2 B, fm 2
a-a at 642 MeV/nucleon ......... 3.93 0.13 -0.39
a-12C at 3.64 GeV/nucleon ........ 4.2 0.28 -0.43
p-160 at 1 GeV/nucleon ......... 4.3 0.26 -0.22
_-AT at 1 GeV/nudeon ......... 4.3 0.26 -0.23
10 3
_10 2
._101
-- Correlation model
o Maleck et al., 1984
•1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6
-t, GeV 2
Figure 5.25. Inclusive a cross section on
helium target.
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Figure 5.26. Inclusive a cross section on
carbon target.
where gc is an effective correlation length, gc = 0.7 fm. For comparison with
experimental results, the inclusive invariant distribution is written as
daP_ 7r daP_ (5.116)
dt ,] in _ k2 dfl ] in
with
t _ _q2 (5.117)
In figure 5.25, we show the correlation model and the experimental results of
Maleck, Picozza, and Satta (1984) for a-a scattering at 642 MeV/nucleon. The
correlation model produces good agreement over the region of momentum transfers
studied.
Experimental results of Ableev et al. (1982) for total inclusive scattering of
a-particles on 12C at 3.64 GeV/nucleon are shown in figure 5.26. The solid line
represents the sum of inelastic and elastic contributions. Agreement with the
data is fair, whereas calculations underestimate the data at larger values of t.
Correlation effects in elastic scattering have been shown to increase the cross
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section in this region by a substantial amount (Cucinotta et al., 1989; Cucinotta,
1988) such that a second-order elastic scattering model should lead to improved
agreement. The dominance of elastic scattering at small values of t, as seen in
figure 5.26, indicates that the model is sufficient when total scattering distributions
are considered.
5.6. Coulomb Dissociation
The coulomb cross section for producing state X was given as a multipole
series as
_em(X) _t= a_ (E, X) N_t(E) dE (5.118)(x)
where a_(E, X) is the photonuclear cross section and NTrg(E) is the virtual
photon density produced by the passing ion. The virtual photon densities N_t(E)
are known, and the corresponding photonuclear cross sections are the primary
uncertainties.
5.6.1. Electric dipole transitions. The E1 virtual photon density experi-
enced by a passing ion is (Norbury and Townsend, 1990a)
1 2 2 1 fxKo(x)Kl(x) 1-2°2
NEI(E) : -_-_Z_a-_ _, - -_x p [K2(x)- K2(x)] } (5.119)
where E is the photon energy, Zt the nuclear charge of the target, _ is the velocity
in units of c, a the fine structure constant, and Ko(x) and Kl(x) are the modified
Bessel functions of the second kind.
The parameter x is given as
Ebmin
x- "_hc (5.120)
where -_ is the usual relativistic factor and bmin is the minimum impact parameter
taken as (Norbury et al., 1988)
brain = R0.1(AT) + R0.1(Ap) (5.121)
where the 10-percent charge density radius measured in fm is given by (Norbury
et al., 1988)
R0.1(A) = (1.18A 1/3 + 0.75) (5.122)
The photonuclear cross sections are assumed to be of the form
o.E1 (E, X ) E1 E1= gx (E)aabs (5.123)
with gEl (E) assumed to be energy independent. The E1 absorption cross section
is taken to be the giant electric dipole resonance (GDR), which is
E1 ffm
aabs(E ) =
1 + [(E 2 - E_DR)/E2F2 ]
(5.124)
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where EGD R is the resonance energy, F is the resonance width, and am is given
by (Levinger, 1960)
aTRK (5.125)
_'_ = .(r/2)
with the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn cross section in MeV-mb given by
60N Z
ffTRK = A (5.126)
where N, Z, and A are neutron numbers, proton numbers, and nucleon numbers,
respectively. The resonance energy is given by (Westfall et al., 1979)
[ m-R2° (1 +u l+e+3Ue_]-l/2Ec,R = hc -f i ¥ /] (5.127)
with
3J
u-- Q,A1/3 (5.128)
and
Ro = roA 1/3 (5.129)
where e -- 0.0768, Qt = 17 MeV, J = 36.8 MeV, ro = 1.18 fm, and m* is 0.7 times
the nucleon rest mass. The resonance width in MeV is approximately
{10 (A<50) }
F ---- (5.130)
4.5 (A >_ 50)
The branching ratios gx satisfy
gz(E) = 1 (5.131)
The proton branching ratio was found by Westfall et al. (1979) to be
gp=min [ Z, 1.95exp(-0.075Z)]
If all other processes are assumed to emit neutrons, we may write
(5.132)
Z a_(E, sn) = (r.y(E, n) + a_(E, 2n) +...
8
(1 E1= - gp)  bs(E)
(5.133)
with the total photoneutron production cross section as
M(E) E a_(E, sn) = E s a_(E, sn)
8 8
E E1--- Sgsnaabs(E )
(5.134)
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and further assume that the processes emitting more than two neutrons are
negligible yields
M(E) (1 - gp) _ gn + 2g2n (5.135)
which yields
g2n = [M(E)- 1](1 -gp) (5.136)
and
gn = 1 - gp - g2n (5.137)
The average multiplicity was shown to be
where
Esec = E - Eo(7, 2n) (5.139)
and the nuclear temperature (Blatt and Weisskopf, 1952) is
A  I/2 ]-1o= ._, (5.140)
where the excitation energy
E* = E - Eo(7, n)
See Norbury and Townsend (1990a) for details.
(5.141)
5.6.2. Results. Reasonable values of coulomb dissociation are obtained with
experiments (Heckman and Lindstrom, 1976; Mercier et al., 1984) by neglecting
the 2n channel (Norbury, Townsend, and Badavi, 1988) by setting M(E) = 1
as shown in tables 5.10 and 5.11. Further analysis is given by Norbury (1989).
A fully parameterized computer program is available for generating one nucleon
removal cross section (Norbury, Townsend, and Badavi, 1988). Preliminary work
on evaluating the 2n photonuclear cross sections is hopeful but not complete
(Norbury and Townsend, 1990a; Cucinotta, Norbury, and Townsend, 1988).
5.6.3. Electric quadrupole transitions. The E2 virtual photon density
experienced by a passing ion is (Bertulani and Baur, 1988)
NE2(E)= _Z_I2 2 c_l /2(l__2)K12(x)
x 2 }
+ z(2 - z2)go(x)K,(x)
(5.142)
where E is the photon energy, ZT is the nuclear charge of the target, f_ is the
velocity of the projectile in units of c, c_ is the fine structure constant, and Ko(x)
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Table 5.10. Calculated Total Electromagnetic Reaction Cross Sections
for 12C And 160 Incident Upon Various Targets
Energy, ffEM, mb O'EM, mb
Projectile GeV/nucleon Target Final state (a) (present work)
126 2.1 2°sPb
160
_2C
160
]2 C
160
12C
160
12 C
160
1.05
2.1
2.1
1.05
2.1
2.1
1.05
2.1
2.1
1.05
2.1
2.1
1.05
2.1
lO8Ag
64Cu
27A]
12C
11C
11B
11C
11B
150
15N
11C
11B
11C
11B
150
15N
II C
11B
11C
II B
150
15N
H C
11B
II C
ii B
150
15N
11C
11B
]I C
11B
150
15N
+ n 50 + 18
+ p 50 =k 25
+ n 38 ± 24
+ p 50 4- 26
+ n 50 + 25
+p 974- 17
+ n 22 4- 12
+p 204- 12
+ n 22 4- 12
+ p 25 + 20
+ n 26 4- 13
+p 294- 19
+n 104- 6
+p 44- 8
+n 104- 7
+p 54- 8
+n 104- 7
+p 144- 9
+n 04- 3
+p 04- 3
+n 14- 3
+p 14- 3
+n 04- 3
+p 04- 0
+n 04- 1
+n 04- 3
+n 04- 2
+p 0+ 1
+n 04- 2
+p 04- 3
68
68
43
43
99
99
26
26
17
17
37
37
11
11
7.4
7.4
16
16
2.5
2.5
1.8
1.8
3.6
3.6
0.58
0.58
0.43
0.43
0.83
0.83
aThis column representsthe measurements (isotopeaveraged) of Heckman and Lindstrom
(1976). See Mercier et al.(1984).
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Table 5.11. Calculated Total Electromagnetic Reaction Cross Sections for
Various Projectiles Incident Upon 19rAu
Energy,
Projectile GeV/nucleon
12C
2ONe
4OAr
56Fe
2.1
2.1
1.8
1.7
GEM, mb O'EM, mb
Final state (a) (present work)
196Au + n 66 • 20
136 ± 21
420 ± 120
680 ± 160
39
104
299
588
a This column represents the data of Mercier et al. (1984).
Table 5.12. EM Cross Sections for Reaction 89Y(projectile, x)SSY
R0.x(P)
Projectile fm
12C 3.30
2°Ne 4.00
4°Ar 4.72
SaFe 5.24
Energy,
GeV/nucleon
2.1
2.1
1.8
1.7
O'expt, mb aww, O'E1, O'E2, 0"El + O'E2,
(a) mb mb mb mb
9 • 12 12 12 1 13
43 ± 12 32 31 3 34
132 ± 17 90 88 9 97
217 ± 20 175 171 16 187
a This column represents the data of Mercier et al. (1984).
and K1 (x) are the modified Bessel functions of the second kind. The parameter
x is given as
x- Ebmin (5.143)
_hc
where 7 is the usual Lorentz factor and bmi n is the minimum impact parameter
taken herein as the sum of the 10-percent radii of the target and projectile. The
photonuclear cross section is assumed to be the isoscalar component of the electric
giant quadrupole resonance (GQR) given by Norbury (1990b) as
aE2(E) = aEWSR E_QR (5.144)
1 + (E 2 - E_QR)2/F2E2
where the energy-weighted sum rule (EWSR) cross section in _b/MeV is
fO.22ZA 2/3
aEWSR =
(5.145)
The data of Mercier et al. (1986) were analyzed by Norbury (1990a) with
results shown in table 5.12. In this table, the 10-percent charge radius used
for 89y is 6.02 fm and the GQR parameters are f = 0.55, F = 3.2 MeV, and
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EGQ R = 13.8 MeV. The 89y(% n) threshold is at tl.0 MeV. Calculations are made
for Weizs£ckeroWilliams theory (aWW), and individual E1 and E2 multipole cross
sections are calculated. The cross section gEl + fiE2 is in reasonable agreement
with experiment. All calculations use the minimum impact parameter given by
bmi n : R0.1(Ap) + R0.1(AT).
5.6.4. Nuclear versus coulomb contributions. An extensive comparison
of the electromagnetic theory (Norbury, 1989, 1990a, 1990b, and 1990c) with
experiment (Hill et al., 1988) showed that significant discrepancies still remained
at higher energies. These have been attributed to an incorrect subtraction
of the nuclear contribution to the total experimental cross section; thus an
incorrect experimental electromagnetic cross section (Benesh, Cook, and Vary,
1989) resulted. Calculations were then performed (Benesh, Cook, and Vary, 1989;
Norbury and Townsend, 1990b) of both the nuclear and electromagnetic cross
sections and were compared with the total measured cross sections. Much more
satisfactory agreement was then obtained. Thus, the electromagnetic and nuclear
contributions to single-nucleon removal seem reasonably well understood; however,
recent comparisons with exclusive data for nucleon removal from 28Si indicate
that some work remains to be done in understanding how to calculate excitation
energies relevant to single-nucleon removal at higher energies (14 GeV/nucleon).
Future work should be directed to understanding nuclear and coulomb contri-
butions to the removal of a few nucleons.
5.7. Semiempirical Data Base
Even though the accuracy of the data for specific reactions improves, a
reasonable means of representing data in computational procedures is still a
challenge. We have avoided a point representation of the data since large
multidimensional arrays will eventually rival computer storage. Mostly, we use
empirical methods built on some theoretical base which describes approximately
the systematic variation of reaction cross sections and add a few adjustable
parameters or interpolation and extrapolation procedures.
5.7.1. Nucleon nonelastic spectrum. The nonelastic differential cross
sections (the inelastic process in which the nucleus is raised to an excited level is
ignored) use the results of Bertini's MECC-7 (Anon., 1968) program. The nucleon
multiplicities are given in tables 5.13 and 5.14. We have required the multiplicities
to be monotonic in energy, and thus the values in parentheses, which were obtained
by scaling from lower and higher energies, are correct values and are used in the
calculations. The results below 400 MeV were taken from Alsmiller, Barish, and
Leimdorfer (1968), and the results for carbon, calcium, bromine, cesium, and
holmium above 400 MeV are obtained by interpolation. The nonelastic spectra
are represented as
3
f(E, E') = _ Ni exp(-E'/_i)
i=l O_i 1 -- exp(-E1/(_i)
NQ {1 + exp [-20(1 - E/Er)]} (5.146)
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The first term of the summation represents the evaporation peak so that N1
(the number of evaporation nucleons) is taken from table 5.13 and the spectral
parameter al (in GeV) is taken from Ranft (1980)
f (0.019 + 0.0017E')(1 - 0.001AT) (E' < 5 GeV) }
°lip ---- [ 0.027(1 - 0.001AT) (E p > 5 GeV)
{ (0.017 + 0.0017EP)(1- 0.001AT) (E' < 5 GeV) } (5.148)aln = 0.023(1 - 0.001AT) (E t > 5 GeV)
The second term is taken from Ranft (1980) to represent the low-energy
cascade particles as
{ 0.0035vr-A-T (E' _< 0.1 GeV) }n2p = 0.007v/-A-T[0.5 + 1(1 + log10 E') 2] (0.1 < E' < 5 GeV) (5.149)
0.0245_/-A_ (E' < 5 GeV)
n2n = 0.007v'_[0.6 + 1.3(1 + loglo E') 21 (0.1 < E' < 5 GeV) (5.150)
0.032v_ (E' _<5 GeV)
with the corresponding spectral parameters
a2p=
Oqm :
(0.11 + 0.01E')(1 - 0.001AT)0.16(1 - 0.001AT)
(0.I + O.OIE')(I - O.O01AT)0.15(1 - 0.001AT)
(E' < 5 GeV) ]
(5.151a)f(E / > 5 GeV)
(E' < 5 GeV) } (5.1515)(E I > 5 GeV)
The third term in the summation is the balance of cascade particles after the
inclusion of the quasi-elastic contribution.
The quasi-elastic contribution is estimated by including the nuclear attenuation
following the quasi-elastic event. The proton quasi-elastic cross section is
aQ,pp = ZTapp + (AT -- ZT)anp _ (5.152)
CrQ,pn = (AT - ZT)anp J
and similarly for neutrons
aQ,nn = (AT - ZT)ann + ZTanp _ (5.153)
_Q,np : ZTffnp J
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Table 5.13. Number of Evaporation Nucleons Produced in Nuclear Collisions
[Values in parentheses are modified and used in the code]
25 MeV 200 MeV
A T = 12:
p --* p ..... 0.51 0.54
p _ n ..... 0.026 0.32
n _ p ..... 0.052 0.30
n --_ n ..... 0.43 0.57
A T = 16:
p --4 p ..... 0.62 0.73
p --* n ..... 0.87 0.36
n --* p ..... 0.12 0.47
n --* n ..... 0.55 0.60
A T = 27:
p --_ p ..... 0.54 0.99
p _ n ..... 0.37 0.61
n _ p ..... 0.14 0.78
n ---* n ..... 0.75 0.76
A T =40:
p --* p ..... 0.50 1.03
p --* n ..... 0.53 1.12
n _ p ..... 0.12 0.74
n --* n ..... 0.89 1.39
AT =65:
p ---* p ..... 0.18 0.75
p "* n ..... 1.04 2.33
n --* p ..... 0.03 0.49
n --* n ..... 1.46 2.77
A T = 80:
p _ p ..... 0,10 0.60
.p _ n ..... 1.29 2.20
n --* p ..... 0.02 0.53
n ---* n ..... 1.58 3.19
A T 100:
p --* p ..... 0.03 0.46
p --* n ..... 1.53 1.97
n _ p ..... 0.004 0.59
n _ n ..... 1.67 3.60
AT = 132:
p --* p ..... 0.01 0.61
p --* n ..... 1.91 4.11
n --* p ..... 0.001 0.47
n---*n ..... 1.96 4.73
A T = 164:
p _ p ..... 0.003 0.42
p --* n ..... 2.17 5.79
n _ p ..... 0.003 0.28
n _ n ..... 2.26 5.96
A T = 207:
p --* p ..... 0.001 0.21
p --* n ..... 2.29 7.22
n _ p ..... 0.00 0.10
n _ n ..... 2.29 7.38
Number of nucleons produced at--
400 MeV
0.50
0.35
0.35
0.52
0.71
0.441
0.53
0.59
1.03
0.62
1000 MeV
0.72
0.79
0.73
0.77 (0.7_
0.84
0.11 (0.87)
0.86
0.79
1.36
1.29
2000 MeV
0.75
0.79
0.73
0.71 (0.71)
0.89
0.93 (0.87)
0.86
0.79
1.49
2.03 (1.92)
3000 MeV
0.84
0.79
0.80
0.73
0.98 (0.93)
0.82 (0.87)
0.89
0.81
1.86
1.52 (1.92)
0.82
0.71
1.06
1.24
0.84
1.44
0.91
2.65
0.66
2.90
1.07
3.18
0.79
3.43
1.28
3.72
0.96
3.97
1.03
5.25
0.81
5.59
0.76
7.07
0.58
7.07
0.44
9.24
0,30
9.53
1.29
1.34
1.74
2.63
1.60
2.76
2.11
3.97
1.90
4.17
2.2
3.72
1.87
4.07
2.96
5.46
2.71
5.63
2.68
8.76
2.51
8.93
2.38
12.09
2.30
12.3
2.23
15.3
2.10
15.6
1.60
1.51
2.32
3.36
2.29
3,25
3.15
4.79
2.98
4.99
3.18
5.07
2.91
5.35
4.56
7.04
4.27
7.31
4.51
11.34
4.47
10.6
4.68
15.7
4.68
14.6
5.19
17.81
4.88
18.2
1.74
1.60
2.93
3.64
2.67
3.54
4.00
5.37
3.61
5.49
4.89
6.77
4.53
6.91
5.78
8.17
5.44
8.33
6,32
12.31
5.98
12.42
6.86
16.45
6.52
16.51
7.39
20.6
7.05
20.6
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Table 5.14. Number of Cascade Nucleons Produced in Nuclear Collisions
Number of nucleons produced at--
25MeV [ 200MeV
I
A T = 12:
p _ p ..... 0.58 1.43
p ---* n ..... 0.41 0.86
n ---*p ..... 0.42 0.90
n --* n ..... 0.56 1.42
A T = 16:
p _ p ..... 0.56 1.41
p _ n ..... 0.38 0.90
n --* p ..... 0.38 0.91
n --* n ..... 0.54 1.43
A T = 27:
p --* p ..... 0.46 1.38
p --* n ..... 0.34 0.97
n --* p ..... 0.32 0.93
n _ n ..... 0.49 1.48
A T = 40:
p --* p ..... 0.40 1.33
p --* n ..... 0.30 1.04
n _ p ..... 0.28 0.89
n _ n ..... 0.45 1.49
A T = 65:
p --* p ..... 0.30 1.21
p _ n ..... 0.28 1.09
n _ p ..... 0.21 0.86
n --_ n ..... 0.40 1.53
A T -----80:
p ---*p ..... 0.27 1.18
p --* n ..... 0.25 1.08
n --* p ..... 0.19 0.81
n --* n ..... 0.36 1.51
A T -- 100:
p --* p ..... 0.25 1.15
p _ n ..... 0.22 1.06
n ---* p ..... 0.17 0.78
n --* n ..... 0.31 1.47
A T ----132:
p _ p ..... 0.20 1.00
p _ n ..... 0.20 1.11
n _ p ..... 0.13 0.70
n --* n ..... 0.28 1.45
A T = lf_4:
p _ p ..... 0.16 0.90
p --_ n ..... 0.18 1.11
n --* p ..... 0.11 0.63
n ---* n ..... 0.26 1.42
A T -----208:
p ---*p ..... 0.14 0.82
p --4 n ..... 0.16 1.03
n _ p ..... 0.09 0.58
n ---* n ..... 0.23 1.36
400 MeV 1000 MeV 2000 MeV 3000 MeV
1.63
0.93
0.92
1.69
1.72
0.98
0.96
1.70
1.67
1.16
1.01
1.81
1.69
1.24
1.08
1.88
1.69
1.46
1.08
2.00
1.57
1.45
1.04
1.98
1.55
1.52
1.08
2.03
1.46
1.57
1.00
2.10
1.36
1.60
0.88
2.11
1.27
1.71
0.87
2.10
1.95 2.15
1.42 1.66
1.43 1.65
1.95 2.27
2.05 2.39
1.47 1.86
1.49 1.85
2.05 2.52
2.29 2.86
1.86 2.54
1.69 2.28
2.42 3.22
2.32 3.01
2.46 3.52
1.79 2.51
2.99 4.13
2.35 3.16
3.06 4.49
1.88 2.75
3.55 5.03
2.32 3.18
3.27 4.92
1.86 2.78
3.78 5.40
2.29 3.20
3.47 5.35
1.84 2.44
3.96 5.76
2.21 3.17
3.31 5.20
1.79 2.69
3.86 6.86
2.13 3.15
3.16 5.06
1.72 2.55
3.56 7.94
2.05 7.74
2.97 7.23
1.67 2.41
3.36 7.63
2.48
2.08
1.91
2.57
2.60
2.19
2,01
2.70
3.19
3.25
2.71
3.71
3.53
4.48
3.06
4.83
3.87
5.72
3.41
5.95
3.95
6.35
3.54
6.64
4.04
6.98
3.67
7.33
3.87
7.91
3.52
8.29
3.69
8.86
3.39
9.25
3.51
9.77
3.24
10.21
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The corresponding multiplicities are taken as
exp(-0 05J-AT) (5.154)
NQ,jk = _ aQ,je
e
where the exponential factor accounts for the attenuation of the quasi-elastic
particles before they escape the nucleus. The balance of the cascade particles
is contained in N3 as
N3 = Nc - N2 - N O (5.155)
with an assumed spectral coefficient given by
_2 (5.156)
a3 = 0.--7
Results of the present formalism and the calculations of Bertini, Guthrie, and
Culkowski (1972) are shown in figures 5.27 to 5.40. Some further improvements
in this parameterization need to be made.
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Figure 5.27. Nucleon cascade spectrum for
protons produced by 100-MeV protons on
oxygen.
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Figure 5.28. Nucleon cascade spectrum for
protons produced by 500-MeV protons on
oxygen.
5.7.2. Light-fragment spectrum. The light-fragment yields per event are
given in table 5.15 as obtained from Bertini's MECC-7 (Anon., 1968) calculations.
These results are extrapolated and interpolated in energy and mass number. The
corresponding mean energies are given in table 5.16. The mean energies are used
in Ranft's formula for nucleons and are similarly used for the light ions.
5.7.3. Fragmentation cross sections. The local distribution of ions and
radicals produced in ionizing radiation events is known to be an indicator of
biological response. Such distributions for high-energy nuclear radiation vastly
altered by local nuclear-reaction events have been studied in nuclear emulsion
(Van Allen, 1952; Lord, 1951) and are regular components in risk assessments
in high-energy neutron and proton radiation fields (Alsmiller, Armstrong, and
Coleman, 1970; Foelsche et al., 1974). Risk assessments have generally depended
on the results of calculational models of these reactions because the detailed study
of such reactions was largely inaccessible to experimental study until the advent
of high-energy heavy ion beams.
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Figure 5.29. Nucleon cascade spectrum for
protons produced by 1000-MeV protons
on oxygen.
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Figure 5.31. Nucleon cascade spectrum for
neutrons produced by 1000-MeV protons
on oxygen.
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Figure 5.33. Nucleon cascade spectrum for
protons produced by 1000-MeV protons
on aluminum.
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Figure 5.30. Nucleon cascade spectrum for
protons produced by 3000-MeV protons
on oxygen.
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Figure 5.32. Nucleon cascade spectrum for
neutrons produced by 3000-MeV protons
on oxygen.
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Figure 5.34. Nucleon casc_:le spectrum for
protons produced by 3000-MeV protons
on aluminum.
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Figure 5.35. Nucleon cascade spectrum for
neutrons produced by 1000-MeV protons
on aluminum.
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Figure 5.36. Nucleon cascade spectrum for
neutrons produced by 3000-MeV protons
on aluminum.
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Figure 5.37. Nucleon cascade spectrum for
protons produced by 1000-MeV protons
on lead.
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Figure 5.38. Nucleon cascade spectrum for
protons produced by 3000-MeV protons
on lead.
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Figure 5.39. Nucleon cascade spectrum for
neutrons produced by 1000-MeV protons
on lead.
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Figure 5.40. Nucleon cascade spectrum for
neutrons produced by 3000-MeV protons
on lead.
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Table 5.15. Evaporated Ion Yields From Nucleon-Nucleus Collisions
[Values in parentheses are for proton reactions]
Chapter 5
Ion yields at--
A T = 16:
d .......
he ......
Ol .......
ATd= 27:
he ......
Ol .......
A T = 65:
d .......
t .......
he ......
OL .......
%= 100:.....
he ......
A T = 207:
d .......
he ......
500 MeV
o.111 (0.094)
0.022 (0.029)
0.018 (0.034)
0.664 (0.400)
0.126 (0.130
0.028 (0.023
0.042 (0.035
0,370 (0.400
0.150 0.171
0.031 '0.035
0.013 '0.014
0.124 '0.137
0.174 0.183
0.028 0.029'
0.012 0.017
0.158 o.156
0.131 0.152)
O.038 0.037)
0.001 0.002)
0.053 0.063)
100O MeV
o.199,0.237)
0.024,0.025)
0.035 10.043)
0.720 q0.696)
0.245 (0.269)
0.048(0.052)
0.067 (0.074)
0.550 (0.566)
0.379 (0.390)
0.075(0.068)
0.039 (0.056)
0.231 (0.231)
0.456 (0.475)
o.o8o(o.o81)
0.055(0.060)
0.320 (0.339)
0.536(0.565)
0.152 (0.163)
0.017 (0.017)
0.195 (0.210)
2000 MeV
0.257(0.265)
0.033 (0.025)
0.037 (0.052)
0.666 (0.624)
0.380 (0.396
0.063 (0.065
0.073 (0,091
0.597 (0.582
0.748 0.766
0.145 0.145
0.112 0.124
0.373 0.377
1.01 (1.02)
0.207 (0.192)
0.162 (0.185)
0.490 (0.467)
1.51 1.57)
0.415 0.424)
0.112 0.106)
0.527 0.515)
3000 MeV
0.304,0.311
0.029,0.029'
0.037,0.048'
0.640 10.667'
0.442 (0.433)
0.072 (0.069)
0.083 (0,092)
0.577 (0.577)
0.935 (0.087)
0.177 (0.191)
0.166 (0.177)
0.431 (0.441)
1.44 (1.48)
0.269 (0.273)
0.249 (0.262)
0.549 (0.540)
2.54 (2.54)
0.641 (0.644)
0.211 (0.239)
0.751 (0.746)
The first detailed relativistic heavy ion beam experiments were performed
by the Heckman group (Heckman, 1975; Greiner et al., 1975; Lindstrom et al.,
1975) at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL), in which beams of carbon
and oxygen were fragmented on a series of targets ranging from hydrogen to
lead. The momentum distribution of the projectile fragments relative to the
projectile rest frame was measured for all the isotopes produced. These results
will be analyzed to ascertain relevant biological factors with their corresponding
implications on radiation risk assessment in high-energy nucleonic radiation fields.
An ion fragmentation model will be recommended for use in radioIogical protection
and studies.
Individual nuclear constituents are ejected in the collision of high-energy
neutrons and protons by direct collision (Serber, 1947). The remaining nuclear
structure is left in an excited state that seeks an equilibrium minimum-energy
configuration through particle emission (Rudstam, 1966). This is the basis of
Rudstam's study of the systematics of spallation products produced in such
collisions in which he assumes that the resultant isotopes are distributed in a bell-
shaped distribution near the nuclear stability line. The total change in nuclear
mass and the dependence on the incident projectile energy are treated empirically
in Rudstam's formalism.
The fragment charge distribution for a given fragment mass A F is given as
y(zp) :exp(pAF--rIZF--sAF+.A2 D (5.157)
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Table 5.16. Mean Energies of Light NucIear Fragments
Produced in NucLeon-Nucleus Collisions
[Values in parentheses are for proton reactions]
A T = 16:
p .......
d .......
he ......
O/ .......
A T = 27:
n .......
p .......
d .......
t .......
he ......
Of .......
A T = 65:
I't .......
p .......
d .......
he ......
O/ .......
n .......
d .......
he ......
o/ .......
.AT = 107"
d .......
he ......
Mean energies at--
500 MeV 1000 MeV 2000 MeV 3000 MeV
5.55 (6.19) 7.91 '7.89
6.10 (6.40) 8.33 '8.69'
8.53 (7.64) 12.2 '10.7
6.40 (7.83) 10.6 '10.4
12.1 (8.76) 11.8 11.2
9.36 (6.24) . 12.6 '12.3
5.08 5.09 7.34 7.48
6.87 6.90 8.61 '8.92
9.57 '9.42 10.8 11.2
9.16 9.54 10.8 11.1
10.5 '10.8 12.5 12.8
12.7 '13.4 13.2 '13.6
4.24 4.32 5.67 5.70)
8.25 '8.30 9.66 9.76)
9.88 10.1' 13.5 11.8_
10.0 10.5' 11.7 11.6'
14.6 14.1 16.4 16.2
12.7 13.4' 13.2 13.6'
3.90 3.90 5.13 5.16
9.63 '9.62 11.0 11.0'
11.0 11.1' 12.5 12.6'
11.3 11.7' 12.6 13.0'
17.8 18.7' 13.2 13.6'
16.5 16.5' 16.8 16.9) .
3.28,3.27' 4.37 _4.33"
12.5 12.5' 12.2 13.4'
13.2 13.2' 14.4 14.2'
13.6 13.8' 5.0 15.3'
24.1 27.0' 26.2 26.5 _
25.3 25.7' 26.0,26.31
9.55 9.81
9.71 10.2
14.9 14.8
12.5 9.74
11.1 13.1'
13.1 i14.6_
9.91
11.1
14.3
13.0
13.4
13.8
7.92
12.1
13.8
13.7
17.5
13.8
7.11
12.9
14.4
14.7
13.8
17.5
10.5
11.9'
14.8'
13.9'
14.1
13.81
7.91'
12.3'
14.2'
13.8'
19.3'
13.81
7.04"
13.2 '
15.0'
14,3'
13.8'
17.5'
5.83 5.78'
14.9 14.9 '
16.0 16.8'
16.6 16.8'
28.0 27.8 _
26.4 26.3'
21.1(9.8o)
10.3 (II.2)
16.3 (13.08)
13.7 (lO.1)
12.9 (10.3)
. 13.6 (13.8)
11.6 (12.0)
13.5 (13.7)
17.2 (17.4)
16.6 (13.7)
14.4 (14.5)
14.5 (14.6)
9.67 (9.58)
14.4 (14.2)
15.6 (15.9)
15.1 (15.9)
19.5 (19.2)
14.5 (14.6)
8.61 '8.74
14.6 '14.7
16.1 '16.0
15.5 '16.5
14.5 '14.6
17.6 '17,6
6.90 '6.95
16.2 '16.3
17.4 '17.8
17.4 '17.8
29.1 '28.5
25.9 126.4
where the coefficients show a slight energy and fragment-mass dependence as
r-- ll.8A_ 0"45 (5.158)
s = 0.486 (5.159)
v = 3.8 x 10 -4 (5.160)
20E 0'77 (E < 2100 MeV) } (5.161)P = 0.056 (E_> 2100 MeV)
where E is the nucleon energy. The complete Rudstam cross section is given by
a(AF, ZF)= F1F, 7._,_,pAI0"3 f(ZF) (5.162)
D
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forRudstam'sFormula
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AA
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Correction factor for
12C 160
1.3 1.5
0.5 1.0
0.3 1.0
0.1 1.0
1.0 1.5
0.35 0.5
0.5
0.1
2.5
1.0
where
D=l'79[exp(pAT)( 1 P--AT)0.3 --A-TT +0.3 0.p___T] (5.163)
F1 = 5.18 exp(-0.25 + 0.0074AT) (5.164)
xp(1.73-0.0071E) (E < 240 MeV) _ (5.165)F2 = (E > 240 geV) J
We have applied a simple mass-dependent correction factor to Rudstam's formula
as shown in table 5.17 and renormalized his cross sections to the total absorption
cross section. Many corrective factors have been added to Rudstam's formalism
by Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro (1976). Estimates have also been made by
Guzik (1981) for some of the isotopes produced in connection with cosmic-ray
propagation studies with some attempts at experimental verification (Guzik et al.,
1985).
From a nuclear model point of view, isotope production at low energy results
from the formation of a compound nuclear state that decays through particle
emission. At higher energies, the direct ejection of particles from the nucleus
becomes important, and intranuclear cascades represented as sequences of two-
body scatterings within the nucleus with Pauli blocking are the usual means of
evaluation. Subsequent to the cascade, the residual nucleus is assumed to be in
thermal equilibrium and seeks to minimize its internal energy through particle
emission.
f The measurement of isotope production cross sections at proton accelerators
f does not allow the direct observation of the fragment products. Customary
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measurements used 7 or _ counting techniques to identify the isotopes produced.
Stable and short-lived isotopes produced in the reactions were either not observed
or their number was greatly distorted by loss through decay.
This is particularly true for light-mass targets such as those that are important
to biological health considerations. Consequently, the fragmentation of carbon and
oxygen nuclei by protons remained shrouded in experimental obscurity until the
advent of heavy ion accelerators.
One of the earliest experiments performed at the Lawrence Berkeley Lab-
oratory Bevatron, when the ions of carbon and oxygen could be accelerated
to relativistic energies, used detectors able to measure the energy and charge
of an ion beam in conjunction with a bending magnet for momentum analysis
(Heckman, 1975). In this way, the density in phase space was measured for each
isotope produced in collision with a fixed target.
The isobar cross section (O'LBL) measured by Lindstrom et al. (1975) for
2.1 CeV/nucleon oxygen fragmentation on hydrogen targets is given in table 5.18
along with the results of the Bertini MECC-7 code (Anon., 1968), Rudstam (1966),
and Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro (1976). Note that the Rudstam results contain
the correction factors from table 5.17 and are renormalized as described previously.
The oxygen-fragmentation cross sections represented by three parametric forms
are shown in figures 5.41 to 5.45 along with the Bertini results and various
experiments. The baryon-15 isobaric cross sections in figure 5.41 show that
experiments favor the curve of Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro, 1976. Although
the Bertini model provides an overestimate, the other parametric curves provide
improved estimates compared with the Bertini code. The baryon-14 isobaric
experimental cross sections are in reasonable agreement with the three parametric
curves as well as with the Bertini model as seen in figure 5.42. Again, the
experiments show no clear advantage of one parametric curve over another for the
baryon-13 cross section as seen in figure 5.43, although the Bertini results appear
somewhat .low. We show experimental results for baryon numbers between 9 and
14 of the LBL Group (Lindstrom et al., 1975) in table 5.18. Clearly, the equally
good agreement for the Rudstam parameterization and the parameterization of
Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro is obtained for baryon numbers 12, 11, and 10. The
Bertini cross section is far too low to represent the cross section for baryon-ll.
The baryon-9 cross sections are shown in figure 5.44. (The results of Yiou are
reported in Guzik, 1981.) The cross sections of Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro are
favored. The baryon-7 cross sections are shown in figure 5.45. At energies below
300 MeV, the baryon-7 results of Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro are favored.
The measurements of Lindstrom et al. (1975) for relativistic carbon beams are
shown along with the results from Rudstam and Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro
in table 5.19 for two beam energies. The good agreement with the results of
Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro is no surprise, because their parameterization was
fit to these experimental data sets.
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Table 5.18. Oxygen Fragmentation Cross Sections
Chapter 5
]_ragmentation cross section, a, rob, from--
Bertini LBL NRL
AF (a) (b) Present (c)
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
7.0
85.1
39.0
13.9
28.1
5.0
9.1
1.0
0.2
1.1
3.8
0.02
61.5
35.4
22.8
34.1
24.4
12.7
5.2
1.23
22.2
13.9
8.7
61.0
32.6
29.7
27.9
31.4
12.0
7.1
2.1
27.8
18.0
59.4
32.2
17.7
36.0
19.9
11.0
12.1
14.7
19.4
16.7
Total 193.3 235.5 258.3 239.1
a Anon., 1968.
b Heckman et al., 1975.
c Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro, 1976.
5.7. 4 . Heavy-fragment spectrum. Following the direct ejection of nucleons
in nuclear collision, the nucleus is left in a highly excited state that decays through
particle emission. From a sudden approximation point of view, as proposed by
Serber (1947), the momentum distribution of the decay particles is governed by the
Fermi distribution before collision. The collective momentum of decay products
and nuclear fragments is thus derived on the basis of combinatorial rules on the
random ways in which a given fragment mass can be formed from the nucleon
distributions before collision. The formulation of Goldhaber (1974) is physically
meaningful and simplistic. The momentum distribution is Gaussian in momentum
space with a momentum width parameter given by
[AF(AT._ - AF)] 1/2
ap = ao [ (A T - 1) J (5.166)
where a0 is the usual mean fermi momentum of the struck nucleus. However,
the cr0 of nuclear fragmentation is found to be about 25-percent smaller than
that observed in electron scattering experiments (Greiner et al., 1975). The mean
Fermi momentum is a slowly varying function of nuclear mass.
A slight modification of Goldhaber's results is found to adequately represent
the experimental results of Greiner et al. (1975) given by
[ 454 ]1/2ap = 0.8b [20(AT _ 1) (5.167)
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Table 5.19. Carbon Fragmentation Cross Sections
(a) 12C at 1000 MeV/nucleon
AF
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
Fragmentation cross section, a, rob, from-
......
LBL
!a)
0.1
55.3
22.7
5.8
1.4
18.9
12.4
Present
6.7
63.2
28.0
10.0
4.8
21.7
14.7
NRL
(b)
0
69.0
22.0
15.2
26.0
20.7
16.9
Total [. 116.6 149.1 169.8
a Heckman et al., 1975.
b Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro, 1976.
(b) 12C at 2000 MeV/nucleon
AF
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
Fragmentation cross section, a, rob, from--
LBL NRL
!_)
0.09
57.0
22.7
6.20
1.6
20.49
14.8
Present
6.2
60.4
27.8
10.4
5.2
24.4
17.2
(b)
0
58.5
20.5
14.2
24.1
19.9
16.7
Total 122.9 151.6 153.9
Heckman et al., 1975.
b Silberberg, Ts_, and Shapiro, 1976.
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where the parameters b and _A are given, respectively, by
b = min (112AT1/2, 260)
and
Chapter 5
(5.168)
0.45 (A T = AF) }= (5.169)AT - AF (Otherwise)
A comparison of formulas (5.167) through (5.169) with experiments and the
parameterization of Greiner et al. is given in table 5.20. Clearly, the present
formulas are quite accurate.
The spectral distributions of the nuclear fragments in the rest frame of the
struck nucleus before collision are given by
daf a/.pl/2(-E )
= exp YE o (5.17o)
where a/is the fragmentation cross section and the energy parameter is
(5.171)
E0 = 2A---_
The average energies E(= 3E0) of various fragments obtained by equations (5.167)
through (5.171) and the results of the Bertini model are presented in table 5.21.
Generally, the average energies predicted by the Bertini model are reasonably
accurate, although some specific isotopes differ by a factor of 2 or more.
5.7.5. Energy-transfer cross section. The energy-loss spectrum Cj(_,
_, E) of the ion fragment j may be written as (Wilson, 1977)
¢(Z,_,E) _ Aj_j(Z) [E___ _-W, 2vf_ -- dE'
JE
(5. 72)
where Aj is the fragment mass number, (j(_) is the fragment source, and E_ is
related to the distance to the boundary along the direction _ as given elsewhere
by Wilson (1977). For distances far from the boundary, one may take E_ = cx).
The cumulative energy-loss spectrum far from the boundary (E.y = _) is
jfE _ _ '_ IDj(z_,E) = 4_ Cj(x,_,E ) dE' (5.173)
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Figure 5.41. Oxygen fragmentation cross sec-
tions for baryon-15 isobars in proton col-
lisions.
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Figure 5.43. Oxygen fragmentation cross sec-
tions for baryon-13 isobars in proton col-
lisions.
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Figure 5.42. Oxygen fragmentation cross sec-
tions for baryon-14 isobars in proton col-
lisions.
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Figure 5.44. Oxygen fragmentation cross sec-
tions for baryon-9 isobars in proton colli-
sions.
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Figure 5.45. Oxygen fragmentation cross sections for baryon-7 isobars in proton collisions.
Table 5.20. ap for 160 Fragments Produced by 2,1-GeV Protons
ap, MeV/c, from
Fragment
15 0
140
130
16N
15N
14N
13N
12N
15C
Experiments
14 C
13C
12C
11C
loC
13B
12B
IiB
lOB
8B
11Be
10Be
9Be
7Be
9Li
8Li
7Li
6Li
6He
94i 3
99± 6
143 ± 14
54± 11
95± 3
112=t= 3
134 5= 2
153 ± 11
125 ± 19
125 ± 3
130 ± 3
120± 4
162 ± 5
190± 9
166 4- 10
163± 8
160± 2
175± 7
175 ± 22
197 ± 20
159 ± 6
166 i 7
166 ± 2
188 ± 15
170 4- 13
163 ± 4
141 4- 7
167 ± 20
Present work
80.0
109.5
129.2
55.0
80.0
109.5
129.2
143.4
80.0
109.5
129.2
143.36
153.45
160.3
129.2
143.4
153.5
160.3
165.5
153.5
160.0
164.24
164.24
164.24
165.4
164.24
160.0
160.0
Greiner et al.,
1975
83.8
113.1
133.5
113.0
133.5
148.1
82.8
113.10
133.5
148.09
158.5
165.6
133.5
148.1
158.5
165.6
171.0
158.5
165.0
169.66
169.66
169.66
171.0
169.66
169.66
165.0
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Table 5.21. Average Recoil Energy E of 160 Fragments
Produced by 2.1-GeV Protons
Fragment
16F
15F
160
_50
140
130
16N
15N
14N
13N
12N
11N
14C
13C
]2 C
11C
10C
9C
_3B
_2B
11B
10B
9 B
lOB e
9Be
lOLl
9Li
8Li
7Li
6Li
Average energy, E, MeV, from--
Bertini
(Anon., 1968)
2.65
4.19
1.05
.52
1.82
4.24
1.11
.63
1.12
1.84
3.85
5.95
1.62
1.97
2.64
4.70
5.58
4.41
2.35
3.43
4.33
4.79
1.19
4.53
8.76
4.61
2.26
4.41
4.75
5.76
Present
results
1.01
.69
1.012
.69
1.37
2.05
1.01
.69
1.37
2.05
2.74
3.42
1.34
2.05
2.74
3.42
4.11
4.79
2.05
2.74
3.71
4.11
4.79
4.11
4.79
4.11
4.79
5.48
6.16
6.85
Experiments
1.01
.88
1.12
2.51
.30
.96
1.42
2.20
3.11
3.64
1.78
2.07
1.91
3.81
5.76
5.10
3.38
3.53
3.42
4.89
4.03
4.89
6.27
5.76
6,06
5.29
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Table 5.22. Fragment Energy-Transfer Cross Sections
AF
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
Energy-transfer cross sections, Ea, MeV-mb, from--
Bertini
5.04
60.6
48.8
37.6
85.8
37.9
52.8
6.5
2.5
6.11
31.4
Greiner et al.,
1975
0.0006
56.9
48.3
48.3
68.2
99.1
62.0
25.7
7.1
121.7
73.4
Present
0.26
56.4
62.9
62.9
55.8
117.9
58.6
35.1
12.1
152.4
95.1
Total 375.1 614.1 694.2
O
104
10 3
/-- Experimental
102 I _. _ ,
10 100 1000
LET, keV-gm- 1
Figure 5.46. Linear energy-transfer (LET) cross section for fragmenting oxygen nucleus in
water.
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for which the distribution in linear energy transfer (LET) of energy deposit can
be found. The total energy absorbed is given by
= DA , 0)
J
J
(5.174)
where Ej is the average energy of the fragment j, aj is the fragmentation cross
section, p is the target density, and ¢ is the effective nucleon flux initiating the
fragmentation events. The energy-transfer cross section of the various fragment
components is EjGj and is shown in table 5.22 for the Rudstam parameterization
(present results), Bertini data, and experiments of the Heckman group (Greiner
et al., 1975) for comparison. Equations (5.172) through (5.174) also provide a basis
for resolving the energy-transfer cross section into its various LET components.
The LET components of equation (5.173) are shown in figure 5.46 for p = ¢ = 1
for all contributions with a fragment charge greater than 1. The two curves shown
in the figure are for the Bertini data and the experiments of the Heckman group.
Results obtained with our modified Rudstam formalism and the parameterized
momentum distributions are virtually indistinguishable from the curve based on
the LBL experiments. The results shown in figure 5.46 clearly show that estimates
of exposure from heavy ion recoil nuclei in tissue based on Bertini cross sections
are generally low.
5.7.6. Heavy ion f_ugmentation model. In the abrasion-ablation frag-
mentation model, the projectile nuclei, moving at relativistic speeds, collide with
stationary target nuclei. In the abrasion step, those portions of the nuclear vol-
umes that overlap are sheared away by the collision. The remaining projectile
piece, called a prefragment or primary residue, continues its trajectory with es-
sentially its precollision velocity. As a result of the dynamics of the abrasion
process, the prefragment is highly excited and subsequently decays by the emis-
sion of gamma radiation and/or nuclear particles. This step is the ablation stage.
The resultant isotope, sometimes referred to as a secondary product, is the nu-
clear fragment whose cross section is measured. The abrasion process can be
analyzed with classical geometric arguments (Bowman, Swiatecki, and Tsang,
1973) or methods obtained from formal quantum scattering theory (Townsend
et al., 1986a and 1986b). The ablation stage can be analyzed from geometric
arguments (Bowman, Swiatecki, and Tsang, 1973) or more sophisticated methods
based upon Monte Carlo or intranuclear cascade techniques (Gosset et al., 1977;
Hfifner, Sch/_fer, and Schfirmann, 1975; Morrissey et al., 1978; Guthrie, 1970).
Predictions of fragmentation cross sections can also be made with the approxi-
mate semiempirical parameterization formulas of Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro
(1976). The present data base uses the method of Wilson, Townsend, and Badavi
(19875).
The amount of nuclear material stripped away in the collision of two nuclei is
taken as the volume of overlap region times an average attenuation factor. The
relevant formula for the constituents in the overlap volume in the projectile is
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given by the following formula:
(?)]Aab r = FAp 1 - _ exp - _ exp (5.175)
where CF and CT are the maximum chord lengths of the intersecting surface in the
projectile and the target, respectively, and the expressions for F differ depending
on the nature of the collision (peripheral versus central) and the relative sizes of
the colliding nuclei. The value for F is given by equations (5.38) through (5.50).
The charge ratio of removed nuclear matter is assumed to be that of the parent
nucleus.
The surface distortion excitation energy of the projectile prefragment following
abrasion of m nucleons is calculated from the clean-cut abrasion formalism of
Bowman, Swiatecki, and Tsang (1973). For this model, the colliding nuclei are
assumed to be uniform spheres of radii R/ (i -- P, T). In the collision, the
overlapping volumes shear off so that the resultant projectile prefragment is a
sphere with a cylindrical hole gouged out of it. The excitation energy is then
determined by calculating the difference in surface area between the misshapen
sphere and a perfect sphere of equal volume. This excess surface area AS is given
by Gosset et al. (1977) as
AS : 4_rRp2 [1 + P- (1 - F) 2/3] (5.176)
where the expressions for P and F differ depending upon the nature of the collision
(peripheral versus central) and the relative sizes of the colliding nuclei which were
given in section 5.3.2. (See eqs. (5.38) through (5.50).)
The excitation energy associated with surface energy is well-known to be
0.95 MeV/fm 2 for near equilibrium nuclei so that
E_ = 0.95AS (5.177)
for small surface distortions. When large numbers of nucleons are removed in
the abrasion process, equation (5.177) is expected to be an underestimate to the
actual excitation. We therefore introduce an excess excitation factor in terms of
the number of abraded nucleons Aab r as
10Aab r 25Aa2brf = 1 + + (5.178)
Ap A_
which approaches 1 when the impact parameter is large but increases the excess
excitation when large portions of the nuclei are removed in the collisions and when
grossly misshapened nuclei are formed. The total excitation energy is then
Es -= E_f (5.179)
which reduces to equation (5.177) for small Aab r. We assume that all fragments
with a mass of 5 are unbound, that 90 percent of the fragments with a mass of 8
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are unbound, and that 50 percent of the fragments with a mass of 9 (9B) are
unbound.
A secondary contribution to the excitation energy is the transfer of kinetic
energy of relative motion across the intersecting boundary of the two ions. The
rate of energy loss of a nucleon when it passes through nuclear matter (Westfall
et al., 1979) is taken at 13 MeV/fm, and the energy deposit is assumed to be
symmetrically dispersed about the azimuth so that 6.5 MeV/nucleon-fm at the
interface is the average rate of energy transfer into excitation energy. This energy
is transferred in single particle collision processes, and on half of the events, the
energy is transferred to excitation energy of the projectile and the remaining half
of the events leaves the projectile excitation energy unchanged. The first estimate
of this contribution is to use the length of the longest chord C1 in the projectile
surface interface. This chord length is the maximum distance traveled by any
target constituent through the projectile interior. The number of other target
constituents in the interface region may be found by estimating the maximum
chord Ct transverse to the projectile velocity which spans the projectile surface
interface. The total excitation energy from excess surface and spectator interaction
is then
1 13CI(Ct - 1.5) (5.180)E" = 13C1+ 5
where the second term only contributes if Ct > 1.5 fm. We further assume that
the effective longitudinal chord length for these remaining nucleons is one third
the maximum chord length.
The decay of highly excited nuclear states is dominated by heavy particle
emission. In the present model, we assume that a nucleon is removed for every
10 MeV of excitation energy as
(Es + Ez) (5.181)
Aabt ---- 10 MeV
In accordance with the previously discussed directionality of the energy transfer,
Ez is double valued as
Ex = (5.182)
0
where Pj is the corresponding probability of occurrence of each value in collisions.
The number of nucleons removed through the abrasion-ablation process is given
as a function of impact parameter as
AA = Aabr(b) + Aabl(b) (5.183)
The wlues of AA for carbon projectiles on a copper target and for copper
projectiles on a carbon target are shown in figure 5.47. In each case, the dashed
curve corresponds to Ex = O, whereas the solid curve corresponds to Ez -=- E_
as given by equation (5.180). A real collision would be given by a-statistical
distribution between the limits shown by these two curves. The average event
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Figure 5.47. Nucleon removal number as function of impact parameter in carbon-copper
collisions.
is calculated as if the two extremes occurred with equal probability, as noted in
equation (5.182).
The nuclear fragmentation parameters herein are approximated according to
the abrasion-ablation model of Bowman, Swiatecki, and Tsang (1973). The cross
section for removal of AA nucleons is estimated as
a(AA) = lrb22- 7rbl2 (5.184)
where b2 is the impact parameter for which the volume of intersection of the
projectile contains Aab r nucleons and the resulting excitation energies release an
additional Aab 1 nucleons at the rate of 1 nucleon for every 10 MeV of excitation
such that
1
Aabr(b2) + Aabl(b2) = AA - _ (5.185)
and similarly for bl
1
Aabr(bl) + Aabl(bl) ----AA + _ (5.186)
The charge distributions of the final projectile fragments are strongly affected by
nuclear stability. We expect that the Rudstam (1966) charge distribution for a
given a(AA) to be reasonably correct as
2 t3/2]a(AF, ZF) = F1 exp -R Z F -- SA f + TA R J a(AA) (5.187)
where R = 11.8/A D, D = 0.45, S = 0.486, and T = 3.8× 10 -4 according to
Rudstam and F1 is a normalizing factor such that
a(AF, ZF) = a(AA) (5.188)
ZF
The Rudstam formula for a(AA) was not used because the AA dependence is
too simple and breaks down for heavy targets (Townsend et al., 1984; Townsend,
Wilson, and Norbury, 1985).
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The charge of the removed nucleons A Z is calculated according to charge
conservation
Zp = ZF + AZ (5.189)
and is divided among the nucleons and a-particles according to the following
rules. The abraded nucleons are those removed from that portion of projectile
in the overlap region with the target. Therefore, the abraded nucleon charge is
assumed to be proportional to the charge fraction of the projectile nucleus as
ZPAabr (5.190)
Zabr ---- Ap
This, of course, ignores the charge separation caused by the giant dipole resonance
model of Morrisscy et al. (1978). The charge release in the ablation is then given
as
Zab 1 = AZ - Zab r (5.191)
which simply conserves the remaining charge.
The c_-particle is known to be unusually tightly bound in comparison with
other arrangements of nucleons. Because of this unusually tight binding of the
c_-particle, the helium production is maximized in the ablation process
where int(x) denotes the integer part of x. The number of protons produced is
given by charge conservation as
Np = AZ - 2Na (5.193)
Similarly, nefitral conservation requires the number of neutrons produced to be
Nn = AA - Np - 4N, (5.194)
The fragments with masses of 2 and 3 are ignored.
The calculation is performed for AA = 1 to AA = Ap - 1, for which the
cross section associated with AA > Ap - 0.5 is missed. These are, of course,
the central collisions for which it is assumed that the projectile disintegrates into
single nucleons if Rp < RT as
Yp = Zp (5.195)
Nn = Ap - Zp (5.196)
and is ignored otherwise. The energetic target fragments as well as the mesonic
components are being ignored. The peripheral collisions with AA < 0.5 are also
missing. Most important in these near collisions will be the coulomb dissociation
process studied by Norbury and Townsend (1986).
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Only the nuclear radius for use in the model is yet Undefined. The nuclear
absorption cross sections are taken as energy independent and are approximated
by Townsend and Wilson (1986) as
5r(A1, A2)=Trr 2 (A_/3 "+"n_/3 - 0.2 - nl 1- A21) 2 (5.197)
where r0 = 1.26 fm. Equation (5.197) is an accurate representation of the high-
energy cross sections. The choice of nuclear radius as
R = 1.26A 1/3 (5.198)
is consistent with equation (5.197) when the peripheral collisions (AA < 0.5) are
taken into account. This completes the description of the basic fragmentation
model in present use.
In the present evaluation, we look only to elemental fragmentation cross
sections for which most of the experimental data have been obtained. This is
also motivated by the crudeness of the present model which is not expected to
be completely accurate. Even so, the quality of the experimental data base is
uncertain with experiments of different groups differing by a factor of 2, in general,
and differing even more for specific isotopes.
The first comparison is with the experiments of Heckman (1975) with 12C
ion beams at 1.05 GeV/nucleon on the series of targets extending from hydrogen
to lead as shown in table 5.23. The present calculations are shown as values in
parentheses. The calculated values for hydrogen targets are those of Rudstam.
Note that all values are within 20 percent of the experiments with few exceptions
(namely, fragments from hydrogen targets and the neutron removal cross section
in copper and lead targets).
The charge removal cross sections for several projectiles on carbon targets are
given in table 5.24. The agreement between the present model and the Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory groups (Heckman, 1975; Westfall et al., 1979) is quite good.
Our results tend to be low compared with the experiments of Webber et al.
(1983a and 1983b) and Guerreau et al. (1983). The model can be adjusted once
experimental differences are resolved.
The elemental fragmentation cross section of iron projectiles on several targets
is shown in table 5.25. Again, reasonable agreement is found generally with a
few examples of relatively large errors. The bracketed quantities at the bottom
of the table are the coulomb dissociation cross sections for forming manganese.
These are to be added to the nuclear fragmentation cross sections for manganese
in parentheses before comparing with experimental values.
Comparing the model cross sections with the experimental data set reveals that
92 percent of the calculated cross sections are within 50 percent of the measured
values. If we reduce the error band to 30 percent, we will find 81 percent of the
cross sections are in agreement to within this level. Among the least accurate are
the iron on hydrogen target data which again is Rudstam's theory and the cross
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Table 5.23. Fragmentation Cross Sections of Carbon Beams
at 1.05 GeV/nucleon in Various Targets
[Quantities in parentheses are present theory]
H
Fragment (b)
Li 23 + 2 (34)
Be 17 + 1 (22)
B 50 4- 4 (42)
C 28 4- 3 (10)
Carbon cross section, a mb, in target of--
Be
51 4- 2 (54)
35 4- a (32)
81 4- 4 (86)
49 4- 3 (39)
C
52 4- 3 (61)
354- 1 (33)
784- 3 (100)
50 4- 4 (44)
Cu
71 4- 5 (81)
47 4- 2 (48)
119 4- 8 (138)
86 4- 8 (57)
Pb
103+ 14 (113)
71 4- 6 (63)
203 + 32 (185)
139 4- 22 (79)
a Heckman, 1975.
b Values in parentheses in this column are those of modified Rudstam (1966).
Table 5.24. Charge Removal Cross Sections of Various
Projectiles on Carbon Targets
Quantities in parentheses are present theory; ]
number in brackets is energy in GeV/nueleonJ
AZ
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
50±4 (40)
78± 3 (100)
35± 1 (33)
52± 2 (61)
Charge removal cross section, mb, of projectile of--
0 [2.1] O [0.9] Ne [0.47]
(@ (b) (b)
45 ± 2 (45) ............ (40)
105 ± 4 (101) 176± 5 129± 3 (90)
116+6 (93) 164=t=5 214±3(98)
50±2 (65) 55±3 155±3(75)
36:h 1 (24) 27± 2 140±3 (65)
65=]=3 (47) ...... 74± 2 (54)
33± 1(19)
...... (40)
Ar [o.211
(c)
...... (132)
...... (151)
154 ± 26 (85)
122 ± 16 (72)
144 ± 19 (64)
81 ± 15 (59)
112± 15 (51)
90 ± 3 (50)
92 ± 13 (44)
65± 11 (42)
83± 13(37)
...... (35)
Be[1.SS]
(d)
...... (64)
181 ± 27 (157)
124 ± 13 (110)
100 ± 11 (87)
87 ± 11 (76)
54 ± 9 (62)
78 • 11 (67)
52 ± 7 (57)
55 ± 9 (52)
53± 7 (49)
54 + 10 (45)
59 i 10 (42)
57 ± 10 (39)
83 ± 11 (36)
...... (35)
a Heckman, 1975.
b Webber etal., 1983a and 1983b.
c Guerreau etal., 1983.
d Westfall etal., 1979.
sections of Webber et al. Note that our model agrees with experiments to the
extent that the experimentalists agree among themselves for the same projectile-
target combinations. From this point of view, little progress can be made in
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Figure 5.48. Representative argon-carbon fragmentation cross sections.
improving the model until the experimental situation is clarified. Clearly, the
model of Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro (1976), which includes many corrections
to Rudstam's formulas, is preferred for hydrogen targets.
The semiempirical model for argon fragmentation on carbon is shown with
the quantum mechanical optical model calculation in figure 5.48. Also shown
are experimental data of Viyogi et al. (1979). Reasonable agreements are seen
between the two models except for neutron removal where there are no data yet
to resolve the difference (Townsend and Wilson, 1989).
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5.8. Summary
The current empirical data base represented in this chapter constitutes the
nuclear data over which the current radiation transport codes are written. The
adequacy of the data base depends on whether the important transport quantities
are accurately represented. This issue is further addressed in chapters 8 and 9.
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Transport Theory
6.1. Introduction
The 1912 experiments of V. Hess to study the decline of terrestrial radiation
in the atmosphere led to the discovery of cosmic rays (Hess and Eugster, 1949).
The next two decades saw the study of the increase of cosmic rays with altitude
and decreasing atmospheric shielding. Even after 30 years of study, a meaningful
theory of the propagation of the nucleonic component came only after sufficient
understanding of the nuclear force and nuclear theory. Thus, development began
with the historic paper of Bethe, Korff, and Placzek (1940), which concerned
atmospheric neutrons; these results, although incomplete, remain substantially
correct today. The detection several years later of neutrons in coincidence with
atmospheric air showers (Cocconi, Cocconi-Tongiorgi, and Greisen, 1948) and
cloud chamber data with evaporation stars leads one to suspect that moderate
energy neutrons are part of a normal air shower event as assumed by Bethe,
Korff, and Placzek (1940). The subsequent work of Cocconi, Cocconi Tongiorgi,
and Widgoff (1950) on atmospheric cascades begins to place the whole subject of
air showers on firm ground. Yet to be added to the understanding of air showers
is the discovery of the heavy ion component (Freier et al., 1948) and the related
propagation equations.
Early works in setting up the galactic ion transport equations ignored energy
loss by ionization of the medium. Peters (1958) used a one-dimensional equilibrium
solution ignoring ionization energy loss and radioactive decay to show that
the light ions of the galactic cosmic rays have their origin in the breakup of
heavy particles in interstellar space. Davis (1960) showed that one-dimensional
propagation is simplistic and that leakage at the galactic boundary must be
included. Ginzburg and Syrovatskii (1964) argued that the leakage can be
approximated as a superposition of nonequilibrium one-dimensional solutions.
In distinction to cosmic-ray studies that accentuated the nuclear reactions and
ignored ionization energy loss, the early space shielding studies (mainly concerned
with solar proton events and trapped radiation) ignored nuclear reaction effects
and treated only the ionization energy loss (Shaefer, 1959; Foelsche, 1959; Dye
and Noyes, 1960). Such studies were mainly limited by the available nuclear
data. The hope for comprehensive nuclear data began with a study by M. L.
Goldberger (1948) in which a two-dimensional, intranuclear cascade calculation
by a young student named G. F. Chew was made with random number tables
and a mechanical calculator. (G. F. Chew cast his vote for nuclear democracy at
the first heavy ion conference at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 25 years later.)
Detailed development of the intranuclear cascade method awaited the introduction
of large-scale scientific computers (Metropolis et al., 1958) which, when developed,
had a tremendous impact on the space-radiation program (Bertini, 1962; Alsmiller,
1967). A series of Monte Carlo and deterministic transport codes began to emerge
using the new nuclear models (Alsmiller, 1967; Dye, 1962; Lambiotte, Wilson, and
Filippas, 1971; Wilson and Lamkin, 1975). A relatively complete set of shielding
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codes was then available for determining shield requirements for protection from
space protons. Now heavy ion transport required future development.
Heavy ion transport was important for understanding the origin of galactic
cosmic rays as in the early works of Peters (1958), Davis (1960), and Ginzburg
and Syrovatskii (1964). In these early works, the complications introduced by
ionization energy loss were ignored. Even later papers would ignore or simplify
the energy loss term. The "solution" to the steely-state equations is given
as a Volterra equation by Gloeckler and Jokipii (1969) which is solved to first
order in the fragmentation cross sections ignoring energy loss. They provide an
approximation to the first-order solution with ionization energy loss included but
are valid only at relativistic energies. Lezniak (1979) gives an overview to cosmic-
ray propagation and derives a Volterra equation including the ionization energy
loss, which he refers to as a solution "only in the iterative sense," and evaluates
only the unperturbed term. No attempt is made to evaluate the first-order
perturbation term or higher order terms. The main interest among cosmic-ray
physicists has been in solution to, at most, first order in the fragmentation cross
sections since path lengths in interstellar space are on the order of 3 to 4 g/cm 2.
Clearly, higher order terms cannot be ignored in accelerator or space shielding
transport problems (Wilson, 1977a and 1983; Wilson et al., 1984). Aside from
this simplification, the cosmic-ray studies discussed previously have neglected the
complicated three-dimensional nature of the fragmentation process.
Several approaches to the solution of high-energy, heavy ion propagation,
including the ionization energy loss, have been developed over the last 20 years.
All but one (Wilson, 1977a) have assumed the straight ahead approximation
and velocity conserving fragmentation interactions. Only two (Wilson, 1977a;
Wilson et al., 1984) have incorporated energy-dependent nuclear cross sections.
The approach by Curtis, Doherty, and Wilkinson (1969) for a primary ion beam
represented the first-generation secondary fragments as a quadrature over the
collision density of the primary beam. Allkofer and Heinrich (1974) used an
energy multigroup method in which an energy-independent fragment transport
approximation was applied within each energy group after which the energy group
boundaries were moved according to continuous slowing-down theory (-dE/dx).
Chatterjee, Tobias, and Lyman (1976) solved the energy-independent fragment
transport equation with primary collision density as a source and neglected higher
order fragmentation. The primary source term extended only to the primary
ion range from the boundary. The energy-independent transport solution was
modified to account for the finite range of the secondary fragment ions. Wilson
(1977b) derived an expression for the ion transport problem to first order (first-
collision term) and gave an analytic solution for the depth-dose relation. Wilson
(1977a) further examined the more common approximations used in solving
the heavy ion transport problem. The effects of conservation of velocity on
fragmentation and the straight ahead approximation are found to be negligible for
cosmic-ray applications. Solution methods for representing the energy-dependent
nuclear cross sections are developed (Wilson, 1977a). Letaw, Tsao, and Silberberg
(1983) approximate the energy-loss term and ion spectra by simple forms for which
energy derivatives are evaluated explicitly (even if approximately). The resulting
ordinary differential equations in position are solved analytically in a manner that
is similar to the method of Allkofer and Heinrich (1974). This approximation
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assumes a separable solution and results in a decoupling of motion in space and
a change in energy. In Letaw's formalism, the energy shift is replaced by an
effective attenuation (separable) factor. Wilson (1983) adds the next higher order
(second collision) term to his previous analytic expansion (Wilson, 1977b). This
term was found to be very important in describing 670 MeV/nucleon 2°Ne beams.
The three-term expansion of Wilson (1983) was modified to include the effects of
energy variation of the nuclear cross sections (Wilson et al., 1984). The integral
form of the transport equation was further used to derive a numerical marching
procedure to solve the cosmic-ray transport problem (Wilson and Badavi, 1986).
This method can easily include the energy-dependent nuclear cross sections within
the numerical procedure. Comparison of the numerical procedure (Wilson and
Badavi, 1986) with an analytical solution to a simplified problem (Wilson and
Townsend, 1988) validates the numerical procedure to about 1-percent accuracy.
Several solution techniques and analytic methods have been developed for testing
future numerical solutions to the transport equations (Ganapol, Townsend, and
Wilson, 1989; Ganapol et al., 1991). More recently, an analytic solution for
the laboratory ion-beam transport problem has been derived assuming a straight
ahead approximation, velocity conservation at the interaction site, and an energy-
independent nuclear cross section (Wilson et al., 1989a and 1989b).
In the above overview of past developments, the applications were split into
two separate categories: a single-ion species with a single energy at the boundary
versus a broad host of elemental types with a broad, continuous energy spectrum.
Techniques requiring a representation of the spectrum over an array of energy
values require vast computer storage and computation speed for the laboratory
beam problem to maintain sufficient energy resolution. On the other hand,
analytic methods (Wilson, 1977a; Wilson and Badavi, 1986) are probably best
applied in a marching procedure, which again has within it a similar energy
resolution problem. This is a serious limitation, because we require a final code
for cosmic-ray shielding that has been validated by laboratory experiments. In
this chapter, we examine past developments and new methods in an attempt to
overcome these difficulties. Our final objective, as always, is to develop a set of
self-contained codes for use in an engineering design environment.
6.2. Transport Formalism
A massive ion, after entering a region filled with ordinary matter, interacts with
orbital electrons, thus causing ionization and excitation of the medium. Because
of the large mass difference between the ion and these orbital electrons, only a
small amount of the ion energy can be transferred in a collision with a single
electron. Because of the long range of the coulomb force and the large percentage
of the material volume being occupied by electrons, the electron interactions can,
to a good approximation, be treated as a continuous slowing-down process over
any finite path length. Although the energy lost by an ion over some fixed path
length fluctuates about a mean value, this fluctuation amounts to no more than
a few percent (Janni, 1982a and 1982b; Schimmerling et al., 1986) and is of no
importance in the study of space radiation (Alsmiller, Barish, and Scott, 1969).
In the following paragraphs, continuous slowing-down theory will be assumed
throughout, and the relevant quantity is the average energy loss per unit path
length, denoted by Sj (E), where E is the ion energy and j denotes the ion type.
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The mean-free path for nuclear collisions is large (more than a centimeter);
by comparison, the mean-free path for collision of the ion with electrons is
small. Although collisions with electrons result only in a small transfer of energy
compared with the total ion kinetic energy, the nuclear collision generally alters
(loss of mass and charge) the ion and the struck nucleus, with many secondary
particles being produced. The secondary particles produced as fragments of
the primary heavy ion will have longer ranges and free paths causing much
greater penetration. As the secondaries undergo additional nuclear reactions,
more secondaries, which penetrate deeper into the material, are produced. This
process produces the transition effect observed for cosmic rays. The purpose here
is to develop the theoretical understanding of the transport of such radiations in
extended materials.
The massive particle transport equations are derived by balancing the change
in particle flux as it crosses a small volume of material with the gains and losses
caused by nuclear collision (Wilson and Lamkin, 1975; see also chapters 1 and 2
for details). The resulting equations for a homogeneous material are given by
(6.1)
where Cj/"(E,_,E} is the flux of ions of type j with atomic mass Aj at
% ]
with motion along _ and energy E in units of MeV/nucleon, aj(E) is the
corresponding macroscopic cross section, Sj(E) is the linear energy transfer
(LET), and ajk (E, E',_,_') is the production cross section for type j particles
with energy E and direction _ by the collision of a type k particle of energy E r
and direction _r. The term on the left side of equation (6.1) containing Sj(E)
is a result of the continuous slowing-down approximation, whereas the remaining
terms of equation (6.1) are seen to be the usual Boltzmann terms. The solutions
to equation (6.1) exist and are unique in any convex region for which the inbound
flux of each particle type is specified everywhere on the bounding surface. If the
boundary is given as the loci of the two-parameter vector function "_(s, t) for which
a generic point on the boundary is given by F, then the boundary condition is
specified by requiring the solution of equation (6.1) to meet
Cj (1_, _, E)= Cj (1_, _, E) (6.2)
for each value of _ such that
ft. fi(F) < 0 (6.3)
where fi(1_) is the outward-directed unit normal vector to the boundary surface
at the point I_ and Cj is a specified boundary function.
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The fragmentation of the projectile and target nuclei is represented by the
(E,E',_,(t'_, which are composed of three functions:quantities ask
\ ]
(6.4)
where vjk(E' ) is the average number (which we loosely refer to as multiplicity)
of type j particles being produced by a collision of a type k of energy E', and
(E,E',_,_') is the probability density distribution for producing particles
of type j of energy E into direction _ from the collision of a type k particle
with energy E' moving in direction _1. For an unpolarized source of projectiles
and unpolarized targets, the energy-angle distribution of reaction products is a
function of the energies and cosine of the production angle relative to the incident
projectile direction. The secondary multiplicities Vjk(E p) and secondary energy-
angle distributions are the major unknowns in ion transport theory.
Information on the multiplicity ujk(E _) was obtained in the past through
experiments with galactic cosmic rays as an ion source, and the fragmentation
of the ions on target nuclei was observed in nuclear emulsion (Cleghorn, Freier,
and Waddington, 1968). Such data are mainly limited by not knowing the identity
of the initial or secondary ions precisely and by relatively low counting rates of
each ion type. The heavy ion acceleration by machine makes a reduction in the
uncertainty possible because large count rates can be obtained with known ion
types. In addition, the target nuclei in accelerator experiments can conveniently
be other than nuclear emulsion, and accurate detector techniques with modern
electronic processing are greatly improving the experimental data base. (See
chapter 5.) In addition, the accelerator experiments are providing information
the spectral distribution fjk (E,E',Ft,_') which has not been available beforeon
(Heckman et al., 1972).
The spectral distribution function is found to consist of two terms that describe
the fragmentation of the projectile and the fragmentation of the struck nucleus as
follows (Heckman, 1975; Raisbeck and Yiou, 1975):
ojk (E,E',_,_ t)
(6.5)
where v_ and fj_ depend only weakly on the target and 4 and fj_ depend only
weakly on the projectile. Although the average secondary velocities associated
with fP are nearly equal to the projectile velocity, the average velocities associated
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with fT are near zero. During experiments, Heckman (1975) observed that
_-p 2 v_exp ---_-_ (6.6)
2.(% k 2 (oj_)
where fl and fll are the momenta per unit mass of j and k ions, respectively, and
3/2
m 2v/'_ exp
_2
2 (ajk
(6.7)
where a_k and G are related to the root-mean-square (rms) momentum spread of
secondary products. These parameters depend only on the fragmentinj_ nucleus.
Feshbach and Huang (1973) suggested that the parameters a_ and ajk depend
on the average square momentum of the nuclear fragments as allowed by Fermi
motion. A precise formulation of these ideas in terms of a statistical model was
obtained by Goldhaber (1974).
6.3. Approximation Procedures
6.3.1. Neglect of target fragmentation. Using equations (6.5), (6.6), and
evaluation of the source term ¢j (Z,_,E) of equation (6.1) results in(6.7) in the
\ 2
x . , . (.,
(6.8)
where, as before, the superscripts P and T refer to fragmentation of the projectile
and target, respectively. The target term is seen to be
3/2[
k 2r (ajk
exp
(6.9)
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m
Thus, for calculating the flux at high energy,
(6.11)
6.3.2. Space radiations. A convenient property of space radiations is that
they are nearly isotropic. This fact, coupled with the forward peaked spectral
distribution, leads to substantial reductions in the source term as follows:
] 3/2
P I m
_jk(E ) p 2
x exp
(_ - ;i'_)
2
(6.12)
Assuming that Ck (£,_', E') is a slowly varying function of _', one may seek an
expansion about the sharply peaked maximum of the exponential function. Such
an expansion is made by letting
_' = _ + (cos 0- 1)_ + g_sin0 (6.13)
where
cos 0 = _. _' (6.14)
and
with which the flux may be expanded as
(6.15)
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¢k(_,_l,E r)
Substituting equation (6.16) into equation (6.12) and simplifying results in
[ mx /--_-p 2 v_ exp
2rr ajk
']
2(%-0 ]
2mECEW
(6.16)
]
J
(6.17)
The leading term of equation (6.17) is clearly a good approximation to the source
term whenever
2mE _. 0 Ck (.g,_,E')
Note that the leading term is equivalent to assuming that secondary ions are
produced only in the direction of motion of the primary ions. In the case
of space radiations that are nearly isotropic, relation (6.18) is easily met, and
neglect of higher order terms in equation (6.17) results in the usual straight
ahead approximation. If the radiation is highly anisotropic, then relation (6.18) is
not likely to apply. Validity of the straight ahead approximation was discovered
empirically by Alsmiller et al. (1965) and Alsmiller, Irving, and Moran (1968) for
the case of proton transport and is discussed further in the next chapter.
6.3.3. Velocity conserving interaction. Customarily, in cosmic ion trans-
port studies (Curtis and Wilkinson, 1972), the fragment velocities are assumed to
be equal to the fragmenting ion velocity before collision. Derived below is the
order of approximation resulting from such an assumption. Assuming that the
projectile energy E r is equal to the secondary energy plus a positive quantity e,
E' = E + e (6.19)
and that e will contribute to equation (6.17) only over a small range above
zero energy, substituting equation (6.19) into equation (6.17) and expanding the
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integrand results in
k _ 7rmE J
• -_¢k 2m-----g-"'" (6.20)
Because << 1 at those energies at which most nuclear reactions occur,
V 7rrn/_
the assumption of velocity conservation is clearly inferior to a straight ahead
approximation but may be adequate for space radiations where the variation of
Ck (£,_,E) with energy is sufficiently smooth. That is,
Although the validity of the velocity conserving approximation is usually accepted
without question in transport applications, it is clearly an inferior approximation
to the straight ahead approximation which is often held suspect.
6.3.4.
use of equation (6.8) may be rewritten as
-__J(_,_,_)=_ _ _ (_,_,_)÷X:_ _ (_,_,_)
k k
where the differential operator is given by
Decoupling of target and projectile flux. Equation (6.1) with the
1 0 Sj(E) + crj(E)]Bj= _-V 2j 5-E
and the integral operator (Fjk---- FjTk + F_k ) is given by
_ (_,_,_): / _' _,_ (_,_',_,_,)_ (_,_',_')
Defining the flux as a sum of two terms
(6.21)
(6.22)
(6.23)
(6.24)
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allows the following separation:
k k
(6.25)
=,+[(=,_,=)- E =J=_+=(=,_,=)+E _j,_+_(_,_,=) (°.=°)
k k
As noted in connection with equations (6.8) through (6.11), the source term on the
right-hand side of equation (6.26) is small at high energies and one may assume
that
¢y(i,_,E)_ 0 (6.27)
(,)7.for E >> ajk . As a result of equation (6.27) and the fact that the ion range
is small compared with its mean-free path at low energy, one obtains
._4 (=,_,=)=E=f_+;(=,_,=)
k
(6.28)
k
The advantage of this separation is that once equation (6.28) is solved by whatever
means necessary, then equation (6.29) can be solved in closed form. The solution
of equation (6.29) is accomplished by noting that the inwardly directed flux ¢[
must vanish on the boundary, with the result that
___k/i_ Aj Pj (E')
cP {:_ + [Rj(E) - Rj(E')] A,I',E u} (6.30)× k
where E,_ = RSI[d + Rj(E)],
boundary.
with d denoting the projected distance to the
Using equations (6.5) and (6.7) in equation (6.30) yields
"y AjPj(E') 2r (ajk
-mE 1 ]
2vf_ exp
(6.31)
where
T t
k
and a[k has been assumed to be a slowly varying function of projectile type k and
projectile energy E. If the range of secondary type j ions is small compared with
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their mean-free path lengths and the mean-free paths of the fragmenting parent
ions gk, that is,
nj <<gk (6.33)
then the integral of equation (6.31) may be simplified as
[m ]3,2 Imp,)]
(6.34)
which may be reduced into terms of known functions. Thus,
(oj )J (6.35)
in terms of the incomplete gamma function. One can show that equation (6.35)
is equivalent to
St(E) _ V. _ erfc _ - 5 erf_ [_ (_)217,2
At points sufficiently removed from the boundary such that
m
equation (6.36) may be reduced to
f
t erfc "_--_ + _r(ajT)2exp
(6.38)
The solution of equation (6.28) will now be further examined.
6.3.5. Back-substitution and perturbation theory. One approach to the
solution of equation (6.28) results from the tendency of the multiple-charged ions
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to be destroyed in nuclear reactions. Thus,
F_ = 0 (j >_ k) (6.39)
This means that there is a maximum j such that
(6.40)
where J is the largest j. Furthermore,
.)B J-1 e J-1 Fj_I, J ej (2, 5, (6.41)
and, in general,
N-1
BJ-N eg-g E J-kFj-N,J-k
k=l
(6.42)
for N < J- 1. Note that equations (6.41) and (6.42) constitute solvable problems.
The singly charged ions satisfy
J
k=2
(6.43)
which, unlike equations (6.40) to (6.42), is an integral-differential equation that is
difficult to solve directly. Equation (6.43) is solvable by perturbation theory, and
the resultant series is known to converge rapidly for intermediate and low energies
(Wilson and Lamkin, 1975; Wilson et al., 1989a and 1989b; Wilson and Townsend
1988). Note that equations (6.40) and (6.42) are also obtained from perturbation
theory as applied to equation (6.28) at the outset. Thus, the perturbation series
is expected to converge after the first J plus a few terms.
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Chapter 7
Dose Approximation in Arbitrary Convex Geometry
7.1. Introduction
A convenient property of energetic heavy-charged particles, when passing
through matter, is that the primaries and their secondary particles remain
relatively confined to the primary beam axis. As a consequence, the particle
beam in matter is not strongly affected by near boundaries, and the problem of
calculating dose in a complicated geometric object is greatly simplified (Wilson
and Khandelwal, 1974; Schimmerling et al., 1986). Furthermore, the small beam
width is a useful expansion parameter to develop a series that converges rapidly
for most practical dose calculations. The final result relates dose at any point
in an arbitrary convex region to an integral over solutions to the straight ahead
approximation of the Boltzmann equation for normal incidence on a semi-infinite
slab.
Energetic massive-charged particles constitute much of the radiation environ-
ment that man is subjected to in space. An attendant problem for radiation shield
design is the evolution of the resultant dose in complex geometric objects, such
as the human body. Although simple calculations neglecting nuclear reactions
are often made (Cucinotta and Wilson, 1985; Santoro et al., 1986; Seltzer, 1980),
several researchers have demonstrated that nuclear reaction effects are generally
important (Shen, 1963; Alsmiller, 1967; Armstrong and Bishop, 1971). Incor-
poration of nuclear reaction effects requires solution of the Boltzmann transport
equation subject to appropriate boundary conditions (Alsmiller, 1967).
The imposition of complicated boundary conditions often limits one's ability
to obtain solutions to the transport problem even in the restricted sense of
numerical solution. Even for such general techniques as the Monte Carlo method,
the complexity introduced by complicated boundaries leads to prohibitively long
calculations on present-day computers so that typical calculations approximate
complicated objects such as the human body by slabs (Armstrong and Bishop,
1971), cylinders, or spheres (Santoro et al., 1986) of uniform soft tissue. In fact, the
extensive calculations of dose in tissue slabs constitute most of our understanding
of radiation dose in humans, although the relations between dose rates in a slab
and dose rates in a particular body organ are at best poorly understood (Neufeld
and Wright, 1972; Langley and Billings, 1972).
There is an approximate form of transport theory in which the transport
equation is solvable for complex boundaries. The use of the "straight ahead"
approximation reduces consideration to one-dimensional transport or a sort of
ray tracing. The principal simplification of the straight ahead approximation
is that lateral boundaries do not enter the solution along a given ray. The
disadvantages of the method are that the effects of lateral dispersion on the buildup
of secondaries are neglected and the errors of the approximation are generally not
known (Alsmiller, 1967).
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In this chapter, we derive an expansion for the solution to the transport
equation in two dimensions subject to boundary conditions given for an arbitrary
convex region. The expansion parameter is taken as the lateral dispersion, which is
so small that the lowest order expansion term is the dominant contribution. When
the expansion is applied to the straight ahead theory, only the first term is nonzero
because lateral dispersion is zero in this case. The advantages of using the first
term of the expansion of the transport solution instead of the straight ahead theory
are that the effects of lateral dispersion on the buildup of secondaries are taken
into account and the errors associated with the approximation are known. On the
basis of general principles, the present expansion always provides an overestimate
of dose (conservative estimate), and in almost all circumstances this overestimate
is small. The extension to three dimensions is conceptually the same but with
more complicated algebra.
7.2. High-Energy Transport
The fields of type j particles are represented by the functions ¢j(3, E, _),
which denote the particle fluence of energy E that crosses a plane normal to the
direction of motion _ per unit solid angle as seen at a position 3. The fields satisfy
the steady linear Boltzmann transport equation
+  sj(E)] ,j(3,
k
(7.1)
where Sj (E) is the stopping power (energy loss per unit path length), aj (E) is the
total macroscopic cross section, Cj (3, E, _) is the source of type j particles, and the
cross section for type j secondary particles of energy E produced by collisions of
type k particles of energy E I with the medium is represented by ajk(E, E _,_. _).
The Boltzmann equation admits solution in a closed region for which the inward-
directed flux is specified on the boundary F. The boundary condition is that
(7.2a)
for all _ such that _. _ < 0, where _ is the outward directed unit normal and
Cj (F, E, _) is a specified boundary function determined from exterior sources. Ho-
mogeneous boundary conditions can be used by including an equivalent boundary
source on the right side of equation (7.1) given by
(j(F, E, _) = -ft. _¢j(l _, E, _) (7.2b)
A useful property of equation (7.1) is the linearity that allows superposition of
solutions. Thus, the solution for a sum of sources is the sum of solutions for each
source. As will be seen, there is a great advantage in considering the solution for an
arbitrary source as a superposition of solutions for unidirectional monoenergetic
point sources.
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Presently, the energy absorbed per unit mass or dose is of interest. The dose
at a point _ is taken as
1 / dE' ¢j (2, E', _')= a E / Sj(E') (7.3)
./
where d is the mass density. Since the fields Cj(:_, E', _') are linear functions of
the source, we may rewrite equation (7.3) as
D(_) = _ Jfr dl / dft / dE Rk(_,E,_,F ) {k[F(I),E,_]
k
(7.4)
when all sources lie on the boundary F and dl is the incremental boundary surface.
From the linearity of equation (7.1), the relation between the fields and the source
is
¢j(Z, E', _l)= _k f dE / d_ / dl Gjk(_ , P, E', E, _I _)_k(_ ' E, _) (r.5)
where Gjk is Green's function. The dose response becomes
J
(7.6)
The function Rk(_ , E, _, F) is the dose at a point _ caused by a point source of
type k particles of energy E located at the point I_ on the boundary and directed
toward _. Note that R k in equation (7.6) is a solution for homogeneous boundary
conditions of equation (7.1) when taken with equation (7.4); R k is a function of
the geometric shape of the bounding surface.
We see that the boundaries enter the solution given by equation (7.4) in two
essential ways:
1. The boundary enters the dose calculation by equation (7.4) as an integral
over the equivalent boundary source.
2. The homogeneous boundary condition enters through the function R k.
The properties of the function R k are discussed in the next section, where it will be
argued that although Rk depends on the boundaries, this dependence is weak and,
therefore, negligible. Supportive evidence of this claim will be presented, and some
numerical results will be discussed. Based on these properties, an approximate
form of R k will be derived that results in simplification of equation (7.4) by relating
it to flux-to-dose-rate conversion factors for radiation incident normally on a slab.
7.3. Properties of the Dose Response Function
In this section we first discuss the dose response when all boundaries are far
removed. A specific general form for the response is determined. The effects of
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near boundaries are then discussed, especially in the context of calculating D(2)
given by equation (7.4). The discussion is limited primarily to response to proton
sources, but some aspects of high-energy neutrons will also be discussed. The
methods are even more appropriate for ions heavier than protons.
Protons of energy less than a few hundred MeV interact with dense matter
predominantly through energy loss in collisions with electrons in the surrounding
material. The probability of nuclear reaction before stopping is rather small, and
relatively few secondaries are produced when reactions do occur. The paths of
the primary particles are confined to a small cylinder about the initial direction,
with the deviations in the paths resulting predominantly from multiple coulomb
scattering through very small angles.
At several hundred MeV, nuclear reactions are important, and most primary
particles will suffer nuclear reaction before stopping. The most energetic secon-
daries are confined in a narrow cone about the initial direction (this cone narrows
with increasing primary energy as shown by Shen (1965)) and are closely confined
to the initial beam axis over at least the first mean-free path (_ 1 m in water).
Low-energy secondary-charged particles are stopped near their point of produc-
tion, and only the low-energy neutrons are able to migrate far from the beam axis.
At large distances from the beam, only a net outward flux of low-energy neutrons
is observed; this flux decreases exponentially because of absorptive processes in
the medium. These processes are shown schematically in figure 7.1.
Primary
High-energy
secondary particles
Low-energy neutrons
A_ D I
q
B _ _ B
at o,
Figure 7.1. Schematic representation of the response to a point source of monoenergetic protons.
=7
At very high energies, nuclear reactions tend to dominate, and the distinction
between incident neutrons and protons all but disappears. A principal mode of
transferring energy to the medium is through the multitude of secondary particles
produced in nuclear reaction.
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The dose response will now be parameterized in such a way to exhibit the
above properties. We represent the dose response of a unidirectional point source
of protons of energy E at the origin directed along the z-axis of an infinite medium
as
R(z, E, r) = nN(z, E) g[5(E, z), r] (7.7)
where r is the radial coordinate normal to the z-axis. This is shown schematically
in figure 7.1. The parameter 5(E, z) is the root-mean-square value of the beam
width. The amount of shading in the figure illustrates the magnitude of the dose.
The functions on the right side of equation (7.7) are chosen so that g(5, r) gives
the lateral profile of the beam with
/ r n g(5,r) dr = C2n5 2n (7.8)
co
and Co = 1 so that RN(Z, E) is the fluence-to-dose conversion factor for a uniform
source incident normal to the z = 0 plane. We now consider the changes in the
dose response if a boundary is moved to some position near the beam.
First, consider placing a void to the left of the z = 0 plane, which is boundary A
in figure 7.1. This means that radiation will no longer backscatter from the
material to the left of boundary A and the doses with and without the boundary
are related by
R(E, z, r) = RA(E, z, r) + cA(z, r) (7.9)
The fact that the dose with the boundary far removed is an overestimate of the
dose with the boundary A is denoted by
cA(O,r)>_eA(z,r) >_0 (7.1o)
If we use the approximation of R A as
R n (E, z, r) _ R(E, z, r) (7.11)
then the order of magnitude of the overestimate of dose is given by
<_
[R(E, z, r) - RA(E, z, r)] dr
[RN(E, z) - RA(E, z)]
[RN(E, O) - RA(E, 0)]
_-. 2 × 10 -3 RN(E, O) (7.12)
as estimated (actually overestimated) from the numerical results of Irving
et al. (1965) and Alsmiller et al. (1965). The placement of a void to the right
of boundary D parallel to A located downstream from the source would be ex-
pected to produce similar effects.
A more difficult question concerns the effects of lateral boundaries, shown as
C or B in figure 7.1. Clearly, as long as the lateral boundaries are removed from
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the heavily shaded areas, the effects are negligible. Thus, if the distance from the
beam axis to the boundary is greater than the beam width 5, then the lateral
boundaries will not greatly affect the interior solution.
Beam profiles for 400-MeV protons and neutrons have been calculated by
Wright, Hamm, and Turner (1971) and are shown in figures 7.2 and 7.3; their
results show that 5 _< 1 cm in tissue. The purpose of the next section is to derive
an approximate form for equation (7.4), which makes use of the beam width being
small, that is applicable to the transport of protons, high-energy neutrons, and
heavy ions.
log R
r (cm)
20 10
30 cl
log R
r (cm)
20 10
30 z
Figure 7.2. Beam profiles of a point source of
400-MeV protons calculated by Wright,
Hamm, and Turner (1971).
Figure 7.3. Beam profiles of a point
source of 400-MeV neutrons calculated
by Wright, Hamm, and Turner (1971).
7.4. Expansion for Two-Dimensional Transport
We consider the transport solution in a closed, convex, two-dimensional region.
The boundary is defined by a vector function F(l), where l is the path length along
the boundary curve. The unit tangent to the curve is
_'(l)- d_(t) (7.13)
dl
and points in the direction of increasing I. The outward-directed unit normal is
d_(1) (7.14)
a(t) =-pq) at
where p(l) is the radius of curvature. The dose A at an interior point 2 caused by
a boundary source ¢(f, E, fl) is given by
A(2, E, _) = Jfr nr[E' z(F, 2, fi), r(F, 2, O)]ff(F, E, fi) dl (7.15)
where the arguments of R r are
z(f,2,fi) = fi .(f-2)
r(f,2,fi) = fi±-(f- 2)
(7.16)
(7.17)
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where _l is a unit vector perpendicular to 6. We now seek means whereby the
above integral can be approximated.
We recall that the effects of boundaries on Rr(E, z, r) are expected to be small
so that the replacement
RF(E, z, r) _ R(E, z, r) (7.18)
provides an overestimate of the dose and the error is negligible so that
A(E, x, fl) ._ fr R[E, z(F, 5, 6), r(F, 5, 6)1¢(F, E, 6) dl (7.19)
Note that equation (7.19) is a considerable simplification over equation (7.15).
The replacement of R F by R means that the transport equation needs to be solved
only once to determine the function R, which is then applicable to all problems
through equation (7.19). Now we will make use of the property that R(E, z, r)
has a maximum at r = 0 and drops precipitously away from the maximum. To
do this, we first make a translation along the bounding curve to the point where
r(_,e, 6) = 6±. (5- Y)= 0
label the point/z(_), and define a new variable
and the vector function
We can then rewrite
(7.20)
s = t - ix(f) (7.21)
q(s) = _(t) - f[tx(6)] (7.22)
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z(F, 5, 6) = zx(6) - 6. _(s) (7.23)
r(F, 5, 6) = -ill" _(s) (7.24)
and the integral as
A(_,E, 6) - fs2(_) R[E,Zx(6) - 6. q(s), -61' _(_)]
- ¢-_1 (6)
x ¢[Fz + "_(s), E, _] ds (7.25)
where the limits of integration are given by solutions of
r(-81), fi = -1 (7.26)
t'(s2)" 6 = 1 (7.27)
where {(s) is the unit tangent at s and is directed toward increasing s. We can
further simplify equation (7.25) by transforming the integral over path length s
to an integral over the lateral dimension r.
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Consider the expansion
= -dl. _(0)s + J--d±, _(0)s _ +...r
Zpo
(7.28)
which, when inverted, reads (no" l_ = _± • {o and where subscript o denotes
evaluation at r -- s = 0):
-r _ d. _o r 2
_o-n 2po _o. d (G-d)2 +" (7.29)
so that
and
,(£,_,d)=z,(d)+ . r-2p--_
× (ft. _o)2 - (d. _o)__2+...
(d-G) 4
.7(s)= -to + _to-d:=o _o) +...
(7.30)
(7.31)
With a change of variables,
(_'t'o_ _ 1 (d.to) 2-(d.ffo) 2 r]
J-_(d) _d.G "r 2po (d.G) 2
. ,
+.. fl,"}[1 1 _'to
"' Po (ft. rio)_ r +...] dr (7.32)
where rl(_) and r2(_) are the distances from Y to the boundary along the
direction perpendicular to _. Expanding the integrand of equation (7.32) and
using equations (7.7) and (7.8) give
a(x, E, n) =
[ '(x I+_N N (n'no) 2 _o.f_
= RN[z_(d), E] ¢(G, d, E)[1+ o(_2)1
- + RN[z_(d),E] ¢(G,d,E) g(_,,') &
C,C
"_RN[Z_(fi),EI¢(G,fi, E) {_+ O(e_) -- e[_(_,n) + _(e,_)]}
_ + o(_=)!1 _o-po (d. _o) dr
(7.33)
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where the last term in equation (7.33) is inferior to terms 0(52), i.e.,
0(62) >>  g(6,ri)
for ri >> 6. The solution for all sources of different E and _ is then found from
equation (7.33) as
D(_) = foo_Jf_ RN[Zx(_),E] ¢(Fx,_,E)[1 +0(62)] d(t dE (7.34)
which can be evaluated by using a simple approximate quadrature. The error
terms in equation (7.34) contain the quantities
V¢'5 2 V2¢ 2
Po RN ' ¢ ' RN ¢
in the form of second-order products in 5.
Generally, 5 is quite small. This is the basis for the straight ahead approxi-
mation; and in the limit as 5 --_ 0, the first term in equation (7.34) is the sole
surviving term when applied to the straight ahead theory. In the real situation, 5
is nonzero and the first term in equation (7.34) will still give satisfactory results
even when straight ahead theory is inadequate.
The greatest importance of equation (7.34) is that the fluence-to-dose conver-
sion factors for normal incidence on a semi-infinite slab are all the information
required to compute doses in any arbitrary convex object. These fluence-to-dose
conversion factors are well-known for neutrons and protons of several energies for
depths up to 30 cm in soft tissue. An interpolation to other energies and an ex-
trapolation to large depths are given by Wilson and Khandelwal (1974 and 1976)
and have been extended for tissue systems shielded by aluminum. (See chapter 8.)
Perhaps the main limitation in using equation (7.34) is the assumption that
the lateral distance from the dose point to the boundary is large compared with
the beam width; i.e., ri <_ 6 so that 6g(6, ri) >> 0(52). This could always be
corrected by a knowledge of the lateral profile of the beam where the expression
oc fr2((O RN[Zx(_),E ] ¢(l_x,_,E) g(6, r) dr d_ dE+O(52) (7.35)
D(Z) = fo _ J_rl(_ )
is used in place of equation (7.34). The main limitation is that g(6, r) is
not sufficiently well-known in the literature. There is some question as to
the importance of such terms, as has been shown by Wilson and Khandelwal
(1974) with a numerical example. Note also that the result of equation (7.34) is
always an overestimate to equation (7.35) and thus is always conservative. The
conservativeness of equation (7.34) follows because the integrand of equation (7.35)
is positive definite. Finally, we note that equation (7.34) or (7.35) is the desired
approximate form for equation (7.4). The accuracy is associated with the beam
width 6, and errors are sufficiently small in many applications to the transport
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of protons, heavy ions, and high-energy neutrons. As a check on the formalism
expressed by equation (7.34), we have calculated the fluence-to-dose conversion
factors for isotropic protons on a 30-cm tissue slab and compared the results
with "exact" Monte Carlo results. The comparison can be made from table 7.1.
Equation (7.34) is seen to be accurate for dose points near the boundary (x = 0)
as well as at great depths. The condition under which equation (7.35) provides
a more accurate result is not yet clear. The calculation of the function RN(X , E)
for protons and heavy ions and their validation is the main topic of the rest of
this report.
Table 7.1. Comparison of Isotropic Incident Proton Conversion Factors a
for a 30-cm Tissue Slab
[Present approximations compared with "exact" Monte Carlo results]
x, cm Exact Approximate Error, percent
E = 100 MeV
1
5
10
15
20
1
5
10
15
2O
25
1
5
10
15
20
25
2.78
2.92
2.15
0.56
,_0.01
2.65
2.45
1.92
.90
0
-4.7
-16
11
60
E = 200 MeV
½.41.66
1.72
1.48
1.14
.81
1.70
1.62
1.4i
1.16
.79
-6.0
-4.6
1.7
-2.5
E = 300 MeV
1.29
1.34
1.28
1.18
1.03
.89
1.29
1.35
1.26
1.14
1.01
.88
0
.8
-1.6
-3.4
-1.9
-1.1
E = 400 MeV
1.16
1.20
1.14
1.17
1.10
1.01
1.17
1.27
1.22
1.13
1.04
.94
0.9
5.9
7.0
-4.1
-5.5
-6.9
aUnits are chosen as 10 -1° Gy/(proton cm-2).
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Chapter 8
Nucleon Transport Methods
8.1. Introduction
Understanding the interaction of energetic charged particles with bulk matter
is important for determining shield quality (Shen, 1963; Alsmiller, 1967), dosime-
ter design (Khandelwal and Wilson, 1973), and radiology (Armstrong, 1972; Arm-
strong and Bishop, 1971), as well as for astrophysics (Murzin and Sarycheva, 1970;
Shen 1967), and solar system studies (Reedy and Arnold, 1972). Detailed studies
of charged-particle transport with regeneration have been hampered by terms aris-
ing from energy loss caused by atomic ionization and excitation (Haffner, 1967).
Generally, charged-particle transport calculations are made by using Monte Carlo
methods (Alsmiller, 1967), where errors of the procedure are difficult to evaluate
and a degree of insight is lost in the handling of large amounts of numerical data.
Clearly, an approximation procedure that allows an error test that is both easily
mechanized and related directly to the particle fields is desirable.
Analytical methods have been developed to represent solutions to the Boltz-
mann equation for charged-particle transport. These results are obtained by using
an approximate Boltzmann equation for which analytical solution is possible. For
example, approximations ignoring energy loss through ionization have been used
in studying the high-energy nucleonic cascade development in the Earth's atmo-
sphere (Cocconi, Cocconi Tongiorgi, and Widgoff, 1950). Energy loss caused by
ionization is generally important, and only the high-energy secondaries are ade-
quately treated. The so-called Passow approximations have found utility in recent
studies (O'Brien, 1971). The restrictions on the Passow approximations are that
ali secondaries are produced in the forward direction (straight ahead approxima-
tion), energy loss caused by ionization is neglected, and the secondary-particle-
production spectra must be proportional to Esa, where a is constant.
The solution of the Boltzmann equation including ionization energy loss has
been inadequately treated. Alsmiller (1967) has given approximate expressions
without estimates of their validity, but with a note of caution that the result
is adequate only over very small distances compared with one mean-free path.
Neither has a general treatment of the solution been given nor have questions of
convergence been answered.
In the present chapter, we consider the solution of the Boltzmann equation
for charged-particle transport and answer questions on the convergence of the
solution technique (Wilson and Lamkin, 1975). For the present, we assume one-
dimensional transport (which is a reasonable approximation for nucleon transport,
see Alsmiller (1967) and Wright et al. (I969)) in which production of neutral
secondaries is ignored. The equations are otherwise realistic and, as we will
see, provide a good first approximation to proton transport. Herein we solve
the charged-particle Boltzmann equation as coupled perturbation equations (in
the context of slowing-down theory). The inverse of the Boltzmann operator is
derived and the original Boltzmann equation is replaced by a set of quadratures.
The implementation is discussed and convergence of the perturbation series is
examined. The final results are compared with those obtained by Monte Carlo
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methods (Wright et al., 1969). Implications on the interaction of high-energy
protons with tissue are then discussed.
8.2. Charged-Particle Transport
8.2.1. Energy-independent cross sections. The Boltzmann equation for
proton transport (neglecting coupling to other particle fields) in the straight ahead
approximation is given as
(_--x _--ES(E) +a)¢(x, E) =/_ f(E,E')¢(x,E')dE' (8.1)
where S(E) is the proton stopping power, a is the macroscopic proton cross
section that we take as energy independent, and f(E, E _) is the secondary-particle-
production cross section. The production cross section satisfies
E p
fo :(E, (8.2)E l ) dE
where m is the average number of protons produced per event.
The differential operator of equation (8.1) can be simplified by making a
nonlinear transformation on E as
_o E dE_r = S(E') (8.3)
which follows from the method of characteristics in partial differential equations
theory (Wilson and Lamkin, 1975). By further mapping the particle field ¢(x, E)
and production cross section as
¢(x, r) = S(E) ¢(x, E) (8.4)
_(r, r') = S(E) I(E, E') (8.5)
we may rewrite equation (8.1) as
O-x _r + a ¢(x, r) = ](r, r') _p(x, r') dr' (8.6)
The characteristic coordinate along which the solution propagates is simply x - r,
and the solution may be written as a line integral along this coordinate. The
result may be written as
%b(x, r) = exp(-ax) %b(0, x + r)
/0•+ dz exp(-az) dr' f(r + z, r') _b(x - z, r') (8.7)
+z
where the boundary condition is
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Solution to equation (8.7) may be written in terms of quadratures as follows
¢0(x, r) = exp(-ax) ¢(0, r + x) (8.9)
// //¢_(z,_) = &exp(-_) er'_(r + _,r') ¢___(_ - z, r') (8.10)
+z
with
O0
¢(x, r) = _ ¢i(x, r) (8.11)
/=0
which is recognized as the Neumann series.
The secondary source spectra were discussed in chapter 5 and are of the form
f(r, r') _ aexp(-cw) + cexp[7(r - r')] (8.12)
where the coefficients a and 7 are slowly varying functions of r'.
The first term corresponds to knockout nucleons and evaporation particles so
that
ar' >> 1 (8.13)
The second term corresponds to the quasi-elastic scattered primary such that
vr' << 1 (8.14)
Typically, c_ _ 1 --_ 10 cm2/g while 7 _ 10-3 ---* 10-2 cm2/g • As a result of
linearity of equation (8.7), we will solve for each term of equation (8.12) separately
and evaluate the cross term last.
8.2.2. Discrete spectrum. The solution for a discrete spectrum at the
boundary is developed as follows. The first term is given as
¢0(x,r) = exp(-_x) _(ro- r - z) (8.1_)
where ro corresponds to the energy at the boundary. The quasi-elastic transported
particles may be solved directly (Wilson et al., 1988 and 1989) as
¢c, (x, r) = x exp(-ax)c exp[7(ro - r - z)] (8.16)
with
1 xn c n x)n_ 1¢cn(x'r) = _.w exp(-ax)_--Z----_(r°-r- exp[-'y(ro-r-x)] (8.17)Ut - .t),.
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It is easily shown that
¢c(x,_) = _ ¢_(x,_)
n=l
= exp[--ax -- _/(ro -- r - x)] _/ cx
ro--r -x
(8.18)
where II(Z) is a modified Bessel function of first order (Wilson et al., 1988).
Equation (8.18) can also be derived by using Laplace transforms (Ganapol et al.,
1991). The total flux is found for each term as
so that
as expected, and
To--_gPc_ (x) = Cn (x, r) dr
J0
(8.19)
_)0(x) -- exp(-ax) (8.20)
¢cl (x) = -c x exp(-ax){1 - exp[-_,(ro - x)]} (8.21)
7
lc2 2
ffPc2(X) = 5 _-_x exp(-crz) (1 - [1 + "y(ro - x)] exp[-y(ro - x)]} (8.22)
At very high energies (ro --_ co), the total flux values become
(_c_(X) = _ x exp(-ax) (8.23)
as expected because c ._ mQaV, where mQ is the quasi-elastic multiplicity (Wilson
et al., 1989).
The low-energy term of the secondary spectrum can likewise be treated. The
first term is
¢al (x, r) =
= a exp(-ax)[Fa(r + x) - Fa(r)] (8.24)
where Fa(r) is the cumulative spectrum. The total fluence contribution is
a exp(-crx){l+exp(-e_ro)-exp(-ax)-exp[-(_(ro-x)]} (8.25)
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which shows initial linear growth for small x to some maximum value limited
by the exp(-ax) factor if aro is large or by 1 - exp[-a(ro - x)] if aro is small
compared with aro. If aro is large, the secondary particle fluence rises quickly
to equilibrium with the primary beam for x >> a -_ and slowly declines as the
primary beam attenuates according to
a
Oal (x) _ _-_ exp(-ax)
The next secondary spectral term is
a 2
_ba2(x, r) = _ exp(-ax) exp(-ar)[1 + exp(-2ax)- 2 exp(-c_x)]
× {exp(-ar) - exp[-a(ro - x)]}
(8.26)
(8.27)
The fluence grows for small x as
3 a 2 exp(-2c_r) (8.28)
_ba2(X, r) _ _ _x 2 exp(-c_x)
and approaches a value given by
a2
Ca2(X, r) _ _5a3 exp(-ax) exp(-2_r) (8.29)
where equilibrium with the primary beam is established. The total flux is
{g)a2(x) = _ exp(-ax)[1 + exp(-2c_x) - 2 exp(-ax)] 1 + exp[-2c_(ro -x)]
- 2exp[- (ro - x)]} (8.30)
The equilibrium flux is
a 2
Ca2(X) _ _ exp(-ax) (8.31)
and can be compared with the first perturbation term for which
Ca2(X) < 10 -2 (8.32)(x) -
for most materials. The series for the Ca(x, r) converges very rapidly so that
_ba(x, r) _ _bal (x, r) + Ca2(X, r) (8.33)
to better than 1 percent accuracy, and neglecting the second term gives results
within 1 percent.
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We now evaluate the cross terms of the series. The low-energy secondary
particle flux produced by quasi-elastic secondaries is given by
a Cexp(_ax)exp(_ar)[(c_x_l)+exp(-ax)]
x { l - exp[-_(ro - x - r)] } (8.34)
for which the total integrated flux is
a c e×p(-_x) [(ax - 1) + exp(-ax)]¢_(_) = _2 _(_ _ e)
((a - 7){1 - exp[-_(ro - x)]}×
-aexp[-7(ro-x)l{1-exp[-(a-7)](ro-x)} ) (8.35)
Because a >> 7, we find that for high-energy primaries (i.e., ro -_ oc) the total
flux rises quadratically from the boundary and rapidly approaches equilibrium
with the quasi-elastic secondaries (eq. (8.21)) as seen in
a c
_ac(X) _ -_ _x exp(-ax) (8.36)
Similar results can be found for the higher order quasi-elastic secondary terms.
The quasi-elastic scattering of low-energy secondaries is similarly derived as
¢c.(X,r) a c exp(_o.x){ 1- exp[-(oL --_)x] I[i_ exp(-_x)] }
×
The total integrated flux is
_(x) = ___a c
×
(l{l-exp[-a(ro-X)]}
_ 17 {exp[- a(ro - x)] - exp[- (_ + _/)(ro -- x)]} )
For high energy and x >> _-1,
a c
_ca(x) _ -_ -_ exp(-ax)
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It is clear that equilibrium is established with the primary beam caused by the
short range of the first-generation, low-energy secondary particles (i.e., (_ >> "_).
Note that 4)ca(X) is inferior to Oac(X) once equilibrium is established (x >> c_-_)
and is therefore small as x --* 0, thus making the cross term of equation (8.36) the
main contribution.
8.2.3. Continuous spectrum. We consider a continuous energy spectrum
at the boundary given by an exponential so that
_b0(x, r) = exp(-ax) exp[-fl(r + x)] (8.40)
where typical values of fl are c_ >> fl >> % The next terms of the quasi-elastic
series are given by
lxn exp(-ax) exp [-fl(x + r)] (8.41)¢_(_, r) = n!
Clearly, the quasi-elastic series may be summed as
oo
E ¢_ (x, r) = exp[cxl(_ + Z)] exp(-_) exp[-Z(z + r)] (8.42)
n=0
The total flux associated with each term is
1 ( cx _nl exp(_ax_Zx ) (8.43)
• .(x) = _.. \_ + _]
The total flux
1
Co(x) = _ exp[cx/(fl + _)] exp(-ax) exp(-Bx) (8.44)
converges by virtue of fl >> V-
The low-energy secondaries may likewise be evaluated to give
(8.45)
Ct ( 1
The total flux is given as
a 1
(I)al (x) = a a + fl exp(-crx) exp(-flx)[1 - exp(-ax)] (8.46)
The flux grows linearly at small x << a -1 and approaches equilibrium with the
primary beam for x >> a -1. The equilibrium value is
a 1
(I)al i x) _ exp(-ax) exp(-flx) (8.47)
a a+fl
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The next term is given as
Ca_(x, r) = a a exp(-ax)exp[-fl(x+r)]
a a+fl
1 exp(-2c_rl[1-exp(-2ax)]× G
-_exp(-ctx-2ar)[1-exp(-flx)]} (8.48)
for which the corresponding integrated flux is
a a 1
_Pa2 (x) = exp(-_rx) exp(-flx)
a a+fl 2a+fl
x{_al [1 - exp(-2ax)] - fll [1 - exp(-flx)] exp(-ax)} (8.49)
The flux again approaches equilibrium for x >> a-1 as
I a2 fl 1
_a2(x) _ 2 a 2 a + 2fl fl exp(-ax) exp(-flx) (8.50)
As in the discrete spectrum case,
ca2(x)
G,(x) < 0.01 (8.51)
The cross term representing the low-energy secondaries produced by the quasi-
elastic scatter particles is
a c
Cat(x, r) - f 7+f exp(-ax - _r - fix)
ax - fix - 1 + exp [ - (a - fl)x]x (_ _ f)2
exp(-flr) lax - i + exp(-ax)] ]
f (8.52)
The corresponding total flux is
_ac(X)=
a c
aft 7 + fl exp(-ax - fix)
ax - fix- 1 + exp[-(a- fl)x]x (a - fl)2 _ ax - 1 + exp(-ax) } (8.53)a(_ + fi)
The flux rises quadratically for small x to an equilibrium value for x >> a -1 as
a c x exp(-ax - fix) (8.54)
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and remains in equilibrium with the ¢c:(x,r) term throughout the rest of the
median. The cross term representing the quasi-elastic scattering of the first-
generation, low-energy flux is
a c exp(-ax) exp(-flx) exp[-(a +/_)r]
eta(X, r) - a2 "_+ j3 + a
x [1 - (ax - 1) exp(-ax)] (8.55)
The corresponding integrated flux is
a c exp(-ax --/3x) [1- (ax - i)exp(-c x)]
• :7a (8.56)
The flux rises quadratically at small x and approaches an equilibrium value for
x :>:>c_-1 as
a c exp(-crx - 13x) (8.57)
and remains in equilibrium with the surviving flux of primary particles. Clearly,
the _ca flux is inferior to the _ac flux at all values of x.
These results are useful in developing an understanding of the role of various
contributions in the particle-production terms of equations (8.10) or (8.6). They
likewise serve as a means of developing numerical procedures and testing those
procedures for error propagation. We will further discuss this role in a latter
section. The fact that the lower energy solutions converge quickly and remain in
equilibrium with the primary beam has played an important role in the study of
target-induced reaction and nuclear recoil effects in biological materials (Wilson,
Townsend, and Buck, 1986; Wilson, Townsend, and Khan, 1989; Wilson, Shinn,
and Townsend, 1990; Shinn, Wilson, and Ngo, 1990) and electronic materials (Ngo
et al., 1989; Wilson, Stith, and Stock, 1983,; Wilson, Walker, and Outlaw, 1984).
8.3. Buildup Factors
In passing through tissue, energetic protons interact mostly through ionization
of atomic constituents by transferring small amounts of momentum to orbital
electrons. Although nuclear reactions are far less numerous, their effects are
magnified because of the large momentum transferred to the nuclear particles
and the struck nucleus itself. Unlike the secondary electrons formed through
atomic ionization by interaction with the primary protons, the radiations resulting
from nuclear reactions are mostly heavily ionizing and generally have large
biological effectiveness. Many of the secondary particles of nuclear reactions
are sufficiently energetic to promote similar nuclear reactions and thus cause a
buildup of secondary radiations. The description of such processes requires a
solution of the transport equation. The approximate solutions for transporting
protons in 30-cm-thick slabs of soft tissue for fixed incident energies have been
found (Armstrong and Bishop, 1971; Wright et al., 1969; Alsmiller, Armstrong,
and Coleman, 1970; Armstrong and Chandler, 1970; Snyder et al., 1969; Turner
et al., 1964; Wright, Hamm, and Turner, 1971; Zerby and Kinney, 1965). The
results of such calculations are dose conversion factors for relating the primary
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monoenergetic proton fluence to dose or dose equivalent as a function of position
in a tissue slab.
Whenever the radiation is spatially uniform, the dose at any point x in a
convex object may be calculated by (Wilson and Khandelwal, 1974)
(8.58)
where Rn(z, E) is the dose at depth z for normal incident protons of energy E on a
tissue slab; ¢(_, E) is the differential proton fluence along direction _; and zx(_)
is the distance from the boundary along _ to the point 5. It has been shown
that equation (8.58) always overestimates the dose but is an accurate estimate
when the ratio of the proton beam divergence (caused by nuclear reaction) to the
radius of curvature of the body is small. Equation (8.58) is a practical prescription
for introducing nuclear reaction effects into calculations of dose in geometrically
complex objects, such as a human body. The main requirement is that the dose
conversion factors for a tissue slab be adequately known for a broad range of
energies and depths. Such a description is obtained through the use of buildup
factors.
8.3.1. Simplified theory of proton buildup factors. The Boltzmann
equation for proton transport in straight ahead approximation is given as
[ ] E0 0 S(E) + a ¢(x, E) = f(E, E') ¢(x, E') dE' (8.59)Ox OE
where S(E) is the proton stopping power, a is the macroscopic interaction cross
section which we presently take as energy independent, and f(E,E') is the
production cross section for secondary protons. Using the definitions
fo E dE'T = S(E') (8.60)
4(x, r) = S(E)O(x, E) (8.61)
?(r, _') = S(E)/(E, E') (8.62)
allows equation (8.59) to be rewritten as
4(x, r) = exp(-o_) 4(0, x + _)
// //+ dz exp(-az) dr' f(r + z, r') 4(x - z, r')
+z
where the boundary condition is
4(0, r) = S(E) ¢(0, E)
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The secondary-particle-production cross section is normalized as
E f
fo f(E, E') dE = ma (8.65)
where m is the average number of protons produced per nuclear event. Although
m and a are, in reality, functions of E', our current interest is in monoenergetic
boundary conditions as
¢(0, E) = 5(E - E0) (8.66)
and we take m and a evaluated at the beam energy E 0. The corresponding
boundary condition on ¢ is
¢(0, r) = 5(r - ro) (8.67)
The high-energy-production cross section is an exponential function of E' - E and
is used to approximate equation (8.62) as
f(r, r') _ bexp[-7(r' - r)] (8.68)
The normalization in equation (8.65) requires
b = mat (8.69)
1 - exp(-Tro)
7 _ 0.01 cm2/g."and
obtain
where
Equation (8.63) may be solved by perturbation theory to
(8.70)
i=0
¢0(x, r) = exp(-ax) 5(r + x - ro) (8.71)
_0 _
¢1 (X, r) ----exp(--ax) f(r + z, ro -- x + z)dz (8.72)
]0 jr¢n+1 (x, r) = dz exp(-az) dr' f(r + z, r') ¢n(x - z, r') (8.73)+z
which may be reduced using equation (8.69). For example,
_)1 (X, r) = X exp(--ax) ?(r, ro -- x) (8.74)
¢2(x, r) = lx2 exp(--ax) b(ro - x - r) f(r, ro - x) (8.75)
The successive contributions to dose may now be calculated
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_0 Cx;
Do(x) = exp(-ax) 5(r + x - ro) dE = S[e(ro - x)] exp(-ax) (8.76)
D1 (x) = S1 [C(ro - x)] max exp(-ax) (8.77)
5r2x 2
02(x) = $2[ (ro --x)]m27 exp(--ox) (8.78)
where S1 and $2 are spectral averages of stopping power in which Sl(g) -- O(c)
and $2(¢) = O(c2) for small c. The total dose is then
OO
D(x) = S[c(ro - x)] exp(-ax) + E l(max)i exp(-ax)[_i[C(ro - x)] (8.79)
i=l
The dose buildup factor is then defined as
B(x, Eo) = 1 + E_I _.(max) i Si[¢(ro - x)] (8.80)
S[ (ro- x)]
With the property that
lira B(x, Eo) = 1 (8.81)
x----+ro
which follows here from the neglect of the coupling between the proton and neutron
fields.
Wilson and Khandelwal (1974) assumed that the buildup factor had the
following form
B(x, E0) = (A1 + A2x + Aax 2) exp(-A4x) (8.82)
where A4 was chosen to satisfy equation (8.81). It is seen that the choice of
A4 is not governed by the nuclear cross section but rather by the result that
_'i(c) _ 0(_ i) for small e. The presence of neutron production in the medium
modifies the conclusion that equation (8.81) is valid.
8.3.2. Buildup in an external shield. We now consider the problem of
buildup in an external shield. We assume that an equivalent distance in the shield
can be defined so that the stopping power in equivalent distance units of the shield
and exposed media are equal. Consequently, the Boltzmann equations of the two
media differ only in their nuclear cross sections as
[3-x O0--ES(E) +as] ¢(x,E) =//fs(E, EI)¢(x, Er)dE I (8.83)
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[fix O0--ES(E) +a] ¢(x,E) =/_ f(E,E')¢(x,E')dE' (8.84)
For a monoenergetic beam on the boundary of the shield, the solution is given as
¢0(x, r) = exp(-asx) _(ro - x - r) (8.85)
¢1 ix, r) = x exp(-asX) ]s (r, ro - z) (8.86)
The particles appearing at the media interface provide the boundary condition of
the exposed medium; thus,
¢0(0, r) = exp(-asts) 5(ro - ts - r) + ts exp(-asts) is(r, ro - ts) +... (8.87)
where ts is the shield thickness. To evaluate the proton field in the exposed media
we may use equation (8.63) and the above boundary value in equation (8.87) to
obtain
¢(x, r) = exp(-ax) exp(-asts) 5(ro - ts - x - r)
+ exp(-ax)t_ exp(-ast_) ]s(r + x, ro - ts)
+ exp(-asts)x exp(-az) ?(r, ro - ts - x) +,.. (8.88)
Using equation (8.68), we may rewrite equation (8.88) as
_b(x, r) = exp(-asts - ax) 5(ro - ts - x - r) + [ts is(r, ro - ts - x)
+ x }(r, ro - ts - x)] exp(-asts - crx) +... (8.89)
Similar to equation (8.79), we have
Ds(ts, x, Eo) = exp(-asts - ax)S[c(ro - ts - x)]
{ms stsS'81[ (ro - ts - x)]+
+ [s(ro- ts - z)]} exp(-o t - +... (8.90)
It is clear that equation (8.90) may be written as
Ds(ts, x, Eo) = D(ts + x, Eo) + [exp(-asts) - exp(-ats)]D(x, Es)
+ ts exp(-ax){rasa8 $81 [e(ro - t_ - x)]exp(-asts)
- rna $1 [e(ro - ts - x)] exp(-at8)}
D(ts + x, Eo) + tsI (a - as)D(x, Es)
+ exp(-ax)(msas - rna)S1 [c(ro - ts - x)] } +... (8.91)
where Es = c(ro - ts). One may define the shield buildup factor relative to the
exposed media as
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Ds(ts'x'E°)={ l+ts[(a-as)D(x'Es)+exp(-ax)(msas-ma)_l]D(ts+ x, Eo) +'"}
× D(ts + x, Eo) (8.92)
Clearly, the coefficient of ts in equation (8.92) is reduced if a _ as, and furthermore
it is reduced to a small contribution as m _ ms. This occurs because the spectral
distribution functions have 7 "_ 78 for all materials since V is largely determined
from the proton-proton scattering amplitude.
8.3.3. Tissue buildup factors. We now consider the implementation of
the above ideas into a practical formulation of proton buildup factors in tissue.
Available information on conversion factors is for discrete energies from 100 MeV
to 1 TeV in rather broad energy steps for depths from 0 to 30 cm in semi-
infinite slabs of tissue (Alsmiller, Armstrong, and Coleman, 1970; Armstrong
and Chandler, 1970; Turner et al., 1964; Zerby and Kinney, 1965). The nuclear
reaction data used for high-energy nucleons are usually based on Monte Carlo
estimates (Bertini, 1963 and 1969; Bertini and Guthrie, 1971) with low-energy
neutron reaction data taken from experimental observation. The quality factor
as defined by ICRP 26 (Anon., 1977) is used for protons. The quality factor
for heavier fragments and the recoiling nuclei is arbitrarily set to 20 which is
considered conservative (Wilson, Shinn, and Townsend, 1990), but the average
quality factor obtained by calculation is comparable with estimates obtained
through observations made in nuclear emulsion (Schaefer and Sullivan, 1970).
To fully use equation (8.58), a parameterization of the conversion factor was
introduced by Wilson and Khandelwal (1974) that allowed reliable interpolation
and extrapolation from known values. A refinement and an extension of that work
are now discussed.
The conversion factor Rn(z, E) is composed of two terms representing the dose
caused by the primary beam protons and the dose caused by secondary particles
produced in nuclear reactions. Thus,
Rn(z, E) = Rp(z, E) + Rs(z, E) (8.93)
where the conversion factor of the primary dose equivalent is
Rp(z, E) = PiE) QF[S(Er)] S(Er)
P(Er) (8.94)
with the reduced energy given by
Er = c[R(E) - z] (8.95)
and with the usual quality factor QF defined as a function of linear energy transfer
(LET), with LET denoted here by the symbol S, and total nuclear survival
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probability for a proton of energy E given by
E a(E') dE']P(E / = exp - f0 _-_ ] (8.96)
where macroscopic cross section _r(E) for tissue as calculated by Bertini is given
by Alsmiller et al. (1972). The R(E) is the usual range-energy relation for protons
in tissue, and c(x) is the inverse of R(E). The proton total optical thickness given
by
fo E a( E') dE': S(E')
is given in table 8.1 for purposes of numerical interpolation.
conversion factors for absorbed dose, Rp(z, E) is taken as
(8.97)
In the case of
P(E) S(Er) (8.98)
Rp(z, E) - P(Er)
The representation of the conversion factors is simplified by rewriting equa-
tion (8.93) as
ns(z,E)]Rn(z, E) : 1 + R--_,E)J Rp(z, E) - B(z, E) Rp(z, E) (8.99)
where B(z, E) is recognized as the dose buildup factor. The main advantage of
introducing the buildup factor into equation (8.99) is that unlike Rn(z, E), the
buildup factor is a smoothly varying function of energy at all depths in the slab
and can be approximated by the simple function
B(z, E) = (A1 + A2z + A3 z2) exp(-A4z) (8.100)
where the parameters Ai are understood to be energy dependent. The param-
eters Ai are found by fitting equation (8.100) to the values of the buildup factors
as estimated from the Monte Carlo calculations of proton conversion factors. The
resulting coefficients are shown in table 8.2. The coefficients for 100-, 200-, and
300-MeV protons were obtained with the Monte Carlo data of Turner et al. (1964).
The values at 400, 730, 1500, and 3000 MeV were obtained from the results of
Alsmiller, Armstrong, and Coleman (1970). The 10-GeV entry was obtained from
the calculations of Armstrong and Chandler (1970). Some values noted in table 8.2
were obtained by interpolating between data points or smoothly extrapolating
to unit buildup factor at proton energies near the coulomb barrier for tissue
nuclei (_12 MeV). The coefficients are found for all energies to 10 GeV by using
second-order Lagrange interpolation between the values shown in table 8.2. The
resulting buildup factors are shown in figures 8.1 and 8.2 in comparison with the
Monte Carlo results, where the error bars were determined by drawing smooth
limiting curves so as to bracket the Monte Carlo values and to follow the general
functional dependence. The uncertainty limits should, therefore, be interpreted
as approximately 2a limits, rather than la ranges generally used in expressing
uncertainty limits.
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Figure 8.1. Dose buildup factor for several
depths in tissue as function of incident
proton energy.
Figure 8.2. Dose equivalent buildup factor for
several depths in tissue as function of
incident proton energy.
Table 8.1. Total Tissue Optical Thickness for Protons
E, GeV
0
.01
.025
.05
.1
.15
.2
.25
.3
.35
.4
.5
.7
.9
1.1
0
.0033
.0171
.0510
.135
.239
.362
.501
.655
.822
1.004
1.429
2.471
3.743
5.143
E, GeV
1.3
1.5
1.7
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.5
10.0
6.57
8.03
9.52
11.76
13.27
14.78
16.29
17.79
19.29
26.62
3.81
40.84
47.75
57.91
67.85
In figure 8.3 the dose as a function of depth is shown in comparison to
measurements of Baarli and Goebel at CERN (Switzerland) (Properties of High-
Energy Beams From a 600-MeV Synchrocyclotron. Presented at XI International
Congress of Radiology (Rome), Sept. 1965). Also shown are the Monte Carlo
values interpolated between 400 and 730 MeV. The uncollided primary proton
contribution is shown separately. The dose equivalent is likewise shown in
figure 8.4. The extreme importance of secondary radiation is clearly shown.
Within the space program, one has shield material that is mostly aluminum.
We are therefore interested in attenuating space radiation by the appropriate
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E, GeV
a0.03
a.06
.10
a.15
.20
.30
.40
.73
al.2
Dose equivalent
A1 A2 A3
1.00 0 0
1.20 0 0
1.40 .020 0
1.50 .O70 0
1.60 .090 0
1.70 .110 0
1.90 .130 0
3.40 .156 .00035
4.32 .167 .00145
aDenotes interpolated values.
A4
0
.0300
.0300
.0385
.0400
.0330
.0228
.0150
.0130
Dose
A1 A2 A3
1.00 0 0
1.07 .010 0
1.10 .040 0
1.12 .060 0
1.15 .062 0
1.20 .O68 0
1.24 .071 0
1.40 .090 .0001
1.67 .094 .0008
A4
0
.010
.026
.031
.032
.026
.0228
.0150
.0122
-- Analytic fit
e_ - - - Monte Carlo, interpolated
E ! Baarli and Goebel, experimental
? -- - Uncollided primaries
£6
Z
"_ 4
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•_1 .
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Figure 8.3. Proton depth-dose relation: an-
alytic fit (nuclear effects), Monte Carlo,
experiments, and primary protons for
592-MeV protons.
Figure 8.4. Proton depth-dose equivalent
relation including nuclear effects for
600-MeV protons.
amount of aluminum before the radiation enters the astronaut's body. As a first
step, we replace the appropriate aluminum thickness Zs (given in g/cm 2) by a
range of equivalent thickness of tissue Zs for 50-MeV protons as has been the
custom in space-radiation protection as
ntiss(50) (8.101)
Zs = RAI(50) Zs =---pzs
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For definiteness we note that p _ 0.787. The conversion factor of the primary
dose equivalent is then
P(E) QF[S(Er)] S( Er)
x (8.102)
P(Er)
where the reduced energy is
Er=¢[R(E)-z-_s] (8.103)
and the exponential factor corrects P(E) by the appropriate aluminum-tissue-
combined attenuation factor. The primary absorbed dose is identical in form to
equation (8.102) except that QF(S) is equal to unity. Note that C_A1 and atiss
are taken presently as the asymptotic macroscopic cross sections where energy
dependence is negligible. The complete conversion factors are
Rn(z + }s, E) = Rp(z + }s, E) + Rs(z + £'s, E) (8.ao4)
where Rs (z + z's, E) is the contribution including secondary particles. We rewrite
equation (8.104) as
Rn(G + z, E) = BA(G, E) Rtiss(Z + Zs, E) (8.105)
where BA(_s, E) is an aluminum buildup factor relative to tissue which is unity
for zs = 0 and E << 100 MeV. The aluminum factor has been found (units for E
are GeV and for Zs are g/cm 2) to be reasonably approximated by
0.02_sE
BA(_s, E) = 1 + (1 + E) exp(-0.022_s) (8.106)
for the dose equivalent and by
Ba(_s, E) = 1 +
0.02GE
6(1 + E) exp(-0.01ks) (8.107)
for the absorbed dose. Equation (8.56) is rewritten as
/7/°D(2) = Rn[_s(_), z(fl), E l ¢(_, E) d6 dE (8.108)
where ks(_) is the aluminum thickness distribution (Atwell et al., 1989) about
the dose point Y and z(_) is the astronaut self-shielding distribution about the
dose point (Billings and Yucker, 1973). This method has proven very useful in
estimating space proton exposures.
8.4. Numerical Methods
In the rest of this chapter, we consider numerical methods for estimating solu-
tions to the Boltzmann equation. We first consider the numerical solution of the
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charged-particle transport equation with energy-independent nuclear parameters
as a test bed for numerical methods. We then propose a general method for fully
coupled, neutron-proton transport in the straight ahead approximation using the
nuclear data bases of chapters 4 and 5 which resulted in the code system (Wilson
et al., 1989) known as the BRYNTRN (baryon transport code.) The numerical
convergence and the comparison with Monte Carlo derived results are studied.
8.5.1. Energy-independent proton model. The Boltzmann equation for
proton transport in the straight ahead approximation is given as
[0 x _--ES(E) +a] ¢(x,E) = /_ f(E,E') ¢(x,E') dE ' (8.109)
where S(E) is the proton stopping power, a is the macroscopic interaction
cross section that we presently take as energy independent, and f(E, E p) is the
production secondary-particle spectrum. Using the definitions
fo E dE'r : S(E') (8.110)
¢(x, r) = S(E) ¢(x, E) (8.111)
and
f(r, r') = S(E) f(E, E') (8.112)
allows equation (8.109) to be written as
& or +° ¢(x,r)= (8.113)
The advantage of equation (8.113) over equation (8.109) is that derivatives of
¢(x, E) with respect to E display large variations at low energy and are difficult
to approximate numerically, whereas ¢(x, r) is well behaved at all values of r and
approaches a constant at small values of r.
8.5.2. First-order explicit methods. The boundary condition is specified
at x = 0 and first-order explicit methods imply a forward difference formula in x
to propagate the solution from the boundary. We assume an x-grid denoted by xi
separated by distance h and an r-grid denoted by rj separated by distance A. A
backward difference along the boundary yields
1 1
(¢i+l,j - _)i,j) - -_ (¢i,j - ¢i,j-1) -4-_rCij = _ij (8.I14)
where ¢i,j is taken as zero for j < 0 corresponding to a negative residual range.
This explicit procedure yields
_i+l,j -_ 1 + _ - ah _bi,j - _ _)i,j-1 A- h_i j (8.115)
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Clearly, a stable method must propagate the boundary as an energy shifted and
attenuated beam of particles. Note that the lowest energy point may be solved as
( h ah) i+1 ¢0,0 (8.116)
_i+_,0= l+_-
when the secondary source terms are set to zero. A stable solution requires
h
1 > ah > _ (8.117)
for which A must be chosen greater than the nuclear mean-free path. Such
a requirement (A > a -1) resulting in poor energy resolution will not allow
an adequate representation of typical boundary conditions resulting in large
numerical errors.
A second explicit method uses a forward difference along the boundary as
1 1
(¢i+l,j - _i,j) - -_ (¢i,j+1 - ¢ij) + a¢ij = ¢ij (8.118)
and is represented in a stepping procedure as
¢i+l,j = 1 - N - ha ¢ij + N _i,j+l + (i:.h (8.119)
It is clear that for some values of J the values of _o,j are zero for j > or and the
boundary propagation of _i,J is
0_,: = 1 - N - ha ¢0,J (S.120)
which converges if h + ha < 1. For numerical accuracy, h << A and h << a -1 are
also required. The _rst iscondition particularly hard to meet because A becomes
rapidly small at low energies which makes the low-energy spectrum difficult to
calculate without special procedures.
8.4.3. "Linearized" methods. A method was proposed and received con-
siderable use in which the stopping-power term was "linearized" in such a way that
analytical methods could be applied and numerical stability issues circumvented.
This requires an assumed form for the flux as
C
¢(x, E) _ E---_ (8.121)
and stopping power as
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The energy derivative in equation (8.109) is then approximated as
0
OE [S(E) ¢(x, E)]
nc_-n+ l
r(E) ¢(x, E) (8.123)
after which equation (8.109) is written as
.o. 1 ]Oxx + r(E) + c ¢(x, E) = f(E, E') ¢(x, E') dE' (8.124)
which may be solved analytically because E enters only as a parameter. Note
that the range-energy relations enter as an effective attenuation similar to the
finite-difference approximation (eq. (8.120)). Although equation (8.124) contains
no instability, there are large inherent errors as discussed elsewhere (Wilson and
Badavi, 1986).
8.4.4.
erator of equation (8.113) may be inverted to yield
/0 //¢(x, r) = exp(-ax) ¢(0, r + x) + dz exp(-az) dr' f(r + z, r') ¢(x - z, r')
Z
where the boundary condition is
¢(0, r) = S(E) ¢(0, E)
A numerical algorithm for equation (8.125) is found by noting that
¢(x + h, r) = exp(-ah) ¢(x, r + h)
+ ez exp(-_z) dr' ](r + z, r' + z)
x ¢(x + h - z, r _+ z)
which can be simplified by using
¢(x + h- z,r) _ exp[-a(h- z)] ¢(x,r + h- z) + O(h)
which yields
¢(x + h, r) _ exp(-ah) ¢(x, r + h)
+ exp(-ah) dz dr' f(r + z, r' + z) _b(x, r' + h)
Unconditionally stable numerical methods. The differential op-
(8.125)
(8.126)
(8.12_)
(8.128)
(8.129)
with the order of h2, where h is the step size. Equation (8.129) is accurate
for distances such that ah << 1 and may be used to relate the spectrum at
some point x to the spectrum at x + h. Therefore, one may begin at the
boundary (x = 0) and propagate the solution to any arbitrary interior point
using equation (8.129).
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Several advantages are seen in the above method. First, the range-energy
relations enter the solution exactly. Second, the method introduces no extraneous
unstable roots that arose in earlier methods by not treating the range-energy
relation accurately. The inherent stability will tend to dampen any errors
committed at the boundary or generated in the interior. Truncation errors enter
the solution of equation (8.129), and their generation and propagation will now
be considered.
8.5. Error Analysis of Unconditionally Stable Methods
There are two immediate questions regarding the use of equation (8.129)
in the solution of charged-particle transport: (1) What are the relative errors
in numerical implementation, and (2) how do these errors propagate into the
solution domain? Although these two questions cannot be dealt with entirely
independently, we first consider relative errors and then study their propagation.
8.5.1. Local relative error. Numerical interpolation in BRYNTRN was
motivated by the observation that the high-energy spectrum for most space
radiation varies as E -a as noted in equation (8.121). Similarly, for ri <_ r < ri+l
we used
_(x, r) ._ ai(ri/r) ai (8.130)
where
ai = ¢(x, ri) (8.131)
In [_]
L _(x,ri) J
]n(ri/ri+l) (8.132)
and we define A = r 2 - rl. We evaluate the relative error for equation (8.130) for
typical space spectra.
The galactic cosmic-ray spectrum is given approximately as
1
¢CCR(r) _ _ (8.133)
1 +r 2
for which (with i = 1)
al = (1 + r2) -1 (8.134)
In {1 + [2rl A + A2)/(1 + r12]}
al = In [1 + (A/rl)] (8.135)
and we assume that A << 1. We evaluate the spectrum at the midpoint
rm = rl + ½A and compare. First, note that
In [_GCR(rm)] ---- --In (l+r2+ Arl+ ]A2) (8.136)
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(8.137)
The error _ is examined in the following three limits:
For r i >> 1,
for A << r i << 1,
and forAmrl<<l,
1 A 2
s _ + 4 rl2 (8.138)
E _ 1A2 (8.139)
c _ 0.17rlA (8.140)
It is clear from these limits that accuracy is easy to maintain for large values
of rl, but errors axe progressively greater for lower values of r 1. One obvious
problem with equation (8.130) is its concave shape between grid values leading to
discontinuous derivatives.
Many solax-flaxe particle events are exponential rigidity spectra as
where the momentum is
[-P(E)] (8.141)¢ exp [---E---o]
P(E) = _/E(E + 2Mc 2) (8.142)
with Mc 2 denoting the rest energy. In analogy we consider a trial spectrum
¢ exp{ - [r(r + 1)]1/2 }= (8.143)
ro
and the interpolating function of equation (8.130).
Consequently,
al = exp { -[r(r + l)]l/2 }ro (8.144)
et 1 =
v/(rl + A)(r I + 1 + A) - _rl(rl + 1)
ro ln[1 + (A/rl)]
(8.148)
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and assume that A << 1. At the midpoint we have
In¢ = - [(rl + _-) (1 +rl + __)] 1/2 (8.146)
To
which is the exact value to be compared with
[ (A] °']= -[(., +a)(: + _,+ a)]'/2In al \rm / J ro
[x/(rl + A)(l +rl + A) - v/r,(rl + l)] ln (l + _rl )
(8.147)
The error c is examined in the limits as before:
For rl :>> 1,
3A (8.:48)
2 r o
and forA<rl<<l,
3 A
_ (8.149)
4 rox/_
Clearly, one requirement for high accuracy is A << ro, but the error still
increases as rl becomes small.
An alternate choice for an interpolating function is
¢(r) = a_exp[-b_(r - r0] (ri <_ r < ri+l) (8.150)
This function has the qualitative feature of being convex as are most space
spectra. As before,
ai = ¢(ri) (8.151)
with bi given as
bi = -In [¢(r2)/¢(rl)l (8.152)
r 2 - r 1
Analysis shows that the assumed CCR spectrum is always correct to O(A 2) which
is taken to be small. For the rigidity spectrum, the error is
A
_ -- (rl >> 1 >> A) (8.153)
To
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z _ V'A (1 >> rl >> A) (8.154)
2ro
A
= -- (1 >> rl _ A) (8.155)
2v/_ro
The errors for the interpolating function (8.150) are on the same order as the
earlier interpolating function (8.130), except that their coefficient is a factor of
2 to 3 smaller and the error is now an overestimate.
8.5.2. Error propagation. In consideration of how errors are propagated in
the use of equation (8.129), the error is introduced locally by calculating _(x, r+h)
over the range (energy) grid over which it was defined as
¢(x + h, ri) = exp(-ah) ¢(x, ri + h) (8.156)
We denote the truncation error introduced into equation (8.156) as
¢(x, ri + h) -- ¢int (x, r i + h) + ¢i(h) (8.157)
After the kth step from the boundary, the numerical solution is
k-i
¢(kh, ri) : exp(-ah) @int [(k - 1)h, r i -_ h] + E exp[-a(k - g)h]et(h ) (8.158)
t=0
Suppose that 0 < _l(h) < c(h) for all values of g, then the propagated error is
bound by
k-1 k-1
EVrp(h) ----E exp[-a(k - g)h] e2(h) < z(h) _ exp[-a(k - g)h] (8.159)
g=O g=O
We note that
k-1
1 [1 - exp(-akh)]
exp(-akh) exp(ahl) _ Waa
2=0
(8.160)
Clearly, the propagated error on the kth step is bound by
c(h) [1 - exp(-akh)]Eprp(h) < (8.161)
where c(h) is the maximum error per step. The propagated error grows each step
to a maximum value of _(h)/ha and would require c(h) to be on the order of
O(h 2) for good convergence. The asymptotic bound for the propagated error is
exp(-ah)
Eprp _ v(h)_ exp(-at?h) = e(h) 1 :_h) (8.162)
2=0
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emphasizing again the need to control the error as ha _ O. It is clear that the
higher order techniques are required to control error propagation as found in recent
studies (Shinn et aI., 1991).
8.5.3. Numerical procedure. We now consider numerical methods for the
integral portion of equation (8.127). We will make use of the form of the interaction
given by equation (8.12) for which an analytic solution has already been obtained.
As shown in connection with equation (8.129), equation (8.127) may be rewritten
as
¢(x + h,r) = exp(-oh) ¢(_, r + h)
f//+ exp(-ah) dz dt aexp[-c_(r + z)] ¢(x,t+h)
+ exp(-ah) dz dt cexp[v(r - t - Q)]_(x, t + h)
+ O(h 2) (8.163)
where Q represents the average energy shift of the projectile producing the
secondary particles across the interval x to x + h. In principle, a, a, c, and "7
are dependent on projectile energy as well and would be evaluated using the same
value of Q (Wilson et al., 1989). With the analytic forms in equation (8.163), we
may perform the integrals as
¢(x + h, r) = exp(-ah) ¢(x, r + h)
+exp(-ah) dt- exp(-c_r)-exp[-a(r+h) ¢(x,t+h)
Oz
f_ at hcexp[-_(r- t)] _(_, t + h) + O(h2) (8.164)+ exp(-ah)
Jr
The integral terms of equation (8.164) can be written in terms of the cumulative
secondary spectra denoted as
_0 rFa(r,t) = a exp(-c_z) dz (8.165)
and
Fc(r, t) = cexp[7(z - t)] dz (8.166)
In particular,
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chexp[_(r - t - Q)] -- [rc(r + h, t + Q) - Fc(_,t + Q)]
x [i-I O(h2)] (8.168)
_y(h - 2Q) +
which may now be substituted into equation (8.164) to obtain
¢(x + h, r) = exp(-ah) ¢(x, r + h)
/?+ exp(-ah) dt[Fa(r+h,t+Q)-Fa(r,t+Q)] ¢(x,t+h)
+ exp(-ah) dt[Fc(r+h,t+Q)-Fc(r,t+Q)] ¢(x,t+h)
+ O(h - 2Q) + O(h 2) (8.169)
The second-order accuracy is maintained only if Q is chosen at the midpoint
of the interval (i.e., Q = lh). Additional details of this analysis can be found in
Wilson et al. (1989). The propagation equation is implemented as
where
¢(x + h_ r) = exp(-ah) ¢(x, r + h)
+ dtF h,r,t+ _(x,t+h) (8.i70)
j_0hF(h, r, t) = f(r + z, t) dz
=- F(r + h,t) - F(r,t) (8.171)
and is related to the cumulative energy spectrum by
fo dr)F(r, t) = f(E, E') dE (8.172)
where E(r) is the energy associated with the residual range r and E l = e(t).
8.6. Coupled Baryon Transport Methods
The coupled baryon transport equations are of the form
[0 ] /:_x-t:j S(E)+aj(E) Cj(x,E)= E fjk(E,E')¢k(X,E')dE'
k
(8.173)
where vj is the range scaling parameter, S(E) is the stopping power of the protons,
aj(E) is the total cross section, Cj (x, E) is the differential flux spectrum of type j
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baryons, and fjk(E, E') is a differential energy cross section for redistribution of
particle type and energy. Utilizing the definitions
_oE dE' (8.174)r = S(E')
Ibj(x,r) = S( E) Cj(x, E) (8.175)
and
}jk(r, r') = S(E) fjk(E, E') (8.176)
allows equation (8.173) to be written as
[0 0 ]-_x - _J_r +aj(r) _bj(x,r) = E fJ k(r'r')¢k(z'rt)dr' (8.177)
k
which may be rewritten as (Wilson and Lamkin, 1975; Wilson and Ba_lavi, 1986)
¢5(x,r) = exp[-¢5(r,x) Cj(0,r + _jx)]
+ _ exp[-_(r, z)] ?sk(r +"Sz, r')
k
X ¢k(x -- t, r') dr' dz (8.178)
where the exponential is the integrating factor with
_j(r,t) = aj(r + vjt') dt' (8.179)
If the interactions are such that
}jk(r, r') = _jkg(r - r') (8.180)
where g denotes the appropriate spectral function, then the solutions to equa-
tion (8.177) are of the form
_bj(x,r) = X(x,r + vjx) (8.181)
To demonstrate how remarkable equation (8.181) is, we note that if X(X, r) is
the solution to the neutron transport equation (r'n = 0), then X(x,r + VpX) is
the solution to the proton transport problem independent of the functional form
chosen for the stopping power.
Rather simple numerical procedures follow from equation (8.179). Noting
that the first-order nature of equation (8.173) allows Cj(x,r) to be taken as a
boundary condition for propagation to larger values of x, one may approximate
equation (8.179) as
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Cj(x + h, r) = exp[-¢j(r, h)]Cj(_, r + _jh)
+ E exp[-_j(r,z)] fjk(r + _jz, r t)
k
× Ck(X + h - z, r') dzdr' (8.182)
which may be used to develop a numerical stepping procedure. Equation (8.182)
has provided the basis for a number of new transport codes for baryons of mass
number greater than or equal to 1. (See Wilson and Lamkin (1975); Wilson and
Badavi (1986); Wilson et al. (1989); Shinn et al. (1990).) These codes are now
being extended to couple with the meson fields and with the negative baryon
number fields.
If h is sufficiently small such that
aj(r') h << 1 (8.183)
then, according to perturbation theory (Wilson and Lamkin, 1975)
Ck(x + h- z,r') _exp[--_k(r,h- z)]_k[x,r' + vk(h-- z)] (8.184)
which may be used to approximate the above integral of equation (8.182).
For many cases of practical interest (e.g., accelerator studies), monoenergetic
particle beams are used, and separation of the singular terms from the solution
becomes convenient. The initial beam of type J particles of energy E0 (where
r.o = R(Eo)) is taken as
¢_(0,r) = _jj _(r0- r) (8.185)
and the solution is written by the replacement
Cj(x, r) _ ¢_0(_,r) + Cj(_, r) (8.186)
The corresponding singular terms are
Ck0(x, r) = exp[-_k(r , x)] 6(ro - r - vkx)_kj (8.187)
The regular terms of equation (8.182) for k = p may be written as
Cp(X + h, r) = exp[-_p(r, h)]¢p(X, r + h)
foh /_+ dzexp[-_p(r,z)] Z. +z fpj(r + z,r')
3
x [¢jo(x+h-z,r') +¢j(x+h-z,r')]dr' (8.188)
and the regular terms for k = n are
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+ h, =
3
× [¢jo(x+h-z, rt)+¢j(x+h-z, rt)]dr ' (8.180)
The singular contribution under the integrals of equations (8.188) and (8.189) can
be evaluated with equation (8.187), and the approximations in equations (8.183)
and (8.184) can be applied to find
Cp(X + h, r) = exp [ - ap(r)h] Cp(X, r + h)
h
+ exp {- [crp(r) + ap(rlo)]-_ } -Fpp(h, r,r_o)tSpj exp [- _p(r_o, x)]
+exp {-lap(r)+ an(ro)] h } ff pn(h,r, ro)5nj exp [-an(ro)x]
q-fr c_ exp{-[Crp(r) q-ap(r'+h)] h}
h
and
Cn(x + h, r) = exp [-an(r) hi Cn(x, r)
+ h]np(r, rlo) exp - [an(r) + ap(r_o)] _ 5pj exp [-_p(r_o, x)]
+ hfnn(r, rlo)exp {-[an(r)+an(ro)] h} 5nj exp [-an(ro)X]
(8.191)
!
where r o = ro - x - _ and F is related to the cumulative spectrum F as given by
f0 h-ff ij(h,r,r') = fij(r + z,r')dz
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Fij(r, r') = f0 E(r) fij( E, E') dE (8.193)
c(r) is the energy associated with residual range r, and E / = ¢(rl). Equa-
tions (8.190) and (8.191) are evaluated by establishing an x-grid at which ¢j(xm, r)
is evaluated, where h is the distance between each successive evaluation. The in-
tegral over r_ is accomplished by establishing an r-grid (and the corresponding
E-grid) and using
_rOO c_ frg+ 1g(rn,r')¢j(zm, r')dr' _ _--_gn(rn,_e) Cj(xm,r)drt (8.194)
n g=n a rg
where eg = (r e + re+l)/2 , and the series terminates at the highest value of g
in the r-grid. There is a spatially dependent discontinuity in the proton flux
spectrum that requires right- and left-hand interpolation and integration. These
discontinuities have been treated in the computational procedures.
8.7. Results and Discussion
Because the buildup factors are functions of both energy and thickness, the first
step in verifying such a method is to compare the result at various fixed (discrete)
energies. Comparisons were made (Wilson et al., 1989) between BRY-NTRN
and Monte Carlo results for monoenergetic protons at various energies and were
in reasonable agreement considering the numerical difficulty involved in discrete
energy calculations with BRY-NTRN. For the buildup-factor method, comparisons
made with Monte Carlo are shown in figures 8.5 and 8.6 and with experiment in
figure 8.7.
The dose and dose equivalent calculated as functions of depth in tissue
with and without aluminum shield are shown in figures 8.5 and 8.6 for normal
incident protons at discrete energies of 400, 660, 730, 1500, and 3000 MeV. The
limited Monte Carlo results with 0 g/cm 2 shielding are obtained from Alsmiller,
Armstrong, and Coleman (1970). The calculated values with the buildup-factor
method axe seen to be in reasonable agreement despite the crudeness in the
buildup parameters chosen. Although there are no Monte Carlo data available
with shielding at discrete energy, the doses calculated with 30 g/cm 2 of aluminum
shield by the buildup-factor method are also presented in the figures for qualitative
comparison. In general, the dose is increased because of the presence of the shield
(transition effect discussed in chapter 1). The increase in dose over those with no
shielding results from neutrons produced in aluminum, especially in the first few
centimeters of the tissue. For protons at the lowest energy (400 MeV), the Bragg
peak appears at 55 cm in depth as the protons approach their limiting range as
they travel through the shield and tissue.
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Figure 8.5. Dose in tissue (with or without aluminum shield) exposed to normal incident protons
at various discrete energies.
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Figure 8.7. Comparison of predicted dose in tissue with experimental data for normal incident
protons at 592 MeV.
Figure 8.7 shows a comparison of the experimental data of Baarli and Goebel
at CERN, the buildup-factor method, and the interpolated Monte Carlo result
(Alsmiller, Armstrong, and Coleman, 1970; Turner et al., 1964; Wright, Hamm,
and Turner, 1971) for the absorbed dose in tissue that is exposed to a proton
beam of 592 MeV. Also shown are the earlier buildup-factor calculations (Wilson
and Khandelwal, 1974) for uncollided primary and total absorbed doses. Observe
that the dose from the buildup, which is the difference between the total and
uncollided primary, is substantial. The usual Bragg peak is also obvious for
both the analytical and experimental results. The buildup-factor calculations are
approximately within the uncertainties of interpolated Monte Carlo values and
are in reasonable agreement with the experimental data.
To verify both BRYNTRN and the buildup-factor method in case of a contin-
uous energy spectrum of incident protons, dose calculations were made (figs. 8.8
and 8.9) for shielded tissue being exposed to a typical solar-flare spectrum for
which Monte Carlo results were available (Scott and Alsmiller, 1967 and 1968).
The flare spectrum taken from Scott and Alsmiller (1967) is of the Webber (1966)
form and is exponential in rigidity with characteristic rigidity Po = 100 MV and
normalized to 109 protons/cm 2 with energy greater than 30 MeV. Only the por-
tion of the spectrum between 50 and 400 MeV was considered for the Monte
Carlo calculation (Scott and Alsmiller, 1967 and 1968). Nevertheless, for the
current calculations, the high-energy cutoff at 400 MeV was ignored, and very
small differences of a few percent, were found (figs. 8.8(a) and 8.9(a)) because the
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Figure 8.8. Various quantities of doses in tissue behind 20 g/cm 2 of aluminum shield to normal
incidence of a solar-flare proton spectrum of Webber form with rigidity equal to 100 MV,
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spectrum contains very few highly penetrating energetic protons, which may
become significant only at depths beyond current interest. The tissue had an
aluminum shield thickness of 20 g/cm 2 (fig. 8.8) and an iron shield thickness
of 20 g/cm 2 (fig. 8.9).
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Figure 8.9. Various quantities of doses in tissues behind 20 g/cm 2 of iron shield to normal
incidence of a solar-flare spectrum of Webber form with rigidity equal to 100 M-V.
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The buildup-factor results presented for iron, however, were obtained with the
same values of buildup parameters chosen for aluminum. This is allowable because
the nuclear reaction cross sections are roughly the same for both materials at
the energies of interest (below 400 MeV). The total doses by the buildup-factor
method are seen to be in good agreement (within 5-10 percent) with both Monte
Carlo and BRYNTRN results. (See figs. 8.8(a) and 8.9(e)-(f).) (Note that the
total secondary dose is the sum of the secondary proton and secondary neutron
dose of Scott and Alsmiller (1967 and 1968).) The heavy ion recoil dose and
dose equivalent of BRYNTRN show that the actual physical dose from heavy
recoils may not be important, but their contribution to the dose equivalent can
be significant because of the large quality factor.
Dose calculations are also made for a continuous spectrum that contains more
high-energy protons. Because no Monte Carlo results are available in the high-
energy range, the February 1956 solar-flare event is chosen for comparison between
BRYNTRN and the buildup-factor method. The solar-flare spectrum given as the
integral fluence form in protons/cm 2 is
Cp(>E)=l.5x109exp(E-2_510) +3×10 sexp(E-3_20100) (8.195)
where E is the energy in MeV. The results shown in figure 8.10 are for the dose
and dose equivalent in tissue with 0, 10, and 30 g/cm 2 of aluminum shielding.
The agreement between these two deterministic methods is seen to be reasonably
good. With the future improvement to include neutron coupling, the buildup-
factor method, which is gaining in computational efficiency for flare-dose analysis,
would probably be favored in parametric studies of spacecraft shield design.
10t
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Figure 8.10. Dose in tissue behind various thicknesses of aluminum shield to normal incidence
of the February 1956 solar-flare event.
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8.8. Concluding Remarks
A comparison has been made of the calculated doses in tissue behind various
thicknesses of shielding with exposure to various proton spectra for the buildup-
factor method, BRYNTRN, and the Monte Carlo method. The results are
found to be in reasonable agreement (within 5-10 percent), but with some
overestimation by the buildup factors when the effect of neutron production in
the shield is significant. Future improvement to include neutron coupling in the
buildup-factor theory should alleviate this shortcoming. Impressive agreement for
various components of doses is obtained between BRYNTRN and the Monte Carlo
calculation. This is not surprising in the sense that both use some form of the
Bertini cross-section data, but it does reflect on the contributions from corrections
for the straight ahead approximation since the Monte Carlo calculation is a fully
three-dimensional code. The straight ahead errors are, as expected, reasonably
small. (See chapter 7.)
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High Charge and Energy (HZE) Transport
9.1. Introduction
Propagation of galactic ions through matter has been studied for the past
40 years as a means of determining the origin of these ions. Peters (1958)
used the one-dimensional equilibrium solution ignoring ionization energy loss and
radioactive decay to show that the light ions have their origin in the breakup
of heavy particles. Davis (1960) showed that one-dimensional propagation is
simplistic and that leakage at the galactic boundary must be taken into account.
Cinzburg and Syrovatskii (1964) argued that the leakage can be approximated
as a superposition of nonequilibrium one-dimensional solutions. The "solution"
to the steady-state equations is given as a Volterra equation by Gloeckler and
Jokipii (1969), which is solved to first order in the fragmentation cross sections by
ignoring energy loss. They provide an approximation to the first-order solution
with ionization energy loss included that is only valid at relativistic energies.
Lezniak (1979) gives an overview of cosmic-ray propagation and derives a Volterra
equation including the ionization energy loss which he refers to as a solution "only
in the iterative sense" and evaluates only the unperturbed term. No attempt is
made to evaluate either the first-order perturbation term or higher order terms.
The main interest among cosmic-ray physicists has been in first-order solutions in
the fragmentation cross sections, since path lengths in interstellar space are on the
order of 3-4 g/cm 2. Clearly, higher order terms cannot be ignored in accelerator or
space shielding transport problems (Wilson, 1977a, 1977b, and 1983; Wilson et al.,
1984). Aside from this simplification, the cosmic-ray studies discussed above have
neglected the complicated three-dimensional nature of the fragmentation process.
Several approaches to the solution of high-energy heavy ion propagation
including the ionization energy loss have been developed (Wilson, 1977a, 1977b,
and 1983; Wilson et al., 1984, 1989a, and 1987b; Wilson and Badavi, 1986;
Wilson and Townsend, 1988; Curtis, Doherty, and Wilkinson, 1969; Allkofer
and Heinrich, 1974; Chatterjee, Tobias, and Lyman, 1976; Letaw, Tsao, and
Silberberg, 1983; Canapol, Townsend, and Wilson, 1989; Townsend, Canapol,
and Wilson, 1989) over the last 20 years. All but one (Wilson, 1977a) have
assumed the straight ahead approximation and velocity conserving fragmentation
interactions. Only two (Wilson, 1977a; Wilson, et al., 1984) have incorporated
energy-dependent nuclear cross sections. The approach by Curtis, Doherty,
and Wilkinson (1969) for a primary ion beam represented the first-generation
secondary fragments as a quadrature over the collision density of the primary
beam. Allkofer and Heinrich (1974) used an energy multigroup method in which
an energy-independent fragmentation transport approximation was applied within
each energy group after which the energy group boundaries were moved according
to continuous slowing down theory (-dE/dx). Chatterjee, Tobias, and Lyman
(1976) solved the energy-independent fragment transport equation with primary
collision density as a source and neglected higher order fragmentation. The
primary source term extended only to the primary ion range from the boundary.
The energy-independent transport solution was modified to account for the finite
range of the secondary fragment ions.
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Wilson (1977b) derived an expression for the ion transport problem to first
order (first collision term) and gave an analytic solution for the depth-dose
relation. Wilson (1977a) examined the more common approximations used in
solving the heavy ion transport problem. The effects of conservation of velocity on
fragmentation and the straight ahead approximation are found to be negligible for
cosmic-ray applications. Solution methods for representing the energy-dependent
nuclear cross sections axe developed (Wilson, 1977a). Letaw, Tsao, and Silberberg
(1983) approximate the energy loss term and ion spectra by simple forms for
which energy derivatives are evaluated explicitly (even if approximately). The
resulting ordinary differential equations in position are solved analytically similar
to the method of Allkofer and Heinrich (1974). This approximation results in a
decoupling of motion in space and a change in energy. In Letaw's formalism,
the energy shift is replaced by an effective attenuation factor. Wilson adds
the next higher order (second collision) term (Wilson, 1983). This term was
found to be very important in describing 2°Ne beams at 670 MeV/nucleon. The
three-term expansion of (Wilson, 1983) was modified to include the effects of
energy variation of the nuclear cross sections (Wilson et al., 1984). The integral
form of the transport equation (Wilson 1977a) was further used to derive a
numerical marching procedure to solve the cosmic-ray transport problem (Wilson
and Badavi, 1986). This method can easily include the energy-dependent nuclear
cross sections within the numerical procedure. Comparison of the numerical
procedure (Wilson and Badavi, 1986) with an analytic solution to a simplified
problem (Wilson and Townsend, 1988) validates the solution technique to about
1 percent accuracy. Several solution techniques and analytic methods have
been developed for testing future numerical solutions to the transport equation
(Ganapol, Townsend, and Wilson, 1989; Townsend, Ganapol, and Wilson, 1989).
More recently, an analytic solution for the laboratory ion beam transport problem
has been derived assuming a straight ahead approximation, velocity conservation
at the interaction site, and energy-independent nuclear cross sections (Wilson
et al., 1989a).
In the previous overview of past developments, the applications split into two
separate categories according to a single ion species with a single energy at the
boundary versus a broad host of elemental types with a broad, continuous energy
spectrum. Techniques requiring a representation of the spectrum over an array
of energy values require vast computer storage and computation speed for the
laboratory beam problem to maintain sufficient energy resolution. On the other
hand, analytic methods (Wilson, 1977a and 1977b; Wilson and Badavi, 1986) are
probably best applied in a marching procedure (Wilson and Badavi, 1986), which
again has within it a similar energy resolution problem. This is a serious limitation
because we require a final High Charge and Energy (HZE) Code for cosmic-ray
shielding that has been validated by laboratory experiments.
In this chapter, we begin with the most simplified assumptions for which the
problem may be solved completely. Solutions to a more complete theory may
then be compared with prior results as limiting cases. In this way, the more
complete but approximate analysis will have some basis for evaluating the accuracy
of the solution method. The lowest order approximation will be totally energy
independent. The next most complicated solution to be considered herein will
have energy-independent nuclear cross sections but will treat the energy-dependent
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atomic/molecular processes and the energy spread of the primary beam. A fully
energy-dependent theory must await further development, although some terms
are discussed.
9.2. Energy-Independent Flux
If the ion beam is of sufficiently high energy that the energy shift caused by
atomic/molecular collisions brings none of the particles to rest in the region of
interest, then [o 1-_x + aj ej(x) = _ mjkak ek(x) (9.1)
k
where ej(x) is the flux of type j ions, _j is the nuclear absorption cross section,
and mjk is the fragmentation parameter for producing type j ions from type k.
The solution for a given incident ion type J is given in terms of a set of g-functions
as follows:
g(Jl) = exp(-ajlx) (9.2)
g(Jl,J2,... ,jn,jn+l) = g(Jl,j2,.. . ,jn-l,jn) - g(Jl,j2,.. . ,Jn-l,Jn+l) (9.3)
ffJn+l -- aJn
for which the solution for the type j ion flux is written as
@°)(x) = 5jj g(j) (9.4)
exp(-ajx) - exp(-a jx)
¢_1) (x) = rnjjaj g(j, J) = mjjcrj (9.5)
aj - 5rj
¢_2)(x) = _ mjkak mkjaj g(j,k,J) (9.6)
k
@ 3)(x) = E rnjk_rk rnklal rnIj°'J g(j,k,l,J) (9.7)
k,l
with
ej(x) = _ @i)(x) (9.8)
i
This solution is equivalent to that derived by Ganapol, Townsend, and Wilson
(1989). We now consider some applications of this formalism. The cross-section
data base is discussed by Townsend, Wilson, and Bidasaria (1983a and 1983b).
9.2.1. Neon beam transport. We first note that for 2°Ne incident on water,
19Ne and 19F have only one contributing term in equation (9.8). This is shown in
figure 9.1. Also shown in figure 9.1 are the fluxes of various isotopes of secondary
ion fragments. The effect of successive terms of equation (9.8) is shown in table 9.1
for the 150 flux. It is clear from the table that the fourth and higher order collision
terms are completely negligible and that third collision terms are a rather minor
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contribution. Hence, a three-term expansion as we have used in the past (Wilson,
1977a and 1983; Wilson et al., 1984) appears justified. The relative magnitude of
the terms contributing to the 7Li flux generated by the 2°Ne beam is presented in
table 9.2. The fourth collision term is negligible at small penetration distances and
small, but not negligible, at distances greater than 30 cm. The greater penetrating
power of the lighter mass fragments is demonstrated in figure 9.2. Also note the
difference in solution character caused by the importance of the higher order term.
9.2.2. Iron beam transport. We first note that for 56Fe incident on water,
55Fe and 55Mn have only one contributing term in equation (9.8). The 54Mn
has two terms, and the slight difference in solution character can be seen in
figure 9.3. Results for 52V are also shown. The convergence rate of equation (9.8)
is demonstrated in table 9.3. Again, the fourth collision term is negligible,
whereas the three-term expansion we have used before seems quite accurate at
these depths for these ions. Distinguished from prior results, the 160 flux has
significant contributions from higher order terms for depths beyond 20 cm, as seen
in table 9.4. Clearly, a more complete theory with higher order terms is required
than the one previously used for ion beams of particles heavier than 2°Ne. The
different solution character of the lighter mass fragments is clearly demonstrated
in figure 9.4.
9.3. Monoenergetic Ion Beams
VChen moving through extended matter, heavy ions lose energy through
interaction with atomic electrons along their trajectories. On occasion, they
interact violently with nuclei of the matter and produce ion fragments moving in
the forward direction and low-energy fragments of the struck target nucleus. The
transport equations for the short range target fragments can be solved in closed
form in terms of collision density (Wilson, 1977a; Wilson et al., 1984). Hence, the
projectile fragment transport is the interesting unsolved problem. In previous
work, the projectile ion fragments were treated as if all went straightforward
(Wilson, 1977b and 1983; Wilson et al., 1984 and 1989a; Wilson and Badavi,
1986; Wilson and Townsend, 1988; Curtis, Doherty, and Wilkinson, 1969; Allkofer
and Heinrich, 1974; Chatterjee, Tobias, and Lyman, 1976; Letaw, Tsao, and
Silberberg, 1983; Ganapol, Townsend, and Wilson, 1989; Townsend, Ganapol, and
Wilson, 1989). We continue with this assumption herein, noting that an extension
of the beam fragmentation model to three dimensions is being developed (Shavers,
1988; Schimmerling et al., 1986).
With the straight ahead approximation and the target secondary fragments
neglected (Wilson, 1977a and 1977b; Wilson, 1983; Wilson et al., 1984), the
transport equation may be written as
0 0 Vj(z,E)Ox OE : _ mjka k Ck(x, E) (9.9)
k>j
where Cj(x, E) is the flux of ions of type j with atomic mass Aj at x moving
along the x-axis at energy E in units of MeV/nucleon, _rj is the corresponding
macroscopic nuclear absorption cross section, Sj(E) is the change in E per unit
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Table 9.1. Normalized Contributions to 150 Flux From Successive
Collision Terms for 2°Ne Transport in Water
Fragment
term
¢0/
0(3)
4( 4 )
150 flux at x of--
10 cm
1.00E0
1.01E-1
2.63E-3
3.31E-5
20 cm
1.00E0
2.01E-1
1.05E-2
2.52E-4
30 cm
1.00E0
3.02E- 1
2.36E-2
8.58E-4
40 cm
1.00E0
4.03E - 1
4.18E-2
2.03E-3
50 cm
1,00E0
5.04E-1
6.52E-2
3.95E-3
Table 9.2. Normalized Contributions to 7Li Flux From Successive
Collision Terms for 2°Ne Transport in Water
7Li flux at x of--
Fragment
term 10 cm 20 cm 30 cm 40 cm 50 cm
4(1) 1.00E0 1.00E0 1.00E0 1.00E0 1.00E0
¢(2) 1.62E- 1 3.20E- 1 4.72E- 1 6.18E- 1 7.58E- 1
¢(3) 1.15E-2 4.53E-2 9.98E-2 1.73E-I 2.63E- 1
4 (4) 4.02E-4 3.16E-3 1.04E-2 2.39E-2 4.53E-2
Table 9.3. Normalized Contributions to 52V Flux Prom Successive
Collision Terms for 56Fe Transport in W'ater
Fragment
term
4 (1)
4( 2)
4( 3)
¢(4)
10 cm
1.00E0
7.91E-2
2.37E-3
2.24E-5
52V flux at x of--
20 cm
1.00E0
1.52E-1
9.48E-3
1.73E-4
30 cm
1.00E0
2.37E- I
2.13E-2
5.93E-4
40 cm
1.OOEO
3.15E-1
3.79E-2
1.41E-3
50 cm
1.00E0
3.94E-1
5.91E-2
2.75E-3
Table 9.4. Normalized Contributions to 160 Flux From Successive
Collision Terms for 56Fe Transport in Water
314
160 flux at x of--
Fragment
term 10 cm 20 cm 30 cm 40 cm 50 cm
¢(1) 1.00E0 1.00E0 1.00E0 1.00E0 1.00E0
¢(2) 5.87E- 1 1.12E0 1.59E0 2.00E0 2.36E0
¢(3) 1.86E- 1 7.08E- 1 1.49E0 2.46E0 3.56E0
4(4) 3.06E-2 2,63E- 1 9.44E- 1 2.33E0 4.72E0
=
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distance, and mjk is the fragmentation parameter for ion j produced in collision
by ion k. The range of the ion is given as
9_0E d E_Rj(E) = _-_,) (9.10)
The solution to equation (9.9) is found subject to boundary specification at
x = 0 and arbitrary E as
Cj(0, E) = Fj(E) (9.11)
Usually, Fj (E) is called the incident beam spectrum.
It follows from Bethe's theory that
_j(E) = ApZ_ _p(E) (9.12)
for which
A_ Ry(E)= -_p P_(E) (9.13)
The subscript p refers to proton. Equation (9.12) is quite accurate at high energy
and only approximately true at low energy. At low energy, equation (9.12) is
modified by electron capture by the ion which effectively reduces its charge,
higher order Born corrections to Bethe's theory, and nuclear stopping at the lowest
energies. Herein, the parameter uj is defined as
vj = _jj (9.14)
so that
Uj Rj(E) = uk Rk(E ) (9.15)
Equations (9.14) and (9.15) are used in the subsequent development, and the
energy variation in uj is neglected. The limits of assumed constant uj hold only
for E > 10 MeV/nucleon (Schimmerling et al., 1986). The inverse function of
Rj(E) is defined as
E= Rjl [Rj(E)] (9.16)
and subsequently plays a fundamental role. For the purpose of solving equa-
tion (9.9), define the coordinate transformation (Wilson, 1977a and 1983),
,j ___x - Rj(E)
/
_j =_x+ Rj(E) (9.17)
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and new functions
where
J
_('_J, G) =-Xk(r/k,fk)
_j+_j = _ +k_,juk }
for which equation (9.9) becomes
(2° )+o5 _J(,J,_J)= E
k
(9.1s)
(9.19)
uj
mjkak _k _k(rlJ' _j) (9.20)
where the aj is assumed to be energy independent. Solving equation (9.20) by
using line integration with the integrating factor,
[
1 + _j)] (9.21)#j (rlj , _j) = exp L2 aj (_j
results in
1
1/?ex [1' ] ,,+ -_ _J _(rj(r/ - _Tj) Y_ mjkak-_k Xk(rlk,(k) &7' (9.22)k
where
, __ Uk-}-12Jr/t_.[ Uk--UJ _.]
rlk - _ -2"-_k- .7 (9.23)
_, _ uk - uj _?,+ .k + uj _
and the boundary condition (eq. (9.11)) is written as
Fj[R-fl(_j)]
Consider a Neumann series for equation (9.22) for which the first term is
: 1 _j)] Sj[R-fl((j)] Fj[Rfl(_j)] (9.24)xJO) (r/j, _j ) exp [- -_a j (r/j +
and the second term is
• 1 , " --exp[ -1 '--_k)]x_)(r/J'_3) = _J-_J k mJk_kuk 2'_(_
×Sk[Rkl(_¢)] rk[ k _, k'] dr  t (9.25)
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expression for XJ2)(rlj,_j) is derived once equation (9.25) is reduced, andAn
higher order terms can be found by continued iteration of equation (9.22). These
expressions (eqs. (9.24) and (9.25)) are now simplified for a monoenergetic beam
of type M ions.
The boundary condition is now taken as
Fj(E) = 5jM 5(E-Eo) (9.26)
where 5jM is the Kronecker delta, 5( ) is the Dirac delta, and Eo is the incident
beam energy. Thus,
for which X_O) becomes
1 (j)]x_O)(rlj,_j) = 5jMexp[---_aj(qj + [_j-Rj(Eo)] (9.28)
and X_ 1) becomes
(t)( .. ,f,, . _ i ' 6,)]X) ,rlj, _j ) = -_ j_(, rn3MaM _M exp f _o'j(r/ -- 77j) - -_aM(,M +
x 5[_-RM(Eo)] d77t (9.29)
where _ti is given by equations (9.23) for k = M. The contribution to the integral
(eq. (9.29)) occurs at
v M +vj
t= 21JM FIM(Eo ) -- _j (9.30)
tJM -- Vj tJM Pj
provided that _' lies on the interval -_j < _' < _j so that
mjMff MVj [ 1 1
- r/)] (9.31)
The simplified form in equation (9.31) may now be used to culculate the next
iteration of equation (9.22):
1 E mj kcrkrnkMaM _j _fvj exp [ 1 n
, [-- -_°'M(_k + "_)
k
1 - n 1 ]
- _k(_k-_) - _j(vj -C)| dCl (9.32)
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where
and
" _ +_7"+ _j7k= 2"k _-;Z
vk + vj
, v k - vj 7" + _j
(9.33)
VM + Vk _lt (9.34)2VM RM(Eo) -- k
-- UM - uk UM Uk
with the requirement that -(' 7_.k < _ < The inverse of the transformation is
now applied to obtain from equation (9.28)
Cj0)(x,E) = _ 1 exp(-ajx) 5jM 5[x+Rj(E)-RM(Eo)] (9.35)
S_(E)
and from equation (9.31)
@l)(x, E)= 1 vj exp{-2tr j [x - Rj(E)- 7']
_j(E-"--) mjMaM ]vM- vii
1 [x+ %(E) + 7']}---_cr M (9.36)
so long as
UM [RM(Eo ) --x] < Rj(E) < UM RM(Eo) - x
v_ v_
(9.37)
Otherwise, @1) (x, E) is zero. After a complicated but straightforward manipula-
tion, a similar result may be obtained from equation (9.32) for 42) (x, E).
In reducing equation (9.32), it is useful to define
1
XM = _ (_i' + _) (9.38)
1
zk = _ (77- 7)
1 7")
_j = _ (_J-
and make a change in variables as
(9.39)
(9.40)
k
XjuX exp(--aMX M -- akX k -- o'jxj) dxj
J xjl
(9.41)
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where the integral is understood to be nonzero only in the physically allowed
regions as presently explained. One may easily demonstrate
XM W X k + Xj = X (9.42)
and
VMX M + _kXk + vjxj _ v M RM(Eo ) - _k Rk(E)
for which the parametric solution is given as
(9.43)
uM RM(Eo) - Vk[Rk(E ) + x] + (_k -- vj)xj
(9.44)XM
v M -- v k
vM[RM(E ) + X] - _M RM(Eo) - (YM - vj)xj (9.45)Xk
VM -- Vk
The requirement that XM and x k be bounded by the interval 0 to x - xj yields
/ 0 / { }uk [Rk(E ) + x] - v M RM(Eo) < zj _ vM [RM(E ) -_ x] -- VM RM(Eo)
vk - vj VM- vj
(9.46)
as the appropriate limits for the integral in equation (9.41) when uM > uk > uj.
In the braces in equation (9.46), we always choose the most restrictive value for
the limit. The requirement of equation (9.46) also implies the result that
RMI [RM(Eo)- X] <_ E< R_I[ uM RM(Eo)-UjX]vk (9.47)
as the range over which the result of equation (9.41) is not zero. If v k > vM :> yj,
then
{ 0 } ( x }UM [RM(E) -_ x] - v M RM(Eo ) _ xj _ Pk [Rk(E) + x] - l] M RM(Eo)
_M --vj v k -- vj
(9.48)
As a result of equation (9.48),
tiM J
(9.49)
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If uM > I'j > I'k, it follows that
0<xJ-< /
X
I'M [RM(E) + x -- RM(Eo)]
uM - vj
I'MRM(Eo) -- I'k Rk(E) - I'k x
l_j -- I'k
(9.50)
where the lesser of the three values in the braces is used as the upper limit of xj
for which the integral of equation (9.32) is not zero. As a result of equation (9.50),
R_ [RM(Eo)- x] <__E _ R;' _ RM(Eo) - x (9.51)
The integral in equation (9.41) may now be evaluated as
_Jk---_._k_MI'j [exp(__MXM l -- eTkXkl -- ffjXjl )
k
-- exp(--Cr MXMu -- ffkXku -- a jXju) ] (9.52)
where XMu , Xku, XMl, and xkl are the values of equations (9.44) and (9.45)
evaluated at the corresponding upper and lower limits of xj and
Ajk M = crj + (t,M _ l/k) o"M
Higher order terms are similarly derived.
(u M -- uj) O.k] (9.53)(I'M _'k) J
The total integral flux associated with each term may be evaluated as
(@l)(x) = j_0c_ @I)(x,E)dE (9.54)
One may easily show that
f0 E)eE= (9.55)
o- M -- 6rj
in agreement with equation (9.5). Furthermore,
k
× [exp(--_jx) -- exp(--_kX)]
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which agrees with equation (9.6) as v k _ v M. This relation of equation (9.56)
and equation (9.6) has been used previously (Wilson, 1983).
9.3.1. Total flux comparisons. The results of equations (9.36) and (9.52)
are integrated numerically over their entire energy spectrum and given along with
values from corresponding energy-independent solutions in table 9.5. The primary
beam was taken as 2°Ne at 1380 MeV/nucleon. Clearly, the energy-dependent
solutions appear quite accurate.
Table 9.5. Total Flux From Energy-Independent Solution and Numerically
Integrated Differential Spectrum
[Values in parentheses are from energy-independent solution]
Fragment
18 F
17 0
16 0
15N
13C
12C
11B
Term
¢(1)
¢(1)
_(2)
¢(1)
¢(2)
¢(1)
gb( 1 )
¢(2)
_(_)
_(2)
¢(1)
¢(2)
Flux, cm -2, at water depth x of--
5 cm 20 cm
0.00727 (0.00717)
0.00018 (0.00018)
0.00729 (0.00729)
0.00017 (0.00017)
0.01350 (0.01349)
0.00029 (0.00029)
0.00470 (0.00481)
0.00032 (0.00033)
0.00511 (0.00521)
0.00032 (0.00033)
0.00668 (0.00682)
O.OOO56 (0.00056)
0.00417 (0.00417)
0.00036 (0.00036)
0.01148 (0.01140)
0.00114 (o.oon4)
0.01173 (0.01174)
0.00112 (0..00112)
0.02193 (0.02202)
0.00191 (0.00190)
0.00796 (0.00796)
0.00220 (0.00220)
0.00894 (0.00887)
0.00224 (0.00224)
0.01173 (0.01178)
0.00398 (0.00398)
0.00735 (0.00732)
0.00259 (0.00259)
9.3.2. Monoenergetic beam results. The fluorine spectral flux at various
depths in a water column is shown in figure 9.5. The primary beam was 2°Ne ions
at 600 MeV/nucleon corresponding to a range of 30 cm. There is a clear structure
caused by the fluorine isotopes shown in the spectrum. The most energetic ions
are 19F. The lSF and 17F spectral components are clearly resolved. Only the 19F
is able to penetrate to the largest depth represented in figure 9.5 (35 cm). A
similar, but more complicated, isotopic structure is seen in the oxygen spectra of
figure 9.6. The greater number of oxygen isotopes contributing has a smoothing
effect on the resultant spectrum. This effect is even more clearly seen in figure 9.7
for the nitrogen isotopes. Some of the smoothness results from the higher order
term ¢(2) in the perturbation expansion. The boron flux of figure 9.8 shows very
little isotopic structure. Qualitatively, similar results are obtained for an iron
beam of the same range (30 cm) as shown in figures 9.9 to 9.13.
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Figure 9.5. Fluorine flux spectrum
produced by 20Ne beam at
600 MeV/nucleon in water column
at various depths.
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Figure 9.6. Oxygen flux spectrum
produced by 2°Ne beam at
600 MeV/nucleon in water column
at various depths.
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Figure 9.7. Nitrogen flux spectrum
produced by 2°Ne beam at
600 MeV/nucleon in water column
at various depths.
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Figure 9.8. Boron flux spectrum
produced by 2°Ne beam at
600 MeV/nucleon in water column
at various depths.
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Figure 9.9. Manganese flux spectrum
produced by 56Fe beam at
1090 MeV/nucleon in water column
at various depths.
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Figure 9.10. Chromium flux spectrum
produced by 56Fe beam at
1090 MeV/nucleon in water column
at various depths.
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Figure 9.11. Vanadium flux spectrum
produced by 56Fe beam at
1090 MeV/nucleon in water column
at various depths.
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Figure 9.12. Fluorine flux spectrum
produced by 56Fe beam at
1090 MeV/nucleon in water column
at various depths.
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Figure 9.13. Carbon flux spectrum produced by 56Fe beam at 1090 MeV/nucleon in water
column at various depths.
9.4. Realistic Ion Beams
In section 9.3, we assumed that a monoenergetic beam was present at the
boundary. We now take the incident ion beam flux to be
1
Cj (0, E) = _ exp
V _Tr_.x
(E - Eo) _
2A2 (9.57)
where Eo is the nominal beam energy and A is related to the half-width at half-
maximum. The full solution is then found as a superposition of results from
section 9.3. The uncollided flux is found to be
¢(M°)(z,E) = SM(Em)SM(_)
[(_o:_m):
-- exp(--aMx)_exp[ 2A2 (9.58)
where RM(Em) = RM(E ) + x. One similarly arrives at
oxp{_l
¢_l)(x, E)-_- Sj(E) IVM- r,jl _aj iaM
1 [erf:Eu-Eo I (EI-Eo'_l×5 \ _S ]-erfk_S ]J (9.59)
where
(9.60)
Eu = RMI {-_MRj(E) + x } (9.61)
t 2UM
,o = RM(Eo)
UM -- YM -- P'j
(9.62)
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The second collision contribution to the ion energy spectrum is similar:
O'jkO'kMV j
Sj(E) Iv M -- Ilk] Ajk M
[exp(--a MX Ml -- akXkl -- a j Xjl )
-- exp(--a MX Mu -- O.kZku -- o'jzju) ]
1 [erf (Eu-_E°__ (E_/-- Eo _x_ \ v_ A j erf\ v_ A ]] (9.63)
where
RM 1 [[ukRk(uME) + vjx ]
i'jx]Ez= [riM(E)+ PM J
RMl [Uk(Rk(E) :+ x) ]ki'M
(UM _ Uk > Vj)
(Pk > i'M _>Pj)
(UU > Us > i'k)
(9.64)
RM [RM(E ) + x] ][ i'M
RM 1 [RM(E) + x]
(I]M > Uk _ i'J) ]
(Vk > i'M _" i'j)
(vM > _j > "k)
(9.65)
and x M and x k evaluated at the upper and lower limit values of xj are obtained
from equations (9.44) and (9.45).
The elemental flux spectra were recalculated for 2°Ne ions at 600 MeV/nucleon
with a 0.2-percent energy spread assumed for the primary beam. The resulting
fluorine flux is shown in figure 9.14. Although the spectral results are quite similar
to the monoenergetic beam case, there is a considerable smoothing of the total
spectrum. Similar results are obtained for the oxygen flux as well in figure 9.15.
In distinction, the nitrogen and carbon spectra show only slight isotopic structure
as seen in figures 9.16 and 9,17. Qualitatively similar results are obtained for the
56Fe realistic beam as shown in figures 9.18 through 9.22.
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Figure 9.14. Fluorine flux spectrum
produced by 2°Ne beam at
600 MeV/nucleon with 0.2-percent
energy spread in water column at
various depths.
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Figure 9.15. Oxygen flux spectrum
produced by 2°Ne beam at
600 MeV/nucleon with 0.2-percent
energy spread in water column at
various depths.
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Figure 9.16. Nitrogen flux spectrum
produced by 2°Ne beam at
600 MeV/nucleon with 0.2-percent
energy spread in water column at
various depths.
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Figure 9.17. Carbon flux spectrum
produced by 2°Ne beam at
600 MeV/nucleon with 0.2-percent
energy spread in water column at
various depths.
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Figure 9.18. Manganese flux spectrum
produced by 56Fe beam at
1090 MeV/nucleon with 0.2-percent
energy spread in water column at
various depths.
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Figure 9.19. Chromium flux spectrum
produced by 56Fe beam at
1090 MeV/nucleon with 0.2-percent
energy spread in water column at
various depths.
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Figure 9.20. Vanadium flux spectrum
produced by 56Fe beam at
1090 MeV/nucleon with 0.2-percent
energy spread in water column at
various depths.
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Figure 9.21. Fluorine flux spectrum
produced by 56Fe beam at
1090 MeV/uucleou with 0.2-percent
energy spread in water column at
various depths.
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Figure 9.22. Carbon flux spectrum produced by 56Fe beam at 1090 MeV/nucleon with 0.2-
percent energy spread in water column at various depths.
9.5. Approximate Spectral Solutions
In sections 9.3 and 9.4, the spectral solutions of the secondary ion flux were
derived to second-order collision terms. Such a three-term expansion is not always
an adequate representation of the transport solution. In this section, we derive
approximate expressions for the perturbation series. Clearly, the more accurate
results would be used to the order to which they are known, and the higher order
terms would be taken to the approximate expressions of this section.
9.5.1. Approximate monoenergetic beams. The uncollided beam solu-
tion is taken as
j , (9.66)
which is equal to the result in equation (9.35). The first-order collision term is
approximated by noting that the energy dependence of the exponent of equa-
tion (9.36) is slowly varying in energy resulting in (Wilson, 1977a, 1977b, and
1983; Wilson et al., 1984)
where
Similarly,
(9.67)
Eju=Rjl{ uMRM(E°)-x}t.,j
(9.68)
(9.69)
ajkakM g(j, k, M) (9.70)
k
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where
and
nk 1(RM(Eo)- z}
n;l{ "M -x}RM(E°)
RM1{RM(Eo)- x}
( ujx
Rkl(_ k RM(Eo)-X}
(UM > Vk > _J) l
(b'k > l]M > l_j)
(.M > uS >
(l/M :> vk :> vj) [
(Vk > VM :> Pj)
(VM > Vj _> Vk) J
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(9.71)
(9.72)
Higher order terms (n > 2) are taken as
(9.73)
where Eju and Ejl are given by equations (9.71) and (9.72). In all the expressions
for ¢(n) given by equations (9.67), (9.70), and (9.73), the flux values are taken as
_3
zero unless
Eft < E <_ Eju (9.74)
The approximate monoenergetic beam solutions are given in figures 9.23 through
9.26 and should be compared with the solutions found in section 9.3. The
170 flux at 20 cm of water is shown in figure 9.23 as contributed by the first
collision term. The trapezoidal (solid) curve is the exact solution for the first
collision terra derived in section 9.3. The rectangular (dashed) curve is the
approximate first collision term of equation (9.67). Terms for other fragment
spectra are similar to those shown in figure 9.23. The solution for the second
collision contribution to the 170 flux at 20 cm of water is shown in figure 9.24.
The nearly rectangular solution (dashed curve) is the approximation given by
equation (9.70). A triangular spectral function of the same energy interval could
yield improved results. The spectra of fragments which are much lighter than the
primary beam are more accurately represented by the approximate solutions as
seen in figures 9.25 and 9.26. This improvement results from the greater number
of terms in the summation of equation (9.52). This leads us to believe that the
higher order terms in the perturbation series can be adequately represented by
the approximation in equation (9.73). This is especially true because higher order
terms in many applications are only small corrections.
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Figure 9.23. 170 flux spectral term
according to first collision term
and approximate first collision term.
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Figure 9.24. 170 flux spectral term
according to second collision term
and approximate second collision term.
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Figure 9.25, a60 flux spectral term
according to second collision term
and approximate second collision term.
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Figure 9.26. 14N flux spectral term
according to second collision term
and approximate second collision term.
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9.5.2. Approximate realistic beams. Approximate solutions for realistic
ion beams may be found by using a superposition of the approximate monoener-
getic beam solutions. The incident ion beam is taken as
1 (E - Eo)2
Cj (0, E) = _-_ exp 2A2 5JM (9.75)
where Eo is the nominal beam energy and A is related to the half-width at half-
maximum. The first term is then, as before,
¢(_)(x,E) SM(Em) 1 [ (Eo =Em)2]
-- SM(E) exp(-aMX)-_A exp 2A2 J (9.76)
where RM(Em ) = RM(E) + x. One similarly arrives at
¢_l)(x,E)=¢_l).(x)_ [erf_/Eu - Eo
where
Eu = R_ _ (_3R_(E) +x} (9.78)
I, VM J
and Eju and Ejl are given by equations (9.68) and (9.69). Additional computation
yields
¢_2)(x,E)=E qJ kakMg(j'k'M)-_ erf -erf\ V_ A ]j
k
x (Eju -- Ejl) -1 (9.80)
where Eju and Eft are given by equations (9.71) and (9.72), and E l and Eu axe
given in equations (9.64) and (9.65). The remaining higher order terms are taken
as
• M 1 [erf(Eu-E°'_-E ajjn-l' ""ajl'Mg(J'Jn-1 ..... j,, )_ _ v_A ] erf(_)]
Jl ,...J_- I
X (Eju - Ejl) -1 (9.81)
where Ejl and Eju are given by equations (9.68) and (9.69), and Eu and E l are
given by equations (9.78) and (9.79).
These approximate equations for realistic ion beams are given in figures 9.27
to 9.30 and should be compared with the more exact formulas given in section 9.4.
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Figure 9.27. 170 flux spectral term
for energy spread 2°Ne beam
according to first collision term
and approximate first collision term.
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Figure 9.28. 170 flux spectral term
for energy spread 2°Ne beam
according to second collision term
and approximate second collision term.
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Figure 9.29. 160 flux spectral term
for energy spread 2°Ne beam
according to second collision term
and approximate second collision term.
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Figure 9.30. 14N flux spectral term
for energy spread 2°Ne beam
according to second collision term
and approximate second collision term.
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The primary ion beam is taken as 2°Ne at 600 MeV/nucleon with a 0.2-percent
energy spread. The 170 flux first collision term is shown in figure 9.27 for the
two formalisms. The effect of the beam energy spread is seen as a rounding of the
spectrum at the edges compared with the monoenergetic case in figure 9.23. The
second collision term is shown in figure 9.28. The approximate second collision
term improves for the lighter fragments as seen in figures 9.29 and 9.30. Higher
order collision terms are expected to be more accurate because of the large number
of combinations of contributing ion terms.
9.6. Recommended Methods
An energy-independent theory has been used to show that the perturbation
expansion up to the double collision term is adequate for all fragments whose mass
is near that of the projectile. This is why the three-term expansion was able to
explain the Bragg curve data for 20Ne beams in water with reasonable accuracy
(Wilson et al., 1984). As a starting point for the calculation of the transition of
heavy ion beams in materials, the use of the three-term expansion can be further
corrected by use of the approximate higher order terms given in section 9.5. As an
example of such a procedure, we give results for 2°Ne beams at 600 MeV/nucleon
in water. The results are shown in figures 9.31 to 9.36 as successive partial sums of
the perturbation series. The solid line is the first collision term. The dashed curve
includes the double collision terms. The long-dash-short-dash curve includes the
triple collision term and can hardly be distinguished from the long-dash-double-
short-dash curve which includes the quadruple collision terms. The results for
penetration to 20 cm of water are shown in figures 9,31 to 9.36. The monoenergetic
beam results for 170, 160, and ]2C are given in figures 9.31 to 9.33, respectively.
The double collision term is seen to be always an important contribution. The
triple collision term shows some importance for 12C, whereas higher order terms
are negligible. Similar results are shown in figures 9.34 to 9.36 for an energy spread
of 0.2 percent.
First order
Second order
_=2.5 x 10-4 Third order
Fourth order
=, 2.0
_1.5
{,.
"0/ _ -_ I
280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420
E, MeV/nucleon
5")<10"4
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>
:_3-
d
gl-
280 300
First order
Second order
Third order
Fourth order
I I I _ I
320 340 360 380 400
E, MeV/nucleon
Figure 9.31. Sequence of approximations
of 170 flux spectrum after 20 cm
of water for first-, second-, third-,
and fourth-order theories.
Figure 9.32. Sequence of approximations
of 160 flux spectrum after 20 cm
of water for first-, second-, third-,
and fourth-order theories.
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Figure 9.33. Sequence of approximations
of 12C flux spectrum after 20 cm
of water for first-, second-, third-,
and fourth-order theories.
Figure 9.34. Sequence of approximations
for energy spread solution of 170 flux
spectrum after 20 cm of water for
first-, second-, third-, and fourth-order
theories.
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Figure 9.35. Sequence of approximations
for energy spread solution of 160 fl_,/X
spectrum after 2(} cm of water for
first-, second-, third-, and fourth-order
theories.
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Figure 9.36. Sequence of approximations
for energy spread solution of 12C f/ux
spectrum after 20 cm of water for
first-, second-, third-, and fourth-order
theories.
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9.7. Impulse Response
One form of Green's function is the impulse response corresponding to a &like
source term at the boundary. We therefore seek a solution of
[0 0 ]Ox OE Sj(E) +aj GjM(x,E;E') = Emjkak GkM(x,E;E')
k
(9.82)
where the boundary condition is
GjM(0 , E; E') = 5jM_(E - E') (9.83)
for which any arbitrary transport solution may be written as
Cj(x, E) = GjM(X, E; E') FM(E' ) dE' (9.84)
where FM(E _) is the flux at the boundary. The solution to equations (9.82) and
(9.83) is straightforward, even if tedious (Wilson, 1977a, 1977b, and 1983; Wilson
et al., 19898) and is arrived at by using the method of characteristics (Wilson and
Lamkin, 1975). The solution is expressed as a series as
GjM(X , E; E') = E _(i) ix ' E; E') (9.85)
_jM
i
where
G(0), 1
jMtX, E;E') = _exp(-ojx)SjM5 Ix + Rj(E) - RM(E')]
(9.86)
and
jM _mjM aM lu M _ uJ I
1 [x+ R_(E) + _']} (9.87)
-- _O" M
so long as
where
UM [RM(E' ) - x] < Rj(E) < uM RM(E') - x
uj us
(9.88)
r  = 2UM RM(E') UM + uj [Rj(E) + x] (9.89)
Vrn -- Vj V M -- Pj
(1)
otherwise, GjM(x , E; E r) is zero. After a complicated but straightforward manip-
,.(2),
ulation, a similar result may be obtained for t, jM[X, E; E _) as
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G (2) Ix E; E') = E ffJk--"'-ffk'-MVJ [exp (--ffMZTMl -- O'kXkl -- o'jxjl )jM, , g (E)l u -  'klajk.k
- exp(--o'UXMu -- O'kXku -- o'jXju)] (9.90)
where
Ajk M .= o'j q- \ VM _ vj O'M
\
v M - vj ak _ (9.91)
v M -- v k ]
and XMu, Xku, XMl , and xkl are values of x M and x k evaluated at the corresponding
upper and lower limits of xj and
uM RM(E' ) - Uk[Rk(E ) + x] 4- (u k -- vj)xj (9.92)XM
v M -v k
_M[RM(E) + x] -- _M RM(E') - (VM -- _'k)Xj (9.93)37k
_M -- uk
The requirements that XM and x k be bounded by the interval 0 to x - xj yields
{ 0 } / }v k [Rk(E ) + x] - v M RM(E' ) <_ xj <_ vM [RM(E) + x] - uM RM(E')
(9.94)
as the appropriate limiting values in equation (9.90) when b'M 2> //k > //j" In the
braces, we always choose the most restrictive value for the limit. The requirement
of equation (9.94) also implies the result that
R-_I[RM(Er) - x] <- E <- Rgl [ vM RM(El) - vjx]vk (9.95)
as the range over which the result of equation (9.90) is not zero. In the event that
Vk > _'M > Vj, then
vM [RM(E ) + x] - b'M RM(E' ) < xj < uk IRk(E) + x] - v M RM(E')
(9.96)
As a result of equation (9.96),
(9.97)
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In the event that v M :> vj > vk, it follows that
O<_xj <_ {
X
vM [RM(E) + x - RM(E')]
V M -- I/j
VM RM(E') - Vk Ilk(E) -- Vk x
vj - v k
(9.98)
where the lesser of the three values in the braces is used as the upper limit of xj
for which G (2) of equation (9.90) is not zero. As a result of equation (9.98),
//M / (9.99)
Higher order terms are similarly derived. Approximate expressions have been
obtained (Wilson et al., 1988) as
_rkjl"'" ffjn-2M 9(j,k,jl"",jn-2,M) (9.100)G(n) (x, E; E') = __, ajk
jM Euj - EIj
k,jl ,'",jn-1
where
RM I{RM(E')-x}
R2_ {RM(E') - z}
(v M >b' k >vJ)}
(_k > _M > _j)
(VM> _J > _k)
(9.101)
and
Eju = R M {RM(E )- vM }
(V M > v k > b'j) ]
(_'k> VM > _,j)
(_'M> _'j > _'k)
(9.102)
and the 9 functions of n + 1 arguments are defined as
g(Jl) = exp(-crjl x) (9.103)
g(Jt, j2, " "Jn, Jn+l) =
g(Jl , j2, "" , jn- l,j,_) - g(Jl ,J_,"" ,J,_-l ,jn+ l)
O'jn+ l -- O'jn
(9.104)
_(n) given by equation (9.100) is taken as zero unlessThe expression for "-_jM
Ejt < E < Ej,_ (9.105)
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Figure 9.37. Sequence of approximations
of fro flux spectrum after 20 cm
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Figure 9.38. Sequence of approximations
of 160 flux spectrum after 20 cm
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and fourth-order (which cannot be
distinguished) theories.
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Figure 9.39. Sequence of approximations
of 12C flux spectrum after 20 cm
of water for first-, second-, third-,
and fourth-order (which cannot be
distinguished) theories.
Figure 9.40. Green's function for 160
flux spectrum response to 600-MeV/
nucleon 2°Ne flux at boundary.
Portions of the Green's function are shown for incident 2°Ne beams at E t =
600 MeV/nucleon at x = 20 cm in figures 9.37 to 9.39. The contribution from G (1)
is shown as the solid curve, G (1) +G (2) is shown as the long-dash-short-dash curve,
and G (1) + (/(2) + G(3) is shown as the dashed curve. The long-dash-double-short-
dash curve representing the inclusion of G (4) in the sum cannot be distinguished
signifying convergence to a high degree of accuracy. A fuller presentation of the
Green's function for 160 fragments is given in figure 9.40, and a presentation of the
Green's function for 12C is given in figure 9.41. The results in figures 9.40 and 9.41
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are found by summing the terms to G (4). From the present result, the solution
for any arbitrary boundary condition may be found by using equation (9.84).
4
'7,
- 0
x 10-4
X, cm
5
200 400
E, MeV/nucleon
I
600
Figure 9.41. Green's function for 12C flux spectrum response to a 600-MeV/nucleon 2°Ne flux
at boundary.
Although the present formalism presents a closed-form solution for the more
common form of the HZE propagation problem, many tasks remain before it is
adequately solved. The inclusion of energy-dependent nuclear cross sections is
known to be very important in obtaining accurate solutions to some problems
(Townsend and Wilson, 1988a). Treating the momentum spread of the fragments
is more complicated for the higher-order terms. The inclusion of the light
fragment spectra is a difficult challenge (Wilson et al., 1989b). Finally, the three-
dimensional aspects of the problem have only partially been treated (Shavers,
1988; Schimmerling et al., 1986). Even these shortcomings of the HZE propagation
problem remain without the mention of uncertainties in nuclear cross sections
(Townsend and Wilson, 1988a and 1988b) or atomic/molecular cross sections.
Clearly much work remains.
9.8. Galactic Ion Transport
In the present section, we expand on the methods developed earlier for nucleon
transport (Wilson and Lamkin, 1975) by combining analytic and numerical tools.
The galactic cosmic-ray ion transport problem is transformed to an integral along
the characteristic curve of that particular ion. As a result of the conservation
of velocity in fragmentation, the perturbation series (Wilson and Lamkin, 1975)
is replaced by a simple numerical procedure. The resulting method reduces the
difficulty associated with the low-energy discretization and the restriction to a
definite form for the stopping power. The resulting numerical computation is
simple and nondemanding from computer requirements and yet gives superior
results compared with other methods.
In the present work, we use the straight ahead approximation and neglect the
target secondary fragments (Wilson, 1977a and 1983). The transport equation
may be written as
0 0  j(E) + E)c_x OE = - jk kCk(x, E)
k>j
(9.1o6)
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where Cj(x, E) is the flux of ions of type j with atomic mass Aj at x moving
along the x axis at energy E in units of MeV/nucleon; aj is the corresponding
macroscopic nuclear absorption cross section; Sj(E) is the change in E per unit
distance; and mjk is the multiplicity of ion j produced in collision by ion k. We
recall the result of equation (9.22) as
where
1
xj(rlj,_j) -- exp [-_aj(_j + rlj)] Xj(-_j,_j)
+ 5 _oj(,7 -_j) __, mjk_k _ Xk(_k,_k) d_' (9.107)
J- k
k = z_,k -t--_u k j
and
i uk +uj
Defining
¢j(x, rj) = Xj%, _j) (9.108)
one may show
Cj(X, rj) = exp(--o-jx) Cj(O, rj -b X)
+ fooZdZ exp(-ajz)_k mjkak-_kvJ Ok (x- z,r k + VJz_uk/ (9.109)
Furthermore, it is easy to show that
Cj(x + h, rj) = exp(-ajh) Cj(x, rj + h)
foh vj Ck (x + h_ z, rk + v____3z (9.110)+ dz _(-_jz) _ ._j_k _ _k /
k
It is clear from equation (9.109) that
Ck(x + h - z, rk) = exp[--ak(h -- z)] Ck(X, r k + h) + O(h - z) (9.111)
which upon substitution into equation (9.110) yields
Cj(x + h, rj) = exp(-ajh)¢j(x, rj + h)
+ dz exp(-ajz) E uj
k mjksrk L,--k
uk
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which is correct to order h 2. This expression may be further approximated by
_pj(z + h, rj) = exp(-ajh) ¢j(x, rj + h)
+_ m3k_kvk [ ak--aj J _k _,rk + _h (9.113)
k
which is accurate to O [(_k- uj)_lh]. Equation (9.113)is the basis of the
Galactic Cosmic-Ray (GCR) Transport Code, HZETRN (Wilson and Badavi,
1986; Wilson et al., 1988; Wilson, Townsend, and Badavi, 1987a).
There are several quantities of interest that are now given. The integral fluence
is given as
CjCj(x,>E) = (x, r) dr (9.114)
The energy absorption per gram is
/?Dj(x,>E) = Ajej[x, Rj(E)] dE (9.115)
with the dose equivalent given as
/?Hj(x,>E) = Aj QF Cj[x, Rj(E)] dE (9.116)
These quantities are used in shield design studies for protection against galactic
cosmic rays.
9.8.1. Galactic cosmic-ray propagation. The semiempirical fragmenta-
tion cross sections (Wilson, Townsend, and Badavi, 1987b) for iron nuclei col-
liding with atmospheric nuclei are presented along with values obtained by the
original model of Bowman, Swiatecki, and Tsang (1973), the results of the pa-
rameterization by Silberberg, Tsao, and Letaw (1983), and the experiments (for
carbon targets) of Westfall et al. (1979) in figure 9.42. Quite reasonable values
are obtained for these elemental fragmentation cross sections although consider-
able uncertainty exists in the neutron removal cross section. The light fragment
production cross sections for the three models are shown in table 9.6. Clearly,
vast differences in estimates of light fragment production exist between the three
models. Unfortunately, there are no experimental data to resolve these differences.
The galactic cosmic-ray propagation in the Earth's atmosphere was calculated
according to the present propagation model and shown with the fluence measure-
ments of Webber and Ormes (1967) in figure 9.43. The differential spectrum of
each species was taken as 1/(1000 + E) 2"5 and elemental distributions according
to Adams, Silberberg, and Tsao (1981) and Silberberg, Tsao, and Letaw (1983).
These data (table 1 of Tsao et al., 1983) were renormalized within the usual cate-
gories of L(3<Z<5),M(6<Z<9),LH(10<Z<14),andH(20<Z<28)
at the top of the atmosphere with extrapolations of the data of Webber and Ormes
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(1967). The renormalized incident flux was used to calculate the results shown in
figure 9.43,
Table 9.6. Light Fragment Production From Iron Nuclei Cross Sections
Iron nuclei cross sections, rob, from--
Bowman, Swiatecki, Silberberg, Tsao,
Element and Tsang, 1973 and Shapiro, 1976 Present
Li 10.6 130 19.2
Be 40.3 107 6.9
B 46.0 81 20.2
C 20.8 72 22.O
z
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o Silberberg et al., 1983
t_ Bowman et al., 1973
t_ Wilson et al., 1987b t_
I Westfall et al., 1979
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I I I I
Ti V Cr Mn
Element produced
Figure 9.42. Fragment production cross
sections of three models and experi-
ments of Westfall et aI. (1979).
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Figure 9.43. Cosmic-ray transition
curves for ion energies above
360 MeV/nucleon at high latitudes
for two fragmentation models and
experiments of Webber and Ormes
(1967). Input flux (Wilson et al.,
1987b) was renormalized at top
of atmosphere.
9.8.2. Discussion of results. It is clear that the original fragmentation
model of Bowman, Swiatecki, and Tsang (1973) is oversimplified, a fact of which
they have been fully aware. It appears that the present corrections to their model
will allow "reasonable" results in the propagation of these broad categories. It is
difficult to say as to what accuracy the calculations are performed because various
compensating errors can be committed without changing the present result. This
is especially important in view of the uncertainty in the neutron removal cross
section as noted by comparing the three values of iron fragmentation cross sections
in figure 9.42. Such an error in removal cross section could be hidden in the
measurements of Webber and Ormes by either a change in total absorption or
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various charge changing processes, which cannot be observed in the data of Webber
and Ormes (1967).
The linear energy-transfer (LET) spectra of normal incident galactic ions are
derived from equation (9.114) with
CA=,>s) = - (9.117)
where Emj corresponds to the energy when Sj(E) is maximum and ES3 is the
energy when Sj(Esj ) = S. The LET spectra are calculated for the present
Langley Research Center nuclear model (NUCFRAG) and are shown in figure 9.44
for several atmospheric depths and geomagnetic cutoff of 1.48 GeV/c. The nearly
discontinuous steps in the LET spectra are located at the highest LET for each ion
type and are located according to the ion charge squared. There is an observable
steepening of the LET spe.ctra as a function of atmospheric depth associated with
the breakup of highly ionizing heavy nuclei into smaller nuclear fragments. The
flux with LET greater than 200 MeV-cm2/g is reduced by 1 order of magnitude in
penetrating to 60 g/cm 2 (approximately 63 000 ft), the highest cruise altitude of
present day commercial aircraft. Similar results are shown for the fragmentation
cross sections of the model of Bowman, Swiatecki, and Tsang (1973) in figure 9.45.
It is clear in comparing results from the two models that considerable disagreement
remains between them. It is further observed that considerable disagreement is
expected in the midrange of the LET spectra for the cross sections of Silberberg,
Tsao, and Shapiro (1976) in table 9.6. Clearly, a full solution to the problem
of the LET spectra in the Earth's atmosphere must await the solution of the
nuclear fragmentation problem. Meanwhile, the nuclear fragmentation model of
the Langley Research Center presented in chapter 5 and used herein contains the
principal physical mechanisms involved and is shown to give fair agreement with
the data of Webber and Ormes (1967) as well as the fragmentation cross sections
measured for iron beams on carbon targets by Westfall et al. (1979). For further
comparison of this model with experiment, see Wilson, Townsend, and Badavi
(1987a).
9.9. Analytic Benchmarks
In the present section, we address the question of GCR transport code vali-
dation. Ideally, validation should be accomplished with detailed transport data
obtained from carefully planned and controlled experiments; unfortunately, there
exists a paucity of such data. Although useful for comparison purposes, the at-
mospheric propagation measurements used previously (Wilson, Townsend, and
Badavi, 1987a) are clearly not definitive because they consist of integral fluences
of as many as 10 different nuclear species combined into a single datum. Although
limited quantities of HZE dosimetry measurements from manned space missions
(e.g., Skylab) are also available (Benton, Henke, and Peterson, 1977), numerous
assumptions concerning the relationships between dosimeter locations and space-
craft shield thicknesses and geometry must be made to estimate astronaut doses
using GCR codes. Because many of these assumptions may involve inherently
large uncertainties (a factor of 2 or greater), it becomes difficult to attribute any
differences to particular assumptions or approximations that may have been used
in the analyses. Without definitive GCR transport measurements with which to
L
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compare code predictions, other methods of validation must be considered. As
noted by Wilson (1983) and Wilson et al. (1989a), there are several different ver-
sions of HZE transport codes available. When used with the same input spectra,
interaction parameters, and boundary conditions, all should yield comparable re-
sults. The history of transport code development, however, suggests otherwise.
For this reason, a realistic, nontrivial exact analytic solution to the simplified
Boltzmann equation used to describe HZE transport has been formulated as an
absolute standard for code comparison purposes.
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Figure 9.44. Cosmic-ray LET spectra
at rigidity cutoff of 1.48 GV/c
according to LaRC fragmentation
model.
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Figure 9.45. Cosmic-ray LET spectra
at rigidity cutoff of 1.48 GV/c
according to fragmentation model
of Bowman, Swiateeki, and Tsang
(1973).
For the benchmark problem, the incident spectrum is limited to a single ion
type (j = J). Because the GCR spectrum for a typical ion is of the form
F(E) ,_ E -a (9.118)
where a _. 2.5, we choose the energy spectrum to be of similar functional form as
5jj (9.119)
Fj (E) = [Rj(E)]2_j(E)
Defining the characteristic variables as
,j = • - R (E) (9.120)
and
= • + nj (E) (9.121)
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equation (9.106) can be solved by the method of characteristics (Wilson, 1977a;
Wilson and Townsend, 1988) to give
Cj(x,E) = exp(- jx)[vjx + Rj(E)]e (9.122)
where
Cj(x, E) =- Sj(E) ¢j(x, E) (9.123)
and
_j = a j(1 - m j j) (9.124)
This is the trivial solution for the incident beam species. For j < J (secondary
fragments), it can be shown that
_j(x,E) = ajmjj _j Ij(x,E) exp [-(_J_J-_ _J_j) ] (9.125)
where in terms of the exponential integral function E2(x) (see Abramowitz and
Stegun, 1964),
Ij(x,E) = exp [-b(vj + vj)_j/2] [ E2(bvj_j) E2(bvj_j) ] (9.126)
for j = J- 1 and
b - kj - kj (9.127)
vj -- Uj
Clearly, equations (9.126) and (9.127) are true for all values of j if mkj = 0 for all
values of j < J (i.e., if the secondary fragments do not further fragment).
9.9.1. Benchmark results. The benchmark solution was calculated for
an incident iron beam (J = 26) in an aluminum target, for which the input
parameters are _26 - 0.04568 cm2/g, &25 = 0.04260 cm2/g, and m25,26a26 -_
0.00403 cm2/g. Results of the GCR transport code simulation of this benchmark
for the propagating incident iron beam and secondary manganese (j = 25) ions
and the exact analytic predictions obtained from equations (9.122) and (9.125) are
given in tables 9.7 and 9.8, respectively. It is clear from these tabulated results that
the numerical solution methods developed previously (Wilson and Badavi, 1986;
Wilson, Townsend, and Badavi, 1987a) are accurate in solving equation (9.106)
for GCR transport to within about 1 percent. This indicates that any limitations
to solving GCR transport problems accurately must focus upon the simplifying
approximations used to obtain equation (9.106) as well as upon unresolved issues
concerning the need to include the effects of multiple coulomb scattering, fragment
momentum dispersion and, perhaps most importantly, the nature and quality of
the input cross-section data bases. To illustrate this point, we are aware of only
one heavy ion transport code (Wilson et al., 1984) which uses energy-dependent
cross sections. Recent studies, however, suggest that fully energy-dependent cross
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sections may be important for some transport code applications (Townsend and
Wilson, 1988a).
Table 9.7. Benchmark Numerical Simulation and Analytic Solution for Iron Ions
as Function of Ion Depth a and Energy Into Aluminum Absorber
¢Fe(0, E) CFe (10, E) CFe (20, E)
E,
MeV/nucleon Numerical Analytic Numerical Analytic
4.334E-50.0198
0.1147
1.090
10.07
100,1
1 059
10 490
Numerical Analytic
1.394i_5 1.394E5
1.692E4 1.692E4
9.217E2 9.217E2
1.062E1 1.062E1
9.310E-3 9.310E-3
5.089E-6 5.089E-6
2.970E-8 2.970E-8
4.334E-5
4.333E-5
4.321E-5
3.699E-5
2.014E-6
1.833E-8
4.382E-5
4.381E-5
4.379E-5
4.360E-5
3.718E-5
2.019E-6
1.833E-8
6.942E-6
6.942E-6
6.942E-6
6.932E-6
6.400E-6
8.741E-7
1.132E-8
7.044E-6
7.044E-6
7,043E-6
7.027E-6
6.478E-6
8.799E- 7
1.132E-8
aDepth is given in g/cm 2.
Table 9.8. Benchmark Numerical Simulation and Analytic Solution for Secondary Manganese
Ions as Function of Ion Depth a and Energy Into Aluminum Absorber
¢_Mn (10, E) _Mn (20, E)
E,
MeV/nucleon Numerical Analytic Numerical Analytic
1:772E-6 " 5.704E-70.0198
0.1147
1.090
10.07
100.1
1059
10490
1.772E-6
1.772E-6
1.767E-6
1.504E-6
7.797E-8
7.004E-10
1.780E-6
1.780E-6
1.779E-6
1.771E-6
1.503E-6
7.806E-8
7.004E-10
5.704E-7
5.704E-7
5.696E-7
5.242E-7
6.880E-8
8.728E- 10
5.768E- 7
5.768E-7
5.767E-7
5.753E-7
5.291E-7
6.918E-8
8.728E- 10
aDepth is given in g/cm 2.
9.9.2. Remarks. The need to develop suitable benchmarks for use in
validating and comparing existing galactic cosmic-ray transport codes has been
described and an exact nontrivial analytic benchmark solution presented. This
benchmark solution was then used to establish computational accuracy for a
previously published cosmic-ray transport code to within 1 percent. Finally,
remaining unresolved issues in GCR transport were briefly described.
9.10, Methods for Energy-Dependent Cross Sections
The HZE transport methods presented herein are an extension of those
presented elsewhere (Wilson, 1977a, 1977b, and 1983) and are based upon an
analytical solution to the transport equation. In principle, these methods allow
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for the calculations of absorbed dose caused by fragments of any species in each
interaction generation for any arbitrary sequence of absorber layers. The present
theory makes several approximations. In particular, projectile fragmentation
parameters are obtained from semiempirical formulas (Silberberg, Tsao, and
Shapiro, 1976; Silberberg, Tsao, and Letaw, 1983). Target fragmentation is
neglected, and the energy loss of charged particles is accounted for by using
the continuous slowing down approximation. The present calculations are one-
dimensional; however, an extension to three dimensions is planned. Concurrently,
an extensive experimental program is in progress at the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, BEVALAC, to measure the radiation fields of relativistic nuclei
(Schimmerling, Curtis, and Vosburgh, 1977; Schimmerling et al., 1986 and 1989).
In this section, we compare our results with a Bragg ionization curve, ob-
tained at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, BEVALAC, for a neon beam at
670 MeV/nucleon. This example is used to present basic transport data in wa-
ter. It also illustrates the need for obtaining a more accurate description of basic
fragmentation parameters. In addition to the interests of the manned space pro-
gram, the results are of importance to the radiation safety of high altitude aircraft
(Wilson, 1981) and for radiation therapy using heavy ion beams (Schimmerling
et al., 1986).
9.10.1. Depth-dose relations. The transport equation in the straight
ahead approximation and neglecting target secondary fragments (Wilson, 1977a,
1977b, and 1983) may be written as
0 Sj(E)+aj(E) Cj(x,E)= _ mjk(E ) ak(E)¢k(x,E )
OE
k>j
(9.128)
where Cj (x, E) is the flux of ions of type j with atomic mass Aj at x with motion
along the x axis and energy E in units of MeV/nucleon, aj (E) is the corresponding
macroscopic nuclear absorption cross section, Sj(E) is the change in E per unit
distance, and mjk(E ) is the fragmentation parameter of ion j produced in collision
by ion k. The form of the operator on the left-hand side of equation (9.128) is
derived in chapter 6 (Wilson and Lamkin, 1975). Note that two terms arise
from the energy differential operator. The first term arises from the scattering of
particles to lower energy when traversing a distance Ax. The second term arises
from contraction of the energy interval caused by the nonlinear relation between
space and energy. The solution to equation (9.128) is to be found subject to
boundary specification at x = 0 and arbitrary E as
Cj(0, E) = Fj(E) (9.129)
and is usually called the incident beam spectrum.
The transport equation (9.128) is solved by the method of characteristics
by using an iterative procedure (Wilson, 1983). The resultant series is used to
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evaluate the dose given by
_O °C)D(x) = _ dE Sj(E) _bj(x, E) (9.130)
3
which is evaluated for a monoenergetic beam of energy Eo. The stopping power
is Sj = AA Sj. The solution of the homogeneous equation resulting from setting
the right-hand side of equation (9.128) to zero yields
D(O)(x ) = Sj(Ex) Pj(Eo)
Pj(Ex) (9.131)
where
Ex = Rj I[Rj(Eo) - x] (9.132)
is the residual energy and the Pj factors account for nuclear attenuation of the
primary beam with
Pj(E) = exp [- _E aJ(e) del (9.133)Sj(e) j
The first perturbation to the homogeneous solution yields an additional contribu-
tion
Imjj(Eo!  j(Eo)Pj(Eo)
D(1)(x) _ E Ajuj(Euj - El: ) L Pj(Elj)
J
mjj(Elj) oj(Elj)Pj(Eo)" {iaj(Eo) _ v.j(Eo)]x}_ 1
Ps(E 0 (9.134)
where the energy spanned by these secondary ions is given by the "lower limit,"
and "upper limit,"
Eli = Rj 1 -_-j[Rj(Eo)- x] (9.135)
(9.136)
A second perturbation of the homogeneous solution yields an additional contribu-
tion to the dose given by
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D(2)(x)
mjkakmkgaJ (uj -- ttk)(a J -- ak)Z
j_
"exp(-a jx) - exp(-a jx)
aj - _j
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where the energy range spanned by these tertiary ions is given by the upper limit,
= n;' x] (9.138)
and the corresponding lower limit,
lj = Rj 1 [Rj(Eo) - x] (9.139)
where m and _ of equation (9.137) are evaluated at Eo. The results of equa-
tions (9.138) and (9.139) are understood to be zero whenever the right-hand sides
are negative. Equations (9.131) through (9.139) can be applied to various shield
materials of uniform composition. Each specific application requires knowledge of
the appropriate transport coefficients Sj (E), aj, and mjk.
9.10.2. Nuclear absorption. The nuclear absorption cross section a k is cal-
culated from a quantum mechanical model of the heavy ion reaction (Wilson, 1975;
Wilson and Costner, 1975). Appropriate solutions of the coupled-channel equa-
tions for high-energy composite particle scattering are used to calculate the elas-
tic scattered amplitude from which total and absorption cross sections are de-
rived (Wilson and Townsend, 1981; Townsend, Wilson, and Bidasaria, 1983a and
19835).
The proton cross sections are shown in figures 9.46 and 9.47 for the oxygen
constituent of water. The cross sections of 12C projectiles at 2.1 CeV/nucleon
onto various targets are shown in figure 9.48 with corresponding results for 160
projectiles in figure 9.49. Additional values for i2C projectiles (Townsend, 1982)
are shown in table 9.9 along with experimental values from Jaros et al. (1978),
Heckman et al. (1978), Cheshire et al. (1974), and Skrzypczak (1980). It is clear
from the present results (Townsend, Wilson, and Bidasaria, 1983a and 1983b)
that these cross sections are quite superior to our previous calculations (Wilson
and Costner, 1975) and are in good agreement with the limited experimental
data. Most nuclear cross sections appear better than 5 percent accurate regarding
absorption mean-free paths, except for carbon nuclei where differences may be
as large as 10 percent. Although little data are yet available on neon beams,
the single datum (A T = 20) in table 9.9 lends confidence that the cross-section
data set presented in table 9.10, for light and medium mass ion mean-free paths in
water, is quite accurate. Clearly, a great deal more experimental data are required
for a complete evaluation. For convenience, we define a fundamental parameter
associated with the absorption of a given ion in coming to rest. The average
extinction coefficient is defined as
Rj(E) (9.140)
so that the survival probability is
Pj(E) = exp[-Oj(E) Rj(E)] (9.141)
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The average extinction coefficients for several projectiles in water are shown in
table 9.11. Values at intermediate projectile mass numbers can be found by
numerical interpolation.
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Figure 9.46. Total nuclear cross
section for nucleons on oxygen
targets.
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Figure 9.47. Absorption nuclear cross
sections for nucleons on oxygen
targets.
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Figure 9.48. Absorption cross
sections for 12C projectiles at
2.1 GeV/nucleons onto various
targets.
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Figure 9.49. Absorption cross
sections for 160 projectiles at
2.1 GeV/nucleons onto various
targets.
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Table 9.9. Absorption Cross Sections for 12C Projectiles Colliding With
Various Target Nuclei
AT
aabs, mb
Townsend, 1982
Wilson and
Badavi, 1986 aexp, mb
0.87 GeV/nucleon
12 819 763 _939 • 49
12
16
64
138
184
208
237
839
990
1727
2519
2924
3047
2.1 GeV/nucleon
246
781
820
1656
2447
2969
_269 • 14"
b258 _ 21
a888 ± 50
b826 • 23
b1022 _ 25
b1730_ 36
c2600 ± 100
c3000 ± 100
b2960 _ 65
12
20
64
3.6 GeV/nucleon
836
1059
1723
779
902
1653
d780
d1040
d1700
30
60
90
aJaros et al._ 1978.
bHeckman et al., 1978.
CCheshire et al., 1974.
dSkrzypczak, 1980.
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Table 9.10. Macroscopic Nuclear Absorption Cross Sections in Water
[
E, I -
MeV/nucleon i 1H I 4He
25 2.57 i4.18
50 1.84 3.66
75 1.53 3.01
100 1.34 2.73
200 1.12 2.35
300 1.06 2.25
400 1.09 2.28
600 1.30 2.52
I000 1.43 2.67
2 000 1.43 2.72
4000 1.39 2.70
10000 1.37 2.68
q
7Li 9Be 12C
6.72 7.41 7.35
5.35 5.98 16.10
i
4.76 5.36 15.54
4.30 4.87 ]5.10
I
3.66 4.19 114.48
3.48 4.00 4.31
3.52 4.04 4.36
3.87 4.42 4.74
4.10 4.68 4.98
4.17 4.75 5.05
4.12 4.69 5.01
4.07 4.64 4.97
O'ab s ,TfL- 1
i
160 120Ne 27A1] 40A 56Fe 64Cu
8_80 J9.57 9.93 J 13.33 15.10 15.riOt
7.33 17.99 8.50 [11.32 13.00 13.601
6.67 17.30 7.87 110.46 12.10 12.70
6.16 16.77 7.36 [ 9.79 1.140 1.200t
5.43 16.00 6.64 I 8.81 1.040 1.100
5.23[5.79 6.431 8.53 10.10 10.70
I
5.28 15.84 16.48 } 8.59 10.20 10.80
5.72 [6.31 !6.93 [ 9.16 10.80 11.40
]
6.01!6.6117.22!9.52 1.115 1.180
I
6.09 [6.70 7.31 [ 9.64 11.30 11.90
I
6.03 J6.64 17.27 j 9.57 11.20 11.80
6.585.97 7.21 J 9.49 II.I0 Ii.74
9.10.3. Nuclear fragmentation parameters. The basic fragmentation
parameters for ions onto hydrogen targets are those of Silberberg, Tsao, and
Shapiro (1976). These have been augmented by light fragment production cross
sections of Bertini (Anon., 1968). The extension of the fragmentation on hydrogen
targets to an arbitrary target nucleus is by a multiplicative scale factor (Silberberg,
Tsao, and Shapiro, 1976) determined from the measured carbon fragmentation
data at 1.05 GeV/nucleon (Lindstrom, et al., 1975) on various target nuclei.
Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro suggested that the appropriate energy for evaluation
of the hydrogen target fragmentation parameters is the total kinetic energy of the
target ion as seen in the projectile rest frame. A second procedure was used herein
in which the relative target velocity, rather than total kinetic energy, was assumed
to be the appropriate parameter for evaluation of the hydrogen fragmentation cross
sections (Schimmerling, Curtis, and Vosburgh, 1977), after which renormalization
was used to ensure mass and charge conservation (velocity renormalized, VR). It
is seen from figure 9.50 that reasonable estimates of the Bragg curve are obtained
from these three terms provided by the present theory when the velocity-scaled
renormalized parameters are used. Values for these fragmentation parameters
(mij of equation (9.128)) are listed in table 9.12.
Contributions of the homogeneous term and the first and second perturba-
tions with the velocity-scaled renormalized parameters are shown separately in
figure 9.50 and show the rapid convergence of the series for the first 20 cm. The
generally greater penetrability of successive generations of ion fragments indicates
the need to consider the third perturbation term for depths beyond 30 crn.
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Table 9.11. Average Extinction Coefficients for Ions in Water
Extinction coefficient, m -1
E,
MeV/nucleon 1H 4He 7Li 9Be 12C 160 2°Ne 3°Si 4°Ar 5°V 6°Ni
25
50
75
100
200
300
400
600
1000
2 000
4 000
10 000
2.57 4.18 6.72 7.41 7.34 8.79 9.56 10.42 13.30 14.55 15.35
2.24 4.00 6.11 6.77 6.79 8.15 8.87 9.79 12.46 13.67 14.52
1.94 3.62 5.55 6.19 6.28 7.54 8.22 9.19 11.65 12.82 13.69
1.73 3.31 5.13 5.75 5.89 7.08 7.74 8.73 11.04 12.19 13.05
1.35 2.72 4.25 4.81 5.04 6.09 6.70 7.72 9.71 10.81 11.67
1.21 2.50 3.89 4.44 4.70 5.69 6.28 7.31 9.17 10.24 11.09
1.16 2.41 3.74 4.27 4.56 5.52 6.10 7.13 8.93 10.00 10.85
1.18 2.40 3.72 4.25 4.55 5.51 6.08 7.11 8.90 9.98 10.83
1.28 2.52 3.88 4.43 4.74 5.73 6.32 7.34 9.17 10.26 11.12
1.38 2.64 4.06 4.63 4.93 5.95 6.55 7.57 9.46 10.55 11.42
1.40 2.68 4.11 4.69 4.99 6.02 6.63 7.66 9.55 10.65 11.51
1.38 2.69 4.10 4.67 4.99 6.00 6.61 7.65 9.53 10.62 11.48
Table 9.12. 2°Ne Fragmentation Parameters in Water for Velocity Scaling and Total
Fragment Charge d E
ZF
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
ZF ....
2°Ne fragmentation parameter at E,
10
1.313
3.141
0.971
0.035
0.042
O.003
0.O05
0.020
0.193
0.303
0.008
0.043
10.4
31.6
0.968
2.176
0.713
0.023
0.026
0.013
0.026
0.048
0.225
0.268
0.158
0.009
10.2
100
0.962
1.975
0.587
0.031
0.037
0.035
0.080
0.090
0.289
0.217
0.122
0.002
10.2
MeV/nucleon, of -
316
1.289
2.377
0.525
0.046
0.050
0.061
0.121
0.106
0.267
0.195
0.077
0.000
10.2
1000
2.160
3.181
0.652
0.082
0.079
0.074
0.111
0.083
0.183
0.158
0.060
0.000
10.2
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Figure 9.50. Energy deposition in water by 2°Ne ions at 670 MeV/nueleon.
It should be emphasized that the Bragg curve does not provide adequate in-
formation for radiation protection because of the probable large relative biological
effectiveness (RBE) differences of the secondary components. The Bragg curve,
however, is a readily accessible experimental quantity and any meaningful theory
must reliably produce it. Since any variation from the Bragg curve may have
important biological consequences caused by differences in RBE factors, a full
evaluation requires more complete sets of experimental data. Clearly, evaluation
of the next perturbation term is important, but an adequate knowledge of the
specific fragmentation parameters is ultimately required to reduce the remaining
error. This point is discussed further in section 9.11.
9.11. Laboratory Validation
Concurrent with the development of heavy ion transport codes and associated
nuclear and atomic data bases are laboratory experiments with detailed measure-
ments of ion type and energy within absorber layers of various materials. A de-
tailed description of the experimental setup is given by Schimmerling et al. (1989)
along with a description of experimental results for 2°Ne beams in water. The
results were compared with a first collision transport code (HZESEC) developed
by Curtis, Doherty, and Wilkinson (1969) and further improved by Schimmer-
ling, Curtis, and Vosburgh (1977) by using the analysis code described by Shavers
(1988) and Shavers et al. (1990). Generally, the transport calculations were found
to be accurate to within 30 percent for depths less than _15 cm, and the effects of
tertiary particles (not included in HZESEC) become significant at greater depths
with differences up to a factor of 2. This is consistent with our earlier results (Wil-
son et al., 1984) in figure 9.50. The theory (HZESEC) based on the fragmentation
cross sections of Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro generally underestimate the frag-
ment fluence which is again consistent with our earlier conclusions (Wilson et al.,
1984). A later version of this fragmentation shows a significant increase in the
production of C, O, and F, whereas the production of N was reduced 7 percent.
The experimental methods and the corresponding elements of the theoretical
model are depicted in figure 9.51. The experiment shown in the top view has the
beam incident from the right passing through a multiwire proportional counter
(B2WC2) before scattering on a lem:l foil which spreads the beam. The beam is
bent with a bending magnet (B2M1) to align with the experiment axis where it
first passes through a beam-monitoring scintillation counter (J). The beam focus
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is monitored by a second multiwire proportional counter (MWPC) before passing
through the monitoring ion chamber (IC1). The variable water column is the
transport media being studied. The Bragg curve behind the water column is
determined by using the ion chamber (IC2) for various water thicknesses. The
time of flight column (TOF1 and TOF2) is enclosed by a vacuum chamber to
minimize scattering losses in the detector system. The T1 detector begins the
timing clock which is stopped by a signal from T2. The differential energy
detector (D1-D3) responses are proportional to the particle charge squared. A
second time of flight measurement is made with T2, T3, and T4 for the most
energetic particles. The theoretical model is represented by two parts. The nuclear
fragmentation is represented by a one-dimensional transport code as depicted in
the lower part of figure 9.51. Because of the large dimension of the experimental
arrangement (several meters), even a small scattering is magnified in the large
distances involved. The angular scattering is represented as a multiple-scattering
acceptance model defining a solid angle of acceptance for the various (geometry-
defining) detectors of the apparatus.
Experiment
]'T4 T,
ACceptance
model
IC2
Water
variable
column
I F MWPc B2WC2
.. ._-4_'"_ Beam
•iS' " _ Lead.
V'_ _ scattering
foils
',IC1 J B2MI
, magnet
x
x x
x
I
---- Gau ...... <---
Geometry-defining
detector 10 slabs
Transport ff
model <----- l / [ Beam<___Fragment
Figure 9.51. The fragmentation of 2°Ne at 670 MeV/nucleon as function of depth in water (from
Shavers et aI., 1990).
The acceptance functions for the experimental arrangement which accounts
for the three-dimensional aspects of the transport (in part) were evaluated by
the PROPAGATE code developed by Schimmerling et al. (1986) and is based
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on their fundamental studies in multiple scattering (Wong et al., 1990). The
analysis of the experimental data (Schimmerling et al., 1989; Schimmerling,
1990) was accomplished with the code (Shavers, 1988; Shavers et al., 1990)
and equations (9.58), (9.59), (9.63), and (9.81) for the transport of an incident
primary beam with a narrow Gaussian energy spread. A post-1984 version of the
fragmentation model of Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro was used as opposed to an
older version used in HZESEC (circa 1973).
The measured neon fluence spectra are shown with the calculated values in
figure 9.52. The theoretical result multiplied by the acceptance of the detector at
each value of LET is plotted as a histogram. In the plateau region of the Bragg
curve, the agreement is within 1 percent of the maximum value. The differences at
high LET are caused by neon isotopes which were not evaluated. The nuclear mean
free path for the experiment was 16.5 g/cm 2 compared with the LBLBEAM value
of 16.0 g/cm 2. Figure 9.53 shows the first generation term for carbon fragments
(dashed curve) and experimental data. Each isotope of carbon had applied its own
acceptance. The fluence predictions are within 30 percent at water thicknesses up
to 30 g/cm 2. For increasing water depths and decreasing fragment mass, the
number of possible reaction channels and higher-order interactions become more
likely. The tertiary fluence contribution (solid curve) is included in figure 9.53,
with the acceptance factor of the first generation term for each isotope being
assumed. The integral fluence is shown in figure 9.54. Also shown are the results of
HZESEC used in a previous analysis of the data (Shavers et al., 1990). The circles
denote the experimental data, the solid line is the result of HZESEC (Shavers
et al., 1990), the short-dashed line is the first generation term of LBLBEAM, and
the long-dashed line is LBLBEAM including tertiary particles.
The threshold effect of the detector can be seen in the plots for the Be and
B data, where the measured number of Be fragments falls significantly below all
predictions for absorber thicknesses less than 25 g/cm2; B seems to deposit signals
above threshold at thicknesses greater than approximately 15 g/cm 2.
The predictions of HZESEC are systematically lower than those of LBLBEAM,
even for the lighter fragments, where differences in stopping-power calculations are
not significant. One way in which such behavior could arise is if one of the models
did not properly account for the lower mass isotopes. Such an effect may be a
consequence of the fragmentation cross sections used by LBLBEAM, obtained
from the latest semiempirical fits of Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro, which are
larger than the older values used by HZESEC.
The difference between the first generation and the second generation pre-
dictions of LBLBEAM shows the expected effect of tertiary particles, which in-
creases for lighter particles and thicker absorbers; however, the tertiary prediction
of LBLBEAM is systematically greater than the data. One likely reason for this
behavior must lie with the angular distribution of the fragments, which is not
taken into account in the straight ahead approximation used by the present ver-
sion of the transport code. Two effects contribute to the angular distribution of
fragments. One effect is the compounding of the angular distributions of frag-
ments emitted in nuclear interactions, which results in fewer fragments emitted
into the narrow solid angle of the detector. The other effect is that the velocity
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Figure 9.52, Differential fluence for neon nuclei incident on various thicknesses of water.
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Figure 9.53. Differential fluence for carbon nuclei produced by neon nuclei incident on various
thicknesses of water.
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Figure 9.54. Integral fluence for all fragments produced by neon nuclei incident on various
thicknesses of water as function of water column thickness.
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of tertiary particles emerging from the absorber is no longer uniquely tied to the
position at which it is produced and, therefore, the scattering calculation used for
the acceptance is based on an erroneous amount of scattering material.
It is not immediately apparent that the more recent values of the cross sections
are more accurate than the older values. The first-generation predictions of
LBLBEAM may also be too large, if the geometric effects discussed do not result in
significant differences between predicted secondary and tertiary particles. If this
is the case, then the predictions of LBLBEAM would be expected to be below
the measured data by an amount equivalent to the added contribution of tertiary
l_articles, which is approximately the difference seen by HZESEC.
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Target Fragment and Nuclear Recoil Transport
10.1. Introduction
The interaction of energetic charged particles with matter encompasses a broad
host of physical processes of both atomic and nuclear origins. For biological sys-
tems, the patterns of local-event distributions are of essential concern because
biological response is dominated by physical/chemical changes in localized sen-
sitive volumes (Rossi, 1959). In principle, one can specify the fields within the
material from which specific-event rates at the sensitive sites can be evaluated.
Lacking from such a description are spatially and temporally correlated events
which may bear some importance in some sensitive systems. In practice, however,
the field quantities are never specified completely, thus leading to questions about
the adequacy of such a reduced expression.
In most field calculations stopping power is customarily used without regard
to how the energy lost to the medium is actually mediated. Inherent in such a
description is that the details concerning the track structure formed by the passage
of the particles is unimportant to system response. A suggestion long ago by
Schaefer (1952) and experimental evidence now testify to the importance of track
structure to biological consequences (Katz et al., 1971; Watt, 1989). The field of
microdosimetric techniques has developed in response to the need to quantify the
track structure of field quantities (Rossi, 1959). The importance of track structure
is dependent on site size (Chatterjee, Maccabee, and Tobias, 1973) and is most
effective for sites that are less than 1 #m.
As an energetic charged particle passes through a region of material, it will
suffer many atomic/molecular interactions to which only small amounts of energy
are given to ionization/excitation at each interaction site. Secondary electrons and
photons propagate the energy from the initial loss site and cause a broadening of
the particle track (Katz et al., 1971; Chatterjee, Maccabee, and Tobias, 1973;
Kellerer and Chmelevsky, 1975; Paretzke, 1988). In this way, the passing particle
can affect a localized volume, even though the path is remote to the localized
volume itself. Occasionally, the passing energetic particle undergoes a nuclear
reaction in which a large amount of its kinetic energy is given to the nucleus of
the struck atom. Often, several nuclear disintegration fragments (nuclear stars)
are produced of sufficient energy to form well-defined tracks emanating from the
interaction site. These fragments may also affect localized volumes remote to the
initial trajectory of the particle.
In the past it was assumed that the radiobiological effectiveness (RBE) was
related to the linear energy transfer (LET). Thus, risk assessment used LET-
dependent quality factors (QF's) evaluated directly from field quantities. However,
if biological response is governed by the energy deposit in small localized volumes,
then biological risk is related to energy deposits within such volumes (Watt, 1989).
The local energy deposited is related to lineal energy transfer, and RBE is not
LET-dependent but rather depends on the lineal energy (energy absorbed by a
small volume divided by the average chord of the volume). Indeed, recommended
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QF's in the future (e.g., ICRU 40 (Anon., 1986)) may well be assumed to be a
function of lineal energy and not LET. Thus, a current need is then to understand
more fully the relationship between field quantities and microdosimetric quantities.
If microdosimetry is the way of the future, such an understanding will be essential
to the future assessment of radiation risk in such a complex radiation field as the
space environment.
In the present work, we endeavor to evaluate the field quantities for the nu-
clear disintegration products formed in nuclear reactions in tissue. We consider
explicitly the localized energy deposit associated with microdosimetric measure-
ment. Effects of secondary electron fields are not considered herein but will be
considered separately. The effect of secondary electrons was considered by Kellerer
and Chmelevsky (1975), who showed that a-particles below 10 MeV and 160 less
than 12 MeV have negligible 5-ray contributions for site sizes 1 #m and larger.
It is clear from their analysis that application to target fragmentation products
in tissue limits the site size of the present work to the order of 1 ttm or larger.
We also address several related issues of target recoil and fragmentation effects on
biological systems (Wilson, Townsend, and Badavi, 1987).
10.2. Target Fragment Transport
In chapter 6 we derived an expression for ion fluence in a region bounded by
a surface F as (Wilson, 1977)
Cj(e, 5, E) = Sj(E_) Pj(E_)
/_ Aj PAE') _ dE"/d_' E",_,_')+ dE'sj(E) Pj(E) /E' rjk(E"
× Ck {5 + [Rj(E) - Rj(E')]_,Ft',E"} (10.1)
whereE._=R_l[p - d + Rj(E)], p=_ • _,andd=_ • F_,x. The integral
over E' is a summation over the collisional source distribution from the boundary
(E p = E_) to the point _ (E I = E). We approximate equation (10.1) in a
perturbation series by taking
Sk(E") P_(E") Ck(r_,,_,, a, E;) (lO.2)
where
_' = 5+ [Rj(E) - Rj(E')]_
# = _/. 2'
d' = _'. _,_,
JE_ = R_l[p ' - d' + Rk(E")]
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We specialize to a unidirectional monoenergetic beam at the boundary as
Ck(F, _, E) -- 5sMS(E - Ep)5(_ - _p) (10.3)
for which equation (10.1) may be simplified to
Sj(E_)
Cj(_',_,E) = exp[-aj(p- d)] Sj(E) 5jM _(E_/- Ep) 5((_ - _p)
+/;_ t AjdE _ exp{-aj[Rj(E') - Rj(E)]}
x exp[-am(p t - dl)]O'jM(E ', E;, _, _p) (10.4)
where E_' = Rkl[Rk(Ep) - p' - dr]. If we restrict ourselves to a small volume of
material (aj(p - d) < 0.01), then
/;_ i Aj n T I tl+ dE _ [a;M(E',E_,_,_p)+ajM(E, E_, fl, l_p)] (10.5)
where the projectile and target fragment terms are shown separately. The
projectile term has a contribution only at energies near E_ I whereas the target
term has a contribution only for E << E_. At high energy we have
E_ .._ E + 4Sj(E) (p - d) (10.6)
-_j
in which case
¢_(2, 5, E) _ _M _(E - Ep) 5(d - alp)
+ a;M( E, Ep, (l, ftp) (p-d)
/:_ t Aj aTM(E,,Ep,(} ' (10.7)+ dE _ d,)
The absorbed-energy density is then
D(_) = _ _C_dE /d_ Sj(E) Cj(_,_,E)
3
= SM(E_)+ _ Sj(E_)"_M _m(p- e)
J
+ _ foCCAj dE/; _ dE' a_M(E',Ep,_,_,) (10.8)
g
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The first term clearly dominates the second. The fact that the third term is
nonnegligible results from the large stopping power of the low-energy fragments
represented by the third term compared with SM(Ep), which also results in all
their energy being deposited locally. It is clear on this basis that equation (10.7)
may be reduced to
Cj(;_,,_, E) _ _jM _(E - Ep) _(_ - _p)
;'r aTM(E, ' Ep, 5p) (10.9)
Aj! fi,
+ dE
Accordingly, the high-energy beam exposure of a small object can be treated
by evaluating the direct ionization of the primary particles and the transport
of low-energy fragments produced uniformly throughout the volume. This is
represented in equation (10.9). We now consider some applications of target
fragment transport.
10.3. Neutron KERMA
An interesting quantity concerning nuclear recoil and fragments is the neu-
tron KERMA. The KERMA is a physically meaningful quantity at low-neutron
energies where the kinetic energies of the produced charged particles are suffi-
ciently low that they come to rest near their production site. Thus, equilibrium
is easily established and the close and KERMA are almost numerically equal.
The kinetic energies of protons produced in tissue by high-energy neutrons are
deposited far from the production site, and equilibrium is difficult to establish
for high-neutron energies so that KERMA is numerically greater than dose. The
KERMA is shown for various tissue constituents in figures 10.1 to 10.4 with an
explanatory key for these figures given in chart A. Also shown are results from
others (MacFarlane et al., 1978; Dimbylow, 1982; Caswell and Coyne in Anon.,
1977a; Herling et al., 1981; Wells, 1979; Brenner, 1983; Alsmiller and Barish,
1976). Clearly, the KERMA from our data base is reasonable and reflects on the
veracity of our charged-particle data base, which is based on the same models.
Chart A. Key to figures 1-4
SourceSymbol
MacFarlane et al., 1978
[] Dimbylow, 1982
O Caswell and Coyne in
Anon., 1977a
V Herling et al., 1981
* Wells, 1979
® Brenner, 1983
I
A Alsmiller and Barish, 19761
O Present data
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10.4. Effects in Conventional Risk Assessment
Biological risks are related to the local energy deposited by the passage of
energetic ions. The ionization energy loss is on the order of 0.2Z 2 keV/# for a
passing relativistic ion of charge Z. Some ions produce nuclear reactions in which
10 to I00 MeV are released (per event) locally as secondary nuclear fragments.
The average energy transfer rate is 0.05A 2/3 keV/#, where A is the ion atomic
weight. Because the quality factor of the fragments is usually taken as 20, the
risk associated with direct atomic ionization is on the order of the risk associated
with the nuclear events for incident low-charge ions (Z < 5), although the risk is
dominated by the direct ionization for high charge (Z >> 5). At a sui_iciently low
energy, the direct ionization always dominates the biological risk independent of
the ion charge and mass. In this chapter, we quantify these various contributions
to biological risk using quality factors presently in force (ICRP 26 (Anon., 1977b))
and evaluate the effects of newly proposed quality factors (ICRU 40 (Anon.,
(1986)).
10.4.1. Theoretical considerations. We consider a volume of tissue
through which a monoenergetic ion fluence ¢z (Ep) of energy Ep has passed and
then evaluate the energy absorbed by the media in the passage. There are sev-
eral processes by which the ion gives up energy to the media: electronic excita-
tion/ionization, nuclear coulomb elastic scattering, nuclear elastic scattering, and
nuclear reaction. The electronic excitation/ionization is contained in the stop-
ping power that is evaluated by methods discussed in relation to equation (10.8)
(Wilson et al., 1984). The nuclear coulomb elastic scattering is highly peaked at
low momentum transfer, and the energy transfers per event of a few hundred elec-
tron volts or less are typical (Wilson, Stith, and Stock, 1983). The nuclear elastic
scattering energy transfer is on the order of 1 MeV or less and can be neglected
in comparison with reactive processes. A model for proton-induced reactions in
tissue constituents has been given elsewhere (Wilson, Townsend, and Khan, 1989)
and will provide the basis for the present evaluation.
The secondary-particle radiation fields Cj (E) are given as
1 _j(E') dE'
¢j(E)= SSE) E (10.10)
where Sj (E) is the stopping power and _j (E r) denotes the particle source energy
distributions given as
Cj(E') = poj(Ep)/j(E r) ¢z(Ep) (10.11)
where p is the nuclear density, aj(Ep) is the fragmentation cross section, and
fj(E) is the fragment spectrum as discussed elsewhere (Wilson, Townsend, and
Khan, 1989). The total absorbed energy is approximately
Z/0Dz(Ep) = Sz(Ep) ¢z(Ep) + Sj(E) Cj(E) dE (10.12)
3
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Equation (10.12) may be written as
DZ(Ep) = Sz(Ep) ¢Z(Ep) + E Ej aj(Ep) p ¢z(Ez)
J
(10.13)
where Ej is the average energy associated with each spectral distribution fj (E).
Similarly, the dose equivalent is
Hz(Ep) = Qz(Ep) Sz(Ep) Cz( p)
+ E QFjEJ aj(Ep) p CZ(Ep)
j
(lO.14)
where QFj is the spectral-averaged quality factor of the jth secondary particle
(Shinn, Wilson, and Ngo, 1990). The sum over j will include the usual "evapora-
tion" products, including the low-energy protons.
We now evaluate equation (10.13) for the conventional LET-dependent quality
factor Q(L) (ICRP 26 (Anon., 1977b)) and the lineal-energy-dependent (y) quality
factor Q(y) recently proposed (ICRU 40 (Anon., 1986)). To implement the
Q(y), we used appendix B of ICRU 40 (Anon., 1986), in which the lineal-energy
distributions are assumed to be linearly dependent on y at a fixed LET. Some of
the problems of this assumption have been discussed by Townsend, Wilson, and
Cucinotta (1987), which we circumvent herein by assuming Q to be greater than
or equal to 1. The spectral-averaged quality factors of the conventional method
(ICRP 26 (Anon., 1977b)) and proposed method (ICRU 40 (Anon., 1986)) are
shown in table 10.1 for the various isotopes produced in 160 reactions. The
proposed values are generally greater than the conventional values, except for
the heavier fragments where the proposed values are substantially smaller. The
conventional average quality factors show, generally, a weak isotope dependence,
whereas the proposed average quality factors show a strong isotope dependence,
with neutron-rich isotopes being the most biologically damaging.
10.4.2. Results and discussion. The dose equivalent per unit fluence of
incident ions of charge Z and energy per nucleon Ep are shown in figures 10.5
and 10.6. Figure 10.5 is based on current quality factors (ICRP 26 (Anon.,
1977b)), and figure i0.6 is based on newly proposed quality factors (ICRU 40
(Anon., 1986)). The proton-induced fragmentation cross sections are taken from
chapters 4 and 5. The proton cross sections are velocity scaled according to the
proposed factorization model of Lindstrom et al. (i975), as modified by Silberberg,
Tsao, and Shapiro (1976). The limitations of this model, as discussed elsewhere
(Wilson et al., 1984), do not concern us here because the 160 and 12C data were
used in the original derivation by Lindstrom et al. (1975), retained in subsequent
modifications of Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro (1976), and adequately represent
the 160 and ]2C data. The problems with this scaling model arise for nuclear
fragmentation predictions far removed from projectile-target combinations used
in fitting the model parameters. For example, there are no light fragment data
for iron fragmentation for which the model could be fit (Wilson, Townsend, and
Badavi, 1987); such experiments are currently in progress. The 50-percent increase
we proposed for the 2°Ne data is within the uncertainty generally regarded for the
Silberberg, Tsao, and Letaw (1983) parameterization. (Also see Mathews (1983).)
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Table 10.1. Spectral-Averaged Quality Factor for Individual Isotopes
Produced in 1-GeV, Proton-Induced Reactions in 160
zj
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
Aj
1
2
3
3
4
6
7
9
I0
9
10
11
12
ii
12
13
14
15
13
14
15
15
E), MeV
8.69
10.70
10.40
11.20
12.30
6.85
6.16
4.79
4.11
4.79
4.11
3.71
2.74
3.71
2.74
2.05
1.34
0.69
2.05
1.37
0.69
0.69
ICRP 26
(a)
2.73
4.09
5.20
12.38
13.90
19.25
19.50
19.77
19.73
19.81
19.78
19.75
19.70
19.79
19.75
19.68
19.56
19.17
19.74
19.64
19.35
19.45
QFj
ICRU 40
(b)
3.71
5.87
7.72
19.52
21.88
23.19
22.38
15.14
14.95
11.47
11.54
11.88
12.58
9.96
10.71
11.96
14.11
18.30
10.53
12.61
16.73
15.50
.2
aICRP 26 (Anon., 1977b).
bICRU 40 (Anon., 1986).
The nuclear contribution to the dose equivalent increases rapidly at the lowest
energies as new channel thresholds are passed with increasing energy opening new
reaction mechanisms. The small variation seen between 20 MeV per nucleon and
300 MeV per nucleon is related to nuclear transparency (Townsend, Wilson, and
Bidasaria, 1982). The new inelastic channeIs open above the pion production
threshold cause a rapid rise in dose equivalent above 300 MeV per nucleon. The
fractional contribution of nuclear reaction to the total dose equivalent is shown in
table 10.2 for the two quality factors and ion types shown in figures 10.5 and 10.6
at 10 GeV per nucleon. The nuclear contribution to dose equivalent for 12C and
heavier ions is less than 5 percent. Nuclear contributions for lighter ions can be
substantial and as high as 70 percent.
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Table 10.2. Fractional Contribution of Nuclear Reactions to the Total Dose Equivalent
at 10 GeV/nucleon for the ICRP 26 and ICRU 40 Quality Factors
Report
(a)
ICRP 26
ICRU 40
1H 4H e 3Li 9Be
0.59 0.43 0.27 0.17
.70 .51 .34 .21
Projectile
12C 28Si 56Fe
4.2 × 10 -2 2.5 × 10-a 3.8 × 10 -4
4.7 × 10 -2 2.1 × 10-3 3.5 × 10 -4
aICRP 26 (Anon., 1977b); ICRU 40 (Anon., 1986).
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r,,O10_7
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lO-9
_ 10-1o
101 102 103
Energy, MeV/nucleon
Figure 10.5. Dose equivalent of various
ion types including nuclear reactions
for the ICRP 26 quality factor
(Anon., 1977b).
Z = 26 _ Total _ 10-4
10-6
_ 10-7
10-8
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i , _ lO-_O
104
Total
...... Nuclear
Z= 26
"::........... _....... <2"1 t
101 102 103 104
Energy, MeV/nucleon
Figure 10.6. Dose equivalent of various
ion types including nuclear reactions
for the ICRU 40 quality factor
(Anon., 1986).
The average quality factors including nuclear reaction effects are shown in
figures 10.7 and 10.8. The nuclear effects are clearly seen as the rise in average
quality factor at high energies, especially for the light ions. The increase in average
quality factors for high-energy protons of ICRU 40 (Anon., 1986) compared with
the value obtained for ICRP 26 (Anon., 1977b) is only 25 percent. Consequently,
the earlier estimates of Alsmiller, Armstrong, and Coleman (1970), in which the
quality factor of 20 for all nuclear fragments of mass greater than 1 nucleon was
used, are expected to remain slightly conservative with respect to biological risk,
even if the quality factor for ICRU 40 (Anon., 1986) is enforced. One interesting
note with respect to figures 10.7 and 10.8 is that the average quality factor for
high-energy protons is on the order of that for high-energy carbon ions.
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Figure 10.7. Average quality factor of
various ion types including nuclear
reactions for the ICRP 26 quality
factor (Anon., 1977b).
Figure 10.8. Average quality factor of
various ion types including nuclear
reaztions for the ICRU 40 quality
factor (Anon., 1986).
10.5. Bone-Tissue Interface Effects
The transport of high-energy nuclei through biological media is greatly affected
by nuclear fragmentation events that produce both high- and low-energy sources of
nuclear fragmentation product ions, depending on the mechanisms of projectile or
target fragmentation, respectively. Fragmentation channels dominate the nuclear
cross section at high energies causing broad distributions in ion mass and energy.
For high-energy nucleons, the direct ionization is small and the high LET tissue
fragments are expected to contribute significantly to their biological effectiveness.
The low-energy target fragments with energies of a few MeV are more localized
and simpler to treat because of the reduced importance of delta rays and energy-
loss straggling (Kellerer and Chmelevsky, 1975). Although energy distributions
for charged secondaries in tissue have been studied previously (Wilson, Townsend,
and Khan, 1989), the importance of interface effects on the distribution of ions
(Cucinotta, Hajnal, and Wilson, 1990) has not been considered in the past. The
energy deposition in tissue from fragmentation products produced in bone may
be of importance for determining carcinogenic risk because, for example, the
epithelium cells near this interface within trabecular cavities are the relevant tissue
for induction of bone tumors (Spiers, 1969; ICRP 11 (Anon., 1968b)).
Tissue sites within bone are randomly distributed throughout the calcified
matrix, with typical marrow cavities (Beddoe, Darley, and Spiers, 1976) in
trabecular bone having dimensions between 50 and 500 #m. Particle ranges for
high Z recoils are much smaller than the cavity dimensions, with average energies
of heavy target fragments being on the order of several MeV (Greiner et al., 1975).
The interface geometry may have an important effect for the more penetrating
proton recoils produced in the fragmentation event.
In this section we present solutions for fragment transport in the interface re-
gion within a plane geometry model for an incident beam of high-energy nucleons.
The model presented is general and may be used to consider other interface ef-
fects, e.g., near the connective tissues located in bone. Fragment source spectra
are modeled using the high-energy fragmentation model (Wilson, Townsend, and
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Khan, 1989) and numerical results given for bidirectional transport. The effects
of the interface geometry will be considered in future work.
10.5.1. Fragment transport. We consider the transport of nuclear frag-
ments with charge Z in the vicinity of an interface of two distinct regions denoted
by subscripts 1 and 2. We assume that a high-energy flux density of nucleons
passes through the region inducing nuclear reactions. We assume the region to be
of limited extent compared with the range of the incident particle, such that the
change in ¢ over the region of interest is negligible. The fragment sources _lj and
_2j within the regions are defined by Wilson (1977) as
dalj
Qj(E) = -_-E-Pl ¢ (10.15)
da2j
_2j (E) = --_--E-P2¢ (10.16)
where the subscript j labels the nuclear fragments; dalj/dE and da2j/dE are
the fragmentation energy distributions for the two regions; and Pl and P2 are
the densities of the two media. Constituent densities for tissue and bone found
by Santoro, Alsmiller, and Chandler (1974) are given in table 10.3. The source
terms axe used in the Boltzmann equation for fragment transport in the two
media, which is solved using the method of characteristics with the appropriate
boundary condition at the interface. The flux density in medium 1 along a ray
passing through the interface is then found as
1 Slj(Eljb) fE2Jab
¢lj(Z, E) -- Slj(E) S2j(Eljb) JElj b ¢2j(E') dE'
1 fEub ¢lj(Et ) dE l
+ SIj(E------)JE
(10.17)
where x is a point in region 1 through which the ray passes, b is the distance in
medium 1 along the ray, a is the chord of region 2 along the ray, and Slj and
S2j are the fragment stopping powers in the two regions. The energy limits in
equation (10.17) are given by
Eljb -= Rlj I [Rlj(E) + b] (10.18)
and
E2jab = R_j 1 [R2j(Eljb) + a] (10.19)
where the functions Rlj(E) and R2j(E) axe the range relations for fragments j,
and R_. 1 and R_ 1 are the energies associated with the range r in each region
defined by Wilson (1977) as
E= R_fl [Rlj(E)] (lO.2O)
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The dose at depth x is given by
Dlj(X) = Slj(E) eli(X,E) (10.21)
which is evaluated numerically using the modified stopping powers (Wilson et al.,
1984) of the Ziegler (1980) handbook.
Table 10.3. Densities for Tissue and Bone
Element
H
C
N
O
P
Ca
Pl, tissue, cm -3
(a)
6.265 x 1022
9.398 x 1021
1.342 x 1021
2.551 x 1022
7.074 x 1022
2.851 x 1022
2.148 x 1021
2.855 x 1022
2.518 x 1021
4.086 x 1021
apl, tissue = 1.0 g/cm.
bp2, bone ----1.85 g/cm.
The spectral distribution for the
parameterized as
production of a target fragment j is
d(71j_ aljL v/_ exp ( -E )dE" /- _3 \1/2 _ (10.22)
where alj is the total fragmentation cross section for the production of j, and the
energy parameter Eou is related to the average energy of the fragment E0U by
_
EOlj = -_Eolj (10.23)
The fragmentation cross sections used here axe taken from the empirical paxam-
eterizations of Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro (1976) for Z > 2 ions and from the
MECC-7 computer code for Z = 1, 2 ions in Anon. (1968a). The average energy of
the fragmentation products is related to the momentum width measured in high-
energy-ion fragmentation experiments (Greiner et al., 1975) that are fitted by an
empirical model by Wilson, Townsend, and Khan (1989). These models for the
fragmentation cross sections and average energies were applied to 1-GeV proton
12 14 16 31 40 12 14 40
collisions on C, N, O, P, and Ca, with results for C, N, and Ca
listed in table 10.4. Numerical values for 160 were given in Wilson, Townsend,
and Khan (1989).
We now pursue an analytic reduction of equation (10.21). Over a limited en-
ergy interval, the range of a fragment, which is fully ionized, can be approximated
by a simple power relation
n,j(E) =  EPJ (10.24)
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Values for the parameter pj are determined by considering the energy dependence
for the ion ranges over the region of interest, corresponding to the spectral distri-
butions, and (_ is fixed by the range energy relations. The distinct composition of
the two media results in a host of nuclear fragments (the recoil ions) with varied
energy spectra at x in such a way that distinct values of pj, denoted Plj and
P2j, should be used. Some modifications were made to improve the agreement
with the numerical results of equation (10.21), with the resulting values shown in
table 10.5. Listed in parentheses in table 10.5 are parameters for hydrogen and
helium ions used to calculate the tissue contribution for the absorbed dose in bone.
With the approximation of equation (10.24), the integral in equation (10.21) may
be reduced to
+ R13(S01j) 2 ' 2_001j
- E02j (3 IZab _ exp --nab
+ Ru(Eo2j) _,V 2Eo2j) + -_F '2Eo2j)] (10.25)
t_b ---- R_l(b) and al -_ Rlj r[R2__.1 (a)1.1 The ambiguity in expressingwhere
equation (10.25) was resolved by requiring the first term to vanish linearly as b --* 0
and the second term to vanish linearly as a 1 --_ 0. This analytical reduction of the
dose contribution for charged secondaries is expected to be extremely useful when
the angular dependence is considered, where a similar form is obtained. Results
for bidirectional transport along a single ray are given in the next section.
I0.5.2. Results and discussion. The fragment transport model is now
applied for the case of bidirectional transport for 1-GeV incident protons at the
bone-tissue interface. We consider the interface at x = 0 and assume that a >> x
such that S2jab --* 00. The source term is then divided into forward and backward
contributions with
_j(E) -_ _-(E) =- _ij(E) (10.26)
and similarly for (_. We assume a unit incident fluence of protons. The source
term moving to the left in tissue from tissue fragments is assumed to contribute
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Table 10.4. Fragmentation Cross Sections and Fragment Average
Energies for p-Nucleus Scattering at 1 GeV
Zj Aj a, mb Ej, MeV
AT -- 12;Z T = 6
8.51
I
I
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
1
2
3
3
4
5
6
7
6
7
8
9
8
9
10
11
10
11
490.1
42,5
4.5
7.7
118.5
10.9
12.2
8.3
4.3
11.9
21.9
2.6
3.6
12.1
17.2
41.5
3.9
27.5
-AT - 14; ZT ----7
1 559:4
7.6
7.4
8.0
8.8
8.9
7.6
6.3
7.6
6.3
5.1
3.8
5.1
3.8
2.5
1.3
2.5
1.3
1
2
3
3
4
5
6
7
6
7
8
9
8
9
10
11
10
II
12
13
12
13
56.8
6.0
10.3
153.2
10.2
11.5
7.8
4.1
11.1
11.4
2.4
3.2
10.8
15.3
10.2
3.3
13.0
40.3
13.8
2.6
10.9
8.6
9.2
8.9
9.6
10.5
9.6
8.6
7.5
8.6
7.5
6.4
5.4
6.4
5.4
4.3
3.2
4.3
3.2
2.1
1.1
2.1
1.1
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AT ----16; Z T = 8
Ej, MeV
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
8
8
1
2
3
3
4
5
6
7
6
7
8
9
8
9
10
11
I0
11
12
13
14
12
13
14
15
14
15
AT ----31; ZT = 15
1 1
1 2
1 3
2 3
2 4
3 5
3 6
3 7
4 6
4 7
4 8
4 9
5 8
5 9
5 10
5 11
630.4
72.9
7.7
13.2
203.0
9.6
I0.8
7.3
3.8
10.5
10.7
2.3
2.9
9.6
7.6
9.1
2.8
11.0
34.3
14.4
2.1
2.2
3.9
28.O
41.5
3.5
28.5
1150.6
140.9
26.9
36.1
265.5
5.7
6.9
5.2
2.1
6.2
7.0
1.7
1.1
3.9
3.5
4.8
8.7
10.7
10.4
11.2
12.3
10.2
9.3
8.4
9.3
8.4
7.4
6.5
7.4
6.5
5.6
4.6
5.6
4.6
3.7
2.8
1.9
3.7
2.8
1.9
.9
1.9
.9
9.0
11.3
11.2
13.2
10.1
12.1
11.6
11.1
11.6
11.1
10.7
10.2
10.7
10.2
9.7
9.3
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Table 10.4. Continued
Aj
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
1
2
3
3
4
5
6
7
6
7
8
9
8
9
i0
11
i0
II
12
13
14
12
13
14
15
16
14
15
16
17
18
17
18
19
2O
19
20
21
22
21
22
23
24
a, mb Ej, MeV
AT = 40;ZT = 20
1396.0
186.8
34.6
40.8
271.6
4.9
5.9
3.7
1.9
5.3
5.0
1.1
.7
2.3
2.2
1.7
.4
1.2
3.4
1.8
.9
.3
.6
2.8
2.6
.8
.5
1.6
4.9
2.9
1.5
2.0
4.0
4.2
1.4
2.0
6.9
5.1
2.9
2.6
5.8
7.2
2.6
9.1
11.4
11.3
14.0
11.0
12.5
12.1
11.8
12.1
11.8
11.4
11.1
11.4
11.1
10.7
10.4
10.7
10.4
10.0
9.6
9.3
10.0
9.6
9.3
8.9
8.6
9.3
8.9
8.6
8.2
7.9
8.2
7.9
7.5
7.1
7.5
7.1
6.8
6.4
6.8
6.4
6.1
5.7
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Table 10.4. Concluded
Zj Aj a, mb Ej, MeV
A T _-40;ZT=20
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
15
15
16
16
16
16
16
17
17
17
17
17
18
18
18
18
19
19
19
2O
23
24
25
26
25
26
27
28
29
27
28
29
30
31
29
30
31
32
33
31
32
33
34
35
33
34
35
36
37
35
36
37
38
37
38
39
39
2,6
9.9
8.2
5.2
3.1
7.8
11.7
4.8
1.5
3,0
13.0
13.3
9.6
1.9
3.5
9.9
18.4
8.7
3.0
3.2
15.5
19,9
15.9
3.6
3.4
10.5
24,5
14.3
5.7
2.8
15.9
25.1
23.7
18.0
21.3
40.1
18.9
6.1
5,7
5.4
5.0
5.4
5.0
4.6
4.3
3.9
4.6
4.3
3.9
3.6
3.2
3.9
3.6
3.2
2.9
2.5
3.2
2.9
2.5
2.1
1.8
2.5
2.1
1,8
1.4
1.1
1.8
1.4
1.1
.7
1.1
.7
.4
.4
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Table 10.5. Range-Energy Parameters
/>2
Z Pl (a)
1
2
3,4
5,6
>6
0.10
.20
0
.15
.25
0.1 (0.06)
.2 (0.13)
.1
0
0
aValues in parentheses denote absorbed dose in bone.
!
one-half the equilibrium value of the absorbed dose, which is given by
D_(x) _ E01j (rlj Pl (10.27)
with a similar contribution for the absorbed dose in bone. Thus, each medium is
assumed to be semi-infinite in extent.
The differential flux density at several depths in tissue is shown in figure 10.9
for low Z fragment components (Z -- 1, 2) and in figure 10.10 for the high Z
components (Z > 2), with the dashed lines showing the bone contribution to the
flux, the dotted lines showing the tissue term, and the solid lines showing the total
flux. From figure 10.9, the low Z fragments from bone entering tissue are seen to
be appreciable for at least 1000 #m of tissue with a significant contribution from
high-energy recoil and fragmentation particles (E > 25 MeV). In figure 10.10,
the high Z fragments from bone are seen to contribute only over a small spatial
region (<20 pm) but they dominate the low- and high-energy portions of the
spectra nearer to the interface.
In figures 10.11 and 10.12, the absorbed doses are shown in the region of
the interface for the low Z and high Z fragments, respectively. The dotted line
denotes the tissue contribution; the dashed line, the bone contribution; the solid
line, the total absorbed dose. Both figures 10.11 and 10.12 show contributions to
the absorbed dose from fragmentation events in adjacent media near the interface.
There is also a buildup in dose close to the interface in tissue that is not present in
bone. For the low Z ions, this buildup can be attributed to the higher production
multiplicities for light ions produced from potassium and calcium present in bone;
and for the high Z ions, this buildup is caused by Z > 8 ions produced from
fragmentation on phosphorous and calcium. In tissue the interface effect on the
absorbed dose is appreciable for only a few tens of a micrometer for high Z ions,
and it is substantial to about 1000 #m for low Z ions. Conversion of the depth-dose
curves to distribution in linear energy transfer (LET) will give a better indication
of the importance of the high Z ions near the interface.
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Figure 10.9. Differential flux for Z = 1,2
ion fragments at several depths in tissue.
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Figure 10.10. Differential flux for all
fragments with Z > 2 at several
depths in tissue.
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Figure 10.11. Absorbed depth dose in the
region of the bone-tissue interface for
Z = 1,2 fragments.
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Figure 10.12. Absorbed depth dose
in the region of the bone-tissue
interface for all fragments with Z > 2.
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Figure 10.13. Comparison between numer-
ical and analytical results for absorbed
depth dose for Z = 1,2 fragments.
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x, Id.m
Figure 10.14. Comparison between
numerical and analytical results
for absorbed depth dose for
Z > 2 fragments.
In figures 10.13 and 10.14, the analytic approximation of equation (10.25) to
the absorbed dose (shown by dashed lines) is shown in comparison with the result
obtained from numerical integration of equation (10.21) (shown by solid lines).
The analytic results are seen to be quite accurate, converging to the equilibrium
values slightly slower than the numerical result. The differences seen are within
the accuracy of the fragmentation cross-section model used. The values for Plj
and P2j listed in table 10.5 should show a slight dependence on the energy of the
incident nucleon.
10.5.3. Conclusions. Solutions for the transport of fragmented target
recoils produced by high-energy nucleons are found in the region of the interface
between two distinct media. The differential flux and absorbed dose of the
nuclear fragments are considered. A simple analytic formula for the absorbed
dose is found in an approximate range-energy model. Interface effects were found
to be important at the tissue-bone interface in a simple bidirectional transport
model, showing a large enhancement in energy deposition from fragments formed
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in adjacent media. The bone-tissue interface geometry should not be important
for high Z fragments based on the results of past work; however, this geometry
may become important for the more penetrating low Z fragments and should be
a topic of future study. The evaluation of LET distributions near this interface
should also be considered to assess the biological effectiveness of the individual
fragment contributions.
10.6. Effects on Harderian Tumorigenesis
A quantitative understanding of the contributions of nuclear fragments to
biological injury is required for an unambiguous interpretation of the relationship
between relative biological effectiveness (RBE) and energy deposition as measured
by linear energy transfer (LET). In the study of biological response, concomitant
with exposure by particles from projectile fragmentation, there are contributions
to biological injury by low-energy, target-nuclear fragments produced within the
biological medium.
The effects of target fragmentation on the dose delivered by charged particles
along their range can be regarded as small relative to those of projectile fragmen-
tation for heavy-ion beams because fragments of high-energy projectiles are also
of high energy in the target rest frame and dissipate this energy over their entire
range. This is not true for protons that have no "projectile" fragments below the
_r-production thresholds. Although these facts have been known for a long time,
there has not been a quantitative evaluation of the target fragment contributions
to the exposure of biological systems. This section presents such an evaluation.
Biological injury is related to the local energy deposited by the passage of
energetic ions. As noted in section 10.4, the ionization energy loss is on the order
of 0.2Z 2 keV/pm for a traversing (i.e., not stopping) high-energy ion of charge Z.
The average nuclear energy-transfer rate is 0.05A 2/3 keV/ttm, where A is the
ion atomic mass (i.e., the number of nucleons). Because the RBE factor of the
fragments may be 20 or more, the biological response associated with direct atomic
ionization is on the order of that associated with the nuclear events for incident
low-charge ions (Z < 5) while the response is dominated by direct ionization for
particles of high charge (Z >> 5). In the present section, we quantify these various
contributions by using, as an illustrative example, the dependence of RBE on LET
obtained by Fry et al. (1985) for the induction of tumors in the Harderian gland
of mice. This method is similar to that used by Schimmerling et al. (1987) for
spermatogonial cell survival.
10.6.1. Radiation response of Harderian gland. The dose response of
Harderian tumorigenesis has been measured for 6°Co 7 and several ions (Fry et al.,
1985; Fry, 1986). The approximate response is given as
P = 2.5 + 50 [1- exp (-_o)] (10.28)
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where the percentage of tumor prevalence P at 600 days is given in terms of a
radiosensitivity parameter Do and the dose D. Tumor prevalence was scored by
Fry et al. (1985) at 600 days after exposure as opposed to incident rates scored
on postmortem. The Do of equation (10.28) gives the exponential slope of the
nonincidence curve of the at-risk population. The spontaneous tumor rate is the
leading coefficient representing 2.5 percent. Note that only one-half the animals
appear susceptible to tumor induction, or else the radiation has inactivated
pretumorous cells before expression (Fry, .1986). The value of Do depends on
the ion type through which the RBE is found as ratios to the reference radiation
value of Do. The radiation types, their LET's, RBE, and radiosensitivity Do
are given in table 10.6. The measurements of Fry et al. (1985) are all given on
a common equivalent dose basis in figure 10.15. It can be seen in figure 10.15
that the dose response curve of equation (10.28) represents the data to within
25 percent. It is easily shown that a small increase in RBE for 20Ne and a small
decrease in RBE for 12C would bring all the data points to within 18 percent of
equation (10.28).
Table 10.6. Harderian Gland Razliosensitivity Parameters
Radiation type LET, keV/# RBE Do, cGy
6°Co 7
4He
t2C
2°Ne (distal)
40Ar
0.2
18
8O
190
654O
1
5
11.2
28.5
28.7
769.5
153.9
68.7
27
26.8
5O
40
30
A
,60Co* 4He
• 12C
_ o 20Ne
o 56Fe
a 4 Ar
• fn
Equivalent 60Co y dose, Gy
Figure 10.15. Dose response relationship for Harderian gland tumor from various radiations on
an equivalent dose scale. The symbol fn refers to fission neutrons.
Equation (10.28) provides a basis for additivity. The probability of radiation-
induced tumors within the population at risk is
Pr = 1 - exp (-_--o) (10.29)
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for which the probability of being among the unaffected population is
(10.30)
Consider two exposures with two different ion types. The probability of being
unaffected by the first ion type is
-D1
Q1 = exp (-_ol) (10.31)
the probability that the unaffected population after exposure D1 is unaffected by
exposure D2 is then
Q2 = exp (-_o2)-D2 (10.32)
so that the total unaffected population from the two exposures is
[Q12=Q1Q2=exp - _+
Therefore, the total radiation-induced prevalence is
Pr12= l-Q12= 1-exp[- (D_ol -t- D-_2o2)] : 1-exp(-_oM1) (10.34)
where
Dol n
M = D1 + _2o2 L'2 (10.35)
is the effective dose for the two types of radiation. The RBE with exposure 1
taken as reference radiation is
RBE = D°---! (10.36)
Do2
and the effective dose is
M = _]RBEi Di (10.37)
i
The values of Do/ and RBEi found by Fry et al. (1985) are given in table 10.6
with estimates of corresponding LET values. Note that we have used the LET
estimates of Fry et al. (1985) and Fry (1986) except for 4He, where the LET of
the most energetic 4He ion at the exposure point is used.
For the fluence ¢i of monoenergetic particles of type i and energy Ep, the dose
is approximated by ¢i(Ep) Si(Ep), where Si(Ep) is the stopping power. For a
distribution of particles with a spectrum of energies, the generalized effective dose
M is given by
Z /RBE[Li(EP)] Si(Ep) ¢i(Ep) dEpM (10.38)
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after which the prevalence can be determined from equation (10.28) with Do =
770 cGy for 6°Co 7.
There are two approaches to understanding the RBE relation to LET. The
first starts with the observation that biological response is related to the absorbed
energy (for example, as Fry et al. (1985) have found for the Harderian gland). As
the density of ionization at the sites of energy deposit increases, the ionization
becomes more effective in producing biological response, and RBE rises with
increasing LET. At some value of LET, the energy deposition reaches a maximum
efficiency after which RBE remains constant as shown in figure 10.16. (The dashed
line indicates ionization density enhancement saturation (IDES).) Such a view is
suggested by the 56Fe and a°Ar data of Fry et al. (1985) which show the same
RBE, but this is not necessarily conclusive. The second view is that biological
response is a function of particle fluence and that a cross section can be defined
which relates biological response to fluence level. This second view can also be
justified using the data of Fry et al. (1985), where the cross section depends on
particle type. If biological response is fiuence related, then RBE decreases with
increasing LET. Experimentally, fluence-based limited response is observed only
at high LET, which we refer to as the fluence-based limit (FBL). The fluence-
based limit RBE is shown in figure 10.16 as the full curve above 190 keV/#m.
Katz incorporates these two views into his track-structure model (Katz et al.,
1971). For the present, we assume with Katz that low-LET radiation response
is dose dependent (gamma-kill mode) and that the high-LET asymptotic RBE is
proportional to the inverse LET (ion-kill mode).
l0 2
S6FezTx_hr_
100 __o
FBL fit to data
lo-J -- 7IDESvaluesabove1?0keW.m
10-I 100 101 102 lO3 104
L, keV/IJ
Figure 10.16. RBE measured by Fry et al. (1985) for various ra_tiations.
The relation between RBE and LET for the various ions is shown in fig-
ure 10.16. The assumed functional form for the fluence-based limit (FBL) case
is
all (_4L)] [1 + exp (-a2 L2 a3L3)] (10.39)RBE=0.95+-_- 1+2 exp
where
al = 18 720 )
a2 = 7.43 x 10 -6
a3 = 1.14 x 10 -8
00.40)
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and L denotes LET in units of keV//zm. At high LET, the exponential terms
become negligible and the response becomes fluence dependent above 500 keV/#m.
For LET in the range above 190 keV/#m for the high-ionization density results
in enhancement saturation (IDES), and the RBE remains constant as shown by
the dashed line in figure 10.16.
10.6.2. Ion reactions in tissue. Again we consider a volume of tissue
through which a monoenergetic ion fluence CZ (Ep) of energy Ep has passed and
endeavor to evaluate the energy absorbed by the media in the passage. There
are several processes by which the ions give up energy to the media: electronic
excitation/ionization, nuclear coulomb scattering, nuclear elastic scattering, and
nuclear reaction. The electronic excitation/ionization is contained in the stopping
power, which is evaluated by the methods discussed elsewhere (Wilson et al.,
1984). The nuclear coulomb elastic scattering is highly peaked at low momentum
transfer, and energy transfers per event of a few hundred electron volts or less
are typical. (See, for example, Wilson, Stith, and Stock (1983).) The nuclear
elastic scattering energy transfer is on the order of 1 MeV or less and can be
neglected in comparison with reactive processes in the energy range of interest
here. A model for proton-induced reactions in tissue constituents, given elsewhere
(Wilson, Townsend, and Khan, 1989), will be used here as well.
The secondary particle radiation field _bj(E) is given by Wilson (1977) as
1 /E_Cj(E) = Sj-(E) _j(E') dE' (10.41)
where Sj(E) is the stopping power and _j(E') denotes the particle source energy
distributions
(j(E) = p_rj(Ep) fj(E) Cz(Ep) (10.42)
where p is the nuclear density, aj(Ep) is the fragmentation cross section, and
fj(E) is the fragment spectrum as discussed elsewhere (Wilson, Townsend, and
Khan, (1989)). The total absorbed energy is approximately
Dz(Ep) = Sz(Ep) _)z(Ep) + Sj(E) ¢j(E) dE (10.43)
,1
Equation (10.43) may be written as
Dz(Ep) = Sz(Ep) d)z(Ep) + Ej aj(Ep) p dpp(Ep) (lO.44)
q
where Ej is the average energy associated with each spectral distribution fj (E),
_0 °CEj = E fj(E) dE (10.45)
Similarly, the equivalent 6°Co 7 dose is
Mz(Ep) = RBEz(Ep) Sz(Ep) Cz(Ep)+ _ RBEFjEj aj(Ep) p Cz(Ep) (10.46)
J
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where RB--EFj is the spectral average RBE factor of the jth-type secondary-
fragment particle. The sum over j will include the usual "evaporation" products
including the low-energy protons. We now evaluate equation (10.46) for the
LET-dependent RBE factor found by Fry et al. (1985) and extrapolated by
equation (10.39) for both the FBL model and the IDES model. The spectral-
averaged RBE factors are shown in table 10.7 for the various isotopes produced
in 160 reactions.
Table 10.7 Average RBE Factors for Individual Isotopes Produced
in I-GeV Proton-Induced Reactions in 1(}O
zj Aj
1
2
3
3
4
6
7
9
10
9
10
11
12
11
12
13
14
15
13
14
15
15
Ej, MeV
8.69
10.70
10.40
11.20
12.30
6.85
6.16
4.79
4.11
4.79
4.11
3.71
2.74
3.71
2.74
2.05
1.34
.69
2.05
1.37
.69
.69
IDES
3.67
4.83
5.73
14.09
16.39
27.45
28.22
29.22
29.12
29.32
29.25
29.18
29.03
29.26
29.18
29.00
28.67
27.70
29.15
28.89
28.16
28.42
RBEFj
FBL
3.67
4.83
5.73
14.37
16.79
32.89
34.60
37.82
37.45
32.54
32.06
31.88
32.O7
27.52
28.32
29.69
31.7O
33.22
27.17
29.86
33.01
32.43
10.6.3. Results. The equivalent 6°Co _/ dose per unit fluence of incident
ions of charge Z and energy per nucleon Ep is shown in figures 10.17 and 10.18.
Figure 10.17 is based on the RBE factor of the IDES model shown as the dashed
line in figure 10.16. Figure 10.18 is based on the FBL model. The proton-
induced fragmentation cross sections are taken from Wilson, Townsend, and Khan
(1989). The proton cross sections are velocity scaled according to the proposed
factorization model of Lindstrom et al. (1975) as modified by Silberberg, Tsao,
and Shapiro (1976). The limitations of this model, as discussed elsewhere (Wilson,
et al., 1984; Wilson, Townsend, and Badavi, 1987), do not concern us here because
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the 160 and 12C data, which were used in the original derivation by Lindstrom
et al. (1975) and were retained in subsequent modifications of Silberberg, Tsao,
and Shapiro (1976), adequately represent the scaling for 160 and ]2C data. The
problems with this scaling model arise for nuclear fragmentation predictions far
removed from projectile-target combinations used in fitting the model parameters.
For example, there are no light fragment data (Aj < 28) for iron fragmentation to
which the model could be fit. Such experiments are currently in progress. The 50-
percent increase that we proposed for the 2°Ne data (Wilson et al., 1984) is within
the uncertainty generally regarded for the Silberberg, Tsao, and Shapiro (1976)
parameterization (for example, Mathews, 1983; Silberberg, Tsao, and Letaw,
1983).
1o_4 i
"6 10-5
10.6
o
10-7
t_
_. 10-8
O
10-9
_ 10-I0
-_Z = 26 -- Total
....... Nuclear
6
O
• .......
'3
_'10-11 I t I
101 10 2 10 3 10 4
Ep, MeV/nucleon
Figure 10.17. Equivalent 6°Co 7 dose for
various ion types including nuclear
reaction effects with IDES.
10.4 _ Total
- Z=26 _ ,
-------__ ....... r_uctear
10-5__ x___
10-6
10-7
10-8
10-9
,_ 10-10
>
_'10-11 I t I
m 101 10 2 10 3 104
Ep, MeV/nucleon
Figure 10.18. Equivalent _Co 7 dose for
various ion types including nucIear
reaction effects for FBL.
The nuclear contribution to the equivalent 6°Co 3' initially increases rapidly
with increasing energy as new reaction-mechanism thresholds are passed. Only a
small variation is seen between 30 MeV/nucleon and 300 MeV/nucleon and this
is related to the nuclear transparency (Townsend, Wilson, and Bidasaria, 1982).
New inelastic channels open above the pion production threshold and cause a
rapid rise in the equivalent dose above 300 MeV/nucleon. Similar results for the
fluence-based limit model are shown in figure 10.18. The fractional contribution
of nuclear reaction effects for either RBE factor of figure 10.16 differs by a few
percent, and representative values are shown in table 10.8 at 0.1, 1.0, 3.0, and
10.0 GeV/nucleon. The nuclear contribution to equivalent 60Co 7 doses for carbon
and heavier ions is less than 5 percent. Nuclear contributions for lighter ions can
be substantial and as high as 69 percent.
The average RBE factors including nuclear reaction effects are shown in
figures 10.19 and 10.20. The nuclear effects are clearly seen as the rise in average
RBE factor at high energies, especially for the light ions. The present results can
now be used to better determine the relation of the ions between RBE and LET
in future experiments.
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Table 10.8. Fractional Contribution of Nuclear Reactions to the
Total Dose Equivalent at Typical Energies
E, Projectile ion
GeV/
nucleon 1H 4He 3Li 9Be 12C 28Si 56Fe
0.1 0.12 0.03 0.01 4.90x 10 -3
1.0 .59 .35 A7 8.10 x 10 -2
3.0 .67 .43 .22 .11
10.0 .69 .44 .23 .11
1.50 × 10 -3
2.50 × 10 -2
3.50 x 10 -2
3.60 × 10 -2
8.75 × 10 -5
2.40 × 10 -3
3.50 × 10 -3
3.60 × 10 -3
1.80 × 10 -5
2.70 x 10 -4
4.0 x 10 -4
4.0 x 10 -4
10 2
Lfl
_1o_
1)
IOo
Z= 26
101 10 2 10 3 10 4
Ep, MeV/nucleon
Figure 10.19. Average RBE of various ion
types including contributions from
nuclear reactions for the IDES model.
10 2
101
Z= 26
lfO I i . ,
01 10 2 t0 3 10 4
Ep, MeV/nucleon
Figure 10.20. Average RBE of various ion
types including contributions from
nuclear reactions for the FBL model.
10.7. Effects on Cellular Track Models
The cellular track model of Katz has been described extensively (Katz et al.,
1971; Katz, Sharma, and Homayoonfar, 1972; Katz, 1986). Here we outline its
basic concepts and consider the extension to the mixed radiation field seen in
space. The biological damage from passing ions is caused by delta-ray production.
Cell damage is separated into a grain-count regime where damage occurs randomly
along the ion path and the track-width regime, in which the damage is distributed
like a "hairy rope." The response of the cells is described by four cellular
parameters, two of which (m, the number of targets per cell, and Do, the
characteristic X-ray dose) are extracted from the response of the cellular system
to X-ray or 7-ray irradiation. The other two (Eo, interpreted as the cross-sectional
area of the cell nucleus within which the damage sites are located, and _, a
measure of size of the damage site) are found from survival measurements with
track segment irradiations by energetic charged particles. The transition from the
grain-count regime to the track-width regime takes place at Z*2/_ 2 on the order
of 4, where Z* is the effective charge and fl, the velocity. The grain-count regime is
at the lower values of Z*2/aB 2 and the track-width regime is at the higher values.
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To accommodate for the capacity of cells to accumulate sublethal damage,
two modes of inactivation are identified: ion kill (intratrack) and gamma kill
(intertrack). For cells damaged by the passage of a single ion, the ion-kill mode
occurs. The fraction of cells damaged in the ion-kill mode is taken as P -- E/Eo,
where E is the single-particle inactivation cross section and P is the probability of
the damage in the ion-kill mode. Cells not damaged in the ion-kill mode can be
sublethally damaged by the delta rays from the passing ion and then inactivated in
the gamma-kill mode, by the cumulative addition of sublethal damage caused by
delta rays from other passing ions. The surviving fraction of a cellular population
N, whose response parameters are m, Do, Eo, and _, after irradiation by a fluence
of particles F, is written as (Katz et al., 1971)
where the ion-kill survivability is
N
No lr i x _.y (10.47)
_Ti = exp (-EF) (10.48)
and the gamma-kill survivability is
-D_ m (10.49)
The gamma-kill dose fraction is
D_/= (1 - P)D (10.50)
where D is the absorbed dose. The single-particle inactivation cross section is
given by
= Eo 1 -exp tk _2 ,] (10.51)
where the effective charge number is
[Z*--Z 1--explk Z--_jj (10.52)
In the track-width regime where P > 0.98, we take P = 1.
For cell transformation, the fraction of transformed cells per surviving cell is
T_ 1-- --
g !
No' (10.53)
where Nt/Nlo is the fraction of nontransformed cells, and a set of cellular response
parameters for transformations m I, Dlo, EIo, and al is used. The RBE at a given
survival level is given by
Dx (10.54)RBE = --D-
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where
Dx = -Doln 1 - 1 - No (10.55)
is the X-ray dose at which this level is obtained. Equations (10.47) through (10.55)
represent the cellular track model for monoenergetic particles. Mixed radiation
fields have been considered previously in the Katz model. (See, for example, Katz,
Sharma, and Homayoonfar, 1972.) Next, we consider placing the model in terms
of the particle fields described previously.
10.7.1. Katz model and target fragments. The target fragmentation
fields are found in closed form in terms of the collision density (Wilson, 1977)
because these ions are of relatively low energy. Away from any interfaces, the
target fields are in a local equilibrium and may be written as
Ca(x, Ea; Ej) = 1 /i _ d_aj(E', Ej)Sa(Ea) _ dE' Cj(x, Ej) dE' (10.56)
where the subscript c_ denotes the target fragment type, Se(E) denotes the
stopping power, and Ea and Ej are in units of MeV.
The particle fields of the projectiles and target fragments determine the level
and type of radiological damage at the endpoint of interest. The relationship
between the fields and the cellular response is now considered within the Katz
cellular track model.
The ion-kill term now contains a projectile term as well as a target fragment
term as
(EF) = Ej (Ej) ¢j (x, Ej) + dee Ca(x, Ea; Ej) Ea(Ea) (10.57)
while the corresponding gamma-kill dose becomes
D r = [1 - Pj(Ej)] Sj(Ej) Cj(x, Ej)
+ dEal1 - Pa(Ea)] Sa(Ea) Ca(x, Ea; EA) (10.58)
Use of equations (10.56) and (10.57) allows one to define an effective cross section
as
(10.59)
The first term of equation (10.59) is caused by the direct ionization of the media
by the passing ion of type j. The second term results from the target fragment
produced in the media.
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10.7.2. Results and discussion. Katz (Waligorski, Sinclair, and Katz,
1987) has obtained cellular parameters for survival and neoplastic transformations
of C3H10T1/2 from the experiments of Yang et al. (1985) as given in table 10.9.
We note the large uncertainties in the transformation data of Yang, which should
lead to a similar uncertainty in the transformation parameters. Parameter sets
were found from data for instantaneous and delayed plating of the cells after
the irradiation. Here, only the delayed plating case is considered. General
agreement with the measured RBE values (Waligorski, Sinclair, and Katz, 1987)
was found using these parameter sets. The single-particle inactivation cross section
neglecting target fragmentation of equation (10.59) is shown in figures 10.21 and
10.22 for cell death and transformation, respectively, as a function of the energy
(given in MeV/nucleon) of the passing ion. The target fragmentation contribution
(the second term in eq. (10.59)) for protons has been evaluated as shown in
figures 10.23 and 10.24 and is shown as the dashed curve. The second term
of equation (10.59) dominates over the proton direct ionization (dotted line) at
high energy. For high-LET particles (low energy), the direct ionization dominates
and target fragmentation effects become negligible. A simple scaling by
relates the proton target fragment term to ions of mass Aj. The resulting effective
action cross sections for cell death and transformation are plotted in figures 10.25
and 10.26, respectively. We note that the low-energy 56Fe component of the GCR
spectra extends into the track width regime where Z > _o and is not represented
in the present calculation. The error introduced by the present calculation is
small.
Table 10.9. Cellular Response Parameters for C3H10T1/2 Cells
Ceil-damage type
Death
Transformation
m
3
2
Do, cGy
280
26000
_o, cm2
5.(}× 10-7
1.15x 10-1°
75O
750
10.8. Effects on Fluence-Related Risk Coefficients
The idea underlying the risk per unit fluence concept was introduced by Curtis,
Dye, and Sheldon (1965). The fluence-related risk coefficient Fj was defined by
S. B. Curtis 1 et al. as the probability of a given endpoint of interest (e.g., cancer)
per unit fluence of type j particles passing through the organ. A first estimate of
Fj(Lj) can be found from the RBE values of Fry et al. (1985) and Fry (1986) as
approximated by equation (10.39) using the aforementioned definition of Curtis
et al. 1
Fj(Lj) = RBE(Lj) Lj (10.60)
12.5Do
1 Curtis, S. B.; Townsend, L. W.; Wilson, J. W.; Powers-Risius, P.; Alpen, E. L.; and Fry, R. J. M.:
Fluence-Related Risk Coefficients Using the Harderian Gland Data as an Example. Paper presented
at the 28th Plenary Meeting of COSPAR (The Hague, The Netherlands), June 25-July 6, 1990.
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10-6
10-7 _
100 10 ! 102 103 104
Ep, MeV/nucleon
Figure 10.21. Cell-death cross
sections for several ions in
C3H10T1/2 cells according to the
Katz model for direct ionization
effects only.
10-9
10-10
10-11
(-q
10-12
10-13
10-14
10-15 i ii i .......
10 0 101 102 103 104
Ep, MeV/nucleon
Figure 10.22. Cell-transformation
cross sections for several ions in
C3H10T1/2 cells according to the
Katz model for direct ionization
effects only.
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Proton energy, MeV
Figure 10.23. Cell-death cross
sections including effects of nuclear
reactions for protons in C3H10T1/2
cells according to the Katz model.
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\ -- Target fragments
10-13 . ',....
,
10-15 ................... ".. ....... _
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Proton energy, MeV
Figure 10.24. Cell-transformation
cross sections including nuclear
reaction effects for protons in
C3H10T1/2 cells according to
the Katz model.
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Figure 10.25. Effective cell-death
cross sections including nuclear
reaction effects for various ions
in C3H10T1/2 cells.
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Figure 10.26. Cell-transformation
cross sections including nuclear
reaction effects for various ions
in C3H10T1/2 cells.
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and represents the risk coefficient for direct ionization only because RBE was taken
as unity for 6°Co "y rays. In addition to the ionization caused directly by primary
and high-energy secondary nuclei from fragmentation of the primary ions, the
nuclei constituting biological tissue (i.e., the "target" nuclei) will break up into
lower energy and, in some cases, very highly ionizing target fragments. Target
fragment fluences Cj (Ej), produced by a passing energetic ion of energy Ej, are
given by
Cj(Ej) = LjI_,.),_j aj(Ei) fj(E_, Ei) ¢i(Ei) dEJ (10.61)
where aj(Ei) is the macroscopic fragmentation cross section, fj(Ej,Ei) is the
energy distribution of the jth fragment, and qSi(Ei) is the fluence of passing ions
of energy E i. The total prevalence is given in terms of Fi as
Z/0=P = Fi(Li) ¢i(Ei)+ Fj[(Lj(Ej)] Cj(Ej) dEj (10.62)
g
It is useful to define an effective F*(Li) using equation (10.62) as
F_(Li) = Fi(Li) + _ rjoOOdE "Fj[Lj(Ej)] "_J/ : dEj aj(Ei) fj(Lj,Ei) (10.63)j _ Lj(Ej)
The effective F/* are shown in figure 10.27 as a function of particle energy for
representative charge components with the target fragment contributions shown
separately.
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Figure 10.27. Fluence-related risk coefficients as a function of particle energy per nucleon for
the total (ionization plus target fragmentation) contribution.
10.9. Effects on Hit-Size Effectiveness Spectrum
A somewhat different fluence-related concept has been introduced to overcome
the problem of relating the absorbed dose to the dose equivalent (Bond et al.,
1985). This method requires the measurement of the hit-size spectra within
an appropriate sensitive volume size. The risk is estimated as a weighted
average over the hit-size spectra. The measurement device is a gas proportional
counter simulating a small tissue volume, and the weight function is found from
radiobiological experimental data. Because we use continuous slowing down theory
without regard to the transport of secondary electrons, we are limited to site sizes
greater than 1 #m.
10.9. I. Microdosimetric quantities. Consider a convex region of tissue
bounded by a surface F through which passes a flux of energetic nuclear particles
displayed as dashed lines in figure 10.28. We currently examine the nuclear
fragments they produce within the tissue volume denoted by starlike events in
figure 10.28 and ignore the direct effects of the primary particles that we have
treated elsewhere. The appropriate continuity equation is given as
(10.64)
where Sz(E) is the stopping power, CZ(Z,_,E) is the ion flux at Z moving in
direction _ with energy E (in MeV), and the volumetric ion source (z(E) is formed
by the collision density of the passing energetic particles and is herein assumed
to be uniform and isotropic. We assume the inward-directed flux of ions Z to be
zero on the boundary. We note that the solution to equation (10.64) is related to
the cumulative spectrum of ion fragments produced by the nuclear collision. This
spectrum is readily related to the LET spectrum in tissue as has been derived
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elsewhere (Wilson et al., 1988). We now consider the more complicated problem
of microdosimetry.
\ /
\ /
s
Figure 10.28. Nuclear-star events in a tissue region F in which a sensitive site is bound by 7-
The microdosimetric problem is to simply evaluate the energy fluctuations in a
small specific region caused by the interaction of a tissue system with a radiation
field. We will follow custom and assume the sensitive volume bound by a surface
to be a small sphere of tissue of radius a embedded in a larger tissue matrix,
as represented in figure 10.28. We represent the sensitive site boundary by the
surface _ and consider the solution of equation (10.64) subject to the boundary
condition
1fi, E) =
Sz(E----) JE _z(Z') dE' (10.65)
for values of _ such that _ • _ < 0, where ff is the outward-directed normal
to _. We assume that the boundary F is sufficiently removed that E b --* cc
for simplicity. Note that this is usually true because such limits are normally
achieved over distances of a few hundred micrometers. For example, the average
energy of the 7Li fragments in tissue (Wilson, Townsend, and Khan, 1989) is
6.1 MeV. The field solution to equation (10.64) subject to the boundary condition
in equation (10.65) is
E) = Sz(Ea) Ea) + 1 f/oSz(E) dE t (10.66)
which is the fragment field due to the surrounding tissue environment and ion
sources within the sensitive volume itself.
Although the fields within the region _ may be evaluated directly by equa-
tions (10.65) and (10.66), it is not clear how this field quantity is related to the
fluctuation of absorbed energy within the volume bound by _. Caswell (1966)
solved the problem of absorbed-energy fluctuation for nuclear recoils from low-
energy neutron elastic scattering assuming isotropic scattering. The ICRU 40
report (Anon., 1986) suggests a relation that assumes constant stopping powers
across the region. We derive herein a general solution to the energy fluctuation
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problem by using equations (10.65) and (10.66) for a monoenergetic source for
which any arbitrary spectral source may be found by superposition.
10.9.2. Response to an internal volumetric source. We first consider
the term with internal sources. The particles produced within the sphere have a
spectrum given by _z(E), and as the particles leave the volume, the spectrum is
modified to
fEa t
1 JE _z(E ) dE' (10.67)Cz(_, _, E) = Sz(E----_
This spectral modification is related to the spectrum of energy absorbed (neglect-
ing the diffusive role of the secondary electrons). We consider here a monoener-
getic spectral source that can be modified for any arbitrary source spectrum by
superposition. The source spectrum is taken as
Cz(E) = _dp 6(E - Ep) (10.68)
where q is the nuclear production cross section, assumed herein to be energy
independent, and p is the nuclear density. The solution is
CZ(_'_'E)={ _0 (E_Ep<_Ea)}(Otherwise) (10.69)
where ¢ is the flux of energetic initiating particles and
Ea = RZ l [Rz(E) + 2a cos 0] (10.70)
with 0 being the colatitude at the local normal to _. The differential energy
spectrum of particles leaving the surface q is
df_i Apse (1- (lO.71)
= 2_rA Cz(ff,_,E) # d# - 4 Sz(E)
J #o
where/_o is the lower range of/_ = cos 8 subject to
Rz(E_)2aRZ(E) (E < R_I([Rz(Ep) - 2a]) } (10.72)/_o = l. 1 (Otherwise)
and A is the surface area of the sphere. The total number of fragments produced
is
Ntot -- 4r _z(E) r 2 dr d_ dE --- 4;ra3p_¢ (10.73)
with which we may write for the normalized spectrum
d'_= Ntot dE -_ 4aSz(E ) 1- [ 2a (10.74)
The spectrum extends over the range
n Z' [nz(Ep) - 2a] <_ E <_ Ep (_0.75)
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where the lower limit extends to zero if Rz(Ep) is less than 2a for which some
_Larticles will come to rest inside the volume. The spectral distributions of emitted
i ions are indicated in figures 10.29 and 10.30 for several values of a between 1
and 20/_m.
2.5[ a,_m
_ 1.5
2
_ 1.0
.5___. 51020 ,
0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2,5 3.0 3.5
Ep, MeV
Figure 10.29. Exit spectrum of rLi
due to internal 3-MeV sources in
tissue spheres of radii between
1 and 20 #m.
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Figure 10.30. Exit spectrum of 7Li
due to internal 6-MeV sources in
tissue spheres of radii between
1 and 20 #m.
The spectrum of 7Li ions emitted from the surface of the tissue spheres for
a 3-MeV source energy is shown in figure 10.29. The results for the 1-#m
sphere show minimal degradations of the source energy spectrum. The escaping
energy spectrum for the larger spheres is beginning to approach the shape of the
equilibrium spectrum of the ion flux spectrum of the surrounding tissue. Indeed,
very little effect on the escaping spectrum is seen from the increased leakage in
reducing the radius from 20 to 10 #m. The 7Li range on the order of the sphere
diameter and the spectrum is probably an equilibrium spectrum. Note that the
spectrum in figure 10.29 is only from the escaping ions corresponding to the ion
sources within 10 #m of the surface. Figure 10.30 shows similar results for 6-MeV
7Li ions. Note that the 20-#m spectrum is still near equilibrium because the ion
range (22 #m) is on the order of the sphere radius.
The integrated spectral function represents the fraction of escaping particles
[1 2o
 nz(Ep) 1- j (nz(Ep) s (10.76)
The energy loss spectrum is made up of two components: those generated with
energy Ep that escape with energy E and those that do not escape. The energy
losses c and E are related as
E = Ep - E (10.77)
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with the result that the distribution of e and E is related as
dFva dFvi
T = d---E-- (10.78)
so that
3 }de - 4a Sz(Ep- E) 1 - _-_ (10.79)
thus giving the energy loss spectrum of escaping ions. The energy loss spectrum
for 7Li ions escaping the sphere is shown for three sphere radii in figures 10.31 to
10.33. A second contribution comes from ions that stop within the volume, giving
the total energy loss spectrum as
+ 1- Rz(Ep) 1 Rz(EP) I
Equation (10.80) is useful for calculating the absorption spectrum for an isolated
sphere. The energy loss spectrum is related to the lineal energy spectrum by
multiplying equation (10.80) by the average chord of the sensitive site. One may
show with little effort that the terms in equation (10.80) are equivalent to Caswell's
starter and insider results for recoil proton spectra, respectively. Indeed, Caswell's
results are easily derived using equation (10.80). The energy loss spectrum of 7Li
ions produced externally to the surface _ is now considered.
4.0
3.2
"7 2.4
>
4
"_ 1.6
.8
Ep, MeV
6
.2 A .6 .8 0 .5
e, MeV
MeV
3 5
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
e, MeV
Figure 10.31. Energy loss spectrum
of 7Li ions in a 1-#m tissue
sphere for internal source
energies between 1 and 6 MeV.
Figure 10.32. Energy loss spectrum
of 7Li ions in a 5-#m tissue
sphere for internal source
energies between 1 and 6 MeV.
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10.9.3. Response to a surface source. To evaluate the surface terms, we
first consider the response to a monoenergetic source term by taking the boundary
function as
Cz('_, fi, E) = _fi(E - E') (10.81)
for which the solution for surface sources is
¢z(i, fi, E) - Sz(Ea)27  (Eo - E') (10.82)
We evaluate equation (10.82) on the surface of the sphere (i.e., _ = 4) and calculate
the total spectrum of exiting particles as
= 27rA # Cz ('7, l'], E) d#
A {:z(E')-Rz(E)4a 2 Sz(E)
(R_I[Rz(E ') - 2aI < E < E') / (10.83)
(Otherwise)
The total number of escaping ions is
{A }foo°c dfs 5r (Rz(E') >_ 2a)Ntot---- _-_ dE-- __ (Rz(E') < 2a) (10.84)
We may now find the energy loss spectrum from this source. The total number
of particles crossing into the volume is A/2 with individual energies of E t. For
Rz(E t) < 2a, the number of stopping ions is
A{i 12}Ns=_ 1- (10.85)
and the corresponding ion energy loss spectrum is
dfs = Ns 5(E'-e) (10.86)
de
Note that there are no stopping ions if Rz(E I) > 2a.
spectrum is
_ dfs
de dE E=E'-E + Ns 5(E I - e)
The total energy loss
(10.87)
similar to our earlier result in equation (10.80).
10.9.4. Response to an external volumetric source. We now apply
equation (10.87) to determine the response to external volumetric source terms
present at the boundary of the sphere as given by equation (10.66). First, by
using equations (10.83) and (10.87) we consider the energy loss spectrum for
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Figure 10.33. Energy loss spectrum of 7Li ions in a 10-#m tissue sphere for internal source
energies between 1 and 6 MeV.
the surface ion source term for ions that are able to escape the sphere. The energy
loss spectrum is
dfve 2_rA fEp nZ(E, ) _ nZ(E, _ e) pa¢ de'
d-S-= -D-z-(C'-77 Sz(E')--
A pa¢ fRz(Ep) Rz(E') - Rz(E' - s)
2 4a 2 .SRz(_) Sz(E , _ ¢) d [Rz(E')] (10.88)
One can easily show that equation (10.88) produces Caswell's results for crossers
produced by neutron collisions with hydrogen. The integral in equation (10.88)
cannot be further reduced without assuming some functional form for Sz(E ).
Because the ions are of relatively low energy, we assume that Sz (E) is proportional
to velocity as predicted by Fermi and Teller (1947) and Lindhard (1954). We find
that
dfv....._e= A pa¢ Rz(Ep - e) [2 Rz(Ep - ¢) - [Rz(Ep) - Rz(e)]} (10.89)
de 2 4a 2 Sz(E p --¢)
The contribution to the energy loss spectrum from stopping ions is
dfv......_ede= 27:. Ep Ns(E') 5(E' - ¢) 4r Sz(E' ) de'
4 SZ(E) [ / 20 ] J (10.90)
for which the total energy loss spectrum from external volume sources is given by
summing equations (10.89) and (10.90). It can be shown that equation (10.90)
produces Caswell's results for the stoppers produced by low-energy neutron
collisions with hydrogen.
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Figure 10.34. Energy loss spectrum of 7Li ions in a 1-/_m tissue sphere for external source
energies between 1 and 6 MeV.
The energy loss spectrum in a 1-pm sphere caused by external volumetric
sources in the tissue matrix is shown in figure 10.34. The maximum energy loss
is indicative of the energy-dependent stopping power. Otherwise, the energy loss
spectrum is nearly uniform in energy. A rather strong energy dependence is seen
in the energy loss spectrum for the 5- and 10-#m spheres shown in figures 10.35
and 10.36, respectively. The low-energy spectrum is dominated by the low-energy
particles entering the boundary _ and has insufficient energy to escape, as given
by equation (10.90). The high-energy shoulder seen most clearly for the 2-MeV
curve in figure 10.36 is caused by passing entirely through the region and escaping
with a portion of the low-energy particles as given by equation (10.89).
"7,
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Figure 10.35. Energy loss spectrum of
7Li ions in a 5-#m tissue sphere
for external source energies
between 1 and 6 MeV.
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Figure 10.36. Energy loss spectrum of
TLi ions in a 10-/zm tissue sphere
for external source energies
between 1 and 6 MeV.
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10. 9.5. Remarks. A general method is found by which the energy absorption
spectrum in a small spherical cavity is related to the source spectrum of the nuclear
fragmentation event. The energy absorption spectrum may be found for arbitrary
reaction source spectra. The current method can be used for evaluating the lineal
energy distribution of the important 1-#m spherical dosimeter, which directly
relates to the proposed quality factors (ICRU 40 (Anon., 1986)). The results of
Caswell for the proton spectra from isotropic neutron scattering are easily derived
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from the present formalism. The current method can be easily applied to other
geometries for any arbitrary source spectra. For example, the same methods are
being used to analyze fragmentation events in thin surface barrier detectors.
The hit spectrum in electronic devices is related to the single-event upset
problem. Application of these methods to electronic-related problems is given
elsewhere (Ngo et al., 1989).
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Chapter 11
Space-Radiation Exposure Issues
11.1. Introduction
Most of the work presented in previous chapters has been of a more fundamen-
tal nature rather than strictly space related exposure issues. That is, the main
body of issues covered is as fundamental to radiobiology and radiation therapy as
to space radiation. There are clear gaps in the presented methodologies and data
bases. There is also a need to improve the atomic/molecular description in our
work to include, first of all, improved stopping powers and to treat the fluctuation
phenomena associated with slowing down as well as multiple scattering. The light
fragment (Z ___2) production and transport need to treat the full energy spectra as
well as the angular dependence. This is especially true not only for the laboratory
related work but also for the angular scatter of neutrons in space computations.
A heavy ion code for the laboratory analysis with energy-dependent nuclear cross
sections has been developed (Wilson et al., 1984; Townsend and Wilson, 1988)
but space-radiation codes have ignored the energy-dependent HZE cross sections.
A laboratory code that includes light fragments in any realistic way does not ex-
ist. Greater knowledge of nuclear fragmentation processes and a corresponding
transport theory are required.
In addition to these physical factors, there are unresolved biological issues. The
differences in the radiosensitivity of various tissues within an individual as well
as individual differences are generally assumed to result from repair mechanisms
(Curtis, 1986; Fritz-Niggli, 1988). The work of Swenberg, Holwitt, and Speicher
(1990) suggests these differences may result from the structural state of the DNA
as well. Repair also affects the dose response for protracted exposure. Current
radiation-protection guidelines use quality factors that are independent of dose
rate (no time-modifying factors), which may be of unusual importance in the small
dose rate exposures often experienced in space (NCRP 98, (Anon., 1989)). Clearly,
well understood dose-rate-dependent models are needed (Scott and Ainsworth,
1980; Curtis, 1986; Anon., 1989). Furthermore, exposure received on a Lunar or
Mars mission will involve heavy ion exposure for which many issues concerning
appropriate relative biological effectiveness (RBE) factors (hence, quality factors)
are yet unknown. The accumulated heavy ion exposure levels will be large and
unprecedented in human experience. Although these issues may be studied in
ground-based exposures with model biological systems, extrapolating to human
exposure is difficult at best, and space stress factors such as microgravity are
unknown possible modifying factors in radiobiological response.
In addition to radiobiological response issues is the need to evaluate dose
nonuniformity caused by body self-shielding and dose gradients within the shield-
ing structure. For example, tumor prevalence in the female breast is site specific
even for relative uniform exposure (NCRP 85 (Anon., 1986a)). We are led to
believe that the exposure of only sensitive sites may be effective in tumor for-
mation. Conversely, exposure of insensitive sites is assumed to be noneffective,
and nonuniformity of exposure is a critical issue. In this chapter, we make some
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preliminary assessments concerning these issues and examine a limited number of
shielding strategies to mitigate these radiation effects.
11.2. Galactic Cosmic-Ray Exposure
The incident galactic cosmic-ray spectrum (Adams, 1987) for free space is
propagated through the target material by using the accurate analytical/numerical
solutions to the transport equation described in chapter 10. These solution
methods have been verified (to within 2 percent accuracy) by comparison with
exact, analytical benchmark solutions to the ion transport equation (Wilson and
Townsend, 1988; Wilson et al., 1988).
These transport calculations include
,
2,
,
Linear energy-transfer (LET) dependent quality factors from ICRP 26 (Anon.,
1977)
Dose contributions from propagating neutrons, protons, a-particles, and heavy
ions (high-energy, high-charge (HZE) particles)
Dose contributions that result from target nuclear fragments produced by all
neutrons and primary protons and their secondaries
4. Dose contributions due to nuclear recoil in tissue
Major shortcomings of the calculations are as follows:
1. Except for tissue targets, mass number 2 and 3 fragment contributions are
neglected
2.
,
Target fragmentation contributions from HZE particles and their charged
secondaries are neglected (although they are included for nucleons)
All secondary particles from HZE interactions are presently assumed to be
produced with a velocity equal to that of the incident particle; for neutrons
produced in HZE particle fragmentations, this is conservative
4, A quality factor of 20 is assigned to all multiple charged target fragments from
the incident protons; to improve this approximation, one must calculate target
fragment spectra correctly
5. Meson contributions to the propagating radiation fields are neglected
6. Nucleus-nucleus cross sections are not fully energy dependent (nucleon-nucleus
cross sections are fully energy dependent)
For these shortcomings, items 3 and 4 are conservative; the remaining items,
however, are not and alone probably result in a 15- to 30-percent underestimate of
the exposure. As discussed elsewhere (Townsend, Wilson, and Nealy, 1989), the
main sources of uncertainty are the input nuclear fragmentation model and the
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incident galactic cosmic-ray (GCR) spectrum. Taken together, they could easily
impose a factor of 2 or more uncertainty in the exposure predictions.
11.2.1. Results. In the present results we use the ICRP 26 (Anon., 1977)
quality factors, which are currently in force within the U.S. space program. Fig-
ure 11.1 displays dose equivalent (in units of sieverts per year) as a function of
water shield thickness (in units of areal density, g/cm 2, or thickness, cm). Curves
are displayed for solar minimum and solar maximum periods. The numerical val-
ues used in this figure are listed in table 11.1. Also listed in this table are values
for the absorbed dose in centigrays per year as a function of water shield thickness.
For all thicknesses considered, the dose and dose equivalent during solar maximum
are less than half the dose equivalent during solar minimum, at least according to
the current estimates derived from the CREME environmental model of Adams
(1987). Figure 11.2 displays results for dose and dose equivalent behind an alu-
minum shield. Also shown are measurements with argon filled ion chambers at two
shielded locations on the Prognoz satellite (Kovalev, Muratova, and Petrov, 1989).
The results for the 1 g/cm 2 location are the most clear by experimental design.
The mass distribution for the deeply shielded counter was poorly defined (Kovalev,
Muratova, and Petrov, 1989); this uncertainty is denoted in the figure by paren-
theses around the data points. The solar maximum model predicted by CREME
is clearly an underestimate. The solar minimum model appears in reasonable
agreement with the Prognoz data. Therefore, we will restrict the present analysis
to solar minimum periods, which are the most limiting for GCR exposures. This is
1.2
Dose equivalent
-- Theory
Prognoz (Kovalev et al., 1989)
Dose
--- Theory
l:h-ognoz (Kovalev et al., 1989)
o
o
O
,. 1.0-
8 m\
I I I I ! I
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Water shield thickness, cm or g/cm 2
Figure 11.1. Dose equivalent resulting from
galactic cosmic rays as function of water
shield thickness.
1.0
_.8
o_
.2
0
\
\
"__.._olar minimum
__.__Solar maximum_
:___ .... sojat_minjmyra
hr
___ Solar maximum (_)
2 4 6 8 10
tAb g/cm 2
Figure 11.2. Deep space exposure behind alu-
minum shield. Parentheses denote depth
of interior of Prognoz spacecraft.
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Table 11.1. Galactic Cosmic-Ray Dose and Dose Equivalent in Tissue for Various
Water Shield Thicknesses
[All values are rounded to nearest 0.1]
Solar maximum Solar minimum
Thickness, Dose, Dose equivalent, Dose, Dose equivalent,
cm or g/em 2 cGy/yr eSv/yr cGy/yr cSv/yr
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
25
30
40
50
6.4
5.4
5.4
5.4
5.4
5.4
5.4
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.2
5.2
5.2
5.2
5.2
5.2
5.2
5.1
5.1
5.0
4.9
45.1
29.0
27.6
26.3
25.1
24.0
23.0
22.0
21.2
20.4
19.6
19.0
18.4
17.8
17.3
16.8
16.3
15.9
15.6
15.2
14.9
13.6
12.7
11.6
11.0
17.1
14.9
14.6
14.4
14.2
14.0
13.8
13.7
13.5
13.4
13.3
13.2
13.1
13.0
12.9
12.8
12.7
12.6
12.6
12.5
12.4
12.1
II.9
11.4
10.9
120.6
82.6
76.1
70.3
65.4
61.1
57.4
54.1
51.1
48.6
46.3
44.2
42.4
40.7
39.3
37.9
36.7
35.6
34.6
33.7
32.8
29.6
27.3
24.6
22.9
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not meant to imply, however, that exposures during solar maximum periods are
not important. On the contrary, the cumulative exposures that result from
combined CCR and increased solar flare activity during solar maximum could
potentially be significant. Analyses of these hazards are reported in chapter 12.
The actual compositions of the calculated radiation fields are displayed in
tables 11.2 through 11.4; values for dose equivalent, dose, and particle flux are
listed by particle type (neutrons, protons, etc.) and as a function of water
thickness. The target fragment dose and dose equivalent contributions for incident
protons and their secondaries, computed with BRYNTRN (Wilson et al., 1989),
are displayed separately in these tables. The quality factor of target fragments
(A > 1) is assumed to be 20.
Estimates of the thicknesses of water shielding required to protect astro-
nauts from CCR particles can be obtained from table 11.1 or figure 11.1. At
present, there are no recommended exposure limits for deep space exploratory
missions. Therefore, we will use the currently proposed annual limits for Space
Station Freedom as guidelines as recommended by NCRP 98 (Anon., 1989).
The annual limits are 3 Sv to the skin (0.01 cm depth), 2 Sv to the ocular
lens (0.3 cm depth), and 0.5 Sv to the blood-forming organs (5' cm depth).
Clearly, from table 11.1, none of these limits are exceeded during periods of
Table 11.2. Solar Minimum Galactic Cosmic-Ray Dose Equivalent in Tissue for Various
Particle Types and Water Shield Thicknesses
[All values are rounded to nearest 0.1]
Thickness,
cm or g/cm 2
4
5
6
8
10
15
20
25
30
40
50
Neutrons
0 0
1 0.3
2 0.6
3 0.9
1.2
1.4
1.7
2.1
2.6
3.5
4.3
4.9
5.4
6.2
6.6
Dose equivalent, cSv/yr, from--
Protons
9.7
6.6
7.0
7.4
7.7
8.0
8.2
8.6
9.0
9.6
10.0
10.2
10.4
10.4
10.2
Target
_agments
0
5.9
5.9
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.7
5.6
5.4
5.2
5.0
4.8
4.4
4.0
_-particles HZE
7.0
3.4
3.2
3.1
3.0
2.9
2.8
2.6
2.4
2.0
1.6
1.3
1.0
0.7
0.5
102.5
66.4
59.3
53.1
47.7
43.0
38.9
32.1
26.7
17.4
11.7
8.0
5.2
2.8
1.4
Total
119.2
82.6
76.0
70.3
65.4
61.1
57.4
51.1
46.3
37.9
32.8
29.4
26.8
24.5
22.7
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Table 11.3 Solar Minimum Galactic Cosmic-Ray Dose in Tissue for Various Particle
Types and Water Shield Thicknesses
[All values are rounded to nearest 0.11
Thickness,
cm or g/cm 2
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
10
15
20
25
30
40
5O
Neutrons
0
0.I
0.i
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
Dose, cGy/yr, from--
Protons
6.2
6.0
6.4
6.6
6.8
7.1
7.2
7.5
7.8
8.3
8.6
8.7
8.8
8.8
8.6
Target
fragments
0
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
a-particles
3.0
2.7
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.3
2.2
2.0
1.9
1.6
1.3
1.1
0.9
0.6
0.4
HZE
7.8
5.8
5.3
4.9
4.5
4.1
3.8
3.2
2.8
1.9
1.4
1.0
0.8
0.4
0.2
Total
17.0
14.9
14.7
14.5
14.2
14.1
13.9
13.5
13.3
12.8
12.5
12.2
11.9
11.3
10.8
Table 11.4. Solar Minimum Galactic Cosmic-Ray Flux for Various Particle Types and
Water Shield Thicknesses
[All values are rounded to nearest 0.1]
Flux, particles/cm2/Y r, from--
Thickness,
cm or g/cm 2
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
10
15
20
25
30
40
50
Neutrons
0E7
0.4E7
0.8E7
1.2E7
1.6E7
1.9E7
2.2E7
2.9E7
3.5E7
4.7E7
5.8E7
6.7E7
7.4E7
8.4E7
9.0E7
Protons
1.3E8
1.3E8
1.3E8
1.3E8
1.4E8
1.4E8
1.4E8
1.4E8
1.4E8
1.4E8
1.4E8
1.4E8
1.4E8
1.3E8
1.3E8
a-particles
1.2E7
1.2E7
1.2E7
1.1E7
1.1E7
1.0E7
1.0E7
0.9E7
0.9E7
0.7E7
0.6E7
0.5E7
0.4E7
0.3E7
0.2E7
HZE
1.4E6
1.3E6
1.2E6
1.2E6
1.1E6
1.1E6
1.0E6
0.9E6
0.8E6
0.6E6
0.5E6
0.4E6
0.3E6
0.2E6
0.1E6
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solar maximum activity, as the unshielded (0 cm depth) dose equivalent is
estimated to be less than 0.5 Sv. Similarly, during solar minimum periods, the
estimated unshielded dose equivalent of 1.2 Sv does not exceed either exposure
limits for the skin or the ocular lens. The dose equivalent at 5 cm depth, which
yields an estimate of the exposure to the unshielded blood-forming organs (BFO),
is 0.61 Sv, which exceeds the 0.5-$v limit by 22 percent. To reduce this estimated
exposure below 0.5 Sv requires about 3.5 g/cm 2 (3.5 cm) of water shielding in
addition to the body self-shielding of 5 g/cm 2 (5 cm).
For comparison purposes, calculations of skin (0 cm depth) and BFO (5 cm
depth) exposures behind various thicknesses of aluminum and liquid hydrogen
shielding were made. The results are presented in tables 11.5 through 11.12. For
aluminum, 6.5 g/cm 2 (2.4 cm) of shielding thickness is required to reduce the BFO
dose equivalent below the annual limit. (See table 11.7.) For liquid hydrogen,
1 g/cm 2 (14 cm) of shielding is required. For relative comparison purposes, the
BFO dose equivalent as a function of shield thickness (areal density) is plotted
in figure 11.3 for these three materials. Clearly, shielding effectiveness per unit
mass increases as the composition of the shield changes from heavier to lighter
mass elements. For liquid hydrogen, an added advantage is the reduced neutron
fluence that is caused by the absence of neutrons in the target composition and
by the lack of target fragment contributions because of the elementary nature
of hydrogen. From these results, for an allowed BFO exposure of 0.25 Sv/year,
which corresponds to an uncertainty factor of 2 in a 0.5 Sv/year estimate, the
mass ratios for the shielding are about 1:5:11 for LH2:H20:A1. Obviously, for
GCR shielding, the materials of choice are those composed of low atomic mass
number constituents with significant hydrogen content.
Table 11.5. Solar Minimum Galactic Cosmic-Ray Dose Equivalent at 0 em Deep in Tissue
for Various Particle Types and Aluminum Shield Thicknesses
[All values are rounded to nearest 0.1]
Dose equivalent, cSv/yr, from--
,Thickness, a Target Total dose
g/cm 2 Neutrons Protons fragments a-particles HZE equivalent
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
IO
15
20
30
0.4
0.8
1.2
1.6
2.0
2.4
3.1
3.8
5.3
6.6
8.7
7.5
8.2
8.6
9.0
9.4
9.7
10.2
10.6
11.5
12.0
12.7
5.9
5.9
5.9
5.9
5.9
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.7
5.5
5.3
3.5
3.4
3.3
3.2
3.2
3.1
2.9
2.8
2.4
2.1
1.6
69.4
64.5
59.9
55.7
51.9
48.4
42.4
37.4
27.9
21.3
13.1
86.8
82.8
79.0
75.4
72.2
69.4
64.4
60.3
52.7
47.6
41.3
al g/cm 2 of aluminum is equivalent to 0.37 cm thickness.
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Table 11.6. Solar Minimum Galactic Cosmic-Ray Dose at 0 cm Deep in Tissue
for Various Particle Types and Aluminum Shield Thicknesses
[All values are rounded to nearest 0.1]
Dose, cGy/yr, from--
Thickness, a Target
g/cm 2 Neutrons Protons fragments a-particles HZE Total dose
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
i0
15
20
30
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
1.0
1.3
1.7
6.3
6.8
7.1
7.4
7.6
7.8
8.2
8.5
9.1
9.5
10.0
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
2.7
2.6
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.4
2.3
2.2
1.9
1.7
1.3
6.1
5.7
5.3
5.0
4.9
4.5
4.0
3.6
2.8
2.3
1.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.4
15.4
15.3
15.1
15.0
14.7
al g/cm 2 of aluminum is equivalent to 0.37 em thickness.
Table 11.7. Solar Minimum Galactic Cosmic-Ray Dose Equivalent at 5 cm Deep in Tissue
for Varous Particle Types and Aluminum Shield Thicknesses
jail values are rounded to nearest 0.1]
Dose equivalent, cSv/yr, from--
Thickness, a " Target Total dose
g/cm 2 Neutrons Protons fragments z-particles HZE equivalent
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
10
15
20
30
5O
1.7
2.1
2.4
2.7
3.0
3.3
3.9
4.4
5.6
6.6
8.3
10.4
8.2
8.5
8.7
8.9
9.1
9.3
9.6
9.9
10.5
10.9
11.4
11.6
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.6
5.5
5.4
5.3
4.3
2.8
2.8
2.7
2.6
2.5
2.5
2.3
2.2
1.9
1.7
1.3
0.8
40.3
37.7
35.4
33.3
31.4
29.6
26.4
23.6
18.1
14.1
8.9
3.8
58.8
56.8
54.9
53.3
51.7
50.3
47.8
45.7
41.7
38.8
35.2
30.9
al g/cm 2 of aluminum is equivalent to 0.37 cm thickness,
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Table 11.8. Solar Minimum Galactic Cosmic-Ray Dose at 5 cm Deep in Tissue for Various
Particle Types and Aluminum Shield Thicknesses
[All values are rounded to nearest 0.1]
Dose, cGy/yr, from--
Thickness, a Target
g/cm 2 Neutrons Protons fragments (_-particles HZE Total dose
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
10
15
20
30
50
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.3
1.3
1.7
2.1
7.2
7.4
7.6
7.7
7.8
8.0
8.2
8.4
8.7
9.0
9.3
9.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
2.2
2.2
2.1
2.1
2.0
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.1
0.7
3,8
3.7
3.5
3.3
3.1
3.0
2.7
2.5
2.0
1.6
1.1
0.5
14,0
14.0
13.9
13.9
i3.9
13.9
13.8
13.8
13.8
13.6
13.3
12.7
al g/cm 2 of aluminum is equivalent to 0.37 cm thickness.
Table 11.9. Solar Minimum Galactic Cosmic-Ray Flux for Various Particle Types and
Aluminum Shield Thicknesses
[All values are rounded to nearest 0.1]
Flux, particles/cm2/yr, from--
Thickness, a
g/cm 2 Neutrons Protons (_-particles HZE
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
l0
15
20
30
5O
0E7
0,6E7
1.2E7
1.8E7
2.4E7
2.9E7
3.4E7
4.4E7
5.4E7
7.6E7
9.5E7
12.5E7
16.3E7
1.3E8
1,3E8
1.3E8
1.3E8
1.4E8
1.4E8
1AE8
1.4E8
1.4E8
1.4E8
1.4E8
1AE8
1AE8
1.2E7
1,2E7
1.2E7
1.2E7
1.1E7
1.1E7
1.0E7
1.0E7
1.0E7
0.9E7
0.8E7
0.6E7
0.4E7
1.4E6
1.3E6
1.3E6
1.2E6
1.2E6
1.1E6
1.1E6
1.0E6
1.0E6
0.8E6
0.7E6
0.5E6
0.3E6
al g/cm 2 of aluminum is equivalent to 0.37 cm thickness.
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Table 11.10. Solar Minimum Galactic Cosmic-Ray Depth Dose Equivalent in Tissue
for Various Particle Types and Liquid Hydrogen Shield Thicknesses
[All values are rounded to nearest 0. i]
Thickness, a
g/cm 2 Neutrons
Dose equivalent, cSv/yr, from--
t Protons o-particles
Skin dose equivalent (0 cm depth)
HZE
Total dose
equivalent
0
3
10
25
50
75
100
0
3
10
25
50
75
100
0 9.4
0.2 6.6
0.6 7.8
0.8 8.1
0.7 6.6
0.6 4.8
0.4 3.3
BF()
6.7
2.7
1.5
0.4
0.1
<0.1
<0.1
dose equivalent (5 cm depth)
1.4
1.8
1.9
1.7
1.3
0.9
0.7
8.0
8.8
9.6
9.4
7.4
5.3
3.6
2.9
2.2
1.2
0.4
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
101.6 117.7
31.8 41.3
6.31 6.2
0.4 9.7
<0.1 7.4
<0.1 5.4
<0.1 3.8
43.0 61.1
21.2 34.1
4.6 17.2
0.3 11.7
<0.1 8.7
<0.1 6.2
<0.1 4.3
al g/cm 2 of LH2 is equivalent to 14 cm thickness.
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Table 11.11. Solar Minimum Galactic Cosmic-Ray Depth Dose in Tissue for Various
Particle Types and Liquid Hydrogen Shield Thicknesses
[All values are rounded to nearest 0.1]
Dose, cGy/yr, from--
Thickness'a ]g/cm 2 Neutrons Protons a-particles HZE Total dose
Skin dose equivalent (0 cm depth)
0
3
10
25
50
75
100
0
3
10
25
50
75
100
0
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
6.2
6.4
7.5
7.7
6.2
4.5
3.1
3.0
2.2
1.2
0.4
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
7.8
3.2
0.9
0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
BFO dose (5 cm depth)
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.I
7.1
7.8
8.5
8.3
6.5
4.7
3.2
2.3
1.8
1.0
0.3
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
4.1
2.3
0.7
0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
17.0
11.9
9.7
8.4
6.5
4.7
3.2
14.0
12.3
10.6
9.0
6.8
4.9
3.3
al g/cm 2 of LH2 is equivalent to 14 cm thickness.
Table 11.12. Solar Minimum Galaztic Cosmic-Ray Flux for Various Particle Types and
Liquid Shield Thicknesses
JAil values are rounded to nearest 0.1]
Thickness, a
cm or g/cm 2
0
3
10
25
50
75
100
al g/cm 2 of LH2 is
Flux, particles/cm2/yr, from--
Neutrons Protons c_-particles HZE
1.2E60E6
2.8E6
6.8E6
9.6E6
8.9E6
7.0E6
5.3E6
1.3E8
1.4E8
1.4E8
1.3E8
1.0E8
0.7E8
0.5E8
9.9E6
5.8E6
1.8E6
0.3E6
0.4E5
0.6E4
138.9E6
94.9E6
42.4E6
8.1 E6
0.5E6
0.3E5
0.2E4
equivalent to 14 cm thickness.
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11.2.2. Discussion. Although the calculations are useful for estimating
relative shield effectiveness to compare different materials, quantitatively the
calculations should be considered preliminary estimates of actual shield mass
requirements. Aside from the previously mentioned shortcomings related to
neglecting meson production and target fragment contributions from interactions
of HZE particles and the target medium, figure 11.3 shows that the dose equivalent
is a slowly decreasing function of shield thickness. This is a result of secondary
particle production processes whereby the heavier GCR nuclei axe broken into
nucleons and lighter nuclear fragments by nuclear and coulombic interactions with
the shield material. This slow decrease in dose equivalent with increasing shield
thickness means that relatively small uncertainties in predicted doses that arise
from nuclear fragmentation model inaccuracies may yield large uncertainties in
estimated shield thicknesses. A preliminary analysis of the nonlinear relationship
between exposure uncertainty was presented by Townsend, Wilson, and Nealy
(1989). The most startling finding was that a factor of 2 uncertainty in exposure
amplified into an ordei" of magnitude uncertainty in shield mass requirements. To
further illustrate this, water shield mass increase (in percent) as a function of BFO
exposure uncertainty (in percent) is listed in table 11.13. For the latter quantity,
the calculated exposure is assumed to be smaller than the actual exposure by the
percentage indicated; that is, the exposure is underestimated.
?
"_ .3
E
I
0 10 20 30 40 50
Shield thickness, g/cm 2
Figure 11.3. Dose equivalent in BFO as function of shield type and thickness.
Again we note that if the exposure is underestimated by a factor of 2 (the
50-percent entry), then the resultant shield mass must be increased by an order
of magnitude (1000 percent). To account for the _15-percent uncertainty that
results from the neglect of meson production and the incomplete treatment of
target fragmentation, the shield mass must be doubled (increased by 100 percent).
Similarly, possible inaccuracies in the input fragmentation cross sections could
underestimate the exposures by as much as 20 to 30 percent (Townsend and
Wilson, 1988) and result in potential shield mass increases by up to a factor
of 4 (over a 400 percent increase). Clearly the complete development of an
accurate and comprehensive transport code is needed, and uncertainties in the
actual GCR environmental model and in the input nuclear fragmentation models
need to be resolved through additional theoretical and experimental research as
has been emphasized at Langley for many years. (See chapter 1.). Finally, we
note that radiation exposure is cumulative and therefore requires consideration
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of contributions from all sources, including onboard nuclear power sources, solar
particle events, and GCR's. Exposure to onboard sources reduces the allowed
exposures from solar flares and cosmic rays and thereby increases the required
shield thicknesses that are necessary to stay below the exposure limits.
Table 11.13. Increase in Water Shield Mass for Various Exposure Uncertainties
BFO exposure Increase in water
uncertainty, a percent shield mass, percent
10
15
20
30
40
50
43
100
129
414
614
1000
aExposures assumed to be underestimated by the indicated percent.
11.3. GCR Component Breakdown
Although GCR's probably include every natural element, not all are important
for space-radiation-protection purposes. For example, the elemental abundances
for species heavier than iron (charge number, Z > 26) are typically 2 to 4 orders of
magnitude smaller than iron (Adams, Silberberg, and Tsao, 1981), and therefore
are of negligible importance in this regard. For elements lighter than iron, species
with an odd charge number are significantly less abundant than their neighboring
species with even charge numbers. This is readily seen in figure 11.4, which
displays abundances (normalized to silicon = 100) for ions from helium (Z = 2)
to iron. The data were taken from Simpson (1983). From this figure, the most
abundant elements that are heavier than helium are carbon (Z = 6), oxygen
(Z = 8), magnesium (Z = 12), silicon (Z = 14), and iron (Z = 26). Although
neon (Z = 10) is about equal in abundance to iron, its much lower charge
number suggests that its contribution to the total dose (nearly proportional to
Z 2) should be much lower than that for iron. Therefore, we did not include
neon in this analysis. Instead, we estimated component contributions to dose and
dose equivalent for seven elemental GCR constituents: protons, helium, carbon,
oxygen, magnesium, silicon, and iron.
The component analysis is performed by separately transporting each of the
seven ion species (solar minimum abundances) through the aluminum shield.
At each shield thickness (0, 2, and 10 g/cm2), the dose and dose equivalent
are computed for the incident ion species and all subsequent-generation collision
products. The latter are categorized as HZE (all secondary ions having Z > 2),
alpha particles (Z = 2), protons (Z = 1), and neutrons. The results are presented
in tables 11.14 and 11.15. The entries labeled 0 g/cm 2 aluminum shield represent
unshielded exposures and consist only of primary ion contributions. From these
tables, we note that these seven ions constitute over 80 percent of the unshielded
GCR dose and nearly 70 percent of the unshielded GCR dose equivalent. Although
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protons (hydrogen) account for nearly 90 percent of the incident flux, they only
account for 36 percent of the unshielded total GCR dose and less than 10 percent of
the total dose equivalent. Helium nuclei, which comprise nearly 10 percent of the
incident flux, account for 18 percent of the total unshielded dose and only 6 percent
of the unshielded total dose equivalent. The entire heavy ion component of the
spectrum, which comprises about 2 percent of the incident GCR flux, accounts
for nearly half of the unshielded dose (46 percent) and over 85 percent of the
unshielded total dose equivalent. The largest single contribution to the heavy ion
component is iron, which accounts for 9 percent of the total unshielded GCR dose
and 26 percent of the total dose equivalent.
104-
lO3
_ 102
¢o
101
10o _. I . I I
2 10 18 26
_q Elemental charge
Figure 11.4. Elemental abundances.
Behind 2 g/cm 2 of aluminum shielding (a thin spacecraft), the main contribu-
tions to the dose equivalent (table 11.15) come from the incident ions. The total
contribution from all secondaries is less than 2 percent of the primary contribution
from incident protons and their secondaries. The HZE contribution to the sec-
ondary total dose equivalent (0.67 cSv) is nearly equal to the secondary neutron
contribution (0.81 cSv). In these tables, no separate entry for secondary protons
produced by primary protons is made because of the difficulty in extracting this
information from the current version of the GCR transport code. Instead, the
values listed for primary dose and dose equivalent represent the sum of primary
and secondary proton contributions.
At 10 g/cm 2 aluminum shielding, the largest single contributor to GCR total
dose and dose equivalent is hydrogen (protons) and its secondaries, which account
for 58 percent of the dose and 24 percent of the dose equivalent. Surprisingly, the
second largest contributor is iron and its secondaries, which accounts for 18 percent
of the total GCR dose equivalent. Again from table 11.15, we note that the HZE
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Table 11.14. Dose in Water by GCR Component for Several Aluminum Shield Thicknesses
Incident Primary Dose from secondary particles, Ion Percent
ion ion dose, cGy . total, of total
species cGy HZE J or-particles ]Protons ]Neutrons cGy GCR
Aluminum shield 0 g/cm 2 thick
p 6.21
a 3.02
C 0.83 0
O 1.37 0
Mg 0.66 0
Si 0.69 0
Fe 1.56 0
Total 14.34 0
p 6.70
a 2.62
C 0.69 <0.01
O 1.13 0.01
Mg 0.53 0.01
Si 0.54 0.01
Fe 0.86 0.03
Total 13.07 0.06
p 8.17
a 2.13
C 0.48 0.01
O 0.73 0.03
Mg 0.31 0.02
Si 0.30 0.03
Fe 0.44 0.07
Total 12.56 0.16
0 6.21 36
0 3.02 18
0 0.83 5
0 1.37 8
0 0.66 4
0 0.69 4
0 1.56 9
0 14.34 84
Aluminum shield 2 g/cm 2 thick
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.03
<0.01
0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.04
0.12 6.82 45
0.03 2.68 18
<0.01 0.69 5
<0.01 1.15 8
<0.01 0.54 4
<0.01 0.55 4
<0.01 0.89 6
0.15 13.32 90
Aluminum shield I0 g/cm 2 thick
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.21
0.03
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.30
0.55
0.13
0.01
0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.01
0.71
8.72
2.47
0.53
0.80
0.34
0.34
0.53
13.73
58
16
4
5
2
2
4
91
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Table 11.15. Dose Equivalent in Vv'ater by GCR Component for Several
Aluminum Shield Thicknesses
Primary
Incident Ion dose
ion equivalent,
species cSv
Dose from secondary particles, Ion
cSv total,
HZE I a-particles Protons Neutrons cSv
Aluminum shield 0 g/cm 2 thick
p 9.73
a 6.96
C 4.94 0 0
O 11.11 0 0
Mg 8.01 0 0
Si 9.63 0 0
Fe 30.9O 0 0
Total 81.28 0 0
Aluminum shield 2 g/cm 2 thick
p 8.09
a 3.38
C 3.25 0.01 <0.01
O 7.85 0.05 <0.01
Mg 5.91 0.06 <0.01
Si 7.10 0.09 <0.01
Fe 17.04 0.46 <0,01
Total 52.62 0.67 <0.01
Percent
of total
GCR
p 10.15
a 2.75
C 2.12 0.04
O 4.76 0.16
Mg 3.23 0.18
Si 3.71 0.24
Fe 8.68 1.25
Total 35.40 1.87
0.04
0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.06
0.68
0.ii
0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.81
Aluminum shield 10 g/cm 2 thick
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.30
0.O3
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.41
2.99
0.54
0.04
0.05
0.02
0.01
0.02
3.67
0 9.73 8
0 6.96 6
0 4.94 4
0 11.11 9
0 8.01 7
0 9.63 8
0 30.90 26
0 81.28 68
8.77
3.53
3.28
7.92
5.97
7.19
17.50
54.16
13.14
3.59
2.23
5.01
3.44
3.97
9.97
41.35
11
5
4
I0
8
9
23
70
24
7
4
9
6
7
18
75
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contribution to the secondary total dose equivalent (1.87 cSv) is comparable with
that which results from secondary neutrons (3.67 cSv).
Several other comments on the results displayed in tables 11.14 and 11.15 are
appropriate. First, the secondary neutron and proton dose-equivalent contribu-
tions that arise from heavy ion fragmentations, although nearly equal, appear to be
relatively small compared with the secondary HZE contribution. Second, the sec-
ondary alpha production from all sources appears negligible. Both of these findings
may be in error because of the relatively simple treatment of light ion production
used by the semiempirical nuclear fragmentation model (Wilson, Townsend, and
Badavi, 1987) in the GCR transport code and the paucity of relevant experimen-
tM data needed to improve that treatment. Since the fragmentation model used
does conserve charge and mass, the dose-equivalent contributions from these ions
will probably not change enough to alter the major conclusions. For example,
increasing secondary proton and alpha production from heavy ions by an order of
magnitude would only increase the dose-equivalent contribution from secondary
protons by 1.26 cSv and from alpha particles by less than 0.1 cSv. Finally, the
results presented in the tables neglect target-fragment contributions. For heavy
ions, the target-fragment contributions (Shinn, Wilson, and Nealy, 1990) to the
total dose equivalent is small (less than 5 percent of the heavy ion total dose
equivalent for ions heavier than carbon) and of no consequence for this study. For
protons, the target-fragment contribution is about 5 cSv, which will increase the
relative contribution from protons to the total dose and dose equivalent but will
not alter the major conclusions of this chapter.
11.4. Quality Factors
The quality factor (QF) as defined in International Commission on Radiological
Protection publication no. 26 (Anon., 1977) or proposed in the International
Commission on Radiological Units and Measurements report no. 40 (Anon.,
1986b) is not expected to be a valid method for assessing biological risk for deep
space missions in which the HZE particles of the GCR are of major concern. No
human data for cancer induction from HZE particles exist, and information on
biological effectiveness is expected to be taken from experiments with animals
and cultured cells (Sinclair, 1985). Experiments with cultured cells (Yang et al.,
1985; Thacker, Stretch, and Stephens, 1979; Wulf et al., 1985) indicate that the
relative biological effectiveness of HZE particles is dependent on particle type,
energy, and level of fluence. Use of a single parameter, such as LET or lineal
energy (Katz and Cucinotta, 1991), to determine radiation quality will therefore
represent an extreme oversimplification for GCR risk assessment.
Katz has presented a theoretical model that predicts the correct RBE behavior
as observed in recent experimental studies by using track segment irradiations with
heavy ions on cultured mammalian cells (Katz et al., 1971; Katz, Sharma, and
Homayoonfar, 1972; Waligorski, Sinclair, and Katz, 1987). Cells at risk in deep
space will be subject to a complicated mixture of particles varying in composition
with the amount and type of shielding surrounding them. The fluence levels
in space are such that a single cell will probably be exposed to only a few ion
encounters over an extended period. Katz has developed a model for the ion-kill
mode of cell death or neoplastic transformation that corresponds to low-fiuence
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exposures. The delta-ray (energetic electrons produced in ion collisions) radial
dose distribution that surrounds the ion track is assumed to initiate the biological
damage, and the cell response to the radiation field is parameterized by using
target theory and results from gamma-ray and track segment irradiations. The
level of damage for a mixed radiation field is determined by the cellular response
parameters and the local flux of particles. The deterministic transport code for
calculating the differential flux of ions behind natural and protective radiation
shielding exposed to the GCR spectrum is used to calculate the biological damage
to mammalian cell cultures expected for 1 year in deep space at solar minimum
behind various depths of aluminum shielding by using the Katz cellular damage
model. Cell death and neoplastic transformations for C3H10T1/2 cells (cultured
mouse cells) are considered for typical levels of spacecraft shielding. The Katz
parameters are given in table 11.16. The results of this study must be considered
preliminary in that the transport code is in an early stage of development as
discussed in section 11.2.
Table 11.16. Cellular Response Parameters for C3H10T1/2 Cells
Damage type m Do, cGy Eo, cm 2
Killing 3 280 5.0E-7
Transformation 2 26 000 1.15E- 10
750
750
11.4.1. Katz model. The surviving fraction of a cellular population N,
whose response parameters are m, Do, Eo, and ,% after irradiation by a fluence
of particles F is written as
N
_oo = rix 7r.y (Ii.I)
where the ion-kill survivability is
7ri = exp (-EF)
and the gamma-kill survivability is
-D_[, m
The gamma-kill dose fraction is
where D is the absorbed dose.
given by
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(11.3)
D._ = (I - P)D (11.4)
The single-particle inactivation cross section is
{ r -.17r,= o 1-exp[ j
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where the effective charge number is
Z* = Z [1 - exp (-125_ ]] (11.6)
In the track-width regime, where P > 0.98, we take P = 1.
For neoplastic cell transformation, the fraction of transformed cells per surviv-
ing cell is
N'
T = 1- -- (11.7)No'
where N'/Nro is the fraction of nontransformed cells and a set of cellular response
parameters for transformations m', D_o, EIo, and _' is used. The RBE at a given
survival level is given by
RBE = DX (11.8)
D
where
=_Oo,n[1_O_E/ j (11.9)
is the X-ray dose at which this level is obtained. Equations (11.1) through (11.9)
represent the cellular track model for monoenergetic particles. Mixed radiation
fields have been considered previously in the Katz (1986) model.
The cellular track model was applied to predict the fraction of C3H10T1/2
cells killed or transformed for 1 year in deep space at solar minimum for typical
spacecraft shielding. The GCR environment was taken from the Naval Research
Laboratory code (Adams, Silberberg, and Tsao, 1981). Aluminum shielding was
considered with a local region of tissue for the cell cultures. Tables 11.17 and
11.18 contain individual particle fluences and absorbed doses, respectively, for
the protons, a-particles, Z = 3 to 9 ions, and Z = 10 to 28 ions as determined
by the Langley GCR code. Results for the fraction of C3H10T1/2 cells killed
and transformed for 1 year at solar minimum are listed in tables 11.19 and
11.20, respectively. The gamma-kill mode was of negligible importance in the
calculations, which indicates that biological damage in deep space from GCR
particles at the cellular level will indeed result from the action of single particles.
The importance of the target terms in biological effects for low-LET protons and
c_-particles is apparent. The results also indicate that the HZE component of the
GCR spectrum is most damaging for small shielding depths. At large depths, the
HZE components undergo many fragmentations; this causes proton buildup with
increasing shield depth. At large depths, the protons (and neutrons) dominate
the biological effects. In comparing individual charge components, we see that the
particles with high Z have a reduced effectiveness for the transformation endpoint.
Also listed in tables 11.19 and 11.20 are the RBE versus depth values for the
two endpoints. Table 11.21 presents the current RBE values beside the average
QF's taken from Townsend et al. (1990a) with the same transport code. That
the RBE and QF are nearly equal at small depths is coincidental. We note that
the QF is independent of the fiuence level, which is not true for the Katz model.
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Table 11.17. Flux Year at Solar Minimum Behind Aluminum Shielding
Flux, particles/cm2/yr, from--
Low Z High Z
x, g/cm 2 Protons a-particles (a) (b)
0
1
2
3
5
10
20
1.29E8
1.31E8
1.33E8
1.34E8
1.36E8
1.40E8
1.43E8
1.24E7
1.21E7
1.18E7
1.15E7
1.10E7
0.97E7
0.77E7
1.09E6
1.05E6
1.01E6
0.98E6
0.91E6
0.77E6
0.57E6
3.0E5
2.8E5
2.7E5
2.5E5
2.2E5
1.7E5
1.1E5
aZ = 3 to 9 ions.
bZ = 10 to 28 ions.
Table 11.18. Dose for Solar Minimum Behind Aluminum Shielding
Dose, cGy/yr, from--
Low Z High Z
x, g/cm 2 Protons a-particles (a) (b) Total
0
1
2
3
5
10
20
6.2
6.3
6.8
7.1
7.6
8.5
9.5
3.0
2.7
2.6
2.6
2.4
2.1
1.7
2.8
2.5
2.4
2.3
2.1
1.7
1.1
5.0
3.6
3.3
3.1
2.7
2.0
1.1
17.1
15.1
15.1
15.0
14.8
14.3
13.4
aZ = 3 to 9 ions.
bz = 10 to 28 ions.
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Table 11.19. Fraction of C3H10T1/2 Cells Killed in Deep Space for 1 Year at
Solar Minimum Behind Aluminum Shielding
Fraction of cells killed by--
Low Z High Z [
Protons a-particles (a) (b) Total [ RBE
Including Target Fragments
i x, g/cm 2
0 1.35E-2
1 0.76E-2
2 0.80E-2
3 0.83E-2
5 0.88E-2
10 0.95E-2
20 1.02E-2
0.46E-2
0.15E-2
0.14E-2
0.14E-2
0.14E-2
0.12E-2
0.09E-2
0.STE-2
0.43E-2
0,41E-2
0.38E-2
0.34E-2
0.25E-2
0.15E-2
2.08E-2
1,84E-2
1.69E-2
1.55E-2
1.32E-2
0.91E-2
0.49E-2
4.46E-2 7.1
3.18E-2 7.0
3.04E-2 6.9
2.90E-2 6.8
2.68E-2 6.7
2.22E-2 6.5
1.74E-2 6.2
Without target fragments
0 0.84E-2
1 0.24E-2
2 0.28E-2
3 0.31E-2
5 0.35E-2
10 0.42E-2
20 0.49E-2
0.3TE-2
0.06E-2
0.06E-2
0.06E-2
0.06E-2
0.05E-2
0.04E-2
0.55E-2
0.41E-2
0.39E-2
0.3TE-2
0.33E-2
0.24E-2
0.14E-2
2.08E-2
1.83E-2
1,68E-2
1.55E-2
1.31E-2
0.91E-2
0.48E-2
3.79E-2 6.7
2.54E-2 6.5
2,41E-2 6,3
2.2TE-2 6.2
2.04E- 2 6.1
1.61E-2 5.7
1.15E-2 5.3
aZ = 3 to 9 ions.
bz _ 10 to 28 ions.
Table 11.20. Fraction of C3H1OT1/2 Cells Transformed in Deep Space for 1 Year at
Solar Minimum Behind Aluminum Shielding
Fraction of cells transformed by --
Low Z High Z
Protons c_-particles (a) (b) Total RBE
Including target fragments
x, g/cm 2
0 5.2E-6
1 3.5E-6
2 3.TE-6
3 3.9E-6
5 4.2E-6
10 4.TE-6
20 5.2E-6
2.0E-6
1.0E-6
1.0E-6
0.9E-6
0.9E-6
0,8E-6
0,6E-6
3.1E-6
2.7E-6
2.6E-6
2.4E-6
2.2E-6
1.7E-6
1.1E-6
7.5E-6
6.TE-6
6.2E-6
5.7E-6
4.9E-6
3.5E-6
2.0E-6
1.78E - 5 6.4
1.39E-5 6.4
1.35E-5 6.3
1.29E-5 6.3
1.22E-5 6.2
1.06E-5 6.0
.88E-5 5.7
Without target fragments
0 3.2E-6
1 1.4E-6
2 1.6E-6
3 1.8E-6
5 2.1E-6
l0 2.5E-6
20 3.0E-6
1.6E-6
0.6E-6
0.6E-6
0.6E-6
0.5E-6
0.5E-6
0.4E-6
3.1E-6
2.7E-6
2.5E-6
2.4E-6
2.1E-6
1.6E-6
1.0E-6
7.5E-6
6.7E-6
6.2E-6
5.7E-6
4.9E-6
3.5E-6
2.0E-6
1.53E-5 6.0
1.13E-5 5.8
1.09E-5 5.7
1.05E-5 5.6
0.97E-5 5.4
0.82E-5 5.2
0.64E-5 4.9
aZ = 3 to 9 ions.
bz = 10 to 28 ions.
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Table 11.21. Quality Factors and RBE for Cell Death and Transformation
[1 Year in deep space at solar minimum for aluminum shielding]
Quality factor RBE RBE
x, g/cm 2 (a) (cell kill) (transformation)
o
I
2
3
5
10
20
7.1
5.6
5.3
5.1
4.7
3.9
3.2
7.1
7.0
6.9
6.8
6.7
6.5
6.2
6.4
6.4
6.3
6.3
6.2
6.0
5.7
-z
alCRP 26 (Anon., 1977).
The Katz model indicates a substantial increase in risk relative to the ICRP 26
(Anon., 1977) quality factors for greater amounts of shielding (Cucinotta et al.,
1991). The RBE's show a simple scaling with exposure time for the GCR particles
as shown in equations (11.8), (11.9), and (11.2) in which ion kill dominates. Here
we find for
N
-- _ 1 (11.10)No
with
that
EF << I (11.11)
D_
= f-_Tal/mF (-l+l/m) (11.12)RBE
Then scaling the RBE as a function of duration in deep space to the 1-year value
RBE1, we find for a duration period of 7 with F = n_- that
RBE(T) = (_)(-I+I/m)RBE1 (11.13)
such that a one-hit (m --- 1) system RBE becomes fluence independent
RBE(v) = RBE, (11.14)
for a two-hit system (m = 2)
RBEI
RBE(T) -- X/-_-/T: (ii.15)
and for a three-hit system (m -- 3)
RBE1
RBE(T) = (T/_.1)2/3 (11.16)
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Results of this scaling approximation agree with calculations that use equations
(11.1) through (11.10), as shown in table 11.22, whereby values obtained with
the approximations of equation (11.13) are shown in parentheses as scaled from
the 1-year RBE values taken from table 11.21; results of calculations are shown
without parentheses. The extremely large RBE values that would be obtained for
small values of T are caused by the choice of energetic photons as the reference
radiation.
Table 11.22. RBE for Cell Death and Cell Transformations of C3H10T1/2 Cells for
GCR Spectrum at Solar Minimum Behind Aluminum Shielding
[Values in parentheses sealed from 1 year value by using eq. (11.16)]
x, g/cm 2 1 month 1 year 2 years
0 33.2 (37.0) 7.1 4.8 (4.6)
1 33.2 (36.1) 7.0 4.7 (4.5)
3 32.4 (35.1) 6.8 4.5 (4.3)
x, g/cm 2 1 month 1 year 2 years
0 22.3 (22.2) 6.4 4,6 (4.5)
1 22.0 (22.2) 6.4 4.5 (4.5)
3 21.6 (21.8) 6.3 4.4 (4.4)
11.4.2. Remarks. A track structure model has been used with a determinis-
tic GCR transport code to predict the fractions of cell death and neoplastic trans-
formations for C3H10T1/2 cells in deep space behind typical spacecraft shielding.
Results indicate that the level of damage from the GCR particles does not attenu-
ate appreciably for large amounts of spacecraft shielding and that single particles
acting in the ion-kill mode dominate the effects. The contribution from target
fragments was important in assessing the biological effect of protons and alpha
particles. The RBE values obtained in this fluence-dependent model were more
severe than the ICRP 26 quality factors. A simple scaling law with the duration
time in space accounted for the change in RBE with fluence for the uniform GCR
background.
The resulting average RBE of our calculations for both cell killing and
transformation are remarkably close, when we consider the large difference in
radiosensitivity parameters for these endpoints and the huge difference in the
fraction of affected cells. About 1000 times as many cells are killed as are
transformed. Nevertheless, 90 percent of the cells survive the conditions calculated
here, and of these about 1 or 2 in 100 000 are transformed. Yet this is not an
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insignificant fraction when we consider the number of cells per cubic centimeter
in tissue and speculate about the number of cells transformed by radiation that
might lead to cancer.
The cell population in tissue, about 109/cm 3, suggests that after 1 year
of exposure to GCR at solar minimum there would be about 104 transformed
cells/cm 3 in tissue if in vitro and in vivo transformation parameters were equal.
Additionally, we do not know the minimum number of transformed cells that can
be injected into a mouse to induce a cancer. Clearly, priority must be assigned to
the investigation of these questions. If one or two transformed cells per cm 3 were
to lead to cancer, as in leukemia, we could not tolerate an exposure in which the
transformation fraction exceeded 10 -9 .
11.5. Other Biological Effect Modifications
The rising RBE at low CCR dose results from the mu]titarget assumption
in Katz theory that leads to the sigmoid behavior in the survival curve of low-
LET radiation as opposed to the exponential relationship for high-LET radiation.
The transition from sigmoid to exponential behavior is observed by Todd and
Tobias (1974) to occur at 150 to 200 keV/#m for mammalian cells. Many also
believe that the sigmoid behavior is related to repair mechanisms. This view is
promoted by single-exposure and split-exposure experiments with a delay of 2.5
or 23 hours between fractions by using V79 hamster cells as shown in figure 11.5
(Elkind and Sutton, 1960). Repair is indicated by the sigmoid response of the
second exposure after either the 2.5-hour repair period or especially the 23-hour
100
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Figure 11.5. Fractional survival of cultured Chinese hamster cells for single exposure and
exposure in two fractions (Elkind and Sutton, 1960).
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repair period. Obviously, the RBE based on such a photon exposure protocol
depends on the history of the radiation induced damage. Similar survival studies
with confluent C3H10T1/2 mouse cells (G1) indicate no repair for this endpoint
for high-LET radiations (Yang et al., 1986). As a result of operative repair
mechanisms (sparing) for low-LET exposure (fig. 11.6) and the lack of repair for
high-LET exposure (fig. 11.7), the corresponding RBE is dose rate dependent
(Yang et al., 1986) as shown in figure 11.8. Also shown in figure 11.8 are
the RBE values for neoplastic transformations. (Note, great liberty has been
taken in connecting the data points). The increase in RBE at low dose rate
is in part indicative of repair of the damage for low-LET radiation (fig. 11.9)
but additional enhancement of high-LET exposure at low dose rate (presumably
some misrepair mechanism) also contributes to cell transformations (fig. 11.10).
If misrepair/repair plays a role, then this role should be observed in the delayed
plating experiments of Yang et al. (1989) as shown in figure 11.11. Instead the
delayed plating experiments show no transformation misrepair, but repair appears
in cell survival data in distinction to the earlier low dose rate experiments with
the same cell system.
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Figure 11.6. Survival fraction of confluent
mouse ceils at two dose rates displaying
sparing at low dose rate (Yang, et al.,
1986).
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Figure 11.7. Dose rate effects on confluent
mouse cell survival for high-LET expo-
sure (Yang et al., 1986).
Similar dose rate enhancement effects are observed in asynchronous cell cul-
tures by Hill et al. (1982 and 1985, fig. 11.12) and whole animal exposures
as observed by Thomson et al. (1981a and 1981b), Thomson, Williamson, and
Grahn (1983, 1985a, 1985b, and 1986), and Thomson and Grahn (1988 and 1989)
(fig. 11.13). These effects are considered the result of cell cycle phenomena (Rossi
and Kellerer, 1986; Brenner and Hall, 1990). The basic model assumes that some
phases of the cell cycle are more affected by radiation exposure. This is clearly
seen in the cell synchronous experiments which are shown in figure 11.14 (Sinclair,
1968). The model of dose rate enhancement assumes only one cell phase is effec-
tive in injury of only that fraction in the sensitive phase. At a later time, a different
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Figure 11.8. RBE as function of dose rate.
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Figure 11.9. Repair processes for confluent
mouse cell cultures exposed to "/-rays at
low LET.
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Figure 11.10. Cell transformation rate enhanced at low dose rate for high LET exposure with
possible misrepair mechanism indicated.
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Figure 11.11. C3H10T1/2 cells irradiated by 330 MeV/u argon ions (Yang et al., 1986).
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Figure 11.12. Transformation frequencies in C3H10T1/2 cells (Hill et al., 1982 and 1985).
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fraction of cells is in the appropriate phase thus providing two exposed groups
of cells and an apparent enhancement. Such a model was exploited in the work
of Brenner and Hall (1990). This explanation fails to explain the enhancement
effects.observed by Yang et al. (1986) in cell transformation in stationary phase
(G1) confluent C3H10T1/2.
Clearly the risk to long-term GCR/SCR exposure will be difficult to evaluate
because of the low dose rate, fractionated components, and the complex mixture
of low- and high-LET radiations in space. Operative repair and cycle enhanced
effects will require at least an intimate knowledge of the LET distributions at
affected tissues or possibly more comprehensive track structure data.
11.6. Nuclear Models, Materials, and LET Spectra
As is clear from the previous discussion, the distribution of exposure compo-
nents over LET is a primary indicator of biological response. For example, low-
LET components allow certain biological repairs at low dose rates and a low RBE
value, and high-LET components can show enhanced biological effects at low dose
rates and generally high RBE values. There is clear evidence that the relative con-
tributions to exposure from various LET components can be altered through the
choice of shield material. The transmitted LET spectrum for an aluminum shield
is shown in figure 11.15 with the transmitted LET spectrum for a liquid hydrogen
shield in figure 11.16. Although a rather large shift in LET can be accomplished
by choice of shield composition, an exact evaluation must await improved nuclear
fragmentation cross sections since uncertainty in cross sections cause LET shifts
of the same order of magnitude. These shifts can be seen by comparing LET
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spectra in the Earth's atmosphere by using the Bowman, Swiatecki, and Tsang
(1973) fragmentation model shown in figure 11.17 with the LaRC fragmentation
model (see chapter 5) shown in figure 11.18.
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Figure 11.15. GCR integral LET spectra in
aluminum for 30 ° orbit at altitude of
400 km.
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Figure 11.16. GCR integral LET spectra in
hydrogen for 30 ° orbit at altitude of
400 km.
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Figure 11.17. GCR integral LET spectra in
Earth's atmosphere for fragmentation
parameters of Bowman, Swiatecki, and
Tsang, 1973.
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11.?. Human Geometry Factors
The significance of improving the accuracy (Shinn, Wilson, and Nealy, 1990)
for predicting the dose and dose equivalent that astronauts will incur during
future NASA missions has been demonstrated in several studies (Khandelwal
and Wilson, 1974; Wilson and Denn, 1976; Townsend, Wilson, and Nealy, 1988;
Nealy, Wilson, and Townsend, 1989). For example, Townsend, Wilson, and Nealy
(1988) indicate that an increase of 20 percent in predicted BFO dose equivalent
due to GCR's equates to a tripling of the required shield mass from 5 g/cm 2 to
16 g/cm 2 of water to meet the recommended annual BFO limit of 0.5 Sv. Large
uncertainties are associated with the current dose estimate analysis, and every
possible effort is needed to improve the accuracy to accomplish these missions in
the most economical way without compromising the well-being of the astronauts.
One of the customary estimation practices that has been considered to be fairly
reliable in the past is the use of the equivalent sphere model to obtain dose or dose
equivalent to BFO. Langley and Billings (1972b) examined the feasibility of using a
set of dosimetry spheres to monitor real-time organ doses received by astronauts
under various space-radiation and vehicle conditions. They made comparisons
between the doses calculated for the spheres and the detailed body geometry under
a range of solar proton energy spectrum characteristics and also under various
vehicle radiation-shielding thicknesses. The spectra were characterized by an
assumed form described by Webber (1963). The optimal radii were determined for
those spheres with the corresponding correlation constants that best represented
the averaged organ doses under those assumed conditions. Although a moderate
error of 18 percent for the correlation was found, one might question whether the
accuracy will hold under less idealized particle spectral conditions.
11.7.1. Equivalent sphere model. This section reexamines the accuracy
of the equivalent sphere model in approximating the BFO doses for more realistic
conditions. The calculation made in a separate study (Simonsen et al., 1990) for
the radiation transport through the atmosphere of Mars for the three largest solar
flares observed in the last half century is extended here to include detailed BFO
geometry. Comparisons are made for the dose equivalent to the various distributed
BFO with the reported values based on the equivalent sphere model.
The Langley Research Center nucleon transport code BRYNTRN (Wilson
et al., 1989) was used by Simonsen et al. (1990) to obtain dose and dose equivalent
on the surface of Mars caused by large solar flares. The transport code was
based on the straight ahead approximation, which reduces consideration to one-
dimensional transport; the merits of this approximation have been discussed
elsewhere (Alsmiller et al., 1965; Alsmiller, Irving, and Moran, 1968). An
asymptotic expansion for the solution to the transport equation in two dimensions,
subject to boundary conditions given for an arbitrary convex region, was derived
by Wilson and Khandelwal (1974). The first term of the expansion was an accurate
approximation of the dose and for the case of an isotropic proton fluence spectrum
given by
// /JD(£) = 47r ¢(E) R(t,E)fx(t) dt dE (11.17)
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fo c_ fx(t) dt = 1 (11.18)
where R(t, E) is the fluence_to-dose conversion factor at the depth t for normal
incidence protons on a slab and fx(t) is the areal density distribution function for
the point Z. The quantity fx (t) dt is the fraction of the solid angle for which the
distance to the surface from the point Z lies between t and t + dr.
To simplify the computational task (that is, without making any change to the
BRYNTRN code), equation (11.17) is rewritten as
D(_) = 4_r fx(t)Dz(t) dt (11.19)
with
_0 °C
Dx(t) = dp(E)R(t, E) dE (11.20)
where Dx (t) is the dose or dose equivalent at depth t for normal incidence protons
on a slab of tissue. With the areal density distribution function for BFO's given
by the detailed geometry work described by Langley and Billings (1972a) and
Billings and Yucker (1973), equation (11.19) can be calculated.
11.7.2. Results. The three solar flare spectra used for this study are those of
February 1956, November 1960, and August 1972; however, Langley and Billings
used a Webber (1963) form of integral spectra given by the inverse exponential
of proton magnetic rigidity with a range of rigidity parameter Po from 50 to
200 MV. Figure 11.19 shows these three flare spectra and the best fit to the
earlier two events with the Webber form. The actual spectra, especially the high-
energy range of the February 1956 event (Foelsche et al., 1974) are different from
the analytical form of Webber.
The average dose equivalents at the surface of Mars caused by these three solar
flare events are shown in figure 11.20 as a function of slab (water) thickness for the
low density Mars atmosphere model (16 g/cm 2 CO2 vertically) used in Simonsen
et al. (1990). These average values of dose equivalent are obtained by summing
the directional (anisotropic) dose equivalent over the solid angle and are used as
Dx(t) in this section. The calculated results from equation (11.19) are presented
in table 11.23 for the five distributed compartments of the blood-forming organ.
Also shown for comparison are the average BFO and 5-cm (water) depth dose
equivalents.
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Figure 11.19. Fluence spectra for three major solar particle events.
It is customary (Space Science Board, 1970; Beck, Stokes, and Lushbaugh,
1972) to represent the average BFO exposure (dose or dose equivalent) with the
5-cm sphere based on the recommendation of the Space Science Board (1970).
Conversely, the average BFO dose was found to be about half the 5-cm sphere
dose in several analytical findings, such as the one from Langley and Billings
(1972b). For the August 1972 event, the average BFO value for the detailed
geometry (table 11.23) is fairly close (within 10 percent) to half of the value for
a 5-cm sphere. However, the differences are larger for the other two flares, with
30 and 41 percent for November 1960 and February 1956 spectra, respectively.
This wide discrepancy among these three events probably occurs because the two
earlier flares contain more penetrating high-energy protons (fig. 11.19) and the
actual spectra do not conform to the simple analytical form that Langley and
Billings (1972b) used. Also, the 5-cm sphere dose is conservative for these three
events.
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Figure 11.20. Dose equivalent at Mars surface as function of slab (water) thickness for low-
density Mars atmosphere model.
Table 11.23. BFO Dose Equivalent on Mars Surface-Low Density Atmosphere Model
Solar
flare event
Feb. 1956
Nov. 1960
Aug. 1972
Dose
Arms Legs High trunk
8.74 8.60 8.32
5.66 5.34 4.95
3.20 2.73 2.42
equivalents, cSv, for--
Average
Low trunk Skull BFO value
7.98 8.91 8.45
4.32 5.75 5.21
1.76 3.09 2.56
5-cm sphere
9.94
7.31
4.61
The equivalent sphere model of Billings and Langley is not accurate enough for
precise, quantitative estimates of body doses and vehicle-shielding requirements in
connection with future NASA mission studies. Furthermore, the 5-cm sphere dose
recommended by the Space Science Board is always an overestimate and could
lead to serious shielding penalties. This statement is based on the comparison
made with the detailed body geometry calculation for BFO with actual solar flare
spectra. The 5-cm equivalent sphere model of the BFO is shown to break down for
more realistic spectra than the simple mathematical forms used in previous studies.
Future works that involve actual exposure estimates or shield mass requirements
should be extended to include all body geometries, including other critical organs,
such as eyes, skin, and active BFO (Shinn, Wilson, and Nealy, 1990).
11.8. August 1972 Solar Particle Event Risk Assessment
At present no radiation exposure limits for astronauts on interplanetary
missions have been established. However, it has been suggested that the dose
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equivalent limits recently recommended by the National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurements in their report 98 (Anon., 1989) be used as
guidelines for planning purposes. These limits are listed in table 11.24.
Table 11.24, Ionizing Radiation Exposure Limits
[From NCRP 98 (Anon., 1989)]
Exposure
interval
30 Days
Annual
Career
Dose equivalent, Sv, for--
Skin
1.5
3
6
Ocular lens BFO
0.25
0.50
al- 4
aVaries with gender and age at initial exposure.
To assess the risk to astronauts on a mission outside the Earth's magnetosphere
from the August 1972 solar particle event (SPE), the cumulative doses and dose
equivalents as a function of time during the event were computed for the skin,
ocular lens, and bone marrow. This event was chosen for analysis because it is
one of the largest known SPE's and is the standard to which other events are
compared. The integral proton fluence spectra as a function of energy and time
are displayed in figure 11.21. These data, obtained from Interplanetary Monitoring
Platform (IMP) satellite measurements during the SPE, were taken from figure 6
of Wilson and Denn (1976).
For purposes of analysis, two shielding thicknesses are considered: (1) a
"nominal" spacecraft thickness of 2 g/cm 2 of aluminum and (2) a storm shelter
shielded by 20 g/cm 2 of aluminum. The resultant skin doses and dose equivalents
as a function of time are displayed in figure 11.22. The cumulative doses/dose
equivalents for all organs are listed in table 11.25. For the nominal spacecraft,
all limits in table 11.24, including the career limit, are exceeded by a substantial
amount. For a total dose of about 11 Sv (1100 rem), skin erythema, and epilation
(hair loss) are probable (Wilson and Denn, 1976). These are acute responses to
the high exposure. If a storm shelter is provided, the skin dose equivalents are
well below the recommended 30-day limit of 1.5 Sv and should pose no hazard to
the crew.
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Figure 11.21. August 1972 solar particle
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as function of time for August 1972 solar
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Table 11.25. Cumulative Doses and Dose Equivalents
for the August 1972 Solar Particle Event
A1 shield thickness, | Dose, Dose equivalent,
g/cm2 t Gy Sv
Skin
2 | 7.61 11.30
20 1 0.12 0.18
Ocular lens
2 I 6.35 9.09
20 [ 0.12 0.17
BFO
2 | 0.92 1.24
20 ]. 0.04 0.07
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Figure 11.23 displays the doses and dose equivalents to the ocular lens as a
function of time. Again, for the nominal spacecraft, all limits in table 11.24 are
significantly exceeded. Responses to an estimated dose equivalent to the eye in
excess of 9 Sv include early erythema to the lid skin and an increased probability
of cataract formation (Townsend et al., 1990a; Wilson and Denn, 1976). For the
storm shelter configuration, the eye dose equivalent is well below the 30-day limit
of 1.0 Sv.
Next, the doses and dose equivalents to the bone marrow, as a function of
time, are displayed in figure 11.24. For the nominal spacecraft, the estimated dose
equivalent of nearly 1.3 Sv is clinically significant. Blood-count changes will be
detectable. Nausea and vomiting would be possible from damage to the intestinal
lining (Wilson and Denn, 1976). For the storm shelter, the estimated dose
equivalents are small (<70 mSv) and appear to pose no threat to the immediate
health of the crew _ince they are well within the recommended 30-day limit.
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Figure 11.23. Ocular lens dose and dose
equivalent as function of time for August
1972 solar particle event. Results are dis-
played for nominal (2 g/cm 2 aluminum)
and storm shelter (20 g/cm 2 aluminum)
shielding configurations.
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Finally, mission directors need to recognize the critical nature of an SPE
emergency and implement timely, appropriate, protective measures to ensure
crew safety and health. To illustrate the rapidity with which such decisions
may be required, table 11.26 presents an approximate time sequence of events
beginning with the optical flare observation at 0621 UT on August 4, 1972.
Radiation exposure references are to the nominal (2 g/cm 2 A1) configuration.
Astronauts on extravehicular activity (EVA), who are essentially unshielded,
would have considerably less time to seek shelter. During the peak intensity
period (1400 UT to 1600 UT), the average dose equivalent rates were _ 1.5 Sv/hr
(skin), ..m 1.25 Sv/hr (eye), and _ 170 mSv/hr (bone marrow) behind nominal
spacecraft shielding.
These dose equivalent rates are considerably lower than the usual rates used
in radiotherapy of around 1 Gy/min. Repair processes in cells and tissues are
known to have characteristic repair times of 30 to 120 minutes. Because the
dose from this event will be received over a time period of about 12 to 18 hours,
some damage that occurs early in the period will be repaired during the exposure
period itself. Such a situation is known to decrease the resulting biological effect.
Various theoretical approaches (Kellerer and Rossi, 1972; Thames, 1985; Curtis,
1986) have been developed to handle such a situation. A more extensive analysis,
however, is beyond the scope of this section. For present purposes, and to be on
the conservative side, we assume that the dose is acute (i.e., received fast enough
so that repair during the exposure can be neglected).
Table 11.26. August 4, 1972, Event Sequence
Approximate Event
time, UT (AI shielding 2 g/cm 2 thic k assumed)
0621
I300
1400
1500
1600
1700
Optical flare observed
30-day limit exceeded for skin and ocular lens
30-day limit exceeded for BFO; annual limit exceeded for ocular lens
Annual limit exceeded for skin
Annum limit exceeded for BFO; career limit exceeded for ocular lens
Career limit exceeded for skin
11.9. Hypothetical, Worst-Case SPE Scenario Results
Although the August 1972 SPE was the largest in terms of particle fluence,
the overall spectrum was fairly soft (the fluence decreased rapidly with increasing
particle energy) and therefore easily shielded. For more energetic events (with
harder spectra), greater thicknesses of shielding are needed to achieve a significant
percentage reduction in dose/dose equivalent. The SPE with the hardest spectrum
to date was probably the February 1956 event. Fortunately, it had only one tenth
the fluence of the August 1972 event and therefore probably would not have been
mission or life threatening. Because the August 1972 SPE actually involved a
series of large events over a period of several days (Wilson and Denn, 1976), it
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is interesting to hypothesize a possible combined August 1972 and February 1956
SPE scenario--with one of the events in the 1972 sequence having the hardness
and fluence of the 1956 event (Townsend et al., 1990b). This combined spectrum
is displayed in figure 11.25. The resultant doses and dose equivalents are listed
in table 11.27. Acute effects expected with only nominal shielding include skin
erythema, epilation, increased cataract formation in the lens, blood-count changes,
nausea, and perhaps vomiting (NCRP 98 (Anon., 1989)). Again, quickly taking
refuge in a storm shelter should provide adequate protection, although the 30-day
limit for BFO exposure is exceeded.
tn 1011_.._
g lo9 .... ',", a \
Feb. 1956 "" _ ,N_
Aug. 1972\
10 _ \ J
100 101 102
Energy, MeV
Figure 11.25. Fluence spectra for hypothetical worst-case solar particle events compared with
February 1956 and August 1972 cases. Case A is combined August .1972 and February 1956
events. Case B is August 1972 event with February 1956 energy spectrum.
Another possible worst-case scenario would involve an event similar to the
August 1972 event with the spectral hardness of the February 1956 event. The
event fluence spectrum for this scenario is also depicted in figure 11.25. The
resultant doses/dose equivalents for the nominal and storm shelter shielding chosen
for this study are listed in table 11.28. For a nominal spacecraft, the effective whole
body dose equivalent could be lethal. Even within a storm shelter, acute effects,
such as skin erythema, vomiting, blood changes, and possibly even death, could
occur since the bone marrow would receive over 2.6 Sv. However, such an event,
or anything closely resembling it, has never been observed.
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AI shield thickness, Dose, [ Dose equivalent,
g/cm 2 Gy [ Sv
Skin
2 9.47 [ 14.2
20 0.28 [ 0.43
Ocular lens
2 I 7.83 11.3
20 I 0.28 0.43
BFO
2 I 1.18 1.64
20 I 0.20 0.31
Table 11.28. Doses and Dose Equivalents for 1972 Solar Particle
Event Fluence with a 1956 Solar Particle Event Spectral Hardness
Al shield thickness, Dose, ] Dose equivalent,
g/cm 2 Gy I Sv
Skirt
2 0.3 i 15.5
20 1.99 ] 3.02
Ocular lens
2 8.95 ] 13.0
20 2.00 1 3.04
BFO
2 I 3.04 4A0
20 ] 1.71 2.62
Using the coupled neutron-proton deterministic transport code, BRYNTRN,
and the CAM model for the human geometry (Billings and Yucker, 1973), we
have computed detailed exposure estimates for the bone marrow, ocular lens,
• " " ' rand skin of astronauts on manned missions beyond the Earth s ma_netosphe e.
Calculations were performed for crews protected by nominal (2 g/cm z aluminum)
and heavily shielded (20 g/cm 2 aluminum) thicknesses of shielding for the August
1972 solar particle event, the largest ever recorded. We found that all current
exposure limits, including career limits, would be exceeded for the ocular lens
and skin if only nominal shielding is provided. For the bone marrow, 30-day
and annual limits would also be exceeded• If the crew quickly sought refuge in
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a heavily shielded storm shelter, potential exposures could be maintained within
current guidelines. Decisions to seek shelter must be made quickly, however,
because limits are initially exceeded within 6 to 7 hours after the optical flare is
observed on the solar disk. All exposure limits, except career BFO limits, would
be exceeded within about 10 hours. Health effects from such exposures include
skin erythema, epilation, blood changes, and cataract formation in the lens.
Two hypothetical worst-case SPE scenarios were also analyzed. The first
scenario assumed a February 1956 event as a part of the sequence of flares that
comprised the August 1972 event. For nominal spacecraft shielding, all exposure
limits, including career BFO limits, would be exceeded. Acute health effects are
identical to those previously mentioned for the August 1972 event. If a flare shelter
is quickly used by the crew, only the 30-day limit for BFO would be exceeded.
The time required to reach the shelter for such a high-energy event could be as
short as 20 minutes after the optical flare is observed (Foelsche et al., 1974).
The second scenario assumed the highly unlikely prospect that an SPE possessing
the August 1972 fluence with the February 1956 spectral hardness could occur.
For this hypothetical event, which has never been even approximately observed,
the estimated crew exposures would be severe and possibly life threatening, even
within a 20 g/cm 2 aluminum storm shelter.
11.10. Exposure of Female Breast
No regulatory dose limits are specifically assigned for the radiation exposure
of female breasts during manned space flight. However, the relatively high
radiosensitivity of the glandular tissue of the breasts and its potential exposure to
solar-flare protons on short- and long-term missions mandate a priori estimation
of the associated risks. In this section, a model for estimation of dose equivalent
within the breast is developed to assess important exposure factors for future
NASA missions.
The female breast and torso geometry is represented by a simple interim
model. The proton dose-buildup factor procedure discussed in a previous chapter
is used to estimate doses. A computer code has been developed that considers
geomagnetic shielding, magnetic-storm conditions, spacecraft shielding, and body
self-shielding. Inputs to the code include proton energy spectra, spacecraft orbital
parameters, STS orbiter-shielding distribution at a given position, and a single
parameter that allows for variation in breast size.
Virtually all breast cancers arise from the 15 to 20 glandular tissue lobes that
exist within the connective tissue stroma. The stroma lies beneath a thin outer
layer of skin and a subdermal layer of adipose tissue that is several millimeters to
about 1 cm thick. Most breast cancers occur centrally and laterally in proportion
to the amounts of glandular tissue in these volumes (NCRP 85 (Anon., 1986a)).
The masses of the various types of tissue in the breast vary widely between
individuals and with age.
11.10.1. Simplified breast geometry. We take as an interim geometry,
a tissue-equivalent truncated sphere placed on a finite-tissue-equivalent slab
(Shavers et al., 1991). The slab dimensions are taken as the mean dimensions of
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the trunk, and the dimensions for the truncated spheres are to be in accordance
with individual geometry. Herein we consider small, medium, and large breast
sizes by taking the sphere radius a to be taken as a parameter 7, 10, and 13 cm,
respectively, with a base after truncation of 13.4, 19.6, and 25 cm, respectively; the
0g height (a-d) is then 5, 8, and 11 cm. The sensitive sites are assumed distributed
and average exposure calculated along the axis of symmetry as a mean dose at
depths of 0.5, 2, 4, and 7 cm. For convenience, we establish a spherical coordinate
system centered at each dose point (to) and zenith outward along the axis of
symmetry. The general geometry in any meridonal plane is shown in figure 11.26.
The length l is a function of the azimuthal angle, ¢. We neglect the shielding
provided by the second breast. The chord length in the breast tissue is
1
Al(O)= [(a - to? cos2o+ to(2 a - to)]_ - (a - to)cos0
and the total chord length is
t(0) = A 1(0)
where
(11.21)
a - to - d
tan _1
1
7r
(0 < 0 < _ + el) (11.22)
and 0 is the polar angle. With the definition e = 0 - _, the trunk chord length
may be written in terms of the following function:
z = l tane- (a- d- to) (11.23)
as
/ °A2(O) = zs-ih--/t
s3-n--/
The total thickness function is then
t0) =Al(o) +/',2(o)
where
tan e2=
For larger values of O,
(z < o) ]
(o < z < t)
(Otherwise)
(11.24)
"/r
(0 < o < _ +c2) (11.25)
a-to-d
z+a-d-to (0 < z < t) }t(O) ---- sine -- -- (11.26)t+a-d-to (t < z)
sin e
The azimuthal values of l will have local minima at ¢ = 0, Tr, _-, and _rc
corresponding to/1,/2,/3, and 14. There are four boundaries in ¢ separating the
local minima and related through
11 12
cos ¢-----;= cos (_ - ¢1) (11.27)
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a = 10.0 cm
to = 0.5, 2.0, 4.0, 7.0 d
d = 2,0 cm
56 _
Figure 11.26. Breast geometry in meridional plane showing basic variables.
s
2=
12 l3
cos(62- _) cos(,,,- ¢2)
13 14
cos(¢3- .)
14
Then I as a function of azimuth is
11
cos(2.- ¢4)
(11.28)
(11.29)
(11.30)
l(¢) =///cos ¢ - (i - 1)_ (¢i-1 -_ ¢ _ ¢1) (11.31)
where _bo -_ ¢4 - 2_r. The total chord length is then given by t(8, ¢) or t(_), where
numerical values are given by equations (11,21) through (11.31). Approximate
values of li are 17, 80, 39, and 25 cm for which
¢1 _ ¢4 = {78 °, 116 °, 212.7 °, 304.2 °}
The thickness ts is taken as 25 cm. The dose response is given as usual by
RB(E ) = fax R[E, t(_)] (11.32)
The present method has been incorporated into a computer code written for the
Shuttle geometry (Wilson et al., 1990) for use in future mission analyses.
11.10.2. Results. The solar event of February 1956 was a large, high-
energy event in which energetic particles up to several GeV were observed. As a
relativistic particle event, the ground-level neutron monitor onset started about
20 minutes after the optical flare and peaked 20 minutes after onset as shown in
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figure 11.27. The intensities decayed in 2 to 3 hours after the event. In contrast,
the event of August 1972 was a relatively soft spectrum but of high intensity. Onset
was 4 hours with peak intensities reached a few hours after onset followed by slow
decay over the next dozen hours (table 11.26). In terms of high-energy intensity
and total proton fiuence, these two events bracket most other large events.
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Figure 11.27. Cosmic-ray neutron surge at sea level during large solar event of Feb. 23, 1956.
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Figure 11.29. Dose equivalent exposure along
breast centerline for Aug. 4, 1972.
A dose for a medium-size breast was calculated for these two events with two
standard shield configurations. The first shield was an aluminum shield 0.5 g/cm 2
thick, which is representative of a hardened spacesuit, and the second was the
least shielded region in the STS, which is representative of typical spacecraft
shielding without the use of a storm shelter. The concern here is not so much
the overall exposure, which varies greatly from event to event, but rather the
dose distribution which may be important in assessing the exposure. Results
are shown in figures 11.28 and 11.29. These results clearly show that the large
variations in exposure occur over a large volume of breast tissue for either event for
the aluminum shield 0.5 g/cm 2 thick. Even for a typical spacecraft configuration,
large dose gradients exist within the breast tissues for the softer solar flare spectra.
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The exposure is expected to be fairly uniform within a spacecraft for a high-energy
spectrum that resembles the spectrum of the February 1956 event.
30 [] Feb. 1956 SPE
I • Aug. 1972 SPE
2oL
._ [
'_ 2
1o-
[] Feb. 1956 SPE
4 • Aug. 1972 SPE
0 0
Skin Ocular Avg. Avg. Skin Ocular Avg. Avg.
lens BFO breast lens BFO breast
Figure 11.30. Organ dose equivalent for hard-
ened space suit for two solar events.
Figure 11.31. Organ dose equivalent for typ-
ical space vehicle for two solar events.
The average breast exposure and exposure values for other critical organs are
presented in figures 11.30 and 11.31. A comparison of figures 11.30 and 11.31
clearly shows that the average breast exposure may be twice the exposure of the
blood-forming organs, especially for low-energy, solar particle event spectra. This
is a potentially important factor in the overall exposure budget.
Qualitatively, no great differences were observed in the dose gradient along
the axis of symmetry for the three breast sizes; therefore average doses for the
three breast sizes will be within 10 percent of the average among the sizes. This
result occurs because dose distribution depends on the radius of curvature (Wilson
and KhandelwM, 1974), which varies slowly with breast size. This result greatly
simplifies the monitoring of individual exposure because the 10-cm radius model
should provide adequate values for all. This is especially true if the astronauts
are located inside the vehicle where breast-size effects are entirely negligible.
However, even for extravehicular activity in heavy space suits (0.5 g/cm2), this is
a reasonably accurate approximation.
Exposure estimates for the female breast in future space missions can be made
on the basis of a fixed, typical breast size (a = 10 era). One should remember
that dose variations within the sensitive volume can be large (a factor of 2 to 3),
although breast size does not appear to be a sensitive factor. Further work in
assessing the importance of this large dose variation should be made.
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Chapter 12
Application to Space Exploration
12.1. Introduction
The next major space endeavor after Space Station Freedom will be the human
exploration of the Moon and Mars (The 90-Day Study (Anon., 1989b)). A critical
aspect of these missions is the safety and health of the crew. One of the major
health concerns is the damaging effects of ionizing space radiation (Parker and
West, 1973). Once the crew leaves the Earth's protective environment, they will
be bombarded by radiations of varying energies and ranges of intensity. The most
harmful components of these radiations are trapped electrons and protons in the
Van Allen belts, solar flare protons, and galactic cosmic rays. Adequate shielding
will be required to protect the crew from this environment.
Astronaut doses incurred from the Van Allen belts are highly dependent on
the time spent in the high flux regions of the belt and the state of fields at the
time of exposure (Burrell, Wright, and Watts, 1968; Wilson and Cucinotta, 1984;
Cucinotta and Wilson, 1985). Large temporal variations are observed in the outer
zone for which dose incurred over a short time period may increase by an order of
magnitude and more (Wilson and Denn, 1976 and 1977; Wilson, 1978). The nature
of the energy spectrum is such that crew members in a typical shielded spacecraft
can incur very large doses. However, moderate shielding (approximately 2 g/cm 2)
and a single pass through the belts usually result in relatively small delivered
doses (<1 cSv) under normal field conditions. These doses are of most concern
for low Earth to geostationary orbit operations (Wilson and Denn, 1977; Wilson,
1978) and for spiraling trajectories through the belts. In either case, the large scale
fluctuations are of great importance in determining shield requirements. Although
galactic cosmic rays (GCR) are ever present, the low-energy GCR are deflected
by the geomagnetic field (Wilson, 1978).
Outside the influence of the Earth's magnetic field, the astronauts will be
constantly bombarded by galactic cosmic rays. The constant bombardment of
these particles delivers a steady although low-level dose rate. The intensity
of the GCR flux varies over the approximately l 1-year solar cycle due to the
interplanetary plasma resulting from the expanding solar corona. The maximum
dose received occurs at solar minimum due to the lower solar plasma output'.
For the long-duration missions, this dose can become career limiting. Thus, the
amount of shielding required to protect the astronauts will depend on the time
within the solar cycle and duration of the mission.
Anomalously large solar proton events are relatively rare with one or two events
per solar cycle. The largest flares observed in cycles 18 and 19 are the November
1948, February 1956, the May to July 1959 events series, and the November
1960 series. It was generally believed that the unusually large solar turbulence
experienced in cycles 18 and 19 resulted in the largest events to be observed.
However, the rather uneventful cycle 20 at the close of its activity produced an
event on August 4, 1972, completely out of proportion to all expectations (Wilson
and Denn, 1976; Wilson, 1978). Solar cycle 21 (1975-1986) proved relatively quiet
with no unusually large events. However, with the onset of cycle 22, old concerns
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are confirmed with several large events occurring in the latter half of 1989. A
solar flare event can be very dangerous if a spacecraft is inadequately shielded
because flares can deliver a very high dose in a short period of time as was first
made clear by the August 1972 event (Wilson and Denn, 1976). For relatively
short-duration missions (2-3 months), the most important radiation hazard is
the possibility of an unusually large solar proton event. The amount of shielding
required for protection will depend on the nature of the energy spectrum and
intensity of the flare. The means of setting shield requirements for such events are
uncertain because there is no way yet of predicting either event size or spectrum.
Shielding must be provided to maintain crew doses to an acceptable level.
Currently there are no limits established for exploratory class missions; however,
it is recommended by NCRP 98 (Anon., 1989a, p. 163) that limits established
for operations in low Earth orbit be used as guidelines for mission studies. The
Space Station Freedom (SSF) limits are established (table 12.1) by the National
Council on Radiation Protection and Measurement (NCRP 98 (Anon., 1989a))
and include dose equivalent limits for the blood-forming organ (BFO), ocular
lens, and skin. For high-energy radiation from galactic cosmic rays and solar flare
protons, the dose delivered to the BFO is the most important because of latent
carcinogenic effects. Although other organs of the individual are at risk to cancer,
only the blood-forming organ (BFO), ocular lens, and skin have been specifically
limited (NCRP 98 (Anon., 1989a)). It is generally regarded that the BFO dose
is a good indicator of whole-body exposure. Such notions are founded on ground
level experience and need not apply to space radiation where large dose gradients
are known to exist and have important consequences on risk assessment (Shinn,
Wilson, and Nealy, 1990; Shavers et al., 1991). When detailed body geometry
is not considered, the BFO dose is usually computed as the dose incurred at
a depth of 5 cm in tissue as recommended by the Space Science Board (1970).
Dose equivalent rate limits are established for short-term exposures (30 days),
annual exposures, and total career exposure. These values are given in table 12.1.
Note that dose equivalent is used for all limits although the quality factor mainly
applies to carcinogenesis and mutagenesis (NCRP 98 (Anon., 1989a)). Short-
term exposures are important when considering solar flare events because of their
high dose rate (Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiations, 1990
(BEIR V)). Doses received from CCR on long-duration missions are especially
Table 12.1. Dose Equivalent Limits Recommended for
U.S. Astronauts in Low Earth Orbit
Exposure
time
Career ........
Annual ........
30 days . .......
Dose equivalent recommended
!imit, Sv, for--
BFO
all 4
0.5
0.25
Ocular lens Skin
6
3
1.5
avaries with age and gender.
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important to total career limits, which are determined by the age and gender of
the individual. For instance, career limits for typical male and female astronauts
who are 30 years old at the time of their first exposure are 2 Sv and 1.4 Sv,
respectively. The limit on whole-body exposure for a 3-year Mars mission would
be 1.5 Sv using the BFO limit for SSF compared with the limit used in the Soviet
Union space program of 4 Sv (Yablontsev, 1990). The appropriateness of the use
of quality factors for GCR exposures is unknown (NCRP 98 (Anon., 1989a)).
Current mission scenarios for the Nation's Space Exploration Initiative are
described in The 90-Day Study (Anon., 1989b). The final goal of the Initiative
is to establish two permanent operational outposts on both the Moon and Mars.
After a 3-day trip from Earth to the Moon, crew rotation times on the surface are
described as starting with a 30-day stay, to a 6-month stay, to a 12-month stay,
and finally growing to a 600-day stay. The flight time to Mars is estimated to take
from 7 months to over a year each way. Crew rotations on the martian surface are
described as starting with a 30-day stay, to a 90-day stay, up to a 600-day stay.
Thus, an entire Mars mission is estimated to take anywhere from 500 to 1000
days round trip. Different shielding strategies will exist for each phase of each
lunar and martian mission. Deep space shielding requirements for lunar transfer
vehicles will differ greatly from those selected for the Mars vehicles because of the
large differences in travel time. Likewise, planetary habitation shielding strategies
utilizing local resources will differ greatly from the transfer vehicles. Habitation
shielding on the lunar surface versus that on the martian surface will also differ
greatly because of the differences in the environment and the protection provided
by the martian atmosphere.
12.2. Space-Radiation Environment
The types of particle radiations that occur in space are summarized in fig-
ure 12.1. There are both temporal as well as spatial variations. For example,
trapped particles exist only in the geomagnetic field where mirror points lie well
above the atmosphere, the solar wind can only be seen outside the Earth's mag-
netosphere, the auroral electrons are trapped particles with mirror points in the
atmosphere and are seen only in polar regions during geomagnetic disturbances,
solar cosmic rays are rare transient events associated with solar flares, and so on.
(See Wilson (1978) for more details.) The radiations with energies below 100 keV
and the protons below 10 MeV are mainly important only from a material point
of view--for example, thermal control coatings--and are considered biologically
unimportant. The radiations of immediate importance for biological consideration
are the trapped protons in the inner zone, the trapped electrons in both the inner
and the outer zones, and solar flare protons. Galactic cosmic rays are also bio-
logically important. They are of low intensity but many questions surround them
because of their particular composition, and their biological action is potentially
hazardous and not well understood experimentally. Data used in constructing
figure 12.1 are taken from Noll and McElroy (Anon., 1975a), Foelschc (1963),
McDonald (1963), Divine (Anon., 1975b), and Johnson (1965).
The impact of radiation on Earth orbital operations is shown in table 12.2
(Wilson, 1978). We see that imposed limits are very restrictive in some regions of
space. Within the inner zone below 400 n.mi. are mostly protons and electrons.
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Figure 12.1. Space-radiation environment (Wilson, 1978).
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Table 12.2. Impact of Radiation on Operations in Earth Orbit
Source
Inner zone
(h < 400 n.mi)
-Outer zone
(h > 19000 .n.mi)
_Solar
cosmic
rays
Galactic
cosmic
rays
Particles
Protons
Electrons
Electrons
Proton
Alpha
Proton
Alpha
Carbon
Iron
Aluminum
shielding,
g/cm 2
6.7
1.4
5
10
Number
of
days a
22
9O
9O
0.25
0.5
Limiting factor
Testes
Testes
,bSkin, lens, BFO
Lens, testes, skin
BFO, lens, testes
Nonregenerative
tissue with
unique function?
aNumber of days to reach quarterly exposure limit.
bpersonal shielding is assumed for testes.
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Behind a shield 2 g/cm 2 thick, only about 22 days are required to reach the
quarterly exposure limit at this altitude. The limiting biological factor is the testes
which could be protected by personal shielding. As for the outer zone, which is
important to the space solar power satellites and interplanetary transportation,
the radiation is primarily electrons, and a shield constructed from aluminum
on the order of 6.7 g/cm 2 is required to reach the quarterly exposure limits in
90 days. The limiting biological factor is again the testes. If the bremsstrahlung
is eliminated by putting a high Z material on the innerside of the wall, the shield
could be reduced substantially. Then a shield thickness of only 1.4 g/cm 2 is
required to meet the quarterly exposure limit in 90 days and the limiting factors
are skin, ocular lens, and the blood-forming organs. This shield 1.4 g/cm thick is,
of course, an absolute minimum shield because there is no personal shielding that
is practical for the organs involved. Interplanetary travel exposure is reduced by
a rapid transit through this region but large short-term temporal variations need
to be addressed (Wilson and Denn, 1977; Wilson, 1978). The solar cosmic rays
consist mostly of protons and alphas with fewer other particles. Behind 5 g/cm 2,
only about 6 hours are required to reach exposure limits, and the limiting factors
2
are listed in table 12.2. For a shield of 10 g/cm , it takes about 0.5 day to reach
exposure limits for the ocular lens and testes, which can be protected by using
personal shielding. The galactic cosmic rays contain a little bit of everything,
and the type of shielding required and the number of days to reach exposure
limits are presently in question. Most probably the hazard will be associated with
nonregenerative tissues which also have a unique function, carcinogenesis, and
mutagenesis. Galactic heavy ions will probably be the ultimate limiting factor
in space operations, but all these points are still open for debate since definitive
biological data are still lacking (NCRP 98 (Anon., 1989a)). Conclusions are drawn
from data taken from Burrell, Wright, and Watts (1968), Wilson and Denn (1976
and 1977), and Grahn (1973).
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Figure 12.2. Galactic heavy ion intensities.
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Figure 12.3. Galactic cosmic-ray ion spectra
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12.2.1. Galactic cosmic rays. Figure 12.2 shows how the abundance of
galactic cosmic rays falls off as the higher atomic numbers are reached (J. A.
Simpson and M. Garcia-Munoz, University of Chicago). 1 The dose is proportional
to the charge squared. The relative dose contribution is more nearly the same
for different particle types; it doesn't follow that the less abundant types are
necessarily negligible. The deep space differential spectra are shown in figure 12.3
for solar minimum conditions (Adams, Silberberg, and Tsao, 1981).
The galactic cosmic rays are affected by interaction with the Earth's magnetic
field (fig. 12.4). Mainly the low rigidity particles are excluded from equatorial
regions at low altitudes, whereas near the poles the particles may come in freely
at all altitudes. Although the particles with low rigidity are seen at low altitude
mainly near the polar region, the heavy ions are by far the most rigid particles
(mass to charge ratio) of the galactic beam. Consequently, mostly protons are lost
in the equatorial region having a greater proportion of heavy ions.
Figure 12.4. Galactic cosmic-ray interaction with geomagnetic field.
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12.2.2. Solar activity. Most space radiations are affected by solar activity
in one way or the other, either as their source or in some secondary effect.
Figure 12.5 shows the annual smoothed sunspot numbers for the past few hundred
years. The main feature is that the concept of a "typical" solar cycle is uncertain.
1 Unpublished data measured aboard IMP-4 in 1970.
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It is clearly illustrated that cycle 19 is one of the most extreme cycles in terms
of sunspot numbers that we have ever seen (last full cycle at right). Cycle 20,
shown in part just to the right of cycle 19, was pretty close to an average cycle
and we should keep that in mind when we discuss solar cosmic rays later. These
data were taken from Sleeper (1972).
One effect observed during solar activity was the fluctuation of the expanding
solar corona. The galactic cosmic rays coming in from galactic space interact
with this plasma and slow down. In figure 12.6 we show the amount of energy
that the particles lose coming in from galactic space to Earth orbit represented
as a potential function. It correlates reasonably well with sunspot number which
is related to solar activity. These data were taken from O'Brien (1972). The
effects of increased solar modulation during solar maximum are demonstrated in
figure 12.7.
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Figure 12.6. Galactic cosmic-ray modulation parameter and solar activity (O'Brien, 1972).
12.2.3. Solar cosmic rays. Occasional solar flares are associated with the
Sun and solar activity. Plasma is ejected from a large number of optical flares,
and this causes type IV radio bursts. During some of these flares (actually very
few), there are particles that are ejected at high energy into interplanetary space.
These high-energy particles are able to escape the solar magnetic fields only if
the lines are open to the interplanetary region. The data shown in figure 12.8
were taken from Slutz et al. (1971), King (1974), and Blizard (1969). This figure
shows the sunspot numbers during cycles 19 and 20 and plots of the proton fluence
greater than 30 MeV. This is the total fluence of each individual particle event as
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a function of time of occurrence. There is a rough correlation between the number
of particles and the degree of solar activity. Generally there are anywhere from
one to perhaps five solar events which might be called major events during any
particular cycle.
Some details of what happened during cycles 18, 19, and 20 can be found
in figure 12.9. Here we show just the major events that occurred during these
particular cycles; notice that, in general, the largest events happened during the
ascending or descending phase of the solar cycle. Major events are usually absent
during solar maximum and, of course, also during solar minimum. The events
denoted by dashes are of little significance to manned space flight. Data were
taken from Blizard (1969) and King (1974).
There is a rough correlation between the solar activity and the particle fluences
that are observed in any given year. Plotted in figure 12.10 are proton yearly
fluences as a function of the average yearly sunspot number during cycle 19 for
protons of energy greater than 1 MeV (upper curve), greater than 10 MeV (middle
curve), and greater than 40 MeV (lower curve). There is some general dependence
of the fluence of particles associated with sunspot number, although there are
significant deviations. These correlations are made for predictive purposes. If the
sunspot numbers in the next cycle can be predicted, a correlation between sunspot
number and particle fluence can be made. Then it is possible to make an estimate
of what sort of exposure might be expected in the coming solar cycle. Data were
taken from Webber (1966) and Curtis, Doherty, and Wilkinson (1969).
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A set of such predictions based on the correlations shown in figure 12.10 is
shown in figure 12.11 for some predictive models on solar cycles. We plotted the
calendar year as a function of the proton fluence and we show cycle 19 on which
the correlations were based. The solid curves are the observed values going into
cycle 20, and the dashed curves are the predicted values. The predictions were
fairly accurate up to August 1972; after that there are rather large deviations
from the predictive curve. In fact, while we thought that cycle 20 was going to be
a rather mild cycle it turned out that the largest event, as far as space exposure
is concerned, occurred during this rather ordinary cycle--consequently changing
our thinking about the importance of solar flares (Wilson and Denn, 1976). We
always thought solar flares were serious but we did not realize just how hazardous
(potentially lethal) they were until August 1972. Data were taken from Curtis
and Wilkinson (1971) and King (1974).
Figure 12.12 shows the data for energies above 10 MeV as a function of sunspot
number from cycle 19 (figure 12.11) with the observation made during cycle 20
added to it. We see that the August 1972 event gives most of the contribution
during that particular year. Keeping the correlation curve of figure 12.10 in mind
and comparing the location of the 1962 event and 1972 event (or the 1962 year
and the 1972 year), these correlations are accurate to within about a factor of 10
on the basis of the data we now have.
In particular, the event of November 1960 and the May-July event series of
1959 were previously thought to be the most serious events we had to design for
in space operations. Now we find that the exposure from the August 1972 event
is about three to four times greater than the two earlier events. Whether we will
have a future event that will exceed the dose of the August 1972 event is an open
question. Obviously, one would expect that an even larger event could occur with
some smaller probability. How to assign the chance of occurrence is questionable.
The solar cosmic rays produced on the Sun must still travel to Earth. The
transit time between the Sun and the Earth is typically 20 minutes for relativistic
particles, but sometimes it takes up to a few hours depending on the spectrum
and the interplanetary magnetic field configuration (fig. 12.13). The spectral
distribution at Earth changes as a function of time because high-energy particles
tend to arrive before lower energy particles. The angular distribution of the
particles varies greatly from event to event. During some of the high-energy events,
the particles tend to be directional early in the event and approach isotropy later as
the lower energy particles arrive. Similar to galactic cosmic rays, the solar protons
tend to be eliminated from equatorial regions of the Earth's magnetosphere.
However, nearly all particles incident in polar regions are transmitted to low
altitudes (fig. 12.13).
The integral fluence spectra of three major proton events observed during
cycles 19 and 20 are shown in figure 12.14. It was previously thought that the
November 1960 event was the most hazardous for space operations, and we were
basing our designs on this limit. As the figure shows, the August 1972 event
dominates at energies below 100 MeV, and it has changed our thinking about the
limits for the most hazardous case. We originally considered the largest event
observed in the cycle of greatest activity to be the worst-case event, i.e., November
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Figure 12.14. Proton fluence of three major
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1960. Now a much larger event has occurred in a rather inactive cycle which
destroys our logic. Someday the August 1972 event may well be overshadowed by
some future event. These data were taken from Foelsche (1963) and King (1974).
The dose equivalent in the center of the sphere of radius r is shown in
figure 12.15. Compare the August 1972 depth-dose relation to that of the February
1956 event. Clearly in the region about 1 to 20 g/cm 2, which is the important
region for spacecraft shielding, the August 1972 event is (in places) an order of
magnitude more serious than the February 1956 event. The November 1960 event
lies about halfway between these two curves.
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Figure 12.15. Dose equivalent from two ma-
jor solar events (Wilson and Denn, 1976).
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Figure 12.16 presents the exposure limits and the dose behind a shield of
1 g/cm 2 during the August 1972 event. The dose limits were determined by
calculating the effective average quality factor for the August 4, I972 event. This
average quality factor is about 1.3, and it is the value used in deriving this figure.
Of course the average quality factor is spectrum dependent; 1.3 cannot be used
for all events because it depends very much on the energy content of the event.
For this particular quality factor the exposure limits are reached for the lens of
the eye first and the skin later. Note that the dose greatly exceeds the allowed
limits behind the shielding 1 g/cm 2 thick, which in the past has been a typical
thickness for spacecraft shielding. These curves also take into account the body
geometry (Khandelwal and Wilson, 1974; Billings and "fucker, 1973). Data were
taken from Wilson and Denn (1976).
The 30-day exposure limits and also the time required to reach these exposure
limits during the August 1972 event are shown in table 12.3. This is the time after
the onset of particle emission--not the time after the optical flare is observed but
rather the time after the particles are first seen arriving at Earth's orbit. Generally,
if a person is very lightly shielded he still has about 2 to 4 hours to seek shelter.
This is adequate time to move to a more protective region. At 10 g/cm 2 of tissue
equivalent material, the dose limits to the BFO and skin are never reached. The
limiting factors are the lens of the eye and the testes, and these can be taken
care of by using personal shielding. Therefore, a shelter of about 10 g/cm 2 of a
material like polyethylene (plus personal shielding) would be adequate protection
from the August 1972 event. Data were taken from Wilson and Denn (1976).
Table 12.3. Time Required to Reach Exposure Limits for
August 4, 1972 Event
Shield
thickness,
g/cm 2
0.2
0.4
1
5
" 10
BFO,
hr
6.0
6.1
6.3
8.9
(3o
Skin,
hr
Ocular
lens,
hr
i.93.0
3.5
4.7
8.0
oQ
2.4
3.6
6.5
11.7
Testes, a
hr
4.4
4.9
5.2
7.3
12.7
aValues are overestimated since the testes dose is taken to be the same as the
BFO dose.
Solar cycle 21 (1975-1986) was relatively quiet with no flare events of these
magnitudes recorded. The flares of cycle 21 may constitute the typical proton
fluence within a solar cycle due to the more normally occurring smaller and
medium size events. The proton fluxes due to flare events were measured
by particle monitors onboard the InterplanetaD" Monitoring Platform satellites,
IMP-7 and IMP-8. Fifty-five flares within solar cycle 21 had integral fluences
greater that 107 protons/cm 2 for energies greater than 10 MeV. The other flares
of lower fluence and energy would contribute negligibly to dose calculations.
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Figure 12.17(a) shows the integral fluences of the 55 flares as they are distributed
in time throughout the cycle, and figure 12.17(b) shows the fluence spectra for
each of these flares (Goswami et al., 1988).
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Figure 12.17. Solar proton flares during solar cycle 21 (1975-1986) (Goswami et al., 1988).
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Figure 12.18. Six large solar flare integral fluences based on 1989 GOES-7 data (Sauer, Zwickl,
and Ness, 1990).
With the onset of solar cycle 22 (1986-1997), several flares larger than any
recorded in cycle 21 have already occurred in the months of August through
December 1989. Six flares occurring in this time frame have been recorded by the
GOES-7 satellite. Figure 12.18 shows the proton fluence energy spectra based on
rigidity functions reported by Sauer, Zwickl, and Ness (1990). The magnitude
of the October 1989 event is on the order of that of the August 1972 event
and has heightened concern over flare shielding strategies. The addition of these
six flares can provide a fairly realistic estimate of a flare environment that may
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be encountered during missions taking place in the 5 or 6 years of active Sun
conditions.
12.2.4. Geomagnetic effects on orbital environment. Charged particles
arriving at some location within the geomagnetosphere are deflected by the
Lorentz force eY ×/_ which prevents penetration for some directions of incidence
and some energies. Such phenomena were extensively studied by StSrmer (1930)
for a dipole magnetic field which provides the basis for classifying the orbital
trajectories of charged particles arriving at some location within the field. As a
part of StSrmer's theory, allowed trajectories with no connection to asymptotic
trajectories exist; these are now recognized as trapping regions associated with
Van Allen radiation. Numerical solutions to the charged particle equations of
motion in a more realistic geomagnetic field model were introduced by McCracken
(1962a, 1962b, and 1962c) and further advanced by Smart and Shea (1983), Shea
and Smart (1983), and Shea, Smart, and Gentile (1983). Our purpose here is not
to supplant the vastly detailed numerical work but to seek a simple analytic form
to reasonably approximate the more general numerical solutions. The numerical
work of Smart and Shea is indispensable.
The geomagnetic field can be reasonably approximated by a tilted dipole with
moment M = re331 500 nT displaced from the Earth's center by 430 km or 0.068re,
where re -- 6378 kin. The tilt angle is 11.7 ° at 69 ° W longitude. The magnetic
quadrupole contributions are then about 10 percent at the surface and decrease
to 5 percent at 2re. Higher order moments are even smaller. The motion of
charged particles in the geomagnetic field was studied extensively by StSrmer.
We outline his methods herein. In spherical coordinates, St6rmer showed that the
azimuth angle ¢ is an ignorable coordinate possessing an integral for the particles
trajectories such that
cosw -- 7 /[ZeM}h sin 0 (12.1)
mvr sin O \ mvc ] r 2
where m is the mass of the particle, Ze is the charge, v is the velocity, c is the
velocity of light, r is radial distance from the center of the field, 0 is colatitude, 7 is
an integration constant, and w is the angle between the velocity vector and the
azimuthal direction. The allowed St6rmer regions consist of the space for which
[cosw[ ___I 7 (ZeM_sinOmvr sin 0 \ mvc / -7 -< 1 (12.2)
Further analysis of the condition in equation (12.2) shows stable trapping regions
as well as the StSrmer main cone of transmission given for 7 = 2mv(ZeM/mvc) 1/2.
The StSrmer main cone is given (Kuhn, Schwamb, and Payne, 1965) by the solid
angle element
f_ = 2zr(1 + cosa_) (12.3)
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which contains the allowed directions of arrival for particles of rigidity R (momen-
tum per unit charge) given by
M sin 4 0
R = r _ (12.4)
[1 + (1 - sin 3 0 cosw)l/2_ 2C r 2
L .l
Henceforth we replace the colatitude 0 by the magnetic latitude )_m and note that
ft varies from 0 to 4rr reaching its half-value at w = r/2 including angles up to
the vertical direction. The vertical cutoff model is expressed as
f_ _ 47r U [n - R C (Am)] (12.5)
where the vertical cutoff rigidity from equation (12.4) is
M
Rc (,_m) = _ cop ,_m (12.6)
and U(x) is the unit step function.
Not included in the above formalism axe those trajectories which axe cut off
by the shadow cast by the solid Earth. The fraction of the solid angle covered
by the shadow of the Earth is estimated with the assumption that the curvature
of the local trajectories is large compared with the radius of the Earth (Kuhn,
Schwamb, and Payne, 1965). Then the solid angle fraction is
f_sh-- 1[l+c°s(sin-l_)]4_-2 (12.7)
The corrected solid angle for the vertical cutoff model is then
a = a hu In - Rc (12.s)
which leaves the local solid angle open to transmission of charged particles of
rigidity R at altitude r and geomagnetic latitude Am.
Spacecraft in low Earth orbit (LEO) are typically in circular orbits; this
simplifies the analysis. The orbit plane is inclined with respect to the equatorial
plane. Since the angular momentum (spin) of the Earth and the orbital angular
momentum of the spacecraft are conserved, the angle between them is fixed
and equal to the inclination angle i. The magnetic axis rotates with the Earth
and therefore precesses about the rotational axis within a 24-hour period. The
geographic location of the ascending node likewise moves around the geographic
equator every 24 hours. The inclination of the orbit plane relative to the magnetic
axis im likewise is periodic. If 77 is the geographic coordinate of the ascending node
line, then
cos im= cos i cos am + sin i sin am cos (r/- ¢m - 90 °) (12.9)
r
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where Om and q_m are the magnetic north pole colatitude and longitude. The
average transmission factor around this orbit F is then
-- _sh _0 zmF(R,i,7?) = i--_ U [R - Rc(A)] dA -- --im- Am fish (12.10)im
where Am is the magnetic latitude with cutoff at R as given by
Rc(Am ) = R (12.11)
We note that im goes through a maximum and minimum orbit corresponding to
_max = Cm -- 90 ° and ?Tmin _-- Cm + 90 ° for which im _ i +Om and i m = li -- Om[,
respectively, as we have shown elsewhere (Wilson et al., 1990).
We may also calculate the long-term average over many days of orbits by
averaging equation (12.10) over the node angle y as
F(R,i)= 1 f_,_ im-A._
_Jo _'_sh Zrn dr 1 _S r im - Am
-- - _sh de (12.12)
7r A i_m
where
and
cos im= cos i cos Om+ sin i sin Om cos ¢
o ][cos Am-COS i cos OmCA ----- COS- 1 [ sin i sin Om
7r
(12.13)
(Am_<li - Oral)]
(1i- o. t _< _<i + 0m) / (12.14)(Am>
Equation (12.12) may be rewritten as
-F(R,i) l']sh [(1 _)eft'Am ].... -r-- de (12.15)
"K A _rn
where the last integral is approximated by a numerical quadrature. The results of
equation (12.15) are compared with the numerical calculations of Smart and Shea
(1983) for 400-kin (216-n.mi.) orbits at several inclinations in figure 12.19 for this
centered dipole field model with Om = 11.7 ° (tilt angle) and longitude Cm = -69 °
(69 ° W).
An important correction to the centered dipole field is the displacement of the
geomagnetic dipole 430 km (232 n.mi.) from the Earth's center. Unfortunately,
the formalism is very complicated, since the distance r from the dipole center is no
longer constant even for a circular orbit. The offset dipole decreases the cutoffs
in the Atlantic hemisphere defined by the meridional plane normal to the tilt
direction and increases the cutoffs in the remaining hemisphere over the Pacific.
We define two cutoff functions for centered dipole fields as
14.9
nj(Am) - ( ÷oJ)'r'-_"2 cos 4 Am
(12.16)
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Figure 12.19. Dipole maximum and minimum cutoff model and numerical simulation of exact
geomagnetic field model.
where j = A, 5 A = 593 km (320 n.mi.) for the Atlantic hemisphere; j = P, 5p =
-504km (-272 n.mi.) for the Pacific; )_m is the usual magnetic latitude which
depends on the hemisphere; and r is the geocentric radius of the orbit. The value
14.9 GV is found from the value of the dipole moment of re331500 nT, and values
of 5j were chosen to match the minimum equatorial cutoff in the Atlantic region of
Shea and Smart (1983) and the maximum cutoff in the Pacific. The calculation of
the orbit average transmission factor is as before except that the two hemispheres
are considered separately as
1 _m - AA + (12.17)i, =
where
RA()_A) = R (12.18)
and
Rp(Ap) = R (12.19)
Similarly, the long-term average of equation (12.12) is extended to each hemisphere
as
F(R, i) = _ A \ im / p i-m- d¢ (12.20)
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Figure 12.21. Vertical cutoff contours showing location of corresponding magnetic poles.
Table 12.4. Geographic Locations of Offset
Poles in Present Calculations
Magnetic Longitude, Tilt,
pole era, deg Ore, deg
i6North
South
-69
121 22
where the integrals are evaluated as described for equation (12.15). The average
transmission factors of equation (12.20) are compared with the numerical calcu-
lations of Smart and Shea (1983) in figure 12.20. The tilt angles of the poles
(Johnson, 1965) are given in table 12.4 along with suitably chosen longitudes
and are shown in relation to the vertical cutoff rigidities of Shea and Smart in
figure 12.21.
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During times of intense solar activity, the solar plasma emitted in solar flares
and subflares advances outward and arrives at 1 AU from the Sun. If the Earth
is locally present, the plasma interacts with the geomagnetic field in which the
plasma pressure performs work on the local geomagnetic field. The initial impact
produces hydromagnetic waves causing a general increase in geomagnetic intensity.
As plasma flow is established, it generates large electric ring currents and a
corresponding impressed magnetic storm field. In the initial phase (hydromagnetic
wave), the storm field is parallel to the equatorial field after which the storm
field reverses in the main phase of the storm caused by ring currents within the
magnetopause and opposes the quiet field, causing a net decrease of the field
strength. The main phase is followed by slow recovery to the quiet field conditions
(Johnson, 1965)•
The magnetic storm model used here assumes a uniform magnetic field im-
pressed on the normal quiet field (Kuhn, Schwamb, and Payne, 1965). The storm
field strength can be found from the change in the horizontal field component
around the geomagnetic equator. We represent this field by /-/st. Typical values
of/-/st in the main phase range from substorm values -10 nT to severe storms
with -500 nT. On rare occasions, for very intense storms, the storm field exceeds
-1000 nT.
Magnetic disturbances have been observed for many years, and various classifi-
cation schemes for such disturbances have been proposed. The planetary magnetic
index Kp is based on magnetometer measurements of 12 stations worldwide. The
Kp index is related to a derived planetary index ap and storm field strength by
Bartels (Johnson, 1965) given in table 12.5.
Table 12.5. Relation of Magnetic Indices to
Magnetic Storm Field Strength
_7
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
4
7
15
27
48
80
132
207
400
• [Hst,[, nT
0
8
14
30
54
96
160
264
414
800
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The vertical cutoff rigidity as given by equation (12.16) is further modified
to approximate the effects of geomagnetic disturbances. It was shown by Kuhn,
Schwamb, and Payne (1965) that the appropriate equation is
Re(Am) = --_ cos4 _m 1 + _ cos_), m
for the centered dipole field. In the context of our approximation of the offset-
tilted dipole field, we get
Rj( m)= cos4Am1+ cos - m 1 (12.22)
This vertical cutoff replaces equation (12.16) and applies to storm conditions.
Note that the cutoff is zero whenever the result of equation (12.22) is negative.
The corresponding transmission factor on the worst-case orbit (_/_ 211 °) is shown
in relation to the quiet field average transmission factors of Smart and Shea (1983)
in figure 12.22.
12.2.5. Dose estimation. In passing through tissue, energetic protons
interact mostly through ionization of atomic constituents by the transfer of small
amounts of momentum to orbital electrons. Although the nuclear reactions are
far less numerous, their effects are magnified because of the large momentum
transferred to the nuclear particles and the struck nucleus itself. Unlike the
secondary electrons formed through atomic ionization by interaction with the
primary protons, the radiations resulting from nuclear reactions are mostly heavy
ionizing and generally have large biological effectiveness. Many of the secondary
particles of nuclear reactions are sufficiently energetic to promote similar nuclear
reactions and thus cause a buildup of secondary radiations. The description of such
processes requires solution of the transport equation. The approximate solutions
for the transition of protons in 30-cm-thick slabs of soft tissue for fixed incident
energies have been made (Wilson and Khandelwal, 1976). The results of such
calculations are dose conversion factors for relating the primary monoenergetic
proton fluence to dose or dose equivalent as a function of position in a tissue slab.
Whenever the radiation is spatially uniform, the dose at any point x in a
convex object may be calculated (Wilson and Khandelwal, 1974) by
(12.23)
where Rn(z, E) is the dose at depth z for normal incident protons of energy E on
a tissue slab, ¢(f_, E) is the local differential proton fluence along direction _, and
Zx(_) is the distance from the boundary along _ to point 2. It has been shown that
equation (12.23) always overestimates the dose but is an accurate estimate when
the ratio of the proton beam divergence due to nuclear reaction to the radius of
curvature of the body is small (Wilson and Khandelwal, 1974). Equation (12.23)
is a practical prescription for introducing nuclear reaction effects into calculations
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Figure 12.22. Maximum transmission factor for various storm fields and quiet time average
transmission of Smart and Shea (1983). r] = 211 °.
of dose in geometrically complex objects such as the human body. The main
requirement is that the dose conversion factors for a tissue slab be adequately
known for a broad range of energies and depths. The dose conversion factors for
tissue were derived by Wilson and Khandelwal (1976), and a correction for an
aluminum shield is found in chapter 8. The spacecraft geometry is taken as an
aluminum sphere of large radius.
12.2.6. Method for Shuttle geometry. In section 12.2.5, the calculation
of astronaut (convex object) exposure in the center of a large aluminum sphere
of arbitrary thickness was derived for a specific orbit with either the quiet
geomagnetic field or with a geomagnetic disturbance. We denote that result by
Dsph(ts), and it has a different value for each critical organ for which exposure
within the aluminum sphere of thickness ts is evaluated. Within the context of
assumed isotropic radiation, the exposure at some location within the Shuttle
(taken as a typical spacecraft geometry) is
_0 °°D = Dsph(ts) f(ts) dts (12.24)
where f(ts) describes the mass distribution of the Shuttle structure assumed to be
aluminum about that particular location. Physically, f(ts) dts is the solid angle
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fraction for which the areal density to the Shuttle surface lies between ts and
t8 +dts. The cumulative distribution of areal density is given by
tsFc(ts) = f(ts) dts (12.25)
and is shown for two locations in the Shuttle (Atwell et al., 1989) in figure 12.23.
Also shown in figure 12.23 are the following approximate functions:
0.176 (1 < t8 < 2)}
fl(t,) = 0.113 (2 < < 20)
0.353 (20 _< ts _< 120)
(12.26)
and 0.303
{ --7_-_ (l<:ts<6) } (12.27)f2(ts) = 0.147 (6 < ts < 132)
where the functions are understood to be zero outside specified ranges. For-
mulas (12.24), (12.26), and (12.27) are used in conjunction with the methods
described in sections 12.2.4 and 12.2.5 to estimate Shuttle exposure in the two
locations, referred to by Atwell et al. (1989) as dosimeter locations 1 and 2, which
are the most and the least shielded locations in the Shuttle crew compartment, re-
spectively. The method can be easily expanded to include more astronaut organs
and other Shuttle locations.
10o
w__ 80 Dosi_
a4o
_ _- Dosimeter 1
20
0 I i i 111111 i i i J_lll| i i i iiiill
10 0 101 10 2 10 3
Equivalent AI thickness, 7", g/cm 2
Figure 12.23. Mass distribution of two locations on Shuttle flight deck (Atwell et al., 1989).
12.2.7. Results. The maximum exposure limits in force for the Space Station
Freedom are shown in table 12.1. The dose and dose equivalent to critical body
organs for an aluminum shield 1 g/cm 2 thick are shown in tables 12.6 through
12.9 for various storm conditions (//st). The exposures are shown for a worst
exposed orbit (r/ = 211 °) and the average over all rL The average is shown,
since average transmission factors are calculated by several groups, and one may
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be tempted to use the transmission factor appropriate for the galactic cosmic-ray
background (Curtis, Doherty, and Wilkinson, 1969; Adams, 1987). It is clear from
the results in tables 12.6 through 12.9 that such use of average cutoffs provides
exposure estimates which could be too small by a factor of 2 to 10. Such an
underestimate is clearly unacceptable. Furthermore, if the current dose estimates
are compared with values for transmission factors derived for a tilted concentric
dipole field (Wilson et al., 1990), the dose values of the current field model are a
factor of 3 to 5 higher. The eccentric field has two effects which lower the cutoffs.
The offset displaces the South magnetic pole to lower latitudes and lowers the
geomagnetic cutoff values over the Atlantic. The methods derived herein allow
evaluating exposures as a function of the location of the line of nodes and should
provide acceptable estimates of exposure.
Table 12.6. Skin Dose Behind Aluminum Shield 1 g/cm 2 Thick During
February 25, 1956, November 12-13, 1960, and August 4, 1972,
Events With Various Storm Fields
Orbit
inclination,
deg
30, max
30, avg
40, max
40, avg
50, max
50, .avg
Skin dose, cGy, during--
Feb. 1956 for Nov.-1960 for
Hst, nT, of-
_.,
-100 -500 -900
< 0.1 2.2 12.0
< 0.1 0.3 2.6
2.9 19.0 28.0
0.4 5.4 9.8
17.0 31.0 39.0
4.8 13.0 18.0
. Hst, nT, of--
-100 -500 -900
0 4.9 34.0
0 O.5 7.1
6.3 53.0 79.0
0.8 15.0 28.0
47.0 89.0 111.0
13.0 36.0 51.0
Aug. 1972 forHst, nT, of--
-100 -500 -900
0 15.0 100.0
0 1.6 22.0
19.0 170.0 240.0
2.3 47.0 86.0
140.0 280.0 340.0
39.0 110.0 160.0
Table 12.7. Skin Dose Equivalent Behind Aluminum Shield 1 g/cm 2 Thick
During February 25, 1956, November 12-13, 1960, and August 4, 1972,
Events With Various Storm Fields
Skin dose equivalent, CSv, during-
'Feb. 195-6 for Nov. 1960-for
. Hst,
Orbit
inclination,
deg . . -100
30, max
30, avg
40, max
40, avg
50, max
50, avg
nT, of--
-500 -900
< 0.1 3.3 17.0
< 0.1 0.4 3.7
4.3 27.0 39.0
0.7 7.7 14.0
24.0 44.0 54.0
6.8 18.0 25.0
gst_. nT, of--
-100 -500 -900
0 7.0 49.0
0 0.7 10.0
8.9 78.0 110.0
1.1 22.0 40.0
68.0 130.0 160.0
18.0 52.0 74.0
Aug. 1972 for
//st, n.T, of--
-100 -500 -900
0 20.0 140.0
0 2.1 30.0
25.0 230.0 333.0
3.1 63.0 120.0
200.0 380.0 470.0
53.0 150.0 220.0
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Table 12.8. BFO Dose Behind Aluminum Shield 1 g/cm 2 Thick During
February 25, 1956, November 12-13, 1960, and August 4, 1972,
Events With Various Storm Fields
Orbit
inclination,
de.g
30] max -
30, avg
40, max
40, avg
50, max
50, avg
BFO
Feb. 1956 for
Hst, nT, of--
-100 -500 -900
<0.1 '1.0 3.3
<0.1 0.2 0.8
1.4 4.9 6.8
0.3 1.5 2.5
4.6 7.6 9.3
1.5 3.2 4.4
dose, cGy, during--
Nov. 1960 for Aug. i972 for
Hst, nT, of--
-100 -500 -900
0 0.9 4.4
0 0.1 1.0
1.3 6.7 9.5
0.2 2.0 3.4
6.2 11.0 13.0
1.8 4.4 6.2
Hst , nT, of--
-100 -500 -900
0 1.8 10.0
0 0.2 2.3
2.5 16.0 24.0
0.4 4.7 8.8
15.0 27.0 33.0
4.2 11.0 16.0
Table 12.9. BFO Dose Equivalent Behind Aluminum Shield 1 g/cm 2 Thick
During February 25, 1956, November 12-13, 1960, and August 4, 1972,
Events With Various Storm Fields
• _ _=
Orbit
inclination,
deg
30, max
30, avg
40, max
40, avg
50, max
50, avg
BFO dose
• Feb." 1956 for
//st, nT, of--
-100 -500 -900
<0.1 1.7 f 5.1
<0.1 0.3 1.2
2.3 7.6 I0.0
0.5 2.3 3.9
7.3 12.0 14.0
2.3 5.0 6.9
equivalent, cSv, dur!ng--
Nov. 1960 for Aug. 1972 for
//st, nT, of--
-100 -500 -900
b 1.3 6.1
0 0.2 1.3
1.8 9.2 13.0
0.3 2.7 4.7
8.5 15.0 18.0
2.5 6.1 8.6
Hst, nT, of--
-100 -500 -900
0 2.6 15.0
0 0.3 3.3
3.6 23.0 34.0
0.5 6.7 12.0
21.0 38.0 48.0
6.0 15.0 22.0
From observing the levels of exposure in low inclination orbits (i _ 30°),
a significant exposure could clearly occur if particle arrivals coincided with a
large magnitude (Kp ._ 9) magnetic disturbance. On the basis of the present
analysis, a more in-depth study of potential solar flare exposure of the Space
Station Freedom seems warranted. Such a study should include a review of the
history of major geomagnetic disturbances in proximity to solar particle events, a
review of alternate geomagnetic storm models, and a review of the specific Space
Station Freedom shield geometry.
The exposure for Shuttle flight in a 400-kin (216-n.mi.) orbit with a 50 °
inclination is shown in table 12.10 for the February 23, 1956, solar event spectrum
as compiled by Foelsche et al. (1974). A magnetic storm was assumed to be in
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progress with an impressed field of -100 nT. The results shown in table 12.10 are
for the long-term, average geomagnetic cutoffs, since these are directly comparable
with the work of other geomagnetic models (Curtis, Doherty, and Wilkinson, 1969;
Adams, 1987). We note, however, that actual exposure could be greatly different
depending on the location of the line of nodes at the time of arrival of the high-
energy flare particles.
Table 12.10. Human Exposure at Two Locations in Shuttle Crew
Compartment for February 23, 1956, Event With Hst = -100 nT
at 400 km and Orbit Inclination of 50 °
Exposure in--
BFO Skin Lens- -
Location cGy cSv cG_y eSv cGy cSv
1 2.6 4.9 4.0 6.8 4.1 7.6
2 3.4 5.9 6.0 9.4 6.0 10.0
Electrons > 1.6 MeV
Protons > 30 MeV Electrons > 40 keV
Protons = 0.I to 5.0 MeV
I I I I I I I I ! I I I I I I 1 I , |
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Distance from center of Earth, Earth radii
Figure 12.24. Near-Earth trapped radiation and solar proton environment (Parker and West,
1973).
12.2.8. Geomagnetically trapped radiations. The trapped radiation,
illustrated in figure 12.24, follows a helical path along the magnetic field lines
between the mirror points. The location of the mirror points along the field line
depends on the pitch angle at the magnetic equator and the energy of the particle.
The greater the energy or the higher the pitch angle, the deeper the mirror points
lie in the magnetic field. If the particle energy and pitch angle are sufficiently
large, the mirror point is so deep that the particle interacts with the atmosphere
and is lost from the particle population. For the inner zone it appears at least
for the protons that the particle source is primarily neutrons which are produced
in atmosphere by solar and galactic cosmic rays. The outer zones appear to be
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something like a pipe line with strong sources and strong sinks. The particles
flow rapidly through these regions, and on the average they maintain a fairly high
population density although the residence time is short. (See Singley and Vette,
1972.)
The Earth's magnetic field is not centered at the Earth's geographic center.
Also, the main dipole moment, along the principal axis of the magnetic field, is
tilted with respect to the Earth's rotational axis so that the geomagnetic field is not
symmetrical with respect to geographic coordinates. The exposure as a function
of altitude is expressed as maximum stay time before reaching the exposure limit
(Wilson, 1978) in figure 12.25.
103
102
101
1oO I
10 2 10 5
Shield: 2 g/cm 2 aluminum
10 3 10 4
Altitude, n.mi.
Figure 12.25. Limits imposed by trapped radiations on space operations within a 2 g/cm 2
aluminum shield.
12.3. Analysis for Deep Space Missions
The analyses presented here focus on the shielding requirements for GCR and
different flare scenarios (Simonsen and Nealy, 1991). Shielding thicknesses selected
for these missions should also reduce doses incurred from the Van Allen belts to
a negligible amount providing long times are not spent in the belts.
12.3.1. Transport codes. The NASA Langley Research Center nucleon
and heavy ion transport computer code HZETRN (Wilson et al., 1991) is used to
predict the propagation and interactions of the deep space nucleons and heavy ions
through various media. For large solar flare radiation, the baryon transport code
BRYNTRN (Wilson et al., 1989) is used. For the galactic cosmic rays, an existing
heavy ion transport code is integrated with the BRYNTRN code to include the
transport of high-energy heavy ions up to atomic number 28 (Wilson and Badavi,
1986; Wilson, Townsend, and Badavi, 1987; Wilson et al., 1991). Both codes
solve the fundamental Boltzmann transport equation in the one-dimensional, or
straight ahead, approximation form:
[0 o ]Sj(E) +_rj(E) ej(x,E) = Crjk(E,E')¢k(x,E')dE' (12.28)Ox OE
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where the quantity to be evaluated, Cj(x,E), is the flux of particles of type j
having energy E at spatial location x. The solution methodology of this integrod-
ifferential equation may be described as a combined analytical-numerical technique
(Wilson, 1977). The accuracy of this numerical method has been determined to
be within approximately 1 percent of exact benchmark solutions (Wilson and
Townsend, 1988). The data required for solution consist of the stopping power Sj
in various media, the macroscopic total nuclear cross sections aj, and the differen-
tial nuclear interaction cross sections 6jk. The differential cross sections describe
the production of type j particles with energy E by type k particles of energies
E r > E. Detailed information on these data base compilations is described in
chapters 4 and 5.
In addition to benchmark solution checks on the numerical precision of
the code, comparisons with standard Monte Carlo type calculations have been
made (Shinn et al., 1990). Samples of BRYNTRN results and results from the
statistical Nucleon Transport Code (NTC) (Scott and Alsmiller, 1968) are shown
in figure 12.26, where the dose values are given for a 30-cm tissue layer behind an
aluminum shield of 20 g/cm 2. The input spectrum used is expressed analytically
with the integral fluence F as a function of proton rigidity R:
F(>E) - Coexp f /)]|-R,E_|
L Ro J
(12.29)
with Ro equal to 100 MV and Co chosen so that F(30 MV) equals 109 protons/cm 2.
Such a function is representative of a large proton event, and the BRYNTRN
results show excellent agreement with the Monte Carlo calculations.
lO
o"1.0
"Ll -- NTC (Monte Carlo)
Shield: 20 g/cm 2 of aluminum
followed by 30 g/cm 2 of tissue
• I _ _ I I
10 20 30
Tissue depth, cm
Figure 12.26. Comparison of results from BRYNTRN with equivalent Monte Carlo calculations
(Shinn et al., I990).
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The present GCR code formulation is considered to be an interim version,
since some features of the transport interaction phenomena have yet to be
incorporated. These include improvements and additions to the existing nucleus-
nucleus cross sections and their energy dependence and provisions for pion and
muon contributions. Further improvements in target fragmentation treatment
and computational efficiency are to be incorporated (Shinn and Wilson, 1991)
even though computational execution times are already faster than counterpart
statistical (Monte Carlo) calculations. These improvements should not greatly
alter the current results, and the present interim version of the GCR code
should provide a reasonable description of cosmic-ray particle fluxes and the
corresponding dose predictions. The results included herein are preliminary and
should be considered as current state-of-the-art "best estimates."
The absorbed dose D due to energy deposition at a given location x by all
particles is calculated according to
_0 °°D(x) -- _ Sj(E) _j(x, E) dE (12.30)
]
The degree to which biological systems undergo damage by ionizing radiation is
not simply proportional to this absorbed dose for all particle types. For human
exposure, the dose equivalent is defined by introducing the quality factor Q which
relates the biological damage incurred because of any ionizing radiation to the
damage produced by soft X4rays. (See limitations on Q discussed in chapter 11.)
In general, Q is a function of linear energy transfer, which in turn is a function
of both particle type and energy. For the present calculations, the quality factors
used are those defined by the International Commission on Radiological Protection
(ICRP 26 (Anon., 1977)). The values of dose equivalent H are computed as
_o °°
H(x) = _ Qj(E) Sj(E) _j(x, E) dE (12.31)
J
These values are used to specify radiation exposure limits. (See table 12.1.)
Strictly speaking, the limits in table 12.1 apply to low Earth orbit operations but
are used as guidelines in the current analysis as suggested by NCRP 98 (Anon.,
1989a).
12.3.2. Propagation data. The BRYNTRN code and the combined
nucleon/heavy ion transport code are easily applied to various media. The GCR
and solar flare energy distributions (figs. 12.3, 12.14, 12.17(b), and 12.18) are in-
put for the code as the initial particle fluxes at the media boundaries. Results
include slab calculations of the particle-flux energy distributions at various ab-
sorber amounts from which slab dose estimates as a function of absorber amount
are determined. The slab calculations correspond to a monodirectional beam of
particles normally incident on a planar layer of shield material. The dose at a
specific slab-shield depth with normal incident radiation is equivalent to the dose
in the center of a spherical shield of the same thickness in a field of isotropic
radiation. (See chapter 7 for limitations.) This is depicted in figure 12.27. This
relation was shown formally by Wilson and Khandelwal (1974).
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Normal incident Isotropic radiation
radiation on slab on spherical-sheU
shield shield
Dose at point x = Dose at point y
(for attenuation in straight ahead approximation)
Figure 12.27. Calculation equivalence of slab shield and spherical-shell shield.
Basic propagation data have been generated for a variety of materials for
both the GCR spectrum and different flare spectra. The propagation results
are displayed as dose versus absorber amounts (g/cm 2) which can be converted
to a linear thickness by dividing by density. Displaying results in this manner is
helpful in comparing the shield effectiveness of various materials because equal
absorber amounts for a given shielded volume will yield equal shield masses even
though their linear thicknesses may differ.
For incident solar flare protons, the variation of dose with shield amount is
sensitive to the energy characteristics (differential flux spectra). Figure 12.28
illustrates the BFO dose as a function of depth in aluminum followed by a 5-cm
tissue layer for the three flares whose spectra are shown in figure 12.14. For these
flares, the proton fluences have an approximate coincidence close to 100 MeV.
Consequently, this behavior is reflected in a corresponding crossover of the dose-
depth curves of figure 12.28, where the coincidence occurs at approximately
15 g/cm 2 of aluminum.
The combined fluences of the solar proton events occurring in the latter
part of 1989 (fig. 12.18) have spectral characteristics similar to the August 1972
event. The BFO dose as a function of depth for several shield materials is
shown in figure 12.29 for this flare scenario. On a per-unit-mass basis, water and
lithium hydride have almost identical shield effectiveness properties for all shield
thicknesses. Such similarities apply as well to media of low atomic weight and
high hydrogen content (e.g., hydrocarbon polymers) which may be used as bulk
shields. The curves for aluminum and lead are indicative of the decreasing relative
effectiveness of higher atomic weight media. This effect can be attributed to the
differences in proton stopping powers of the materials and to the greater numbers
of secondary nucleons generated in the heavier materials. This effect is further
exemplified by the results shown in figure 12.30, which shows the BFO dose-depth
functions for the GCR spectra at solar minimum conditions. In addition to water
and aluminum, results for liquid hydrogen (which may be used in an application
to propellant tank structures) show the dramatic superiority of this material as
a shield. This is largely caused by the greatly reduced generation of reaction
products (nucleons and fragments) created by the GCR heavy ions traversing the
hydrogen medium. For the very energetic GCR spectrum, most of the reduction
in dose for all the materials shown occurs in the first 20 to 30 g/cm 2, with the
magnitude of the dose gradient decreasing at larger thicknesses.
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Figure 12.28. BFO dose equivalent as function of aluminum shield thickness for three large solar
flare events (Townsend et al., 1989).
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Figure 12.29. BFO dose equivalent versus
depth functions for sum of 1989 flare flu-
ences for four materials.
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Figure 12.30. BFO dose equivalent as func-
tion of shield type and thickness resulting
from galactic cosmic rays at solar mini-
mum (Townsend et al., 1990a).
The differences between the GCR at solar minimum and maximum with
respect to water shield thicknesses are shown in figure 12.31 (Townsend et al.,
1990a). The incurred dose equivalents between these two extremes are seen to
differ by about a factor of 2 for shield amounts up to 30 g/cm 2. These results were
computed for the GCR spectra at solar minimum and maximum as specified by the
NRL CREME model. However, recent measurements (Kovalev, Muratova, and
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Figure 12.31. Dose equivalent as function of water shield thickness resulting from galactic cosmic
rays at solar minimum (Townsend et al., 1990a).
Petrov, 1989) made during the last solar cycle imply that the GCR intensity during
solar maximum may actually be greater than that prescribed in the NRL model.
(See chapter 11.)
We have dealt with the transport results for some of the more common
materials which may be fabricated and/or supplied as shield media. For habitats
on the Moon and Mars surfaces, the regoIith (or soil) of a particular locale is
a convenient candidate for bulk shielding. In the analyses presented herein, the
regolith composition is modeled with the mass normalized concentrations of the
five most abundant elements found in the soil. The lunar model composition is
based on Apollo return samples (Dalton and Hohmann, 1972), and the martian
model composition is based on Viking lander data (Smith and West, 1983).
The normalized compositions used in the regolith shielding studies are given
in table 12.11 (Nealy, Wilson, and Townsend, 1988; Simonsen et al., 1990b).
Moderate changes in composition are found to have negligible effects on the overall
shielding properties (Nealy, Wilson, and Townsend, 1988 and 1989). As might be
expected from the similarity of the Mars and Moon constituents, the regolith
shielding characteristics are comparable.
Table 12.11. Composition of Lunar and Martian Regoliths
Composition,-
percent of
Regolith normalized mass
Lunar 52.6 S'iO2
19.8 FeO
17.5 A1203
10.0 MgO
Martian 58.2 SiO2
23.7 Fe203
10.8 MgO
7.3 CaO
Densit_y, g/cm 3
0.8-2.15
1.(}-1.8
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The results of BFO dose versus depth in lunar regolith are given for the three
targe flares of solar cycles 19 and 20 in figure 12.32. The regolith results are
very similar to those for aluminum (fig. 12.28); this is not surprising, since the
mean molecular weight of the lunar regolith is comparable with the atomic weight
of aluminum. Figure 12.33 sho_s the calculated propagation data for the GCR
at solar minimum conditions, with the contributions to the dose by neutrons,
protons, a-particles, and two groups of heavier ions shown individually. For very
thin layers, the heaviest ion group (10 < Z < 28) contributes over half the dose.
For increasing thicknesses_ the heavier ions fragment and react with target nuclei
to produce particles of lower mass (ultimately nucleons) which then deliver the
greater percentage of the dose. For the lunar soil, approximately 90 percent of
the dose is estimated to result from nucleons (mostly secondaries) for shield layers
greater than approximately 20 g/cm 2.
The exposures on Mars differ considerably from those on the moon because of
the carbon dioxide atmosphere on Mars. Consequently, dose-depth functions are
generated in carbon dioxide for the flare spectra of figure 12.14. These results are
shown in figure 12.34. The shielding effectiveness per unit mass of carbon dioxide
is greater than the effectiveness of either aluminum or regolith results as shown
previously (figs. 12.28 and 12.32). This is particularly the case for shield amounts
exceeding 25 to 30 g/cm 2 of material. A similar observation may be made for
the GCR results for carbon dioxide (fig. 12.35) compared with the corresponding
calculations for aluminum and lunar regolith (figs. 12.30 and 12.33). The basic
carbon dioxide propagation data may be applied to the martian atmosphere when
gas density as a function of altitude is specified.
102 -
/" Feb. 1956
10h \ O Nov. 1960
glO-_
_1o-2
10-3i.. i . i I i . I
0 30 60 90 120 150
Lunar regolith thickness, g/cm 2
Figure 12.32. Predicted BFO dose equiva-
lent for slab thickness between 0 and
150 g/cm 2 in simulated lunar regolith for
three solar flare events (Nealy, Wilson,
and Townsend, 1988).
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Figure 12.33. Annual BFO dose equivalent
contribution from specified particle con-
stituents as function of lunar regolith
thickness for GCR at solar minimum
(Nealy, Wilson, and Townsend, 1989).
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Figure 12.34. BFO dose equivalent as func-
tion of carbon dioxide absorber amounts
for three solar flare events (Simonsen et
al., 1990a).
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Figure 12.35. Annual BFO dose equivalent
contributions from specified particle con-
stituents as function of carbon dioxide ab-
sorber amount for GCR at solar minimum
(Simonsen et al., 1990a).
When martian regolith is considered as a protective shield medium, the trans-
port calculations must be made for the atmosphere-regolith thicknesses combined.
In this case, the detailed flux-energy spectra emergent from a specified carbon
dioxide amount must be used as input for the subsequent regolith calculation.
Sample BFO dose results for such a procedure are given in figure 12.36, where
fixed carbon dioxide amounts are used in conjunction with regolith layers. Two
GCR cases and the energetic 1956 solar flare are included in the analysis. For
moderate carbon dioxide absorber amounts, the dose reductions from additional
regolith layers are small compared with the dose reduction occurring in the first
few g/cm _ of atmosphere (figs. 12.34 and 12.35).
Annual GCR after 7 g]cm 2 CO2
..... Annual GCR after 16 g/cm 2 CO 2
--- Flare after 16 g/cm 2 CO 2
o_ '41
_,2
-_.1
0 l'O 2'0 3'0 ,'0 50
Regolith absorber amount, g]cm 2
Figure 12.36. BFO dose equivalent as function of regolith absorber amount after transport
through martian atmosphere in vertical direction (Simonsen et al., 1990b).
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12.4. Description of Shield Assessment Results
When the computed propagation data for the GCR and solar flare protons
in different materials are applied to specific shield geometries, the dose at a
specific target point can be evaluated. To evaluate the dose at a particular
point, the radiation from all directions must be determined. In deep space,
radiation will surround the crew from the full 47r sr. However, on a planetary
surface, only a solid angle of 27r is considered because the mass of the planet
protects the crew from half the deep space radiation. The dose contribution
attributed to particles arriving from a given direction is determined by the shield
thickness encountered along its straight-line path to a specified target point. For
shield assessments in these analyses, the absorber amounts and the corresponding
dosimetric quantities are evaluated for zenith angles between 0° and 90 ° in 5°
increments, and for azimuth angles of 0° to 360 ° also in 5° increments. The
directional dose is then numerically integrated over the solid angle (4_r for deep
space, 2z_ for planetary applications) about a target point to determine the total
dose at that point. For deep space calculations when a spherical shielded volume
is considered, the slab dose calculations can be used directly. (See fig. 12.27). The
dose estimates presented here conservatively estimate the skin dose as the dose at
0 cm depth and the BFO dose as the dose at 5 cm depth. When detailed body
geometry is considered, for example, incorporating the thickness distributions
of the Computerized Anatomical Man Model (Billings and Yucker, 1973), the
estimated doses will generally be lower, with the amount of reduction being
dependent on the energetic particle environment spectrum (Shinn, Wilson, and
Nealy, 1990). Dose estimates using the propagation data for various materials are
determined for the following shielded volumes: (1) interplanetary transportation
vehicles, (2) lunar habitats, and (3) martian habitats.
12.4.I. Transportation vehicles. Unshielded BFO dose equivalents in
deep space are substantial and could be lethal if an unusually large flare occurred.
From galactic cosmic radiation at solar minimum, the unshielded astronaut would
receive approximately 0.6 Sv/yr. The three large flare events of August 1972,
November 1960, and February 1956 would have delivered unshielded doses of
approximately 4.11, 1.10, and 0.62 Sv, respectively. The GCR dose is over the
annum limit of 0.5 Sv/yr and the flare doses are significantly greater than the
30-day limit of 0.25 Sv. Clearly, both lunar and martian transportation vehicles
must offer adequate protection. The protection for the short lunar travel time will
most likely emphasize flare protection, whereas the protection required for the
longer travel time required for Mars must consider both the GCR and the flares
combined. The following analyses consider radiation protection for transportation
vehicles required for various flare scenarios and for galactic cosmic radiation.
The normal-incidence slab calculations, presented in section 12.3, can be used
to estimate the doses inside nearly spherical structures in an assumed isotropic
radiation field. Results of such an application are presented in table 12.12 for
the three large solar flare events (Townsend et al., 1989). The aluminum wall
thicknesses required to reduce the incurred dose from large flares to the astronaut
30-day limits for ocular lens, skin, and blood-forming organs are estimated. Even
though the individual flare spectra exhibit marked differences (fig. 12.14), the
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Table 12.12. Aluminum Shield Thickness Required for Solar Flare
Protection to Remain Below the 30-Day Limit
[Data from Townsend et al., 1989]
Organ
Skin .......
Ocular lens ....
BFO ......
Aluminum shield thickness for solar flare event in--
February 1956 N'ovemb'-er 1960 August i972
g/am 2
1.3
cm g/cm 2 c.m. , cmg/cm 2
0.5 2.5 1.0 7.5 2.8
1.5 0.6 3.5 1.3 9.5 3.5
24.0 8.9 22.0 8.1 18.0 6.7
required shielding thicknesses range from approximately 18 to 24 g/cm 2 (7 to 9 cm)
of aluminum. The shielding mass required can be reduced by approximately 15
to 30 percent using water as shielding with thicknesses of only 15 to 20 g/cm 2
required (Townsend et al., 1989). These shielding estimates include only a flare
contribution and represent a minimum acceptable wall thickness. Rather than
shielding an entire spacecraft with these wall thicknesses, the crew can be provided
with a heavily shielded "shelter" for protection during a large flare event. More
recent solar flare analyses have been done by Nealy et aI. (1990a), Simonsen et
al. (1991), and Townsend, Shinn, and Wilson (1991).
For long-duration missions, contributions from the GCR and the more numer-
ous smaller flares should be considered. Dose evaluations throughout a complete
solar cycle are made with the flare data (fig. 12.17) measured during solar cy-
cle 21 between 1975 and 1986 (Nealy et al., 1990b). The GCR contribution is
assumed to vary sinusoidally from peak values at solar minimum to the small-
est dose rate at solar maximum. Normal-incidence slab calculations for the dose
evaluations are made with effective water shield thicknesses. Water, both potable
and waste, may be a likely shield material for long-duration missions since it will
probably be available in large quantities. Water calculations can be used to sim-
ulate results for other media with low atomic weight and high hydrogen content.
Consequently, reasonable shield mass requirements may be estimated on the basis
of water transport results.
Figures 12.37 and 12.38 show sample BFO dose estimates from this study as
a function of time within the solar cycle. In fixgure 12.37, the dose equivalent
incurred for an effective water shield of 5 g/cmZ is given for mission durations
of 3, 12, and 36 months. The figure shows the dose integrated over mission
duration time, with the flare contribution (according to solar cycle 21 distribution)
appearing as deviations above the smooth sinusoidal curve, which would be seen
for the GCR contribution alone. The results indicate that the flare contribution is
not conspicuous in comparison with the more regularly varying GCR component.
Note, however, that there were no unusually large events in cycle 21 as has been
observed in cycles 18, 19, 20, and 22. For missions of duration longer than 1 year
in cycle 21, the dose contributions due to the normally occurring solar flares may
not be significant in comparison with the GCR (for shield amounts greater than
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Figure 12.37. Free-space BFO dose equiva-
lent incurred for water-slab shields 5 g/cm 2
thick for three mission lengths as func-
tion of time in cycle after solar minimum.
Dashed lines indicate cycle average values
(Nealy et al., 1990b).
Figure 12.38. Cumulative total BFO dose
equivalent incurred throughout the l 1-
year solar cycle for water slab shields
(Nealy et al., 1990b).
5 g/cm2). If this is true, the cumulative dose is approximately proportional to the
mission duration time.
The BFO dose received by crew members on a 3-month, 12-month, or 36-month
mission starting in any portion of solar cycle 21 may be predicted from figure 12.37.
For example, the final dose value on figure 12.37(c) of about 1.25 Sv represents
the dose incurred for a mission beginning 8 years after solar minimum and lasting
over the next 3 years. This plot (fig. 12.37(c)) also indicates that a 36-month
mission beginning 4 years after solar minimum would result in a total incurred dose
approximately 45 percent lower than would be received on a mission beginning at
solar minimum.
Figure 12.38 illustrates the variation of the cumulative incurred dose equivalent
throughout the entire solar cycle 21 for water shields 5 and 15 g/cm 2 thick.
This type of representation is useful in estimating incurred dose for long-duration
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missions (2 years or more) which begin and end at arbitrary times within solar
cycle 21. For example, from figure 12.38(a), the total BFO dose for a 5-year
mission beginnin_ at solar minimum is predicted to be approximately 1.80 Sv for
shielding 5 g/cm z thick. However, if the 5-year mission begins 3 years after solar
minimum, the totM incurred dose is estimated to be approximately 1.35 Sv (2.6 Sv
at year 8 minus 1.25 Sv at year 3).
The preceding results from the solar cycle 21 analysis do not include contri:
butions from a rarely occurring giant solar proton event (e.g., the events of 1956,
1960, 1972, 1989), and such an event must be accounted for separately as cir-
cumstances warrant. For example, for a 1- or 2-year mission spanning the solar
minimum, a large proton event would be highly unlikely, whereas during active
Sun conditions, a larger (but still relatively small) probability exists that incurred
doses would be considerably increased because of large flare episodes.
The results of the solar cycle 21 study indicate that a reasonably conservative
radiation environment for exposure analysis may be derived from the solar
minimum GCR flux with the inclusion of one large proton event. The BFO dose
depth variation for such an environment consisting of the fluence of the 1972
large proton event in combination with the annual GCR contribution is given
in figure 12.39. The BFO dose equivalent of 0.5 Sv is exceeded for water shield
thicknesses less than about 18 g/cm 2. For shields thicker than 25 or 30 g/cm 2,
the flare dose is insignificant. These propagation data can be used to estimate
shield masses of various manned habitation modules.
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Figure 12.39. BFO dose equivalent as a func-
tion of water shield thickness for August
1972 flare and GCR at solar minimum
(Simonsen and Nealy, 1991).
Figure 12.40. Guidelines for the determina-
tion of total habitable volume required
per person in space module (NASA-STD-
3000 (Anon., 1987)).
Guidelines for manned module volume requirements are graphically depicted in
figure 12.40 (Anon., 1987). According to these guidelines, long-duration missions
would require at least 10 m 3 per crew member as a performance limit and
approximately 19 m 3 as an optimal limit. (Here, the tolerance limit volume is
not considered to be applicable for normal operations on extended missions.) A
four person crew is recommended for a manned Mars mission (The 90-Day Study
(Anon., 1989b)) which implies a minimum habitable volume of approximately
42 m 3. If a cylindrical module is assumed, with diameter equal to length, the
shield mass of the configuration may then be found as a function of dose delivered
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near the center of the module. Figure 12.41 shows the annual delivered dose due
to GCR and the August 1972 flare as a function of cylinder wall mass. Again,
equivalent water shield thicknesses are used in these estimates (fig. 12.39). If
one considers an acceptable design criteria to be 50 to 70 percent of the maximum
allowable dose, then shield masses on the order of 20 to 30 metric tons are required
for the volume of 42 m 3. Estimates of shield mass will be greater if aluminum is
assumed to be the shielding material because of the poorer shielding characteristics
of aluminum. In some cases, the shield mass can be a significant fraction of the
total mass of the candidate concepts of the Mars transportation vehicle (The 90-
Day Study (Anon., 1989b)). However, the bulk shielding mass is not necessarily
extra mass that must be provided but the total shielding required which can
include the pressure vessel walls, water tanks, fuel tanks, and other components
of the spacecraft.
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Figure 12.41. BFO dose equivalent incurred from the August 1972 flare and GCR (fig. 12.39)
versus shield mass for cylindrical modules (Length/Diameter = 1.0) of various volumes
based on the requirements of figure 12.40 for a four man crew (Simonsen and Nealy, 1991).
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Figure 12.42. Configuration of martian piloted vehicle with sample directional dose patterns
for a point inside of Hab A module (Simonsen and Nealy, 199i).
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The basic propagation data generated in the form of slab dose estimates can
also be used for more detailed dose analyses of specific shielded configurations.
One such configuration, depicted in figure 12.42, is a concept of a manned Mars
transfer vehicle developed by the Martin Marietta Corporation. This concept
contains two cylindrical habitation modules (diameter of 7.6 m, length of 2.7 m).
For the present calculation, the combination of components and bulk shielding
for each habitat module is assumed to be equivalent to an effective water shield
thickness of 5 g/cm 2. Also contributing to the shielding are the ECCV, pantry,
and fuel tanks.
The directional dose due to GCR (at solar minimum) was calculated for an
interior point in the center habitat modules. Figure 12.42 shows the axisymmetric
directional dose pattern superimposed on the vehicle configuration outline. This
pattern consists of vectors emanating from a target point with their lengths
proportional to the annual GCR dose per unit solid angle. Although the radiation
field outside the spacecraft is assumed to be isotropic, geometry effects cause the
internal field to be highly anisotropic. In particular, very little radiation penetrates
from solid angles subtending the fuel tanks, which in the illustrative calculation
are assumed to be full. By numerically integrating the directional dose, the BFO
dose in the center of Hab A is estimated to be 0.29 Sv/yr.
Total BFO dose estimates are also predicted for a variety of points within each
module from which contours of the dose variation are obtained. Figure 12.43 shows
the variation of the BFO dose within the habitation modules. The influence of
the fuel tank is evident in the lower overall doses of the module closest to the fuel
supply (Hab A). The large dose gradient evident at the top of Hab B is because of
the thick walls of the adjacent flare shelter. Analyses such as these are expected to
be of importance in the design stages of deep space modules with regard to such
things as crew-quarters layout, placement of equipment, storage of consumables,
and waste.
___ 28.-----'_r / 0 "_'''_ I
Hab B
Hab A
Figure 12.43. Variation in annual BFO dose equivalent for cylindrical habitation modules for
galactic cosmic rays. (Simonsen and Nealy, 1991). Contour increments are 1 cSv/yr.
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12.4.2. Lunar surface habitation. Once on the lunar surface, the radia-
tion hazards of deep space will be less severe. Unshielded BFO dose estimates for
the flare events of August 1972, November 1960, and February 1956 are approxi-
mately half those of deep space: 2.05 Sv, 0.55 Sv, and 0.31 Sv, respectively. These
dose estimates axe significantly higher than the 30-day limit of 0.25 Sv. The BFO
dose incurred from the GCR at solar minimum is estimated to be approximately
0.3 Sv/yr, which is below the annual limit of 0.5 Sv/yr. However, the GCR dose
in conjunction with medium to large flare event doses may reach the annual limit
and become career limiting for long-duration missions. These values clearly show
the need for radiation protection while on the lunar surface. Local resources, such
as lunar regolith, will be available for use as protective shielding to cover habitats.
In this section, several habitat configurations are considered with different regolith
shielding thicknesses for protection.
Dose calculations inside candidate habitats are predicted with the computed
propagation data for solar flares and the GCR shown in figures 12.32 and 12.33. A
conservative estimate of the deep space environment is to assume the combination
of GCR at solar minimum and one large proton event. From figures 12.32
and 12.33, the regolith slab dose estimates imply that a thickness of 50 cm
(75 g/cm 2 with regolith density assumed to be 1.5 g/cm 3) will reduce the BFO
dose equivalent to approximately 0.4 Sv for the sum of the GCR and one large flare
(February 1956). With the 2_-sr shielding on the lunar surface, it is expected that,
with a regolith layer of 50 cm, the annual dose for this environment is reduced to
approximately 0.2 Sv. Thus, a shield thickness of 50 cm is selected for analysis
to reduce dose levels to slightly less than one half the annual limit (or a design
safety factor of approximately 2). Shield thicknesses of 75 cm and 100 cm are also
selected for analysis to determine the extent to which additional shielding will
further reduce annual doses.
Early lunar habitats are described as a Space Station Freedom derived module
and an inflatable/constructible sphere (Alred et al., 1988). The Space Station
Freedom module is assumed to be 4.6 m in diameter and 12.2 m in length as
shown in figure 12.44(a). The module is assumed to be lengthwise on the lunar
surface covered with either 50 cm (or 75 g/cm 2 with regolith density assumed to
be 1.5 g/cm 3) or 100 cm of hmar regolith overhead. Along the sides, the regolith
material is filled in around the cylinder to form a vertical wall up to the central
horizontal plane. For the 50-cm layer_ the shield thickness will vary from 230 cm
to 50 cm from ground level up to this plane. The spherical habitat is 15.2 m in
diameter and is modeled as a half-buried sphere with the portion above ground
level shielded with a regolith layer of either 50 cm, 75 cm, or 100 cm (fig. 12.44(b)).
The integrated BFO dose estimates which would have been incurred from
the three flare events with shield thicknesses of 75 g/cm 2 and 150 g/cm 2 are
shown in table 12.13 (Nea]y, Wilson, and Townsend, 1988). The values in the
table represent the dose in the center of the habitat for each flare event. The
dose distribution was also calculated throughout each habitat. For the cylindrical
module, the general close levels show little change for heights above and below the
center plane. The radiation field maxima occur at about two thirds the distance
between the center and end wall. For the spherical habitat the field maximum
occurs above the center point at positions closer to the top, whereas doses in
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0.5 m
(a) Cylindrical module (side and end views).
m
(b) Spherical module.
Figure 12.44. Modeled shielded configurations of candidate lunar habitation modules (Nealy,
Wilson, and Townsend, 1989).
Position on y-axis, m
Figure 12.45. Variation in BFO dose equiv-
alent from November 1960 solar flare
within cylinder shielded overhead with re-
golith 75 g/cm 2 thick for central horizon-
tal plane (Nealy, Wilson, and Townsend,
1988).
Figure 12.46. Variation in BFO dose equiv-
alent from November 1960 flare event
within a half-buried sphere shielded over-
head with regolith 75 g/cm 2 thick (Nealy,
Wilson, and Townsend, 1988).
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Table 12.13. BFO Dose Comparisons for Three Large Solar Flares
for Lunar Habitats
[Data from Nealy, Wilson, and Townsend, 1988]
Predicted dose, cSv
Flare
data
Feb. 1956
Novl 1960
Aug. 1972
Regolith
thickness, cm
50
100
50
100
50
100
Cylinder
(center)
7.48
2.70
1.60
0.16
0.25
0.03
Sphere
(center)
7.04
2.94
1.90
0.23
0.30
0.04
J
the buried half are significantly reduced. The BFO dose variations within these
habitats for the November 1960 flare event are shown in figures 12.45 and 12.46.
Dose predictions are also included for the GCR at solar minimum conditions.
The maximum integrated BFO doses estimated in each habitat for various shield
thicknesses are shown in table 12.14 (Nealy, Wilson, and Townsend, 1989). For the
cylindrical habitat configuration, the dose variation throughout the configuration
is relatively small (fig. 12.47). For the portion of the spherical habitat above
ground level, the dose variation is also relatively small with a broad maximum
close rate observed directly above the center point of the sphere (approximately
0.1I to 0.12 Sv/yr). Below ground level, a large gradient in dose rate is shown
in the downward direction, with values in the lower section decreasing to less
than 5 cSv/yr (fig. 12.48). With overhead shielding of 112.5 g/cm 2, the dose rate
maximum is reduced to 0.08 to 0.1 Sv/yr throughout the upper half of the sphere.
This increased shielding is of even less significance in the regions below the ground
where predicted doses approach the same low values as seen in the calculation for
75 g/cm 2. Relatively little reduction in dose (less than 20 percent) occurs for a
50-percent increase in layer thickness; this indicates that further substantial dose
reductions would require very thick layers of material.
To make a conservative yearly estimate of dose, the crew is assumed to receive
the dose delivered from the GCR and from one large flare (the February 1956
flare since it delivers the largest dose in the shielded module). If 75 g/cm 2 of
regolith is selected for coverage, such a BFO dose in the cylindrical habitat is
approximately 0.195 Sv/yr. Estimating the dose estimate in the spherical habitat
is more complicated because of the large variation in dose throughout the habitat;
however, the maximum dose estimated is approximately 0.19 Sv/yr. These dose
estimates are well below the established guidelines for U.S. astronauts of 0.5 Sv/yr.
The 30-day limits, with regard to the flares, remain below the 0.25 Sv limit. The
skin doses, not presented in this analysis, are also well below the established
30-day and annual limits. These estimates have not taken into account the
added shielding provided by the pressure vessel wall, supporting structures, or
the placement of equipment in and around the module.
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Table 12.14. GCR Integrated BFO Results for Lunar Habitats
[Data from Nealy, Wilson, and Townsend, 1989]
Habitat geometry
Regolith thickness
BFO dose equivalent
Sv/yrcm g/cm 2
(a)
50 75
50 75
75 112.5
Cylindrical 0.12
Spherical 0.12
0.10
aRegolith density of 1.5 g/cm 3 is assumed.
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Figure 12.47. Variation in annual BFO dose
equivalent from GCR variation within a
cyIinder shielded overhead with regolith
75 g/cm 2 thick for the central horizon-
tal plane (Nealy, Wilson, and Townsend,
1989).
Figure 12.48. Variation in annual BFO dose
equivalent from GCR within a half-buried
sphere shielded overhead with regolith
75 g/cm 2 thick (Nealy, Wilson, and
Townsend, 1989).
Shielding from solar flare events is essential on the lunar surface whether in
the form of heavily shielded areas (i.e., flare shelters) or overall habitat protection
for any mission duration. For longer stay times on the surface, the shielding
from GCR becomes necessary to reduce the overall career exposure of the crew.
A regolith shield thickness of 50 cm is estimated to provide adequate flare and
GCR protection. However, before an optimum thickness and shielding strategy
is selected, the complete mission scenario (including the lunar transport vehicle)
needs to be studied in detail.
12.4.3. Martian surface habitation. The radiation environment on the
martian surface is less severe than that found on the lunar surface. Although Mars
is devoid of an intrinsic magnetic field strong enough to deflect charged particles,
it does have a carbon dioxide atmosphere which will help protect surface crews
from deep space radiative fluxes. Estimating the unshielded doses anticipated for
crew members on the surface of Mars is more difficult than estimates made for
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the Moon in which deep space estimates are simply divided in half. On Mars, the
protection provided by the atmosphere must be considered.
The amount of protection provided by the Mars atmosphere depends on the
composition and structure of the atmosphere and altitude of the crew. In this
analysis, the composition of the atmosphere is assumed to be 100 percent carbon
dioxide. The Committee on Space Research has developed warm high- and cool
low-density models of the atmospheric structure (Smith and West, 1983). The low-
density model and the high-density model use surface pressures of 5.9 mbars and
7.8 mbars, respectively. The amount of protection provided by the atmosphere,
in the vertical direction, at various altitudes is shown in table 12.15 (Simonsen et
al., 1990a). In these calculations, a spherically concentric atmosphere is assumed
such that the amount of protection provided increases with increasing zenith angle.
Dose predictions at altitudes up to 12 km are included in the analysis because of
the great deal of topographical relief present on the Mars surface.
Table 12.15. Martian CO2 Atmospheric Protection in Vertical Direction
[Data from Simonsen et al., 1990a]
Altitude,
km
0
4
8
12
Low-density model,
g/cm 2 '
16
11
7
5
High-density model,
g/cm 2 _
22
16
11
8
Dose estimates are predicted for the galactic cosmic radiation for the minimum
of the solar activity cycle (fig. 12.3). The fluence spectra at 1 AU are used
for the three large flares of August 1972, November 1960, and February 1956
(fig. 12.14). In the vicinity of Mars (approximately 1.5 AU), the fluence from
these flares is expected to be less; however, there is still much discussion on the
dependence of the radial dispersion of the flare with distance. Therefore, for the
flare calculations in this analysis, the deep space fluence energy spectra at 1 AU
have been conservatively applied to Mars. The surface doses at various altitudes
in the atmosphere are determined from the computed propagation data for the
GCR and the solar flare protons through carbon dioxide as shown in figures 12.34
and 12.35.
Integrated dose equivalent calculations were made for both the high-density
and the low-density atmosphere models at altitudes of 0, 4, 8, and 12 km. The
corresponding skin and BFO dose estimates are shown in tables 12.16 and 12.17
(Simonsen et al., 1990a). A total yearly skin and BFO dose may be conservatively
estimated as the sum of the annual GCR dose and the dose due to one large flare.
At the surface, such an estimated skin dose equivalent is 0.21 to 0.24 Sv/yr and an
estimated BFO dose equivalent is 0.19 to 0.22 Sv/yr (GCR plus Feb. 1956 event).
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Table 12.16. Integrated Skin Dose Equivalents for Martian Atmospheric Models
[Data from Simonsen et al., 1990a]
Condiiion
Galactic cosmic
ray (annual)
Aug. 1972
solar flare event
Nov. 1960
solar flare event
Feb. 1956
solar flare event
High-density
Low-density
High-density
Low-density
High-density
Low-density
High-density
Low-density
Integrated skin dose equivalent,
0 km
0.113
0.132
0.039
0.09
0.064
0.097
0.092
0.11
Sv, at altitude of--
4 km 8 km
0.134 0.158
0.159 0.189
0.095 0.211
0.219 0.462
0.10 0.148
0.151 0.219
0.111 0.133
0.134 0.162
12 km
0.186
0.224
0.428
0.826
0.211
0.296
0.159
0.191
Table 12.17. Integrated BFO Dose Equivalents for Martian Atmospheric Models
[Data from Simonsen et al., 1990a]
Condition
Galactic cosmic
ray (annual)
Aug. 1972
solar flare event
Nov. 1960
solar flare event
Feb. 1956
solar flare event
High-density
Low-density
High-density
Low-density
High-density
Low-density
High-density
Low-density
Integrated BFO dose equivalent,
Sv, at altitude of--
o km
0.105
0.119
0.022
0.046
0.050
0.073
0.085
0.099
4 km 8 km
0.12 0.137
0.138 0.158
0.048 0.095
0.099 0.185
0.075 0.106
0.108 0.148
0.10 0.117
0.118 0.136
12 km
0.156
0.18
0.174
0.303
0.144
0.191
0.134
0.153
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At an altitude of 12 km, an estimated skin dose equivalent is 0.61 to 1.05 Sv/yr
and an estimated BFO dose equivalent is 0.33 to 0.48 Sv/yr (GCR plus Aug. 1972
event). These dose predictions imply that the atmosphere of Mars may provide
shielding sufficient to maintain the annual skin and BFO dose levels below the
current U.S. astronaut limits of 3 and 0.5 Sv/yr, respectively.
The 30-day limits are important when considering the doses incurred from a
solar flare event. The only 30-day limit exceeded is the BFO limit of 0.25 Sv for
the August 1972 event at an altitude of 12 kin. However, as seen in figure 12.34,
the August 1972 flare is rapidly attenuated by matter, and a few g/cm 2 of
additional shielding should reduce the anticipated dose below this limit. These
dose predictions imply that the atmosphere of Mars may also provide sufficient
shielding to maintain 30-day dose levels for the skin and BFO below the current
U.S. astronaut limits of 1.5 and 0.25 Sv, respectively.
Mars exploration crews are likely to incur a substantial dose while in transit to
Mars and perhaps from other radiation sources (e.g., nuclear reactors) which will
reduce the allowable dose that can be received while on the surface. Therefore,
additional shielding may be necessary to maintain short-term dose levels below
limits or to help maintain career dose levels as low as possible. By utilizing local
resources, such as martian regolith, shielding materials can be provided without
excessive launch weight requirements from Earth.
The GCR particle flux and solar flare particle flux spectra obtained during the
atmosphere calculations at altitudes of 0 and 8 km are now used as input conditions
for regolith shield calculations. For a representative large solar flare contribution,
the very penetrating spectrum of the February 1956 event is selected for further
analysis. This event has the greatest flux of high-energy particles which results
in the highest dose at the martian surface. The subsequently calculated particle
flux versus energy distributions in the regolith can then be used to determine the
dose at specified locations in the shield media. The dose contribution attributed
to particles arriving from a given direction is now determined by the amount of
CO2 traversed and then the shield thickness encountered along its straight-line
path to a specified target point. An example of some of the basic propagation
data required is shown in figure 12.36.
One early martian habitat is described as a Space Station Freedom derived
module, which is 8.2 m in length and 4.45 m in diameter (The 90-Day Study
(Anon., 1989b)). The cylindrical module is assumed to be lengthwise on the
martian surface with various thicknesses of martian regolith surrounding it.
Another configuration assumes that the module is situated 2 m from a cliff 10-m
high. (See fig. 12.49.)
A series of calculations are performed for various regolith thicknesses covering
the module. Again, no consideration is given to the added shielding provided by
the pressure vessel and internal equipment. The largest integrated dose equivalent
in a vertical plane through the center of the cylinder is plotted versus an effective
regolith thickness in figure 12.50 (Simonsen et al., 1990b). As shown in the figure,
the regolith does not provide much additional protection from the GCR or the flare
event than that already provided by the carbon dioxide atmosphere. The slope of
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Figure 12.49. Cylindrical habitat module with
regolith shielding for Mars (Simonsen et
al., 1990b).
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Figure 12.50. Maximum dose equivalent in
central cross-sectional plane of module as
function of effective regolith shield thick-
ness (Simonsen et al., 1990b).
each curve is relatively flat after 20 g/cm 2, with most of the dose reductions for the
2 2
skin and BFO occurring in the first 20 g/cm . For 20 g/cm of regolith protection,
the annual BFO dose equivalent due to GCR is reduced from 0.119 to 0.1 Sv/yr at
0 km, and from 0.158 to 0.112 Sv/yr at 8 km. The annual skin dose equivalent is
reduced from 0.132 to 0.11 Sv/yr at 0 km and from 0.189 to 0.126 Sv/yr at 8 km.
2For 20 g/cm of regolith protection, the BFO dose equivalent due to the solar
flare is reduced from 0.099 to 0.063 Sv/event at 0 km. The skin dose equivalent
is reduced from 0.11 to 0.069 Sv/event.
For the GCR, the dose variation within the module in the radial direction is
not large, approximately 5 to 20 percent for 15 to 50 cm of shielding, respectively.
For the February 1956 solar flare event, the variation in dose equivalent is
approximately 25 to 40 percent for 15 to 50 cm of shielding, respectively. In
the axial direction, the dose estimates for both the GCR and the flare showed a
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variation of less than 1 percent; this suggests that the doses incurred in cylindrical
habitats of other lengths would be comparable in magnitude.
A possible way to further reduce the dose equivalent received on the martian
surface would be to locate the habitat next to a cliff. As shown in figure 12.50(b),
the cliff further reduces the BFO dose equivalent by approximately 0.02 to
0.03 Sv/yr for the GCR at 0 km and by approximately 0.01 to 0.015 Sv/event
for the February 1956 flare at 0 kin. Similar decreases are also obtained for the
skin dose (fig. 12.50(a)). The shielding provided by the cliff and atmosphere alone
results in a BFO dose equivalent of 0.091 Sv/yr for the GCR and 0.074 Sv/event
for the February 1956 event.
From this analysis, it is concluded that moderate thicknesses of martian
regolith do not provide substantial additional protection to that already provided
by the carbon dioxide atmosphere. If regolith is used as shielding material, the
largest reduction in dose equivalent occurs in the first 20 g/cm 2 (or approximately
15 cm if a regolith density of 1.5 g/cm 3 is assumed). Thus, if additional protection
using martian regolith is desired, a shield thickness on the order of 15 to 20 cm is
recommended. If additional protection using 15 cm of martian regolith is provided
at an altitude of 0 kin, the annual skin and BFO dose equivalent will be reduced
from 0.24 to 0.18 Sv/yr and from 0.22 to 0.16 Sv/yr, respectively (Simonsen et
al., 1990b).
For radiation protection provided by regolith on the surface of Mars, mission
planners and medical personnel must decide if the radiation doses anticipated
warrant the added equipment and time required for crew members to "bury"
themselves. For the shorter stay times of 30 to 90 days, the additional requirements
placed on a Mars mission to cover a module may be unnecessary, especially if a
flare shelter is provided. A logical alternative to massive shielding efforts is to
take advantage of local terrain features found on the surface of Mars. Regolith
shielding may become more attractive for the longer stay times of 600 days or for
futuristic permanent habitation.
12.5. Issues and Concerns
Estimates and predictions of radiation exposure and incurred doses for space
exploration missions usually require complex analysis techniques and involve
uncertainties that are presently difficult to quantify. Some issues and concerns
regarding radiation exposure estimates and shielding requirements are discussed
in the following subsections.
12.5.1. Environment. Confidence in the estimates of incurred dose for lu-
nar and martian missions is directly related to the accuracy and development of
the current space-radiation environmental models. With regard to the charged-
particle environmental models, only in some cases do enough data exist for esti-
mates of uncertainties and natural variabilities. At the present time, no particular
flare model has been established as a practical standard. However, a likely future
candidate is the statistical model developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(Feynman and Gabriel, 1990). The continued development, endorsement, and
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implementation of standard environmental models are important aspects of mis-
sion scenario analyses and shield design studies.
12.5.2. Transport codes. The accuracy of transport codes used to describe
the propagation of particles through matter is another concern. Monte Carlo
techniques are generally regarded as most faithfully representing the details
of the complex processes involving high-energy radiation transport. In many
cases, simpler and faster codes, which are far less costly and time consuming
to implement, may be used to adequately describe the transport. The precision
of such codes may be evaluated by comparisons with equivalent Monte Carlo
calculations, or with exact benchmark solutions (when they can be found). Once
the mathematical precision of a particular code is established, the ultimate
accuracy of its prediction will depend on the interaction cross-section data
base used as input for calculations. Presently, nucleon (neutrons and protons)
interaction cross sections are relatively well-known for wide ranges of energy
and target materials. However, data are very limited for interaction cross
sections for the 20 to 25 heavy ion nuclei of importance for CCR exposure.
Inevitably, data extrapolations and extensions by complex theoretical techniques
are implemented in order to provide a comprehensive cross-section data base
(Norbury and Townsend, 1986; Townsend and Wilson, 1985; Wilson and Badavi,
1986). This creates uncertainties in the transport calculations which are very
difficult to quantify. (See chapter 11 for further discussion.)
12.5.3. Radiobiology. Standard dosimetric techniques used to evaluate
health risks due to radiation exposures are presently being challenged, particularly
with regard to latent effects due to the high-energy, low dose-rate exposure from
the GCR heavy ions. Current methods for evaluating dose equivalents resulting
from heavy ion exposure utilize biological effectiveness quality factors (Q) which
are specified as functions of linear energy transfer (LET) of the projectile particles
to the biological system being traversed (ICRP 26 (Anon., 1977)). Predictions of
dose equivalent incurred in deep space from the GCR with the standard methods
indicate that substantial shielding (20-50 g/cm 2) is required to reduce dose levels
to an annual dose of 0.25 to 0.3 Sv (Townsend et al., 1990a). Such shield amounts
are very massive when large habitation modules are involved. Thus, efforts
are in progress toward better definition of risk assessment for GCR exposures.
Newly proposed quality factors have be6n based on recent biological effects data
(ICRU 40 (Anon., 1986)). Preliminary calculations with the latest Q values
indicate that previous evaluations may have been somewhat, but not dramatically,
conservative (Wilson, Shinn, and Townsend, 1990). Other recent studies have
suggested abandoning the Q value/LET system (Katz, 1986) and formulating
more detailed models of cell destruction and transformation using radiosensitivity
parameters derived from biological experiments (Cucinotta et al., 1991). The
current limitation of such models is the lack of methods to extrapolate from cell
damage to expression at the organistic level, lack of comprehensive cell repair
model, and the physiological factors. It is expected that such direct biophysical
models would be a distinct improvement. However, evolution of such models is
directly coupled to the available data bases for radiobiological effects, which are
very limited for GCR-type radiations. Clearly, the relationship between heavy ion
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exposure and health risk is in need of better definition. For further discussion, see
chapter 11.
12.5.4. Dosimetric measurement. The preceding discussion naturally
leads to additional questions concerning measurement and monitoring of incurred
radiation doses. Present space flight dosimetry instrumentation includes dosime-
ters of both thermo-luminescent and proportional counter types, and they have
been shown to be reliable and accurate for the Space Transportation System (STS)
mission (Atwell, 1990). In general, STS dose rates are fairly low. For the 28.5 °
inclination orbits at altitudes between 250 and 350 km, the average dose rate is
observed to be approximately 0.01 cGy/day (or 0.036 Cy/yr). Steady dose rates
in deep space, even with thick shields, are expected to be substantially higher
(factors of 5 to 10), with intermittent (solar flare) dose rates higher still. Fur-
ther advancement in dosimetric instrumentation and techniques will be required
to monitor the astronaut deep space exposures, with emphasis on active, as op-
posed to passive, dosimeters. In particular, since the GCR interactions with thick
shields may produce a high yield of neutrons and precision in neutron dosimetry
is currently considered to be rather poor (Paifi, 1988), improvements are currently
needed in this case.
12.5.5. Flare prediction. The forecasting of large solar proton events is of
vital importance for missions of long duration. Practically continuous monitoring
of various aspects of solar activity (i.e., X-rays, radio emissions, sunspot number)
during solar cycle 21 (1975-1986) and up to the present time has provided a
valuable data base for flare-forecasting statistics. The approach to flare forecasting
used at the NOAA Space Environment Laboratory during recent years is to
examine the intensities of X-rays and radio emissions as they relate to the release
of energetic particles from the solar surface. Estimates of the peak proton flux
may also be made from these observations. For flare predictions during solar
cycle 21, the number of events which occurred without prediction was about
10 percent of the total. This resulted primarily because the initial X-ray and
radio bursts were not on the visible portion of the Sun (Heckman et al., 1984).
The false-alarm rate was approximately 50 percent; therefore, further work in
this area is needed. Other techniques combine high-resolution observations of
sunspot group patterns and magnetic field configurations in conjunction with Ha-
line emission. The prediction of occurrence with the use of these techniques is
claimed to be up to several days in advance (Zirin and Liggett, 1987). This method
appears to show promise, but more observations are required to demonstrate the
practicality of its implementation on a routine basis. For missions of long duration,
additional onboard instruments for active proton detection should also be available
to indicate when the use of a well-shielded storm shelter is warranted.
12.5.6. Alternate shielding concepts. Other topics of concern in the
area of space-radiation shielding include the effectiveness of material types (or
combination of material types) and alternate approaches to bulk shielding (e.g.,
magnetic and electromagnetic field deflection methods). As previously discussed
in section 2.3.2, recent results indicate that hydrogenous materials of low atomic
weight are substantially superior to heavy metals for energetic ion shielding.
However, little has been done in the study of the behavior of combinations,
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for example, alternating layers of light and heavy materials. Further studies
should also address structural details of shields: in particular, corrugatedlike
panels and/or shadow shielding techniques may offer advantages over simple wall
structures. One recent study has indicated that magnetic shielding is of little
use for protection from GCR (Townsend et al., 1990b). However, the Townsend
study also showed that for representative large proton flares, great reductions in
exposure can be achieved; thus, the potential use of such a technique for flare
protection may still be viable.
12.6. Concluding Remarks
Before astronaut dose estimates and subsequent shielding requirements can be
determined for advanced missions to the Moon and Mars, many details of the
missions must be specified. For instance, many items must be defined in order
to determine specific shielding requirements: the transfer vehicle configuration,
the habitat configuration, the length of time required to shield habitats with
regolith, the career limits of the crew, the year of the mission (solar minimum
or maximum conditions), the duration of the mission. Mars mission planning
includes particular concerns such as whether any nuclear powered propulsion is
envisioned, the location of the habitat on the martian surface, whether the crew
will be spiraled through the Van Allen belts. Estimates must also be made as to
where the Mars crew will spend their time en route to Mars; that is, how much
of their time is anticipated to be spent in the more heavily shielded areas of the
spacecraft as opposed to the less heavily shield areas. Even with the specific details
of the mission defined, the final shield design must consider the many uncertainties
associated with current state-of-the-art transport analysis.
Steps toward quantifying some of the issues involved with radiation protection
for advanced manned missions to the Moon and Mars have been presented in
this chapter. After the definition of the galactic cosmic-ray environment and the
selection of various flare environment scenarios, deterministic transport codes were
used to determine the transport and attenuation of the deep space radiative fluxes
through different media. From these basic propagation data, conservative dose
estimates and shielding requirements are determined for simple-geometry transfer
vehicles and for possible lunar and martian habitat configurations. The results
that have been presented are just part of the information required to determine
radiation-protection requirements for each phase of a complete mission scenario.
However, all this must await an improved understanding of biological response to
heavy ion exposure and identification of important biological consequences which
must be mitigated.
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Chapter 13
Radiation Safety in the Earth's Atmosphere
13.1. Introduction
When the possibility of high-altitude supersonic commercial aviation was
first seriously proposed, Foelsche (1962) brought to light a number of concerns
with respect to atmospheric radiation. Subsequently, a detailed study of the
atmospheric radiation components at high altitudes was conducted from 1965
to 1971 at the Langley Research Center (LaRC) by Foelsche et al. (1974). In
that study the major role of atmospheric neutrons in radiation exposure was
uncovered. These studies utilized an instrument package consisting of tissue
equivalent ion chambers, organic scintillator neutron spectrometers, and nuclear
emulsion. A theoretical program to predict atmospheric radiation levels and to
specifically extend the neutron spectrum into the range outside that measured
by the scintillation spectrometer was also developed (Wilson et al., 1970). It
was found that the neutron spectrum due to galactic cosmic rays was nearly
independent of solar modulation. However, the neutron spectrum produced by
solar cosmic rays was found to vary from event to event. An overview of that
program is given by Foelsche (1977). The conclusion of this previous work was that
high-altitude commercial aviation required special considerations for radiation
protection (Wilson, 1981), whereas the worst-case flights for pre-1980 subsonic
airlines were well within the exposure limits of the general population (Foelsche
et al., 1974; Friedberg and Neas (in Anon., 1980)).
Three factors have changed since those studies: (1) increases in quality factors
seem imminent (ICRU 40 (Anon., 1986); Sinclair 1); (2) reduced exposure limits are
being proposed; and (3) flight crews are logging greatly increased hours at altitude
(Bramlitt, 1985; Wilson and Townsend, 1988 and I989; Friedberg et al., 1989;
Busick, 1989; Barish, 1990). At present, the Langley data base on biologically
important components appears to be the most complete and comprehensive
available, but updating with new quality factors and providing for easy use by
the health physics community is required. Furthermore, concerns on atmospheric
radiation exposure remain for such NASA-related aircraft as the National Aero-
Space Plane, the Advanced Supersonic Transport, and the Hypersonic Transport.
A computer program called GREP (Galactic Radiation Exposure Program)
was written by S. B. Curtis of the Boeing Company over 20 years ago. The
dose was estimated using the ion chamber data of Neher (1961) and Neher and
Anderson (1962) and the neutron data of Hess, Canfield, and Lingenfelter (1961).
The code was modified for various aircraft trajectories between city pairs by
Wallace and Sondhaus (1978). The inadequacy of the data base used was reviewed
by Foelsche (1962) and Friedberg and Neas (in Anon., 1980). A similar code was
written later using the theoretical model of O'Brien and McLaughlin (1972) for
atmospheric radiation. In this later code (Friedberg et al., 1989) the O'Brien-
McLaughlin theoretical model was used with neutron, proton, and pion dose
equivalents increased by a factor of 2 in accordance with the recommendations
1 Sinclair, W, K.: Recent Developments in Estimates of Cancer Risk From Ionizing Radiation. Paper presented
at the 20th SAE International Conference on Environmental Systems (Williamsburg, VA), July 9--12, 1990.
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of NCRP 91 (Anon., 1987). On the basis of analysis of the high-latitude data
of Foelsche et al. (1974) using the newly proposed quality factors of ICRU 40
(Anon., 1986), the increase of quality factor by a factor of 2 does not seem
fully justified (Wilson and Townsend, 1988; Shinn, Wilson, and Ngo, 1990) and
should be substantially conservative in exposure estimates. In the present chapter
we undertake a reanalysis of the quality factor increase using measured field
quantities. Furthermore, the use of measured data within the Earth's atmosphere
is not governed by the uncertainty associated with the galactic cosmic ray (GCR)
spectrum and charge distribution (Wilson, Shinn, and Townsend, 1990) and
the uncertainty in their propagation in the atmosphere (Wilson, Townsend, and
Badavi, 1987). Indeed, the measured data are the primary sources of information
on the atmospheric exposure levels and their meaning in terms of biological risk.
In the present chapter we use currently known data to generate radiation
field values within the Earth's atmosphere as a function of time. These are
compared where possible with values obtained by other methods. The data base
will ultimately provide a test bed for the transport codes discussed in previous
chapters. In addition, the newly developed codes will provide information on
high linear energy-transfer (LET) components in the uppermost atmosphere of
importance to future NASA missions such as the National Aero-Space Plane
(NASP).
13.2. Solar Effects on Atmospheric Radiations
Very little ionizing radiation would be found in the Earth's atmosphere were
it not for the presence of extraterrestrial energetic particulate radiation. These
extraterrestrial particles have two primary sources. The first discovered source
is the diffuse component, originating from remote regions of our galaxy (galaztic
cosmic rays or GCR), and the second source is a more local and more directed
source from our local star, Sol (solar cosmic rays or SCR). Both sources contain
particles consisting mainly of protons and smaller amounts of heavier particles as
elements stripped of their electrons. Both show time variations correlated with the
natural solar cyclic processes most easily observed as magnetic disturbances in the
solar surface called sunspots. The area of the solar disk covered by sunspots varies
in cycles lasting from I0.5 to 13 years. Detailed records exist on solar observations
for 21 complete cycles, and we are currently near the maximum of cycle 22. A
more fragmentary record exists for several hundred years. The solar cycle affects
the extraterrestrial particulate environment in two ways.
The solar plasma output (solar wind) increases during years of high solar ac-
tivity associated with the expanding solar corona. The expanding plasma field
entraps the local solar magnetic field at the time of ejection and transports it
outward into the solar system. The GCR are denied access to the solar system
according to the status of the interplanetary plasma, and they are modulated by
the solar cycle. The modulation must wait for the plasma to fill a certain region
of space (out to several astronomical units (AU)). The time delay depends on the
solar wind velocity, and the time to reach equilibrium with the sunspot number de-
pends on the rate of rise in solar activity. Because of these delays, the GCR inten-
sity in relation to sunspot number shows a typical hysteresis effect. Such a curve
using neutron monitor data (Freier and Waddington, 1965) is shown in figure 13.1
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Figure 13.1. Regression plot between smoothed sunspot numbers and smoothed neutron monitor
count rates of Mount Washington in New Hampshire and the Deep River neutron monitor
(DRNM) in Canada.
for cycle 19 for 1955 to 1965. (A neutron monitor is a ground level device sensitive
to neutrons produced in a lead converter by nuclear particles and has been in use
for 50 years to observe cosmic-ray intensities.) If we imagine that the time delays
are removed, we conjecture that all the data would lie on the correlation curve
given as the dashed line. Note that the more slowly rising cycle 20 shown as 1965
to 1971 appears nearly in equilibrium with the modulation effects and closely
approximates the correlation curve.
The magnetic irregularities observed as sunspots are responsible for the accel-
eration of the plasma of the solar surface. This occurs especially when magnetic
regions coalesce into plages and their individual magnetic fields annihilate, thus
generating large electric fields that accelerate the local plasma (solar flare) to
very high energies (sometimes more than 15 GeV). Such particles escape the solar
surface and propagate outward along the sectored magnetic field lines into inter-
planetary space. Such particles are sometimes seen arriving at the Earth. The
events are most likely to cause local cosmic ray increases on the Earth if the solar
flare occurred on the western limb. SCR arriving at Earth vary by orders of mag-
nitude in intensity and spectral content and very few events are of importance to
present-day commercial aircraft operation (operating below 50 000 ft).
13.3. Background Radiation Data Base
13.3.1. Radiation levels at high latitude. The low-level background
radiation in the Earth's atmosphere is generated by the impact of the GCR on
the top of the atmospheric layer. The incident GCR intensity varies in time
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Figure 13.2. High-altitude radiation measurements made between 1965 and 1971,
because of solar modulation and over the surface because of exclusion of the lower
energy particles as one approaches the equator by a deflection in the Earth's
magnetic field. The representation of the time variations will be accomplished
through keying the background to the high-latitude neutron monitor count rates
(percent of maximum), and the geomagnetic effects are handled by expressing the
environment in terms of the local geomagnetic vertical cutoff rigidity. (Rigidity
is related to the radius of curvature of a charged particle in moving through a
magnetic field.)
The NASA study is indicated in figure 13.2. The experimental package con-
sisted of encapsulated NE-222 liquid scintillators for neutron spectral measure-
ments throughout the fast neutron region and above, tissue equivalent ion cham-
bers, and nuclear emulsion. The tissue equivalent ion chamber measures the overall
radiation dose, and the neutron spectrometer and nuclear emulsion allow an as-
sessment of the high LET components. There were 25 high-altitude balloon flights
at various times in cycle 20 and at different latitudes. The balloon flights provide
the best altitude survey of environmental quantities. There were over 300 airplane
flights using General Dynamics/Martin RB-57F, Lockheed U-2, and Boeing 707
airplanes. The airplanes provided detailed latitude surveys, balloon calibration
rendezvous flights, and flights during solar flare events. Because of limited funds,
it is unfortunate that not all the data could be finally reduced and that we could
not continue the flight program through August 1972 when an extremely large
solar event occurred. A more detailed description of the experiment is given by
Foelsche et al. (1974) and Korff et al. (1979).
Figure 13.3 shows the measurements made on a high-altitude balloon flight
during galactic cosmic ray maximum at 69 ° N geomagnetic latitude. The instru-
ments for this flight were only lightly shielded (less than 1 g/cm 2 of fiber glass
and foam for thermal insulation). The features to be noted in figure 13.3 are the
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Figure 13.3. Galactic cosmic-ray maximum (August 3, 1965; 1 year after sunspot minimum;
Fort Churchill, Canada; geomagnetic latitude _ 69°). Neutron flux from 1 to 10 MeV (right
scale), and ion chamber dose rate (left scale) is a function of altitude.
broad maximum in the neutron flux, with peak at 60 to 70 millibars (mbar) and
the leveling off of the ion chamber dose rate above 50 mbar (1 mbar _ 1 g/cm2).
Also shown is the present neutron model environment to be discussed and the
model dose rate in tissue to be compared with ion chamber data.
Figure 13.4 shows data from a low-altitude balloon flight during galactic
cosmic-ray maximum (1 month after the flight shown in figure 13.3) at 55 ° N
geomagnetic latitude. Note that although the ionization dose rate is considerably
reduced, the neutron flux has changed very little. These reductions are due to
the increase in geomagnetic cutoff energies when going to lower latitudes. The
proton cutoff at Fort Churchill, Canada, caused by solar modulation may have
been on the order of a few hundred MeV because of the residual atmosphere
(geomagnetic cutoff of 2 MeV), and the geomagnetic proton cutoff at St. Paul,
Minnesota, during the magnetically quiet period at the beginning of September
1965 was approximately 800 MeV. The present neutron model environment and
tissue dose rate agree well with the data.
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Figure 13.4. Galactic cosmic-ray maximum (September 2, 1965; St. Paul, Minnesota; geomag-
netic latitude _ 55°). Neutron flux from 1 to 10 MeV (right scale), and ion chamber dose
rate (left scale) is a function of altitude. Compare with data in figure 13.3 at higher latitude.
Shown in figure 13.5 are data from a second flight above Minnesota. This
flight differs from the one shown in figure 13.4 in that the ion chamber and
neutron spectrometer were placed in a spherical shell of tissue equivalent material
(phantom) 15 cm or 15 g/cm 2 thick. The ion chamber dose rate is not appreciably
changed from the earlier flight. (See fig. 13.4.) The neutron flux has decreased
significantly, and the neutron energy spectrum was found to be flatter in the
range from 1 to 10 MeV. This reduction is due to the relatively large moderation
of neutrons of energies below about 10 MeV by the hydrogen in the phantom,
which outweighs the production of new neutrons by the calcium, carbon, and
nitrogen in the phantom.
In figure 13.6 data are plotted for a flight from Fort Churchill, Canada, in a
period of increased solar activity, which is typical for about 2 years after galactic
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Figure 13.5. Galactic cosmic-ray maximum (September 8, 1965; St. Paul, Minnesota; geomag-
netic latitude _ 55°). In flights of figures 13.3 and 13.4, the sensors were lightly shielded
(less than 1 g/cm 2 of fiber glass and foam). In this flight, the sensors were surrounded
by tissue equivalent material, including calcium, of about 15 g/cm 2 thickness to obtain an
approximate measurement of the neutron fluxes and ion chamber dose rates in the center
of the human body.
cosmic-ray maximum. The ion chamber dose rate and the neutron flux decreased
by about the same percentage during the 2 years. These decreases are due to
a corresponding increase in the scattering power of the interplanetary magnetic
fields. The solid 2line between 0 and 300 g/cm in figure 13.6 is the altitude profile
of neutron intensities 1 to I0 MeV as obtained from the theoretical nucleon cascade
calculations described by Wilson et al. (1970). The neutron flux and tissue dose
rate of the present model environment are also shown.
Table 13.1 contains neutron fluxes and spectral indices in the range from 1 to
10 MeV for flights during 1965 to 1968 at high latitudes at an atmospheric depth
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Figure 13.6. Galactic cosmic rays 2 years after galactic cosmic-ray maximum (July 15, 1967;
Fort Churchill, Canada; geomagnetic latitude _ 69°). Compare with figure 13.3 for a flight
at galactic cosmic-ray maximum. The neutron flux and ion chamber dose rate have both
decreased about 25 to 30 percent at SST altitudes (solar modulation). The solid line is the
altitude dependence obtained by theory.
Table 13.1. Neutron Flux (Integral Flux in Range From 1 to 10 MeV)
and Spectral Index (Differential Energy Spectrum m AE -z) at SST Altitude
Date
9/2/65
7/15/67 c
7/18/68 c
8/9/65 c
9/8/65
Location a
Ft. Churchill
St. Paul
Ft. Churchill
Ft. Churchill
Ft. Churchill
St. Paul
Shielding b
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air + phantom
Air + phantom
Flux,
neutrons/em2-sec
2.46
2.16
1.81
1.52
1.35
1.08
Spectral
index,
X
1.26
1.29
1.23
1.16
.96
.86
DRNM
7O38
6999
6644
6389
7004
7018
aLocations: Ft. Churchill, Canada, and St. Paul, Minnesota.
bPhantom denotes tissue equivalent material.
eUsed in dose calculations.
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of approximately 60 g/cm 2 or an altitude of 20 km (65 000 ft). These data were
supplemented by theoretical extrapolations of the neutron spectra (see Wilson,
Lambiotte, and Foelsche, 1969; Wilson et al., 1970; Wilson, 1972) in the range
from 0.1 to I MeV according to the spectral shape calculated by Newkirk (1963)
and in the range from 10 to 500 MeV according to the fiat spectral slope (E-l'2),
first found by J. W. Wilson using Monte Carlo nucleon transport calculations on
the basis of neutron production cross sections for incident protons up to 2 GeV
energy of Bertini (1967) and semiempirical extrapolation to 10 GeV.
In figure 13.7, as an example for the neutron dose determinations, the neutron
spectrum from galactic cosmic rays measured from 1 to 10 MeV at supersonic
transport (SST) altitude on August 3, 1965, above Fort Churchill is extrapolated
by the preceding method to lower energies (0.01 MeV) and higher energies
(500 MeV); the results of the Monte Carlo calculations are shown by the horizontal
dashes representing the neutron fluxes compiled in the corresponding energy bins.
From this spectrum the dose and dose equivalent rates for hands and feet due
to neutrons are obtained by summing the dose rates resulting from multiplying
the flux in each energy interval by the corresponding flux-to-dose rate conversion
factor for the extremities. The resulting dose rate is 1.23 #Gy/hr (0.123 mrad/hr),
and the corresponding dose equivalent rate is 7.72 #Sv/hr (0.772 mrem/hr). In
addition to the spectrum, the separate contributions in the different energy ranges
to the dose and dose equivalent rates are indicated in figure 13.7 (linear scale). The
neutrons of energies greater than 10 MeV are found to contribute (through recoil
protons and stars) 35 percent to the total dose equivalent rate of neutrons. The
neutrons of energy from 0.1 to 1 MeV, assumed to have an energy spectrum similar
to that given by Newkirk, contribute about 27 percent. The unmeasured part of
the spectrum thus contributes about 70 percent to the neutron dose equivalent
rate in extremities.
The main results of these measurements on galactic cosmic rays are the
determination of both the absolute values of the energetic secondary neutron fluxes
(1 to I0 MeV) and the dose as measured with tissue equivalent ion chambers. The
neutron spectrum, which was in doubt before the present experiments, especially
for high latitudes and altitudes, was found to be of a flatter spectrum. The tissue
equivalent ion chamber yielded the contributions of neutrons (via recoil protons) to
the absorbed dose in tissue, which is not obtained in conventional metal-walled ion
chambers. In addition, the actual measurements of neutron spectra and tissue dose
rates inside a spherical body phantom experimentally relate the dose equivalents
in thin tissue equivalent samples (corresponding to the extremities) to the depth
dose equivalents in the human body, and thus confirm theoretical calculations
(Foelsche et al., 1974).
The theoretical spectra have as yet to be normalized by adjusting the absolute
intensities to the measured neutron spectra in the range from I to 10 MeV. The
theoretical spectra are based on calculations for proton primaries and do not
accurately take into account the a-particles and heavier nuclei that are present in
galactic and solar cosmic rays because the secondary production cross sections in
reactions with air have not been satisfactorily determined either theoretically or
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Figure 13.7. High-latitude (geomagnetic latitude _ 69 °) neutron spectrum measured at SST
altitudes (_50 g/cm 2) on August 3, 1965 (heavy solid line between 1 and 10 MeV), by
Mendell in Korff et al. (1979) with its extension to lower and higher energies (heavy
dashed curve) compared with the shape of the Monte Carlo spectrum (histogram, horizontal
dashes). The linear scale is for the dose rates in extremities calculated from the NASA
spectrum (Sv--heavy step curve; Gy--dashed step curve).
experimentally. For the present purposes, it is considered satisfactory to assume
that only the intensity, and not the shape, of the neutron spectra at subsonic and
supersonic jet altitudes is substantially changed by the heavier primaries.
The various contributions to the total dose equivalent rate as measured in
high latitudes for the initial phases of the present solar cycle (1965 to 1968) are
shown in figure 13.8. The different contributions in the figure correspond to the
types of instrumentation with which the measurements were made. The tissue
equivalent ion chamber measures only the energy deposited in a thin tissue sample
(that is, the absorbed dose rate) by all radiation components. This measurement,
however, does not provide the biologically equivalent dose rate since much of
the dose equivalent rate is due to components with a quality factor QF greater
than unity, such as proton recoils and heavily ionizing star prongs in tissue from
neutron and charged-particle reactions with tissue nuclei. These contributions
to the excess of the total dose equivalent over the corresponding absorbed dose
given by the tissue equivalent ion chamber (Sv minus Gy) are referred to as the
QF - 1 increments. They are derived by an analysis of the neutron spectrometer
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Figure 13.8. Galactic cosmic-ray dose equivalent rates for extremities (hands and feet) and
approximately for eyes as a function of altitude at different phases of the solar cycle for
high latitudes.
and tissue equivalent nuclear emulsion data. (The nuclear emulsion data from
the British Royal Aerospace Establishment (R.A.E.) were used, as explained
subsequently.) The components of the total dose equivalent rate, derived from
measurements and shown in figure 13.8, are as follows:
(1) The tissue absorbed dose rate from all radiation components, that is, from
charged primaries and secondaries, including mesons, gamma rays, neutrons (via
recoil protons, heavy recoils, and neutron-produced stars), and stars produced
by energetic charged particles, all of which are measured in the tissue equivalent
ion chamber. As explained before, some of these components have, because of
their large linear energy transfer, a quality factor greater than unity. This excess
constitutes parts (2) and (3).
(2) The QF - 1 increment rate produced in tissue by energetic neutrons
(0.1 to 500 MeV) via recoils and stars.
(3) The QF - 1 increment rate caused by stars in tissue produced by primary
and secondary charged particles.
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Component (2), the neutron QF- 1 increment rate, is found from the measured
neutron fluxes in the range from 1 to 10 MeV extended to lower and higher energies
as explained in a previous paragraph (see fig. 13.7) by subtracting the inferred
dose rate from the inferred neutron dose equivalent rate. The neutron QF - 1
increment rate on August 3, 1965, at SST altitude is thus found, for example, for
the extremities as 6.5 #Sv/hr (i.e., 7.72 - 1.23, see fig. 13.7).
Component (3), the dose equivalent rate due to stars produced by charged
particles, was derived from measurements at different altitudes in tissue equivalent
emulsions by P. J. N. Davison of the British R.A.E., where the increment is referred
to as "star damage energy." The total star QF - 1 increment derived by Davison
included the contribution of neutron-produced stars already taken into account
in (2); the star contribution from charged particles is approximately one-half of
the total star QF - 1 increment at high altitudes (20 km (65 000 ft) to 34 km
(100 000 ft)) and one-third of the total star QF - 1 increment at subsonic altitudes
(11 km (37000 ft)), as theoretical calculations indicate. This part is plotted in
figure 13.8. The total dose equivalent rate is obtained by summing parts (1), (2),
and (3).
The total extremity dose equivalent rate in figure 13.8 in high latitudes as a
function of altitude exhibits a maximum at about 35 g/cm 2 (22 km or 75 000 ft)
during galactic cosmic-ray maximum (approximately 1 to 2 years after sunspot
minimum). The maximum decreases in magnitude and appears to move deeper
into the atmosphere as the galactic cosmic-ray minimum is approached. This peak
is mainly due to the broad maximum in the neutron fluxes at these altitudes. (See
the neutron data in figs. 13.3 and 13.6 and the neutron contribution in fig. 13.8.)
The absorbed energy measured in the ion chamber does not exhibit this peak. It
may furthermore be noted that the neutron dose equivalent rate contributes about
50 percent to the total dose equivalent rate at these altitudes.
13.3.2. Radiation levels within the geomagnetic field. The latitude
surveys were made mostly by airplanes so that the relation between airplane
count rates and balloon count rates needs to be established (the effect of neutron
production and moderation by the airplane structure). The airplane count rates
are found to be 10 percent higher in balloon rendezvous flights with identical
instruments as well as within the solar cycle for the same instrument (Korff et al.,
1979) as shown in figure 13.9. The latitude surveys by balloons and airplanes are
shown in figure 13.10 at the transition maximum and at 250 g/cm 2 for different
phases of solar cycle 20. The curves in the figure are our approximation to the
data given by
¢l-10(Xm, R, C) = 0.23
+ [1.1+ 0.167(c- 100)] +
-R 2+ 0.4 exp \ 3"-:73 ]
+ 0.0501(C - 100)
(13.1)
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Figure 13.9. Count rates of neutron channels 2-7 in balloon flights and airplane flights. Effect
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Figure 13.10. Fast neutron flux (in range from 1 to i0 MeV) at the transition maximum and
at 250-g/cm 2 depth as a function of vertical cutoff rigidity R for various times in the solar
cycle and DRNM count rates.
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at the transition maximum and
¢1-10(250, R, C) = 0.17
+ [0.787+ 0.035(c - lOO)]exp
+ I - 0.107 - 0.0265(C - 100)
L
+ 0.612 exp \ 3.73 exp (13.2)
at depths of 250 g/cm _ in the atmosphere where R is local cutoff rigidity (in
units of GV) and C is the high-latitude neutron monitor count rate in percent of
maximum. At depths below 250 g/cm 2, the neutrons attenuate with attenuation
length (g/cm 2) given by
A --- 165 + 2R (13.3)
The flux at all altitudes is approximated as
(13.4) .
where
f(R,C) =exp (2@) _Pl-lO (250, R,C) (13.5)
h = _ [1- ¢,-10(xm,R, C) exp (_)-
[ /(n, c)
and
A
where the transitionmaximum altitudecorresponds to
(13.6)
(13.7)
xm = 50 + ln {2OOO + exp[- 2(C - lO0)] } (13.8)
The neutron environment model given by equations (13.1) to (13.8) is shown in
figures 13.3, 13.4, and 13.6 in comparison with the experimental data. The flux
from 1 to 10 MeV is converted to dose equivalent and dose using 3.14 _Sv-cm 2-
2 2 r zsec/hr (0.314 mrem-cm -sec/hr) and 0.5 #Gy-cm -sec/hr (0.05 m ad-cm -sec/hr),
respectively. The accepted quality factor within the U.S. is the one in ICRP 26
(Anon., 1977) and is used in the current estimates.
Unfortunately, not all ion chamber data or all nuclear emulsion data were
reduced. For our present purpose we will use the argon-filled ion chamber data to
represent the altitude, latitude, and solar cycle dependence and use the available
tissue equivalent ion chamber data as a guide. The ion chamber data of GREP
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is shown in table 13.2 for solar minimum (C = 98.3 in 1965) and in table 13.3
for solar maximum (C = 80 in 1958) as obtained for cycle 19. We note that the
low-energy GCR had not fully recovered in the summer of 1965 with the result
that the high-latitude ionization at high altitude is about 10 percent lower than
that in 1954. Furthermore, the 1958 measurements near solar maximum covered
only mid to high latitudes, and the low-latitude data in table 13.3 are likely to be
about 10 percent too high at high altitudes. The ionization rates in tables 13.2 and
13.3 are the rates in air per atmosphere of pressure. They are directly converted
to exposure units and absorbed dose in tissue. The comparison with the tissue
equivalent ion chamber requires the addition of the neutron absorbed dose rates
as shown in figures 13.3, 13.4, and 13.6 where good consistency between the two
methods is demonstrated. Dose equivalent estimates require an estimate of the
high LET components associated with charged particles and are found from the
measurements in nuclear emulsion as shown in figure 13.8. The corresponding
average quality factor for proton-produced stars is found from Davison's emulsion
data as
This average quality factor will be applied to ion chamber dose rate data.
13.3.3. Comparison with other methods. This first comparison is with
the dose equivalent rate meter of the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL).
The BNL instrument is a tissue equivalent spherical proportional counter of 22-
cm radius filled at 10 torr with tissue equivalent gas (corresponds to a 3-#m
tissue site). The LET spectra are derived using the triangular relation to lineal
energy which assumes that the chamber size is small compared with the range
of the particles being detected. The ICRP 26 quality factor (Anon., 1977) is
used to calculate dose equivalent rates. Because of the large chamber size at the
chosen pressures, the high LET events are greatly distorted by the triangular
assumption. For example, a 100-keV/_m proton moving along the diameter
would register only a 75-keV pulse instead of the 300-keV pulse expected using
the triangular distribution. The instrument-assigned quality factor would be
10 instead of the correct value of 20. Such distortions are worse for multiple
charged ions. Therefore, the BNL instrument could significantly underestimate
the average quality factor. With this limitation in mind, in table 13.4 we
give the BNL measurements made in 1971 and 1972 along with results of the
present model. Approximate neutron monitor count rates used in evaluating
the present model are given for the Deep River neutron monitor (DRNM) in
Canada. The dose rates are in very good agreement, but the quality factors of
the present model are substantially larger than the values measured by the BNL
instrument. The present results are shown in table 13.5 with the results of the
British Aerospace/Aerospatiale Concorde dosimeter and the HARIS instrument.
The Concorde dosimeter consists of three shielded Geiger counters and a BF3
proportional counter for neutron detection. The HARIS instrument consists of a
gas-filled tissue equivalent proportional counter and tissue equivalent ion chamber.
It has some of the same limitations as the BNL instrument.
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Table 13.4. Radiation Measurements of the BNL Instrument Compared
With Those of Present Model (Values in Parentheses)
Geomagnetic
latitude,
°N
36.7
41.7
50.0
58.0
69.4
69.6
68.4
67.3
Date
Aug. 29, 1972:
DRNM _6950
Aug. 30, 19'72:
DRNM _6950
June 17, 1972:
DRNM -_6950
July lt_, 1972:
DRNM _6950
iAltitude,
km
3.0
6.1
9.1
12.2
3.0
6.1
9.1
12.2
Areal
density,
g/cm_
694
460
303
188
694
460
303
188
Absorbed
dose rate,
#Gy/hr
o.18 (o.18)
.58 (0.57)
1.38 (1.21)
2.80 (2.32)
0.20 (0.19)
.63 (0.59)
1.50 (1.28)
3.10 (2.57)
Dose equivalent
rate,
#Sv/hr
0.25 (0.30)
1.00(1.12)
2.50 (2.55)
4.75 (4.82)
0.25 (0.36)
0.88 (1.29)
2.45 (2.99)
&25 (5.76)
0.35 (0.43)
1.o5 (1.63)
2.75 (3.95)
5.80 (7.61)
3.0
6.1
9.1
12.2
3.0
6.1
694
460
303
188
694
460
0.22 (0.20)
.61 (0.69)
1.68 (1.59)
3.45 (3.14)
0.19 (0.20)
.63 (0,69)
" 0.42 (0.45)
1.21 (1.72)
June 29, 1971:
DRNM _6850
9.1
12.2
9.1
11.6
15.2
18.3
303
188
303
204
116
71
1.70
3.90
(1.59)
(3.35)
1.59 (1.57)
2.88 (2.97)
4.89 (4.97)
6.03 (6.14)
2.90 (4.25)
7.oo(8.52)
2.34 (4.09)
4.89 (7.53)
7.93 (12.09)
10.39 (14.24)
Table 13.5. Present Results and Radiation Measurements Made With the Concorde
Instrument and the HARIS at 18.3 km and High Geomagnetic Latitude
Dose equivalent rates, #Sv/hr, for--
Geomagnetic
latitude, °N
65 70
67
70
7O
70
Date (1969)
NOV. 3
Nov. 17
Nov. 19
Nov. 21
Nov. 21
DRNM
6369
6429
6442
6510
6537
Concorde
9
7_9
5-7
7-9
7-9
HARIS Present
10.7 11.7-11.5
7.8 11.9
6.3 12.0
6.9 12.4
6.5 12.5
The present mode] is compared with several sources in table 13.6. Of particular
note is the result of Schaefer's measurements with nuclear emulsion (Friedberg and
Neas in Anon., 1980). In particular, the ionization tracks of all particles other than
nuclear stars lead to 5.8 #Gy/hr and 10.5 pSv/hr, which is in good agreement
with the values from the BNL instrument of 6.0 #Gy/hr and 10.4 #Sv/hr as
given in tables 13.4 and 13.6. The nuclear-star contributions from Schaefer's
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Table 13.6. Present Results Compared With Other Estimates of Galactic Radiation
Source of data
At or near 55°N, solar average (DRNM = 6660)
Present 5.9 12.1
O'Brien and McLaughlin (1972) 4.t I3.2
LaRC:
Extremities 6.2 12.5
42°N, 43°N, at or near solar maximum (DRNM = 6950)
Present 4.8 8.6
O'Brien and McLaughlin (1972) 3.3 9.8
BNL 3.9
67°N-70?N, at or near solar maximum (DRNM = 6850)
Dose equivalent rate, _Sv/hr,
for altitude (areal density) of--
11.0 km (255 g/cm 2) 18.3 km (71 g/cm 2)
Present
BNL
Concorde
HARIS
Schaefer in Anon. (1980)
6.7
4.1
14.2
10.4
8.0
9.0
15.0
nuclear emulsion data give final values of 6.5 pGy/hr and 15.0 #Sv/hr in excellent
agreement with those of the present model of 6.1 #Gy/hr and 14.2 #Sv/hr,
respectively. The importance of the nuclear-star contribution has also been noted
by Friedberg and Neas in Anon. (1980). The present model appears to be in
excellent agreement with measurements, which include the high LET components
associated with nuclear-star contributions.
13.4. Global Dose Rate Estimates
The dose rate evaluation methods described herein are directly applicable to
predictions, or estimates, of global dose rate patterns. The requirements for such
an analysis include the geographic distribution of magnetic cutoff values and the
global pressure fields at the altitudes of interest. The vertical magnetic cutoff
values are taken here as the 1980.0 epoch data of Smart and Shea (1983) and are
shown in figure 13.11. The atmospheric climatological data have been extracted
from the Langley Research Center General Circulation Model (LaRC-GCM) of
the Earth's atmosphere (Grose et al., 1987; Blackshear, Grose, and Turner, 1987),
with enhanced resolution for vertical structure as given by R. S. Eckman et al.
in presently unpublished work. For purposes of computations presented herein,
the original latitude-longitude grid has been reduced to 10 ° increments by ap-
propriate interpolation of the LaRC-GCM data; i.e., the latitude grid points are
-90 ° S to +90 ° N and the longitudes progress from -180 ° W to +180 ° E in 10 °
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Figure 13.11. Contour of vertical geomagnetic cutoff values from data of Smart and Shea
(1983). Contour increments are 1 GV except for the lowest (0.5 GV) contour. Magnetic
pole locations are indicated.
steps. Of course, any desired pressure altitude distribution may be substituted; for
example, the widely used NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center Global Reference
Atmospheric Model (Justus et al., 1980) or other real-time meteorological fields
can be used. The principal reasons for utilization of the LaRC-GCM data in
the present calculations relate to the fact that both seasonal and north-south
hemisphere asymmetries appear to be well represented in the upper troposphere
.and stratosphere (Grose et al., 1989), with the influence of surface topography
taken into account.
The global dose rate analysis has been performed for three altitudes: 10, 14,
and 18 km (approximately 33000, 46000, and 60000 ft, respectively). Pressure
distributions at these altitudes are shown in figures 13.12, 13.13, and 13.14,
respectively. In these figures, the pressure distributions are shown in polar
stereographic projection for both hemispheres and for both solstice conditions.
The northern hemisphere winter solstice (the southern hemisphere summer) has
been modeled as an average of pressure for the first 10 days in January as given by
the LaRC-GCM. The corresponding opposite solstice conditions are represented
by an average of the data for the first 10 days in July. Pressure contours are
given in millibars (mbar). (Note that for the Earth's atmosphere, pressure in
millibars is numerically within 2 percent of the overhead absorber amount in
units of g/cm2.) Some general salient features of the pressure distributions may
be noted; for example, the equator-to-pole Iatitudinal gradient is much larger
for each hemisphere in winter than in summer. As a consequence, a substantial
seasonal variation in dose rates may result, particularly for high-latitude flights in
the northern hemisphere.
13.4.1. ICRP 26 quality factors. Contour maps of the dose rates at solar
minimum corresponding to the three altitude levels are presented in figures 13.15,
13.16, and 13.17. Dose rate values for the contours are expressed in units of
cSv/1000 hr (equivalent to mrem/hr). For altitudes of 10 and 14 kin, dose rates
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increase from low latitudes by approximately a factor of 3 as polar regions are
approached. At the 18-km altitude (._60000 ft), the equator-to-pole increase is
on the order of a factor of 5, largely because of the increasing influence of the
geomagnetic cutoffs relative to the atmospheric attenuation. Note that even for
the 14-km altitude, dose rates at high latitudes in the polar winter are greater than
1 cSv/1000 hr. Such regions of the globe in the northern hemisphere encompass
several common international flight paths. Two such routes (N.Y.-London and
N.Y.-Tokyo), which are indicated in figure 13.18, have been overlaid on satellite-
view projections of the globe showing contour maps of the northern hemisphere
winter dose rate at the 18-km level. The orientations of the projections are such
that the pertinent great circle routes appear as straight lines on the figures.
Figure 13.19 shows the winter dose rate contours at the 10-km altitude for
the contiguous United States. (Note the change in scale from previous figures;
dose rates in fig. 13.19 are given in mSv/1000 hr.) The U.S. dose rate differs by
approximately a factor of 2 within the latitude belt of the nation. Dose rates for
many of the northern states exceed 0.6 cSv/1000 hr (0.6 mrem/hr).
During the summer months at solar minimum, the dose rates for the northern-
most flights in the contiguous U.S. drop to about 0.47 cSv/1000 hr. Crew members
operating 1000 hr or more on northern U.S. routes at 10 km or more obviously
exceed the allowable exposure for the general population. The dose rates at solar
minimum at 14 km are greater by nearly a factor of 2 and represent a substantial
fraction of the dose allowed a radiation worker (50 roSy/year) for a 1000 hr/year
exposure. A more detailed analysis of commerciM airplane operations is clearly
needed. This is especially true if newly proposed increases in quality factors are
enforced (ICRU 40 (Anon., 1986)).
13._.2. Revised quality factors. All previous results were based on the
quality factors of ICRP 26 (Anon., 1977). Average neutron quality factors have
been derived using the proposed ICRU 40 quality factors in Anon. (1986) and
will be used here to estimate expected future upward revisions. The contributions
to neutron dose equivalent rates in neutron energy subintervals as presented in
figure 13.7 are shown in the first three columns of table 13.7. The corresponding
previous average quality factors for each subinterval are shown in column four. The
newly proposed quality factors (ICRU 40 (Anon., 1986)) are averaged over each
subinterval according to the neutron spectrum produced by GCR and then are
applied to obtain new estimates of the neutron dose equivalent rates, as shown in
columns five and six. The results change the dose equivalent by 60 percent. We do
not increase the charged-particle star contribution since the assumed quality factor
of 20 is a generous overestimate of nuclear-star contributions to dose equivalent
(Wilson, Shinn, and Townsend, 1990).
The revised dose equivalent rates at solar minimum for 10-, 14-, and 18-km
altitudes are shown for winter solstice and summer solstice in figures 13.20, 13.21,
and 13.22, respectively. During solar minimum years, flight crews who spend over
1000 hr at altitudes in excess of 10 km (33 000 ft) in the northern polar region
can receive up to 1 cSv per year in excess of that allowed for the general population.
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(c) Southern hemisphere winter
(July data).
(d) Southern hemisphere summer
(January data).
Figure 13.12. Global pressure distribution for solstice conditions at 10-km altitude (approxi-
mately 33 000 It). Contour increment is 5 mbar.
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(a) Northern hemisphere winter
(January data).
(b) Northern hemisphere summer
(July data).
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(c) Southern hemisphere winter
(July data).
(d) Southern hemisphere summer
(January data).
Figure 13.13. Global pressure distribution for solstice conditions at 14-kin altitude (approxi-
mately 46 000 ft). Contour increment is 5 mbar.
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(July data).
Figure 13.14. Global pressure distribution for solstice conditions at 18-km altitude (approxi-
mately 60 000 ft). Contour increment is 2 mbar.
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(a) Northern hemisphere winter
(January data). (b) Northern hemisphere summer
(July data).
(c) Southern hemisphere winter
(July data). (d) Southern hemisphere summer
(January data).
Figure 13.15. Contours of dose rate during solstice conditions at 10-km altitude (approximately
33 000 if). Contour increment is 0,1 cSv/1000 hr.
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(a) Northern hemisphere winter
(January data).
(b) Northern hemisphere summer
(July data).
t
(c) Southern hemisphere winter (d) Southern hemisphere summer
(July data). (January data).
Figure 13.16. Contours of dose rate during solstice conditions at 14-kin altitude (approximately
46000 ft). Contour increment is 0.1 cSv/lO00 hr.
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(a) Northern hemisphere winter
(January data). (b) Northern hemisphere summer
(July data).
(c) Southern hemisphere winter
(July data), (d) Southern hemisphere summer
(January data).
Figure 13.17. Contours of dose rate during solstice conditions at 18-kin altitude (approximately
60000 ft). Contour increment is 0.1 eSv/1000 hr.
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y ",
(a) New York-London.
(b) New York-Tokyo.
Figure 13.18. International great circle routes for northern hemisphere winter ut 18-kin altitude.
Dose rate contour increment is 0.1 cSv/1000 hr.
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The exposure nearly doubles ifthe cruise altitudes are near 14 km(46000 _), and
this increase represents a substantial _action of the exposure allowed a radiation
worker.
Figure 13.19. Winter solstice dose rate contours for continental United States at 10-km altitude
(approximately 33 000 ft). Contour increment is 0.5 mSv/1000 hr.
Table 13.7. Dose and Dose Equivalent Rates in Neutron Energy Intervals
With the ICRP 26 a and Proposed ICRU 40 b Quality Factors
AE: neutron energy interval, MeV; AD: dose,/_Gy/hr;]AH: dose equivalent, #Sv/hr; Q: quality factor J
AE AD AHICRP QICRP QIcau AHIcRu
2.34 19.40.1-1
1-10
10-100
10(_1000
0.1 1000
0.20
.32
.39
.31
1.22
2.52
1.81
1.04
7.71
11.7
7.9
7.0
3.4
6.3
17.6
7.0
3.4
10.1
3.88
5.63
1.81
1.04
12.36
alCRP 26 (Anon., 1977).
bICRU 40 (Anon., 1986).
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(a) Northern hemisphere winter (b) Northern hemisphere summer
(January data). (July data).
(c) Southern hemisphere winter
(July data).
(d) Southern hemisphere summer
(January data).
Figure 13.20. Contours of dose rate during solstice conditions at 10-km altitude (approximately
33000 it) computed with ICRU 40 quality factors (Anon., 1986). Contour increment is
0.2 cSv/1000 hr.
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(c) Southern hemisphere winter (d) Southern hemisphere summer
(July data). (January data).
Figure 13.21. Contours of dose rate during solstice conditions at 14-km altitude (approximately
46000 ft) computed with ICRU 40 quality factors (Anon., 1986). Contour increment is
0.2 cSv/1000 hr.
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(a) Northern hemisphere winter
(January data).
(b) Northern hemisphere summer
(July data).
(c) Southern hemisphere winter
(July data).
(d) Southern hemisphere summer
(January data).
Figure 13.22. Contours of dose rate during solstice conditions at 18-kin altitude (approximately
60000 ft) computed with ICRU 40 quality factors (Anon., 1986). Contour increment is
0.2 cSv/1000 hr.
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(a) New York-London.
(b) New York-Tokyo,
Figure 13.23. International great circle routes for northern hemisphere at 14-km altitude.
Dose rate contours are computed with ICRU 40 quality factors (Anon., 1986) and are
in increments of 0.2 cSv/1000 hr.
International flights for New York-London and New York-Tokyo are shown in
figure 13.23 at solar minimum during winter solstice for 14-km altitudes. Such
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Figure 13.24. Winter solstice dose rate contours for contiguous United States at 14-km altitude
(approximately 46 000 ft) using ICRU 40 quality factors (Anon., 1986). Contour increment
is 0.1 cSV/1000 hr.
flights will accumulate more than 1.5 cSv/1000 hr. Clearly, high exposures relative
to the general public are indicated and some thought to possible crew rotation
(especially for potentially pregnant crew members) seems advisable. The winter
dose rates at 14-km altitude during solar minimum can be quite high over the
contiguous U.S. as shown in figure 13.24. Some counseling will be in order if the
newly proposed quality factors are, in fact, adopted.
The revised QF dose equivalent rates are shown in figure 13.25 for solar
maximum (in 1969) at the 14-km altitude. The dose rates decreased by 20 to
40 percent in reaching solar maximum in cycle 20. The decrease for cycle 19 (in
1958) would have been substantially greater.
13.5. Analysis for Selected Flight Paths
The environmental model described previously is used in conjunction with
the background radiation data base to estimate incurred dose equivalent rates
for several intercontinental and domestic routes at three altitudes (12, 14, and
17 km, corresponding approximately to 40 000, 46 000, and 56 000 ft, respectively).
Several tables of results have been prepared (tables 13.8-13.12) in which the
predicted average dose rates are presented for the selected flight paths as various
input parameters are altered. The routes are specified as minimum distance (great
circle) routes at constant altitude. Tables 13.8 and 13.9 give results computed
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for sblar-minimum, northern hemisphere winter conditions, and they illustrate
the effect of the proposed ICRU 40 quality factors (Anon., 1986) quality factors
(table 13.8) as opposed to the generally lower ICRP 26 quantities (Anon., 1977)
(table 13.9). The ICRU 40 quality factors result in dose equivalent values that are
higher by 25 to 33 percent, with largest increases for the higher latitude routes.
In order to examine the effect of active Sun conditions, tables 13.10 and 13.11
have been generated for solar maxima of cycles 19 and 20, respectively, in which
the relative solar activity is shown to have an inverse relationship to the Deep
River neutron monitor count in figure 13.1. It is seen that the decrease in dose
rate during solar maximum may be quite large, especially at high latitudes. For
example, the average rates at all altitudes considered for the New York-Tokyo
route are reduced to almost half the predicted quiet Sun values (table 13.10
compared with table 13.8). A comparison of tables 13.10 and 13.11 for different
solar maxima indicates the effects of variabilities between different cycles.
Finally, table 13.12 presents corresponding results for northern hemisphere
summer solstice conditions, for which the pressure at a given altitude is usually
Table 13.8. Dose Equivalent Rate in January at Solar Cycle Minimum (DRNM = 7157)
for ICRU 40 Quality Factors (Anon., 1986)
City pairs
N.Y. Tokyo
N.Y.-London
N.Y.-Seattle
Paris-Rio
Paris-D.C.
Atlanta-L.A.
Atlanta-N.Y.
Atlanta-S.F.
Dose equivalent rate, cSv/1000 hr, at altitude of__
12 km 14 km 17 km
(39 370 ft) (45 932 ft) (55 774 It)
1.09
1.22
1.20
.39
1.17
.79
1.00
.85
1.37
1.55
1.56
.49
1.49
1.02
1.29
1.10
1.62
1.82
1.86
.57
1.74
1.22
1.56
1.31
Table 13.9. Dose Equivalent Rate in January at Solar Cycle Minimum (DRNM = 7157)
for ICRP 26 Quality Factors (Anon., 1977)
City pairs
N.Y.-Tokyo
N.Y.-London
N.Y. Seattle
Paris Rio
Paris-D.C.
Atlanta-L.A.
Atlanta-N.Y.
Atlanta-S.F.
Dose equivalent rate, cSv/1000 hr, at altitude of--
12 km
(39 370 ft)
0.82
.92
.90
.31
.88
.60
.75
.64
14 km
(45 932 ft)
1.04
1.18
1.18
.39
1.13
.79
.98
.84
17 km
(55 774 ft)
1.24
1.39
1.42
.46
1.33
.94
1.19
1.01
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(a) Northern hemisphere winter
(January data).
(b) Northern hemisphere summer
(July data).
(c) Southern hemisphere winter (d) Southern hemisphere summer
(July data). (January data).
Figure 13.25. Contours of dose rate during solstice conditions at solar maximum activity for
14-km altitude computed with ICRU 40 quality factors (Anon., 1986). Contour increment
is 0.2 cSV/1000 hr.
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Table 13.10. Dose Equivalent R,ute in January at Solar Cycle Maximum
(DRNM = 5700; cycle 19) for ICRU 40 Quality Factors (Anon., 1986)
City pairs
N.Y.-Tokyo
N.Y.-London
N.Y. Seattle
Paris-Rio
Paris-D.C.
Atlanta L.A.
Atlant_N.Y.
Atlanta-S.F.
Dose equivalent rate, cSv/1000 hr, at altitude of--
14 km
(45 932 ft)
17 km
(55 774 ft)
12 km
(39 370 ft)
0.63
.69
.67
.35
.68
.59
.63
.61
0.77
.85
.84
.41
.84
.73
.80
.76
0.86
.97
.97
.46
.95
.82
.92
.85
Table 13.11. Dose Equivalent Rate in January at Solar Cycle Maximum
(DRNM = 6280; cycle 20) for ICRU 40 Quality Factors (Anon., 1986)
City pairs
N.Y.-Tokyo
N.Y.-London
N.Y.-Seattle
Paris-Rio
Paris-D.C.
Atlanta-L.A.
Atlanta N.Y.
Atlanta-S.F.
Dose equivalent rate, cSv/1000 hr, at altitude of--
12 km
(39 370 ft)
0.75
.84
.81
.35
.81
.62
.72
.66
14 km
(45 932 ft)
0.96
1.07
1.06
.43
1.04
.80
.94
.85
17 km
(55 774 ft)
1.12
1.26
1.27
.50
1.22
.96
1.14
1.01
Table 13.12. Dose Equivalent Rate in July at Solar Cycle Minimum (DRNM = 7157)
for ICRU 4(} Quality Factors (Anon., 1986)
City pairs
N.Y.-Tokyo
N.Y.-London
N.Y.-Seattle
Paris-Rio
Paris-D.C.
Atlanta-L.A.
Atlanta-N.Y.
Atlanta-S.F.
Dose equivalent rate, cSv/1000 hr, at altitude of--
12 km
(39 370 ft)
0.92
1.04
1.02
.37
.99
.70
.86
.75
14 km
(45 932 ft)
1.24
1.41
1.41
.47
1.35
.94
1.18
1.02
17 km
(55 774 ft)
1.57
1.77
1.82
.56
1.70
1.20
1.52
1.29
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Figure 13.26. Dose equivalent rate profile along aircraft intercontinental flight trajectories at
17 km (56 000 ft).
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higher than in winter. Consequently, dose equivalent rates are somewhat lower
than those for the corresponding wintertime values, as may be seen by comparing
tables 13.12 and 13.8. In addition, the seasonal variation is less for routes at low
latitudes since annual pressure changes are not as pronounced.
As a final illustration of the range of dose rate variation along particular flight
paths, the calculated dose equivalent rates at 14-km altitude for New York-Tokyo
and for Paris-Rio de Janeiro are shown as a function of distance traveled in
figure 13.26. The dose rate for New York-Tokyo is in excess of 1.5 cSv/1000 hr
since much of the route is at high latitudes (>50 ° N). In contrast, the Paris-Rio
calculation, for which most time is spent at tropical and subtropical latitudes,
shows much lower dose rates. The average dose rate for the more northern route
exceeds that of the low-latitude route by more than 2-1/2 times.
In the preceding discussion, dose equivalent rates have been expressed in
cSv/1000 hr, or mrem/hr. If one assumes that crew members spend 1000 hr
per year at altitude, the tabular results convert directly to annual incurred dose.
When such a conversion is made, it is noteworthy that only the flight path at
equatorial latitudes (Paris-Rio) is determined to be within the 0.5-cSv annual
limit for the general populace. The more northern routes, especially at high
altitudes, are often in excess of this limit by factors of 2 and sometimes 3.
i
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Chapter 14
Radiation Effects in Electronic Materials
14.1. Introduction
The physical processes by which particles interact with electronic materials
are the same as for any other material, namely, interaction with orbital electrons,
elastic scattering with atomic nuclei of the material, and nonelastic reactions. It is
the specific properties of these materials and the interaction in circuits which make
the study of electronic materials of special interest. The interaction with orbital
electrons raises the conductivity of the media until the charge released is collected
or recombines with hole states or traps in the media. Such processes depend on
external connections to the media. Elastic scattering with media nuclei depends
on the binding potential of the surrounding medium, and a dislocation or series of
dislocations can occur if the energy transfer is above the binding threshold. Such
dislocations provide traps for the conduction electrons and holes. The nonelastic
processes provide a release of kinetic energy as nuclear fragments produced by the
reaction. The kinetic energy is given over to orbital electrons and elastic scattering
with nuclei in the medium. The energy released in these nuclear reactions is given
to orbital electrons and causes a temporary large increase in the conductivity. In
the present chapter we will quantify these aspects of the interactions and treat
two diverse applications of interest to the space program.
14.2. Gallium Arsenide Solar Cells
Gallium arsenide (GaAs) solar cells have received considerable attention be-
cause of their potential usefulness in high-power space-energy systems as well as
special space-probe applications where high operating temperature is a limiting
factor for silicon solar cells (Anon., 1977). However, space-radiation damage to
the GaAs cells may be a limiting factor in Earth orbit above 2000 km and on in-
terplanetary missions unless sufficient shielding is provided to keep damage levels
within acceptable limits (Wilson, Stith, and Stock, 1983). Consequently, radi-
ation damage studies have been made (Walker and Conway, 1978a and 1978b;
Heinbockel, Conway, and Walker, 1980; Conway, Walker, and Heinbockel, 1981;
Li et al., 1981; Loo, Knechtli, and Kamath, 1981; Kamath, 1981; Wilson et al.,
1982; and Wilson, Stith, and Walker, 1982) on the effects of proton and electron
irradiation, including defect characterization and annealing. Since damage effects
are not generally additive, the combined effects of electron and proton exposure,
as well as angular and spectral factors, are not known from the available experi-
mental data base (Walker and Conway, 1978b; Loo, Knechtli, and Kamath, 1981;
Kamath, 1981). To determine design parameters for a specific space environment,
extensive laboratory testing or a model of the effects of the specific radiation com-
ponents on the cell performance is required. Within the context of a detailed
model, the question of additivity of specific radiation components can be ade-
quately understood, and the cell performance can be evaluated under appropriate
space environment conditions.
Earlier models for electron radiation damage assumed the defects to be pro-
duced uniformly throughout the cell volume and modeled the cell performance
in terms of cell-averaged diffusion lengths of the minority carriers (Walker and
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Conway, 1978a and 1978b; Heinbockel, Conway, and Walker, 1980). However,
for low-energy protons, defects are not produced uniformly throughout the cell
volume. Thus, there is a specific dependence of cell efficiency on proton en-
ergy. Consequently, the present report treats the geometric distribution of the
displacement damage in detail, and cell performance is evaluated in terms of the
cell-averaged minority-carrier recombination probability in diffusion to the cell
junction. The average of the minority recombination probability over the cell ac-
tive region weighted according to the solar-averaged photoabsorption rate is used
to estimate the decrement in the short-circuit current.
14.2.1. Proton defect formation. Atomic displacements caused by proton
impact with atomic nuclei result in crystal defects as illustrated in figure 14.1. The
formation rate of these defects is related to Rutherford's cross section (Dienes and
Vineyard, 1957):
o_R,-,2 1 1 (14.1)aD(E) = 4_
M2E Tra
H
5
aOq_0oO_O
o'bxo  
0 [] O,_.(O [] O-D 0 []
Incident m ('h ,_"¢_ ra",'_.m _ m
particle..._.-,,-¢-_:__.._ _ _ __..._. _ y..-
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Figure 14.1. Defect formation by particulate radiation in a binary crystal. Defects shown axe
replacements, vacancies, and interstitials.
where ao is Bohr's radius, E/t is Rydberg's constant, Z2 is the atomic number of
the struck nucleus, M2 is the corresponding nuclear mass number, E is the proton
kinetic energy, T D is the energy required to displace the nucleus from its lattice
site, and Tm is the maximum energy transfer in the collision; Tm is given by
4M2
Tm --- (1 + 1_12)2E (14.2)
The displacement cross section and average energy transfer for protons in GaAs
with Z2 ,_ 32 and M2 _ 72.5 are shown in figures 14.2 and 14.3. The threshold
for displacement requires that Tm> TD. The fact that T D ,_ 9.5 eV (Bauer]ein,
1963) ensures that only close collisions result in displacement, so that screening
corrections to the Rutherford formula are unimportant. If the atomic recoil energy
is sufficiently large (T >> TD) , additional displacements can be produced by the
recoiling nucleus before it comes to rest at an interstitial site. The average number
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of recoil displacements produced by one initiating proton collision event is given
as a function of the maximum energy transfer by
T._ log
_D(E)= 1+2(TIn=To) (_D)
1.0
(Tin> 2TD)
(2TD >Tm > To)
(14.3)
with the assumption that half the recoil energy produces further displacements
and the other half is dissipated in other processes. These quantities allow the
calculation of the number of displacements produced per unit distance traveled
by a proton of fixed energy.
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Figure 14.2. Displacement cross section for
energetic protons and electrons.
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Figure 14.3. Average energy trans-
ferred to recoiling nucleus.
In passing through a crystal, most of the energy of a proton is transferred
to orbital electrons (Andersen and Ziegler, 1977). The path length traveled in
coming to rest is found by fitting the data of Andersen and Ziegler (1977) as
P(E) = 0.077E °5 + 1.125 x 10-4E TM (14.4)
where E is in keV and P(E) is in pro. As derived from the slowing-down theory,
a unique value of kinetic energy can be associated with each position along the
trajectory of a proton. The proton energy as a function of the distance p yet to
be traveled before coming to rest is given by
E = 209"6p2°8
1 + 1.055p 1-43 (14.5)
as determined by integrating the stopping-power data of Andersen and Ziegler
(1977). In the process of coming to rest, the proton undergoes multiple scatterings
from atomic nuclei, of which a few result in displacements. This process alters
ever so slightly the direction of motion of the proton. The depth of penetration
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R(E) and path length P(E) are approximately related by
This ratio is related to the average deviation in the direction of motion and is most
important at low energies. The average depth of penetration and initial energy as
related through equations (14.4) and (14.6) can be approximated by
R(E) = 0.0062E + 2.92 × 10-5E 177 (14.7)
There is no unique energy associated with a given depth of penetration because
of multiple scattering. However, the average energy of protons which penetrate
and stop at a depth x is
593x 1.5
E = (14.8)
x + 3.71x °'5
The preceding quantities were used to determine the displacement density within
a GaAs crystal.
A proton of energy Eo incident on the face of the crystal travels a distance
Po = P(Eo) (14.9)
before coming to rest. After traveling a distance p the energy will be reduced to
E = 209.6 (Po - p)2.08
1 + 1.055 (Po - p)1.43 (14.10)
At this position p, the displacement mean-free path is
1
gD(E) = naD(E) (14.11)
where n is the density of scattering centers in the crystal _(4.42 x lOl°/#m3), _'
and aD(E ) is the displacement cross section averaged for GaAs (M2 = 72.5 and
Z2 = 32). The average number of displacements per unit path length is
(14.12)
 D(E) = eD(E )
The use of equations (14.10) and (14.12) allows appropriate partitioning of the
proton energy into electronic excitation and displacements everywhere along its
path.
The number of displacements along the proton path is related to the displace-
ment damage in the crystal. For a normally incident proton of energy Eo on the
face of a crystM, the number of displacements along its path is given by equa-
tions (14.10) and (14.12). However, by the time its energy is reduced to E, it has
penetrated to an average depth x given by
= R(Eo)- R(E) (14.13)
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The path length and penetration depth are related to the average direction
cosine (Janni, 1966) and are approximated here by solving the equation p(E) =
dP(E)/dR(E) using equations (14.4) and (14.6). In terms of p(E), the average
number of displacements per unit depth is
dD(E)
dx = f_(E) _D(E) (14.14)
where x is found from equation (14.13). The effects of multiple scattering are
demonstrated in figure 14.4. The results of equation (14.14) for the average
proton path due to multiple scattering (solid line) are compared with calculations
neglecting multiple scattering (dashed line) according to equation (14.12). The
difference between the two curves is a measure of the fluctuations caused by
multiple scattering.
The total number of displacements formed along the path of a proton with
initial energy Eo is
"(Eo) = -- "_'_'[E°_D(E)_dE (14.15)
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Figure 14.5. Total number of displace-
ments formed in bringing a particle
to rest in GaAs crystal.
The numerical evaluation of equation (14.15) as shown in figure 14.5 is approxi-
mated by (Eo in units of keV)
D(Eo) =
0
12.4 + 350.4 (1 - 0.8236 Eo0"016)lOgl0(Eo )
47.83 + 20.48 (1 + 3.246 x 10-3 Eo0'721) logt0(Eo)
(Eo < 0.64)
(0.64 < Eo < 20)
(20 < Eo)
(14.16)
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where the effective threshold displacement energy for the proton is 0.64 keV.
Equation (14.13) was also evaluated using the displacement theory of Lindhard,
Scharff, and Schiott (LSS) (1963) as discussed by Peterson and Harkness (1976).
The numerical values of the LSS theory and the present results are in good
agreement. (See Wilson et al., 1982.)
15.2.2. Electron defect formation. One of the significant differences be-
tween proton and electron interaction is that relativistic effects must be included
in the electron interaction. The Mott-McKinley-Feshbach (McKinley and Fesh-
bach, 1948; see also Vook, 1968) relativistic electron scattering cross section leads
to the expression
&r=rCr2cZ_(l_:2) (_ r + dT (14.17)
where rc is the classical electron radius, Z2 is the atomic number of the target
atom, _ is the ratio of the electron velocity to the speed of light, T is the
energy transferred in the collision, and a equals Z2/137. Integration yields the
displacement cross section shown in figure 14.2 and given by
[Tm Z_ (Tin) (_D) (Tm)] (14"18)× log -1
where TD is the displacement threshold, the maximum energy transfer Tm is
2E (E + 2mc 2) (14.19)
M2 is the mass of the atom, rn is the mass of the electron, and c is the velocity
of light. In a collision between an electron of energy E and an atom, the atom
acquires an energy in excess of T/) for cross section aD(E ).
A requirement for displacement of a nucleus is that T > T/). The value of
TD used in deriving this model is 9.5 eV. The average energy transfer during a
collision is
T(E) = 1 [_" daD(E)
Jro r dr
(14.20)
Figure 14.3 illustrates the dependence on electron energy of the average energy
transfer between an electron of initial energy E and a gallium or arsenic atom.
If the energy transfer T(E) >> To, additional atomic displacements can be
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produced by the initial recoiling nucleus before it comes to rest at an interstitial or
replacement site. The average number of recoils caused by one electron colliding
with an atom is given as a function of the average energy transfer by
1
_D(E) = T E
"l
(TD < T(E) < 2T_) |
/(T(E) > 2TD) (14.21)
assuming half the recoil energy produces further displacements and assuming the
other half is dissipated in other processes.
The displacement mean-free path is
1
gD(E) = n aD,,,,<_) (14.22)
where n is the density of scattering centers in the crystal (4.42 x 1022/cm 3)
and aD(E) is the displacement cross section average for GaAs (M2 = 72.5 and
% /
Z2 = 32). The average number of displacements per unit path length produced
by an electron of initial energy E is
_D(E) = PD(E) = nPD(E ) aD(E)
tD(E){ }naD(E ) (T D < T(E) < 2TD)= haD(E) + _D aD(E)T(E) (T(E) > 2TD) (14.23)
The total number of displacements produced along the path of an electron of
initial energy Eo is
f0_o f0_o _(E)D(Eo) : _D(E) TD(E) dES(E) dE = n S(E) (14.24)
where
S(E):{O.381E°'°84 (260 < E < 1000 keV) }0.623 + 4.25 × 10-SE (1000 < E < 10000 keV)
(14.25)
is the stopping-power formula (keV/#m) determined from data of Pages et al.
(1972). Numerical evaluation of the displacement integral can be approximated
by
{0 (E < 260 keY) /D(E) = (14.26)
-3.6 + 3.32 x 10-3E + 3.58 exp(-1.094 x 10-3E) (260 < E < 10 000 keV) ]
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Figure 14.5 illustratcs the dependence of atomic displacements in GaAs on initial
electron energy as found from evaluation of equation (14.24).
In passing through the crystal, the electron is slowed down as it interacts with
orbital electrons and atomic nuclei. Using data from Pages et al. (1972), the
range of the electron in GaAs as a function of initial electron energy E is given by
R(E) = 0.4027E 1t6 - 5.95 x 10-SE 2 (14.27)
where R(E) is in #m and E is in keV. The effects of multiple scattering are
neglected in this formula for R(E) because multiple scattering of electrons is
relatively unimportant in the thin GaAs cells treated herein.
From the same data used in determining the range formula, a formula for the
average energy of an electron that penetrates to a depth R and stops is
E = 2.217R 0'86 + (2.25 x 10 -5) R 2 (14.28)
After penetrating to a depth of x within the crystal, the electron energy is given
by
Eo(x) = 2.217 (Ro - x) °s6 + 2.25 x 10-5(Ro - x) 2 (14.29)
The effect of these radiation-induced defects on cell performance is discussed in
the section 14.2.3.
14.2.3. Minority-carrier recombination. It is assumed that these
radiation-induced displacements within the crystal form recombination centers for
the minority carriers of the electron-hole pairs produced by photon absorption. A
minority carrier, once formed, undergoes thermal diffusion (Hovel, 1975) until it
is trapped and recombines or is separated at the junction. The root-mean-square
distance traveled in moving to a position a distance L away from the source point
is (Liverhant, 1960)
= v_ L (14.30)
If ar is the recombination cross section and L is the distance along an arbitrary
straight line path to the junction, the fractional loss of pairs due to recombination
in reaching the junction along a fixed direction is
x1
)
/ (14.31)
where # is the cosine of the direction to the junction, and Dv (x) is the displacement
density. Averaging the fractional loss over all directions toward the junction
j_01F(.) = f(,) d, (14.32)
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results in ( 1£ I)Fix ) = 1 - E2 v_ ar Dr(x) dx (14.33)
where summations over M1 spectral and angular components are implied. Note
that E2(z) is the exponential integral of order 2.
The photoabsorption rate density at a depth x within the cell for the solar
spectrum is
p(x) = K 7 exp(-Tx) (14.34)
where K is the integrated flux in the absorption band and _ is the photoabsorption
coefficient averaged over the solar spectrum (-y _ 1.4 #m-l). The rate at which
%
/
the photocurrent is collected under short-circuit conditions is
tIsc,O = tic(x) p(x) dx (14.35)
where rk(x ) is the normal or preirradiated collection efficiency and t is the depth
of the active region. The normal collection efficiency is known in terms of diffusion
lengths, lifetimes, and surface recombination rates of the minority carriers; electric
fields; and cell dimensions (Loo et al., 1978).
To derive a simple expression for the short-circuit current in an irradiated cell,
the following simplifying assumptions are made. First, it is assumed that the
radiation-induced defects do not greatly alter the internal-cell electric fields. It is
further assumed that the radiation defects mainly alter the cell operation through
change in the minority-carrier lifetime in the bulk. Surface recombination plays
only a secondary role for heteroface cells. (See Walker and Conway, 1978a and
1978b.) Viewing rlc(x ) as a probability of current collection of an electron-hole
pair produced at x, it is further assumed that the normal collection efficiency and
the recombination probability with radiation defects are statistically independent.
This independence, which allows the postirradiation short-circuit current to be
written as
Isc = rlc(X ) [1 - F(x)] p(x) dx (14.36)
for which the fractional remaining current is
1 - [f_ Uc(X) F(x) p(x) dx"Isc/Isc,O L ft_?c(x)p(x)dx (14.37)
For a well-designed high-collection-efficiency solar cell, rk(x) is nearly spatially
independent over the cell active volume, so that further simplification results in
L Sd.(x)dxJ (14.38)
which is used throughout the remainder of the present work.
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14.2.4. Evaluation of defect spatial distribution. Central to the cal-
culation of radiation effects as outlined in the preceding section is evaluation of
the integral of the defect volume density. This integral is related to a cumulative
defect function by
/:De(z) = Dv(x') dz' (14.39)
This quantity may be evaluated for a fiuenee ¢(Eo) of normally incident particles
of energy Eo. This is accomplished by simply calculating the particle residual
energy Eo(x) after the particle penetrates to a depth x and noting that
De(x) = {D(Eo)- D[Eo(x)]} ¢(Eo) (14.40)
Since Eo(x) is the residual-energy function for normal incidence, the corresponding
result for oblique incidence is
(14.41)
where/9 is the angle of incidence to the normal of the surface. Generalizing for a
spectrum of particles and isotropic incidence,
Dc(x)=2rr foOCdEo fold(cos O){D(Eo)-D[Eo(co_)] } ¢(Eo) (14.42)
where 47r dp(Eo) is the omnidirectional differential fluence spectrum.
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Figure 14.6. GaAs solar cell structure used in present model.
14.2.5. Comparison with experiment. The geometry of the solar cells
used in experimental tests (LOG, Knechtli, and Kamath, 1981; Kamath, 1981) is
shown in figure 14.6. The changes in the cell current collection efficiency as given
by equation (14.38) were evaluated numerically and are shown in figure 14.7 for
the solar cell parameters shown in figure 14.6. Since the protons follow neither the
trajectory of the average proton nor the trajectory in which multiple-scattering is
neglected (fig. 14.4), improvements were made by including the effects of multiple
scattering. These effects were estimated by averaging with equal weight the
cell damage for the two functions shown in figure 14.4, in which some effects
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of deviations about the average trajectory are included. It is clear that an
understanding of the low-energy experimental data requires detailed modeling of
multiple-scattering effects. The window thickness parameters which varied from
cell to cell in experimental tests (Li et al•, 1981; Kamath, 1981) were assumed
to be governed by a uniform distribution in the present calculations. The model
results averaged over the window thickness are compared with short-circuit current
measurements (Loo, Knechtli, and Kamath, 1981; Kamath, 1981) of irradiated
cells shown in figure 14.7. The best value of recombination cross section, in cm 2,
for proton induced defects is
ar _ 6 x 10 -14 (14.43)
which is in fair agreement with the estimated average cross section (at
1.06 × 10 -13 cm 2) determined from deep-level transient spectroscopy (Li et al.,
1981).
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Figure 14.7. Reduced short-circuit efficiency
for monoenergetic proton exposure at
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Figure 14.8. Reduced short-circuit
current after 1 MeV of electron
exposure for two junction depths.
The fractional short-circuit current remaining after 1 MeV of electron irradi-
ation is shown as a function of electron fluence in figure 14.8. The recombination
cross section, in cm 2, is
ar ,-_ 4 x 10 -14 (14.44)
and calculations were made for two junction depths, namely 0.5 #m and 0.8 #m.
Also shown in figure 14.8 are corresponding experimental data of Walker and
Conway (1978b) and Loo et al. (1978). The reasonable consistency of the theory
for vastly different particle types is gratifying•
14.2.6. Equivalent eleetron-fluence concept. It is customary in protec-
tion from mixed-radiation environments to develop concepts under which effects
of radiations of different quality may be combined to ascertain the total effect on
device performance. From an electronic device standpoint, the equivalent electron
fluence is usually employed as the combinational rule. The equivalent electron flu-
ence is defined as that fluence of electrons of fixed energy (usually 1 MeV) which
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produces the same effect on the device performance as a particle fluence of a par-
ticular type, energy, and fluence level. The fluence of electrons Ce equivalent to a
fluence of protons Cp(Ep) of energy Ep is given by
= (14.45)
where Rp and Re are the device response functions for proton and electron damage
(Tada and Carter, 1977). If equation (14.45) is satisfied, the equivalent-fluence
ratio may be defined as
Ce (14.46)
rf(Ep)----- Cp(Ep)
and the main usefulness of the concept requires that rf(Ep) not depend on the
magnitude of Cp(Ep). The equivalence for solar cells is usually related through the
minority-carrier diffusion length for which the equivalent-fluence ratio is expressed
as the ratio of the damage coefficients (Wilson, Stith, and Walker, 1982; Tada and
Carter, 1977). The combined effects of electron and proton exposure are then
Rtot [¢p(Ep),Ce]= Re [*e+ rs(E.) Cp(Ep)] (14.47)
where Ce and ¢p(Ep) are the mixed environmental components. The strong energy
dependence of the response to protons arising from spatial nonuniformity in cell
damage brings into question the usefulness of the concept of equivalent electron
fluence (Wilson, Stith, and Walker, 1982; Tada and Carter, 1977).
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Figure 14.9. Reduced short-circuit current for monoenergetic proton exposure for 0.5-#m
junction cells.
The remaining short-circuit current for 0.4-#m window cells and 0.5-/_m
junction cells as a function of proton energy and fluence is shown in figure 14.9.
The equivalent-fluence ratio was calculated using equations (14.45) and (14.46)
for 1-MeV electron-fluence levels Ce = 1.7 x 1015 electrons/cm z, 6.8 x 1015
electrons/cm 2, and 2.3 x 1016 electrons/cm 2 at Isc/Isc,O = 0.8, 0.5, and 0.2 (as
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shown in fig. 14.8 for the 0.5-#m junction cell). The resulting values of r/(Ep) are
shown in figure 14.10 for each of the three fluence levels. For the equivalent-fluence
concept to be useful, the three curves must coincide at all proton energies as they
do above 500 keV. However, in the proton energy range 50 to 500 keV, where the
cell is extremely sensitive, the usefulness of equivalent electron fluence is generally
limited by the strong dependence of the equivalent-fiuence ratio on the damage
level. This has important consequences in terms of radiation testing, since the
mixed environment generally must be simulated to ensure a valid test unless the
bivariate equivalent-fiuence ratio is adequately known. On the other hand, for a
given (fixed) environment, test procedures could be established through the use
of the present model, for a given cell type. Thus, an "equivalent" electron fluence
could be established in the restricted sense of fixed environmental components.
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Figure 14.10. Equivalent electron-fluence
ratio for a cell with 0.5-#m junction
depth and a 0.4-#m AIxGal-xAs window.
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Figure 14.11. Reduced short-circuit
current for isotropic incident
protons at three fluence levels.
14.2.7. Angular isotropy effects. The radiation in space can, for most
practical purposes, be considered isotropic, and most radiation models present
data as the omnidirectional fluence. Such angular factors generally have great
importance in radiation protection problems (Wilson, Stith, and Walker, 1982),
and such effects within the context of this simple model are evaluated here.
The relationship between defect density distribution within the cell and cell
performance having been established, the defect density is now evaluated for
isotropic-incidence monoenergetic protons by replacing ¢(Eo) in equation (14.42)
with a 5-function. Results are shown in figure 14.11. Clearly, angular isotropy
effects show no major differences in cell sensitivity at all energies and fiuence levels,
although a general increase in radiation resistance at the lowest fluence levels is
apparent. However, at the high fiuence levels, the sensitivity is increased in the
200-keV to 1-MeV region. At higher energies (E >> 1 MeV), angular factors are
relatively less important because of the high penetrating power of the protons.
In general, the angular factors are helpful if fluence levels are sufficiently low
that the reduced penetration of low-energy protons at oblique angles of incidence
serves to provide the cell with added protection. At high fiuence levels and
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fixed energy, the minority-carrier recombination rates near the end of the proton
trajectories tend to saturate for normal incidence, whereas isotropic incidence
tends to distribute these defects more uniformly over the cell. This uniform
distribution increases their effectiveness for cell damage, which in turn accounts for
the increased cell sensitivity for E > 200 keV (as shown in fig. 14.11 for Cp = 1012
protons/cm2). The spectral characteristics for performance evaluation in space
applications must still be considered in the protection against space radiation.
Solar cell performance is likewise evaIuated for isotropicaIly incident I-MeV
electrons. The results are shown in figure 14.12 as a function of omnidirectional
fiuence level (0.5-#m junction depth and infinite backing is assumed). Comparison
of figure 14.12 with figure 14.8 for normal incidence shows that an isotropically
incident electron is equivalent to four normally incident electrons. Clearly,
isotropic incidence is a most important factor for space-radiation testing.
14.2.8. Effects of space-radiation environment. Space missions to the
fringes of the geomagnetic field and interplanetary missions experience the yearly
solar-particle fluence during highly solar-active years (Foelsche, 1963) on the order
of
5 × 1014
Cp(Ep) _ Ep (14.48)
where Ep is in keV and _bp is in protons/cm 2. The remaining short-circuit current
calculated from equations (14.38) and (14.48) as a function of cover glass thickness
is shown in figure 14.13. It is clear that an unshielded cell would not survive a
major solar event and requires a cover glass of about 25 #m to ensure performance
levels to within 90 percent of their initial value.
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Figure 14.12. Reduced short-circuit
current for isotropically incident
1-MeV electrons as a function of
omnidirectional fluence.
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Figure 14.13. Reduced short-circuit
current due to a large solar event of
a cell with a 0.5-tim junction depth
and a 0.5-pro Al_-xGaxAs window
as a function of cover glass thickness.
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The protons trapped at geosynchronous altitude (L = 6.6 Earth radii) are well
approximated (Sawyer and Vette, 1976) by
230] (14.49)¢,(E,) = 2.5× 1014exp -1.27-0.0072Z_+ -g;!
where Cp is in protons/cm2-yr. The corresponding yearly electron fluence (Singley
and Vette, 1972) is
¢_(_)= 45 ×101'exp(-2 S32×10-3E_) (14.50)
in electrons/cm2-yr. The short-circuit current ratio is calculated for equivalent
1-, 5-, and 10-yr missions in the trapped environment with results shown in
figure 14.14 as a function of cover glass thickness. Equations (14.48) to (14.50)
are integrated flux and must be differentiated for use in equation (14.42). A
15-#m glass cover is required to stop the geosynchronous trapped protons.
Cover glass thickness beyond 15 #m is ineffective for protection against the
electron environment. The effects of the geosynchronous trapped environment
are combined with a single large solar event in figure 14.15 for 1-, 5-, and 10-yr
missions. Little improvement in cell protection is obtained by having a cover
glass thickness in excess of about 30 #m. For a complete evaluation of solar cell
performance, one needs to consider the production of color centers in the cover
glass and their effect on cell performance.
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Figure 14.14. Reduced short-circuit
current of a cell with 0.5-#m junction
depth and a 0,5-#m All-xGaxAs
Window as a function of cover glass
thickness in geosynchronous
environment.
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Figure 14.15. Reduced short-circuit cur-
rent of a cell with a 0.5-#m junction
depth and a 0,5-t_m All-xGaxAs
window as _ function of cover glass
thickness in combined geosynchronous
and solar cosmic-ray environment.
14.3. Microscopic Defect Structures and Equivalent
Electron-Fluence Concepts
The problem of additivity of exposure due to protons and electrons rests on the
concept that proton damage and electron damage are in some sense equivalent.
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When equivalence is valid then for any proton fluence causing damage in a cell,
there is an equivalent electron fluence (usually 1 MeV) which causes the same
damage level. In this way electron and proton damage can be added for total
damage effect. In section 14.2.6 the issue of equivalent electron fluence was
examined from the point of view of the macroscopic spatial density of defects
produced in a GaAs shallow junction solar cell (Wilson and Stock, 1984). The
calculations utilized a simple model of short-circuit current for the cell by Wilson,
Walker, and Outlaw (1984) which has achieved considerable success in predicting
experimental results (Wilson et al., 1982; Wilson, Stith, and Walker, 1982). More
recently, further experiments have fully justified damage level for protons in the
energy range below about 0.5 MeV (Anspaugh and Downing, 1984). Although it
is not clear from these published experimental results as to what "high" and "low"
damage levels were actually used in the experiment and that they measured the
power decrement rather than the short-circuit current decrement, the comparison
between theory and experiment shown in figure 14.16 is quite encouraging.
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Figure 14.16. Proton damage coePfieient.
Theo_: Wilson, Stith,
and Walker, 1982
Experiment: Anspaugh
and Downing, 1984
In addition to the equivalent fluence for test exposure, one must take account
of exposure time and temperature since a degree of self-healing of the cell is
normally present. In this respect one may call to mind the experience with
GaAs cells on NTS-2 for which annealing in flight is suspected (Walker, Statler,
and Lambert, 1978). When such factors are fully considered, a reexamination
of electron equivalency must be made since evidence exists which indicates that
defect structures produced by proton exposure do not readily anneal (Anspaugh
and Downing, 1981). Further study of space-radiation damage in which the
chemistry of specific defects are included is clearly needed.
In the present section we will examine the question of equivalence in terms of
the microscopic defect structures. The equivalent electron fluence concept is then
said to hold only if the macroscopic and microscopic defect densities are reasonably
represented under simplified test conditions. Implications as to minimum test
requirements will be discussed.
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1_.3.1. Theory. Atomic displacements caused by particle impact with
atomic nuclei result in crystal defects. The formation of the defects is related
to the energy4ransfer cross section, which is obtained from Rutherford's cross
section for protons and Mott's cross section for electrons. The maximum energy
transfer for protons is Tm= 4M Ep/(1 + M) 2 where M is the atomic weight of
the struck nucleus and Ep is the proton energy. The maximum energy transfer for
an electron of energy Ee is similarly Tm= 2Ee (Ee + 2mec 2)/M2c where mec 2 is
the electron rest energy.
The minimum energy transfer to produce one displacement is TD _ 9.5 eV.
At least one displacement is produced whenever T > TD. When the recoil energy
exceeds TD, the nucleus is proficient in producing further recoils with half its
energy and the remaining half is lost in electronic excitation. Hence, the total
number of recoils is
T
. _ I +-- (T > 2To) (14.51)2To
One may be tempted to take the integer part of u, but this would be incorrect
since _, as written is to be interpreted as a mean for many such events. We now
introduce the cross section for producing _, or more defects as
f_ffdaav( E) = -_-_dT (14.52)
where T_ = 2(v - 1)T D. The probability that more than v defects are produced
in a given collision is then
Pv = av(E) (14.53)
 o(E)
where aD(E ) is the total displacement cross section. Values for Pv are shown in
figure 14.17 as a function of proton energy for values of u from 2 to 10. It is seen
that an asymptotic value for Pv is reached rather quickly (Ep _ 23 keV).
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Figure 14.17 Defect number probabilities.
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Values of Pv are also shown in figure 14.17 as a function of electron energy
and values of v from 2 to 10. Note we have the relation between maximum energy
transfer of the proton and electron (i.e., Tm (proton) =Tm (electron)) so that
(1 + M) 2 Ee (Ee + 2mec 2)
Ep = 2M2c (14.54)
Clearly the defect structures produced by protons and electrons are quite different
for electron energies below 10 MeV. This is shown more clearly in table 14.1
where values of P_ for protons and electrons of various energies are compared.
The number of defects at a recoil site is nearly independent of proton energy,
as shown in table 14.1. In distinction, the 1-MeV electron produced defects are
vastly different. The number of defects at the recoil site of electrons approaches
the proton values only as the electron energy exceeds 10 MeV.
Table 14.1. Defect Probabilities for Protons and Electrons
o.o 
2 0.496
3 .243
4 .159
5 .117
7 .075
10 .047
Probability of forming u defects--
For I)rotons with energies For electrons with energies
Ep, MeV, of-- Ee, MeV, of-
0:05 O.i 1 i 5 10
0.498
.247
.164
.122
.080
.052
0.499
.249
.165
.123
.082
.054
0.500
.250
.167
.125
.083
.055
0.314
.046
.001
0.489
.232
.145
.103
.060
.033
0.501
.249
.164
.122
.079
.050
It is clear from the data presented that 1-MeV electron-induced defects appear
as isolated events of two or three displacements. In distinction, proton-induced
defects show a broad range of defect structures with appreciable numbers having
more than five displacement sequences. It is believed that this is the main source of
difference in annealing properties between proton and 1-MeV electron irradiation
damage.
In order to provide a better understanding of the process of defect forma-
tion and kinetics, a binary-collision simulation code MARLOWE is employed
(Robinson and Torrens, 1974). The GaAs unit cell is shown in figure 14.18. The
primary recoil atom energy was taken as 20 eV corresponding to the average en-
ergy transferred by a 1-MeV electron and 90 eV representing the average energy
transferred by the collision of a proton of a few MeV (see figure 14.3). This work
is continuing at Virginia State University (John J. Stith).
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A unit cell of the GaAs crystal showing the corresponding lattice parameters.
The results from the computer simulations yielded information on the spatial
distribution of the defect pairs (close pairs, near pairs, and distant pairs), as well
as details on possible clusters of defects, such as multiple vacancies. Close pairs are
vacancy-interstitial pairs that are separated by distances that are less than nearest
neighbors separation; near pairs are vacancy-interstitial pairs that are separated
by distances greater than nearest neighbors separation but less than the distance
between second-nearest neighbors; and distant pairs are interstitial-vacancy pairs
that are separated by distances greater than the distance between second-nearest
neighbors. Information is also generated on improper replacements which are
produced in irradiated binary crystals, such as gallium arsenide. These are a form
of stable defect produced in the damaged crystal.
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Figure 14.19. Distribution of iuterstitial-
vacancy pairs for a 20 eV primary
recoil atom.
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Figure 14.20. Distribution of
interstitial-vacancy pairs for a
90 eV primary recoil atom.
The graphs in figures 14.19 and 14.20 show the distribution of the separations
of the pairs for the 20- and 90-eV recoil energies, respectively. These distributions
include close, near, and distant pairs. When the distributions on the two
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graphs are compared, it is clear that there are more interstitial-vacancy pairs
for the higher-energy cascades than for the lower-energy cascades. This is to be
expected. The results from two different cascades are displayed in figures 14.21
through 14.26. Figures 14.21 and 14.22 show the relative positions of the
interstitials and the vacancies produced in the crystal. Close, near, and distant
pairs are displayed. The circle represents a vacancy and the square represents
an interstitial. In figures 14.23 and 14.24 the close pairs are not included since
it is a good probability that the vacancies and interstitials that form the close
pairs will combine (self-anneal). The triangle is used to represent defects caused
by improper replacements that occur in the crystal. Figures 14.25 and 14.26
display improper replacements and the distant pairs. The distant pairs may still
exist after annealing of the crystal and would represent, along with the improper
replacements, stable defects within the crystal. When a proper pair combines,
two defects are eliminated; but when an improper pair combines, two defects are
reduced to one defect which is different from either of the two original defects.
There is a sizable difference between the number of distant pairs for the high-
energy primary recoil atoms over the number of distant pairs for the low-energy
primary recoil atoms. It should also be noted that the high-energy primary
recoil atom generates several subcascades, giving rise to more extensive damage
structures within the crystal. This is qualitatively similar to the experimental
results that demonstrated a high degree of difficulty in annealing proton radiation
damage as compared with annealing electron radiation damage in gallium arsenide.
Future work will concentrate on developing a defect kinetic model and correlation
with deep level electron spectroscopic analysis of radiation produced defects.
14.3.2. Conclusions. The macroscopic defect density variation effects on
equivalent electron fiuence being well-established, the effect of microscopic defect
structures reveals an additional requirement on the equivalent electron-fiuence
concept. It has been shown the 1-MeV electrons can never reproduce proton
irradiation damage on the microscopic scale. This is the probable difference in
annealing between electron and proton damaged cells observed by Anspaugh and
Downing (1981). A full explanation must await further study on the chemical
kinetics of defect structures. In any case, a minimum requirement will be the
use of 10-MeV electrons to assure equivalence on the microscopic level of defect
formation.
14.4. GaAs Model Refinements
The original model for GaAs solar cells was admittedly simplified (Wilson,
Walker, and Outlaw, 1984) but still explained the main features of the proton-
induced radiation damage response curves and the annealing characteristics of the
cells (Stith and Wilson, 1985). Several modifications of the basic concepts were
accomplished by various researchers.
The photon absorption coefficient exhibits strong wavelength dependence and
has been used as a probe for study of the internal workings of GaAs photovoltaie
systems. J. Y. Yanng (1984) incorporated photoabsorption properties into the
short-circuit model to provide the spectral dependence of radiation damage. The
resulting spectral response is shown in figure 14.27. When the spectral attenuation
coefficient properly accounts for the depth dependence of the minority carrier
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Figure 14.21. Vacancy and interstitial sites for a typical 20 eV primary atom recoil event.
Coordinates in lattice constants. All pairs.
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Figure 14.22. Vacancy and interstitial sites for a typical 90 eV primary atom recoil event.
Coordinates in lattice constants. All pairs.
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Figure 14.23. Vacancy and interstitial sites remaining after annealing of close pairs caused by
20 eV primary recoil atom. Coordinates in lattice constants. No close pairs.
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Figure 14.24. Vacancy and interstitial sites remaining after annealing of close pairs caused by
90 eV primary recoil atom. Coordinates in lattice constants. No close pairs.
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Figure 14.25. Improper replacements and distant pairs from 20 eV primary recoil event.
Coordinates in lattice constants. No close pairs or near pairs.
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Figure 14.26. Improper replacements and distant pairs from 90 eV primary recoil event.
Coordinates in lattice constants. No close pairs or near pairs.
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source, the average damage response to low-energy protons is somewhat improved,
as shown in figure 14.28. The spectral averaged model shows similar success in
application to silicon solar cells, as seen in figures 14.29 and 14.30. In addition
to the spectral dependence, Yeh, Li, and Loo (1985) added the recombination
differences of the p- and n-material and find excellent agreement with their
experimental data. (See fig. 14.31.)
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Figure 14.27. Experimental and simulated
spectral responses for (A1Ga)As-GaAs solar
cell before and after proton irradiation
(Proton energy = 290 keV).
Figure 14.28. Final results of predicting
Isc damage on GaAs solar cell.
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Figure 14.29. Experimental and Yaung's
simulated spectral responses for silicon solar
cell before and after proton irradiation
(Proton energy = 290 keV).
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Figure 14.30. Final results of predicting
Isc damage on silicon solar cell.
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Figure 14.31. The calculated Isc degradation ratio in the A10.85Ga0.15As-GaAs p-n junction
solar cell. The thickness of the window layer is 0.34 #m, and the junction depth is 0.5 pro.
14.5. Microelectronic Applications
The early suggestion that some spacecraft anomalies may result from the pas-
sage of the galactic ions through microelectronic circuits (Binder, Smith, and
Holman, 1975) has now been well-established. Although the direct ionization by
protons appears as an unlikely candidate, the recoil energy of nuclear-reaction
products is suspected as a source of single-event upset (SEU) phenomena (Wyatt
et al., 1979; Guenzer et al., 1980; Petersen, 1980). As a result, a number of funda-
mental experimental and theoretical studies were undertaken to better understand
the phenomena. McNulty and coworkers examined the energy deposition of proton
reaction products in Si by using surface-barrier detectors of various thicknesses for
2.5 to 200 #m (McNulty et al., 1980). They also developed a Monte Carlo code
for theoretical evaluation of energy deposition for such products. (See McNulty
et al., 1980; McNulty, Farrell, and Tucker, 1981.) A comparison of McNulty's
work with the well-established medium energy cascade code (MECC-7) developed
by Bertini and coworkers at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory showed some
differences in predicted reaction products and even greater differences in energy
spectral contribution. (See Harem et al., 1981.) An evaluation of Si reaction
products was likewise made by Petersen (1980), and, although no direct com-
parison was made with McNulty's experiments, an estimate of SEU rates in the
trapped-proton environment was made.
Following these fundamental studies, more-detailed applications to specific-
device geometries and parameters were made. Bradford evolved an energy
deposition formalism (Bradford, 1982) using the cross sections of Harem et al.
(1981). McNulty et al. (1980) applied their Monte Carlo model to dynamic
random access memory (DRAM) devices with reasonable success and discussed
the implications of heavy ion SEU phenomena on proton-induced SEU events
through secondary reaction processes (Bisgrove et al., 1986). The fundamental
consideration is the evaluation of the energy deposited within the sensitive volume
(depletion region) of the device in question as the result of a passing proton. The
ionization due to the proton itself makes only a small contribution to the critical
charge. Nuclear-reaction events usually produce several reaction products (a
?
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heavy fragment and several lighter particles, although a few heavy fragments may
be produced simultaneously on some occasions), and all the resultant products
can make important contributions to the deposited energy. Such nuclear-event
products are, of course, correlated in both time and space.
There are three distinct approaches to a fundamental description of the energy
deposition events. McNulty and coworkers developed a Monte Carlo code in which
multiparticle events are calculated explicitly, including spatial and specific-event
(temporal) correlation effects. Although this is the most straightforward way of
treating the full detail, it is a complex computational task. A second class of
methods begins with the volumetric source of collision events and calculates the
SEU probability by using the chord-length distribution. (See Bradford, 1982;
Fernald and Kerns, 1988.) Although in principle the correlation effects could be
so incorporated, they appear to be ignored in both the cited references. A third
approach in which linear energy-transfer (LET) distributions and chord-length
distributions are used seems most appropriate for external sources. (See Petersen
et al., 1982; Tsao et al., 1983.) This last approach applies if the LET distribution
from external sources is constant over the sensitive volume, but its applicability
to volumetric sources is questionable. At the very least, this approach ignores
correlation effects.
Nuclear data bases for biological systems were examined by Wilson et
al. (1988). The MECC-7 results underestimated by nearly a factor of 2 the
energy-transfer cross section for multiple-charged ion products. In an analysis
with greater detail, (Wilson et al., 1989), the Silberberg-Tsao (Tsao et al., 1983)
fragmentation parameters were found to be superior to the MECC-7 results. The
primary differences appear for the lighter of the multiple-charged fragments. Fur-
ther comparison with experiments on A1 targets shows both Monte Carlo nuclear
models (McNulty's code OMNI as well as MECC-7) to underestimate produc-
tion cross sections for products lighter than fluorine in proton-induced reactions.
Although these intranuclear-cascade models are capable of representing multipar-
ticle correlation, the inherent inaccuracies in predicting cross sections is a serious
limitation.
In the present section, the effects of nuclear recoil on electronic devices are
examined and the development of a formalism for application to specific-device
parameters is begun. As a test of our methods as they develop, the results are
compared with the experimental measurements of McNulty et al. (1980).
14.5.1. Microelec_ronic upsets. An electronic device is sensitive to the
sudden introduction of charge into the active elements of its circuits. The amount
of such charge that is sufficient to change the state of a logic circuit is called the
critical charge. As shown in figure 14.32, there is a rough relationship between
the critical charge Qc and the device feature size L (Petersen et al., 1982). This
relationship is as follows:
Qc _ 0-0156L 2 (14.55)
where Qe is measured in pC and L is measured in #m. Upsets in a device are
then dependent on the charge produced in comparison to the critical charge.
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Figure 14.32. Critical charge as a function of feature size in several device types.
The charge released AQ in a material because of the passage of an energetic
ion is related to the kinetic energy lost AE during the passage and is given by
AE
AQ = 22.5 (14.56)
where AQ has units pC and AE has units MeV. The energy lost by an ion in
passing through a region is related to its stopping power (--d_- x = Sz(E')) in the
medium. The distance traveled before coming to rest is
fo E dE' (14.57)Rz(E) = Sz(E')
If an ion is known to come to rest in distance x, then its energy is found through
the inverse of relation (14.57) as
E = R_1(x) (14.58)
Equation (14.58) is used to calculate energy loss. The energy loss by an ion of
charge Z and energy E in passing through the active region of a device with
collection length Lc is given by
AE = E - RZ 1 [Rz(E) - Lc] (14.59)
where
Lc = Wepi + Wn (14.60)
In equation (14.60), Wep i is the epitaxial layer thickness and Wn is the width of
the depletion region (Chern, Seitchik, and Yang, 1986). The energy loss depends
on the particle isotope (i.e., ion mass) and angle of incidence. The range-energy
relations described by Wilson et al. (1989) are utilized. As a practical matter to
reduce numerical error inherent to numerical interpolation,
AE = RZ 1 [Rz(E)] - RZ 1 [Rz(E ) - Lc] (14.61)
is used in place of equation (14.59). The result of equation (14.59) depends on
the global error (fixed at 1 percent) in the computer code, while equation (14.61)
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depends only on the local relative error (quite small). The charge introduced into
the feature is given by equations (14.56) and (14.61). An example for a particular
collection length of 2 #m is shown in figure 14.33 for each ion type. A simplified
geometry is assumed in which the channel length and width and the collection
length (fig. 14.34) are taken as equal to the feature size. The E, Z plane can be
divided into regions for which
AQ(E) > Qc (14.62)
The value of AQ(E) depends on the feature size L. (See eq. (14.55).) The
ion mass for each value of Z was taken as the natural mass in arriving at the
contour of constant AQ shown in figure 14.35. The average recoil energies from
the fragmentation of 160 and 28Si produced by collision with high-energy protons
(Wilson et al., 1989) are also shown in figure 14.35. The importance of a given
fragment type for a given feature size for the device ma_, be judged from the
16 28
average recoil energies from the fragmentation of O and Si.
100
_:_ 10-1
--_10-2
_10-3
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Figure 14.33. Charge collected as a function of ion energy with a collection length of 2 #m.
Oxide
Source G?te ] Gate
p - Substrate
Figure 14.34. Cross section of bulk CMOS technology.
It is doubtful that any of the fragments produce upsets in the 4-#m and
larger devices (note that simplified geometries have been used). Also, the lighter
fragments of Li, He, and H are not suspected for SEU's in this simple geometry
and figure 14.35 is applicable to incident cosmic-ray ions.
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Figure 14.35. Critical energy as a function of ion charge for several feature sizes. Average recoil
energies of fragmerLts of silicon and oxygen are superimposed.
14.5.2 Nuclear-fragmentation cross sections. Although nuclear frag-
mentation has been under study for nearly 50 years, the absolute cross sections
still stir some controversy. The experimental problem is that the main-reaction
products could be directly observed only in recent years and even now only in
rather sophisticated experiments. Rudstam (1966) studied the systematics of nu-
clear fragmentation and supposed the fragment isotopes to be in a bell-shaped
distribution about the nuclear stability line. Silberberg and Tsao (Tsao et al.,
1983) continued the Rudstam parametric approach and added many correction
factors as new experimental evidence became available.
Concurrently, Monte Carlo simulation of the Serber model (1947) and final
decay through compound nuclear models showed some success (Hamm et al., 1981;
Bertini, i969). Even so, Monte Carlo simulation shows little success in predicting
fragments whose mass is small compared with the original target nuclear mass
(Wilson et al., 1988; Kwiatkowski et al., 1983). Of the various models for nucleon-
induced fragmentation in 28Si, the model of Silberberg and Tsao is probably the
most reliable. The main limitation of their model is that only inclusive cross
sections are predicted; particle correlations could prove important in predicting
SEU.
Measurements of 27A1 fragmentation in proton beams have been made by
Kwiatkowski et al. (1983). These experiments are compared in figure 14.36 with
the Monte Carlo results of OMNI and MECC-7. Also shown are the results from
Silberberg and Tsao (Tsao et al., 1983); generally, these results appear to be within
a factor of 2 of the experiment. The model of Silberberg and Tsao (Tsao et al.,
1983) is the only model which predicts significant contributions in the important
range below the mass of carbon A F --- 12.
The spectrum of average recoil energy is calculated using the formalism
of Wilson et al. (1989) and the Silberberg-Tsao cross sections and is shown
for comparison with the spectrum according to the Bertini cross sections in
figure 14.37. The Bertini cross sections are greatly underestimated above 24 MeV
and greatly overestimated below 9 MeV, The Bertini results are typical for
currently available intranuclear-cascade models. Experimental evidence indicates
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that even the Silberberg-Tsao values are too small above 6 MeV (Kwiatkowski
et al., 1983).
10o I--o--- MECC-7 !" Tsao et al., 1983
80 _- o Kwiatkowski et al., 1983 iii
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Figure 14.36. Fragmentation cross section
for 180-MeV protons on A1 targets
calculated by various models compared
with experimental measurements.
Figure 14.37. Spectrum of average
energy predicted by SiIberberg and
Tsao cross sections compared with
Bertini cross sections.
14.5.3. Nuclear recoil transport. The transport of the recoil fragments is
described as follows:
[_. V- o_Sz(E)] ¢z(_,_,E) = (z(E ) (14.63)
where Cz(Z, _, E) is the ion flux at Z moving in direction _ with energy E and
where Cz(E) is the ion-source density assumed to be isotropic and uniformly
distributed through the media. The solution to equation (14.63) is in a closed
region bounded by the surface F subject to the boundary condition
¢z(F, fi, E) = Cz(fi, E) (_. fi < 0) (14.64)
where _ is the outward-directed normal of the surface F. The solution is found by
using the method of characteristics (Wilson and Lamkin, 1975; Wilson, 1977) as
¢z(_, fi, E) - Sz(Eb)_ ,f fi, Eb)+ 1 /fibSz(E) wz, , Sz(E---_ (z(E') dE' (14.65)
where F is the point on the boundary determined by projecting £" along the
direction _ and
Eb = Rz I [Rz(E) + b] (14.66)
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where
b = ft. (e - P) (14.67)
Equation (14.65) may be used to evaluate the spectrum of particles leaving the
region that can be related to the spectrum of energy deposited in the media. An
isolated sheet of silicon of thickness a, which is obviously similar to the McNulty
surface-barrier detectors, is considered. The inward-direeted flux at the boundary
is then zero. We first consider a monoenergetic ion source
a,¢
(14.68)
for which
Cz(Z,_,E) = _rz'¢ { 1 (E <- E' <- Eb) } (14.69)47rSz(E) 0 (Otherwise)
where az is the silicon-fragmentation cross section and ¢ is the flux of initiating
energetic particles. The spectrum of ions leaving the sheet (ignoring edge effects)
is
dfz=4_A #¢z(F,O,E)d#
dE
o2 (0<_E_< 1 ]
Aaz¢ [Rz(E')-Rz(E)]2
2Sz(E) 1 (Rz 1 [Rz(E' ) -a] < E < E') I (14.70)0 ( ' < E)
where A is the area of the sheet and # is the cosine of the colatitude with respect
to the local surface normal. The total number of escaping particles is found by
integrating the spectrum given by equation (14.70) and is
1 a
Ne = Aaaz¢
"1
(a < Rz(E')) [
1(a > Rz(E")) (14.71)
From equation (14.71), the total number of ions which stop in the sheet is
(a < Rz(E')) [
I(a > Rz(E')) (14.72)
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Obviously, an ion produced with energy E p which leaves the sheet with energy E
suffered an energy loss e to the sheet given by
e = E _ - E (14.73)
which we use to find the energy-loss spectrum as
dfz
= dE E=E'-_ + NS 6(E' - e) (14.74)
Considering that equation (14.74) is the energy deposition in a sheet of area A
and thickness a as the result of a monoenergetic volumetric source, the response
to any arbitrary spectral source can be found by superposition.
14.5._. Fragmentation energy-loss spectra. The fragmentation-source
energy distribution (normalized to unity) is given as
p(E') = exp _ (14.75)
where 3E0 is the mean-fragment energy and is given by Wilson et al. (1989) based
on previous work by Goldhaber (1974)
The energy-loss spectrum is found by using equations (14.74) and (14.75) as
dF = fe cc dfz___1 p(E') dE'
de de IE=E'-e
= _0 c¢ dfz_ p(E-4-s) dE (14.76)
dg E=Er +e
The contribution from stopping ions is readily evaluated to give
dfz_ p(E + _) dE (14.77)
"_ = gs(e) P(¢) + d_ E'=E+e
where the second term of equation (14.77) requires more attention.
The energy-degradation function in the integral of equation (14.77) is given
by equation (14.74). It is not clear how the integral in equation (14.77) is to
be evaluated. As an approximate evaluation, the energy-degradation function
is approximated by two or three line segments as given in equations (14.78)
and (14.81).
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If RZ(E) > 2a, then
a2 [ a2]R E
dfz I Aaz¢
"_ E'=E+_ -- 2_) ¼ + 3[Rz(E)-Rz(E2)]4[Rz(E1)-Rz(E_)]
1
where E2 is the solution of
/
(0 < E _< E2)
(E2 < E < Et) [
!
(El < E < co) |
J
(14.78)
Rz(E2) = Rz(E2 + E) - 2a (14.79)
and E1 is the solution of
Rz(E1) = Rz(E1 + E) - a (14.80)
In the event that RZ(E) < 2a, then
_E[E,_E+_ 2S--_)
1
(0 < E < El)
J(El + E < _) (14.81)
with the understanding that E1 is zero if RZ(E) < a. The second term of
equation (14.77) is divided into three subintervals as follows:
I1 (c) = , p(E + E) dE
E =E+_
/E_"_dfzI2(E) = _ p(E + E) dE
E'=E+e
I3(E) =/i _,dfZdeE,=E+ P(E + E) dE
(14.82)
(14.83)
(14.84)
First, II(E) is zero unless RZ(E) > 2a, for which
I_(E)- 9, R-_7_P(E2,E)+ a2 ] Q(E2'E)} (14.85)
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r2(_)=
(
Aaz¢ J 1 3 Rz(E2)
2 _ 4 4 [Rz(EI) - Rz(E2)] [P(E1, e) - P(E2, _)]
Aaz¢ 3 Q(E1, _) - Q(E2, c)
+ 2 4 [Rz(E1)- Rz(E2)] (14.86)
Aa_¢ /;_ p(E + _)I3(e) = _ _ Sz(E) dE (14.87)
If a < Rz(z) < 2a, then E2 and II(e) are zero and
hi_)--- 2 R---_--(_P(EI,e)+ 1 R2ig ) Rz(E1)
When RZ(e ) < a, then E1 = E2 = 0, so that II(e) and I2(E) both vanish and
Aaz¢ j_o°° pi E + E)I3(_) = _ Sz(E) dE i14.89)
In equations i14.85), (14.86), and (14.88), P and Q are given by
_0 Ei p( E + e)P(Ei,e)= Sz(E) dE (14.90)
fo E` nz(E) piE + _)Q(Ei, e) = Sz (E) dE (14.91)
The integral of equation (14.90) may be approximated for values of Ei _ _e by
P(Ei,e) _ Rz(Eo) , ,___Pt_)_ (_, 2EoEi) (14.92)
where 7 is an incomplete gamma function. For larger values of Ei ( _e < Ei <_ 4e),
the integral may be taken as
P(Ei,e) Rz(Eo),,[1 (_ e ) 1 (_ E_)P_ _ '8E0 +_ '2 0
/_ (1,2@0) ,/f_7 (1, 8_0) (14.93)+ V-_-_ -
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Whenever Ei > 4_, the integral is approximately
(, )P(E_,_)_ v_ p(_) 2' 2' +2_ '
The integral in equation (14.91) may be approximated by
R2(Eo) [C(Ei + s) - C(e)] (14.95)Q(Ei,s) _ 2E0
where C(_) is the integral spectrum as follows:
C(E) = flo E p(E') dE' (14.96)
A useful check on the approximations involved is the strict requirement
Ii(c) + I2(_) + I3(_) _< --
The total absorption spectrum is then
A_z¢ f0 _ p(E + _)2 Sz(E) d_ (14.97)
dF
d-_ = Ns(e)p(¢) + I1(_) + I2(E) + I3(¢) (14.98)
and is shown in figure 14.38 for detector thicknesses of 1 to 5 pm with E0 =
3.5 MeV. Similar results are shown in figure 14.39 for detector thicknesses of 50 to
200 #m. In comparing figures 14.39 and 14.40, it is shown that the energy-loss
spectrum is approaching the fragment-production spectrum as a becomes larger.
The normalization is always
f0 cc dF-_- = 1 (14.99)
which is satisfied by numerical evaluation to within 2 percent.
15.5.5. Results. Typical fragmentation cross sections calculated using the
Silberberg-Tsao model are shown in table 14.2 for 125-MeV protons. The values
of E 0 are taken from Wilson et al. (1989). The calculated response of the 2.5-pm
detector is shown in figure 14.41; these values should be compared with the
experiments of McNulty, Farrell, and Tucker (1981) and the values according to
the Monte Carlo code of the McNulty group, which are also shown in figure 14.41.
The peak value at zero energy is fixed by the total reaction cross section and
total proton flux. It appears that the total reaction cross section of the McNulty
code is too small. Otherwise, the present theory and the Monte Carlo code show
nearly equivalent agreement with the experiments. Similar comments apply to
the 4.2-ttm detector response (fig. 14.42) with one exception. The energetic events
above 20 MeV observed in experiments are well represented by the present theory
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but, as expected, not by the Monte Carlo code (see fig. 14.37). This high-energy
agreement between theory and experiment is observed for the 24.1-#m detector,
but the Monte Carlo code again fails to predict the high-energy events, as shown
in figure 14.43. The improved model of the present work is again clearly displayed
for the 158-MeV experiments of McNulty et al. (1981), as shown in figures 14.44
and 14.45.
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Figure 14.38. Total absorption spectrum
for surface-barrier detector of
1 to 5 pm and E0 = 3.5 MeV.
Figure 14.39. Total absorption
spectrum for surface-barrier
detector of 50 to 200 #m and
E0 = 3.5 MeV.
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Cross-Section Parameters for Fragmentation of
28Si by 125-MeV Protons
A F aF, mb
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
67.7
50.8
44.5
37.7
24.7
24.5
14.7
I5.3
8.1
7.3
6.4
6.1
4.2
2.9
1.9
2.3
1.5
1.0
1.1
1.7
1.9
1.5
1.2
145.9
29.1
70.7
710.5
Eo, MeV
0.17
.34
.50
.67
.84
1.01
1.17
1.34
1.51
1.68
1.85
2.01
2.18
2.35
2.52
2.68
2.85
3.02
3.19
3.35
3.52
3.69
3.86
2.08
2.92
2.06
2.06
The inability of the Monte Carlo code to predict the most energetic fragments
could be a serious limitation in predicting SEU in some devices. Although the
Silberberg-Tsao cross sections for proton-induced reactions are not in complete
agreement with some recent cross-section measurements, they still provide im-
proved ability over Monte Carlo models. The methods of analysis used herein will
be applied to specific-device geometries in the near future.
p
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Figure 14.42. Response of a 4.2-#m
surface-barrier detector to 125-MeV
protons (2.14 x 108 protons).
Figure 14.43. Response of a 24.1-#m
surface-barrier detector to 125-MeV
protons (6.42 x 10s protons).
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Chapter 15
Concluding Remarks
15.1. Current Status
The final goal of the present research program is to provide the design engineer
with analysis tools to adequately design future NASA space structures and to
assure that acceptable risks are not exceeded. To validate code accuracy, we
require these analysis tools to be compared with well-controlled experiments.
Although we have made great progress toward this goal, still many difficult tasks
remain before this goal is achieved.
The first step in progressing toward this goal is the development of transport
codes and data bases for HZE and nucleonic components in the straight ahead
approximation. An even more restrictive assumption than the straight ahead
approximation is applied to the HZE fragments by assuming that the velocity
is conserved in the interaction. The current code versions either apply in space
(HZETRN, BRYNTRN) or in the laboratory (LABTRN, LBLTRN) exclusively.
Hence, a code for space which can be validated i'n laboratory experiments is beyond
our present capability. Even then the HZE cross sections are assumed to be
energy independent for the space code HZETRN and the most general laboratory
code LBLTRN. Although the laboratory code LABTRN does treat energy-
dependent cross sections, it only allows evaluation of the absorbed dose within
an absorber. Three generalizations of these codes are required: (1) the straight
ahead approximation should be replaced with a two-stream approximation, (2) the
full energy dependence of the nuclear cross sections should be added, and (3) the
spectral components of the HZE fragmentation should be introduced. Even
these additions to the current, codes will not provide a complete description of
the transport process. Such a complete description requires the introduction
of mesons, antibaryons, and their decay, and reaction products, especially the
electromagnetic cascades. The incompleteness of the present codes results in part
from the data bases utilized. The generation of such a data base is in progress
and our next immediate goal is to have a complete set of one-dimensional codes.
15.2. Future Goals
The first goal beyond the present work is to develop a complete set of one-
dimensional codes that are able to evaluate biological response in an arbitrary
shield geometry for engineering applications. After this initial goal has been
accomplished, we will move onward toward fully three-dimensional codes by
first generating a new data base for atomic/molecular collisions as well as a
more complete nuclear data base. Such three-dimensional codes are particularly
important for validation in laboratory experiments. These validated three-
dimensional codes will provide the codes for future space engineering design.
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